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THEME
The propeller has become a focus of attention after being neglected for many years. It has long been appreciated that
the propeller is a most efficient means of propulsion up to Mach No. 0.6 for old technology propeHers. However, this
efficiency has been realized at the expense of high noise and vibration levels.
The resurgence of interest in propeller technology that started in the mid-197()'s, has brought with it several interesting
developments, among which the propfan is perhaps the most novel. Recent studies indicate that the propfan can operate with
an aerodynamic efficiency of 80% at Mach No. 0.8 and that makes it a very serious contender to the fan-jet in a speed regime
that has hitherto been its exclusive domain. The advent of the supercritical airfoil is another significant recent development
that is already beginning to influence modern propeller design.
The propfan has near field noise problems at cruise because blade extremities become supersonic. This will require
novel means to reduce cabin noise level to acceptable standards, without incu; ring excessive weight penalties.
It was intended that the symposium should provide a "state of the art review" of the following areas: aerodynamic design
and testing of modern propellers, acoustic and vibration environmental problems and their solutions, and considerations in
the integration of propeller-airframe.
* * » *

Apres avoir ete negligee pendant des annees, I'helice est redevenue un centre d'attention. On reconnait depuis
lon^'temps qu'elle constitue un moyen de propulsion tres efficace jusqu'ä Mach 0,6 lorsqu'il s'agit d'une helice de technologic
ancienne. Toutefois, cette efficacile a etc obtenue au prix de niveaux eleves de bruit et de vibi ations.
Le regain d'interct pour la technologic des helices a commence ä se manifester vers le milieu des annees 70 et s'est
aecompagne de plusieurs developpements interessants, parmi lesquels le turbopropulseur avec soufflante est peut-etre le
plus original. De recentes etudes indiquent que le turbopropulseur avec soufflante peut avoir un rendement aerodynamique
de 80% a Mach 0,8, ce qui en fait un serieux concurrent du turboreacteur a soufflante pour une gamme de vitesses qui a ete
jusqu"ici son domaine exdusif. L'apparition recente du profil aerodynamique critique constitue encore un developpement
important qui commence deja a influer sur la conception des helices modernes.
Le turbopropulseur avec soufflante pose des problemes de champ proche au regime de croisiere oil les extremites des
pale deviennent supersoniques. II faudra done trouver des solutions nouvelles pour reduire le niveau de bruit en cabine a
atteindre des normes acceptables sans pcnalites excessives au plan ponderal.
Lobjectif du Symposium etait de rendre compte de letat de fart dans les domaines suivants: conception et essais
aerodynamiques des helices de technologic moderne, problemes d'environnement aux plans de l'acoustique et des
vibrations, solutions ä ces problemes, el consideration sur l'integration des helices a la cellule.
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A REVIEW OF ADVANCED TURBOPROP TRANSPORT ACTIVITIES
by
Roy H. Lange

Manager, Advanced Concepts Department
Dept. 72-79, Zone 419
Lockheed-Georgia Company
Marietta, Georgia 30063

SUMMARY
The application of advanced technologies shows the potential for significant improvement in the fuel efficiency and operating costs of future transport aircraft envisioned
for operation in the 1990s time period. One of the more promising advanced technologies
is embodied in an advanced turboprop concept originated by Hamilton Standard and NASA and
known as the propfan. The concept features a highly loaded, multibladed, variable pitch
propeller geared to a high pressure ratio gas turbine engine. The blades have high
sweepback and advanced airfoil sections to achieve 80 percent propulsive efficiency at
M=0.80 cruise speed. Aircraft system studies have shown improvements in fuel efficiency
of 15-20 percent for propfan advanced transport aircraft as compared to equivalent turbofan transports. Beginning with the Lockheed C-130 and Electra turboprop aircraft, this
paper presents an overview of the evolution of propfan aircraft design concepts and system
studies. These system studies include possible civil and military transport applications
and data on the performance, community and far-field noise characteristics and operating
costs of propfan aircraft design concepts. NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency fACEE) program
propfan projects with industry are reviewed with respect to system studies ot propfan aircraft and recommended flight development programs.

INTRODUCTION
Lockheed involvement in propeller aircraft is exemplified by the successful turboprop
aircraft programs of the C-130H Hercules and its civil counterpart, the L-100-30, and the
Model 188 Electra and its military counterpart, the P-3 Orion, shown in Figure 1. These
aircraft utilize propellers with the latest state-of-the-art for their time of development.
For this propeller technology, the highest cruise speeds attainable with good efficiency
were limited to Mach 0.60 (360 knots). The jet engines introduced in the 1960s provided
high subsonic speed capability which was desired by the civil and military transport aircraft operators. The improvements in fuel consumption brought about by the low by-passratio followed by the high by-pass-ratio turbofan engines combined with increased reliability further consolidated the use of these engines on all new transport aircraft up to
the present time. There was no comparable technology development for advanced propellers.
The dramatic increases in fuel prices since 1973 resulted in fuel costs becoming an
increasingly larger part of the direct operating costs of aircraft as shown in Figure 2.
The prediction of fuel prices shown here was made before the present world oil situation, so the $2 per
gallon fuel price for 1985 may not occur. Nevertheless, it is expected that fuel costs will constitute at
least 65 percent of the direct operating costs of aircraft from the present time onward. Therefore, the increasing fuel costs provided the motivation for serious consideration of advanced technologies directed toward increased fuel efficiency of transport aircraft. Since the
early 1970s the industry and government agencies, including the Air Force, Navy, NASA,
and others worked jointly in programs on the development and timely application of
advanced technologies. The NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency, ACEE, program initiated in
1973, was a joint program with industry on advanced technologies for aircraft fuel
efficiency (References 1,2). This NASA program provided the impetus for the development
of an advanced turboprop concept initiated in 1975 by the Hamilton Standard division of
United Technologies and known as the propfan (Reference 3). The propfan concept utilizes
technologies to achieve 80 percent propulsive efficiency at M=0.80 (480 knots). Moreover,
aircraft system studies have shown fuel savings of about 20 percent as compared to counterpart aircraft powered by turbofan engines. An excellent review of the NASA advanced turboprop program is contained in Reference 4.
There are several technical issues which must be resolved before the propfan can be
utilized on production aircraft; these include the propeller structural integrity, the
aerodynamic interference effects and installed performance, and cabin noise. This paper
presents an overview of propfan aircraft design concepts and system studies and tests
directed toward the resolution of the technical issues. The system studies include civil
and military transport applications and data on the performance, noise, and operating costs
of propfan aircraft design concepts. NASA propfan projects with industry including the
Propfan Test Assessment, PTA, program are also reviewed.

PROPFAN TECHNOLOGY
The propfan concept shown in Figures 3 and 4 features a highly loaded, multibladed,
variable pitch propeller geared to a high pressure ratio gas turbine engine. The propeller blades have tip sweep and advanced airfoil sections to achieve the design goals
of 80 percent propulsive efficiency at M=0.80 cruise speed. High subsonic speed windtunnel tests on a 24.5 inch diameter propfan have verified the predicted 80 percent
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propulsive e fficiency at M=0.80 speeds (References 5-7). The comparison of propulsive
efficiencies of turbofan and turboprop systems of Figure 5 shows the higher efficiency
of the propf an (advanced turboprop) over that for the Electra-type turboprops and the
turbofans in the Mach 0.60 to 0.80 range. At M=0.8 the propfan is projected to have a
propulsive e fficiency about 15 percent greater than that for a high-bypass ratio turbofan, and the improvement is even larger at M=0.70. The relatively thin, sweptback, and
large number of propeller blades are required to increase efficiency, reduce noise, and
absorb the h igh engine power requirements for high subsonic cruise speeds (Reference 8) .
As noted earlier, there are several technical issues to be resolved before the expected performance gains can be realized in an installation of a propfan on a transport
aircraft. The aerodynamic/propulsion interference for a propfan installation on a transport aircraft wing is illustrated In Figure 6. The propfan rotation produces a nonuniform flow including an upwash on one side of the wing leading edge and a downwash on
the other.
In addition, there is an increase in velocity over the wing which, though
small, could be troublesome on a supercritical airfoil which has mixed subsonic and supersonic flow fields. On a sweptback wing there is additional interference and nonuniform
flow since the inboard propfan blade is nearer to the leading edge of the wing than is
the outboard propfan blade. Wind tunnel tests have been conducted at the NASA Ames 14foot tunnel as shown in Figure 7 with a propfan mounted on a semispan sweptback wing in
order to assess the aerodynamic interference and installation drag effects for a Mach
number range of 0.60 to 0.95 for the Hamilton Standard SR-2 (unswept) eight-blade propfan
geometry (References 9,10). The analysis of these experimental data, and comparison with
advanced computational methods for relevant wing/nacelle/slipstream parameters, was performed under contract to the NASA Ames Research Center by the Lockhe^d-rGeorgia Company
(Reference 11). These and continuing research activities will provide for more accurate
estimates of the installed performance of propfan propulsive systems on transport aircraft.
The previous discussion of interference effects of the propfan has been directed to
the normal or generic installation of the propfan on the wing of the aircraft. Alternative propfan locations on the aircraft tor both tractor and pusher arrangements are
feasible as depicted in Figure 8, and the aft-mounted arrangements eliminate the undesirable interference effects associated with the wing-mounted installations. Studies
have been made of these alternative propfan locations, and, for example, on a short-tomedium range aircraft, the ranking of most desirable locations is: first, horizontal tail
aft mounted; second, wing mounted; and third, aft fuselage pylon mounted (Reference 12).
The alternative propfan installations have their own peculiar problem areas such as the
engine-out considerations for the wing-tip mounted installation, weight and balance for
the aft-mounted installations, and wing torsion considerations for wing-mounted pusher
installations.

PROPFAN AIRCRAFT SYSTEM STUDIES
There have been continuing studies of the effects on performance and operating costs
for the application of propfan propulsion systems on transport axrcraft. Aircraft systems
studies must address the design integration of all aspects of the propfan propulsion
system, and, as illustrated in Figure 9, the major areas include the engine, gearbox and
propeller mechanical components, propeller/nacelle integration, installation aerodynamics,
and the cabin environments of noise and vibration. It is not the intent in this paper to
discuss the complex and interactive design efforts in each of the major areas shown in
Figure 9, but rather to review the major results of several system studies.
The initial propfan aircraft system studies were performed by Boeing, Douglas, and
Lockheed in the NASA funded studies on Reducing the Energy of the Commercial Air Transportation (RECAT) system reported in 1976 (References 13-19). In general, the results of these
design system studies for medium-range transports showed fuel savings of 15 to 20 percent
for wing-mounted propfan aircraft as compared to counterpart turbofan powered aircraft for
the same mission characteristics and cruising at M=0.80. The fuel savings represent a reduction in direct operating costs ranging from 5 to 10 percent for a fuel cost of 60 cents
per gallon. An excellent review of the status of propfan technology at the end of 1977
is provided in Reference 20. Lockheed and Douglas propfan concepts are shown in Figure 10.
Recent system studies of the propfan cargo aircraft conducted by Lockheed have included company-funded and NASA-funded efforts. The NASA-funded study emphasized the
prediction of aircraft noise and noise footprints in the terminal area for fuel-efficient
propfan cargo aircraft. Parametric variations of aircraft and propeller characteristics
were investigated for Mach numbers of 0.60 to 0.80 to determine their effects on noiseprint areas, fuel consumption, and direct operating costs. Optimized aircraft were
selected and compared with counterpart turbofan aircraft to provide a basis for comparison
of the two propulsion systems (References 21,22). In these studies the engine thrust and
horsepower levels were sized for M=0.80 cruise conditions and the take-off field lengths
were a fall out of this sizing process. Two-engine aircraft with cargo payloads from
30,000 pounds to 60,000 pounds and a four-engine aircraft with a payload of 135,000 pounds
were investigated. An artist's sketch of the two engine aircraft is presented in Figure
11. Representative results of the study in Figure 12 at a cruise Mach number of 0.75
show significant improvements in block fuel, fuel efficiency, direct operating costs (DOC)
and field length for propfan aircraft as compared to that for equivalent turbofan aircraft.
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These improvements are 20 percent and 18 percent for block fuel and 14 percent and 8 percent in DOC for the two and four engine aircraft, respectively. An interesting performance
improvement is the reduction in field length of 21 percent and 38 percent which are useful
.i STOL capability and reduced community noise.
The far-field noise characteristics of the two and four engine propfan and turbofan
aircraft are compared with the FAR 36 Stage 3 require1- »-.s in Figure 13. As shown, all
configurations comply with the regulations with the propfan aircraft showing lower noise
levels than the turbofan aircraft. The improved airfield performance of the propfan aircraft in achieving larger climb-out angles at takeoff is reflected in the lower noise
levels shown on the chart for th" takeoff fly-over noise as compared to the turbofan aircraft. It is also seen that noiae for the approach fly-over condition is more difficult
to reduce for both types of propulsion systems.
Alt'iough the aircraft comply with the FAR 36 Stage 3 noise criteria of Figure 13,
the size of the total area affected by the noise is of importance in dealing with affects
of aircraft noise on the community around an airport. In the study reported in References
21,22, calculations were made of the noise footprints for noise levels of 70, 80, and 90
EPNdB. The results showed that the propfan aircraft had smaller noise footprints at 90
EPNdB than that for the turbofan aircraft; but the reverse was true for the two lower
noise levels. Whereas these results are of interest, it is felt that the data would be
more meaningful for aircraft which are designed to greater detail and depth than that for
the . ircraft reported in this study.
The near-field noise for the cabin of the aircraft involves the determination of the
amount of noise attenuation material required in the fuselage to provide the desired passenger comfort level. In order to obtain noise data for the propfan, flight tests were
made in 1981 at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility on a JetStar aircraft with a 24.5
inch diameter propfan mounted above the fuselage as shown in Figure 14. The noise was
measured by microphones mounted on the surface of the fuselage. Additional noise data
will be obtained at larger s.ale in the NASA/Lockheed Propfan Test Assessment program
which will be discussed later in this paper.
An obvious approach to minimizing the swirl interference of the propfan is the use
of counter rotation as depicted in Figure 15. The use of counter rotation propellers is
not new, of course, and has been used in the past on aircraft such as the Convair R3Y-1,
Northrop XB-35, Avro Shackelton, Tupolev TU-20 Bear, and others. These previous systems
were faced with complexity, weight and costs as compared to their single rotation installations. Recent activities sponsored by NASA, therefore, are directed to determine whether
the performance benefits of a current state-of-the-art counter rotation propfan installation would provide substantial benefits to offset the complexity, weight and cost of a
single rotation system (see Reference 23) .
Aircraft design system studies were performed on M=0.8 cruise speed, 100 passenger
transports with a maximum range of 1300 nautical miles. In order to determine the benefits
due to counter rotation, aircraft were designed to perform the identical mission and with
single and counter rotation propfan installations. A general arrangement of the counter
rotation propfan transport is shown in Figure 16. Engine performance data are based on
the Pratt and Whitney STS 589 turboshaft engine. Design parameters for the system study
include 82dBA cabin noise level limit and FAR 36 - Stage 3 exterior noise constraints.
An in-line differential planetary gearbox was selected for the counter rotation system
and the offset compound idler arrangement was selected for the single rotation system.
These gearbox determinations are based on a separate study on reduction gear concepts
reported in Reference 24.
For a 400 nautical mile range, the advanced counter rotation propfan transport shows
a fuel savings of 8 percent and a reduction in direct operating costs, DOC, of 2.5 percent
as compared to a counterpart advanced single rotation propfan transport. It is felt that
the benefits due to counter rotation merit continued research and development activities.
Furthermore, no serious problems have been identified that might prevent the realization
of these benefits.

TECHNOLOGY READINESS
In order to establish technology readiness in the late 1980's for the propfan, it
became abundantly clear early in the program that flight tests of a propfan installation
on a generic transport aircraft would be required to resolve some of the ma;or concerns
relative to structural integrity, installed performance, and noise and vibration. Accordingly, as part of the NASA Advanced Turboprop program, funded studies were awarded to
Douglas Aircraft Company and the Lockheed-Georgia Company for system studies of candidate
testbed aircraft to accomplish tho flight test program (References 25,26). These testbed
aircraft are required to cruise at M=0.80 to 30,000 feet altitude. The major objective
of these studies is to determine to what extent demonstration of technology readiness can
be accomplished by means of a flight testbed aircraft. Candidate propeller drive systems
and aircraft combinations were selected and a program plan including schedules and costs
were developed. Douglas Aircraft studied several versions of the DC-9 as the testbed aircraft. Lockheed-Georgia surveyed NASA inventory aircraft including the C-141A, KC-135A,
JetStar, B-52B, and Gulfstream II. The Lockheed recommended testbed system included an
Allison XT-701 turboshaft engine with 8070 sea level static horsepower, a T56A-14 gearbox.
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Hamilton Standard 9 foot diameter propfan, and the Guifstream II aircraft. The results
of this testbed study provided a significant input to the successful Lockheed proposal to
the NASA Lew^s Research Center in October 1983 for the Propfan Test Assessment program.
Another purpose of the Advanced Turboprop Testbed System Study was to identify
technical areas of concern which can best be resolved by means of large-scale flight research. As compared with previous wind tunnel and small-scale flight tests of the propfan as described previously, the large scale flight research testbed aircraft provides
operating conditions fully representative of flight operations at M=0.80 and 30,000 feet
in altitude and also at soi.. ■ off-design flight conditions. This flight research output
is essentially that for the Propfan Tes<- Assessment program. A review of the flight
research output data and applications toward the resolution of the major technical issues
of concern is provided in Figure 17. The technical data output is arranged into three
major areas:
(a) verification of design methodology, (b) scale effects, and (c) correlation of wind-tunnel and flight tests. Hamilton Standard Wo.a awarded a NASA contract in
1983 to design, fabricate, and ground test a 9-foot diameter propfan for the Large-Scale
Advanced Propeller (LAP) program. Thus the LAP program and the Propfan T'ist Assessment
(PTA) programs will be closely coordinated and together should establish the technology
readiness of the propfan in the late 1980s. The Lockheed PTA system depicted in Figure
18 includes the Guifstream II aircraft, the Hamilton Standard 9-foot diameter propfan,
and the Allison 570-M78 engine and drive system. The Allison [-70-M78 is an industrial
derivative of the XT-701 engine previously mentioned. According to the PTA schedule,
flight test data will be generated in 1984 (see Reference 27) .

CONCLUDING REMARKS
One of the more promising advanced technologies for improved efficiency of future
transport aircraft is the Hamilton Standard and NASA propfan concept which has the potential for
fuel savings of 15-20 percent over that for an equivalent advanced turbofan transport at
M=0.80 c uise speed. Vital to the successful application of the propfan is the resolution of n.ajor technical issues of structural integrity, installed propfan performance,
and noise and vibration. These issues are being addressed in several NASA/industry
laboratory, ground, and wind tunnel test programs. Large-scale activities include the
NASA/Hamilton Standard Large-Scale Advanced Propeller, LAP, program initiated in 1983.
The NASA/Lockheed Propfan Test Assessment, PTA, program will begin in mid 19F 1 and culminate with flight tests of a large-scale propfan, engine and gearbox arrangement on the
Guifstream II transport in 1987. These large-scale programs, properly funded, should
resolve the technical issues and establish technology readiness for the propfan in the
late 1980s.
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Figure 7.

Propfan Mounted on Sweptback Wing in NASA Wind Tunnel
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Propfan Concepts in the NASA RECAT Study
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MBTHODES AERODYNAMIQüES UTILISEES EN FRANCE
POUR i'ETUDE DES HELICES POUR AVIONS RAPIDES *
par
J.M. BOUSQUET
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherchen Acrospattales (ONERA)
92320 Chatilion - FRANCE

RESUME
Les recherches menees en France sur les helices pour avlons rapides poitent parLiculierement sur
le developpement de methodes de calcul, Parallelement, et en application dc ces methodes, une helice
de 1 metre de diametre a ete definie pour essai dans la soufflerie SI de 1'ONERA a Modane.
Dans le domaine de 1'Aerodynamlque, les methodes disponibles vont des theories simples adaptees
ä 1'avant-projet et a 1'optimisation de 1'helice, a des methodes plus sophistiquees adaptees ä la
prevision fine des caracteristiques de 1'ecoulement tridimensionnel transsonique sur les pales, Les
differentes methodes sent presentees, et leurs resultats compares avec des resultats d'experiences
disponibles. Des resultats de calcul par une methode de resolution des equations d'Euler tridimensionnelles sont ensuite utilises pour mettre en evidence les risques de blocage en embase de pales des
helices pour avion rapide.
AERODYNAMIC METHOD USED IN FRANCE
FOR ADVANCED FAST PROPELLER STUDY

ABSTRACT
French researches on advanced fast propellers concern the development of calculation methods.
As an application of these methods, a 1 meter diameter propeller has been designed to be tested in
SI Modane ONKRA Wind Tunnel.
Aerodynamic methods used in this study, go from simple ones adapted for project and optimisation
of the propeller, to very sophisticated ones able to predict the characteristics of the tridimensionnal
transonic flow on the blades. The different methods are presented, and their results are compared with
existant test data. Results obtained by tridimensionnal Euler code are also used to illustrate the
blockage risks near the root of advanced fast propellers.
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D
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I - INTRODUCTION -

L'objectif des etudes sur les helices pour avions rapides se sltue dans
economies d'energies a realiser sur les avions de transport futurs.

le contexte

general des

II est indeniable que la propulsion pur helices beneficie d'un regain d'inter^t, a cause, essentiellement, de 1'augmentation continuelle du prix du carburant et de son influence croissante sur le DOC
(Direct Operating Cost) des avions de transport [1] . Le renouveau potentiel des helices concerne
les avions de faible capacite et faible Vitesse traditionnellement equipes d'helices classiques
(commuter), mais egalement des avions plus rapides qui pourraient dans le futur etre equipes d'helices
transsoniques [2] . Ce concept helice tranesonique est de nouveau d'actualite a la suite des etudes
sur les prop-fans menees depuis 1975 aux Etats-Unis par la NASA et Hamilton Standard. Les premiers
resultats tres encourageants de ces recherches mettent en concurrence, d'un point de vue economlque,
la propulsion par helice rapide et la propulsion traditicmelle par turboreacteur [3] .
Le programme de recherche relatif aux helices pour avions rapides, lance par les Services Officiels
Fran?ais en Mars 1982, est un des moyens choisis pour ameliorer les performances des avions equipes
de turbopropulseurs, et pour moderniser la conception des helices. Ce programme Oriente principalement
vers le developperaent d'helices tres complexes, conduira a des progres dont devraient beneficier tous
les types d'helices.
L'operation "Helice pour Avions Rapides" (CHARME), effectuee en collaboration entre 1'AEROSPATIALE
Division Avions, 1'AEROSPATIALE Division Helicopt^res, RATIER-FIGEAC et 1'ONERA, est structuree autour
de la d^finit'.on et 1'essai d'une maquette d'helice de 1 metre de diametre dans la soufflerie SI Modane.
Dans cette operation, 1'ONERA a la charge du developpement de methodes de calcul nouvelles (Aerodynamique, Acoustique, Aeroelasticite), de la definition aerodynamique de la maquette, et de 1'execution
de l'essal a Modane (Figure 1).
L'eventuel succes de ce type de propulsion depend de nombreux parametres, parmi lesquels trols semblent
determinants : les performances, la tenue structurale (ainsl que la fiabilite) et le niveau de bruit.

A

I
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Pour (icfinir do telles helices, il fayt disposer de melhodes de calcul de niveaux de specificlte
differonts. Des methodes simples doivent ^tre utillsees au stade de 1'avant-projet pour effectuer le
cholx des parametres de definition ; des methodes plus sophistiquees sont employees au stade du projet
pour affiner la definition des helices et preclser les caracterlstiques locales de fonctlonnement.
Les methodes de calcul aerodynamiques decrites dans ce document couvrent ces deux finalltes. Les
methodes basees sur la theorie de la Ligne Fortanle sont bien adaptees pour 1'avant-projet, et permettent d'acceder aux performances globales de l'helice a partir des caracterlstiques de fonctlonnement
bidimensionnel des prof 11s. Les melhodes de calcul tridlmensionnel, plus fines mais plus restrictlves
dans la mesure oil el les sont basees sur l'hypothese de fluide parfalt, sont ensuite utllisees pour
verifier la validite des hypotheses des methodes de Ligne Portante.
Dans la premiere partie de ce document, les differentes methodes de calcul aerodynamique d'helices
sont decrltes ; I'accent est mis sur les hypotheses relatives a chacune des methodes.
Dans la seconde partie, on presente des applications de ces methodes : d'abord sur des helices
classiques pour lesquelles les differentes theories fournissent des resultats volslns ; puls sur des
helices pour avions rapides, ou les ecarts entre les methodes sont commentes. Des resultats de calcul
par la methode de resolution des equations d'Euler tridimenslonnelles sont ensuite utilises pour decrire
1'evolution des phenomenes transsonlques sur les pales, partlcullerement les risques de blocage de
1'ecoulement en embase.
Dans la derniere partie de ce document, les autres etudes mrnees -i 1'ONERA dans le cadre de 1'operation
CHARME sont commentees, notarament le futur essai dans la soufflerie S1MA de la maquette d'hellce HT3.
2 - METHODES ÜE CALCUL AERODYNAMIQUE

D'HELICES -

Les etudes sur les helices pour avion rapide ont debute a 1'ONERA en 1979 [2] . D'abord orientees sur
des methodes simples derivees des methodes de calcul d'helices classiques (Ligne Portante), les recherches ont porto sur des methodes plus ^histiquees pour prendre en compte la geometrie trldimensionnelle
des helices en fleche, Cette evolution dans les methodes est assez comparable aux developpements
effectues parallelement aux Etats-Unis C4 / 5 ] .
Comme il est fait classiquement pour les voi lures tournantes, les equations de la raecanique des fluldes
sont ecrites dans un referentiel tournant ä la vitesse XX de rotation de l'helice. La figure 2 presente
ce referentiel relatif, dans lequel les composantes de la vitesse de 1'ecoulement sont statlonnalres
pour une helice sans Incidence.
Les differentes methodes disponibles ou en cours de developpement sont presentees par ordre de complexite decroissante sur la figure 3.
2.1 - Methodes de Ligne Portante - (LP et LPC)
Le programme de calcul de ligne portante L.P. utilise dans ces etudes a ete developpe par COURJARET
de 1'AEROSPATIALE.
Le calcul des vitesses induites y est effectue soit en utilisant les formules de HIRSCH C6] , seit
par integration numerique. Les caracterlstiques des proflls sont interpolees dans un fichier de polalres
experimentales dc profils bidimensionnels. L'originalite de cette methode reside dans le calcul exact
du pas reduit de chaeun des tourbillons helicoidaux du sillage a 1'alde d'un processus iteratif.
Pour traiter le cas de pdles d'helices comportant de la fleche, le programme L.P. a ete modifie d'une
part en incorporant la theorie siraplifiee de 1'attaque oblique pour le fonctlonnement des profils,
et d'autre part en introduisant une ligne portante courbe dans le calcul tourbillonnaire. Sur la
figure 4, on compare les repartitions de circulation pour une ligne portante droite et pour une ligne
portante courbe tvpique, pour les mimes repartitions de pas de sillage. On remarque que 1'incurvation
de la ligne portante se traduit par un decalage du maximum de circulation vers l'extremite de la pale,
et par une inflexion dans les zones medianes.
L'interaction avec une nacelle est egalement prise en compte dans ces deux programmes, par les techniques proposees par GLAUERT [7] pour la determination des tractions apparentes et nettes (figure 5).
2.2 - Methode de Surface Portante incompressible (LUU) Cette methode a ete developpee par LUU du LIMSI pour les helices marines Q8] .
Dans cette methode trldimensionnelle Incompressible, les pales et leurs sillages sont modelises par
des singularites. Chaque pale est modelisee par des repartitions de sources (effet d'epaisseur) et
de doublets (effet de crT.brure) ; les sillages sont representes par des repartitions de doublets. Dans
la version initiale du programme, l'ensemble des singularites etait reparti sur la surface helicoidale
representative du point de fonctlonnement ; plus recemment, des modifi ;ations ont ete apportees pour
prendre en compte la geometrie exacte des pales de l'helice. Le pas red'.it local a l'origine du sillage
est calcule iterativement, pour tenir compte de la repartition radiale des vitesses induites au niveau
des pales.
Dans la version du programme utilisee, le carenage de moyeu est traite comme un cyllndre infini. Les
pertes de trainee de profil ne sont pas prises en compte dans les calculs.
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2.3 - Methode tridimensionnelle compressible (COSTES) Ce programme de calcul a ete developpe par J.J. COSTES de la Direction des Structures de l'ONERA.
L'ecoulement tridiraensionnel sans choc autour de pales de formes quelconques est calculi par resolution
de 1'equation des petites perturbations du potentiel d(s vitesses ;

oü

r

est le potentiel de perturbation

Mo
U-CT"

~

est le no mir e de Mach amont
sent les coordonn^es redultes

et^ la coordonnee helicoidale

U = Ql

"

(T - ii.%

v.

IT

£ - 0"O"

Cette equation est resolue par differences finies dans un domaine compris entre deux pales. Le moyeu
n'est pas modelise dans cette methode. Les pertes de trainee de prof 11 ne sent pas prises en compte
dans le calcul des performances de 1'bei ice.
2.4 - Methode Euler 3D Cette methode a ete initialement developpee pour les turbomachines par J. BROCHET [10] et Lll] , La
presente adaptation au cas des helices est assez similaire ä la methode EULER developpee aux EtatsUnis [12] .
Dans l'hypothese de fluide parfait, les equations d'Euler decrlvant le comportement d'une particule
le long d'une ligne de courant relative s'ecrivent ;

a)
Mb)
^c)
oü
et

div(Pw)=0
div (fW«W + p1 ) + Pf rÜ
div (?I W)=0

I desisne la rothalpie
I = h (p,6) + W5'2 " ?* n*/2
P est la somme des accelerations d'entralnement et de Coriollis

f = 2ne3 A w -*a2er
6»

et ?r

sont les vecteurs unitaires axiaux et radiaux du referentiel tournant.

Ce probleme stationnaire ent d'abord transforrae en un problerae pseudo-instationnaire par introduction
u'une variable "temps" fictive, qui perraet de construire un procede it6ratif convergent vers la solution
stationnaire. Le Systeme pseudo-instationnaire est constrult en rempla^ant 1 equation de 1'energie
le) par la condition de rothalpie uniforme I ■ cte et en traitant les formulations instationnaires
exactes des equations de continuites la) et de quantite de mouvement lb).

'a) -|f

+

y. (fW) =0

b) lew
v.(fv«w + rpi) + ?r = ü
it +
Les A inconnues du probleme sont la masse volumique \
et les 3 composantes de la quantite de mouvement
relative f W
.La pression statique est determinee par la condition de rothalpie uniforme I ■ cte
et par la relation thermodynamique :
r

Le systeme

i

2

2»

e

2 est complete par un ensembi" de conditions aux limites et de conditions initiales.

Des considerations de periodicite permettent de limiter le domaine de calrul a l'espace compris entre
deux pales consecutives (figure 6).
Les conditions limit's basees sur la resolution d'equations de compatibilite C9] sont du type :
- periodicite sur les
glissement relatif,

surfaces laterales,

sauf sur

los pales oü l'on applique une condition

de

- glissement relatif sur le moyeu,
- vitesse absolue uniforme et axiale dans le plan amont,
- condition de pression
le plan aval.

(equilibre radial slmplifle) ou de non reflexion des ondes acoustiques sur

I I
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- condition de RÜssement relatif, de pression uniformeou de non reflexion des ondes acoustlques sur
le carter flctif sulvant les applications (soufflerle ou atmosphere illimitee).
3 - APPLICATION MS METHOVHS 1,1 - He 1 ices classiques Pour des helices classiques, fonctionnant ä des nombres de Mach moderes, les methodes prealablement
decrites fournissent des resultats tres voisins, C'est ce que montre la figure 7 oü sent compares les
resultats de calcul avec les valeurs experimentales obtenues dans la soufflerle SI de Modane, sur
1'helice quadripale Marquis. Pour un parametre d'avanccment x
= 1172, l'evolution du coefficient
de traction "C
en fonction du coefficient de puissance X. est bien prevue par le calcul ; le calcul
par la methode Ligne Portante est en meilleur accord avec 1'experience que les methodes tridimensionnelles (LUU et COSTES) dans lesquelles les pertes de trainee de profils ne sont pas prises ei compte.
Les repartitions calculees de charges en envergure sont tres voisines pour toutes les
la figure 8 sont comparees les repartitions de C?, des profils calculees par les methodes
nelles LUU et COSTES, ^our un parametre d'avancement
^ = 1,72 et un coefficient
X ■ 0,22, L'accord entre les deux methodes est tres bon, sauf en embase de pale oil de
apparaissent, dus a la prise en compte differente du carenage de moyeu.

methodes, Sur
tridimensionde puissance
legers ecarts

La validite de ces methodes de calcul a ete controlee pour des helices plus rapides. Dans ce cas, les
pertes de trainee deviennent importantes en raison du fonctionnement en regime transsonique des profils.
La figure 9 montre que la methode Ligne Portante reste bien adaptee pour la prevision des perfcrmances
globales de ces helices. La comparaison porte sur 1'helice NACA 4 (5) (05) 041 essayee jusqu'ä des
nombres de Mach de 0,83, en presence d'une nacelle moteur [13] . L'evolution du rendemct npparent
calcule par la methode Ligne Portante est en bon accord avec 1'experience, la performance etant
neanmoins legerement surevaluee dans le calcul. On presente egalement sur cette figure les resultats
de calculs de 1'helice isolee (minimum-body) au meme calage que precedemment ; le rendement isole est
tres inferieur (de l'ord.e de AO~- 0,08) au rewiwnt apparent calcule, faduisant I'importance
de la prise en compte de la nacelle dans le calcul des performances de 1'hellce.
3,2 - Helices pour avion rapide Les helices rapides, ou helices transsoniques, different essentiellement des helices classiques par
deux caracteristiques : des pales comportant de la fleche et une forte charge au disque. Ces deux
caracteristiques particulieres decoulent des grands nombres de Mach vises pour la croisiere
(0,7< Mo ^ 0,8).
La mise en fleche des pales est destinee a retarder l'apparition des phenomenes transsoniques, penalisants pour la performance et le niveau acoustique des helices ; en contrepartie, cette geometric par' iculiere engendre des problemes d'ordre structural et aeroelastique qui ne peuvent etre resolus que
par l'emploi de nouvelles technologies (materiaux composites).
La forte charge au disque est imposee par des contraintes d'architecture d'avion, et a pour conseqience
la transmission des grandes puissances necessaires au vol rapide a des helices de fälble diamJcre.
Les effets de la charge au disqup sont illustres par la figure 10 resultat d'une etude parametrique
effectuee a l'aide de la methode d. Ligne Portante. Dans cette etude, seules sont considerees les pertes
tourbillonnaires", en negligeant ! as pertes de trainee de profil. Les pertes dues a 1'accroissement
de Vitesse axiale (rei.dement de fioude), celles dues a la rotation residuelle du sillage (nombre de
pales oo ) et celles dues au nombre fini de pales augmentent toutes avec la charge au disque.
En consequence, pour conserver un bon rendement a ce type d'helices tres chargees, il est essentiel
de disposer d'un grand nombre de pale^ ; la minimisation des pertes dues ä la rotation residuelle du
sillage par redresseur ou helice contr rotative peut egalement s'averer interessante.
3..?.i - Comparaison des differvntes methodes Pour ces helices d'un type nouveau, la validite de la methode ligne portante courbe (LPC) a ete testee
par comparaison avec les resultats experimentaux du prop-fan SRI [14] comportant 8 pales. Sur la
figure 11, on compare l'evolution des rendements nets calcule et experimental, en fonction du nombre
de Mach, pour un parametre d'avancement
y = 3,14 et un coefficient de puissance
X = 1,85. Le
rendement net calcule est inferieur au rendement experimental (
A r) ~
- 0,025). Cette sousevaluation peut St re due a la mauvaise connaissance de la geometrie de 1'helice et de ses deformations
en essai, ou au peu de donnees disponibles concernant les caracteristiques aerodynamiques des profils
tres minces dont 1'helice SRI est dotee en extremite de pale (e/1 ~ 0,02) ; des incertitudes peuvent
egalement resider dans la determination des rendements nets calcule et experimental.
On a egalement reporte sur la figure 11 les resultats du calcul de 1'hellce HT3 definie a I'ONERA,
comportant 12 pales, qui sera essayee dans la soufflerle SI de Mndane. Les performances calculees de
cette helice realisent 1'objectif fix6 d'un rendement
n ~ 0,8 au nombre de Mach Mo = 0,75.
Sur la figure 12, sont comparees les repartitions de portance calculees par toutes les methodes disponibles sur la m&ne configuration de fonctionnement d'une helice HT1, a 12 pales comportant
de la
fische. II est e renarqusr que dans la configuration etudiee, la repartition de Cz comporte un minimum
dans la partie raediane de la pale ( Jf ~ 0,65). Les calculs effectues par les methodes tridimensionnelles
(LUU,
COSTES
et
EULER)
sont
tres
proches dans la zone d'extr&nite de la pale
( t, > 0,65) ; les ecarts en embases de pale sont dus aux prises en compte differentes du moyeu

f
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(gllssement relatif sur moyeu cylindrlque pour LUD et EULER, absence de moyeu pour COSTES). I.a melliuuc
LPC restitue bien 1'allure de la repartition de Cz ; le niveau de portance est toutefois surevalue.
Par contre, la m^thode LP ne decele aucun minimum «ur la repartition de charge en envergure.
Cet exemple raontre l'importance des effets tridimensionnels sur L's palet d'hellces rapides, justifiant
l'emploi de methodes sophistiquees pour la prevision des cara>-teristiques precises de l'ecoulement
sur les pales.
3.2.2 - Anulkst' de l'ecoulement sur l'helice HT1 _ä i'aide de la methodeEuler Cette etude a pour but de raontrer l'influence des parametrcs de fonctionnement et de definition sur
les caracterlst ique.-. de l'ecoulement autour des pales d'une helice d'avion rapide. Les exemplcs de
calcul presentes concernent l'helice HT1 ; tous les calculs ont ete effectu^s ä iso-geometrie de pale
(aucune deformation, aucun changement de pas ou de vrillage).
3.2.2.i - Effet du parametre d'avancement A Iso-nombre de Mach d'entralnement (ici Mo • 0,7), 1'augmentation de la vltesse de rotation de l'helice
(ou diminution du parametre d'avancement J
), se tradult par une augmentation dj nombre de Nach
relatif et de l'lncidence geometrique de tous les proflls de la pale. II en resulte, comme le montre
la figure 13, une augmentation globale des nlveaux de Cz sur les pales, et done une augmentation de
la puissance absorbee par l'helice.
L'importance de la zone d'ecoulement supersonlque a 1'extrados des pales augmente (figure 14) ; le
choc est relatlvement faible dans les regions medianes et d'extrlmite de pales ä
X '^ 3,38 et est
localise vers les 40% des cordes de la pale .A
X - 2,94, le choc se raidlt et se trouve
vers
les 60Z de la corde. Parallelemenl, ä 1'lntrados se cree une region supersonlque en embase de pale
(figure 15), associee au blocage de l'ecoulement dans le canal interpales que 1'on discerne nettemenl
au rayon relatif
%
- 0,369 (figure 16).
L'installation d'un blocage en embase de pali.'S s'effectue de maniere assez continue lots de l'augmentation de la vitesse de rotation.
3.2.2.2 - Effet du nombre de Mach A iso-parametre d'avancement * (ici
X = 3,15), 1'augmentation du nombre de Mach de l'ecoulement
se traduit essentlellement par une augmentation du nonbre de Mach relatif d'attaque de tous les proflls,
l'lncidence geometrique restant constante.
II en resulte, comme le montre la figure 17, une augmentation globale des niveaux de Cz des profils de la pale entre Mo = 0,6 et Mo »0,7. Le passage ä
Mo ■ 0.75 se traduit egalement par une augmentation des Cz des profils d'extr^mite de pale ; par contre,
en embase de pale, 1'intensification du phenomenp de blocage s'aecompagne d'une chute assez marquee
du coefficient Cz.
La
Mo
Mo
de

zone d'ecoulement supersonlque se developpe rapidement ä l'extrados des pales (figure 18) entre
= 0,7 et Mo = 0,75, le choc confine dans les 50% en corde a Mo « 0,7, atteignant 80% en corde ä
■ 0,75 sur toute la pale ; les niveaux de Mach relatif maximum augraentent principalement en embase
lale,

A l'lntrados (figure 19), le developperaent de la zone supersonlque est lui aussi rapide entre
Mo ■ 0,7 et Mo = 0,75. Ce developpement est principalement da ä un blocage de plus en plus important
des zones d'embase de pale ; la trace du choc assez oblique par rapport ä l'axe de la pale est condltionnee par la geometrie tridimenslonnelle, et partlcullerement Involution du vrillage des profils.
Ce phenoraene de blocage des embases est detallle sur la figure 20 pour des coupes cyllndriques au
rayon relatif S ■ 0,369. A Mo » 0,75 un choc fort se developpe ä l'arriere des profils. Ce blocage
s'etend d'allleurs assez loin radialement comme le montre la figure 21 au rayon relatif 5 ■ 0,795,
Des tendances analogues auraient pu Stre relevees en augmentant suffisamment la vitesse de rotation
(§ 3.2.2.1), mais cependant de fa;on moins nette en raison de 1'augmentation de l'lncidence geometrique
des profils sur toute la pale.
3.2.2.3 - Effet du nombre de pales La raison principale du blocage de l'ecoulement dans les configurations precedemraent presentees lorsque
le nombre de Mach d'entratneraent atteint Mo = 0,7, reside dans le faible pas relatif des profils
d'embase de pale. Une des solutions envlsageables pour eviter ce phenomene penalisant pour les performanres de l'helice, peut etre de diminuer le nombre de pales.
Alors que les nombres de Mach maximaux ä l'extrados des pales sont tres voisins (figure 22), le blocage
present au rayon relatif ^ ■ 0,369 de la configuration 12 pales a disparu de la configuration
10 pales (figure 23).
Ainsi, ä meme geometrie, une configuration comportant un plus faible nombre de pales (et done un pas
relatif des profils d'embase de pale plus important) est eile preferable. La puissance et la traction
sont par contre plus faibles.
Dans le probleme de definition d'une teile helice un compromis doit etre recherche entre le grand nombre
de pales necessaire pour 1'adaptation des profils d'extr&nite de pales et les risques de blocage en
embase.
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7.2.2.4 - Effet du diamvtrc de moyvu
Une autre alternative pour dlminuer las rlsques de blocage d'embase, peut consister ä augraenter le
diametre de moyeu.
Dans la comparaison presentee sur les figures
ont ete masques par un car6nage cyllndrique
^0 = 0,346 pour l'helice HT1). La figure 24
de l'ecoulement sur 1'extrados des pales pour
present lans la configuration 50 = 0,483.

24 et 25, les profils d'embase de pale de l'helice HT1
positionne au rayon relatif 50 = 0,483 (au lieu de
raontre que cette modification affecte peu 1'organisation
^ ^ Ö,i, I^a figure 25 confirrae qu'aucun blocage n'est

Cette solution peut s'averer interessante pour les helices ä grand nombre de pales, la structure de
l'ecoulement etant assez peu sensible ä cette diminution de 1'allongement relatif des pales. Par contre,
la chute de puissance observee est comme pour la diminution du nombre de pales, assez importante ;
un effet semblable se produit sur la traction, la comparaison etant effectuee pour une möme geometric
des pales.
3.2.2.5 - Effet d'un carenage de moyeu de diametre evolutif La solution la plus satisfaisante pour minimiser les problemes de blocage des profils, est certaineraent
de profiter de 1'obstruction naturelle que constitue la nacelle du turbomoteur, pour ralentir l'ecoulement en embases de pale. L'influence du carenage est etudiee a Mo = 0,7, pour un parametre d'avanceraent
Jf ~ 3,06.
La
au
de
de
un

figure 26 montre les lignes iso-Mach relatif sur l'extrados de la pale, et dans un canal inter-pales
rayon relatif ^T = 0,346. On remarque la large region supersonique s'etendant jusqu'ä environ 60%
la corde sur l'extrados de la pale. Le nombre de Mach est voisin de 1,25 dans les zones externes
la pale , atteignant 1,4 en embase. Comme le montre la coupe cylindrique (developpee) ä £ = 0,346,
choc intense barre le canal inter-pales.

Les memes calculs menes sur une combinaison helice/carenage sont presentes sur la planche 27. Les
nombres de Mach attaints sur l'extrados de la pale sont du meitle ordre que ceux atteints sur l'helice
seule : 1,25 en extremlte et 1,4 en embase. Mais la position du choc s'est beaucoup avancee en embase
de pale. De plus, comme le montre la coupe conique (developpee) au rayon ^ = 0,37, la zone supersonique est confinee au voislnage du bord d'attaque des profils, le choc ne barrant plus le canal interpales.
II est ä noter que le maillage utilise pour cette etude est moins dense que les maillages utilises
pour les autres etudes du § 3.2.2 ; il en resulte des valeurs un peu plus faibles du nombre de Mach
relatif dans les meiftes conditions de fonctionnement.
Cette etude tridimensionnelle confirme clairement qu'une forme de carenage de moyeu adaptee, ameliore
de fa<;on notable le fonctionnement des embases de pales.
4 - PERSPECTIVES -

Comme il a ete vu, les methodes de calcul aerodynamique qui sont developpees permettent de mieux comprendre le fonctionnement complexe des pales d'helice, constituant ainsi un outil precieux pour la
conception d'helicesmais aussi pour l'analyse des resultats d'essais.
Les differentes methodes actuellement disponibles constituent une bonne base pour 1'etude d'helices
isolees sans incidence. Get eventail doit cependant etre complete par des methodes en cours de developpement ou de validation, parmi lesquelles on peut citer la methode du potential complet du LIMSI
[15], et pour les cas de vol a faible Vitesse la methode instationnaire de mise en equilibre du
sillage [16] . Pour valider ces differentes methodes, un certain nombre d'experiences tres detaillees
sont necessaires comme par example las mesures de sillage effectuees a 1'IMFM [17] , ou encore 1'essai
da la maquette HT3 a SI Modane.
La conception de cette maquette de 1 metre de diametre est la fruit de la collaboration de l'ONERA
ot de 1'Aerospatiale, dans les domaines de 1'Aerodynamique et des Structures [18], 1'etude des problemes
aciustiques ätant menee de concert Cl9] .
Le cahier des charges de cette helice, fixe par 1'Aerospatiale Toulouse, est de Mo ■ 0,75 a Z = 10 700 m
d'altitu.'p avec une charge au disque de 250 Kw, et une vitesse periph^rique da 220 m/s. Pour equiper
cette hell;«? de 12 pales ^n flache, de nouveaux profils ayant de bonnes caracteristiques transsoniques
ont ete defj.'is. Un profil tres mince OH2204 da 3,5% d'epaisseur relative a d'ailleurs ete essaye dans
la soufflerie S3MA ; II presente de tres bonnes performances transsoniques (Mdx > 0,9 a Cz ~ 0,3),
.superieures a cellos du profil da reference NACA 16 304 (Fig.lS) ; on remarque que les deux profils ont des
caracteristiques äquivalentes a Mo = 0,6 correspondant a des regimes de montee helice (Cz
*** 1,1).
Pour la definition de cette helice, des calculs conjoints aerodynamiques et structuraux ont permis
d'etudier precisement les deformations des pales sous 1'effet des efforts centrifuges et aerodynamiques.
La figure 29 montre les iso-Mach relatif sur l'extrados das pales de l'helice HT3, calculees par la
methode EULER.
Cette helice HT3 sera essayee en 1985 dans la grande soufflerie SI de Modane dal'ONERA. Une vue generale
du dispositif d'essai est donnee sur la figure 30 [20] . L'objectif de ces essais sera da verifier les
bonnes performances globales de l'helice, mais egalement de fournir des informations nombrauses et
precises pour la validation das methodes de calcul. A cat egard,outre la balance 6 composantes,
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1'instrumentation sera composee de capteurs de pression sur les pales, sur la casserole de moyeu et
sur les carenages ; le si II.ige sera detaille par sondage ä l'aide de sondes directlonnelles miniatures
(stationnaire et instationnaire), De nombreuses jauges de contraintes seront implantees sur les pales
et parties mecaniques. Des micros seront egalement disposes dans la veine, pour l'etude des probl&nes
acoustiqucs.
Les developpoments ulterieurs de 1'operation CHARME seront conaacres ä 1'amelioration des m^thodes
de calcul qui en aerodynamique concerneront principalement 1'etude des effets visqueux et des interactions avec I'avion C21] et les autres elements de la propulsion (entrees d'air...). L'effort sera en
outre porte sur une integration encore plus poussee de toutes les raethodes de definition, afin de
realiser une meilleur optimisation de 1'helice en fonction de contraintes aussi interd^pendantes que
la performance, la flabilite et le niveau dp bruit.

5 - CONCLUSION -

Les methodes de calcul aerodynamique disponibles permettent de couvrlr l'ensemble des phasea de la
conception d'helices rapides : depuis 1'avant-projet oü des methodes simples sont utilisees avec des
methodes de calcul acoustique et structural, jusqu'a la verification finale necessitant l'emploi de
methodes tridimensionnelles transsoniques.
L'ensemble de ces methodes a ete utilise pour definir l'h61ice HT3 de 1 metre de diam^tre, qui sera
essayee dans la soufflerie SI de Modane, Les resultats de cet essai fourniront de tres utiles informations pour verifier les methodes de calcul, mais egalement pour s'assurer des bonnes caracteristiques
de ce type d'helices a grand nombre de Mach en ce qui concerne les performances, le niveau acoustique
et la tenue structurale.
Les developpements futurs de ces recherches seront Orientes vers une mellleure prise en compte de
l'ensemble des effets complexes dont ces helices sont le siege, afin d'optimiser 1'integration des
ensembles propulsifs sur les avions de transport futurs equipes d'helices.
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H«lice HT1. Calcul Euler 3D - 7 = J = 3,15
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Hilice HT1. Calcul Euler 3D - 7 = J = 3.15
Effet du nombre de Mach
Iso-Mach relatif { = 0,795.
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Effet du nombre de palet
Iso-Mach relatif extrados.
10 pales
X = 1,42

12 pales
X=1.55

Fig. 22

H4lice HT1. Calcul Euler 3D - 7 = J = 3,15 Mo = 0.7
Effet du nombre de pales
Iso-Mach relatif {=0,369.
10 pales
1,1.1,2.1.31,4

Mg. 23
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KMIiceHTI. Influence V. d'amitre da moyeu.
Calcul Euler 3D - Mo ^ J,7 - 7 = J ~ 3,15.
Iso-Mach relatif txtradoi.
to =0,346
X = 1,55

Htljce HT1. Influence du diamttr« de moyeu.
Calcul Eul«3D - Mo = 0,7 - 7=J~3,16.
Iso-Mach relatif ( = 0,538.

to =0,483
X = 1,35

to =0,346
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DESIGN CONCEPT AND PERFORMANCE PREDICTION TECHNIC
FOR POTENTIAL FLOWS AROUND ADVANCED PROPELLERS
Thoa,-Sum LUU and Ranjit COLLERCANDY

L.I.M.S.I.
C.N.R.S. )
B.P. 30
91406 0R5AY CEDEX (FRANCE)

ABSTRACT
The design concept and performance prediction technic for potential flows around advanced propellers
are presented.
The design of propellers is based on the panel method, applied to the lifting «urface theory in which
the flow is supposed to be incompressible.
A transonic performance prediction technic is developed where the resulting potential equation is
is solved by a finite difference approximate factorization method in a body fitted grid system. Both two
and three dimensional results are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses the computation of the potential flow around propellers of the type "Prop-Fan".
The geometrical complications such as skew, rake and radial pitch variations of the blades are taken in to
consideration. Both, design of pr.pellers and prediction of steady propeller characteristics are presented.
The design of propellers is carried out by the panel method, applied to the lifting surface theory,
in which the flow is supposed to be incompressible. Any -pinwise reference line characteriiing the blade
contour may be given, which in turn can be determined from the structural criteria. The flow field is
generated by a doublet/source panel representation of the blades with the elements located on the chord-line
surface of the blade, the pitch variation of which is obtained by an iterative procedure. The chordwise
distribution of the loading can be adjusted to give any desired pressure distribution over the blade to avoid
the boundary layer separation. The spanwise distribution of the circulation can either be considered optimum
or else imposed to avoid the brutal changes in circulation in the radial direction to minimize the noise.
The pitch of the trailing vortex sheet is trimmed according to the induced velocity deduced during the
calculation. Moreover, this analysis permits to obtain a preliminary jerformance estimation of the propeller.
The advanced propellers, like Prop-Fan, usually operates at Mach 0.8. The flow around such propellers
become transonic and it is essential to study the performances of these propellers taking in to account the
actual flow conditions. Two and three dimensional transonique potential flow theories around such propellers
are developed. Thus, the transonic potential equation expressed in the general curvilinear coordinates is
cast in the conservative form. To ensure a good quality solution of transonic flow, it is preferable to use
an approximately orthogonal coordinate system having one of tho three axis almost aligned with the local
relative flow direction. The curvilinear coordinates constituted oy the stream lines and equipotential lines
corresponding tr the two dimensional incompressible flow at each cylindrical section are constructed using
the singularity method. Thus, the local domain of dependance of the equation can be taken in to account in
the difference scheme better than r^er type of networks. The grid system utilized in the three dimensional
calculatio" is obtained by superimposing these two dimensional networks at each cylindrical surface of
constant radius. The stacking of the two dimensional network to the three dimensioüal grid system is carried
out in a typical way to avoid the sudd? i variations in th? coordinates. Introducing the concept of artificial
density, an approximate factorization technic is used to solve the resulting potential equation.
This work was carried out under contract DRET n0 81-512 of the French Ministry of Defense.
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2. GENERAL GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Let us consider a screw propeller operating in an inviscid fluid which is otherwise at rest. The
screw moves forward with a velocity -VoU^and i states with an angular velocity -cü U, . The relative
advance velocity of the blade element is then given by V^v^-VoU^-cürUg.

Vo . o
/" S '

/

As the flow is supposed to be irrotationnal, the absolute velocity can be derived from the velocity
potential $ : V « V<p . Then the relative fluid velocity W can be written as W—V^-Vadv . This
velocity is steady with respect to a moving frame fixed to the propeller and hence the time derivative of
taken with respect to this moving frame becomes zero.
The continuity equation implies that V-CpW)31© which in turn can be expressed as

This equation is considered as the equation governing the potential
equation reduces to

«^ . In the incompressible case, this

V2* =o

« il

Introducing the rothalpy 1 defined by

»

u/r*

(2 3)

when the flow is compressible; or by

wV»
1

p

2.

2

C2 4)

when the flow is supposed to be incompressible, the momentum equation leads to

(vxvT^xvv + vi = o

(2.5)

Since VXN/-- 0 ,this equation becomes
V 1 •= o

(«6)

which implies that I is constant in the whole field. This equation will be utilized later to calculate the
pressure f> or the densi ;y p in the field.

3 i

On the blade surfaces of the propeller and on the hub surface, the flow tangency condition implies
that
W-n = o

U.7aO

or

(lite)
where n

is the unit vector normal to the surface under consideration.

At the trailing edge of the blades and on the vortex sheets issuing from it, the potential jump tf-4>'
corresponds to the circulation around the blade section at a radius r: r(r) = 4)',"~ 4>~- This circulation is
defined when the Kutta-Joukowsky condition (zero loading at the trailing edge ) is respected.

3. DESIGN PROBLEM
Although there is no major theorectical difficulty in developing a nonlinear theory to design a screw
propeller, the thin lifting surface theory is used in the computation for the sake of time savings. Thus,
the Neumann condition (2.7b) on the surface of the blade is """anposed to the trace of the blade. The trace
of the blade is the surface generated by the helicoidal chords at different cylindrical sections of constant
radius; and the free vortex sheet is the surface generated by the helicoidal free vortex lines issuing from
the trailing edge of the blades. The pitch of the free vortex line for each radius is determined according
to the induced velocity deduced during the computation.
Let X denote the curvilinear abscissa taken on the helicoidal chord at a cylindrical section of the
blade; the forme of the blade section is then defined by^c), the signs* referring respectively to the
upper and lower surfaces. The tangential vector i,* ofthe cylindrical section is given by:

T^*« cos(B+ «*)"© + s*'M.(B+«^tTj

O.D

where B(r) denotes the pitch angle of the blade at the radius r . As T is related to the angular abscissa 9
by the relation dT=rd6/fc«sEl we have

' dx
where R

de dT ~

r

denotes the radius of the propeller.
cylindricot itction

a'- ll*. MMl I (JA

T,- tplTr* f.U,

mmndionat stction

3e^R /

(3.2)

M
Let T4 represent the tangential vector in the local meridional section of the blade, then we have
Tj,"5 trTrr+ *! **z . Because of the small thickness of the blade, we can admit that T^ taken on the
upper or lower surface at the same abscissa T is identical with the vector taken on the trace of the blade.
Then the unit-normal vector of the blade surface is given by :
n*=: Si ^ = ttCoS^B,fq(t)I?'-'>'t'-S«-n<B-»*'t)"ue- tr fcoaCB-Kx*> if2
= n* ur + n* iXe + n* u2

(3.3)

For the practical computations, we introduce a local orthogonal frame work defined by the unit vectors
Cn* 7* b*) , where T^is identical toT*and b*is defined by the relation

Moreover, the thin lifting surface approximation suggests replacing c*<(B+«)in these relations
by cos B • PosingWo^Vj+w2*-*) and (i='h>«(^o/4ur), the flow tangential condition on the blades becomes

In order to generate the flow field, a source distribution ^ is applied on the trace of the blades S
and a normal-axis doublet A^=^ -^'distribution is applied on the trace of the blades and on the free
vortex sheets S+ 3L .This can be represented as ll)
R
*CP1 =
1 f ^(M)
d SM
1
uJR
47rJsu)R d(M.P) R*

f /• *4>(M)<-i _R_1 dS*!
47r;s+r a)Rl l^id(M.P)JM R1

^

;

On the blade surface, we have ^ given by
^P-)^ . jW

wR ~

1

2u»R

^TT

i^M)^

g

1 dSM ,

L u»R'»^.«ftM.P)^ Rx
R

<

f

A»(M)f9

[3|

R

) 1 ^SM

**■■*)$+£ WRa l3«.^21 dCM.P) J^Jp R»
R

R

where the integral sign *■ represents the integration with suppression of the local effets.
Taking the difference 4)n-^

and from (3.5), we have

I 14* A-S-3L
*>
We RcoaB * ,e\
^^""^'""wR-^+CttCosB^r^CüR
P
^R-1

,__v
"W

Similarly, the half sum C*n + *nV'2. can be defined as

-2^.(4.%
*-) = --L ii^/l-_?_\ 1*5}
4^M)rl_ fl_ _B_l I dS^
V
1 +-i-f
WR

"

*

^TT^WR^idCMP)^ R

47r Js+I.u,R*lanlan d(M,p)[MJp R»

where c(r,e) and KJ (r, Ö) represent respectively the thickness and the camber of the blade, and we have

»j±as i7c±o.ye
For a direct problem, the complete geometrical definition of the propeller is specified, and the
integral eqn,(3.9) serves to determine the doublet density £,4> on the trace of the blades. Moreover, the
Kutta-Joukowsky condition implies that the value of 4,+-*" on the vortex sheet is equal to its value
defined along the trailing edge.
For the design problem, in general the thickness of the blades is specified; then the density <^
of the source applied on the presumed trace of the blade is determined by eqn. (3.8). The bound vortex
distribution on the blades and radial distribution of the free vortex on the wake have to be specified
according to the desired loading distribution on the blades. So, the density of the normal-axis doublet A4>

^
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on the trace of the blades as well as on the free vortex wakes is determined accordingly. The flow field is
then generated by the discrete source and doublet distributions and the normal derivative on the trace of
the blades can be computed. By integrating eqn; (3.9) and noting that :
angle B **' is deduced for («♦<>* iterative cycle by :

»)e(SLB)->7CC9TE)~ 0'^ Pitch

where the subscripts Lt" and Tf denote respectively the leading edge and the trailing edge. On the righthand side, B denotes the pitch angle obtained during the previous iterative cycle, from which the trace
of the blade has been defined. The camber of the blade is then given by :

Figure 1 shows the geometry of a 12 bladed propeller designed by the present method. Figure 2 shows the
division of the trace of the blades where the discretized source and doublet distributions are applied.
Using the finite difference to compute W , the pressure distribution in the form of a dimensionless coeffcient

* - till - - 2(^^-^-01+ £ u \^±. - fWÄtofe-f

(a 125

deduced from 1= constant as a function of Wis shown in fig. 3 . For more detailed descriptions of this
method,the readers are invited to consult the references tl) to 13] .

4. TRANSONIC PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
Even though, the above analysis permits to obtain an approximate idea of the global performance of
the propeller, it is essential to take in to consideration the compressibility effets in order to obtain
a precise idea of the flow structure,because the advanced propellers, like Prop-Fan, are usually assigned
to operate at a cruising Mach number of about 0.8. In addition to this, the high number of blades used for
this type propeller may create the choking phenomenon especially near the hub section where the passage
between the blades becomes quite narrow. Thus, two and three dimensional transonic potential theories are
developed (<0 .
In this paper, we present only the three dimensional analysis around such propellers. The governing
equation for ^ is given by (2.1). As the flow is isentropic, we can derive from (2.3) and (2.6) the
following relations for a calorifically perfect gaz :

f-O^MfW^-*£))'-<

(^.O

The compressible potential equation (2.1) is expressed in a general curvilinear coordinates W \, \
in the conservation form. It is well known that this equation is elliptic where the flow is subsonic and
becomes hyperbolic where the relative Mach number is supersonic. In order to ensure stability of the numercal scheme when the flow becomes locally supersonic, we use the concept of artificial density; the solution
is then obtained by finite differnce approximate factorization teenies.
The finite difference grid system used in the computation is obtained by stacking H-type two dimensional networks composed of streamlines anc1 eqipotential lines. At each cylindrical section of the blade.
The creation of such a network is achieved by so ving the incompressible potential flow around the two
dimensional cascade corresponding to the section, using the combinaison of the singularity method and the
finite difference method described in (5) and t6D . The pitch of the trailing vortex sheet is supposed
to be constant in the radial direction and is determined from a preliminary calculation carried out by
lifting line theory around the propeller. This arrangement is used in the computation in order to simplify
the far down-stream boundary condition as will be seen later.
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The coordinate system Elf1,? related to the body fitted grid system is defined with the mesh sizes
A^, Al* At' normalized to unity. The 5*rCte surfaces correspond to the cylindrical surfaces of constant
radius r . The streamlines and the equipotential lines defined with an adequate level at different cylindrical
blade section serve to generate the f^cte and the V =cte surfaces respectively.
Tnce the surfaces V, V", E1 are defined the nodal coordinates z,©, r (^t ?^?,)can be determined. The
coefficients of the transformation matrix l^iO can be obtained from finite differences. Using the relation

^r ??♦ = K
the coefficients r,^i can then be deduced by the inversion of the above matrix.
The Jacobian is defined as

In the coordinate system ^H^, e,r), the components of the metric tensor are given by

and the element of the Levi-Chivita tensor is (-^ )»"
In the coordinate system

r

•

5*1 the elements of the metric tensor are obtained from

(a ^ - ll'?^ .i. ^ a?* .-* a. HL* »^
(*»

and the Levi-Chivita tensor becomes

In the ^^ 5* ?J coordinate system, the contravariant components W* of VV

are

given by

and the covariant components W; are defined as

Wt= <^t+ ?:JtVe + ^^wr1
W =

3

4V+ ^5«v»

+

C4.6)

^i01""*

The continuity equation becomes

where W1 are replaced by (4.5) and becomes the governing equation for the potential 4> . The density p is
determined by (4.1) where |wl

is given by W*Wi.

Let us introduce the following notations to represent the backward and forward finite differences
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The potential equation governing 4» written in the discretised form may be represented by the
operator L <t>i j k ■

where Wl are related to ^i by (4.5), and the finite difference approximation of ^ , for example at the
point *♦</*, j, fe is given by

Moreover, in order to ensure stability of the scheme in the supersonic zones and to produce the effet of
artificial viscosity necessary for the resolution, we have intoduced in the operator iL ^ j j, the concept
of retarding the density. The appropriate choice of retarding the density p , p , p
directions

t* , £*", and

are

?'

respectively in the

given by C?]
>

p.

w/t

+v ?.

o

>•" < o

> e

l

O-v)pk+(/i+v/pfc+J/2

in which the factor v

is defined by

V a: •^n^w.l>»^ax{(M,- O
where c

< o

c

,

0

K O

C*9b)

represents a user specified constant.

The three-level approximate factorization procedure used to solve the potential equation can then be
written as

where 6^["Arepresents the nodal correction after each iteratif cycle and ff is the relaxation parameter.
The or appearing in this relation is a time like accelaration parameter and the choice of Of greatly affects
the convergence of the numerical scheme. In practice, it is best to use a small sequence of accelaration
parameters running between the minimum and maximum values obtained from a simple two dimensional Von-Neumann
analysis. Even though, this choice was adopted because of its simplicity, it was found that this choice is
still effective in the three dimensional computations. The parameter <r is taken to be 2.5
On the blade surface, the flow tangency condition requires that the contravariant velocity component
W
on this surface be zero. Thus, the derivatives ^tat the blade surface, in the expression (4.8), are
calculated using the blade boundary condition W =0 and we have

o tajLt

§

Similarly, on the hub surface, the flow tangency condition implies that w'^O , Thus, the derivatives <t>w3

at the hub surface in the expression (4.8) are evaluated from

-
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^v^- iöU^^'v

^U)

On the other hand, at the intersection between the hub and the blade, we have simultaneously the two
flow tangency conditions : W1^ o and W3-= 0 . This leads to determine the derivatives 4>e«. and 4).s
from the following relations
(4 13 a)

blade tip

Special treatments

hub
On the vortex wake issuing from the trailing edge, we must also admit the jump in the potential
which corresponds the circulation around the blade section r(r) . On this vortex sheet, the derivatives ^u4
and ^jt are both continuous while the derivative^!» becomes discontinuous. Thus, we obtain two values
of Iwl on the upper and lower sufaces of this sheet and consequently leading to two values of p+ and p".
In the computation, at these grid points on the vortex sheet, the value used for p is the average value
of those taken from the upper and the lower faces of this sheet.
The Kutta-Joukowsky condition implies that the loading has to be reduced to zero at the trailing
edge (TE) of the blade :

(w'w,+ w3W3)*B.t= Cw^^ w'w^'g^

(4.14)

This leads to a relation which serves to determine the value of ^+-^-at the trailing edge
Since the computation is limited in a single blade sector, the periodicity condition of the potential 4>

<l>(3t.ei: ^. r)= 4>(z.9.r)

14,15)

has to be applied on the boundary surfaces JJ^cte of the grid system.
At the far upstream as well as for the boundary surface 5'=cte having a radius far off from the
propeller, the absolute fli ' velocity has to be reduced to zero : V^^O. As the potential ^ at these
regions being arbitrary, we can admit that^5*0 at these regions.
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And, finally, as the trailing vortex sheet is supposed to have the same pitch for all radius of the
blade, the potential * induced by the free vortex presents a character of helicoidal symetry (83 at the
far down-stream side around the free vortex sheets. This condition requires that ^ must be constant following any helicoidal line. For the grid system considered, we should have ^» o .
The transonic computation is carried out on the propeller defined by the panel method. Figures 4 to
6 show the type of grid system utilized for the finite difference calculations.
For the
section of the
represents the
the supersonic
that,in the two
The second test
of the iso-Marh
thickness point
drags.

numerical applications, we have first developed a two dimensional code around a cylindrical
blade to study the different problems concerning the boundary conditions. The fig. y
iso-Mach curves obtained at the hub section of the blades. The continued lines correspond to
iso-Mach curves while the dotted lines correspond to subsonic curves. At the hub, we note
dimensional calculation, the choking phenomenon appears at a cruising Mach number M =0.7.
of this code was carried out at a radius r/R =0.7. The fig.? represents the different levels
curves at this section. This figure shows that supersonic region developed from the maximum
reaching quite near to the trailing edge, this phenomenon is responsible for the high wave

In the three dimensional code, the first test case was carried out by imposing the cruising Mach
number to zero in the the code, in order to check the results obtained by the three dimensional singularity
method (design problem) and the finite difference method (direct problem). The fig. 7 represents the circulation distribution on the blades obtained by these methods.
To reduce the cost of computations, the final three dimensional transonic computation was carried out
on a coarse mesh system of 55 X 14 X 24 nodal points. The figs. 10 to 13 represent the iso-Mach curves obtained
at different sections of the blade at a cruising Mach number 0.8. The choking phenomenon found at the hub
section in the two dimensional analysis did not appear in the three dimensionnal computations. This is due the
radial components of the velocity becoming more important in the three dimensional computations. Moreover,
these radial effects are observed at different sections of the blade. The fig.14 represents the absolute velocity field in the far downstream. We note the rolling up of the flow at the tip of the vortex sheet and also
the importance of the radial effects near to the hub surface. Finally, the fig.15 represents the comparison
of the two and three dimensional results at the section r/R = 0.7 for a cruising Mach number 0.8 .

5. CONCLUSION
A design method using the singularities distributions to generate the flow field is presented. This
method permits to determine the geometrical parameters of the propeller in the zero Mach range, while the
skew and rake angles, the form of the developed contour of the blade, the thickness and the bound vorticity
distribution may be prescribed. To analyse the operation of the propellers in the transonic range, the full
potential transonic finite difference method is developed; this offers the possibility to estimate the
performanec of the propeller in the design and off-design conditions
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Fig.l Geometry of a 12 bladed propeller
designed by the panel method.

Fig.2 Division of the blades in to
inducing elements.

Fig.3 Pressure coefficient distributions.(panel method)

Fig.4 Grid system (coordinates z,r of 52 surface
around the blade).

Fig.5 Grid system (section z constant).
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A REVIEW OF ARA RESEARCH INTO PROPELLER
AERODYNAMIC PREDICTION METHODS
A J Bocci, J I Morrison
Aircraft Research Association Ltd,
Manton Lane, Bedford MK41 7PF, UK

SUMMARY
A research programme is being followed at ARA, aimed at providing methods capable of predicting the
performance of a range of propeller configurations of practical interest. An improved wake method involving
a numerical solution to Goldstein's wake flow model has been developed and the effects of removing
Goldstein's limiting assumptions are illustrated. The representation of ARA-D aerofoil data for use with
the wake methods is considered, covering the wide range of geometry and flow conditions likely to be
encountered on operating blades. The importance of finite blade effects is discussed and a tip relief
correction is shown to improve predictions of experimental blade pressures and loadings. A method has
oeen developed to calculate the flow induced by a prescribed wake vortex sheet and some of the issues
arising in calculating the flow development from the propeller disc downstream are illustrated. A threedimensional method involving solution of the compressible potential flow equation has been developed,
capable of predicting the blade flow in some detail for general multi-blade configurations. Comparisons
with experiment are shown for two-blade cases.
NOTATION
a
a'
c
Cp
CJQ
CL
CN

Cp
G
J
Kl
M
p
q
r
R
Rc
t/c
V
W
W0
W|
w
x/c
z
a
r
e
K

w
5
p
♦
♦0
♦]

♦
u
v
Suffix:
H
1

Axial velocity increment at propeller disc, fraction of advance velocity
Rotational velocity increment at propeller disc, fraction of advance velocity
Section chord length
Drag coefficient
Design lift coefficient, defines camber of NACA series 16 sections
Lift coefficient
Force coefficient normal to chord
Pressure coefficient or power coefficient
Goldstein's loading function, G ■ pr(ij/2nwV
Advance ratio, J ■ 2nV/uD
Camber factor used in definition of ARA-D sections
Mach number
Blade number or flow field pressure
Flow field velocity relative to axes rotating with blade
Radial coordinate
Blade radius
Chord Reynolds number
Section thickness/chord
Propeller advance velocity
Blade element onset flow velocity
Blade element helical velocity
Blade element interference velocity due to wake
Wake displacement velocity
Non-dimensional distance along chord
Axial coordinate opposite to propeller direction
Blade element effective incidence
Wake vortex strength
Cylindrical polar coordinate, right hand screw downstream
Lock's loading function
Radial coordinate in transformed wake plane
Circumferential coordinate in transformed wake plane
r
low field density
Blade element onset flow angle
,
Blade element helix angle, or wake helix angle for light loading, i0 i tan" (V/mr)
Wake helix angle for heavy loading ♦! = tan"1 (V+w/ur)

Velocity potential
Angular velocity of propeller rotation, right hand screw upstream
Vector first differential
Bar denotes mean or vector quantities
Pertaining to helical flow

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Dowty Rotol propellers incorporating new blade aerofoils have been specified for a
number of aircraft. The aerofoils, referred to as the ARA-D series, were developed at the Aircraft Research
Association and are described in Refs 1 and 2. The present paper is concerned with describing subsequent
work at ARA involving the development of theoretical methods for propeller performance prediction.
The major effects of blade aerofoil characteristics on propeller performance can be considered in the
context of classical methods involving simple wake models and blade element theory. The methods are
usually believed to provide a reasonably accurate performance prediction, particularly for relatively low
solidity propellers with two, three or four blades. This belief has been broadly confirmed by experience
gained over the years in using the classical Lock/Goldstein theory in conjunction with the NACA series 16
data bank developed at Dowty Rotol, and comparing with known propeller performance. However, the aerofoil
data cannot be regarded as purely two-dimensional, containing features representative of what might be
expected on a finite rotating blade, and these differences from two dimensions can have a significant effect
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on propeller performance estimates in certain conditions. It follows that there is a need to allow for such
blade effects when new aerofoil data is introduced, and one objective of the work described here is to
ensure that this is the case with the ARA-D data.
Inherent in the classical methods are certain approximations and assumptions and the methods cannot be
expected to predict the details of the flow associated with rotating blades with great accuracy, even if
the overall propeller performance prediction is adequate. These limitations may become more significant in
the more highly disc loaded cases envisaged for some applications. Consequently, another objective of the
work has been to develop more advanced methods which could predict the flows in greater detail and could be
used as alternatives to the classical methods if and wht-n necessary. An interim description of the work
was contained in Ref 2.
Fig 1 illustrates the scheme which is being followed in the work, which is aimed at providing
acceptable flow predictions for the range of configurations shown. The boxes defined by solid lines
indicate the particular areas of research effort which will be referred to here. This may be summarised
as follows.
A method has been developed to provide a finite difference solution for the flow between regular wake
screw surfaces, with the limiting assumptions of Goldstein removed. This isdiscussed in section 2.
The propeller performance prediction may be obtained by combining the inflow velocities given by the
wake method with the blade element lift and drag data, according to the velocity diagram. The ARA-D twodimensional aerofoil data, obtained from experimental tests on a limited number of aerofoils, is represented
by empirical mathematical formulae for interpolation or extrapolation purposes, over a comparable range of
geometric and flow conditions ti. the \CA series 16 data bank. The representation of the data is considered
in section 3.
The two-dimensional aerofoil data should be modified when applied to the blade elements, to take
account of conditions on the finite, rotat:ng blade. A tip relief correction has been derived which gives
pressure distributions and loadings consistent with those in experimental tests on pressure tapped blades.
Towards the root, the spinner/nacelle shaping may influence flow field velocities and cascade effects may
be significant. These finite blade effects are discussed in section 4. Centrifugal effects on the
development of the viscous layers way be significant but are not considered here.
The assumption of a regular screw surface cownstream, of the same diameter as the propeller, forms the
basis for the classical methods. In practice, the surfaces are unlikely to be -egular, with a natural
tendency to contract due to loading. To investigate such effects, and their influence on propeller disc
inflow velocities, a method has been developed to calculate the flow induced by a prescribed wake vortex
sheet. This is considered briefly in section 5. The method could be adapted to give a first order
approximation to the interaction of the wake with the finite nacelle or fuselage, wing, or other parts of
the aircraft.
In order to predict the blade flow in greater detail, three-dimensional methods involving solution of
the compressible potential flow equation have been investigated. Results from a method limited to the twoblade case were shown in Ref 2. Another Method has been developed to deal with multi-blade cases, unswept
or swept, and including the effect of a finite, circular spinner/nacelle. This is discussed in section 6.
2

AN IMPROVED WAKE METHOD

An example of the screw surfaces traced out by a four-blade propeller moving forward with right-hand
screw is shown in Fig 2a. The screw surfaces of a propeller with p blades of radius R, moving with velocity
V and angular velocity w, are given by the equation
« . 0. |l... 2n(P-1) for r < R
V
p
p
Here, r,e,z are right-hand cylindrical polar coordinates fixed in space, with the z axis coincident with
the propeller axis and opposite to the propeller direction.
e

The ideal wake is a screw surface comprising trailing vortex filaments which move downstream with a
uniform displacement velocity w. The filaments actually move normal to themselves but this is visually
indistinguishable from downstream displacement. It is straightforward to show that the ideal wake
corresponds to minimum energy loss per unit time (see eg Ref 3).
Goldstein (Ref 4) gave an exact solution for the incompressible potential flow between the wake
surfaces, subject to a normal velocity boundary condition on the surfaces written as
a«
1 3»
W COS»0 = gyCOS^o - FI9 smog
where »Q is the wake helix angle, see Fig 2a, and * is the velocity potential. Goldstein took the wake
helix angle to be the same as the propeller helix, ie *0 ■ tan"'(V/ur), which is only true in the limit of
infinitely light loading. A substitution, c = e - "WV, is used to transform the wake into a two-dimensional
plane. The additional tranfformation M : ur/V enables Laplace's potential flow equation, v2» : 0, to be
written
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Goldstein obtained a solution for the velocity potential in terms of a series solution involving
Bessel functions, with the wake loading given by the discontinjity in ♦ across the screw surface. The
solution was limited to the two or four blade case with zero centre body radius and expressed in terms of
a light loading function G ■ ptVZwwV, where r is the wake vortex strength at a given radial location.
Lock (Ref 5) extended Goldstein's method to deal with a range of blade number from two to six. He
assumed a wake helix angle equal to the blade element onset flow angle ♦ (see Fig 1) and tabulated an
alternative function K against ♦ at standard radial stations, related to Goldst«^ s function by
K

(3)

= G/cos *

Lock made use of an approximate function of Prandtl (see eg Pef 3) to interpolate or extrapolate values of
for blade number other than two or four.

K

Morrison, Ref 6, has developed a computational method which provides a numerical soli.tion to
equations (1) and (Z;, with a non-zero centrebody radius forming an additional boundary. An example of the
type of grid used in the numerical scheme is shown in Fig 2b, for a four-blade case. An additional radial
transformation is included to bring the infinite far-field, at which the flow velocity is zero, in to a
finite distance, to form the computational boundary. The equations are put in central difference form and
equation (1) solved by line relaxation, sweeping through the grid in a radial direction from the centre
body boundary out to the boundary corresponding to infinity.
Advantages of Morrison's method include the ability to deal with any number of blades and to take
account of a non-zero
■'trebody radius. Also, an option is available cf providing a solution to G'. dstein's
equations expressed in ..-rms of the true wake helix angle, which we will refer to here as t^

M

tan -1

(ja
wr

This will be referred to as the heavy loading mode.
Morrison's method can be used to examine the accuracy of the classical ideal wake solutions. Fig 3
chows examples of calculations by the method, with a sufficiently refined grid to ensure numerical accuracy.
Fig 3a shows the effect of centrebody radius on Goldstein's light loading function for two blades,
with the zero body radius solution precisely matching the original, given in Ref 4. The implication of
this result is that the values of < tabulated in Ref 5 are incorrect towards the root in the general case
of non-zero body radius.
Fig 3b shows typical examples of checks carried out on the accuracy of the interpolated or extrapolated
values tabulated in Ref 5. In these checks, a wake helix angle of $0 or ♦] was assumed in equation (3),
as appropriate. It can be seen that, in general, the accuracy is good, with a maximum error of about 10%
near to the tip noted in some cases.

K

Fig 3c show:, examples of a trend towards much higher efficiency at lower advance ratios when the
switch from the 1ight to heavy loading mode is made. This is of considerable significance to propeller
performance estima:es.
The methods discussed so far provide a solution for the ideal wake of a propeller with given radius,
blade number and operating conditions. To use the methods for a practical propeller calculation, the
blade element onset flow conditions may be linked to conditions in the wake according to the blade element
velocity diagram, see Fig j. Usually, the interference velocity W] at the blade element is assumed to be
one half of the normal sheet velocity in the wake, and directed normal to W, the onset flow velocity. The
calculation proceeds in an iterative fashion, since the interference velocity influences blade loading and
hence the wake solution. In order to deal with non-ideal loading distributions, isolated blade elements
are assumed. This means that a cenverged solution may be obtained for each element in turn, with the
interference velocity calculated as if the element were part of an ideal loading distribution. In the case
of Morrison's method, a perturb.ition to an ideal loading distribution is assumed. The isolated blade
element assumption also implies that the lift and drag coefficients may be obtained from two-dimensional
aerofoil data.

3

AEROFOIL DATA RFPRESENTATION

The NACA series 16 data bank used at Dowty Rotol consists of tables of lift and drag COP" cient at
discrete steps of thickness/chord, camber (C^n), Mach number and incidence, over the ranges indicated in
Fig 1.
Seven members of the ARA-D family of aerofoils, of thickness/chord ranging from 4% to 20% and of
varying camber factor (Kl), featured in the main series of experimental tests in the ARA 18" x 8" 2D wind
tunnel. The aerofoils were tested transi'ion free, at Reynolds numbers relevant, as far as possible, to
blade flow conditions, and measurements were taken at incidences well into the stall, over a Mach number
range up to the limit, M f 0.85, of the normal tunnel operating range, for which the open-area ratio
ensures blockage-free conditions. To create a data bank comparable with NACA series 16, tests on a far
larger number of aerofoils would have been required, over a wider range of flow conditions.
A fundamental feature of the ARA-D aerofoil family (Ref 1) is the geometric definition by simple
mathematical expressions. The continuous shape variation with thickness/chord ensures a reasonably linear
variation of aerodynamic properties, with the camber factor (Kl) having a similar effect. It has proved
possible to approximate the lift and drag data by curves defined by mathematical formulae, allowing
interpolation or extrapolation of the data to any geometry or flow condition. Fig 4 shows examples of the
accuracy of representation of the data for two aerofoils from the ARA-D family. To assess the quality of
the curve fitting, some interpretation of the experimental data is necessary.
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At the lower Mach numbers the results for the 8% t/c section are sensitive to Reynolds number but
such Reynolds number sensitivity is less likely for the 4% t/c section due to the leading edge separation
charucteristics in the stall. As the stall develops, the existence of separated flow over a significant
chordwise extent sets a limit to the incidence for which the data may be regarded as valid. This is
because the separated flow is likely to develop in a three-dimensional manner which may be influenced by
the tunnel wall boundary layer. At the highest Mach numbers in both cases, few experimental drag values
are available since the shock wave on the aerofoil penetrates well into the flow field, with the result
that the wake exceeds the width of the drag measuring rake outside a small incidence range. At these Mach
numbers, the lift continues to increase with incidence as the stall develops, although more slowly than in
attached flow conditions.
The examples show that in conditions corresponding to attached flow, the curve fitting is of adequate
accuracy for propeller calculations. As separations develop, the curves follow the trends, bu: not the
details, of the data variation; in these conditions the curves are biased towards Reynolds numbers most
representative of typical blade operating conditions. At high Mach numbers and/or incidences, where the
experimental data is limited or non-existent, the curves extrapolate smoothly but arbitrarily. These
examples are typical of the accuracy of representation of the data for the aerofoils in the main test series.
For sections differing significantly in thickness/chord or camber from those tested and for higher
Mach numbers than the limit of the ÄRA 2D tunnel, the curve fitting formulae have been calibrated as far
as possible against the results of theoretical calculations by a viscous supercritical method, Ref 7,
referred to as VGK. The method can be expected to give results in close agreement with experiment, at a
given aerofoil lift coefficient, but difficulties arise because the calculated lift curve slope is typically
somewhat
"per than given in 2D wind tunnel tests and the method is restricted to essenMally attached
flow conditions. Also, the method cannot deal with shocks located at the trailing edge, typical of sonic
or supersonic free stream Mach numbers. For these reasons, other approaches to obtaining the data were
required.
Fig 5a shows some results from recent tests carried out in the ARA 18" x 8" 20 tunnel on an extremely
thick ARA-D aerofoil, representative of the upper limit of thickness which might apply close to the root.
The section would be expected to feature significant flow separations in many practical blade operating
conditions. The wing chord was only two inches (5.1 cm) to illow the low Reynolds numbers typical of blade
roots to be achieved, and an attempt was made to ensure two-dimenJonal flow as far into the stall as
possible by isolating the tunnel wail boundary layer using large end plates. The curves given by the
formulae at M = 0.4 can be seen to give a fair prediction of the experimental results at incidences below
the stall; the flow development in the stall is very sensitive to Reynolds number and cannot be represented
adequately by a single curv :,
The Ci - a curves at M =< 0.65 represent conditions with fully separated flow aft of the shock, giving
very high drag (not shown). This could have a significant adverse effect on propeller efficiency and
illustrates the risk involved in operating with thick root sections beyond their drag rise Mach number.
It should be noted that such an aerofoil would not normally be used for high speed propeller applications:
advanced ARA-0 aerofoils have been developed for this purpose.
Lift and drag data for supersonic Mach numbers may be obtained from calculations by the inviscid
method of Ref 8. In such conditions the aerofoil shock waves are located at, or very close to the trailing
edge and it has been found that inviscid theory is acceptable. This is illustrated by check comparisons
for aerofoil NPL 2211 (Ref 9), for which test results, in the form of surface static pressures, but not
wake drag measurements, are available for Mach numbers up to 1.4. Fig 5b shows the close match of pressures
between theory and experiment in a comparison at M = 1.0 and there is a similar close match at other
incidences and supersonic Mach numbers, not shown. Lift coefficients compare closely between theory and
experiment and this also applies to pressure drag coefficients if the integration of experimental pressures
follows the theoretical curve around the leading edge, where experimental points are sparse. The drag
coefficient is taken to be given to adequate accuracy by the pressure drag coefficient, with an increment
to allow for skin friction which depends on the extent of laminar flow assumed. From the results of such
calculations for thin, low cambered ARA-D aerofoils, a supersonic data bank has been constructed, consisting
of lift and drag coefficients at a limited number of discrete values of thickness/chord, camber. Mach number
and incidence. This approach has been adopted since attempts to modify the curve fitting formulae to fit
the supersonic data points were unsuccessful. It is planned to carry out *ests on an ARA-D aerofoil up to
supersonic Mach numbers in another wind tunnel, to check the accuracy of the supersonic data bank. An
important part of such an exercise is to ensure the consistency of experimental data between wind tunnels.
fhe ARA-D aerofoil data representation by mathematical formulae, with a switch to a small supersonic
data bank when necessary, gives instant data of reasonable accuracy. This is very much to be preferred to
the search through a large data bank such as NACA sories 16 when used in an iterative fashion as part c" a
wake method calculation, particularly when finite biade effects are introduced.
4

FINITE BLADE EFFECTS

The accuracy of the classical wake methods with the isolated blade element assumption can be assessed
by comparing pressure distributions on the rotating blade with those on the corresponding two-dimensional
aerofoil, at equivalent flow onset conditions. A series of wind tunnel tests on full scale propellers
with pressure tapped blades was carried out in the early post-war years by NACA, and provides data suitable
for such an assessment. The propellers had two blades (or one blade for some tests) incorporating NACA
series 16 sections, with the range of geometries sketched in Fig 6. Pressures were recorded at a number of
radial stations, each station in a separate run, and were corrected for centrifugal forces on the columns of
air in tubes set radially in the blades. Refs 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, which should be consulted for full
details of the experimental configurations and tests, contain tables of pressures at each radial station
for various combinations of free stream velocity, rotational velocity and blade angle.
Ref 2 included examples demonstrating a major tip effect on blade pressures, with a reduction in
section loading and an increase in (effective) drag rise Mach number compared with two dimensions. The
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pressures were taken from the results for the blade referred to as blade 1 in Fig 6. Examination of the
results for the complete range of blades shows that the tip effect is also manifest as a reduction in lift
curve slope, as illustrated in Fig 7a. Points on the curves correspond to different radial stations
having the same geometry and helical Mach number, with the curve for the inboard stations closely matching
two dimensions. The incidence shown allows for inflow and the effect of blade deflection under load.
A tip relief correction has been developed, principally as a change to the effective section geometry,
which is consistent with the trends observed in the experiments. The effect of the correction is shown in
Fig 7b, for two radial stations near the tip of blade 1. The 2D theoretical calculations are by the method
of VGK, Ref 7, and it can be seen that the main features of the blade pressures are represented when the
tip relief correction is included in the geometry used for the calculations, with a substantial improvement
in lift coefficient prediction. The comparisons are reasonably typical of the tip regions of the blades
shown in Fig 6, at most flow conditions, although incidence corrections are sometimes necessary.
The tip relief correction may be included in the wake methods, mainly by modifying the section
geometry used to obtain the blade element lift and drag data. Calculations by Morrison's method, with and
without tip relief included, are compared with experimental data from the NACA blade tests in Fig 8. In
the theory, the experimental blade angle was matched and the blade deflection under load included in the
specified twist. The Mach number of the free stream flow was also matched and the experimental loading at
each station corrected to the average value of advance ratio (J) used in the theory. In the case of blade 1
the introduction of tip relief has clearly brought the theoretical loadings closely into line with
experiment. In the case of blade 6 the trend of the tip relief correction seems plausible but the
comparison is obscured by the discrepancy on the main part of the blade, for which no explanation could be
found. It may be that the experimental values are unreliable since, in addition to the loading corrections
for advance ratio, further corrections were required to account for discrepancies in experimental blade
angle.
The inclusion of tip relief in the wake methods can have a significant effect on predicted efficiency,
by changing lift/drag for the tip sections. Finite blade effects associated with the root can also be
important, particularly the influence of spinner/nacelle shaping on disc plane flows and the cascade effects
associated with increased blade number. Some points of interest arising from the inclusion of root effects
in the wake methods are illustrated in Fig 9 and will be discussed briefly.
The effect of spinner/nacelle shaping on flow field velocities may be calculated to first order by a
method such as that described in Ref 15, with the shape represented by a body of revolution. Several
issues arise when the influence on flow field velocities is introduced into the wake methods. For example,
consider Fig 9a, which shows a sk^'ch of the root region of a modern composite blade with a cuff extending
nearly to the spinner side. The
nner/nacel le shape would influence the flow over the whole blade chord,
rather than just the blade axis as assumed in the wake methods. Also, the spanwise positions of the
calculation stations must be considered. Fine grid calculations by Morrison's method are found to give a
much better definition of the rapid radial variation in spinner/nacelle influence, blade planform and
section geometry than the widely spaced
<
stations used in Lock/Goldstein calculations. However, the
definition of conditions at the spinner/blade junction remains uncertain, with the true flow following the
spinner profile and the possibility of large viscous effects.
An allowance for cascade effects towards the root may be necessary, even for a relatively limited
number of blades. Fig 9b shows a comparison of calculated pressures in free air and in a cascade,
according to subcritical inviscid theory (Ref 16). The section thickness/chord and the gap in the cascade
case are representative of the root region of a four-blade propeller. This comparison illustrates the
fact that mild cascade effects can be allowed for by a reduction of section loading. However, the twodimensional approach may not be representative of the three-dimensional flow development. This might be
anticipated in cases where the spinner/nacelle profile has a significantly three-dimensional influence on
the flow but, according to the theory, it can also apply to cases with a parallel body assumed. This is
illustrated by Fig 9c, which shows results for four-blade propellers differing mainly in design loading
distribution. Blade loadings according to Morrison's method are compared with those calculated by a threedimensional field method to be discussed later. The moderate root loading case shows a fair measure of
consistency between the theoretical predictions when the cascade effect is introduced into the wake method.
This is not true of the high root loading case, where the three-dimensional method gives a much lower
loading than that resulting from the isolated blade element assumption in the wake method, and the cascade
correction has a marginal effect only. It should be noted that supercritical flow development at the root
is of only minor significance in these examples.
"■he above considerations apply to conditions at the blade elements, with the inflow calculated
assuming the wake model of the classical methods.
5

WAKE SHEET INDUCED VELOCITIES

The vortex sheets shed by the blades of a rotating propeller form helical surfaces which move
downstream, varying in pitch and radius. Eventually, the sheets may roll up into discrete vortices. The
ideal wake, of the same diameter as the propeller, forms the basis for the classical methods and it may be
that a more realistic wake model is required, which could include the effects of interaction with the
aircraft geometry.
A method (Ref 17) has been developed at ARA to calculate the flow due to a prescribed wake vortex
sheet, by direct integration of the velocities induced by the vortex filaments comprising the sheets. Th^
aim of the work is to carry out a systematic investigation of the flow between the propeller disc and the
downstream wake. Here we will consider several points of interest arising from the validation of the
method and its use to predict wake convergence.
The basic version of the method takes an ideal wake solution given by the Morrison method, for a
propeller with a given number of blades at a given operating condition. The velocity induced by the vortex
filaments, of strength corresponding to the ideal loading, is calculated using the Biot-Savart law (eg
Ref 18). For this purpose, grids are defined on the sheet surfaces by lines following the direction of the
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vortex filaments and by radial lines at equal intervals along the helix axis. An example of the type of
grid in a two blade case is shown in Fig 10a. The induced velocity at a point in the field is calculated
by integrating the contributions from the filaments at each grid intersection point on the wake sheets. It
should be noted that a centrebody is not included in the basic version of the method, since a singularity
distribution would be required on the surface of the body to avoid flow leakage.
To illustrate the results of calculations by the method, it is convenient to consider velocities
induced at points in a plane normal to the axis, following a circumferential line from one sheet to another
at a given radius, as in Fig 10a, with the velocities expressed in axial (Vz), swirl (V9) and radial (Vr)
components. Fig 10b shows a comparison with an ideal wake solution on a circumferential line at half the
wake radius and includes the corresponding results in an upstream oropeller disc plane where the wake
sheets are cut off. It is interesting to note that, in such calculations, most of the induced velocity
contribution arises from the sheets in the immediate vicinity of the calculation point, and has almost
vanished within two or three complete rotations.
The wake comparison is very close, except on the sheets where the integration is very sensitive to the
position of the point relative to the local grid. The results shown were calculated with the point mid-way
between radial lines but the most appropriate choice of point position has not been resolved. The point
position should be chosen to ensure a balance of the large velocity contributions from adjacent grid points,
which become singular as the grid point is approached. In this respect, grid refinement is not helpful.
For the present, it has been accepted that the sheet velocities 're not calculated with complete accuracy
by the method.
Velocities on the sheets in the disc plane are, as would be expected, one half of thjse in the wake,
with the exception of radial velocity Vr. Between the sheets, velocities in the disc plane vary in a
different manner to those in the wake. The value of Vr is zero on the sheet in the wake, since it is the
mean of velocities of opposite sign on either side cf the sheet. The non-zero value of \/r in the disc
plane on the sheet indicates contraction.
Theodorsen (Ref 19) provides a correlation of wake contraction for two and four blades (and an infinite
number), derived using expressions bearing some similarity to those in the present method but with light
loading assumed. An extensive range of calculations of radial velocity Vr at the edge of the sheet, from
the disc plane to the far wake, has been carried out using the method, to provide a new correction valid
for any number of blades and for both heavy and light loading modes. The trends of the correlation are
shown in Fig 10c. It should be noted that, for high blade number and low advance ratio J, the values of
forward velocity V and displacement velocity w may be such as to give a wake contraction of over 50%.
Calculations on a pre-contracted wake are necessary to check whether or not this is a genuine trend and to
give information on the interference velocity at the blade.
So far, the discussion has mainly concerned enhancements of the classic wake methods which assume, in
part, that the propeller blade is represented by a lifting line.
6

FIELD METHOD FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL BLADE FLOW

The flow field about a rotating, advancing propeller with an axisymmetric spinner/nacelle, in
isolation, is irrotational except for the bound vorticity on the blades and the shed vorticity concentrated
in the wake sheets. Relative to a blade-fixed coordinate system, the flow is steady, and may be described
by a rotational flow of constant vorticity throughout, and an irrotational perturbation flow. In vector
notation the rotational flow has a velocity component {j^ = ^ ' a x ''• where the vector directions are
consistent with the system defined in section 2, and the irrotational flow has a velocity component V»,
where * is a perturbation velocity potential. A complete description of the flow field may be obtained by
solving the compressible potential flow equation subject to boundary conditions on the blade surfaces and
in the far field. Density p, and velocity q, are related in the solution by a form of Bernoulli's equation
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Ref 2 included a comparison of calculated and experimental pressures on a rotating blade. The
pressures were calculated from a compressible potential flow solution, broadly following the approach
described above, using an adaptationof a wing/body code (Ref 20). A transformation from a rotational to a
sheared flow allowed the grid system of the original wing, body code to be used for the flow field solution.
A disadvantage of the method was the effective restriction to two blades, due to the grid system used.
Wing/body codes solving the compressible potential flow equation with alternative grid systems have
been investigated in recent work at ARA, with a view to dealing with the general multi-blade case. A grid
system of the 0-C type has been found suitable for the purpose and Fig 11 shows the transformations
involved in adapting the grid to deal with increasing blade number. The front view shows that the planes
of symmetry between the blades are rotated as blade number is increased, with a compression of the circular
grid. The blade section grid actually wraps around the circular grid. The blade section grid
progressively distorts as blade number is increased and so a shearing transformation is used to return to a
reasonably orthogonal grid. The grid system naturally follows the contour of an axisymmetric centrebody of
arbitrary shape, and remains acceptable with the introduction of blade sweep.
With the multi-blade grid system, the method can be used to provide a solution to the potential flow
equation, subject to boundary conditions on the centrebody and in the far field, and periodic boundary
conditions on the planes of symmetry. A transformation from a rotational to a sheared flow field is again
used.
Fig 12 shows a comparison of pressures calculated by the method with experimental pressures on NACA
blade 1. In the theory, viscous effects were crudely represented by slightly modifying section profiles.
Blade angle was matched, allowing for blade deflection under load, and experimental pressures at each
station were corrected to the average value of advance ratio (J) used in the theory. The comparison is
generally close, with the main differences probably due to the simplified viscous representation in the
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theory. Also, the fact that the flow equations are solved in non-conservative form is likely to be
associated with the error in shock position on the outer station. The differences are responsible for a
prediction of loading which is not quite as good as that given by the wake method at the same flow
condition, already shown in one of the comparisons in Fig 8.
The effect of increasing blade number, keeping the blade angle fixed, is shown in Fig 13, comparing
i lade loadings with those given by the wake method. The trends in the comparisons are the same, with the
differences consistent with the improved representation of root and tip effects which would be expected of
the 30 thuory.
Fig 14 shows a comparison of theoretical and experimental pressures on NACA blade 1 at the flow
condition of the other comparison in Fig 8. The same section profiles were used as for the calculation
shown in Fig 12. The comparison is reasonably close, except for the supercritical flow region on the
outer station and the appreciable overestimate of loading. In this case, the predicted loading distribution
is less accurate than that given by the wake method and it is likely that this is largely a consequence of
an inadequate viscous representation. The comparisons are typical of others, not shown here, on the NACA
pressure tapped blades. Converged solutions have also been obtained showing a plausible representation of
the effects of blade sweep and spinner/nacelle shaping, as well as increased blade number. Detailed
experimental information is required to validate the method in these respects.
7

CONCLUDING REMARKS

1)

A research programme is being carried out at ARA to provide methods suitable for the prediction of
propeller aerodynamic characteristics. The majority of the methods are currently in use for
propeller design and performance prediction.

2)

An improved wake method has been developed to supersede Lock/Goldstein, giving the correct solution
for arbitrary blade number and for the centre body effect on inflow. The accuracy of the method
ensures that it forms a satisfactory basis for comparison with the more advanced, three-dimensional
methods.

3)

The representatioi of the ARA-0 lift and drag data variation by curves defined by mathematical
formulae, for use in the wake methods, is a practical alternative to wind tunnel testing of a very
large number of aet'f^'ls. Difficulties arise in representing the extremes of operating conditions,
where the wind tunnel data is usually very limited. Work to improve the data representation is
continuing.

4)

A number of finite blade effects have been identified, partly from an analysis of early tests on NACA
pressure tapped blades. These effects can have a significant influence on propeller performance
estimates.

5)

A method has been developed to give a direct calculation of the flow induced by prescribed wake vortex
sheets. The method is being used to investigate the wake development between the propeller disc plane
and far downstream, and could be adapted to give a first approximation to the effects of wake
interaction »nth the aircraft geometry.

6)

A method has b?en developed to calculate the three-dimensional compressible flow about a multi-bladed
propeller, unswept or swept, including the effect of a finite, circular spinner/nacelle. Some further
development is required, in particular to take better account of viscosity, including centrifugal
effects.

7)

Finally, it is worth noting that work, not discussed here, is being carried out at ARA to define more
advanced ARA-D aerofoils. This is partly in response to a need to improve their applicability to high
forward speed cases and partly due to a better understanding of three-dimensional effects on rotating
blades.
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PROPILS MOPERNES POUR HELICES
Mne. A.M. ROWE* eX MM. J.J. CUHV** U 3.3. THIBERT*

RESUME

En 1982, 1'ONERA et la SocUU RATIER-FIGEAC ont entrepris la definition d'une nouvelle famille de
profile a^rodynamiques, adapts* aux pales d'h^lices.
Au total, quatre profile ont tti d^finis avec des ^paisseurs relatives de 4, 7, 12 et 20Z.
Des essais en soufflerie ont permis de verifier les gains de performances a^rodynamiques escompt^s
par comparaiaon avec un profil NACA 16707 de r£f£rence, soit :
-

Cain de finesse en croisiire : 43Z
Gain de finesse en mont^e : 8%
Amelioration du Cz maximal : 15Z
Mach critique Equivalent mais avec un plus faible niveau de trainee.

La premiere application de ces nouveaux profile se fera sur une pale tout composite deetin^e ft
1'avion TRANSALL.

^TLPES-SWIBOLES C
Cz
Jx
Cm
Re
Kp
F
KSj

corde de reference du profil
coefficient de portance
coefficient de trainee de eillage
coefficient de moment i 2SZ de la corde
nombre de Reynolds rapport^ k la corde
coefficient de preesion
finesse du profil
angle entre le vecteur vitesse et le plan de rotation

/ - IMTROPUCTIOM La nature des profils a^rodynamiquee utilises sur les helices a^riennes a variE au cours des temps en
fonction de Involution des technologies de fabrication et des performances des avions. Des profils
conme le Clark Y, ä 1'intrados plan, ou encore le RAF 6 et le NACA 24 00-34 ont Equips toute la generation
des helices en boie. L'apparition dee pales metalliquee a entraine une diminution generale de 1'epaieeeur
dee profils ainsi que 1'utilisation, en extr^mite de pale principalement, dee profils de la serie NACA 16.
Ce type de profil, encore largement utilise de nos jours, cide progressivement la place ä des profils
modernes dont la C .ception est derivee de celle des nouveaux profils pour ailes d'avione ou pour palee
d'heiicoptiree.
tfcs nouveaux pcfils sent * finis ä 1' aide des math odes r&entes it calcul qui permettent me Evaluation plus
precise de leurs caracteriatiquee aErodynamiquee, notamment en ecoulement traneeonique. Lea ameliorations
dee performances dee helices qui en dEcoulent eont notablee, eurtout aux baeeee vitesses. En effet,
1'impact de la finesse des profils sur le rendement des helices est d'autant plus important que la vitesse d'avancement est faible.

K
KK
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En premiere approximation, le rendement ^Ifimentaire d'une tranche s'exprime par
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ce qui est Equivalent au premier ordre h :

On constate que le terrae multiplicateur de l'inyerse de la finesse est d'autant plus grand que la vitessc
est petite. Le minimum de la function (tgl^ +
rz ) est atteint pour If ■ 45°.
Dans la pratique, 1'integration en envergure du rendement, ou des autres grandeurs a^rodynamiques, donne
une valeur moyenne correspondant aux grandeurs obtenues ä 70% du rayon. D'autre part, 1'angle f ■ 45°
ä 0,7R correspond ä un parara&t»-e d'avanceraent tr&s important (de l'ordre de 2,2), raremcnt atteint par
les helices classiques. On peut en conclure que 1'impact d'une petite variation de la finesse des profils
est d'autant moins importante que la vitesse d'avanceraent est grande.
En ce qui concerne la definition des nouveaux profils, 1'accent a £t6 mis sur la portance maximale au
Mach de d^collage et sur la finesse au Mach de raontöe tout en pr^servant tant les finesses aux Mach et
Cz moyens de croisifere que les Mach critiques. Indirecteraent, une amelioration des performances en
croisi^re est obtenue par la diminution des cordes rendue possible par 1'augmentation du Cz maximal.
La technologic des helices en raateriaux composites raise au point par RATIER-FIGEAC necessite une epaisseur de bord de fuite importante de fa^on k faciliter le drapage des tissus et h preserver leur resistance au niveau du contournement. Nous avons done introduit, au stade de definition des profils, une
contrainte d'epaisseur de bord de fuite. Nous avons pris en compte, pour cela, les cordes minimales et
maximales rencontrees sur les differentes pales rialisäee par RATIER et nous avons fixe une epaisseur de
culot de 0,9%, ce qui represente un coinprorais acceptable tant pour le mecanicien que pour 1'aerodynamicien.
La

philosophic gentfrale qui a preside ä la conception des profils HOR peut se resumer par les propositions
suivantes :
-

Portance maximale au Nach de decollage.
Finesse maximale aux Mach et Cz de montee.
Finesse au moins comparable k celle des profils NACA 16 aux Mach et Cz de croisiere.
Mach critique ä faible Cz superieur au Mach maxi de fonctionnement.
Epaisseur de bord de fuite importante.

Aucune condition particuliSre concemant la position du raaitre couple ou ie coefficient de moment des
profils n'a ete imposee car, en comparaison avec les profils NACA 16, les profils modernes ne peuvent que
diminuer les torsions d'origine aerodynamique . Les profils NACA 16 ont en effet un mattre couple tr&s
recuie puisque situe ä 50% de la corde et, avec les cambrures utilisees sur les helices, ils ont dgalement un Cm important. Les profils modernes ont tendance i avoir un mattre couple done un axe mecanique
beaucoup plus proche du bord d'attaque ce qui diminue considerablement la part de la torsion due au
bras de levier de la portance , 1'autre part provenant des Cm restant du rnfime ordre de grandeur que pour
les profils de reference. Sans imposer de contrainte sur le Cm et le mattre couple, nous etions assures
de ne pas augmenter, voire de diminuer, les contraintes de torsion dans les pales. Cette absence de
contrainte donne une certaine liberte pour la conception des profils puisque les contraintes en Cm sont
trfes penalisantes pour la portance maximale et le fait de pouvoir deplacer le mattre couple vers 1'arrifere sur les sections les plus fines pennet une aigmentation du Mach critique de ces sections.
2 - CAHIER PES CHARGES La premiere phase de cette etude a consiste i fixer un cahier des charges le plus precis possible. Nous
somraes partis de 1'examen ntatistique de la geometrie et des conditions de fonctionnement d'heiices
connues. En effet, la position en envergure d'un profil d'epaisseur donnee n'est pas uniquement function
de contraintes aerodynamiques mais egalement de contraintes raecaniques et vibratoires. Une approche uniquement aerodynamique duproblferae airait nsque de conduire ä des profils imtilisables oar run adaptes aux conditions de fonctionnement reellement rencontrees sur les helices.
Cette approche statistique a permis de constater que la gejmetrie des pales est relativement peu variable
d'une heiice ä 1'autre. Nous avons choisi, pour notre etuJe, de prendre en compte les trois points de
fonctionnement fondamentaux des helices : le decollage, la montee et la croisiSre. Chacun de ces trois
points de fonctionnement a une grande irapnrtance pour les perforraances de 1'avion. La traction au decollage determine leouple distance de decollage-masse au decollage. Le rendement en montee determine parfois
la masse decollable (cas de panne moteur sur bimoteur), ptrfois simplement un temps de montee done la
rentabilite du vol. Le rendement de croisiere determine, b'en entendu, la depense en carburant pendant
le vol.
Le premier travail a consiste k choisir 1'epaisseur relative des profils de reference. Nous avons constate
que, sur nos helices, les epaisseurs d'extrSmite de pale ne descendent que raremcnt en dessout de 4%,
pr ine i pa lernen t pour des ra'.sons structurales. Nous avons done pris cette valeur comme epaisseur relative
minimale. Conine 11 nous etait possible, compte tenu des imperatifs economiques, d'etudier au total quatre
profils, nous avions done trois autres epaisseurs relatives i choisir.
L'estimation des performances de profils d'epaisseur relative superieure k 20% etant difficile du
fait dc la presence de deeollements, nous avons pris cette valeur comme limite superieure.

.'

r '
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Lcs deux profils restants ont ^'tr choisis avec des äpaisaeurs de 7 et 12%. Ceg valcura permettent une
repartition röguli^re en envergure. De plus, lea conditions de fonctionnement de cea deux sectiona aont
rclativement a^vdrea ce qui permet une bonne optimisation de la zone de corps de pale ou elles se aituent.
Partant de ces considerations, nous avons trace lea r^aeaux de courbes de foncitionnement aerodynamique
de diverses heiicea. Le premier faisceau fig. 1 noua a donne la repartition des nombrea de Mach en
fonction de la position en envergure choisie pour les profils, pour lea trois conditions de fonctionnement choisiea. Nous en avons deduit une valeur moyenne du Mach de fonctionnement pour leg profils de
4, 7, 12 et 20% d'epaiaseur relative.
Les nombres de Mach ainai obtenua aont vus par des profils tridimenaionnels et en rotation. Ces deux
elements ont une influence favorable sur le Mach critique, influence qui est malheureuaement difficile
ä chiffrer. Noua avons done decide de prendre un nombre de Mach de reference reduit de AM " 0,05 pour
le profil d'extremite de pale (4% d'epaiaseur) et de AM ■ 0,03 pour le profil de 7% d'epaiaseur. Cea
nouvelles valeurs de nombre de Mach seront appeieea par la auite "Mach bidimensionnels" et aerviront
de valeur de reference pour les esaais en soufflerie.
En ce qui concerne les Cz de fonctionnement des differentes sectiona ila ont 6t6 soit deduits des courbes
de performances d'heiices connues soit recalcuies ä partir des geometries et des donneea de puissance
et de vitesses. Les plages ainsi obtenues sont traceea fig. 2. Pour le caa du decollage nous avons
obtenu une zone de Cz maximal dea profils NACA 16, la largeur de cette zone correapondant aux variationa
du Cz maximal en fonction dea cambrures utilisees. Nos valeurs-objectifs ont ete misea deiiberement audelä du raaxi'jm observe nur les profils claasiquea.
La courbe de Cz en montee definit une large zone de fonctionnement. Li encore, nous avons choiai de noua
situer ä des valeurs importantes de portance de fa;on ä inaiater sur lea caracteristiques de finease ä
fort Cz.
La courbe au point de croisi^re definit une plage de fonctionnement plus reduite. Noa valeurs-objectifs
ont, cette fois, ete choisiea au niveau de Cz le plus bas rencontre sur lea helices etudiees. Ce choix
de Cz d'adaptationrelativement faible conduit ä des profils peu carabres poasedant une plage de bon fonctionnement en Cz plus etendue que les profils du type NACA 16.
Les objectifs de finesse, pour les cas de montee et de croisi&re ont ete plus delicate ä cerner. II eat
difficile, en effet, de connaitre, de fajon realiste, les trainees dea profils NACA 16 aux Cz et Mach de
references. Nous avona fait pour celd une compilation des reaultata experimentaux de provenancea diveraea
et nous en avona tire un nbjectif realiste (fig. 3). Lea finesses deraandees au point de montee aont
autour de 100 pour les profils de 7 et 12% et autour de 65 pour lea profils de 4 et 20%,
Les finesses-objectifs au point de croiaidre sont decroissantea en fonction de l'epaisaeur, de 60 pour
le 4% h 40 pour le 20%.
Nous sonsnes conscients du fait que ces valeurs sont globalement aaaez eievees mais elles conatituent un
objectif realiste et, surtout, elles mettent bien en valeur lea points-cies de cette etude.
Le cahier des charges ainsi obtenu pour les differents profils est presente fig. 4. Les plages de nombre
de Reynolds figurant dans ce cahier des charges correspondent aux valeurs extremes de Reynolds rencontrees sur les helices etudiees.
Pour les essais en soufflerie, nous desirions disposer d'un profil de reference, du type NACA 16, pour
pouvoir quantifier les hearts de performance de fa^on indiscutable. Nous avona choiai un profil
NACA 16 707 de 7% d'epaiaseur avec un Cz d'adaptation de 0,7. Cette dernifere valeur eat tr&s importante
et correspond au maximum de ce que 1'on rencontre sur lea helices. Elle a cependant ete choisie car
eile permet une comparaison de la portance maximale du profil HOR 07 et de aa finesse ä fort Cz avec cellos d'un profil classique tr6s cambr<5.
3 - PEFIMITIM VES PROFILS HOR Quatre profile ont ete definia pour repondre au cahier dea chargea. Leur appelation eat HORxx, HOR
designant le nom de la famille et les 2 derniers chiff res 1'epaisseur relative. Les dessins de ces 4
profils sont presentea figure
5.
Les performances des profils ont ete calcuiees ä 1'aide d'un progranme de calcul [Ref. l] resolvant
1'equation complete du potentiel ä 1'aide d'un schema non conaervatif avec prise en compte dea effets
visqueux par epaissisaement du profil. L'epaisaeur relativement forte du bord de fuite dea profils HOR
(epaisseur de 0,9% de la corde fixee par le cahier dea chargea pour des raisons technologiques) conduit
avec ce type de calcul ä certaines inprecisions au niveau du bord de fuite et par consequent dana la
determination dea coefficienta globaux de trainee et de moment.
Une methode de calcul developpee & l'O.N.E.R.A. [Ref. 2] qui permet une approche de forte interaction
visqueuae pour lea couches limites et le sillage a egalement ete utilisee pour le calcul de certaines
configurations oü il exiate des decollements d'etendue limitee notamment pour lea calcula h faible Cz
pour lesquels les fortes aurviteaaea au niveau du bord d'attaque des profile provoquent un bulbe de
decollament.
Pour chaque position en envergure, les objectifa fixes par le cahier des ch-rges sont :
- ä faible nombre Mach un Cz max eieve superieur ä celui du profil NACA 16 de mSme epaisseur relative et
de carabrure adaptee correapondant aux conditions de decollage. L'estimation du Czmax dea 2 profile .'es

■
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plus £pai8 20 et 12X d'^paisseur relative a 6t6 effective en utilisant comme critire la valeur du Kp
mini h 1'extrados au dicrochage diduite des essais en soufflerie sur des profils similaires. Pour lea
profils lea plua minces, oü il existe un choc i I'extrados, c'est le norabre de Mach avant le choc qui
a 6t6 utilise pour es timer le Crmax des profils •
- une finesse 6lev6e h un niveau de Cz intermädiaire (condition de mont^e) i
- un nombre de Mach de divergence de trainee («ICx/dM . O.4.) et une finesse Equivalents i ceux des profils
NACA 16 (conditions de croisiire),
Les performances des profils HOR dans ces 2 configurations ont tt6 directement d^duites dea calculs, de
nombreuses comparaisons calcul-expdrience ayant montrE que les performances (Cx, Hdx, repartition de
pressions) Etaient bien pr^vues.
Les Profils HORxx ont 6t& d^finis en choisissant une loi d'^paisseur et une loi de canbrure :
une loi d'^paisseur dont le maximum se situe vers 25Z de la coide (fig. 6), position tr6s avanc^e par
rapport aux profils NACA 16 ce qui entratne un accroissement favorable du rayon de bord d'attaque ;
- une loi de cambrure avec un maximum ä 50Z de la corde (fig. 6) et dont le niveau eat adapts aux conditions de fonctionnement impos^es par le cahier des charges.
Les lois ainsi d^finies ont £t£ l^gdrement modifi^es au cours du process us itiratif de definition des
profils les plus minces afin d'adapter avec plus de precision ces profils aux demandes du cahier des
charges.

3.1 - V^ini^qndujß^^^jßq^^JLuize^Mi^

-

Pour ces profils HOR20 et H0R12 Epais respectivement de 20 et de 12Z les lois d'Epaiaseur et de cambrure
pr^vues n'ont pas iti modifides,
Les repartitions de pression calcul^es dans les 3 configurations caractäristiques de vol du profil HOR20
trac^es fig. 7 montrent le bon comportement du profil dans tous les domaines de vol :
- faible niveau de survitesse au voisinage du Czmax ;
- niveau de trainee conforme au cahier des charges dans les conditions de montie et de croisiire oik mfime
M - 0.5, le calcul ne dlc&le aucun d(5colleraent.
La comparaison des repartitions calcuiees dans les mSmes conditions sur les profils H0R12 et NACA 16912,
choisi comme profil de reference & cette section de pale traceee figure 8 permet de constater que 1'avancement du maitre couple du profil H0R12 ä 25% de la corde permet :
au voisinage du decrochage une recompression par choc au niveau du bord d'attaque oü la couche limite
est encore mince suivied'une recompression dont le gradient diminuant progressivement permet d'eviter
la forte recompression au niveau du bord de fuite observeesur le profil NACA 16912.
- ä faible niveau de Cz et fort nombre de Mach (condition de croisifere) d'eviter la forte survitesse au
bord d'attaque intrados existant sur le profil NACA du fait de son faible rayon de bord d'attaque.

3.2 - P2|S^!}^on ^ ^o^_pou^_£e4_4ec^g!i4_a_i^-ewe4g(i^e (HÖR07)
Pour le profil de 7% d'epaisseur relative, les lois d'epaisseur et de cambrure ont ete legerement
modifiees. La pa.^ie arri&re du profil a ete surepaissie ä partir de 40% de la corde pour augmenter
la charge du profil. Le maximum de la loi de cambrure a ete augmente pour ameiiorer le Cz max
(y/c
. - 4,6%) et legferement deplace vers le bord d'attaque pour ne pas trop p^naliser le profil en
transsonique par recul du choc.
Les repartitions de pression calcuiees sont comparees figure 9 avec celle du profil NACA 16707. Dans la
configuration du decollage la forte survitesse de bord d'attaque existant sur le profil NACA est remplacee
par une zone de survitesses plus moderees, terminiSe par un choc et suivie d'une recompression dont le
gradient diminue vers le bord de fuite. Pour la configuration de croisiöre, la survitesse intrados est
tr^s reduite et i'avance de la survitesse maximum extrados de 70% de la corde ä 30% permet une recompression moins forte pour la couche limite dans la seconde noitie du profil.

3.3 - Pi^>i^gn_de_e^^_go^_toje^o^_d^e^emt^g_de_ßa£e (HOR04)
Pour le profil HOR04 de 4% d'epaisseur relative le raaitre couple du profil a ete leggrement recuie
(x/c ■ 30% de la corde) et le maximum de la cambrure limite (y /c ■ 1,6%) pour ne pas penaliser les
performances ä fort nombre de Mach et ä faible Cz.
Les repartitions de pression tracees figure 10 montrent :
- dans les conditions de decollage une zone supersonique liraitee par un choc precede par une recompression
isentropique qui permet de limiter l'intensite du choc.
- en uiontee, le plateau de pression obtenu permet d'avoir un point de transition assez recuie.
- au niveau du Cz de croisiere la survitesse au bord d'attaque intrados reste limitee, et le choc ä I'extrados relativement faible.

I
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4 - PERFORMANCES VES PROFIT VE LA FAMULE HOR Les essais des 3 profils HOR12, HOR07 et HOR04 ainsi que ceux du profil NACA 16707 de 7% d'^paisaeur
relative ont iti effectu^s ä la soufflerie S3 de Modane.
Les maquettes qui ont £t£ utilis^es ont une corde de 200 ram et sont ^quip^es de 90 prises de pression
statique pour les profils de 12 et 7X d'^paisseur relative et de 50 prises pour le profilde 4%. Les
essais ont eu lieu en veinc permeable, en transition naturelle et ä une pression g^n^ratrice variable
permettant de respecter les nombres de Reynolds des diffärents cas de fonctionnement fix^s par le
cahier des charges correspondent h une utilisation sur h^lice de grand diam^tre,
Les coefficents globaux des profils Cz, Cx, Cm ont <Hö d^terinin^s par integration des mesures de
pression sur le profil et dans le sillage. Les r^sultats prdsent^s sont les r^sultats corrig^s des
effets de parois haute et hasse de la soufflerie par une mäthode de signatures LR^f- 3j .
Le profil HOR20 de 207. d'^paisseur relative a itt essayS A la soufflerie S10 du CEAT sur une raaquette
de 500 nrni de corde non ^quip^e de prises de pression. Les efforts globaux de portance et de moment de
tangage ont etc deduits des pes^es et la trainee a £t£ d£termin£e a l'aide de Bondages de pression dans
le sillage du profil.

4.1 - Pw^JlyselqntM^HOMq Les performances mesurdes du profil HOR20(figure ll)montrent que les exigences du cahier des charges ont
£t6 atteintes (Cz max ■ 1,59 ä M " 0.2, Mdx ■ 0.5 ä Cz = 0.4) sauf en ce qui concerne la finesse de
croisifere.
Comparativement aux performances qui avaient ^t^ estim^es par le calcul, le Cz max et le norabre de Mach
de divergence de trainee sont bien pr^vus mais les niveaux de la trainee en mont^e et en croisiäre sont
fortement sous-estiraös.

4.2 - P*SiU.H0RI? La figure 12 qui r^capitule les performances globales du profil H0R12 de 12% d'^paisseur relative montre
les bonnes performances obtenues pour le Cz max (1,68 ä M " 0.45) et le nombre de Mach de divergence de
trainee (Mdx ■ 0.69 ä Cz ■ 0.4) tout en conservant des niveaux de finesse en accord avec le cahier des
charges.
La comparaison calcul-exp^rience des performances globales ou des repartitions de pressions obtenues
dans les 3 configurations caract6ristiques de vol(figure 13) montre une bonne concordance g^n^rale, mais
la presence! d'un bord de fuite dpais (e/c = 0.9% de la corde) qui n'est pas prise en compte par le
calcul par couplage faible conduit ä des niveaux de pressions errones au bord de fuite du profil et par
consequent ä des coefficents de trainee calculus trop faibles. En effet, la presence de ce culot £pais
conduit ä un Kp experimental au bord de fuitevoisin de 0 valeur införieure a celle fournie par le calcul
ou raesuree sur des profils k culot moins ^pais Kp *J 0.15. Traduit en trainee cet ^cart de Kp donne un
ACx «v 0.0013.
Cette estimation bien que grossi&re, montre cependant que, en retrtnehant ce
retrouve un niveau de trainee voisin de celui calculi.

ACx au Cx mesurä, on

4.3 - p>wiujiqm Les performances du profil HOR07 peuvent Stre comparfies directemerl ä celles du profil NACA 16707
essays dans les memes conditions ä la soufflerie S3 de Modane. On notera tcutefois que le profil NACA
n'a pas de culot au bord de fuite.
Les rösultats du profil HOR07 sont sup^rieurs a ceux du profil NACA 16707 sur tous les points figurant
au cahier des charges (figure 14) :
- amelioration de 13% du Cz max ä M = 0.55
- nombres de Mach de divergence de trainee Equivalents des 2 profils mais obtenus ä un Cx plus faible
sur le HD"07 malgrr la forte dpaisseur de son bord de fuite.
- amelioration de la finesse de montee (+8%)
- amelioration de la finesse de croisiere (+43%) qui reste toutefois inferieure Ik celle du cahier des
charges.
Figure 15 oil sont tracees les repartitions de pression mesurees sur les 2 profils, et celle calcuiee sur
le HOR07 on notera au voisinage du Cz max la survitesse plus faible obtenue sur le HOR07 et la forme plus
adaptee de la recorapression qui la suit. Les repartitions de pression obtenues dans les conditions de
montee et de croisifere sont bien reproduites par le calcul mais le coefficient de trainee est comne pour
le H0R12 nettement sous-estirad du fait de la forte epaisseur de bord de fuite.
La methode de calculfref .2^comprenant une approche de forte interaction visqueuse pour les couches
limites et le sillage et qui prend en compte les faibles decollements qui apparaissent au voisinage du
bord d'attaque intrados dans la configuration de croisifere permet de calculcr avec une meilleure precision Involution de la trainee en fonction du nombre de Mach (fig. 16).

;
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line nouvelle m^thode de definition de profils utilisant les techniques d'optimisation num^rique ayant
^tiS d^velopp^e i I'O.N.E.R.A. [Wf. 4} , une application a 6ti effectu^esur le profil HOR07 conduisant
h un profil l^girement modifiä HORO70 (figure 17).
En effet, campte tenu des räsultats obtenus sur le HOR07 il a sembld possible de le modifier de la
manure suivante :
- modifier I'extrados pour diminuer l'intensit^ du choc dans les conditions de d^collage mont£e (M ■ 0,35
Cz ■ 1,35) et augmenter ainsi le Cz max ;
- modifier I'intrados pour diminuer l'intensit^ du choc dans les conditions de croisiire (M - 0.7 CZMO.4)
et augmrnter ainsi le nombre de Mach de divergence de trainee.
La technique utilis^e est bas^e sur 1'optimisation num^rique. L'organigramme de la m£thode de calcul
employee est präsent^ figure 18.
Le programme est constitu^ de trois modules independents I
a) un programme de calcul aärodynamique foumissant pour une g£om£trie et des conditions ä l'infini amont
(Mach et incidence) les caracti'ristiques a^rodynamiques (pressions, Cz, Cx, Cm) compte tenu des
effets visqueux [Kit. IJ .
b) une biblioth&que de fonctions de modification de la g£om£trie du profil initial. Cette biblioth&que
est constitute de 6 polynSmes de Legendre modifiant la g^ometrie entre 0 et 50Z de la corde et
assurant les continuities de pentes et de courbure ä x/c = 0 et X/c = 0,50.
c) un programme d'optimisation numdrique dont le role est de choisir la combinaison optimale des fonctions de modification (6 variables de decision) pour obtenir les objectifs visas compte tenu des
contraintes impos^es.
Le profil ainsi obtenu HORO70 ne präsente que de faibles differences g^ometriques avec le profil HOR 07
initial i toutefois la verification expiSrimcntale qui a £ti effectu^e ä la soufflerie S3 de Modane a
montre que le profil HORO70 poss^dait des performances leg&rement sup^rieures k celles du profil HOR07.
La comparaison des performances des 2 profile aux points d'optimisation montre dans les conditions de
raontiSe figure 19 une reduction du coefficient de trainee ( A Cx = 21%). Dans les conditions de croisiire
figure 20 on obtientune reduction favorable de la survitesse intrados bien qu'elle ne se traduise pas par
une diminution de la trainee.
C'est done ce profil optimise qui a ete retenu pour la generation de la pale.

4.4 - P^o^_dV^emUg.de_ga£e_HOR04 Les performances du profil de 4% d'epaisseur relative sont tracees figure 21. Le Cz max obtenu dans les
conditions de decollage est d'environ 1,15, le nombre de Mach de divergence de trainee au Cz de croisiere
est de 0,845. Les finesses dans les conditions de montee et de croisi&re sont inferieures a celles fixees
par le cahier des charges. Pour ce profil de tr&s faible epaisseur relative on notera que les performances
deduites des essais sont nettement inferieures ä l'estimation qui en avait ete faite. La comparaison des
repartitions de pression mesurdes et calcuiees montrent(figure 22)que le saut de pression ä travers le
choc est en general mal restitue et que le niveau de pression calcuie au bord de fuite est fortement
errone ce qui entraine une mauvaise estimation de la trainee de ce profil.
5 - COMPARAISQMS VES PROFILS HOR Al/EC PES PROFILS P'HELICE RECEVTS A titre indicatif les performances des profils de la famille HOR sont companies figure 23 et 24 avec
celles de profils d'heiice recents : profils ARAD developp^s par 1'ARA conjointeraent avec DOWTY [Rif. 5j
et profil HS1 developpe par Hamilton-Standard [Ref. 6j .
Cette comparaison est toutefois ä faire avec prudence, les conditions d'essais (Soufflerie-Reynolds) et
les performances completes de ces profils n'etant pas connues avec precision. De plus pour une meme
epaisseur relative le cahier des charges n'est pas necessairement identique, les objectifs pouvant etre
Orientes plus precisement sur une configuration de vol.
Le profil H0R12 possfede un Cz max ä M = 0,45 et une finesse de montee superieurs ä ceux du profil ARAD13
de 13% d'epaisseur relative.
Pour les profils de 7 et de 6% d'epaisseur relative le profil HOR07 a un Cz max leggrement plus faible
que celui du profil ARAD6 mais superieur k celui du profil HS1 et du profil de reference NACA 16707. Le
profil HOR07 a une finesse de montee superieure h celle du profil ARAD6.
Pour les profils de plus faible epaisseur relative, la comparaison fait apparaltre que le Cz max du profil HOR04 est inferieur a celui du profil ARAD4 mais le nombre de Mach de divergence de trainee est
superieur.
Les
les
HOR
ces

4 profils HOR permettent la definition complete d'une pale d'heiice repondant aux exigences principaimposees par le cahier des charges. Comparativement aux autres profils d'heiice connus, les profils
possident en bidimensionnel des performances superieures i celles des profils NACA16 et des performanau moins egales i celles de profils plus recents definis par Dowty et Hamilton Standard.
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6 - PERfOmMCES HCIICES La premiire h^lice a ?tre ^quip^e de nouveaux profils HOR sera I'h^lice cumposite du TRANSALL C160, biturbopropulseur de transport iquipi de moteurs Rolls Royce TYNE.
Les utilisateurs ont pos^ un Cahier des Charges qui pr^voyait principalcment une optimisation a^rodynamique de l'h^lice au point de croisi6re. Ce type d'exigence est trfes difficile ä satisfaire car, gönöralement, une optimisation complete sur un point de croisi£re conduit h des pales de trha faible facteur
d'activiir qui ne conviennent pas pour les points de mont^e et de d^collage. Nous avons done fitC obliges
de composer avec ce Cahier des Charges ce qui nous a conduits h diminuer le facteur d'activit^ par
rapport ä la pale m^tallique existante d'environ 5%.
Malgri5 cette diminution des cordes, I'estimation d»s performances de l'h^lice fait apparattre une
amelioration de la traction de 9,45% au point fixe, 1,35% en moiuöe et 1,4% en croisiire. On notera que,
pour obtenir un gain de rendement de 1,4% en croisi^re , nous avons augment^ la finesse des profils de
plus de 20% (fig. 25).
En plus des ameliorations de performances, la technologie de pales composites permet de gagner une
masse de 400 Kg par avion.
7 - CONCLUSIONS La famille de profils HOR, definie en collaboration entre l'UNERA et RATIER-FIGEAC, poss^de des performances nettetnent sup^rieures ä celles des profils classiques de la sdrie NACA 16. L'utilisation de cette
famille pour la definition de nouvelles helices permet des gains substantiels pour tout le domaine de
vol et, notanment, au decollage et en montee.
Nous pouvons resuraer les points forts de ces profils ainsi ;
- Forte portance maximale. Nous avons mesure un Cz max superieur ä celui du profil de reference alors
que ce dernier a une cambrure tr^s importante.
Bonne finessa ä fort Cz, meilleure que le profil de reference.
- Finesse en croisi^re acceptable, surtout compte tenu de la trainee de culot que nous avons impoaee par
1'intermediaire du bord de fuite epais .
- Maitre couple autour de 25% de la corde ce qui centre la pale et diminue les torsions d'origine a^rodynamique.
- Bord d'attaque ä grand rayon et bord de fuite epais plus facile h realise! et moins sensibles aux chocs.
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REPARTITIONS DE PRESSION CALCULEES
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AERODYNAMICS OF WIDE-HIORD PROPELLERS IN NON-AXISYMMETRIC FLOW
by
J.B.H.M. Schulten
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR
Anthony Fokkerweg 2, 1059 CM Amsterdam
The Netherlands

SUMMARY

A lifting surface analysis Is presented for propellers in non-axlsymmetric flow. Usually such conditions prevail for propellers Installed on aircraft, wing upwash being the most common flow asymmetry. In
the analysis the Euler equations linearized about a uniform subsonic main flow are solved after separation
of variables in cylindrical coordinates. This solution is obtained via an integral equation for the force
distribution over the upper and lower surfaces of the blades which replaces the action of the propeller on
the surrounding fluid. The boundary condition of vanishing normal velocity is applied at the actual blade
surfaces, thus leading to a non-helicoidal, unsteady lifting surface theory for propellers. Since the
integral equation is solved most efficiently per circuniferentlal Fourier component of the Inflow distortion
field, symmetric inflow is included naturally as the zeroth term of the Fourier series. General blade
shapes can be handled as the blades may be swept both axlally and azimuthally. There is no Inherent limitation to the propeller tip Mach number. Apart from the calculation of the unsteady blade loading, expressions
for the velocity and pressure fields are derived, in which the propeller slipstream appears explicitly as
part of the complete velocity field in a form perfectly suited for wing interference calculations.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
an(a,Y,r)

(a, -iYr(Yr)/Jn(Yr). n/r)

a*(a.YtP)
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main flow Mach number
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unit normal on blade surface
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integer number
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pressure Jump distribution

P

pressure Jump Fourier coefficient

p

pressure

knA

Ap
Ap

k.J

pressure Jump across jth blade surface caused by kth distortion velocity
component

k.O.i

Ap

caused by ith frequency in kth distortion velocity component

r

radial coordinate
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blade section perimetral coodinate

t

time coordinate

-»
V

velocity induced by propeller

V

Fourier-Hankel transformed acoustic velocity

A,m(x^)
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Fourler-Hankel transformed hydrodynamlc velocity, without factor exp [-lx(j/M]
w

Incident distortion velocity

x

axial coordinate
axial wave number

Y

radial wave number

H
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n
e

index of radial Fourier expansion of pressure Jump distribution
angular coordinate

K

(Y.w)
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(BY)2
2

(BY)
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> J

x

index of perimetral Fourier expansion of pressure jump distribution

v

local normal coordinate

(.

axial source coordinate

P

radial source coordinate

0

perimetral source coordinate
source time coordinate

T

angular source coordinate
angular blade surface coordinate of zeroth blade at t - 0
circumferential tip Mach number
Helmholtz number (non-dimensional radian frequency)
ith discrete frequency of kth Fourier component w.

"k.l
Superscripts

in time domain

(~)
(")

axlally Fourier transformed variable
radially Hankel transformed variable

(')

n
o"

vector
blade upper surface (Fig.

2)

blade lower surface (Fig.

2)

Subscripts
acoustic

A
f

point force

H

hydrodynamlc

L

leading edge

T

trailing edge

c

continuous

Other symbols
< • >

1.

inner product of two three-dimensional vectors

INTRODUCTION

One of the first simplifications commonly made in theories on propeller aerodynamics is to assume a
flow symmetric about the axis of rotation. This assumption certainly is convenient analytically yielding
a problem no longer dependent on time in the coordinate system of the propeller. For propellers installed
on aircraft, however, there are various circumstances to disturb the axi-symmetry of the flow.
When coiiventionally mounted in front of a wing, there is an upwash which obviously leads to a nonaxisymmetric Inflow to the propeller. If the wing is swept this upwash may be particularly effective on
the side of smallest clearance between wing leading edge and propeller. Other sources of non-axisymmetric
flow are an angle of attack of the propeller axis, f uselage flow displacement while pusher propellers are
exposed to the flow distortions of the upstream airf rame wake system. Furthermore, a very pronounced and
highly periodic asymmetry is formed by the mutual ae rodynamic interference of dual counter-rotation propellers. This configuration is Interesting because o f its efficiency potential resulting from the swirl
energy recovery by the downstream propeller.
The cyclic loading arising from flow asymmetry may be a matter of concern with respect to tho fatigue
life of the blades. \ so, upwash shifts the thrust line laterally which may nave an adverse effect on the
stability and control of the aircraft. And, of course, the generated acoustic field can be altered con-

_/
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slderably by Inflow asymmetries. While the acoustic significance of Installation effects has been recognized for some time, e.g., Tanna'et al. ■ aerodynamic analyses so far have been focussed on the symmetric
problem sufficient to study ptupulslon performance and efficiency.
The present paper deals with an analysis of the aerodynamics of a propeller In a uniform flow
pertui jd by a general, time-dependent, non-axlsymmetrlc flow. It goes without saying that the symmetric
case Is thus Included In the present analysis. While In the modeling of the problem a lifting line approximation may be attractive for conventional, unswept propeller blades of high aspect ratio's, the
generously swept, wide-chord propellers now being considered for high subsonic cruise speeds do not match
the asymptotlcs of a lifting line approximation very well. Therefore, in the present paper the flow around
a wide-chord propeller is analyzed in terms of a lifting surface problem. Recently, an alternative lifting
surface analysis for propellers was given by Hanson2. His formulation, however, is biased to axl-symmetric
flow. Also, the boundary conditions are applied at a mean hellcoldal surface (linearized boundary conditions), whereas in the present method the actual upper and lower surfaces of the blades are used. Further,
there are several other important points of diversity between Hanson's approach and the present one, the
most of which will be touched upon at the appropriate place in the analysis.
2.
2.1.

ANALYSIS
Formulation of the problem

The present paper deals with an isolated propeller in a uniform, subsonic and inviscid main flow.
This flow is parallel to the propeller axis and is perturbed by the rotating propeller blades as well as
by some other, incident velocity distortion field. For this problem a non-dimensional formulation will be
used throughout the paper by taking the propeller tip radius, the main flow mass density and its sound
speed as scaling parameters. A stationary, cylindrical frame of reference (x,r,6) is taken of which the
x-axis is chosen coincident with the propeller rotational axis (Fig. 1) and positive in the direction of
the main flow. Then the governing linearized Euler equations for small isentropic perturbations of the
main flow are

i£

+ M|£+7.5.0

(1)

|+M|+Vp.?

(2)

The force field F in the momentum equation (2) represents the effect of the blades as it stands for
the force distribution by which the blade surfaces push away the surrounding fluid. In this description
the interior of the blades is assumed to be filled with the same medium. The final problem to be solved
will be an integral equation for F, resulting from the condition of no fluid passing through the blade
surfaces. Instead of linearizing this boundary condition by approximating the blades by hellcoldal
surfaces, here the actual shape is retained. So the present approach may be characterized as a non-helicoldal lifting surface theory.
The additional condition of outward radiation of the field will be satisfied by selecting the causal
solution of an impulsive point source as the starting point of the analysis. Finally, since inviscid flow
has been assumed, the flow behavior at the trailing edge is to be controlled by a Kutta condition.

2.2.

Field of an Impulsive point force

Elimination of the velocity v from equations (1) and (2) yields the following inhomogeneous, convected-wave equation for the pressure

[*2-«k + h)2\'-'-?

(3)

The first step to solve this equation is the construction of Green's function G for the differential
operator acting on p in Eq. (3). In the present context. Green's function can be interpreted as the pressure field of an impulsive point source active at point (^,p,<P) and time T (Fig. 1). It satisfies the following equation

V2-<Hfc*tt>2,

G - - «(x-£;)6(r-p) ■^^- «(t-t)

(4)

The solution to Eq. (4) in sperical coordinates is given by
5(T-B
5.i|S=Sl
ATTR

(5)

where T - ß(t-i) + äiSlÜ.
p

and

R

. J{^-)2 + r2 + p2 - 2rpcos(6-(p)
'

p

In propeller acoustic theory this representation of Green's function has been used by Gutln3, Carrlck and
Watkins . Van de Vooren and Zandbergen5, Farrasat' and many other investigators. Also Hanson2 starts
from this representation to arrive eventually at a formulation in separated hellcoldal coordinates.
In the present study, however, from the outset an alternative representation in separated, cylindrical
coordinates is favored for both analytical convenience and physical transparency. This representation is
directly obtained by taking (formally) integral transforms of Eq. (A) at follows
tp+7[

|
ip-TT

00

ff
- oo

oo

f

exp[-i(ne+ait+ax)]r Jn(Yr)[Eq. (4)]drdxdtd9

(6)

0

*

I r
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where J denotes the Bessel function of the first kind and order n. After carrying out the Integrations In
Eq. (6) the following expression for Green's function In wave number space (n.a.y.ui) Is obtained
.
expl-Knp+uT+af.)]^ (yp)
G (a.Y.uU.P.ip.T) r
r
5
(7)
n
/ + a - (ürt-Mar
Here ( ) denotes a quantity transformed to the radial wave number domain (y) and (*) relates to the axial
wave number domain (a). The subscript n indicates the circumferential Fourier-index. Taking Inverse transforms and the Fourier series expansion of circumferential harmonics n, the following representation for
Green's function in physical space is obtained
00

G(x,r,e,t|e.p,ip,i) - —i-r /

« 21<(Y.u1)

00

exp[in(0-tp)]

exp i(X 4)

{

2

00

expUu(t-T)]

YJ (Yr)J (YP)

^M"-B8"(x-t.)K(Y.üi)]|dYdoü

(8)

where KCY.üJ) ■
(The square roots are defined as principal values, with branch cuts running from Y ' -jr to -1°° and from
Y ■ - -r to + loo, respectively.) In Eq. (8) the Inverse transform ci-»x has been performed by integrating
along a contour, lust above the real axis for '»>— and just below for a < — (u)>0), such that the causal
ß
8*"
solution was selected. Alternatively, the Inverse transform Y ~* r could ha'', been done analytically.
leaving the transform a -* x for numerical Integration. The latter procedure leads to a formulation similar
to those of S. Goldstein7, Kondo" and Hanson2.
The possibility of the present approach for propellers
early fifties. A most interesting point of this formulation
surface theory for ducted fans (e.g. Refs. 10, 11. 12. 13).
gration in Y« in the propeller problem just corresponds to
problem.

was already put forward by Davidson9 in the
is the strong parallelism with the lifting
The Inverse Hankel transform, i.e.. the intethe summation over radial modes In the fan

For an Impulsive point force of amplitude f actii.g at (C.P.ip.i) as the driving force field in Eq.
(3), it is easily shown that its pressure field p, is related to Green's function as follows
P{

n(ci,Y.H5.P.iP.T)

- - 1 ^»(a.Y.p)-£>

Gn(a.Y.üji6ipttP.T)

(9)

where the vector a* ■ (O.IYJ'(YP)/J (YP) . n/p) orglnates from the divergence operator in the right hand
side of Eq. (3). In the present context the main objective is to find the force distribution F acting at
the blade surfaces on the surrounding fluid. To this end, first the velocity field \f. Induced by a point
force will be derived.
Similar to references 11 and 12. an Important characteristic of the present approach is to retain the
complete balance of forces F - 7p when determining the velocity from the momentum Eq. (2). if F acts on
the fluid via an interface, as has been assumed in the present model, it can be written as F « Ap6(v)if.
where it is the unit normal of the surface, v the local, normal coordinate and Ap the pressure jump across
the surface. On the other hand, the pressure gradient Vp equals V[Ap 8gn(v)/2 + p ] - Ap6(v)n + Vp > where
p denotes the continuous part of the pressure. Now, at the surface, the net normal force (per unit volC

-♦

3P c

■♦

ume) <n. (F-Vp)>reduce8 to --— since the two uslta functions cancel out. Thus the pressure jump across the
ov
surface is exactly balanced by the concentr foJ surface force.
In contract to this approach, Hanson2 ignores the force term F and consequently a singular kernel in
the normal velocity integral is obtained. Of course, this singularity can be dealt with appropriately by
separating regular and singular parts as shown, for Instance, by Namba10 in the analogous problem of a
ducted fan. However, Hanson's velocity Integral still contains a non-uniform double limit which looks hard
to handle numerically. The present approach seems both simpler and more straightforward physically.
Applying the same Integral transform in x, 6 and t as before to the linearized momentum Eq. (2) for
an impulsive point force, yields
i(u+Ma)7, n - |li£=£i expl-Kmp+wT+af,)] - (la. \-, ±2-)p
( )
i .n
r
or r
r ,n r

a0)

This is, rewritten in terms of an Inverse Hankel transform.
YJ (Yr)
—EL
l((i>'+Müi)

J n (YP) exp[-i(n«HiüT+aü]

T

<a*(a,Y,p)-f>
an (a,Y.r)
n
2
2
Y + a - (urt-Mo) 2

dY

(ID

The vector a - (a.-i J'(Yr)/J (Yr). n/r) results from the gradient operator in Eq. (2). The inverse
transform a ~» x of Eq. (11) can again be carried out by complex contour integration similar to the way
Green's function was obtained. In this case, however, an extra pole is encountered at a • -u/M. This
pole gives rise to a hydrodynamlc velocity field, i.e.. a purely convectlve field with a vanishing pressure component. Thus the velocity field in physical space becomes

}

_

t i1"
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(x.r.e.t it.P.tp.i) -

5- /

exp[iu(.t-t)]

expUn(0-(p)]

YJ (Yr)J (yp)

<c*(p,YfU))'f>
eXp[^(x-C)]H(x-C)|

(a,/M)2 +Y2

^n(r,y.u)|

2
I
2 Gxpü.(x-C)[M^-8gn(x-C)<(Y.<ü)]/P } ,!?*/.
4 .#„ fc /, .- ,
J^^H,
r
^K(Y.<»i)[w/M-8gn(x-t)K(Y,li))]
nv *»f»T»
■• •r»"'i
n»

(12)

lu x),
This expression shows the hydrodynamic part of the velocity to depend on x only through exp(- fjr*
i.e., with an axial wave number ">/H (the hydrodynamic wave number) or Strouhal number), independent of n
and y. Moreover it extends only downstream of the point force. The acoustic part of the velocity is
characterized by a unique axial wave number for every ii,y combination and extends upstream as well as
downstream of the point force.
2.3.

Propeller velocity field

To construct the field of the complete propeller one first identifies the point force with the force
exerted by a small blade surface element during the time di . Let the upper and lower surface of the jth
u
£
blade be given by ip - ^„(t.p) + AT + j2Tr/B and V - iPgU.p) + fit + j2ii/B, respectively. Further, the pressure Jump across the blade surface is defined as Ap ■ [p(exterior) - p(interior) ]. Then, for an upper
-»U 1 ri -»U ii
surface element of area j|g |{ dCdp and outward unit normal vector n
g /|| g j| , one obtains
r- - tT^C.P)

Ap"(5,p,T)dCdpdT

(13a)

and for a lower surface element
f

- g U,p) Ap (5, P,T)d4dpdT

(13b)

where gU,p) - (-P -JT- , -p "g— , 1).
Substitution of the blade surface coordinates and Eqs. (13a) and (13b) into Eq. (12) followed by summatior.
and integration over the blades and the source time T yields the velocity field of a complete propeller
00

7(x,r,6,t) - —l—T-

,

a>

exp(ine)

00

J expdojt)

(277)^ n.-oo
/-<

B_I

jrJn(Tr) y exp(-inj ^
0
J-0

1

| J .(YP)
h

xT(p)
j
exp[-iniPo(c,p)]ii'*(x,Y.u),C.p)Apf(C,p,(irhiQ)d5
x, (p)
xT(p)
j
expl-iniPg^p)] hn(x,Y,u),«;.p)Ap"(C,p,w+nn) dpdydu
xL(p)

(U)

where
<c* (P,Y.W)•g(4.p)> ^
ffn - exp ^(x-t) |H(x-5)|g(C,p)

2

(L/M)

o2
+,. e

2

n(r,Y.u)I

+Y

2
exp{i(x-0 [Mh)-8gn(x-0K(Y.uj)]/e } ^ tf*/ s "ir \^ "t 1 r
s
2<(Y^)L/M-sgn(x-UK(Y.u1)i
< '>*(x-g.p.y,.,)-g(C,p)> bn(x-C.r,Y,U)

In the following the response is considered of the propeller to a single circumferential Fourier
component w. (x,r,t) exp(ik6) of an arbitrary incident velocity distortion field. Eventually the full response of the propeller is found by summation over the Fourier-index k. Since the (j+l)th blade is exposed
to the same flow as the jth blade except for a phase shift k2Ti/B, Ap. . can be expressed in the FJD of
the zeroth blade »s
'■'
(15)
This allows the summation over the blades to be performed explicitly by using the identity
B-l
> exp ij(k-n) f1 " B
if k-n - IB
for any integer i
J-o
0
if k-n 4 4B

i

i ••"
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Further it is somewhat Inconvenient to deal with separate PJD's for upper and lower surfaces.
Therefore, Ap Is expressed In the local coordinate a which is the perimetral length along a blade section
of constant radius (see Fig. 2) starting at the trailing edge on the upper surface (o-O), passing the
leading edge [o-s. (p)] and ending at the trailing edge on the lower surface lo=s (u)!. Then ip , g and ',
are single-values functions of o.
Now Eq. (1A) can be rewritten as
B

v. (x.r.e.t) - -

Z

(2TI) H

Jm(YP)

where m

f

\yj (yr)

exp{la)t)
0

•„(p)
T

f

I

2.4.

exp{lDi9)

J

/ n—»

k-±
0 (o,p,u+mJj)

Ap

-

exp[-ii»P0(ü,p)]Hiii(x,Y,uj,a,p)

f:

3(p

o

dodpdydu

(16)

2

h sgn[o-s, (p) ],
m
I.

nB and H

Integral equation for Ap
Obviously, the boundary condition at the blade surfaces requires the normal components of induced

velocity v, incident velocity w and axial velocity Mi

to be equal to the normal component of the surface

velocity nri„ (see Fig. 3) and so
■en- farig*

<n-(v + w + Mi )>
6 - ^(x,r) + ^t + j
for

j - 0,1

2TI
B

and 6

^(x.r) + nt + J |2L

B-l

(17)

h < r < 1 , xL(r) < x < xT(r)
In view of the linearity of the problem the total field can be built up from the components v.

in-

duced by each circumferential Fourier component w, of the incident velocity and thus
<n.vk> - <n.[(nrie-Mlx)60ik - ^expUke^

(18)

Eq. (16) and the surface coordinates of Eq. (17) are substituted into Eq. (18). Then, taking ••he Fourier
transform in time and introducing a perimetral coodlnate s analogously to a (Fig. 2), the foUu.'ing
integral equation for Ap., irrespective of the blade Index number j is obtained

2^/^ exp[imlp0(s,r)]

sT(p)
fT
x

[^(yr) |

Jm(yp)

^
APk 0(a.p.ü))
dodpdy
exp[-im(pn(a,p) ] <n(s,r).H (x,Y,iu-mS2,o,p)>
'
3*0 2
i + (p—2)
3C

(19)

V

= <n(s,r) • 2TI(Qri9-Mlx)6(üJ)(50

k

- exp[ikip0(s,r) ]wk(x,r,lll)-kJ!)

with h<r<l,0<s< s (r).
This equation describes the relation between the pressure jump across the zeroth blade surface, the
surface displacement velocity and the kth circumferential Fourier component of an Incident velocity field.
Since Eq. (19) is formulated in the frequency domain it is most appropriate to study the response of
§ propeller to incoming turbulence. However, in most applications of practical interest the components
.exp(ikä) are steady or consist of a series of discrete tones as in the interaction of counter-rotation
propellers. So when w, (x,r,t) " ?
21 ? w,
Ap

. (x,r)6[u)-(io

k,0,i(a'p,u)

w
v

, (x,r)exp(i(D,

.t) the driving field in Eq. (19) is given by

+kJi) ] and consequently the PJD due to a single i-component can be written as
2iTApk(0ii(o,p)6[a1-(iokii+kS!)]

Thus the discrete tone version of Eq. (19) becomes

(20)

I •'
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B

j-fi

'

f

i

exp[innp0(s,r)] ly^Cyr)

n—»

0

-.
-/
» <n{s,r)'H (X.Y.ID,

1

sT(p)

f

f

J •'„(YP) I
h

Ap
k 0 l(o'p)
.+tiBI!,a,p)> —,' '

Ji +
\
<n(8.r).|(nrl6-Mlx)60>k60f(i)

2.5.

exp [-imip0(o, p) ]

0

(P

dudodv

-^)
3C

- exp[ik^{8.r)]wkil(x.r)| >

(21)

Some useful expressions

2.5.1.

Pressure field

By comparing Eqs. (3) and (4) It is readily seen that the pressure field of a propeller can be found
from
P--

j
-IT

||
-oo

j

(22)

pG V0.?(c,p,ip.T)dpd(,dTd(p

0

where V • denotes the divergence operator with respect to the source coordinates. Using the Green function
of Eq. (8) and the blade force distribution
B-l

A
j-0

«Itptpo(Ctp)-nT-J2ir/B]
g (4.p)APk)j(4«p.t)

<5[ip-<P0(5.p)-nT-J2*/B]
r(C.P)A?" ,«,p,T)
K,J

(23)

p

in Eq. (22) yields:
p. - -J:—T / exp(ime) i exp(iut)
-rri
r
Vi
' n—«>
-»Oh
x

•T(P)
f

J (YP)

2
exp[-im(J)0(o,p) ]cxp{i(x-5)[M(j-sgn(x-5)ic(Y.u))]/e }8gn[o-8L(p) ]

Ap
-»
-►
k 0(0>P«'U+I,>S!)
<b*(x-4,P,Y.i")-g(u.p)>—===== dodpdydu
WR 2
! + (P ^)

(24)

V

The discrete tone version of the pressure field obtained after substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (24) is
TJ„(Yr)

p

k i(x,r,e,t)
1
I Jm(YP)

|fexP(lke)exp(i.k>it) Y •xpUnB(0t-9)] | 2^^—J
k 1
n—
0
•
-«-(p)
(P)
T
j
exp[-iiiiip0(a,p)]exp{iftc-O[M(nBn+uk>1)-sgn(x-e)K(Y. nBiHü^^)]/ß2

Ap
-,
-♦
k 0 i(o,p)
» sgn[o-8L(p)] <b*(x-4,p,Y,nBiJ+iUkil)'g(o,p)> , ' '
== dadpdy

77

'V ^

2.5.2.

(25)

Slipstream velocity

The discrete tone version of the complete velocity field Eq. (16) is found similarly to the pressure
field above and is givet. by

t
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vkil(x,r,e,t) - -^j exp(lke)exp(iü,k>it)

\

exp[lnB(Bt-0)]

n«-»

f
h

aT

J (yp)

r

n

I Y^Cyr)
0

Ap

-

exp[-lniipn(o,p))H_(x,Y.nBfi+iiL
,o,p)
0
m
Tel

/

(a p)
koi
'
f
'

—2

dodpdy

(26)

-)

This expansion Is valid everywhere and Includes velocity components of both acoustic and hydrodynamlc
nature.
The hydrodynamlc part, defined as the exp[-lx(nBS>h<v .)/M] dependent term, appears explicitly In Eq. (26)
when It is rewritten for an observer downstream of the propeller:
a*

vkil(x,r,8,t) - ^_ exp(lke)exp(lajk>1t) y

exp [lnB(nt-8)]

nBftf to

1

Pt-

M

X]

J ^m(^H.m(Y)dY

+

JvVYr)VA.m(X'Y)dY

(27)

where
8T(p)

nBfl+ M,
exp[-lm(p0(o,p)]sgn[o-sL(p)]exp[i —jj
*-?]

Jin(YP)

H,mv

«»(p^inBß+u^
g(o,p)

1)-g(o,p)>

^5

^
cm(r,Y,nBS>f (,ik

Ap

k.0.i(g'p)

dodp.
2

The acoustic part V

does not reveal new aspects so It Is not reproduced here. Eq, (27) shows the hydro*'■
nBnt-uk
dynamic m-modes being convected downstream without any attenuation at Strouhal periodicity —rz
— .
This contrasts to the acoustic velocity for which the axial behavior also depends on the radial wave
number y. Moreover, since the acoustic velocity is associated with pressure its magnitude decreases
~ l/|x| as |xj-> co. Therefore the unattenuated hydrodynamlc field will dominate in the propeller slipstream beyond some distance. It is noted that the hydrodynamlc field is bound to the trailing vortlclty and
on its own it is not a solution of the problem. It can only exist together with an associated acoustic
field to satisfy the boundary condition at the blade surfaces.

2.5.3.

Blade surface pressure

Sofar the present analysis has been concentrated on the pressure jump distribution p over the blade
surfaces. Once the PJD is known the whole field is determined. However, there is one important exception;
the interior and exterioi blade surface pressures themselves. As the pressure is given by the Fourier series
Eq, (2A), this expression will yield the average of p(exterlor) and p(interlor) at a blade surface coordinate. Thus the exterior blade surface pressure is found from
9 * iPn(8,r)+flt
u

p(exterior) • p[Eq, (24)]

+ >5Apki0(8,r,t)

(28)

The interior pressure may be found similarly but this pressure is, of course, only formal and not Important
in practice.

3,

SOLUTION PROCEDURE

In the preceding analysis an Integral equation for the PJD over the blade surfaces has been derived.
The first step taken to solve the PJD from this equation is its expansion into a suitably chosen set of
perlmetral and radial basis functions. Here the following truncated Fourier double series has been adopted
H
Ap

k,0

(o.p.u)* ^M2 + (Op)2 >
n-1

A
sinUn—]/ Pkr)X(^exp[^y]

(29)

-A

2

The factor'VM
torVM + (ftp)
' '" is added to Improve the convergence of the series (29) as Che PJD presumably
scales on the relative, local main velocity.
Since the analysis leading to the integral equation is essentially for invlscid flow it does not define the PJD uniquely and a Kutta condition has to be added to ensure a symmetric flow at Che trailing
edge of the blades. As discussed in references 12 and 13, polntwise Imposed conditions are insufficient to
force a Fourier series to a local behavior if uniform convergence is not guaranteed. Therefore the Kutta
condition is here applied as the requirement that the PJD expansion averaged over a small Interval adjacent to the trailing edge must be equal for upper and lower surface. The size of the Interval chosen is

*
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the shortest perlmetral wavelength occurring In the series (29)! s_(p)/A. This leads to the following
equations for the Fourier coefficients P.
A
,
K,P. .(m) - 0
/„ A knA
A—A
for n - 1.2.... H

where

(30)

- [l-cos(27iA/A)]/A,

WO

- 0

A - 0

K,
.

Now the following Galerkln projections are made of Integral Eq. (19), or Its discrete tone counterpart Eq. (21)
1

sT(r)

f coidrj £j[) j
h

0

c08[

r\7T]

[Eq

- (19)ldsdr

T

(J - 0.1.2.... J. £ - 0,1.2,... L)

(31)

Upon substitution of the approximating series (29). the projections Eqs. (31) turn into a set of
(J+1)(L+1) linear algebraic equations in the unknown pressure jump coefficients P.
(u). This set is
KriA

completed by the H Eqs. (30) to satisfy the Kutta condition. Obviously, the number of equations must equal
the number of unknowns, i.e.. 2AH - (J+1)(L+1). After having approximated the infinite series over n in
the integral equation [Eq.(19), Eq. (21)] by means of a Richardson extrapolation (e.g., see Ref. 14), the
set of equations can be solved by standard matrix Inversion techniques.
A computer program based on the above solution procedure is under development at NLK.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

A non-hellcoidal unsteady lifting surface theory has been formulated for propellers In a non-axisynmetric flow. The method in particular applies to wide-chord propellers with blades that may be swept both
axlally and azimuthally. Whereas an essentially subsonic forward velocity has been assumed there is no
such limitation for the propeller tip speed. Though wing upwash may be considered the most common source
of flow asymmetry, stronger Inflow distortions may be expected in less usual configurations as pusher and
dual, counter-rotation propellers, which are equally well covered by the present analysis. By a formulation in separated cylindrical coordinates and by the chosen sequence of inverse transforms a close analogy
resulted with the modal approach in the lifting surface problem for a ducted fan. An Inverse Hankel transform In the propeller problem just corresponds to the summation of radial modes in the fan problem.
Consequently, similar transparent and relatively compact expressions for the field of a propeller have
been obtained. The hydrodynamic velocity field downstream of the propeller (i.e., the slipstream) appears
explicitly and In a form most appropriate for Interference calculations.
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ON THE AERODYNAMICS OF INSTALLED PROPELLERS
by
Martin E. Eshelby
College of Aeronautics
Cranfield Institute of Technology
Cranfield
Bedfordshire MK4 3 OAL
W.K.

SUMMARY
The majority of the research available on the aerodynamics of propellers is based on
the isolated propeller on a test rig. When the propeller is installed on the aircraft
there will be mutual influence between the airframe and the propeller and its slipstream,
this paper examines two sources of that interference. Firstly, as the aircraft angle of
attack changes with forward speed the angle of attack of the propeller also changes
giving rise to forces and moments other than thrust and torque. Secondly the high energy
slipstream may pass over the tailplane and so affect the tail lift force, and in
consequence a pitching moment due to power may be produced. These two effects are
considered separately and means are suggested to estimate their magnitude and their
effect on the handling qualities of the aircraft.
NOTATION
A

Propeller disc area

Greek symbols

a

Axial velocity inflow factor

a

angle of attack

a'

Angular velocity Inflow factor

8

Propeller blade pitch angle

B

Number of propeller blades

Y

Flight path angle

b,b

Blade chord, max. chord

8

Propeller incidence relative to wing

E

Downwash or upwash angle

9

Angular position of blade, wing vortex
position angle (eqn.33)

n

Propeller efficiency, elevator angle

i(i

Induced velocity angle

L,CTLi lift, lift coefficient

p,3

air density, relative density

M,CM Pitching moment. Pitching moment
coefficient

if

wind angle relative to propeller disc

D;CD Propeller diameter, Drag; Drag
coefficient
E

Lift-drag ratio

J

Advance ratio

K

Coefficient (eqn. 30)

V/nD

f!

Angular velocity of propeller

N,CN Yawing moment, Yawing moment
coefficient

ui

Angular velocity of slipstream

n

Subscripts

Propeller rotational speed (revs/sec)

P,Cp Engine shaft power, power coefficient

o

zero, datum

Q,C0 Torque, Torque coefficient

x

at radius x

ß

blade

P

power, propeller

S,S_ Wing area, Tailplane area

w

wing

s

wing semi-span

T

tail

T

thrust

S

slipstream

V

True airspeed

v.

Induced velocity

W

Aircraft weight

x

non-dimensional radius

q

dynamic pressure

r

radius

2

^pv

2r/D

Y/CY Sideforce, sideforce coefficient
Z,C„ Normal force, normal force coefficient

t
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Part I.

Propeller Performance in Asymmetric Flow

1.1 INTRODUCTION
There is a resurgence of interest in the use of propellers on the next generation of
transport aircraft since they can be shown to give a better propulsive efficiency than
turbojet or turbofan powerplants. However, since the last generation of propellers was
developed there have been extensive developments in powerplant technology which have
increased the power output of the engines and the operating speeds of the aircraft have
generally increased. The next generation of propellers must abso-b very much higher
power input and operate over a larger speed range than their older counterparts and any
secondary forces and moments produced by the propeller, hitherto neglected, may become
large enough to significantly affect the handling or performance of the aircraft.
It has long been known1'2'-' tha t propellers under power produced forces along and
moments about axes normal to their r otational axis but little has been done to evaluate
these effects since the early 1940,s because of the introduction of the turbojet engine
which has dominated the civil and mi litary transport scene since then. At that time
attempts were made to estimate the 1 ateral forces and moments due to the propeller in
yaw based on a projected propeller d isc areal>2 or by considering the propeller "fin
effect" in which the propeller is as sumed to produce forces which can be analysed in a
similar manner to a vertical lifting surface at the propeller-'. These approaches were
based largely on empirical data and produced adequate allowances for the propeller and
engine combinations which were being used towards the end of World War II. In neither
case would the methods be considered suitable for application to current or future
propeller designs and a method of es txmation of the additional forces and moments which
will take into account the variables of flight is required.
In all but a very few cases the propeller-engine conbination can be considered
rigidly fixed to the airframe so that there will be a fixed relationship between the
angle of attack of the aircraft and that of the propeller with respect to the free
stream flow direction.
(In this paper the inevitable degree of flexibility of the
structure and engine mounting will not be considered, but this can obviously be included
in a more vigorous treatment.)
Since the angle of attack of the aircraft is a function
of its forward speed, or more strictly CT , the direction of the flow relative to the
propeller axis will also be a function of the angle of attack and in general the flow
direction will not be axially into the propeller but along some direction in the xz plane,
fig.1.1. This will lead to an asymmetric loading of the propeller disc which will give
rise to the additional forces and moments.
1-- C^Pn'D'

Y^CyPr^D'
M = CMpn2D5

Fig 1.1 PROPELLER NOTATION & ASYMMETRIC FLOW
The simple momentum theory of the propeller conriders only the forward speed of the
propeller and the power input so that symmetry of disc loading is assumed and only the
thrust is estimated. Clearly this approach is not sufficient to predict the performance
of a propeller in asymmetric flow and a method is required which will take into account
the effects of the cyclic variation in local angle of attack as the propeller rotates.
If the basic geometric and sectional aerodynamic characteristics of the propeller blade
are known then the st'-ip theory can be applied. This method is well established^,5 and
modern computing techniques enable the propeller performance to be established under the
asymmetric loading conditions which occur in flight. Usually the only propeller variables
known are the aircrafts forward speed, the rotational speed of the propel■!er and the gross
power of the engine which are not sufficient for the analysis of the propeller by the
strip theory. The local angle of attack of the propeller blade element will be required,
as will the propeller efficiency, and the only means of obtaining this data is to calculate it by an iterative analysis which will compare the propeller performance estimated
from the strip theory with a simple analysis based on the momentum theory. To achieve
this the propeller performance must be defined in appropriate terms for each form of
analysis.

*
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1.2

ANALYSIS OF THE PROPELLER PERFORMANCE

Since a propeller is doing work on the airstream it will modify the flow vector
giving rise to an increment in the effective forward speed of a blade element, this
increment is known as the displacement velocity and is defined as the velocity of the
screw surface in the direction of Its axisS. it arises from the combination of the
increase of the axial momentum of the flow through the propeller disc due to the thrust
and the angular momentum imposed on the propeller slipstream due to the propeller torque
reaction. The momentum theory can be used to provide a reliable average value of the
inflow factor at the propeller disc (the axial interference) and an average angular
momentum can be calculated from the gross shaft power delivered to the propeller and used
to give an estimate of the rotational interference factor.
1.2.1

The Axial Interference Factor, a.

Fig 1.2 ACTUATOR DISC &MOMENTUM THEORY
Using the well known momentum theory*" the propeller is represented by an actuator
disc of area A in a free stream of velocity V and pressure p, Fig.1.2. The thrust can
be expressed in terms of the axial interference factor, a, as
T = 2ApV2(1 + a)a

1)

Now from the definition of the propeller efficiency
nP = TV

2)

nP = 2ApV3(1 + a)a

V

e:qn. 1) becomes

which in coefficient form reduces to
2ApV3
nCr
(1 + a)a = W3 (1 + a)a
pn?D5

4)

where J is the propeller tip advance ratio based on aircraft forward speed.
Solving 4) for a gives the approximate solution
a = 2nCp/TrJ3

5)

The axial inflow factor is thus a function of the propeller efficiency, n, and in any
calculation it is necessary to estimate an initial value of r, and to use an iterative
process to find a.
1.2.2

Angular Velocity Interference Factor a'

The torque reaction of the propeller on the airstream will cause a rotation of the
propeller slipstream about the propeller axis with an angular velocity H in the direction
of the propeller rotation. The angular velocity interference factor, a', can be regarded
as an apparant loss of propeller angular velocity, thus if the propeller angular velocity
is n the effective rotational speed will be n - u. Defining the angular velocity
interference factor in terms of
u = fia'
then the effective rotational speed of the propeller will be
0(1 - a1)

6)

The magnitude of the angular velocity interference factor can be estimated by
considering the torque reaction of the propeller on the flow through the propeller disc
and the resultant change in angv.lar momentum of the flow^. This leads to the result
i' = 4Cp/{Ti3J(l + a) }

7)

which represents an average value of the angular velocity inflow factor over the propeller
disc which can be estimated from known flight parameters.
1

H

H-4
1.2.3

Velocity Vector at the Propeller

Using the interference factors developed in sections 2.1 and 2.2 the velocity
vectors at the propeller can be calculated for a blade element at radius x from the axis
of rotation where
x = 2r/D

nnDx
Fig 1.3 PROPELLER BLADE ELEMENT
FORCE & VELOCITY DIAGRAM

From fig. 1.3 the apparent wind angle ♦
tan*

to the propeller is given by
8)

V/TtnDx

whilst the actual wind angle
relative to the blade element is given by
.tan . B
V(l + a)
x

TrnDxd - a')

9)

and the velocity component on the blada element can now be defined as
10)

V„ = V(l + a)/sin4>

It should be noted that the values of the interference factors a and a' are average
values for the propeller and do not follow the blade loading profile or any asymmetry of
loading which may arise from the angle of attack of the propeller to the local flow
direction.
1.2.4

Resolution of Blade Element Forces

From fig.1.3 the angle of attack of the propeller blade at radius x is the dlfferen..
between the blade element pitch angle e and the airflow vector A ,
a

x =

ß

U)

x " *x

The blade element will produce a lift force normal to th local streamflow direction and
a drag force in the streamwise direction and these forcej can be resolved into a forward
(axial) direction (thruFt) dT, and a torque component dQ such that
dT •- B{dL coscf

- dD sin* 1

12)

and
dQ = Br{dL sin*

+ dD cos* }

13)

where B is the number of propeller blades.
Now dL = »JDV^CT bdr
S ^x
and dD = ^pV^c^bdr
Substituting x = 2r/D, putting the blade chord b in terms of the maximum chord b0 and
substituting for V from eqn. 10; gives, in coefficient form

dcT
d3r

boB J2(l + a)2

4Dsinnx

b

(

^Lx

cos

*x " b^Dx

Sin

*x}

11)

■

8-S
and
dC

i5boB J'd + a)2

33r =

4DSin^..

b

b

^IT^ sin*x + g-C^ cos*x}

15)

These expressions for the blade element thrust and torque components are completely
general and can be integrated over the propeller disc to give the gross thrust and torque
coefficients.
1.2.5

The Propeller in Asymmetric Flow

Tne expression for wind angle, * , relative to the blade element, eqn.9, applies
only to flow which is parallel to the propeller axis. In flight the propeller will
generally be at some angle of attack to the free stream and therefore a component of the
forward speed will act in the plane of the propeller and will combine with the rotational
velocity to produce a periodic variation of angle of attack as the propeller rotates.
From fig.1.4 it can be seen that for the blade angular position 6 the instantaneous axial
velocity of the blade element M radius x will be.
V

16)

V(l + a)cosar

where up is the angle of attack of the propeller axis to the local flow.
The instantaneous rotational velocity will be
V^ = TinDxd ■

17)

Propeller Section

*=0

g—a

>

A = nfi«Dll-a'l
■ iVIUaltlni.

*.n

v(1*Qlcosap

Fig 1.4 PROPELLER VELOCITY VECTORS
AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

From eqns. 16) and 17) the instantaneous value of 4

will become ♦' given by

tan*^ = V/V^

18)

This leads to modified expressions for the thrust and torque coefficients, eqns. 14) and
15) , wl.ich become
dCT

IT '

b0Bj2{l + a)2
4D sin2»'

b
{

E^Lxcos^ "

E-CDx«in^}co.*.ll

19)

S (,
and
dCQ

>5boBJ2(l + a)?x

4D sin2*'

dx

b

{

E~CLxSin<,'x
o

+

F^Dx005*^008
o

a

P

20)

and now have periodic variations which will cause an asyrranetric loading over the propeller
disc. Integrating the disc loading may produce forces which act in the plane of the disc
and moments about axes normal to the propeller axis.
The torque force component dQ/r can be resolved into force components normal to the
propeller axis, fig.1.4, giving the normal force
dz = ^2 sine

21)

and the lateral force
dY = |2 cose

22)

Similarly the thrust component dT will produce moments about the horizontal and vertical
axes in the plane of the propeller disc, these being the pitching moment
23)

dM = rdT cose
and the yawing moment
dN = rdT sine

24)

The magnitude of these forces and moments can be established by integrating over
the propeller disc; for example the normal force will be given by
.1

, 2 IT .

Z = j^-jT

T

|2 sinedxde

25)

To perform the integration it is necessery to define the lift and drag characteristics
of the propeller blade. These have been defined in terms of the local blade chord b in
eqns. 19 and 20 as

and

lift characteristic

=

drag characteristic

■ b _

B~cLx

26)
27)

Since these characteristics depend on the design features of the propeller blade,
e.g. aerofoil section, thickness, twist, chord distribution with span etc., the integral
can only be performed for the particular propeller under consideration. The spanwise
characteristics of lift and drag can be obtained either from the measured characteristics
of the blade or by estimation from its gecnetric data.
1.3

PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
The propeller efficiency n is defined as the ratio of the work output to the work

input
n = TV/P = JCT/27iCr

28)

The ideal efficiency n. can be shown" to be
n<

(1 - a')/{l + a)

29)

but can never be achieved in practice since the profile drag of the propeller is not
represented, neither is the thrust uniformly distributed over the propeller disc. The
actual efficiency will be a function of the engine power and propeller operating conditions,
vnich determine a and a', and can be found from eqn. 28). Since the efficiency is needed
to determine a and a' an iterative process is used to calculate an efficiency which will
satisfy the estimition of thrust and torque coefficients in terms of the overall propeller
performance nsti'aated from the momentum theory. To achieve this the ideal efficiency is
factored to give an estimate of the efficiency with the blade drag and the estimated
efficiency n
.jecomes
K(l

a'J/d + a)

30)

where
K = tan*x/(tan*x + E)
and E is the lift-drag ratio of the blade element. Since ^ and E vary over the blade it
is not possible to define a value of K which would be acceptable for the blade and an
estimation must be used followed by an iterative procedure to establish a working value
of K for any particular operating condition.

'
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1.4.

DETERMINATION OF PROPELLER OPERATING CONDITIONS

Since the propeller is assumed to be riqidly fixed to the aircraft the operatinrj
conditions of the propeller will be determined by the flight conditions of the aircraft
and the engine power which can be regarded as independently variable.
The shaft power delivered to the propeller can be foi-nd from the engine operating
conditions, usually defined by rotational speed and a parameter such as a pressure or
temperature of the engine cycle, together with the pressure and temperature of the atmosphere at the test altitude.
The engine manufacturers guaranteed performance charts or an
engine calibration are needed for this purpose.
The flight conditions of the aircraft will determine the operating conditions of the
propeller in terms of the free stream velocity and propeller angle of attack;
these are
determined from the weight of the aircraft and the lift equation which in steady flight
gives
L = W cosy = *ipV2SCL
where y is the flight path angle.
Thus by specifying a weight and speed in a given atmosphere the angle of attack of

the aircraft is specified.

The angle of attack of the propeller a

can now be taken
m a:
as
32)

where f>

is the propeller incidence relative to the wing zero lift line.
P
There will however be interference between the propeller and the aircraft, the main
contribution to be considered will be from the wing. A wing mounted propeller will be in
the upwash field of the wing which will contribute to the effective angle of attack of the
propeller. The simplest approach to the estimation of the wing interference is to replace
the wing by a bound vortex of strength r at the quarter chord line. This will produce
an induced velocity v. at a point on the propeller disc, fig.1.5, given by
v. = L(cose1 + 00362)/4npsVr

33)

and the resultant flow direction at the propeller disc will be
a + E

= tan {(v.cosij) + Vsina)/(v. simj' + Vcosa) }
P
1
i
The angle of attack of the propeller blade element is
a

= a - S

P

+E

,

34)

35)

P

P
and the resultant velocity at the blade element is given by
V = V(l + a )
where
aw = ^- sin(a + i,)
This can be combined with the inflow factor to give a total inflow factor at the
blade element leading to
V(l + a + aw )

36)

Fig 1.5 INDUCED VELOCITY AT THE PROPELLER DUE TO THE WING

Eqns. 35) and 36) now define the flow vector at each blade ele.Ment.

This will vary

8-8
over the wing since the upwash field is a function of the distance from the line vortex
of the wing causing an asymmetric inflow vector field and a consequent variation of
blade loading with angular position fl.

1.5

CALCULATION OF PROPELLER FORCES AND MOMENTS

The process of calculation of the propeller performance starts with a simple estimation of the thrust and torque coefficients based on the momentum theory,
CT - nCp/J

37)

CQ -

38)

and
Cp/2n

assuming a value for the propeller efficiency.
The thrust and torque coefficients are then calculated by integrating eqns. 19) and
20) over the propeller disc area.
This involves a double integral, firstly calculating
the blade loading by integrating along the blade span and secondly integrating a revolution
of the blade round the propeller disc.
Since the loading will depend on the angle of
attack of the blade and the calculated inflow factors these parameters will have to be
either estimated or calculated from estimated data.
Having calculated CT and CQ by the
integration the value of CT can be compared with the value from the momentum theory, if
these are not similar a correction can be made to the blade angle and an iterative
process followed until convergence is achieved.
When the thrusts calculated by each
method agree within specified limits the propeller efficiency based on the calculated
thrust and torque can be calculated from eqn. 28) and compared with the initial estimate.
Correction can then be made to the propeller efficiency and the process repeated until
thrust and torque coefficients calculated by the momentum theory and blade element theory
agree. This state should now define the propeller loading and the normal forces and
moments can be found by integrating the thrust and torque force components over the
propeller disc.

1.6

CALCULATED PROPELLER PERFORMANCE

A twin engined light aircraft, which was the subject of a research task, was used as
the model for the calculation of the propeller performance.
Measurements of the engine
power, aircraft spr.ed and weight and the atmospheric pressure and temperature were used
in the propeller simulation programme.
The data is presented in terms of engine power
coefficient and propeller advance ratio rather than in terms of the aircraft flight
parameters since it is the propeller performance which is of prime interest.
Fig.1.6
shows the performance.
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1.6.1

Thrust Coefficient, CT
Since the thrust coefficient is related to the power coefficient by the expression
JCn

nC,

the curve of Cf against J for constant Cp should have a hyperbolic form. This is the
case with the calculated values of dp from the programme although variation in propeller
efficiency causes some distortion of the pure hyperbolic curve, fig.1.6a. At all powers
there is evidence of a decrease in propeller efficiency at low advance ratios which will
tend to decrease the slope of the curve and prevent them from tending towards infinity as
the advance ratio approaches zero.
1.6.2

Normal Force Coefficient, Cz

The normal force coefficient which arises from the integration of the torque force
component of the blade element, is a function of angle of attack. It increases from zero
at an advance ratio corresponding to a zero propeller angle of attack, fig.l.6L. The
slope of the curve is almost linear, with the value of Cz decreasing as the advance ratio
increases. The slight inflection of the curve is most probably due to the propeller
efficiency changes with increasing advance ratio.
1.6.3

Yawing Moment Coefficient, Cfj

The yawing moment coefficient is also primarily a function of angle of attack and
arises mainly from the integration of the thrust force about the vertical axis in the
plane of the propeller.
It is zero at an angle of attack corresponding to the zero
propeller angle of attack and increases as advance ratio decreases with a tendency to
increasing slope at lower values of advance ratio, fig.1.6c.
1.6.4

Pitching Moment and Sideforce Coefficients, C^, Cy

By symmetry these should be zero but due to the asymmetry caused by the wing
circulation on the propeller disc located in a wing mounted installation there will be
small pitching moments and sideforces. If the propeller is subject to a sideslip, which
can be taken to be equivalent to a lateral angle of attack, then the sideforce and pitching moments would be of similar magnitude to the normal force and yawing moments,
figs.l.6d and 1.6e.
1.6.5

Propeller Efficiency, n

The propeller efficiency is calculated in the programme as a part of the matching
process between the integrated propeller performance and the momentum theory. From the
calculated data a general propeller efficiency curve can be constructed, this takes the
typical form of a 'rolling surface', fig. 1.7. The maximum efficiency is seen to be a
function of the two principle variables of the propeller performance, power coefficient
and advance ratio.
09r

Fig 1.7 PROPELLER EFFICIENCY

{
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1.7

CONCLUSION

The study of the propeller at an angle of attack to the airflow has shown that a
considerable normal force and yawing moment can be expected to occur and that they are
related to the aircraft angle of attack and engine power. The calculated propeller
performance is based on a specific propeller-engine-aircraft combination and serves as an
example of the levels of forces which might be produced. Other aircraft and powerplant
combinations could be analysed by adapting the propeller and airframe characteristics to
suit the case considered.
The study has only considered the effects of angle of attack on the propeller,
whereas in general flight sideslip will also occur and will, by the same reasoning,
produce a sideforce and a pitching moment. The sideslip could be included by adding a
further term to account for the cyclic variation of blade angle of attack in the same
manner as the aircraft angle of attack but 90° out of phase. The sideforce arising from
the sideslip effect gives rise to the so-called propeller fin effect, but the pitching
moment contributes to the longitudinal static stability and it is noticeable that it will
be a nose up or nose down contribution depending on the direction of sideslip and propeller
rotation.
Generally the magnitude of the contributions will increase with propeller angle of
attack (or sideslip) and will be at a maximum at low forward speeds and high engine
powers, on take-off or overshoot for example. These are notably high workload periods
and substantial changes in power could cause significant changes in handling qualities
which may not be fully appreciated.

Part II.
2.1

Slipstream Interference Effects at the Tailplane

INTRODUCTION

A propeller under power produces a slipstream in which the energy of the flow is
higher than the free stream. If the slipstream passes over some part of the aircraft
then it will produce aerodynamic forces which will be dependent on the engine power and
on the extent, of interference between the slipstream and the airframe. One of the most
significant areas of interference is between the propeller slipstream and the tailplane
of the aircraft, fig.2.1. If the tailplane is wholly or partly Immersed in the propeller
slipstream then the tailplane lift forces will be modified by the high onergy flow, this
may lead to substantial changes of trim setting or static stability as power changes are
made or to self-induced oscillations which could be unstable. Such phenomena had been
observed during trials with light aircraft and an investigation into the prediction of
such interference was initiated.

Fig 2.1 PROPELLER SLIPSTREAM INTERFERENCE

N-l I

The prediction was required to provide information on the slipstream velocity at
the tail and the extent of immer sion of the tail in the slipstream.
The velocity
prediction was achieved by uslnq the momentum theory of the propeller to estimate the
slipstream velocity in the fully developed slipstream,
The tailplane immersion was
estimated by tracking the locus of a set of flow filamen ts assumed to emmanate from the
edge of the propeller disc downs tream towards the tall,
In this way the modification of
the lift of the tailplane could be assessed and used to estimate the change to the
pitching moment equation of the aircraft.
Only the stat ic forces are considered in this
analysis although the method cou Id be extended to the dy namic case.

2.2

OBSERVATION OF THE SLIPSTREAM-TAILPLANE INTERFERENCE EFFECTS

During the measurement of the longitudinal static stability of a twin-engined light
aircraft it had been seen that the trim curves appeared to exhibit a change of slope
which was dependent on engine power, fig.2.2.
To investigate this phenomenon a pitot

Fig 2.2 MEASURED STATIC STABILITY TRIM CURVES
tube was installed on the tailplane at mid semi-span projecting about 15cm ahead of the
leading edge.
The total pressure sensed by the tailplane pitot, q-p, was compared with
the freestream total pressure, q, to give the slipstream energy factor, q^/q, which can
then be compared with the slipstream energy factor estimated from the engine power and
lift coefficient.
The experimental system is shown in fig.2.3.
nose static

QJPG

toil pilot

nose pitot

ZJ

lq-qr)

Flg2.3 PITOT-STATIC SYSTEM
FOR SLIPSTREAM ENERGY MEASUREMENT
The estimated slipstream energy factor is calculated from the momentum theory of the
propeller on the assumption that the slipstream is fully developed by the time it reaches
the tail. On this assumption the slipstream energy factor can be shown to be given by
nPa '

q

s
? Po )
{(*)

39)

CT

and the comparison with the observed slipstream energy factor is shown in fig.2.4 for a
single sample of engine power over a range of lift coefficients. Two aircraft loadings
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Fig 2.4 SLIPSTREAM ENERGY FACTOR
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were used and, rather surprisingly, produced very different comparisons. At aft C.G.
the measured and estimated values of the slipstream energy factor compared very closely
whereas at forward C.G. the slipstream energy was seen to decrease to the freestream
value after an initial rise with C^, and then became an energy loss. Possible reasons
for this will be discussed later in section 2.4,
Similar comparisons exist at other power settings and confirm that there is good
correlation between the observed and estimated slipstream energy factor throughout the
range of power and speed based on measurements taken1at aft C.G. loading.
2.3,

EXTENT OF TAILFLANE IMMERSION IN THE SLIPSTREAM

Since part of the tailplane is immersed in the propeller slipstream the lift of
the tail will be modified by the high energy flow. Fig.2.5 shows the general effect of
the interference between the tailplane and slipstream. In the freestream flow the tail-

Fig 2.5 TAILPLANE IMMERSION IN SLIPSTREAM
plane lift would be given by
L

40)
T = ^STCLT
whereas if part of the tailplane is immersed in the high energy flow its lift would be

1

^TV

?- l)^]

+ (

41)

where Ss is the area of the tail immersed in the slipstream. As the tail lift force is
used to balance the aircraft pitching moment the angle of attack of the tailplane, or
elevator control deflection, will be adjusted to give the same lift force under the
influence of the slipstream as it would in its absence; this may lead to the peculiarities
noted in the trim curves of the aircraft.
To determine the extent of the immersion of the tailplane in the propeller slipstream a computer programme was developed to simulate the flow path of a fluid filament
issuing from a point on the propeller disc in the presence of the aircraft wing, fuselage
and tail. This entailed the calculation of the instantaneous flow velocity at a point on
the fluid filament, and the direction of the flow, to build up the locus of the fluid
filament. By selecting points of origin of the fluid filament on the periphery of the
propeller disc an approximation to the position of the slipstream relative to the tailplane can be made. The method of analysis is based on refs. 8,9,10, and 11.
In representing the aircraft for this purpose the lifting surfaces are replaced by
simple bound vortices at the quarter chord with fully rolled up trailing vortices from
their tips. The slipstream induced wing lift is included by the addition of a further
bound vortex system at the quarter chord of the wing in the slipstream region; the vortex
strength being a function of the engine power. The fuselage is represented by an aerofoil
section body of revolution which displaces the local flow; no fuselage lift is assumed
with increased angle of attack. The propeller slipstream is represented by an incremental
velocity calculated by the actuator disc theory^. It is assumed that the inflow factor
at the disc is half that of the developed slipstream at the tail and that a linear
velocity gradient exists between them. No propeller slipstream rotation is included.
The lift force generated by the tail is estimated from the pitching moment equation of
the aircraft under power.
Using this simple mode 1 eight fluid filaments are used to determine the boundary of
the propeller slipstream at the leading edge of the tailplane; fig.2.6 shows the predicted
location of the slipstream for several values of lift coefficient and the two C.G.
locations and power setting s corresponding to fig.2.4. It can be seen that as the angle
of attack of the aircraft i ncreases the tailplane moves down through the slipstream from
the upper portion through t o the lower portion and the extent of the tailplane immersion
decreases at the higher ang les of attack. A small difference is noted between the slipstream position at forward and aft C.G., but not sufficient to account for the large
differences in characterist ics seen in fig.2.4.

'
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Fig 2.6 SLIPSTREAM POSITION AT THE TAILPLANE

2.4.

DISCUSSION

Whilst it is appreciated that th e model of the aircraft used to determine the slipstream locus is very simple it was su fficient for the purpose at the time which was to
investigate observed power effects on the longitudinal trim curves of an aircraft; it was
not intended to be an in depth analys is of some of the propeller characteristics it
brought to light. Also the investiga tion was carried out as an addition to the original
research and unfortunately there was insufficient time to do more than a very brief
series of tests whilst the aircraft w as still available. The instrumentation was minimal,
being limited to flight deck displays and a single pitot tube installed, on the tailplane
for this part of the work.
The investigation showed that the slipstream energy at the tailplane could be
predicted to a good accuracy by the momentum theory; this is shown by the measured value
of the slipstream energy factor at aft C.G., fig.2.4. The forward C.G. Ct'se however
showed quite a different trend which was not fully explained by the simulation. The loss
of slipstream energy may have been due to the slipstream moving away from the pitot head
region. The predicted slipstream position, fig.2.6, shows that the boundary is not far
from the pitot head and a small degree of sideslip may well have brought the boundary
across to the pitot. It is significant to note that different pilots were used to fly
the forward and aft e.G. cases, firstly because their weights assisted the C.G. shift
required and secondly to share the flying on the project in a fair manner. It has since
been noted that their methods of achieving a zero sideslip state are not entirely similar
and this could lead to sufficient asymmetry to cause the slipstream to shift laterally.
Also no account was taken of the deflection of the tailplane during the change of C.G. or
with CL, as this is only of the order of 5° over the speed and C.G. range it would only
move the pitot location by about 0.17ft (5cm) which is not considered to be likely to
cause the effects observed.
The loss of energy in the slipstream at higher values of CL and forward C.G. are a
further enigma
It is thought unlikely to be caused by the wing wake since it does not
occur at aft C .G. locations, although nacelle wake interference as a result of sideslip
is a possibili ty. A further possibility arises from the propeller tip vortex system which
has been seen to be very complicatedl^t AS the vortex system breaks up it may produce a
very turbulent boundary to the slipstream within which the pitot tube will not register
the total head of the flow. The relative motion of the pitot head and the boundary of
the slipstream could be maintained over a substantial range of angle of attack given a
small amount o f sideslip.
Since only the one total pressure source was used in this investigation any conclusions drawn are limited to minimal evidence. The question must be asked, "What would be
the effect of a similar tube mounted on the opposite tailplane?" It is possible that
the characteristics of the slipstream energy factor curves at forward and aft C.G. could
be reversed. If so the sideslip theory could be proved. Alternatively a series of total
pressure sensors along the leading edge of the tailplane would determine more fully the
extent of the tailplane immersion and its variation with power and angle of attack.

9«

Over a number of years the author has seen several instances of slips'ream-tailplane
interference which have ranged from non-linear trim curves to porpoising motions ranging
from a light oscill ation to violent pitching motion. In most cases it was not possible
to undertake any qu antitative assessment of the motion and visual observation was the
only record of the phenomenon. Whilst the majority of the occurrences were outside the
usual conditions of flight they were found in the course of routine trials and could
easily be encounter ed by inexperienced pilots. Since the period of the motions tends to
be short recovery a ction could lead to a P.1,0, if attempted; recovery, if necessary, can
usually be achieved by a reduction in power but the oscillation needs to be recognised as
power induced.
As higher engine powers are contemplated it is worth considering that propellerslipstream can cause handling problems and that they may be severe,
CONCLUSIONS
The propeller has been seen to contribute a secondary system of forces and moments
to the equations of motion of the aircraft. Some of the forces and moments are produced
directly from the propeller as a result of its action on the airstream whilst others are
produced indirectly as a result of the €>ffect of the propeller slipstream interference on
the airframe.
In the first part of this paper a method of estimation of the direct forces and moments arising from the installed propeller was put forward. This depends on knowledge of
both the propeller and airframe design and so cannot be generalised easily. It does
however show that at high power and high angles of attack the propeller will produce a
secondary force system of greatest magnitude which may lead to a substantial asymmetry of
flight which could in turn lead to unexpected and severe handling deficiencies. Whilst
these will generally only occur in extreme corners of the flight envelope, it is there
that they tend to bite hardest.
In the second part of the paper, in which the slipstream interference with the tai]
is considered, it is shown that it is possible to determine the region m which the
interference may occur and its extent. The probability of the interference being
discontinuous in any particular flight state can also be assessed and may point to
possible non-linear handling qualities.
In both cases a fuller understanding of the mechanism of the production of the
secondary force system will assist in the prediction of any aerodynamic characteristics
which may affect both the perfprmance and the handling qualities of the aircraft.
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SUMMARY
The aerodynamics and the acoustics of moving bodies or surfaces follow the same basic
laws of disturbance propagation and hence can be treated in a unified way. Further advancements of the propeller theories have two objectives - attaining better prcpulslve efficiency and producing less noise at high forward speeds. In the present contrlbitlon a unified
aerodynamic and acoustic theory of propeller in forward motion is formulated and analyzed
in detail describing, the aspect of disturbance propagation from singularities In arbitrary motion, derivation of the spatial and temporal dilatations concerned with the propagation process, generalized exposition of the solution method for aerodynamics and acousticR
and an extended sweep technique to determine the inducing effect of moving surfaces. In
view of the flow field of a propeller being not completely irrotational the use of pressure-potential proves to be more suitable in the numerical methods. The results of the analysis are illustrated extensively by djdgranjns.
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NOTATIONS
GeomftricTl quantities

R
H'

number of blades

B

R

radius of singularity element
and field point of a blade
hub- and tip-radius of a blade

R

T

radial distance from field point
projection to singularity elements and to the scanned contour

R'n R'
local chord length of a f.ade
maximum thickness of bladeaerofoil

volume of a singularity element
and of the effective emission
element

propeller diameter
control surface or singularity surface

x, y,

cartesian coordinates

X

spatial sweep variable In
space domain

x, y,

rotated coordinates of moving
singularity elements with the
x-axis parallel to the trajectory at P .

emitting surface incorporating
the spatial stretching effects
radial distance of a field
point from the trajectory of
a singularity (h
hj

coordinates of the rotated
singularity surface used in the
sweep technique

radial distance of a singularity from a given trajectory
height of a field point normal
to a singularity surface-element
■•o»

n
n

incidence angle of a propeller
blade

geometric dimensions related to
the moving singularity elements

helix angle of the trajectory
of a blade element

geometric dimensions related to
tha effective emission elements
locations of field point, singularity element and corresponding emission element

inclination angle of the '-adius
vector r of a field point to
the trajectory
o

inclination angle of r to the
trajectory of a singularity and
to the Ma -vector of a moving
field point

o

radial distance of a field
point in spherical polar
coordinates
■»

,

inclination angle of r to the
trajectory of a singulcirlty and
to the Ma -vector of a moving
field point

i>

radial distance between singularity and field point at the
time instant t
propagation radius or emiss L^n
radius of a spherical wave

inclination angle of r to the
velocity vectors Ma a&S Ma at P

0*VX , i^vuj

effective propagation radius by
including the spatial dilatation
factor

angular position of a scanning
segment for contour Integration
around a singularity surface (Fig.ll)

r fKBCSDIUa
i

P*ai BUNK-NOT Fll>iSD
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Inclination of a singularity
surface to the trajectory based
on original or rotated position
(Fig.11)
•'C

angular position of a singularity element and of a field point
in the plane of the propeller
angular position of the emission
element on the helical surface
described by a propeller blade

momentary time for signals
reaching a field point and the
corresponding emission time of
the signals
stress tensor

ij

T

axial thrust force of a propeller

u^ v, w

perturbation velocities in the
medium
velocity component normal to a
moving surface

Aeroacoustic and aerodynamic quantities

a

local sound velocity

a

sound velocity in a homogeneous
medium at rest

velocity of a singularity element
relative to the medium
velocity of a field point relative to the medium

E

pressure coefficient
V
D

drag force

axial and circumferential velocity of moving blade elements

D.

singularity strength of a doublet ß

Mach number parameter {■yl''"Ma|l '

J

ij

I

S' h

momentum flux or disturbance
force per unit surface
Ckg/m sec2]

Mach number parameter based on
the lengthwise and crosswise
component of the motion of a
singularity element inclined to
the trajectory

1'

inducing functions comprising
resultant perturbation at a
field point due to unit singularity strength

circulation about a blade element
nondimensional circulation

k

wave number (u/a^)

k, k

reduced wave number (k = k/e2)
(k = k/Ma x )
disturbance force per unit
2
2
volume ckg/m sec 3

K

i

L

lift force on a blade

M

circumferential moment on a
blade due to aerodynamic forces

Ma^

Dirac delta-function for specifying the emitting positions and
emitting times of signals from
moving singularities
spatial compatibility parameter
for fulfilling the kinematics of
disturbance propagation
aerofoil coordinate normal to
the mean surface

Mach number of a singularity
element having the resultant
velocity V_

ratio of the specific heats

Ma , Ma
x
u

axial and circumferential Mach
number of a moving blade element

temporal compatibility parameter
to fulfill the kinematics of
disturbance propagation

Ma,, Ma
i
n

Mach number component parallel
and normal to a singularity
surface element

MaE, MaE

X

speed
ratio (V /V )
r
x u

P

local medium density in the
disturbance field

Mach number and its component
in the P0PP -plane of a moving
field pointv

density of the undisturbed medium
density perturbation (p-p^)

Ap , p'
P

static pressure

P-

static pressure in the
undisturbed medium

Ap, p'

perturbation pressure (p-p^)

■h'

x'

nominal dynamic head as reference quantity
source flow per unit volume
Ckg/m3sec]

o,

nondimensional perturbation quantity for density and pressure
ar

s

singularity strength of a source

t

sweep variable in time domain

if

U

N

spatial dilatation factors (volumetric, lengthwise and crosswise due to effective stretching
elements)
spatial dilatation factors for
stretching in the axial and circumferential directions
spatial dilatation factor due to
effective shifting of the emitting source-sink-elements
temporal dilatation factors
yielding the Doppler effect at
fixed or moving field points
disturbance potential in the
propagation field

-
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summation of the non-linear terms
of the wave equation
u

circular frequency of the rotating blades

u , u

circular frequency of the
emitted signals and of the
receiving signals

(], ü*

singularity functions LI/sec;
1/m ]

1.

Subscripts
notation for momentary time and
singulc
for coordinates relating singularity and field point at a time t
v

notation for radiation or emission quantities

i, j, k

unit direction-vectors

M

emission locations of singularity
elements

n

normal vector

INTRODUCTION

The first aerodynamic theory of airscrews or propellers was based on the simple momentum theory, which is also known as the Rankine-Froude theory of marine-propellers. The
shortcomings of this crude theory being evident, refinements were attempted by formulating an extended momentum theory and the blade element theory by N.E. Joukowski r1D,
A. Betz [2], S. Drzewiecki CSD and G.I. Taylor C4]. When the basic concepts of the wing
theory were established, attempts were made to extend it to propeller aerodynamics, resulting in the first foundation of the simple vortex theory. For simplicity the assumption of
infinite number of blades was introduced and the propeller wake was modelled with successive vortex rings being shed into it and with longitudinal vortex filaments being placed
on the cylindrical wake surface. Formulations of propeller theories based on this concept are known from A. Betz C5], H. dauert CB], E. Pistolesi Zll and Th. Bienen and Th.v.
Kärmän C8D.
A more realistic modelling of the spiraling vortex wakes originating from the propeller blades was taken up by A. Lauth C93 and Th. Troller MO]; the theory was then fully established by S. Goldstein C1 i:. The application of the vortex theory of propellers
has been described in detail in the contributions of H. Glauert C12], C.N.H. Lock CIS],
F. Weinig C14], Th. Theodorsen CIS], W.L. Alexandrow C16] and 0. Tietjens C17D, These
treatments can be denoted as the prestage of the lifting line and lifting surface theories.
During the period when more emphasis was put on the rotor and fan aerodynamics, these being in a way equivalent to propeller aerodynamics, the lifting surface theory was formulated more closely using integral equations and kernel function methods. However the solution of these analytical methods are quite involved.
With the evolution of the numerical fluid dynamics a large impetus was given to the
airfoil and wing theories. Because of the more complex nature of the flow fields of propellers the introduction of these numerical methods for propellei aerodynamics lagged behind before they were taken up by H.L. Runyan C18D and more extensively formulated by D.B.
Hanson C19] and F. Farassat r203.
Looking now into the development of the acoustic theories of propellers, they can
be traced back to the early works of E.J.H. Lynam and H.A. Webb C21], G.H. Bryan [22] and
W. Ernsthausen [231 C24], in which analyses of the noise sources on rotating blades and
of the sound fields were d(icribed. After the fundamental work of L. Gutin [25] based on
Fourier analysis of noise iources had been established a number of important contributions
followed such as those by A.F. Deming C263 C27], E.Y. Yudin C28:, H.H. Hubbard and L.W.
Lassitflr [29], and by A.A Regier and H.H. Hubbard [30]. The effect of forward motion of
a propeller on the sound field was first studied by I.E. Garrick and C.E. Watkins [31],
and then further analyze! by A.I. van de Vooren and P.J. Zandbergen [32]. The collected
papers of F.B. Metzger <:t. el., Ed. H.S. Ribner [33] describe the status of propeller
noise research of that time.
While some further relevant papers on the subject were presented in the past years,
of which the work of C.L. Morfey [34] is an example, a large impetus was initiated by D.B.
Hanson [35] [36], P.A. Nystrom and F. Farassat C37] and by F. Farassat [38] who introduced
the powerful methods of numerical fluid mechanics in this field. The two text books by
P.M. Morse and K.U. Ingard [39] and of M.E. Goldstein [40] now often serve as references
in acoustics.
With the increased forward motion of the propellers the emission and propagation of
disturbances from the blades to the surrounding field and their reception at the field
points becomes significantly modified. Some of the phenomena connected with the wave propagation from moving sources were first recognized in the electromagnetic fields, as is
well known from the contribution of C. Doppler [41], W. Voigt [42] and H.A. Lorentz [43],
The spatial stretching effect caused by the translating motion of emitting elements was
first derived by A. Lienard [44] and E. Wiechert [45] for moving electrons in an electromagnetic field. Both authors used the concept of shrinking spherical surfaces with the
centers at the field point and their interception with the trajectory. Electromagnetic
radiation from periodic sources in arbitrary motion was studied in detail by G.A. Schott
[46]. For the solution of the wave equation in acoustics and electromagnetic fields the
classical methods of S.D. Poisson [47], H.v. Helmholtz [48] and G. Kirchhoff [49] are
very useful.

h
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The effect of motion of singularities on the sound field was first studied by H. Hönl
[503, H.G. KUssner C513, N. Rott C52], H. Billing C53] and H. Oestrelcher C543. A very
significant contribution In the field of aeroacoustlcs was Introduced by Sir James Lighthill [55 3 through the fact that the generalized Navier-Stokes equation was formulated
as a wave equation calling for the existence of quadrupol terms, which fully established
the treatment of aerodynamic sound generation. Further extensions of this basic work are
due to N. Curie [563, M.V. Lowson [573 and to J.E. Ffowcs-Williams and D. Hawkings [583.
These contributions have also formed the foundations for some new numerical methods on
propeller aerodynamics and acoustics. Also in two recent papers of the present author
[593 [603 the problem of spatial- and temporal-dilatations in the propagation field of
singularities in arbitrary motion, have been extensively dealt with. The analysis reveals the essential basic properties in the radiation fields and leads to more precise
formulations and expositions of many of the classical concepts. Furthermore the invariant
nature of the nondimensionalized field quantities as obtained from the solutions in physical space and in Lorentz space are established. Some numerical methods for the solution of aerodynamic and acoustic fields are outlined in r603, using a new sweeping technique for calculating the inducing functions of moving singularities.
The numerical methods within the framework of linearized theories used for calculating flows about bodies or wings of arbitrary configurations are known as panel methods.
These have been developed originally for flows at low Mach numbers. The basic ideas and
outlines are given in the contributions of J.L. Hess and A.M.O. Smith [613, Th.E. Labrujere
et el. [623, W. Kraus [633 and J.L. Hess [64 3. The extension of the method to unsteady
flows are dealt with in the papers of E. Albanno and W.P. Rodden [653, J.A. Moore and
W.P. Jones [663, W. Gelssler [673 and L. Morino [683. A direct numerical method for calculating flows about wings and bodies at high subsonic speeds has been worked out by
H.H. Kohlmeier [693 by using tha concepts given in [593 and r603.For Mach numbers comprising transonic flows the numerical fluid dynamics solving the Euler-equations are in
the course of development. A recent contribution pertaining to propeller flow fields has
been presented by D.S. Chaussee and P. Kutler et el, [703.
The present contribution comprises three essential aspects which are of basic significance for propeller aerodynamics and acoustics, - i.e. (1) derivation of the spatialand temporal-dilatations in the propagation fields of singularities in arbitrary motion,
(11) generalized formulation of the solution methods for aerodynamics and acoustics,
and (ill) the introduction of a new sweep-technique to calculate the inducing fields of
moving source- and doublet-surfaces. The methods developed here can also be inserted into the numerical computing procedures developed by others, using the steps described as
subroutines to calculate the inducing functions of propeller blade elements.

2.

SPATIAL- AND TEMPORAL-DTLATATIONS IN THE RADIATION FIELDS OF SINGULARITIES IN ARBITRARY MOTION

The phenomena of spatial dilatations during the emission process from sources in
translatory motions was first dealt with by A. Li6nard [443 and E. Wiechert [453, who considered the motion of an electron in an electromagnetic field. The stretching factor derived by them is identical to that obtained by the theory of relativity and the Lorentzdilatations.
In acoustics and aerodynamics one encounters similar dilatation processes when the
sources motion becomes comparable to or higher than the speed of sound. In order to obtain results of general validity it is essential to allow for arbitrary orientations and
arbitrary motion of the source elements in space, including in particular translatory,
circular and helical motions. For the direct derivation of the dilatation factors it is
necessary to prescribe the relative positions Po^oi1^) of the moving source and the
locations P of the field point in space at the time instant t , and to determine the emitting position P (r ,i> ) of the source element at a time t , as illustrated in Fig. 1 ,
From this a str^ig^t forward relation for the radiation quantities r and ■& is established.
For the propeller problem it is essential to consider the following Kasic type of motions
and the corresponding interrelations of the radiation quantities:
Translatory motion
(1

Ma

i) n
r

with r

V

2 r o Ma_S cos i>o r v
cos ■&

MacS r \

.2

=

0
(2-1)

r„o cos C:o

and T> as unknowns.
V

Circular motion
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a
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=
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Helical motion
(1 - Ma:')r;' + 2r cos^ Ma r xv
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a
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Ma» cost*
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and
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u
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(2-3)

as unknowns.

Using these equations the position and orientation of the emission point P (r ,■& )
of a source element is fully determined. Imposing now the kinematic relations on& can derive the spatial and temporal stretching factors. The spatial stretching factors are defined under the conditions that all the signals from the effective emission element reach
the field point simultaneously at time t . The temporal stretching factors define the
ratio of the time sequence or duration or signal emission compared to those at reception
at the field point. For the stretching factors occurring »n tne propagation field one can
define:
The spatial dilatations

dV

v

0

v

■

dl V
0

L

:

N

=

dn V
0

v

R lr2

"

dra

^

vo

d*v

longitudinal-stretching
factor

(Ü

d

*o

dx

a

axial-stretchingfactor

V

X

o

shifting factor of
dipole singularities

circumferentialstretching-factor

0

cross-stretching-factor

dn

dmv

dr

volume-stretching-factor

The temporal dilatations
dt
a

D

time sequence of signal
emission from a moving
source and reception at
a medium fixed field point

dt

o

*s

dt

v

dt

o

MaE

time sequence of signal emission from a
moving source and reception at a moving
field point

These quantities will now be derived in the subsequent sections.

2.1

Spatial dilatations in the radiation fields of singularities in uniform translatory
motion

Considering a singularity element of length dl moving along a trajectory aligned
with the coordinate x, with a velocity V. in the negative x-direction the method of
shrinking sphere as formulated by A. Lifenard 1:44] and E.Wiechert [45] yields the following
relations as illustrated in Fig. 2. These relations are set up conforming to the statements made in these contributions:
dl
With dr

dl O + Ma,,S dr VI - MacS dr V2

dl

O

+ Ma„ dr
S
\

(2-4)

dl V cos-*V (Fig.
2) it follows:
^
dl

d^. o + Ma_S dl v cosiJv

v

(2-5)

Hence
dl

0

v

In Fig
/
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2 three cases are demonstrated for which

1 - Ma„ cos-*
S
v

= 1 and o.

(2-6)

For arbitrary orientation of the source element in space it is more convenient and
instructive to follow the method described in 1591. The derivation of the spatial dilatations are based on the simple kinematic relations
x

- x
v
o
h sin TJv
v

=

Ma_ r
S \)
h sinv*
o
o

=

(2-7)

and further relations connectinqJ r . •>} to r and \} . The derivation yields
v' v
o
o
'

aT

=

L

1 +

Ma. cos^ ,
■ i a
— r1 - Ma,, cos O1

(2-8)

1
T - Ma

L

(2-9)

cos i}
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n

N

(2-10)

1 - Mac cos i>

The stretching of a moving source element are shown in Fig. 3 for three different inclinations of it to the trajectory, maintaining however the same relative orientation between its centroid and the field point at the time instant t . Although the stretching
factors o- and o„ are different in the three cases, the resulting volume stretching ov
remains constant. While a implies a pure surface stretching, the dilatation factor o
contributes to a change in the flux through the surface, thus affecting the singularity
strength at emission.
The stretching factor defining the relative shifts of the source-sink-combination
of a dipole in translatory motion can be determined by oR under the condition that the
signals from both the singularities meet the field point simultaneously at a time instant
t . The undergoing-phenomena is illustrated in Fig. 4. The partial derivations of r with
respect to m can be carried out easily and yields the following dilatation factors:
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1 - Ma0 cos-&

S

v

IM

V =0

so that aRi = aR2 = aR.

2.2

Spatial dilatations in the radiation fields of singularities in circular and helical
notion

If the singularity undergoes a purely circular motion then the Mach number Ma„ = Ma,^
and the kinematic condition connecting P to Pu reduces to:
R (\Ju
- ill V )
O

=

Ma u r V

(2-13)

Taking the partial derivatives of this equation with respect to
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Eq. (2-15) inserted in Eq.
circular motion.

(2.14) leads to the stretching factor of emitting elements in

^
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u

=

^
dijv

O

=

1
1 - Ma

O

ü)

(2-16)

cos i}1

VU)

This expression can also be directly obtained from the Ec. (2-8) for a , in which
one i- to put Ma« = Ma. = Ma as the only motion of the singularity. It is evident that
the ef/ect of the spatial dilatation o^ will be present in the whole disturbance field except for field points along the axis of the circular trajectory, for which ■&
= ii/2.
While the effect of o^ on the sound field of propellers was recognized in r32] and r57],
this phenomena is mostly overlooked by other acousticians. The significance of this
stretching function is clearly illustrated in Fig. 5.
Considering now the helical motion of a singularity along a helix i, as in the case
of a propeller blade element having rotational and forward motion, the following kinematic relations will be based on.

v
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Ma U r V
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XV

The partial derivatives of these expressions with respect to x , t|) and If and using the
kinematic relations given in Eq. (2-1) one obtains the spatial dilatation of an emitting
element describing helical motion
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The effective stretching of a square element under helical motion is demonstrated in
Fig. 6, confirming at the same time the relations set up in the above equations.
Having established the spatial stretching functions of emitting
trary motion, it is of essential interest to look into the effective
of the surface singularity distribution during emission. The surface
being denoted by o and the cross-stretching being implied in a the
for the emission quantities will hold:

elements in arbiradiation strength
stretching factor
following relation

For source distribution
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For dipole distribution
D
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Normally the stietching factor o.. is combined with the propagation radius r , thus yielding an effective radius having the relation
r
r-\i
=
—
=
r v (1 - Ma,,.S cosi>v )
(2-23)
a
or
r*
A universal curve of v*/r
depicted in Fig. 7.

=

r

(1 - Ma2 sin2^ )/2

(2-24)

valid for all Mach numbers and all field points in space is
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2.3

Temporal dilatations In the propagation fields of singularities in arbitrary motion

The propagation radius r between the field point P and the emission point P being
already known and the time of signal arrival at P being t , the emission time t Is
given by the relation
tv

=

t0 -

^

(2-25)

For a moving source element and a moving field point the time sequence of signal emission
and signal reception will be given by the universal expression
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Introducing these relations in Eq. (2-26) it yields
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For a space fixed point the temporal dilatation factor a- will reduce to:
dt..
dt o

while for a moving field point with the Mach number component Ma
one obtains
0
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in the plane of PP P,

1 + Ma_ cos TJ'
1 - Ma0S cos^v

(2 30)

'

The temporal dilatations a- and a* are the real Doppler factors and the process of their
origin are illustrated in Fig. 8.

3.

THE SOLUTION OF THE LINEARIZED WAVE EQUATION FOR AERODYNAMICS AND ACOUSTICS OF
MOVING BODIES

Disturbance waves originating and propagating in an unbounded medium can be described
by the wave equation, expressed in a medium fixed or moving reference system. If the
x-axis of both the systems is laid along the trajectory and the origins of the two systems
coincide at a time instant t = t = 0, then the following Interrelations are given by the
Galllean-transformation.
x=x+vot;

y=y;

In a moving system with V

z=z;

t=t

(3-1)

= V- the substantial derivative is defined as

D
Dt

[at

s 3xJ
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3£

Thus the linearized wave equation reduces to the following form in a moving reference
system:
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O

By using the relations of Eq. (3-1) the wave equation can be recast to the classical form
in a medium fixed reference system:

I'
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a

=
3t2

f> (eo) «(e0)

(3-4)

where the Dirac delta-function with the arguments
x„
- Ma0S r v
O
(3-5)
t

- t.

r v /a »

determines the source positions t or t^ with the condition £ = O and K = 0, for which
the wave equation becomes inhomogeneous. The disturbance function Si can nave the general
expression
— Q(t)
P_

+ —!—
"..P.

V-K(t)

(3-6)

V • 7 • Gjj (t) + *

comprising sources, dipoles and quadrupoles while ty may contain all the non-linear terms
of the wave equation. Because of the linear relations between f and s, where
(3-7)
<p

Dt

the linearized wave equation is equally valid for the disturbance quantity s, giving in
a moving reference system

2-s - JL 2l±
v^s
a^

n* «(£ ) s(K )

(3-8)

Dt'

2
with !2* = u) V n/a
.
'
CD

In aerodynamics and acoustics of moving bodies in an unbounded medium, the generalized
Navier Stokes equation can be expressed as a wave equation as derived by Lighthill C55],
whereby the term S)* in Eq. (3-8) denotes the stress Tensor, defined as
,
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3x.i 3x T.

Applying now the Greens theorem for moving bodies with the basic function as derived in
[59] and assuming time dependent steady processes, one obtains the following solution
for the pressure field:
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The three terms on the R.H.S. imply respectively the contributions from source, dipole
and quadrupol singularities - the first two being surface distributions on the body while
the third term comprises a volume distribution in the surrounding medium. In case of
viscous flows the volume integral is of significance quite close to the body.

3.2

The formulation of the acoustic problem of moving bodies using pressure potential

The most general solution of the wave equation in terms of pressure potential was
formulated by N. Curie C56] for space fixed singularities. The solution given in Eq. (3-10)
can be recast to a similar form by breaking down the volume integral in the following
way:

*
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f !il dv

with T. , = PV.V.. Hence Eq. (3-11) contains three terms analogous to those In Eq. (3-10)
and canJbe combined accordingly, thus retaining the basic character of Eq. (3-10). The
complete solution of the pressure field of a moving body or surface takes the following
form
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This equation is directly applicable to find the acoustic pressure field generated by the
moving body at field points P. For Ma„ = 0 the radius r* reduces to r and Eq. (3-12) becomes identical to the solution derived by N. Curie C56^ for space fixed singu1 iritles.
For nonviscous steady flows the term T. . drops out, thus simplifying Eq. (3-12) essentially.

3.3

The formulation of the aerodynmlc problem for bodies in arbitrary motion

The solution of the wave equation in terms of pressure potential as given in Eq.(3-12)
is very useful for acoustic problems but cannot be directly used for aerodynamic problems,
where the variable p'is unknown and no boundary condition can be prescribed to this equation in its present Torm. If now the momentum equation is made use of having the simple
relation:
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then Eq.
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is converted to the following expression
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For arbitrary motion of surfaces or bodie ,. as In the case of propeller blades undergoing
helical motion It is convenient to use Eq. (3-14) directly or else Eq. (3-12) in an extended form, adapting it for the fulfillment of boundary conditions at the body surface.
Expressions analogous to Eq. (3-14) has already been used by F. Farassat C38], deriving
it however from the Ffowcs-Willlams and Hawkings equation [58 3 using Involved operational
calculus.
The boundary conditions on a moving surface
When a surface ( = F(x,y) has an arbitrary time dependent motion of small amplitudes
superimposed on a constant convectlve velocity along the negative x-axi^, then the movement imparted to the surrounding medium particles in a direction n normal to the surface
can be described by the simple relation:

/
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+ vv ii
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+

For applying the linearized theory the amplitude of v is assumed to be small compared
to V^ or a^ except at the stagnation point of rounded leading edges. When using Eq. (3-14)
the quantity P^v in the first term can be looked at as uniquely defined through the
Eq. (3-15), thus obtaining the boundary condition sought for. For stationary nonviscous
flows the term T, . can be neglected and Eq. (3-14) will yield then a system of simultaneous equations-'for p'at the collocation points prescribed on the moving surface.
If Eq. (3-12) is used for the aerodynamical calculation in the conventional way, as
is often done in the unsteady lifting surface theories, then the boundary condition is
to be imposed by using the classical relation:
t
x
_
f
-iusti
a2 -lut r
ik(x-xi)
<f {P)
=
aM i e
dt!
=
r^ e
I s e
(3-16)
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mit k = k/Ma . The boundary condition at the moving surface is given by;
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(3-16) and (3-17) yield the classical relation:
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wherein s(xi)=s (xi)e
has to be replaced by the integral expressions of Eq.
and leads to an integral equation for the unknown quantities p'and dp'/dn.

4.

(3-18)

dXl

(3-12)

A UNIFIED EXPOSITION OF THE NUMERICAL METHODS FOR PROPELLER AERODYNAMICS AND
ACOUSTICS

For analyzing the propulsive effiency and the acoustic properties of a propeller it
is necessary to make first a detailed calculation of the aerodynamic coefficients or
loading distributions of the blades including viscous drags. In a preliminary step, however, the loadings due to nonviscous flows are determined. To do this the well known
numerical methods already developed for wings as cited in the references C61] till C69]
are utilized. As the spatial dilatations of the emitting elements and their effect on
the induced fields are to be based on the helical motion, the evaluations becomes somewhat complex.
If the propeller blade surfaces are divided into a number of panel elements, each
element describes its own helical path, as is illustrated in Fig. 9. Denoting the location of a sinoularity surface as P and a field point as P at time t the position of
the emitting element P from which the signals reach P at time t can be easily obtained
v
by using Eq. (2-3).
If nonviscous flow is considered using Eq. (3-14) the loading consists mainly of
two terms, sources and dipoles. The inducing functions of moving source and doublet panels at a field point can be easily obtained by following the extended sweep-technique
of the panel method C60] C69], whenever the orientations between the field point P and
the emission point P are defined. An alternative method is to determine the dummy position of the singularity element by shifting it from P to P by an amount of Masr , such
that the path line forms an angle ■d' with r , and thevorien?ation of the panel element
with respect to the flow vector Ma- remains unchanged. An equivalent sweep technique
applied to the singularity panel will then yield the same inducing function as the real
emitting panel at P . The determination of the inducing function will be illustrated in
the following sections.

4.1

The sweep technique for the calculation of the inducing field of bodies and
surfaces in motion

The method of calculating the inducing functions of a moving singularity surface
will be illustrated first for the simple case of uniform translatory motion. The position
of the singularity panel and of a field point at time t as well as the location of the

>
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effective emitting panel subject to the spatial dilatations are shown in Fig. 10. For
sources or doublets distributed on a panel of area F having uniform translatory motion
at Mag<1 the disturbance potentials at arbitrary field points in space can be described
as follows, where the time factor e~^ut has been dropped out.
Source-panels

iltr

S„ e

ikr
v

o„

<v S V0 e
r
p

*B
F

O

v

dF

(4-1)

v

v

with F = F /cos(x-x ) and s
ild fee

= s cos(x-x' V ). The equivalent form yielding the same result
-ik |Ma_(x-x )-r# l

ikr

11 ^"o ■ 11 '-^~-.
o

dFo

(4-2)

o

with k = k/ß2 = oi/U^-ß2).
Doublet-panels
For doublet-panels with arbitrary axis orientation of the source-sink combination one
obtains

11

*D

[so^] K°RI

e ikr V
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o
r
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Written in terms of the radiation quantities related to the effective emitting panel,
this yields

ifD

=

11

D
—^

ikr y

•
I - (cosi> - Mag) cosx + 62sin^), cosi)/ sinx

dF

(4-4)

F
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The equivalent form expressed in terms of the panel position at P

would be

-lie {Ma
^Ma-(x-x„)
r*}
s(x-x0) - r
ifD
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11 ^—^
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-(x-x^cosx + B2h0 cosi|) sinx

11

dFo
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F
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For unit source and doublet strengths the integral values in the above equations yield
the inducing functions Is and In, which are now to be determined at field points in space
for singularity panils or arbitrary motion and orientation. For Ma- = 0 all expressions
in Eqs. (4-1) to (4-5) reduce to those of incompressible flow, and for u or k = 0 the
equations simplify to those of steady disturbance fields.
In order to treat the problem in a most general way a moving singularity surface element 1-2-3-4 at P is considered,the surface having arbitrary orientation in space as_
shown in Fig. 11. The global and local reference systems are denoted by x,y,z and x,y,z,
where the x- and x-axes are aligned along the direction of the trajectory. With H as the
normal from the field point to the plane of the panel surface an equivalent coordinate
system R,0,H may be introduced as shown in Fig. 11. Both the inducing functions Is and ID
consist of surface integrals over F or F , which can now be solved by letting the triangular segment R2d0/2sweep around th§ contour 1-2-3-4 once. Thus the contribution of the
panel area will be left over, the contributions of the areas outside it being cancelling
with each other. This method, which Is commonly applied in electromagnetic fields was
first used for aerodynamics in C61] and has been extended for moving singularities in [603
and C69]. If x is the inclination of the singularity surface to the x-axis in the x-H-plane
then one obtains the relations:
x - x

=

h

=

o

r

H sinx + Ri cos© cosx
H

i

+

R

H sin

i " ( i

X +

R

i

cos0

,n1/2
cosx)

I

(4-6)
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[(x - xo)2
dF.

+

B^]
(4-6)

Rl dRi do

In case of space-fixed singularity surfaces or for very small Mach numbers the sweep can
be performed over the original surface element. In case of moving singularity surfaces
either an auxiliary rotated surface F^ or the proper emitting surface Pu can be usied in
the sweep t echnique. In the latter case, however, a constant mean valuevis attributed to
the singula rity strength S on F
, which implies the effect of cross-stretching »„,
In the following the equivalent method using an auxiliary surface is illustrated.
The auxlli _y surface is introduced to obtain the quantity r* and the integral values
in the phys ical domain directly. If the singularity surface Is rotated about the z-axis
at C by an amount 7x such that tgx*= ßtgx and the contour points 1-2-3-4 are displaced on
to the auxi liary plane along the h -lines as in Fig. 10, then the following relations
are establi shed.
x

y' =

=

(x'- x^)

g y

(4-7)
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Further
MasrH'sinx'+ R'iCOSx'cosG'l + JR^ 2+ H'2 '
(4-11)

Now, writing Eq. (4-2) and Eq. (4-5) in terms of the variables Ri,0',H^ x' and putting
S = 1 and D = 1 the inducing functions I_ and !_ can be obtained directly. For singularity panels in uniform translatory motion these will reduce to the following expressions:
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These Integrals can be solved in the classical way as described in C61] yielding closed
expressions in case of steady flows. The determination of !„ and !_ also follows directly by sweeping the emitting element F at its real location P .

4.2

Extension of the sweep technique for the calculation of the inducing functions of
singularity surfaces in helical motion

In case of a singularity element having spiraling motion, the spatial stretchings of
the effective emitting element arise both from translatory and circular motions. As has
already been established, the effective dilatations are solely dependent on the resultant Mach number and on the spatial orientation of the element at the time t of emission,
from which the signals reach a field point P simultaneously at time t . Once the position
P of the emitting element is determined, the sweep technique can be applied to it directly to determine the inducing effect at the field point P. The relative positions of P,P0
and P with the spatial dilatation of F is illustrated in Fig. 12. In contrast to Fig. 9
the perspective view and the direction of rotation u of the blades have been changed in
order to obtain well defined projections of the elements concerned.
If the alternative method with the singularity surface F is used to calculate the
inducing effect, then the element is to be placed at P , i.e. the end of the vector Maqr
extending from P , and forming an angle •»> with r , while keeping its orientation in
space unchanged. Assuming now the tangent iine to ^he helix at P to be a part of the trajectory, the method of auxiliary plane as illustrated in section 4.1 can be applied. The
sweeping plane and the auxialiary surface element are shown in Fig, 12. The application
of the method will be easier if the emicting points P are turned up each time through an
angle (TI/2) - ty to the vertical position and the fieid points P are correspondingly turned
away through th^ same angle, retaining the relative orientations between them unchanged.
If Eqs. (3-1 2) and (3-14) are used to determine the acoustic and aerodynamic fields,
the inducing func tions obtained by the above method can be applied directly. If on the
other hand the cl assical method for the aerodynamics of propellers are used one has to
solve Eq. (3-18) for which the induced functions are to be determined for a number of positions of the fi eld point in the space domain. In this case the field point is shifted
from - "° to P(x) in steps while holding the time t and the position of the singularity
element at P con stant. The application of this method is illustrated in Fig. 13. For the
treatment of0the aerodynamic problems o f propellers in steady flow fields the inducing
functions reduce to very simple express ions, since u or k vanish, thus enabling one to
apply the classic al numerical technique s outlined already in C693.

4.3

Formulation of the numerical methods for propeller aerodynamics and acoustics

The solution of the linearized wave equation for aerodynamics and acoustics of bodies
in arbitrary motion har been dealt with in section 3. The methods are based on the extended Green's theorem yielding integral equations, which are easily amenable to numerical
treatment. The basis Oi: the numerical treatment is the classical panel method C61], which
however has to be extended in two ways, i.e. with regard to the effect of spatial- and
temporal-dilatations in the propagation field and with respect to the complexity arising
fron the helical motion of the singularity elements. This is achieved by introducing the
new sweep technique already developed for wing aerodynamics C603 C693 and by an extension
thereof accounting for the helical motion of singularity surfaces. A third factor arises
due to the change of the inflow velocity with changing radius on the propeller blades.
In the panel method the body surface is divided into a large number surface elements,
which are denoted by FQ ■ > where j indicates the panel numbering. The collocation points
on the body surfac e are-'indexed by 1. The expressions for the inducing functions of sources and doublets, termed I Ig In an<ä l^n li-t' imPlyin<3 the induced effect of panel j on the
collocation point at i, can be-1 evaluated ince and for all. Rewriting Eqs. (3-14) and (3-18)
in a general form the procedure for a direct numerical treatment is established. Assuming
nonviscous steady flow fields, as in the case of propeller aerodynamics involving subsonic velocities o nly, the most general form of Eq. (3-14) becomes:
N

u | *i. l;.^
J-1
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dF
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dF
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In case of steady motion the momentum equation simplfies to

sj

pa

where

«Vj

ij
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(4-17)

[JXJ

as imposed by the motion of the blade surface f, = F(x,y) at a radius R = const.. The bracketed terms in Eq. (4-15) are the inducing functions already listed in Eqs. (4-12) and
(4-13). Hence, one obtains a system of N simultaneous equations for the N unknowns s. on
!
the blade surface. The equation for the computational procedure reduces to
N

N

E N

.Sj - si
1]

j-1

j-i

(4-18)
ij

The quantities X. = - 3s/3n. are known from Eqs. (4-16) and (4-17)• This equation has already been applied in C38: asing different derivations and numerical techniques for its
solution.
If the classical approach is followed for the calculation of propeller aerodynamics,
one has to rewrite Eq. (3-18) in the following form
N

-*ki |
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Identifying the gradients operating on the expressions inside the square brackets as the
inducing coefficients A.. and B^ and denoting the unknown source and doublet strengths
by X. and Yk, Eq. (4-19T leads to-'a system of N+M equations for the same number of unknowns. For the numerical calculation it is advantageous to recast the above equation into the more compact form
N

M

Ln. • A.. x. + N n.1
i
il 3
Z-<
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B

ik

Si

Y

k
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k=1

The numerical approach using Eq. (4-20) has been applied extensively to the aerodynamical problems of wings. One example is shown in Fig. 14. The aerodynamics of propellers
can be treated in a similar way. Once the aerodynamic coefficients of the blade surfaces
are completely defined they can be used to solve the acoustic problem in the classical way.

CONCLUSIONS
Starting from the fundamental equations of wave propagation from moving singularities
an analysis is performed from which a computational procedure to solve the aerodynamic
and acoustic problems of propellers in forward motion is developed. The treatment includes
the spatial and temporal dilatations in the propagation field of singularities in arbitrary motion, a generalized solution of the linearized wave equation in terms of pressure
potential and the extension of the sweep technique for calculating the induced fields of
singularity surfaces undergoing helical motion.
The analysis results in establishing universal relations and characteristic properties in the radiation field and leads to a better understanding of the physical processes
connected to the problem. As a consequence extremely simple methods for the calculation
of the inducing functions of moving singularity surfaces could be derived. The sweep procedure for determining the inducing effects can be applied either to the effective emitting

4-16
surface or to the real singularity surface in an equivalent position. The numerical treatment of the propeller problems is then shown to be reducable to the same technique as that
of the classical panel method. As a test case the pressure distribution on a moving wing
is presented - the construction of a numerical code for the case of propeller motion is
presently under preparation.
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PJtJ

Mo^rv
Fig. 1;

Fig. 2:

The basic kinematic relations for disturbance propagation from a singularityelement in helical motion.

The spatial dilatation factor a of the emitting elements dl determined from
the time sequencer of the shrinking acoustic spheres propagating to the field
point - the shifts Mas dr and a^dt define the underlying basis of the Li&nard
-Wiechert Formula,

>••
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Fig. 3:

A universal method for determing the spatial dilatation factor o of the emitting volumes for singularity elements in arbitrary motion and arbitrary orientation in space - all the signals from dvv reach the field point P simultaneously at time t when dv is at P . (Note: n = const, in the three cases)

Wo;
Fi2^_4:

The spatial shifting factors oR1 and oR2 of the emitting source-sink-elements of
a dipole in uniform motion, such that their signals reach the field point P
simultaneously at time t .
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Fig. 5:

The spatial dilatation factor o arising from the circular motion of a singularity element, thus influencing the radiation quantities both in the near-field
and in the far-field.
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Ma* 0.6 1
Mau 0.5
Mas 0.78 \

Fig. 6;

The spatial dilatation factor o of an emitting element in helical motion
prising axial- and circumferential stretchings o„X and o U) .
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a = const.
Mo<«;

Ma$

PJtJ
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Mas '
Fig. 7:
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^ ■"^

r v /a,,
Universal representation of the effective propagation radius r'
V accounting for the spatial dilatation factor a of singularity elements in arbitrary
const, at field points on a ray A = const.)
motion, (note; o, r /r and r /r

ß(tJ

PJtJ

—Vsdi
Fig. 8:

The temporal influence functions aD and o* arising from the changed time sequence of signals passing through a fixed or moving field point in relation to
the time sequence of emission from a moving singularity.
(0
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Mo-^ *t,p--5
Ma*
050
Ma
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0.707
Mas
Fig. 9:

Rv = t>
0.50
0A0

06*.

The singularity elements and field points on propeller blades in helical motion
and the corresponding kinematic relations for deriving the inducing functions,
(note: irrotational flow condition in annular space and rotational flow condition in the cross planes)
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Time -Domain

Fiq.

1o:

Application of the sweep technique to derive the inducing field of a singular!ty surface in translatory motion:
a) sweep of the effective emitting surface at Pv
b) sweep of the moving source panel at P0

y-27

Moving Reference System

R.cosdcosx
x-x0

Fig. 11:

Hsinx

Illustration of the sweep technique as applied to a moving source panel in arbitrary orientation in space and to the trajectory, implying the introduction of
new coordinate system for the sweep.

Max 0.6 a* 1.92
Ma„ 0.5 Tm 1.0
Mas 078 O-y 1.92
Fig. 12:

Extension of the sweep technique for deriving the inducing functions of singularity surfaces in helical motion:
a) sweep of the effective emitting surface at P
b) sweep of an auxiliary surface after shifting the moving source surface to P

V~2H

Space -Domain

Fig. 13;

Application of the sweep technique in the space-domain by holding the singularity element at its position P at time t and shifting the field point in steps
f.om x = -«> to its position P(x) en the blade surface, where the classical
ooundary condition is to be fulfilled.

Mam*a5i oL = f.5

(69)

Fig. 14:

Application of the numerical computational technique to a moving wing and comparison of the chordwise pressure distribution and spanwise lift distribution
Airfoil
according to the linearized and non-linear theories.(IR
10, X
RAE 2822)
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the derivation of a formula for prediction of the noise of supersonic propellers
using time domain analysis.

This formula Is a solution of the Ffowcs Wllllams-Hawklngs equation and

does not have the Doppler singularity of some other formulations.

The result presented here Involves

some surface Integrals over the blade and line Integrals over the leading and trailing edges.
geometry, motion and surface pressure are needed for noise calculation.

The blade

To obtain the blade surface

pressure, the observer Is moved onto the blade surface and a linear singular integral equation Is
derived which can be solved numerically.

Two examples of atoustic calculations using a computer program

currently under development at Langley Research Center are also presented.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Advanced supersonic propellers are being considered for propulsion of future commercial airliners.
The chief reason for this new Interest In propellers Is the high efficiency they offer at cruise speed
of current subsonic aircraft. Two main areas of research In development of these propellers are
acoustics and aerodynamics. The state-of-the-art of the 1970's is Inadequate for prediction of the
noise and aerodynamic performance of advanced proiellers. New methods based on first principles are
needed.
Advanced propellers have blades which run at transonic and supersonic speed over a substantial
portion of the blade. The blade speed at the Inboard region is subsonic. For noise prediction from
subsonic sources, an efficient formulation by the author (called Formulation 1-A) exists.
An
aerodynamic Integral equation based on this result was derived by L. N. Long.
In this paper, we
concentrate on the derlva Ion of acoustic and aerodynamic formulations for transonic and supersonic
sources. The governing Jifferentlal equation for deriving these results is the Ffowcs Williams-HawkingB
equation (FW-H equation).
The results presented in here are closely related to those in references 4 and 5. First, the
acoustic formulation is derived ii8»ng the method of reference 4. The aerodynamic integral equation is
then obtained by moving the observer onto the blade surface and finding the contribution of the sources
near the observer analytically.
Two examples of noise calculations for a supersonic propeller are
presented.

II.

THE GOVERNING BQUATION AND ITS SOLUTION

The governing equation is the FW-H equation written as follows:

□ V - V4.[5|Vf|6{f)]

(1)

where Q=(-pn, M,,) and V4"(V, 1/c 3/3t). In this equation p1 and p are the acoustic and the blade
surface pressures, respectively, nondiraenslonalized with respect to p0c^. The blade surface is
described by f('x,t)=0. The local normal Mach number vector and unit outward normal are denoted Mn ind
n", respectively and M,^ HJ, . The function 6(f) is Dirac delta funtlon. Note that only p and p' are
nondlmenslonal.
Below we will Indicate the method of Integrating equitlon (1). Some details can be found in
reference 4. Let N denote the unit normal to the surfaie f-0 in four dimensions. The direction of this
vector Is given by the four-gradient V^f'C^t, 1/c 3f/3t;. The four-vector ^ is split into two vectors
normal and tangent to the surface f»0 as follows

<5N - (Q'N) N

(2-a)

frr
HJ "

(2-b)

$
V

- XLN

It Is easily shown that
N =

f (n. -V

(3)

n

L'
^2 (Pr + H2
)iZ.' -M n )
"N
n
a

(4-a)

n

^T = -i-j Mn(l - p) (i?n, 1)

(4-b)

Equation(l)can now be written as
,2 .

DP'

■ v[QNM6<f);
+

viQTr|j«(f)

(5)

Note that the 4-dlvergence operator in the second term on the right of equation (5) does not operate on
the delta function. This will result in the simplification of algebraic manipulations in the process of
finding the solution of this equation. As will be seen below, the solution of equation (5) Involves
much algebra and any well-thought trick to reduce the algebra helps in obtaining the solution. This
philosophy is applied in every step of the solution described here.
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H.islf.i I 1 y, the second term on the right of equation (3) Is easily Interpreted in the solution using
Green's function technique. The handllig of the first term Involves considerably more algebraic
manipulations. We note that there are several kinds of discontinuities in the parameters of this
problem which introduce line Integrals in the solution of equation (5). These discontinuities are of
the following kind:
(I) There Is a discontinuity of slope and therefore in M,, and angle 8 (between radiation direction r
and local outward normal) at a sharp TE and LE of the blade,
(II)

There is a discontinuity In surface pressure p at shock traces on the blade,

(ill) Since only the outer high-speed portion of the blade is considered, the blade segment is not
closed at the inboard section. The resulting edge is a dlscontlulty in the space.
To include the above discontinuitieB in the solution, we divide the outer portion of the blade Into
several contiguous open smooth surfaces across part or all of whose edges a discontinuity of the above
kinds exists. Let k be a function such that k-0 and f>0 together describe the edge of one of these open
surfaces. This new function is defined such that f-0, k>0 describe the points on the open surface. The
FW-H equation for this open surface is then
□ 2p - V4.[H(k)QN|Vf|6(f)]

+ V4.[H(k)QTjVf|]6(f)
where H(k) Is the Heavislde function.

We

(6)

now describe the major steps in solving equation (6).

Steps of Algebraic Manipulations
Step I; We use the Green's function of the wave equation in the unbounded space.
of equation (6) Is

The formal solution

4irp'(x,t) - /i V4.[H(k)QT|Vf|]6(f)«(g)dydT
+ / j V4.[H(k)QN|Vf|6(f)]«(g)dydT

= Ij

+

(7-a)

S^T |vf|VV«(0«(g)dydT

. / JMi |Vf|$N.VAg6(f)«'(g)dydT

(7-b)

'h + h'h

(7-c>

Here Ij is the ilrst integral in equation (7-a) and I2 and I3 are the Integrals appearing as the
second and third terms of equation (7-b). In going from equation (7-a) to equation (7-b), we have used
an integration by parts as follows

/ ^ V[H(k)QN|Vf|6(f)]dydT " "I H(k)|Vf|6(f)QN.VA[^-]dJdT

(8)

The right side then results in I2 and I3. This operation is permissible since for finite (x,t), the
subspace f-0, g-0 Is finite in extent In the space. Thus, no other Integral appears on the right side
of equation (8). For the moment our work with Ij and I2 Is finished. We concentrate on I3 which
involves fi'(g).
Step 2: We now utilize the following Identity derived in appendix A of reference A to write I3 In a
form which no longer contains 5'(g) In the Integrand:
/

q(y,T)«(f)6'(g)dydT - -/ V.'(qX)«(f)6(g)dydT

(9)

in which we have defined
X -

^
A

[-0^(^,0) + (1 - Mncos6)(Mn, 1)]

This expression for A is indeed equal to that of reference 4, Note that ti
the local tangent plane of f"0, t-flxed. The above Identity gives

(10)

is the projection of r on

13 - -/ vi^ |w|(Vv)Xi*(,)*<g)d'dt
(Cont'd)

■

:-

KM
J MM jVf|<QN.V4g)A.VAr«(f)6(g)dydT

/ 7

V[H(k)|Vf j(QN.74g)A]6(f)6(g)d;dT

1 13, -

(11)

h2

We have now been able to get Integrals which no longer contain derivatives of delta functions,
combining equations (7-c) and (11), we have shown that
+

Anp^x.t) - I, + I32

I

2 "

I

(12)

3l

We write the Integrals on the right side of equation (12) as follows
I,

+l32

II',

/ i V4.{H(k)|Vf|[QT + (QN.VAg)A]l6(f)6(g)d?dT

I

2 " hl

E

(13-a)

I,

2
H(k) ?f

- /

|
r

| [%'\r - (QN.V4g)A.V/;ir]6(f)6(g)dydT

(13-b)

so we have written equation (12) as
4np'(x,t) - I»

+ I»

.

(14)

Note that in all the above integrands, we nave defined V^-(7, 1/c 3/3T) where V-a/Syj.
task is simplifying I'j and I'2'
Step 3;

Our next

It is easily shown that

By using Q

V4r = (-?, 0)

(15-a)

V •{ (-1. 0

(15-b)

and QT from equation (4) and some algebraic manipulations, we get
QT + (QN-V)X " -5' "

(

P

+ M 2)5

(16)

n

where
B - A(M , 1) - \Att, 0)

(17-.-,)

B' - M (M , 1)
n n

(17-b)

Note that B and B' are on surface f-0 In four dimensions.
B'N'B'•N=0. Also note that we have defined

This fact is seen by observing that

cos9 - M
5—^

X

(18-a)

cose + M

n

1 '

(18-b)

t2

In addition, we can show that

VV ' (VV^'V "
Equation (14) can thus be written simply as follows

x(p + M 2)

n

(19>
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«wpHx.t) - " / 7 V4.(H(k)|Vf|B,l«(f)6(g)dydT

- / -i VA.(H(k)|Vf|(P + Mn2)B)6(f)6(g)d;dT

♦ /

| (P ♦ Mn2)«(f)6(g)dydT

AH(k) Vf

i
r

(20)

This equation can be simplified enormously. We next write the 4-dlvergence terras In such a way that we
can take advantage of the fact that the vectors "T and 7' lie on the surface f-0 In four dimensions. At
this point we remark that the last integral In equation (20) Is not the only Integral In p^x.t) whose
Integrand Is of OO/r^). The reason Is that 'i'D, coming from the second Integral contains terms of
0(l/r2). It Is crucial that we find explicitly all the terms of Od/r^) for aerodynamic
applications of our main acoustic result.
Step 4: To get the A-divergence In the Integrands of the first and second Integrals in equation (20),
it is not wise to use the Cartesian variables in the divergence operator (V, l/c 3/3T). This would lead
to lengthy expressions whose geometric Interpretation is difficult. We use the Invariant definition of
divergence given in tensor analysis. We first take any convenient coordinate system (u , u^) on the
surface f-0, T-fixed. We also Introduce two other variables (u^, u',)-(f, CT). In ocher words, we
Introduce the coordinate transformation
(yji y2« y3«

T

)

*

(u , u , u , u )

-

(u , u , f, CT)

The natural base vectors Aj, i»l-A in this coordinate system are obtained in appendix B of reference
4. These base vectors are as follows:

Xj - (a^O)

(21-a)

A2 - (12,0)

(21-b)

+

\ - (-nm- .o)

w

(2i-c)

A4 - (M,l)

(21-d)

where a] and 32 are the natural base vectors of the surface f"0, T-flxed. In reference A, it is
also shown that g(4), the determinant of the coefficients of the first fundamental form is given by
g

K
(4)
'

.

g

(2)
\ Vf r
ä

.„,

(22)

where g(2) Is the determinant of the coefficients of the first fundamental form of the surface f"0,
T-flxed, In surface coordinates (u^, u2).
_^
In terms of the natural base vectors Aj, i-1-4, the components of B and B' can be written as
follows
B = X^tj, 0)

- A[X3 - (Mt, 0)]

(XMt ♦ Xjtj, 0) - \k

3

(Xu1 + X a1, Xp2 + X a2, - X, 0)

E B1

1-1-4

(23-a)

!• -Mn(St. 0) -M^
-(M/^p2, -M,, 0)
i B'1

i - 1 - 4

(23-b)

l()-h
In these equations, Mt Is the local tangential component ot the Mach number vector M and t) Is the
projection f the radiation vector T on the local tangent plane to f-0, t-flxed. The components of Mt
and Ti In terms of the natural base vectors (ITi.a^) of the surface f"0, T-flxed, are denoted by
M1 and o^, 1-1-2, respectively.
The A-dlvergence terms of equation (20) can now be written easily.
First, however, we define the
function k which describes the edge of the open surface as follows. We assume that this function is
given as k{ii', u^, t).
This means that it is described as a time varying function of surface
coordinates. This is done to take care of oscillating shock traces on the blade since we are not
explicitly assuming that the edge curve described f-*k-0 is time independent. The 4-divergence terms are
as follows
V4.[H(k)|Vf|(p + Mn2)Bl - |Vf|H(k)(p + M^KB1^

+

fj - i i^jVflW^Cp.M^-A l^p + M^),
3u

du

Vf |Vk|(p + Mn2) (XMav + X]lrv)6(k)

i, J - 1-2

(24-a)

B'1 + ^- - I Mn)

V4.lH(k)|Vf|B'] - |Vf|H(k) (F^

+ |vf||vk| Mav«(k)

1, J - 1-2

(24-b)

In these equations the tensor summations on i and j are used.
The Christoffel
k
symbol of the second kind is denoted by 1"^». The component of the local absolute velocity (with
respect to the frame fixed to the ypdisturbed medium) of the edge curve f-k=0 in thg direction of inward
geodesic unit normal v is Mav and ru is the projection of the radiation vector of f along u. The
geodesic normal y is a vector normal to the edge of the open surface and tangent to the surface pointing
Inward. The rate of change of local Mach number for a point on the surface (with fixed u', u') is
denoted M,,.
In the next step, we will begin to simplify the terms in equation (24).

Step 5;

We note that
12+
(B^B4) - \Ht +

♦
Xltl

(25)
we can thus write
B1 ^-r
3U1

-

b|—
3o
b

(26)

where b-|b| and ä/Soj, signifies the directional derivative in the direction of surface vector b.
Assuming that in terras of variables (u^, u2, T), the surface pressure is described by the function
PB(u1, u2, T), we have
Bi

(P
7T
Su

.
= b

5 E

+

'B
3o.
b

T

M V

^(P

n

X
c

•

p_
r

B

+

M 2)

n

. «. /i.
n
+ 2M (b -z
n
3o,
b

X • M )
c n

(27)

o

Our next task Is simplification of the following two terms in equation (24)

^"Vi^TT
3u

(28 a)

E

(28 b)

-

A
2-B,irii+fr-i
n
3u

These expressions need considerable algebraic manipulations.
E

i-Eii+7Ei2

-

The results are:
(29 a)

-

P^
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t -M
11

c

A2

A2

J

I

c

2

A

n

- 2b2Kb - KjOn - K2O22 + 2Hhn

(29-b)

E,. - -2XX1(cos9 - M )
12
1
n

(29-c)

E- - (^M - M ) - M 2 Ku + 2M 2 H
2
c
t
n
t
n
n

.

(29-d)

In these equations KJ and <> are t'u> principal curvatures, H is the mean curvature and <(, and <M
are the normal curvatures in the direction of D and Sj, respectively. Other symbols are defined as
follows
OJJ

- ^j [(ST1)2 - (IT1)2 + 2S1ir1)
A
I

—2 2

-2 2

o,. - ZT K« )
^^
A"1

- (M )

(30-a)

"2 "1

+ 2a u]

(30-b)

^ - nxd
h

n

> XM

(30-c)

n

+ XcosB
1

(30-d)

wjiere a^ and p^-, 1-1-2, are the components of t[ and Mt with respect to the unit basis vectors
(Si, 82) in principal directions. Aloo we have used TI for the angular velocity of the surface.
We summarize our result obtained so far. We can now write equation (24) as follows
VA.[H(k)|7f|(p + Mn2)B] - |VfJH(k)(p + Mn2)(E1I+ \ E^)

+ jVf|H(k)Eo + |Vf||Vk|(p + Mn2)(XMav + X1rv)«(k)

7 .{H(k)|V£|f'] - IVf|H(k)E2 + jVf|jVk|Mav6(k)
We now substitute these equations in equation (20).

(31-a)

(31-b)

We obtain

2

4«p«(x,t) » / -U|i H(k)(p + Mn )Q^ «(f)«(g)dydT
r
+ / -l—L H(k)((p + Mn2)QF + Q'F + Q,,Fl«(f)6(g)dydT

_ / LSdiüü [(p + Mn2;QE + Mav]5(f)«(g)6(k)dydT

(32)

where we have defined
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+ X.r
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(33-e)

In equation (32-c), we have denoted the components of M^. and b with respect to the unit basis vectors
(Sj, 82) along the principal directions as Ti1 and B^, respectively.
In the next step, we give the Interpretation of the following two integrals which are of the typec
appearing In equation (32)
J,

/ Q1(?,T)|VfJH(k)«(f)6(g)d?dT

(34)

J

/ Q2(J,T)|Vf[|7k|6(f)6(g)6(k)dydT

(35)

2

The first two Integrals In equation (32) are of the type .Ij and the third Integral Is of the type
J2. The Interpretation of Ji In various forms was given In several publications earlier. •
The
Interpretation of J2 In three forms Is discussed In appendix C of reference 4.
Step 6; We now Integrate the delta functions In the Integrals of equation (32). We start by discussing
the Integration of Jj and J2 given by equations (34) and (35). As we will see below, one can give
various equivalent expressions for Jy and J2.
When we have an Integral Involving the product of two delta functions with supports on two surfaces
(properly speaking, hypersurfaces) f"0 and g»0, the resulting integral is over the subspace which is the
Intersection of the two surfaces. In the case of the surfaces f"0 (k>0) and the surface g"0, the
visualization of the intersection subspace is actually quite easy. For a fixed (x^t) and a given source
time T, the surface g-T-t+r/c=0 is a sphere with radius c(t-T) and center at the observer position. The
surface in the space generated by the intersection of f-0, k>0 and g-0 is denoted by E:F(y";x",t)U(y'.'Olret"0» K.(y> Xit^lMret^0* This surface is constructed by letting the open surface move in
space and finding its Intersection with the collapsing sphere g"0 as T varies from -0" to t. The
Intersection occurs only during some finite time Intervals along a curve which we call the T-curve. The
locus of these f-curves In the space is the E-surface (see reference 6 for more details).
The Integral Jy can then be written as
J

/
F-0
1O0

l

[1 + M

2

l-

rlretdJ:

(36)

where
- 2M cose]1/2

(37)

The Integral In equation (36) can also be written in two other forms using the following relation
dZ m
A '

dS
m cdTdT
ll-M I ' sine

(38)

In this equation dS Is element of the surface area of f-0, T-fixed, and Mr is the Mach number in the
radiation direction. Also df denotes the element of length of the r-curve.
In appendix C, of reference 4 we have shown that J2 is an integral over the curve in space formed
by the intersection of the edge of the open surface (described by f-k=0) and the collapsing sphere g-0.
let this curve be denoted as y-curve. Then we have
J2 -

/
F=0
K=0

Q,
l-fHl
0

(39)

where
A

= [M 2c082i(. + (1 - M •? slni|,)2]1/2
op
p p

(40)

In equation (40), i|) is the local jangle between the edge of open surface and r. Construct the local
plane normal to this edge. Then Mp is the projection of the local Mach number vector "M and rp is
the unit vector along the projection of r on this plane. Again we can use the following relation to
write equation (39) in two other forms
dy

dl

cdx

,, .

t
.
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where dl Is the element of length of the edge of the open surface given by f-k-0, T-flxed.
Using equations (36) and (39), the final result of the present step Is

«fp'(x.t) -

/
F.0

dZ
-^
l-kp
+ Mnn2)Q'l,
2
A
N ret
r

F-0
1O0
J
F-0
K-0

^{f l(p
o

+

Mn2)qE

+

MavllretdY

(42)

In the next and final step of this section, we use the above equation to get the main result of this
paper.
Step 7; We now assume that the supersonic portion of the blade shown In figure 1 is divided in three
smooth open surfaces ABCHGF, FGHCDE and ABODE. We apply equation (42) to each of these open surfaces
and sum the results. We note that Mav and Qg have opposite signs on BC, CH, CD and AF. The line
Integrals over these curves exactly cancel each other. Our final and main result of this paper is
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In this equation we have defined
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Ap - P2 - Pj

(AA a)

-

(44-b)

where the subscripts u and I stand for the upper and the lower surfaces of the blade. Also the
subscripts 1 and 2 on p refer to the regions on each side of the shock trace as shown in figure 1. Note
that in the last integral of equation (43), Qg is calculated based on the unit normal v pointing into
region 2.
We can now look back and explain what we have achieved by all these manipulations. Although
developed for supersonic propellers, equation (43) is valid for all blade speeds including subsonic
speed, and steady or unsteady blade surface pressure. In addition, it can be used for near field as
well as far field noise calculations. The observer can be stationary or in motion with the propeller.
What is important, and this is the reason behind deriving this formulation, is that equation (43) does
not have any of the nagging singularities of the other formulations of the solution to the FW-H equation
for supersonic propellers. It must be mentioned that we are assuming here that the propeller blade is
thin and is swept in such a way that both Mr, and M- are less than one everywhere. These conditions
are statisfied for the current advanced supersonic propellers. Therefore, it is obvious that there has
been a need for a formulation such as equation (43) to overcome the problems with the other
formulations. One byproduct of this effort is that the accuracy in acoustic calculations improves
considerably and there is also some saving in execution time on a computer.
It is seen that the derivation of equation (43) is rather lengthy. However, the final result is not
much more complicated than some other useful results such as formulation 1-A (see reference 1). In the
next section the application of equation (43) in prediction of the noise of high speed propellers will
be discussed. We will refer to equation (43) as tormulation 3.

III.

METHOD OF IMPLKMENTATION OH A OOHPUTER AND SOME EXAMPLES

In this section, we briefly describe how the main result of this paper, equation {A% is used for
numerical work on a computer. We describe a program being developed at NASA Lang ley for high speed
propeller noise prediction. First, the blade geometry, the blade surface pressure and the propeller
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motion are specified. The blade Is then cut Into two segments. The Inner segment runs fully at
subsonic speed. The outer segment runs at transonic and supersonic speed.
To calculate the noise of the inner segment of the blade, a result called Formulation l-A Is always
used.
For the outer portion of the blade, the present formulation is used only if it is found that
Mr, the Mach number In the radiation direction, is greater than 1-E for some point on this segment.
Here e is a small positive number usually taken as 0.05. If the observer position and time are such
that this condition Is not met for the outer portion, then Formulation l-A is used again. It must be
mentioned that Formulation l-A executes faster on a computer than the present supersonic formulation.
However, it suffers from Uoppler singularities when Mr»l. The current computer program, therefore,
optimizes the usage of the two formulations to speed up the execution time.
We now present several preliminary numerical results from a code under development at NASA
Langley, Two examples for which experimental data were available are presented here. These examples
were presented in NASA TP-lb62 and correspond to figures 12 and 14 there.
All the relevant operational
and geometric data are given in the above technical paper. We mention here that the propeller used In
the calculations is four bladed with a diameter of 0.65 m(2.2 ft). The measurements were performed in
an anechoic tunnel running at a Mach number of 0,32, The helical tip Mach number is 1,17,
Figure 2 shows a comparison of measured and predicted acoustic pressure signatures by two methods.
These correspond to figure 14 of reference 7, The old calculations were based on Formulation 1 • and
are taken from reference 7, The new calculation is based on a combination of Formulation l-A and
equation 22 as described above. As observed from this figure, the new pressure signature Is smooth and
agrees better with the measured signature. It must also be mentioned that the new code runs much faster
than the old code used In reference 7. Figure 3 shows a comparison of acoustic spectra corresponding to
figure 2. It is observed that, in contrast to the old calculation, there is now somewhat of an
overpredictlon but the harmonic fall-off of the new calculation Is much better than the old
calculation. We must remind the readers of the preliminary nature of our results. At present, some of
the overpredictlon is thought to be due to inaccuracies in numerical Integration schemes used in the
computer code.
Figure 4, which corresponds to figure 12 of reference 7, shows another comparison of measured and
predicted acoustic signatures for a different observer position than that of figures 2 and 3. Again the
smoothness of the new calculations must be noted. The agreement of the pressure signature for the new
calculation compared with measured signature is reasonably good. Note that the measured signature was
drawn by hand from an oscillograph picture which showed a dark band for many periods recorded on the
screen. Thus the present comparison of signatures must not be considered ideal for the test of our
theory. For this reason, more comparisons are planned in the future with other available and soon to be
available measured data.

IV.

»"UVATION OP AKRODYNAM1C INTEGRAL EQUATION

In this section equation (43) will be used to derive an Integral equtalon for aerodynamic
calculations. It should be realized that since a linearized governing equation (FW-H equation) is
utilized here, the results are valid only for propellert with thin blade sections. The derivation of
our main result is similar to that of Long who started with Formulation l-A of the present author.
To derive the aerodynamic result, one must move the observer onto the surface of the blade.
However, It can be shown that the first surface integral in equation (43) is divergent. In fact, it is
of the type which Is known as semi-convergent, that is. It can be given a value by regularizing the
integral (or taking the principal value in some sense). It is helpful to recognize that there are many
ways of regularizing divergent integrals leading to different analytic expressions for the aerodynamic
integral equation which are all equivalent. The particular regularization selected must be tailored to
numerical calculations. In the present derivation, a regularization of the near field term of the
acoustic formula based on the collapsing sphere approach will be presented. This is done because the
collapsing sphere approach is the preferred technique in noise calculations of bodies moving at
transonic or supersonic speeds. The process is described as follows. Remove a small holf: from the body
surface f = 0 in such a way that the near field integral is convergent. This is possible because of the
semi-convergence property of the integral. Next move the observer to the cap of the hole and evaluate
the Integral as the observer reaches the surface of the cap. The rhape of the hole cut from the surface
in this note is produced by the collapsing sphere of radius r < E where e > 0 is a small fixed number.
The observer is assumed to reach the surface when r " 0, The shape of the hole is shown in figure 5 for
the observer on the supersonic portion of the blade.
It is easy to show that the near field term which is

1

(p+M 2)Q'

c(p+Mn2)Q'

=/^
t—V^ret « " / -TTT
^
r
r slnS

dT

(45)

is now convergent. To see this, note that when the observer reaches the surface at time t, the
corresponding collapsing sphere intersects the local tangent plane in a circle (F-curve) along which
cos6 « M,, (see equation (47-a), below, letting 6-0), Since Q[j is proportional to X and the latter
is proportional to cosB - Mn, the high order singularity of equation (45) is removed. We now must
find the contribution of the cap of the hole which is of the shape shown in figure 5.
The limiting process to calculate the contribution of the cap is as follows. Take 6 > 0, fix e and
set the observer at a normal distance 6 above the desired point on the surface at time t. Evaluate the
integral in equation (45) and then let 6 approach zero. Finally, let e approach zero also. We assume
c(t-T) < e in the collapsing process of g " 0. Figure 6 shows the geometry of the col lapsing sphere
process at two times. The two planes are the local tangent planes. By expanding q-p+Mn in a Taylor
series in the vicinity of the observer position, we note that we must study the contribution of the cap
to the Integral
I

.

q

o

/

5!

dF dx

(46)

r2 sine

-'
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where qn Is the value of q at the observer position. In the integral above, the time integration is
over cT < e where T - t - T. The above integral can be evaluated analytically as follows.
Referring to figure 6, we note that
(47-a)
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where TJ is the value of T when the collapsing sphere leaves the body.
the following Is obtained
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From equations (46) and (47-c),

cdT i -2» Ii - An la

(48)

Tl

An easy way to Integrate li and I2 is to introduce the new variable z«cos6 and use equation (47-a).
is found that
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The limits of all these Integrals are from M,, + 6/e to 1.
can now be evaluated to yield
M - z

1~
q

It

--2* '

o

The integrals in equations (49) and (50)

li

2a n 2 - (z + Mn )2 "n +

«/,

(51)

After substituting the limits and letting 6 + 0, «e obtain
2ii q
1 - M

(52)
n

Our main result is obtained by noting that p' on the left of equation (45) Is in fact p.
replace q0 by p+M,, . Using equation (52),equation (43) can now be written as
n

*" t'^n-M)]
n

We now

M

P-T^T

+I

n

•

E

<»)

Here IE denotes all the acoustic integrals with the surface integrals evaluated on f • 0 with a hole
of the shape shown in figure 5. If we also allow the observer to approach the surface f-0 from Inside,
I.e., from the region where f<0l then equation (53) becomes
2— u •

*' [1

+

2(i-M)lp---rr-r
n
n

+

i£

•

(34)

+

K •

(»>

Combining equation (53) and (54), we obtain
.

1

sgn(f)

.

^ t - irr^in-]
^
n

2» 88n(f)

M 2
n

r^r^
n

where sgn(f) Is Che slgnum function defined as

•gnCf) - {_}

f<o

(56)

Equation (55) Is the aerodynamic integral equation in time domain and is the main result of this
section.
Equation (55) is a singular integral equation which must be solved to find the unknown surface
pressure p. It was derived for application to advanced high speed propellers where the use of thin
blade sections allows linearization of the aerodynamic problem. There is little hope of obtaining a
closed form analytic designs. However, numerical techniques such as the Galerkln or collocation methods
are available. The arbitrary mC.ion of the blades in the present formulation will allow the study of
nonunlform In-flow to the propel er. The experience of Long in solving the subsonic Integral equation
indicates that the matrices involved in the inversion process are well-beh.ived. This is another
important advantage of using ini >gral equations In the time domain as compared to those derived in the
frequency domain. The integral equation (55) Is under study at NASA Langley presently.
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OONCLUDING RENARKS

In this paper, we have given the derivation of a formula for the prediction of the noise of high
speed propellers. This formula was derived to overcome some of the problems with earlier formulations
when the source speed la supersonic. These problems Include appearance of singularities, length of
execution time on a computer and Inaccuracy of the predicted numerical results. It Is claimed that the
new acoustic formulation presented here overcomes all these problems when properly used In a computer
program.
In the last part of this paper a new Integral equation Is derived by using the main acoustic
result, equation (A3), and moving the observer onto the blade surface. This Integral equation can be
used to find the blade surface pressure and this can In turn be used as Input to the acoustic program
for noise prediction. Work on the study of this Integral equation Is in progress at NASA Langley. The
Initial results indicate that this Integral equation can provide a viable alternative to existing
methods of prediction of aerodynamic loads on the propeller blades.
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?
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c
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g
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The 4-vector tangent to the surface f"0, see equation (10)
The natural 4-D base vectors in the coordinate system or, 1-1-4. Ai - (a"i,0), A2 - (a2,0)
The local natural base vectors in the blade surface coordinate system (u , u )
The local unit base vectors in the principal directions on the blade surface
The 4-vector8 def'ned by equation (17), components In 4-D denoted B^ and B'^, respectively
^ X_ ff,. + AitTi; b = jbl
b«v"
speed of sound
f(!r,t)»0
The equation of the blade surface in the frame fixed to the undisturbed raedlura
= T - t + r/c
The determinant of the coefficients of the first fundamental form in u1, i~l,2 and
u^, i"l-4, respectively
HCO
Heavlside function
12
H
The local mean curvature of the blade surface, H ■ H(u , u )
hn
= X Mn + Xi cos9
K(fijr,t)-o = [k(jr>T))ret
k=0
The equation of a surface whose intersection with f"Q produces a finite open piece of the
blade surface by relations f-0, k>0.
1
(in dl) length variable along the trailing edge, along perimeter of airfoil section at blade
inner radius or along shock traces on the blade
.».
Local Mach number vector based on c, M,, - M»n, Mr = M«r
The projection of the local Mach number vector on the local
_^
\
plane normal to the edges (e.g., TK) of the blade surface, Mp ■ Mp
The projection of M on the local tangent plane of the blade surface
Mt
for fixed source time T , M,. = nil - vt/c
The 4-D unit vector normal to f(ylT) = 0 described by (iT, -Mn)/an
N"
Unit normal to f=0, T-flxed
n'.r '1
Acoustic pressure (nondimenslonal)
P'
n",!)
= p(y(n,T),T) blade surface pressure described in a frame moving with the blades
PB«
(nondimenslonal)
See equations (33a, 33b)
Q'N. QF
p,QE
See equations (33c-e)
Q'F.Q"F

- 3-y, r - |x-yj

I'
s
t

tl
ui 1-1-4
n. vt

v
X

Unit radiation vector r/r
_,
Unit vector in the direction of the projection of r on the local plane normal to the edges
(e.g., TE) of blade surface, x-fixed
(in dS) element of blade surface area, T-fixed
Observer time
_^
The projection of the unit radiation vector r on the local tangent
to f-0, T-fixed. Not unit vector, It^l » sine
■ (u , u , CT, f) where (u ,u ) are the blade surface coordinate variables
Local normal and tangential velocity of f ■ 0
Observer position
Source position
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a1 l"l,2
a1 1>1,2
Y
r
Vi,
6(f)
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GREBK SYMBOLS
Cl 4 Mn2)172
The contravarlant components of tj with respect to the local base vectors (ai, 82) ^ .»
The components of M^ with respect to the base vectors In the principal directions («M , aj)
(In dy) length variable along the Intersection of an edge of f"0 (e.g., TE)and the collapsing
sphere g-0
(In dF) length variable of the arc of Intersection of surfaces fa0 and g-0
The 4-D gradient (Vy, l/c 3/3T), 'y-ä/Syj
The Dlrac delta function
The angle between "n and r
The Lagranglan coordinate of a point on the surface f-0, T-flxed
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the aerodynamic Integral equation.
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A General Theory of Arbitrary Motion Aerodynamics
using an AeroAcoustic Approach
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and
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SUMMARY
This paper describes the theoretical aspects of a new unsteady aerodynamics method that
uses time-domain aeroacoustlc integral equations.
Recent advances in theoretical
aeroacoustics permit the development of general unsteady aerodynamics methods. The
effects of thickness, compressibility, and arbitrary motions may be calculated for
subsonic and supersonic flows. Most linearized unsteady aerodynamics methods today are
limited to zero thickness effects and sinusoidal motion. The equations presented in
this report will make it possible to develop computer codes for complex threedimensional bodies, including not only complete aircraft configurations, but rotating
propellers and helicopter blades as well.
Panel methods for steady aerodynamics are
wldelj
««d in the aircraft industry for such configurations, the present method should
permit equally general configurations to be solved in unsteady motion, using a timestepping procedure.
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Function describing body surface (before linearization)
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Mach number

M
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p'

Unit normal vector evaluated at source position, y, i.e normal to the
sending surface
Pressure perturbation

p

Compressive Stress Tensor

n

y

ij

r

l?l

r

Vector distance between source and observer, x - y(T)

r

r / r

t

Observer tine

T

U

Lighthill's Stress Tensor, piJ1u..+Pi..-c2(p-p0)8i..

ü

Fluid velocity

ü'

Fluid velocity perturbation
Irrotational component of velocity field
Solenoidal (vortical) component of velocity field
A

u' .n

Velocity of body surface
_

A

mm

A

v.n
v.r
fKECEDIM}
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x

Observer location In frame fixed to undisturbed fluid

io

Observer location for 6=0

y(T)

Source location (In motion)

2

P

1 - M2

Pn
6

1

" Mn
Distance between observer and source (for e - region)

6(f)

Dirac delta function

6..

Kronecker delta

e

One half the size of e-region in y

e

One half the size of e-region in y direction

6
p

arcco«(n .r)
y
Fluid density

p'

Fluid density perturbation, p - p

p

Density of undisturbed fluid

T

t - r/c. Retarded time

üj

7 x ü' , Vorticity

Subscripts:
ret

expression is evaluated at retarded time, -t = t - r/c

Notation :
sgn(a>

a/|a|

A

direction

A

#

Integration with a specific hole removed from surface of integration

a

Wave operator

C ]

Jump in quantity across body surface

INTRODUCTION

A renewed interest in propellers and helicopters, has fostered a reevaluation of
aerodynamic methods for rotating blades.
Advanced highly-swept blade geometries and
high tip-speeds require fully three-dimensional aerodynamic methods.
Classical
lifting-surface methods are no longer adequate because they often assume a rectilinear
mean velocity and harmonic motion for the perturbational velocity.
However, the very general aerodynamic methods required for rotating blades will also be
of use In the development of aircraft.
The present paper describes one such method
based upon aeroacoustic integral equations.
The method is a time-domain formulation,
which is necessary for completely arbitrary motions. In addition, a time-domain
formulation is a prerequisite to including nonlinear effects. This paper addresse.
mainly the linear aspects.
Certain aspects of propeller and aircraft dynamic behavior are often inadequately
predicted during the design process.
Some examples are > sub- or super-harmonic
instabilities, limit cycle oscillations, single degree of freedom flutter, control
system ineffectiveness, and battle-damage effects.
The importance of predicting these
effects increases when higher performance, lighter more flexible structures, and
complex active control systems are used.
Therefore, the designers tools must become
more versatile and more accurate.
The arbitrary motions aerodynamics method described
herein responds to this challenge by permitting the calculation of time-accurate
surface pressures on arbitrary bodies in arbitrary motions. In addition, because the
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Integral equations rre derived fro« first principles, the proper role of the nonlinear
aerodynamic terns is readily apparent.
The present paper describes the
theoretical
aspects of an arbitrary motions
aerodynamics aethod. The major contributions of this paper are the presentation and
discussion of the aeroacoustic equations.
The paper also includes brief descriptions
of the regularization of the singularity in the equations and an outline of a numerical
solution procedure. Additional research in numerically solving the equations is under
way. This work will be presented in the near future in another paper. Initially, the
equations presented will be used to develop an arbitrary motion lifting surface method.
Thickness effects will be included in the future, thus making the method the unsteady
equivalent of the well-known panel methods currently used for steady aerodynamics.
Current unsteady aerodynamics methods become increasingly Inaccurate as the reducedfrequency becomes large at Mach numbers approaching unity. In addition, these methods
are often restricted to harmonic motions and the flutter speed must be determined
through an iterative process. An arbitrary motions aerodynamics method will permit the
direct calculation of flutter speeds. The method det ribed in this paper will be valid
for frequencies increasing without limit and the time stepping nature of the solution
technique allows the treatment of systems with mechanical nonllnearities.

THE FTOWCS WILLIAMS-HAWKINGS EfiUATION

The origin of the aeroacoustic approach
(FW-H) equation (Reference 1)

c2

can

be traced to the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings

3ZT

D2,

P

" Po' " ÜTÜ " fi^lj H™"

+

It (Povl fi^'f"

(1)

where
c2 at2

ax2i

Is the wave operator and :
T

ij "

p u u

i i

+ p

ij -

c2(p

- v

Is Lighthill s stress tensor. This equation is a combination of the complete nonlinear
inhomogeneous conservation of mass and momentum equations. Generalized function theory
is extremely useful in deriving the above equation. Reference 2 is a recent t#Tt cr. t.h^
subject and Includes classrcom lecture notes due to Farassat. It should also be pointed
out that viscous effects are included in the compressive stress tensor, P^J- The
conservation equations are inhomogeneous because the fluid is assumed to occupy both
the interior and exterior of arbitrary bodies. The Inhomogeneous terms represent mass
and momentum sources that will be used to satisfy the boundary conditions. The above
equation Is obtained by differentiating the inhomogeneous mass conservation equation
with respect to t and the momentum conservation equation with respect to z.. The
latter Is then subtracted from the former and rearranged such that only the wave
operator is on the left-hand side. Writing the equations in this manner is referred to
as the "acoustic analogy approach," which was pioneered by Lighthill (Reference 3).
However, Lighthill was concerned with the noise due to turbulent jets in regions
without solid surfaces and therefore neglected the last two terms in the above
equation.
Acousticians frequently use the above form of the equation to model
aeroacoustic noise.
If the entire right hand side of the above equation were known, then one could
presumably predict the radiated noise. However, these terms contain unknowns that must
be determined before the noise can be predicted. Recently computational fluid dynamics
methods have been used to predict Lighthill's stress tensor (Reference 4). In the past
however, classical methods or experiments were used to determine the forcing functions,
and then the above theory was used to predict the noise. A more appealing approach,
especially for linear theory, is to use tie above equations for both the aerodynamics
and the acoustics. Both fields are goverr.M by the above equation and recent research
(Reference 5 and 6) has shown that thib approach is possible. In addition, the
nonlinear terms are included in the above equation.
Therefore, if one wanted to
include them in the aerodynamic and/or acoustic method, their proper rules are readily
apparent.
Although the above equation is commonly referred to as the FW-H equation, there is a
more general form that was not explicitly presented in the original paper. In equation

;
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(1) the flow inside the body is assumed to be quiescent. For some applications, it may
be useful not to make this assumption. The equation then becomes >

a1!
c a (p

Po'

dx.ax.

ax J'lj" PU^Uj-T^Jlif)^* fc^uj- vi»]«(f){|i

where the brackets, C 3, indicate the jump in a flow quantity across the body surface.
Of course, one should be careful not to infer too much from the above equation, it
cannot contain as much information as the original four equations and four unknowns, as
shown later on. The linearized, inviscid FH-H equation is :

„V = - I^Cp'D S(f) gi

ItPo^i3

6<f)

(2)

ax.

p' = (p - p0)/c
where
p', the jump in pressure across
p'/c
and
Cp'3 ■ p'
the surface, and Cu^]
Cull is the jump in the velocity across the surface. Again, the
above equation does not assume quiescent flow inside the body. The primes denote
perturbational quantities, and since only the linear equations will be discussed from
here on, the primes will not be shown after this.

FARASSAT'S SOLbilOMS TO THE FW-H EQUATION

Farassat (Reference 7 and 8) has derived several useful Integral equation versions of
the previous equation using Green's functions. One of the most well-known is :

p c Cu 3 + Cplcos 6
4» p(x,t) =

^
c r |1 - Mrl

K * II I^J

dS

(3)

ret

where 'ret' signifies retarded time.
That is, the integrands are evaluated at the
emission time, x ■ t - r/c, instead of the reception time, t.
Once again, this is not
usually written explicitly with jump conditions.
Instead, most researchers assume the
Internal flow to be quiescent, which yields :

P0c vn+ p cos 9
4» p(x,t) =

j£
c r |1 - Mrl

dS ♦
ret

p cos 6
dS
r |1 - M |

(4)

ret

where now the p under the integral is the same as the p on the left hand side (when the
singularity is properly accounted for) and the boundary condition u = v_ has been
n
applied.
The above equation is only one example of the integral form of the differential
equation, other forms are available and should not be ruled out for practical
applications. Reference 8 summarizes many of the existing integral equations for
aeroacoustics. In particular, equations (15b) and (17b) of reference 8 are equivalent
to equation (4) above, however, the integration is carried out over the intersection of
the "collapsing" sphere and the body surface, instead of over the body surface in
retarded time. Even though these other forms are sometimes difficult to use because one
must determine these intersections, they may prove useful in certain aerodynamic
applications. In addition, references 5 and 9 present equation (4) with the time
derivative brought inside the integral.
Equation (4) appears to be very useful, since the pressure is the only unknown. The
velocity is known from the boundary conditions.
However, the above equation by itself
is of limited utility for aerodynamics, since the internal flow has been specified and
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there Is no means of accounting for the wake development and consequently, there Is no
circulation or lift. This can be easily shown by letting the thickness of the body go
to zero, which yields :

J

n
^ |J
U (i W
l.
4t p(X,t) = r n . MJ J dS

ret

which is one equation for two unknowns (p and Cp]).
And, there is no aeans of
specifying the boundary conditions. This occurs because the pressure is uncoupled from
the vortical part of the velocity field (in linearized theory). This can be shown
using the well-known splitting theorem (Reference 10), where the velocity field lu
split into a solenoidal (vortical) and an irrotational part, i.e.
u

«

u

+ u

where

7 x u

5 0

and

7 . ü

=0

and it can be shown (Reference 10) that the homogeneous conservation laws become
i an

—z |£
c at

8v

+

p7.u»=0
"o
i

8

J,

PTT+^P-O
F

'o at

ü,1

TZ

at

s

0

which shows that the vortical velocity field is Independent of the pressure (or
acceleration potential) field. Only in nonlinear theory are the governing equations
for the acoustic pressure coupled to the vortical or solenoidal velocity. Therefore,
the vortical velocity can only be coupled to the pressure via the boundary conditions.
This means that while specifying the boundary conditions in the FW-H equation does
completely specify the thickness problem, it is not enough to solve the general lifting
problem. Incidentally, in supersonic flows where the vortical field is unimportant
(such as those with supersonic leading and trailing edges), the solution can be
adequately represented by 'thickness' or irrotational terms. In this case equation
(4) is a complete specification of the problem.
In a velocity potential formulation, such as those used in panel methods, one must
distribute doublets over the body surface and the wake. Since the pressure jump across
a wake is zero, one might assume that equation (4) Is as general as the Green's theorem
formulation of the velocity potential -- without requiring any integration over the
wake. However, in the above formulation, the normalwash contributions are not included
because they are due to the vortical velocity field. Therefore, the effects due to the
wake (and consequently lift) are not Included.

ARBITRARY MOTIONS AERODYNAMICS

Even though Equation (4) is not enough in itself to develop an arbitrary motions
aerodynamics method, there are several options which will permit its use in such a
method. One rather novel solution technique would be to use equation (3) to solve for
the flow field in both regions simultaneously, i.e inside and outside the body. A
second technique might be to use the splitting theorem mentioned earlier. This would
not change the operator on the pressure, but would effect the application of boundary
conditions, since there would be another unknown (the normal component of the
solenoidal velocity). This additional unknown would appear as another 'thickness' term
in the Integral equation (thickness is, of course, a misnomer in this case). However,
in both of these approaches, one obtains more unknowns than equations. Thus one must
use either the equations governing the internal flow or one of the conservation laws,
in addition to the Integral equation for the pressure.
As an aside, it should be pointed out that the method described in Reference 5 for
predicting lift using equation (4) can be shown to be related to the two procedures
just mentioned. However, instead of solving for the additional unknown that appears
(i.e the vortical velocity or the Internal flow), these terms are approximated using a
"conditioning" procedure. This conditioning was prompted by a recommendation of van
Holten (Reference 11) that only the leading edge be placed at an angle of attack when
using acceleration potential methods.
The vortical component of the velocity would
have such an effect, but it must be determined as part of the solution in a general
prediction method. That is, even though this technique produced good results for
uncambered, symmetrical blades and wings, it would be very difficult, if not
impossible, to apply to arbitrary bodies.
The technique that will be described

in

this

paper is an alternate approach, closely

i

r '"

related to classical unsteady aerodynamics methods, and utilizes the linearized
conservation of momentum equation as the second equation.
Its validity Is easily
demonstrated because of Its relationship to well-known unsteady aerodynamics methods.
The linearized Inhomogeneous conservation of momentum equation Is :
p

o H '

'

7p

Zpl 7f 6(f)

*

(5)

which, for a field point off the surface is :

"o S = " 'P
P0 ü(i,t)

' - f ^P(x,t'> dt'

(6)

This equation can be combined with equation (4) to eliminate the pressure, p, thus
giving an equation relating the fluid velocity, u, to the surface quantities: pressure
jump, Cp] and normal velocity, v .
The resulting equation describes the relation
between an arbitrary surface loading and the downwash, unlike equation (4). Most
Importantly though, it accounts for the growth of a wake (which will simply be the body
at previous times) and the generation of vorticity.
Therefore, for a wing, the wake
will lie in the plane directly behind the wing and for a propeller the wake will be
formed by the helical path of the body.
In order to illustrate the origin
curl of equation (5) to get :

p

of

vorticity in the aeroacoustic approach, take the

x 7 C 3 6(f

o It ' ^

P

'

where i
w

*

V z u

which relates the rate of change of vorticity to the momentum sources on the surface.
That is, vorticity is only generated at the surface.
However, this vorticity must
remain In its place of origin since there is no vorticity convection or diffusion
included in these equations. Von Karman and Burgers presented similar relations for an
incompressible fluid in Reference 12, where the fluid is assumed to have an arbitrary
distribution of force. These forces, analogous to the source terms above, are the
source of vorticity. Reference 12 also discusses (in different terminology) splitting
the velocity of a perfect fluid into solenoidal and irrotational parts. The above
relation also shows that for a constant pressure panel method, the vorticity is
generated only at the panel edges, since the
surface-pressure gradients are zero
everywhere else. This is one illustration of how the method is related to the vortex
lattice method.
Combining equations (4) and (6) gives :
t
4irp

u (x,t)

=

V

ffp.c V
\\—

T

+

p cos 6 )

c r 1

i -V

dS

P cos
r2'1 "

7

Jet

-00

e

IdS dt'
r' ret

M

(7)

;

Applying the boundary condition.
un(x,t)

-

v

n<x7t)

gives

'•». vi- ■ - fe. iir°::-,; ;;;•e i^ - k I lli-^t,)« «■ x

g

c r |1

Mrl

x

ret

—

s

f I1

"r1 ret

A

where« n_ is the surface normal at x, the "observer" position (which is distinquished
A
X
_
from n the normal at y, the "source" postlon). The above equation relates the timehistory of the surface pressure and normal velocity of an arbitrary surface to the
fluid velocity at a control point. Equation (8) was presented by Farassat in Reference
9, in a discussion of how the aeroacoustic equations relate to classical unsteady
aerodynamics equations. It has not been proposed as the basis of an arbitrary motions
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aerodynamics method before. Incidentally, once the surface jiressure is known, equation
(7) can be used to predict the velocity at any point in the flow field.
Notice that in this formulation the time history of the body's motion accounts for the
wake effects of potential theory.
The pressure jump is zero across a wake, but the
effect from a pressure jump at that location (when the body was located there) lingers
on after the body has moved.
That is the pressure loading only exists for a certain
amount of time, but after it is gone there remains a vortical velocity field. And as
mentioned earlier, the governing equations for the pressure are decoupled from the
vortical field, therefore only in the boundary and initial conditions can they be
coupled. This effect accounts for the unsteady shedding of a vortex sheet in a very
natural manner.
The above equations are unique in that thickness effects, compressibility, and
arbitrary motions can be modeled by them. These equations should permit the development
of unsteady aerodynamics methods that are very general compared to existing methods.
Recent advances in computer technology and in theoretical aeroacoustics now permit very
general methods to be developed. Of course the above equation must be regularized
before it can be used in a numerical method, which means the singularity must be
properly treated. The treatment of this singularity will be discussed in the next
section.
If thickness effects are neglected, equation (8) becomes :

4»po vn(x,t)

a_

p cos 9

3n.

c r |1

dS ret

i=*-if

p cos fl

8

r'll

dS dt'
rl ret

M

which can be approximated by

vn(x,t)

- 1
4« p

f-an f

rcpjcos e

dS dt'
r2|l - Mr|3 ret

(9)

which Is derived using a form of equation (4) with the time derivative taken inside the
integral (see Reference 5) and assuming the acceleration of the body is small. The
compactness of these equations is surprising considering their generality. Included
within these equations is the incompressible, steady Biot-Savart law. They are valid
for completely arbitrary motions at subsonic and supersonic speeds. Given the loading
on a lifting surface anywhere in space and time the above equation will predict the
velocity field due to that loading. Or inversely, which is how the above equation can
be used, given the velocity of a body, the above equation will predict its timeaccurate surface loading. The previous equation is closely related to those of Dat
(Reference 13) and Kussner (Reference 14).
Kussner, however, used a Lorentz
transformation, which would only be useful for a body whose mean motion is rectilinear.
The formulation of Kussner has formed the foundation of unsteady aerodynamics for many
years. It is the basis for the kernel function approach (Reference 15) and the doublet
lattice method (Reference 16), both of which assume a rectilinear mean motion and a
harmonic perturbational velocity.

TREATING THE SINGULARITY

Of course the difficulty in using the above equations for aerodynamics is that they
become singular unless treated properly.
However, Reference 5 describes the
appropriate regularization procedure for equations (3) and (4), which is analogous to
the Cauchy principal value technique of Mangier (Reference 17). This same technique
can be applied here to obtain the unsteady aerodynamic formulae. The proper approach is
outlined below. The following analysis assumes subsonic motion and that the entire
epsllon region is within the domain of influence of the control point. Since the
regularlzation technique may vary with the numerical solution technique, the following
Is presented mainly to illustrate the procedure and the order of the principal value
part.

*

US
In Reference 5, the surface Integrals of equation (4) were broken Into two regions, one
around the singularity and one over the rest of the body as shown in Figure 1.

Body

surface:
f » 0

Fiqurp I,- E-Region of Arbitrary Body

Assuming the pressure is constant over the saall epsilon" region, the Integral can be
evaluated analytically over this region. In reference 5, only the integration over a
square was presented, since the final result was the sane for square or rectangular
regions. However, since the singularity will be of a higher order after taking the
gradient shown in equation (7), this will no longer be true.
Therefore, the
integration will be performed over a rectangular region.
Since this will have a
relatively minor effect on analysis presented in Reference 5, only the final result
will be presented here.
When the singularity is Isolated within this rectangular region, equation (4) becomes :
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and J-j'
indicates a region of the surface has been removed from the integral. In
addition, this equation is valid only on the exterior of the body since it was assumed
that 6 > 0 In the above. Consult Reference 5 to determine the correct signs for
the interior values.
Now the above equation must be differentiated in the direction of the surface normal in
order to use it in equation (8). For the epsilon region, the normal is
nx = (0, 0, 1).
Therefore,
8n

8z

36

lt-9
Talcing this derivative of the above equation and then talcing the Halt as the observer
goes to the surface and substituting In equation (8) gives <
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where ;
« = Bqrt02e| + ß2t2)
Incidentally, since this Is linearized theory, the normal velocity, vn, will always he
snail, (except near the leading edge where the theory Is Invalid). Therefore, the
terms containing products of p and v
and those with v squared could be neglected In
a numerical scheme, which greatly Simplifies the result. This Inconsistency occurs
because our differential equations were linearized but the boundary conditions were
not. It Is just more convenient to use the general expression f(x,t) - 0 to describe
the body.
The above equation Is now amenable to numerical solution techniques. Unlike equation
(4) which is an inhomogeneous Fredholm integral equation of the second kind, the above
equation Is a Volterra Integral equation, which is typically more difficult to solve
than the Fredholm equation.

NUMERICAL SCHEME

As mentioned earlier, the Lockheed-California Company Is currently studying the most
effective numerical schemes for solving the above equations. This section presents a
brief sketch of how equation (9) Is dlscretlzed.
However, the procedure would also
apply to equation (8), which Includes thickness effects. In aerodynamic panel methods
for steady flow, the surface of the body is approximated by a finite number of discrete
panels. The dependent variable (usually velocity potential) Is assumed to vary in some
prescribed manner over each panel (e.g. constant, bilinear, etc.). This procedure
could also be used for the equations described in this report. That Is, the body could
be approximated by panels of, say, constant pressure.
In addition, however, the pressure must be dlscretlzed as a function of time. For
example, if the pressure distribution is assumed constant over a set of discrete
emission time intervals. I.e.
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then equation (9) could be written
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where the superscript indicates emission time (not exponentiation) and where NT Is the
total number of time steps.
Now for each emission time, the surface can be
approximated by a finite number of constant pressure panels, giving t

vn(«,t>1

NT

NT

k-l

j=l

=

- i

l

4

ij

' Po

i_
3n

f (f f

B2 cos e

2

1

x i U i r |i - MJ3J

dS dt'
ret

and where NP Is the total number of panels. Evaluating this at the control points (the
centrold of each panel) gives a system of linear algebraic equations :

[ ^ ]H)

cpa!
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'ij

CP3

rewriting gives :

H)-[

-[ ^ ]H)-[ ^ ]H)-

»J.

Now, from causality, during the first
the solution, thus

time

step

(10)

only the first matrix will Influence

-1

^ ] K)

CpD

Which combined with an appropriate regularlzatlon procedure (as outlined above) will
predict the pressure during the first time step. For subsequent time steps, equation
(10) can be used, which contains only known information on the rignt hand sld-s (i.e.
the boundary condition and the pressure at previous time steps).
This is, or course, only an outline of a numerical scheme. It does not answer all the
questions. For example, one must still determine the most appropriate variation of
pressure over a panel. In fact. Instead of prescribing some variation over the panel,
one could assume the entire load exists along a line on each panel as in the doublet
lattice method (Reference 16). Or one could concentrate the force at the centrold of
each element as in Reference 18. This would be less accurate but would not require any
quadrature.
Even though the numerical method is not described in detail, one can still make some
general comments concerning the approach outlined above.
First of all, the matrix of
influence coefficients at the latest time step is the only one that must be Inverted as
shown in equation (10). In addition, this matrix will be either banded or diagonal due
to the effect of the domain of influence. In effect, the pressure corresponding to the
latest emission time has not propagated very far from its poir.. nf origin. Therefore,
these panels will only Influence themselves and, possibly, their immediate neighbors.
This situation corresponds to piston theory (Reference 20), which is often used in
unsteady aerodynamics. Piston theory gives a linear relation between the pressure and
the velocity, i.e.

Cp3

P

c
o

If the latest matrix is a diagonal, and the effects from the panel edges do not effect
the self-Influence terms, then the elements of the matrix will be given exactly by this
relation.

Ill I
Another general comment corresponds to when the Initial effects are relatively removed
from the latest time step. The initial transients will then have a minor effect and
in a numerical scheme could he ignored.
Thus as the time-marching scheme progresses
and the elements of the early matrices become small, they may be neglected. This is
analogous to truncating the wake in steady panel methods. This will will reduce the
computer storage required by the program and means that a finite amount of computer
storage will be required even for relatively large values of the observer time.
One final comment concerns the Kutta condition. The method desciibed in this report is
a time-accurate pressure or acceleration potential formulation And is based upon the
linearized Euler equations.
It is believed that this method will automatically satisfy
the Kutta condition because vorticity is generated automatically, the wake is
explicitly unloaded, and the Initial conditions (or starting vortex) is included. The
method is the compressible equivalent of an
unsteady vortex latt ice method that sheds
vortex elements.

CONCLUSION

This paper describes a linearized, compressible, arbitrary motions aerodynamics method
that uses aeroacoustic integral equations.
The major contributions are the
presentation and description of the equations and a treatment of the singular terms.
The method is essentially a time-domain acceleration potential method. The majority of
existing unsteady aerodynamics methods assume harmonic motion, which is inadequate to
predict many preliminary design problems, as discussed in the introduction.
A
numerical scheme for solving the aeroacoustic equations using a time-stepping procedure
is currently being investigated and will be described in a later paper.
This research represents the latest efforts by the Lockheed-California Company in the
development of general arbitrary motions aerodynamics methods. Previous efforts have
concentrated on incompressible methods. Including pilot computer codes (Reference 21).
This paper describes the theory for a subsonic and supersonic arbitrary motion
aerodynamics method.
The aeroacoustic equations described above are valid at both subsonic and supersonic
speeds, which makes the method even more useful. By solving the wave equation instead
of the Prandtl-Glauert equation, the governing equation remains hyperbolic in both
speed regimes. This is very Important when one is solving flows that contain subsonic
and supersonic regions, such as rotating blades with supersonic tip speeds. In
addition, in subsonic steady flow one can ignore domain, of influence effects, but in
unsteady flow the domain of influence is important in both speed regimes.
Even though transonic and viscous effects are very important in aeroelasticity, it is
believed that the method described will be useful because of its efficiency when
compared to full non-linear methods. The aeroacoustic equations use the Green's
function technique to convert the three-dimensional problem into a two-dimensional
surface integration. Its role can be compared to that of steady aerodynamic panel
methods. However, whereas most panel methods use linearized forms of the full-potential
equation, the current method uses a linearized version of the Euler equations. Very
sophisticated codes are currently available for solving the full-potential, Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations, however, these codes are not yet efficient enough to be
routinely used by designers of flight vehicles, especially to predict unsteady or
arbitrary motion effects. Therefore, just as panel methods are heavily used for steady
flows, especially for preliminary design, the method described in this report could be
developed into a general arbitrary motion panel method and will be very useful for
preliminary design.
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SUMMARY OF RECENT NASA PROPELLER RESEARCH
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Cleveland, Ohio 44135

SUMMARY
Advanced high-speed propellers offer large performance improvements for aircraft
that cruise in the Mach 0.7 to 0.8 speed regime. At these speeds, studies indicate
that there is a 15 to near 40 percent block fuel savings and associated operating cost
benefits for advanced turboprops compared to equivalent technology turbofan powered
aircraft. The current status of the NASA research program on high-speed propeller aerodynamics, acoustics, and aeroelastics is described. Recent wind tunnel results for five
eight- to ten-blade advanced models are compared with analytical predictions. Test results show that blade sweep was important in achieving net efficiencies near 80 percent
at Mach 0.8 and reducing near-field cruise noise by about 6 dB. Lifting line and lifting surface aerodynamic analysis codes are under development and some results are compared with propeller force and probe data. Also, analytical predictions are compared
with some initial laser velocimeter measurements of the flow field velocities of an
eight-bladed 45° swept propeller. Experimental aeroelastic results indicate that cascade effects and blade sweep strongly affect propeller aeroelastic characteristics.
Comparisons of propeller near-field noise data with linear acoustic theory indicate that
the theory adequately predicts near-field noise for subsonic tip speeds but overpredicts
the noise for supersonic tip speeds. A study of advanced counter-rotation turboprops
indicates that there may be about a 9 percent additional block fuel savings compared to
a single rotation systems at Mach 0.8.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
noise amplitude
power coefficient = P/p o n D
counter rotation
blade tip diameter, cm (in)
decibel

A
C„p
CR
D
dB
dC /d(r/R)

elemental power coefficient

FPS
J
M
MPS
M.
M
n
P
R
RPM
r
SHP
SR
T

velocity in units of feet per second
advanced ratio, Vo /nD
Mach number
velocity in units of meters per second
local Mach number
free-stream Mach number
rotational speed, rpm
power, kW (ft-lb/sec)
blade tip radius, cm (in)
rotational speed, rpm
radius, cm (in)
shaft power, kW (hp)
single rotation
thrust, N (Ibf)

V

free-stream velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)

x
ß, ,.

axial distance, cm (in)
propeller blade angle at 0.75 radius

n

efficiency = (T • V )P

r

n

i

p
if
9

C

"

=

/ (dC /d(r/R)]d(r/R)
P

ideal efficiency = (Ti^eal ' Vo'P
free-stream density, kg/mJ (slugs/ft )
phase angle
ratio of total temperature to standard sea-level temperature of 518.7° R

INTRODUCTION
The free air propeller offers the potential of very high propulsive efficiencies
for subsonic aircraft. This key propulsion component has been the object of many NACA/
NASA research programs conducted throughout the history of the agency. From 1927 to
about the mid igSO's NACA had an extensive propeller research effort. This research led
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to many successful propeller powered aircraft with cruise speeds as high as Mach 0.6.
From the mid igsO's to the mid igTO's there was about a 20-year hiatus in propeller
research due to the success of turbojet and turbofan propulsion systems. These systems
offered efficient flight at speeds from Mach 0.6 to 0.85 and cruise altitudes above most
of the weather. The lower propulsive efficiencies of these systems compared to the
early turboprops hardly mattered when the fuel costs were so low (near 10 cents per
qallon). However, the world enerqy crisis of 1973 and 1974 changed all that and NASA
began an initial modest effort to evaluate the need for a high-speed propeller research
program. Both in-house and contractor studies indicated that at cruise speeds as high
as Mach 0.8 an advanced high-speed turboprop powered aircraft would have a large performance advantage over an equivalent technology high bypass r^tio turbofan. This superior performance could result in large block fuel savings, red .ced life cycle costs,
improved range, or other benefits for both future civil and n'Litary aircraft. To investigate these advantages a high-speed propeller research program was established at
the NASA Lewis Research Center in 1976. This program has grown to encompass both experimental and analytical work into the aerodynamics, acoustics, and aeroelastics of advanced high-speed propellers. In the past, most of the research effort was directed
toward developing advanced single-rotation propellers. More recently, however, the
research work has been expanded to include advanced counter-rotation propellers which
offer even higher performance potential. A possible future application of the technology from this program is illustrated by the photograph of Fig. 1 showing an advanced
counter-rotation turboprop powered aircraft,
THEORETICAL ADVANTAGES OF TURBOPROPS
Propeller propulsion has some rather large efficiency advantages over more highly
loaded propulsion systems. This can be shown by using simple momentum disk theory.
Ideal propulsive efficiency is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of fan pressure ratio which
is analogous to the commonly used propeller power loading (shaft horsepower divided by
propeller diameter squared). These curves were derived for flight Mach numbers from 0.1
to 0.8 using simple momentum theory and represent only the losses associated with the
acceleration of the fluid in the axial direction. The calculations assumed an adiabatic
fan efficiency of 1.0 and included no viscous losses. The ranges in fan pressure ratio
typical for each type of propulsor are indicated. Conventional low speed propellers
generally are lightly loaded with fan pressure ratios up to about 1.03. Advanced propellers require more power to fly at higher speeds. Also, because of the low air density at the higher cruise altitudes, t> higher power loading is required to keep the
propeller diameter to a reasonable size. Fan pressure ratios for the higher-loaded
advanced propellers will range from about 1.03 for single-rotation propellers of moderate loading to 1.10 for some of the more ambitious counter-rotation propeller designs.
High bypass ratio turbofans are even more highly loaded with fan pressure ratios generally greater than 1.3.
The design point established for some initial advanced single-rotation turboprop
engines included a power loading of 301 kW/m2 (37.5 hp/ft2) at 243.8 m/sec (800 ft/sec)
tip speed and 10.668 km (35 000 ft) altitude. These conditions resulted in a design
integrated fan pressure ratio of 1.047. The equivalent power loading of 301 kW/m2
(37.5 hp/ft ) is about three times the loading used on previous conventional propeller
aircraft
a
such as the Lockheed Electra/P-3. A typical advanced turbofan of comparable
technology is projected to have a fan pressure ratio of about 1.6. Therefore (from
Fig. 2) the ideal efficiency for the advanced turboprop at Mach 0.8 cruise would be
97 percent, while that for the comparable turbofan would be 80 percent. Thus, the turboprop exhibits an inherent 17 percent advantage. As seen in Fig. 2 this ideal advantage would be larqer at lower flight speeds.
The simple momentum theory, however, does not account for the residual swirl loss
in the wake of single-rotation propellers. This swirl is a loss that is unique to such
propellers since it is not recovered by stators, as it would be in a fan engine or by a
second rotor as it would be in a counter-rotation propeller. Therefore, the ideal propeller efficiency shown in Fig. 2 has to be corrected for this loss. The swirl loss is
shown in Fig. 3 by comparing the basic axial momentum loss with the total induced loss
for a configuration with an infinite number of blades. This loss is shown in Fig. 3 in
terms of ideal propeller efficiency as a function of power loading. At the selected
initial design power loading of 301 kW/m (37.5 hp/ft ) the swirl represents about a
7 percent performance penalty. However, it should be possible to eliminate this penalty
if counter-rotation propellers are considered. This more mechanically complex approach
is being investiqated as an alternative propulsion concept in the NASA Advinced Turboprop Project (ATP) and will be discussed later in this paper.
A further efficiency correction for single-rotation propellers is the tip lot.s for
a finite number of blades. Figure 3 shows that tip losses increase dramatically as the
number of blades is reduced. At the hiqher power loadings the tip losses with two or
four blades are excessive. With an eight blade propeller the tip losses are tolerable.
For any number of blades, propeller efficiency increases as power loading is decreased.
But such an increase In aerodynamic efficiency would require larqer propeller diameters
and thereby increase blade and gearbox weight. These considerations resulted in initial
sinqle-rotation propeller designs having eight blades and a power loading of 301 kW/m2
(37.5 hp/ft2). The tip loss for this design point is nearly 5 percent and the total loss
(swirl and tip) above the axial momentum loss is about 12 percent. However, even with
these two additional penalties, it is evident from Figs. 2 and 3 that the highly loaded
single-rotation (SR) turboprop at Mach 0.8 sti.1 shows a significantly higher ideal
efficiency than the nigh fan pressure ratio turoofan (85 percent versus 80 percent). As
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is shown in the next section of this paper, this efficiency advantage for the turboprop
would be even larqer when comparisons include installed losses.
ADVANCED TURBOPROP POTENTIAL
A comparison of the installed cruise efficiency of turboprop-powered a nd turbofanpowered propulsive systems is shown in Fig. 4 over a range of cruise speeds, The efficiencies shown in the figure include the installation losses for both systems; namely,
nacelle drag for the turboprop systems, e^^ cowl drag and internal airflow losses for
the fan stream of the turbofan systems
Conventional low speed turboprops have installed efficiency levels near 80 percent up to about Mach 0.5 but suffer from rapid
decreases in efficiency above this speed due to increasing propeller compressibility
losses. These losses are primarily the result of relatively thick blades operating at
high helical tip Mach numbers.
The advanced high-speed turboprop has the potential to delay these compressibility
losses to a much higher cruise speed and achieve a relatively high performance to at
least Mach 0.8 cruise. Although high bypass ratio turbofans exhibit their highest efficiency at cruise speeds near Mach 0.8, their performance would still be significantly
below that of the advanced turboprops. At Mach 0.8 the installed efficiency of turbofan
systems would be approximately 63 percent compared to about 77 percent for the advanced
sinale-rotation (SR) turboprop. Advanced counter-rotation (CR) high speed turboprops
that recover the swirl losses would have an installed efficiency about 5 to 10 percent
higher. At lower cruise speeds, the efficiency advantage of the advanced turboprop
systems would be even larger.
A number of studies have been conducted by both NASA and industry to evaluate the
potential of advanced high-speed turboprop propulsion for both civil and military applications. Numerous references to specific studies and summary results are listed in
Ref. 1. The trip fi.:el savings trend shown in Fig. 5 plotted versus operating range is
a summary of these studies. Installed efficiency levels similar to those shown in
Fig. 4 for comparable technology advanced turboprops and turbofans were used in most of
these studies. As shown in Fig. 5, trip fuel savings is dependent on aircraft cruise
speed and range. At the bottom of the band, associated with Mach 0.8 cruise, fuel savings range from Mbout l^ to 30 percent for advanced turboprop aircraft compared to
equivalent technology turbofan aircraft. The larger fuel savings occur at the shorter
operating ranges where the mission is climb and descent dominated. Because of the lower
operating speeds encountered during climb and descent, turboprops have an even larger
performance advantage than the advantage at Mach 0.8 cruise conditions.
In a siinilar
manner, a larger fuel savings is possible at Mach U.7 cruise (represented by the top of
the band in Fig. 5). At this lower cruise speed, fuel savings range from 25 percent to
near 40 percent. Even larger fuel savings are possible by recovering the propeller
swirl loss from these single-rotation turboprops. Counter-rotation is one promising
concept for recovering swirl loss that is currently under investigation as part of the
N'^SA Advanced Turboprop Project (ATP). Some results derived from a study of counterrotation (Ref. 2) are shown in Fig. 5 for a 1300 nmi. Mach 0.8 counter-rotation turboprop aircraft. The gains in fuel savings over a single-rotation (SR) turboprop are of
the same magnitude as the gains realized by reducing cruise speed from Mach 0.8 to
Mach 0.7. This additional fuel savings gain projected for counter-rotation is about 8
to 10 percent.
ADVANCED DESIGN CONCEPTS
A model of an advanced hiah-speed SR turboprop propulsion system is shown in
Fig. 6. The advanced propeller would be powered by a modern turboshaft engine and gear
box to provide the maximum power to the propeller with a minimum engine fuel consumption. Propeller efficiency would be kept high by minimizing or eliminating compressibility losses. This would be accomplished by utilizing thin swept blades that would be
integrally designed with an area ruled spinner and nacelle. Blade sweep would also be
used to reduce noise during both take-off/landing and during high-speed cruise flight
(Refs. 1, 3, and 4). Aircraft operations at high altitudes and Mach 0.6 to 0.8 requires
much higher power than used on current propeller aircraft. A power loading about three
to four times higher than existing technology low-speed turboprops would be needed to
minimize propeller diameter and weight. Eight or ten blades are required to increased
ideal efficiency at these higher disk loadings. In addition to these advanced concepts,
a modern blade fabrication technique is needed to construct the thin, highly swept and
twisted blades.
Since all of the advanced concepts used to minimize compressibility losses are interrelated, an integrated procedure is used to design high-speed propellers and nacelles
(Refs. 1 and 5). The effects of applying these advanced concepts to a propeller design
are shown in Fig. 7. This figure is based on a cruise condition of Mach 0.8 and shows
the propeller blade Mach number as it varies from hub to tip. The Mach number at each
radial location is called the section Mach number and is the vector yum of the axial and
rotational components. Curve A represents the Mach number distribution encountered by
the propeller operating in an unsuppressed flow field where the axial component is the
free-stream Mach number. At the hub the section Mach number is slightly higher than the
cruise speed of Mach 0.8. As the rotational velocity component becomes larger at increased radius, the relative Mach number increases until it reaches Mach 1.14 at the
blade tip. This Mach number must be compared to the drag rise (or drag divergence) Mach
number of each blade airfoil section to evaluate the propeller performance potential.
The predicted drag rise Mach number (Fig. 7, curve B) was obtained from isolated two-
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dimensional airfoil data for a hiqh-speed propeller havinq thickness-to-chord ratios of
about 15 percent at the hub and 2 percent, at the blade tip. Across the entire radius
the section Mach number (curve A) is higher than the drag rise Mach number (curve B).
This represents a potentially large compressibility loss.
The advanced aerodynamic concepts of thin swept blades and an area ruled spinner
and integrated nacelle design are effective in minimizing or eliminating these losses.
In the outer portions of the propeller, the thin blades are swept to reduce the component of velocity normal to the blade airfoil section, similar to swept wing theory. With
a sufficient amount of sweep the section Mach number (curve A) can be reduced to an
effective Mach number (curve C) that is below the drag rise Mach number (curve B) in the
iuter portions of the blade. This procedure significantly reduces the compressibility
losses in the blade tip region and can also be effective in reducing noise.
In the hub
region, the spinner-nacelle body is tailored to increase the effective nacelle blockage
behini the propeller and reduce the local Mach number through the propeller plane. This
effect is shown by the local surface Mach number distribution plotted for the spinnei.nacelle body in Fig. 7 (without blade blockage effects) and the resulting effective
section Mach number of curve R. Near the hub the effective section Mach number is suppressed far below the drag rise Mach number. With a large number of blades (8 in this
example) , the hub blade sections operate as a cascade and the additional Mach number
suppression is necessary to prevent blade-to-blade choking. Area ruling the spinner
between the blades gives further relief from choking by opening the flow area between
the blades at the spinner.
In addition to maximizing the aerodynamic performance of the advanced turboprop,
techniques for minimizing the near-field source noise during cruise operation have been
developed to keep interior noise levels competitive with current wide body aircraft and
to minimize the need for fuselage acoustic treatment. Since the blade relative tip Mach
numbers are slightly supersonic as shown in Viq. 7 (Mmjp i. 1.14) the initial approach
for noise reduction was to add sweep and reduce the effective local section Mach number
to below the section critical Mach number. The shock strength and, therefore, the resulting pressure pulse is thereby reduced. The initial blade designs with 30° tip sweop
were expected to be somewhat quieter for this reason. A more advanced concept was incorporated in a 45° tip sweep design using the linear acoustic analysis of Ref. 6. A
historical development of the application of acoustic theory to advanced propeller
design is given in Ref. 7. The present theory predicts thickness (due to blade airfoil
thickness distribution) and loadinq (due to pressure loads on the blade airfoil) noise
components from each radial section of the blade. Thickness noise is qeneraliy the
dominant noise source on a propeller operatinq with a slightly supersonic tip Mach number. By properly sweepinq and stackinq the blade it is possible to reduce near-field
noise usinq the phase interference concept illustrated in Fiq. 8. The noise from one
propeller blade is the vector sum of the contributions of the sinusoidal wave (amplitude
and phase anqle) from each radial strip. The noise of the total propeller is the product of the vector sum and the number of blades. Sweepinq the tip back causes itj signal
to lag the signal from the mid-blade region. This increase in phase anqle causes partial interference and a reduction in noise. This phase interference concept was used in
the acoustic desiqn of the 45° swept propeller model (SR-3, Fiq. 9) to reduce the nearfield cruise noise. This concept should have application to both thickness and loading
noise in the near and far fields.
PROPELLER MODEL DESIGNS
In a cooperative proqram between NASA Lewis Research Center a.id Hamilton Standard
the concepts described above were used to desiqn a series of propeller models for wind
tunnel testinq. The basic blade planforms pictured in Fiq. 9 represent five propeller
desiqns that have been wind tunnel tested. All of the propellers shown in the figure
except the fourth one (SR-6) were desiqned by Hamilton Standard. The SR-6 was aerodynamically desiqned at the Lewis Research Center. The first three propellers shown in
the fiqure (SR-2, SR-1M, and SR-3) have a blade tip speed of 244 m/sec (800 ft/sec), a
cruise power loading of 301 kW/m2 (37.5 hp/ft2) at Mach 0.8 and 10.668 km (35 000 ft),
and eight blades. The list two propellers shown are ten-bladed models. The SR-6 has a
design blade tip speed of 213 m/sec (700 ft/sec), and a cruise power loading of 241 kW/m
(30 hp/ft2); and the SR-5 has a design blade tip speed of 183 m/sec (600 ft/sec) and a
cruise power loading of 209 kW/m2 (26 hp/ft2). The blade planforms are identified by
tip sweeps of 0°, 30°, 45°, 40°, and 60°. Here the tip sweep is approximately the angle
between the blade mid-chord line at the tip of the blade and a radial line intersecting
this line at the tip.
The straight blade and an initial 30° swept blade (not shown) were designed using
established analyses (Ref. 8) trat nek a refined methodology to design the twist of a
swept blade. Tests of tho initial 30° swept design indicated a retwist was required
(which was actually a redistribution of the blade load from hub to tip). That became
the modified 30° swept design shown in Fig. 9 (SR-1M). The 45° and 60° swept blades
(SR-3 and SR-5) were designed for acoustic suppression as well as improved aerodynamic
performance by tailoring the sweep and planform shape as described in Ref. 9. The Lewis
propeller desiqn (SR-6) was based on a different desiqn philosophy, wherein the cruise
design conditions were changed from those used for the fitSt three propellers in order
to increase predicted performance and lower noise. The design tip speed of this propeller was lowered to help reduce noise. The predicted performance lost by the lower tip
speed was regained and possibly increased slightly by increasing the number of blades to
10 and lowering the power loading to 241 kW/m2 (30 hp/ft2). The technique of lowering
tip speed and power loading was also used with the SR-5 design. Its desiqn point was
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chosen to further reduce noise and obtain about the same predicted performance level as
the eight-bladed models.
More detailed discussions of the aero/acoustic desiqn methodoloqy represented by the SR-3 and SR-5 designs are presented in Refs. 6, 7, and 10.
The noise levels that were predicted at the time these blades were designed are
listed in Fig. 9.
The cruise noise predictions indicated a small reduction for 30° of
sweep, a significant reduction for the aero/acoustic 45° swept design and the 40° tenbladed design and a very large reduction for the 60° ten-bladed design.
Each photograph in Fig. 10 shows one of the five propeller models that was installed on the Propeller Test Rig (PTR) in the NASA Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel.
The
tunnel (Ref. 11) has a porous wall test section to minimize any wall interactions.
The
PTR is powered by a 746 kW (1000 hp) air turbine using a continuous flow 3.1x10^ N/nr
(4S0 psi) air system routed through the support strut.
Axial force and torque on the
propeller are measured on a rotating balance located inside of an axisymmetric nacelle
behind the propeller (Ref. 9).
The propeller diameters ranqe from 0.622 m (24.5 in) to
0.696 m (27.4 in) .
PROPELLER AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH
Experimental Research
Experimental wind tunnel test results obtained with the eight-bladed propellers
(Refs. 1, 5, 9, and 12) are summarized in Fig. 11.
The net efficiencies of the 0°, 30°,
and 45° swept blade designs are shown for Mach numbers from 0.6 to 0.85.
Because the
power coefficient and advance ratio are constant in this figure, the ideal efficiency is
also constant as is shown by the upper dashed line.
The ideal efficiency represents the
performance of an optimally loaded propeller with no blade drag.
The difference in
Fig. 11 between the ideal efficiency line and the experimental performance curves represents viscous and compressibility losses, possible hub choking losses, and losses associated with a ncnoptimum radial loading distribution.
As the data curves show, those
losses increase at the higher speeds due to increasing compressibility losses.
However,
the performance of the 45° swept blade decreased a smaller amount with increasing speed
than the performance of propellers with less sweep.
The 45° swept blade achieved a

3 percent performance gain over the straight blade design at Mach 0.8 and about a
4 percent gain at Mach 0.85. At the lower speeds of Mach 0.6 to 0.7 both swept blades
had approximately a 2 to 3 percent efficiency advantage over the straight blade and the
highest performing design had an efficiency that exceeded 81 percent. At speeds near
Mach 0.6 the straight blade design may not have had an optimum twist distribution.
Unpublished data with an identical blade shape constructed from graphite rather than
steel (that apparently deflected to a more optimum twist distribution) had a net efficiency near the 45° swept design at Mach 0.6. The study level (shown on Fig. 11) of
79.5 percent efficiency at Mach 0.8 was the value used in projecting the large fuel
efficiency and operating cost advantages of an advanced turboprop over an equivalent
technology turbofan powered aircraft. The 45° swept propeller at this speed had an
efficiency of 78.7 percent which was close to this study level.
By operating the eight-bladed 45° swept propeller at off design lower power loadings, higher efficiencies can be obtained at Mach 0.8. This is shown in Fig. 12 where
net efficiency is plotted against advance ratio for several levels of power loading.
The typical variation of efficiency with advance ratio at a constant power loading
(i.e., constant Cp/J ) is a peaked curve. The reduction from the peak with increasing
advance ratio .s due to (1) a combination of lower ideal efficiencies due to increased
swirl and tip losses and (2) lower blade sectional lift to drag ratios (from increasinng
local angles-of-attack), The fall-off with decreasing advance ratio is due to increas ed
compressibility losses associated with the higher cip rotational speeds and/or again
lower blade section lift to drag ratios (from decreasing local angles-of-attack). The
circle symbol in Fig. 12 represents the eight-bladed 45° swept propeller design point.
The square symbol on the 80 percent power loading curve shows the design power loading
and advance ratio of the ten-bladed 40° swept propeller (SR-6). The effect of operatin g
ance
the eight-bladed 45° swept propeller at this reduced power loading and increased adva—
ratio (3.06 to 3.5) was to increase efficiency about 0.3 percent. This reduced power
loading would result in a 12 percent larger propeller diameter in an actual aircraft installation where power requirements are fixed. The eight-bladed 45° swept propeller obtained an efficiency of 79.7 percent at 80 percent power loading and 3.3 advance ratio
and an efficiency slightly above 80 percent at 70 percent power loading.
A comparison of the eight- and ten-bladed propellers (Ref. 13) is shown in Fig. 13
wiere net efficiency is plotted versus Mach number. These data show both propellers
operating at the ten-bladed propeller design power coefficient and advance ratio. The
performance of the ten-bladed propeller was about 3/4 to 1 percent higher than that of
the eight-bladed model from Mach 0.6 to Mach 0.75. This higher performance would be
expected due to the higher ideal efficiency for a blade count increase from 8 to 10.
For the eight-bladed propeller, the performance loss due to compressibility effects
began above Mach 0.7 and increased gradually with increasing speed. The ten-bladed propeller, however, showed no performance loss up to a speed near Mach 0.75. Beyond this
speed, the efficiency fell rapidly with increasing Mach number. By Mach 0.8, the efficiency had fallen 3 percent and was 1/2 percent below the eight-bladed model.
Since the rapid performance loss of the ten-bladed, 40° swept propeller was beieved to be due to the onset of choking in the interblade region near the hub, a new
low visualization technique, called the paint flow technique, was developed and used to
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determine the extent of interblade choking (Refs, 14 and 15). The paint flow technique
consists of painting the propeller blades with a red undercoat and a white overcoat.
Then with the propeller operating at the desired test condition, an upstream jet atomizer was turned on to produce a cloud of dioctyl-phthalate (DOP) particles. The DOP
solvent then impinged on the rotating propeller blades and after about 30 min of testing
caused the paint to flow, etching the surface airflow patterns into the surface of the
blades.
The results of these paint flow tests with the tan-bladed propeller operating near
design conditions at Mach 0.8 is shown in Fig. 14. The photographs indicate a rather
extensive shock on both the pressure and suction sides of the propeller blade. The
shock structure extends far from the hub region to near the blade mid-radius. The extensive shock structure indicates that hub choking was quite severe, and propagated
outward over a considerable portion of the blade span. A low hub-to-tip ratio together
with close blade spacing reduced the interblade flow area on this ten-bladed propeller
and contributed to the choking problem. In addition, the larger propeller diameter of
this model (0.696 m (27.4 in) compared to 0.622 m (24.5 in) for the SR-3) increased the
blade root chord, and structural constraints prevented thinner root sections. Future
efforts in spinner area ruling techniques (Ref. 8) to reduce the interblade root Mach
number in combination with advanced controlled diffusion cascades, and the use of
lighter, structurally superior, advanced composite blade material to achieve thinner
root sections may be able to minimize these root section design problems.
Analytical Research
Advanced aerodynamic analysis methods for predicting high-speed propeller performance are being developed as a part of the NASA Propeller Research and Advanced Turboprop
Programs (Ref. 8). The analysis methods (Fig. 15) range from simple short running lifting line programs such as the existing strip analysis for single-rotation propellers
based upon Goldstein's work (Ref. 16) to very complex long running programs such as the
lifting surface analysis that solves the five Euler equations (Refs. 17 to 19).
The existing Goldstein type strip analysis assumes the vortex wake is composed of a
rigid helical vortex sheet, corresponding to the optimum span-wise loading of a lightly
loaded propeller. The propeller is restricted to having straight blades and there is no
provision for a nacelle since the vortex wake extends to the axis. Simple modifications
have been made to existing analyses in an attempt to circumvent these restrictions. For
example, the simple cosine rule is used to account for blade sweep and a radial gradient
of axial velocity is used to account for the effect of the nacelle.
More recent lifting line analyses, such as the curved lifting line program
(Ref. 20) and the propeller nacelle interaction program (Ref. 21) include a swept lifting line capability, and to varying degrees, the ability to account for the presence of
the nacelle in the analysis.
The curved lifting line analysis represents the wake by a finite number of helical
vortex filaments instead of the continuous sheet of vorticity used by Goldstein. Each
filament has a constant pitch, but its location relative to the other filaments is arbitrary. The strengths of the individual wake filaments are related to the spanwise variations of the bound vortex strength. Since both of these are unknown, the blade and
wake vortex strengths are solved simultaneously. This solution ll made possible by
placing the bound vortex along the quarter chord line and requiring the flow to be tangent to the blade mean camber line along the three-quarter chord line. With these conditions, the blade and wake vortex strengths can be computed. The lift coefficient of
the blade at any radial location is then determined from the bound vortex strength at
the same radius. Drag is provided by correlated two-dimensional airfoil data. The
total induced velocity at any point in the flow field is obtained by summing the induced
flow of the bound vortex and the trailing vortex system. In this analysis, the propeller blades are represented by curved lifting lines which can have any arbitrary shape.
The nacelle shape is an infinite cylinder since the wake filaments cannot contract radially. However, a radially varying propeller inflow velocity can be accounted for. This
analysis was originally applicable only to single-rotation propellers, but has now been
recently extended to include counter-rotation propellers.
The propeller nacelle interaction analysis (Ref. 21) also represents the wake by a
finite number of vortex filaments. However, this analysis allows the vortex filaments
to be placed along stream surfaces so that they conform to the shape of an axisymmetric
nacelle.
This is accomplished in the analysis by the calculation of the inviscid flow
around the nacelle alone, which locates the wake vortex filaments around the nacelle
and determines the radial variation of the inflow velocity at the propeller. The induced velocity is determined by summing the induced flow from the individual filaments
and the swept lifting line. The local blade lift and drag are determined from twodimensional airfoil and cascade data contained in the program and the calculated local
blade angle of attack. An optional step in the analysis allows the calculated blade
forces to be used in a circumferentially averaged (axisymmetric) viscous compressible
flow calculation to determine interblade and off-body velocities. This calculation can
indicate whether the velocities are high enough to result in large shock wave losses,
and can determine the drag of the nacelle in the presence of the propeller. The wake
model in this analysis can be applied to both single and coaxial counter-rotation propellers. The propellers can have blades of any arbitrary shape and the nacelle can be
any axisymmetric geometry.
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Finite difference lifting surface analyses that can solve the complete threedimensional flow field are also under development.
These analyses require the generation of a complex grid system which conforms to the shape of the nacelle and propeller.
The nacelle shape is required to be axisymmetric so that the flow between each two adjacent blades is the same, and it is only necessary to solve for the flow between two
blades.
Beyond the tips and upstream and downstream of the blades, the flow is assumed
to be periodic.
On all solid surfaces the flow is required to be tangent to the
surface.
One lifting surface inviscid analysis that is under development for single-rotation
propellers solves the single full transonic potential equation (Ref. 22).
It requires
the wake location to be defined and does not account for shock total pressure variation
although it indicates the shock location.
Another lifting surface technique is the
Kuler analysis (Refs. 18 and 19) which is being developed for both single- and counterrotat ' r propellers.
The equations used in the Euler analysis are the five unsteady
three-dimensional Euler equations. These govern the inviscid flow of a compressible
fluid and can accurately represent the total pressure variation caused by shock waves
and the work done by the propeller. This analysis requires no wake modeling and no
two-dimensional airfoil data.
This code has a significantly longer running time than
the transonic potential analysis. These lifting surface analyses will be able to predict detiiled pressure distributions on both sides of the propeller blade as well as
the flow conditions in any portion of the off-body flow field.
The final type of analysis under development utilizes the time averaged NavierStokes equations.
This analysis also does not require the wake location to be specified.
Since this analysis includes viscous effects in the governing equations, it can
predict important features of the flow not addressed by the inviscid analyses.
These
include details of the blade and nacelle boundary layers, blade tip flow, blade-nacelle
corner flow and blade viscous wakes.
Such detailed three-dimensional results will be important tools for improving the
aerodynamic, acoustic and structural performance of propellers through a better understanding of the complicated flow processes of advanced high-speed propellers.
Experimental to Analytical Comparisons
Although these lifting line and lifting surface programs are still under developnt, some comparisons of their results with wind tunnel experimental data obtained with
ua laser velocimeter (LV), a rotating force/torque balance and a flow survey probe on an
eight-bladed, 45° swept propeller (SR-3) have been made (see also Ref. 23).
These comparisons are intended to show the current status in the development of the programs.
The first analytical/experimental data comparisons were made with wind tunnel experimental data obtained using the laser velocimeter (LV) system.
The laser velocimeter
system was developed to obtain nonintrusive measurements of detailed velocities ahead
of, in between, and behind propeller blades (Refs. 24 to 26). The laser system is shown
in Fig. 16 installed in the NASA Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel.
The SR-3 propeller,
spinner, and nacelle can also be seen in this figure.
This laser velocimeter system uses a 15-W argon ion laser which is operated at
about one-third power.
The system uses a four beam on-axis backscatter optic system.
The measuring volume is moved axially and vertically within the wind tunnel by traversing the entire laser system and is moved horizontally by using a zoom lens assembly.
The movement of the measuring volume is remotely computer controlled.
The flow within
the tunnel is artificially seeded with dioctyl phthalate (DOP).
The four beam laser
velocimeter is capable of measuring two velocity components simultaneously.
The four
beams were set up such that the planes defined by the two beams of each color were
essentially orthogonal to each other and at nominally 45° to the horizontal plane of
the wind tunnel.
The axial and tangential components of velocity were obtained by making a measurement in the horizontal plane which passes through the propeller rotational
axis.
The axial and radial components of velocity were similarly obtained by making
measurements in the vertical plane which passes through the rotational axis.
In Fig. 17, the laser velocimeter velocity data is compared with results from the
curved lifting line analysis.
The comparisons shown are for the eight-bladed, 45°
swept (SR-3) propeller (shown in Fig. 16) ooerating at a tunnel Mach number of 0.8, a
design advance ratio of 3.06, a corrected tip rotational speed (V^/yQ) of 280 m/sec
(917 ft/sec), a helical tip Mach number of 1.15, a power coefficient of 1.8, and a blade
angle setting at the three-fourths radius of 60.5°.

A color computer graphic technique similar to Refs. 27 and 28 was utilized to
e valuate and compare the measurements and predictions of the highly three-dimensional
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propeller. At an axial station just behind the propeller, laser
velocimeter (LV) circumferential surveys were taken at 17 radial positions located fr<

passage.
within this "equivalent" blade passage.
The entire array of experimental data at
17 radial positions by 30 circumferential positions was interpolated to provide data at
intermediate positions, color-coded and displayed on a color raster display.
The
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results were photoqraphed and then reprocessed
processed to qray shades to provide the results
rf • ■
shown in the figure. The analytical results
were processed• in
an,.■..,.■
identical. manner.
Velocities were predicted for the same 17 by 30 array of spatial positions, computer
interpolated and graphically displayed.
Figure 17 presents the axial velocity field in the absolute reference frame seen
by a stationary observer. The blade rotation in the figure is in the counterclockwise
direction when viewed from behind the propeller looking forward. The axial velocity
measured by the laser velocimeter clearly show the thick blade wakes and the tip vortex.
The light gray region adjacent to the blade wakes is the high velocity from the suction
surface. The maximum suction surface velocity occurs at about 0.9 of the tip radius.
In making the comparison of the LV data with the results from the curved lifting line
analysis, the viscous blade wakes must be ignored since they are not included in the
analysis. The comparison also shows the analysis has a stronger predicted tip vortex
because of the mathematical singularity present in the analysis at the tip. The general
character of the flow field as measured is strikingly similar to the flow field predicted by the curved lifting line analysis. Some flow disturbances are noted beyond
the blade tip. These velocity fluctuations may present a potential noise source.
In
general, the curved lifting line analysis shows good qualitative agreement with the
experimentally measured LV data.
The SR-3 propeller test results obtained from the propeller test rig rotating
balance and a flow survey probe are compared in Fig. 18 with the curved lifting line and
the propeller/nacelle lifting line analytical codes. For consistency of comparison with
experimental results, the analytical results account for the change in blade twist resulting from centrifugal forces generated by blade rotation. These data are presented
over a range of advance ratios for a free-stream Mach number of 0.8. In the power coefficient curve, both analytical methods overpredict the power coefficient although the
curved lifting line analysis more accurately predicts the level. Both methods deviate
further from the data at both high and low advance ratios and are most accurate in the
mid-range. The assumed variation of twist change with rotational speed affects the
shape of the predicted power coefficient curve. The analysis prediction shown in Fig.
18 assumed that the twist varied with rotational speed squared and may be responsible
for some of the discrepancy in the predicted and measured power coefficient results.
For the efficiency curves, the curved lifting line analysis agrees well with the data
while the propeller nacelle interaction analysis considerably underpredicts the efficiency at low advance ratios and considerably overpredicts the efficiency at high advance ratios. The differences between the results from the two methods appear to be
primarily due to the different approaches used for obtaining lift.
Comparisons for radial distribution of loading are shown in Fig. 18(b) for the SR-3
propeller at a free-stream Mach number of 0.8 and an advance ratio of 3.06. The propeller nacelle interaction analysis more accurately predicts the loading distribution
over most of the blade, deviating appreciably only in the outer 20 percent of the blade.
The curved lifting line analysis overpredicts the loading inboard and underpredicts outboard, both by appreciable amounts.
A comparison of the analytical and experimental results recently obtained with the
Euler lifting surface analysis can be seen in Figs. 19 to 21.
In Fig. 19, the predicted relative Mach number on the surface of the SR-3 propeller
blades and between the blades is shown for the SR-3 propeller at a free stream Mach
number of 0.8, an advance ratio of 3.06, and a blade angle of 61.3°. These data employ
the same gray shading technique described for Fig. 17. The level of Mach numbers on the
suction side of the blade near the nacelle surface at about the two-thirds chord indicates the presence of a shock wave at that location. On the pressure side of the blade,
a shock wave is also indicated at about the same location. The middle portion of the
figure shows the calculated Mach numbers between the blade passages near the hub and at
82 percent of the blade span. Near the hub, the shock wave is strong and spans the
entire passage. At the 82 percent blade span location, the shock wave emanates from
the suction surface near the trailing edge but becomes very weak near the pressure
surface.
The results shown in Fig. 19 are in good qualitative agreement with laser velocimeter measurements presented in Ref. 26. One significant difference is the location of
the shock wave. In the computed results, the shock wave originates closer to the trailing edge of the blade on the suction surface whereas the data of Ref. 26 indicates a
shock wave location somewhat upstream of the trailing edge. This behavior is consistent with shock wave boundary layer interactions in other types of flow fields in which
viscous effects cause the actual shock wave location to be upstream of the location
predicted by inviscid analyses.
The Euler analysis results are next compared in Figs. 20 and 21 with experimentally
measured propeller wake swirl angles and power coefficients at a free stream Mach numbers of 0.8. In Fig. 20, the Euler analysis values of swirl angle downstream of the
propeller are compared with experimentally measured values of swirl angle obtained during the wind tunnel tests described in Ref. 9. These values were measured with an
instrumented wedge mounted on a translating probe. Both the computed and measured
values correspond to an axial location 0.21 propeller diameters downstream of the pitch
change axis. Although the level of the predicted results is considerably higher than
the experimental results, the radial variation of swirl is in reasonable agreement
between the two sets cf results. The swirl angle overprediction is approximately equal
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to 4° whereas at a free stream Mach number of 0.6 (Ref. 15) the discrepancy was about
3°. Inasmuch as the Mach 0.6 discrepancy was presumed due to the lack of viscous effects in the analysis, the larger discrepancy at Mach 0.8 implies that a mechanism in
addition to boundary layer qrowth is causing decreased flow turning. This mechanism
could be due to the presence of the previously discussed shock wave located just upstream of the blade trailing edge. A shock wave boundary layer interaction resulting
from this shock location would result in reduced blade loading and cause reduced swirl
relative to a trailing edge shock wave location.
The compressor methodology of Ref. 29 was used to estimate the viscous losses at
Mach 0.8 and a radius ratio of 0.52 where the solidity (chord/gap) is 1.0. The methodology is based on low speed cascade data and does not account for the presence or effects of shock waves. Because of shock losses, it was expected that the estimate of
viscous effects would fall considerably short of the Euler analysis to data discrepancy.
Surprisingly, the estimate falls only slightly short. The unusual behavior of the data
near r/R = 1.0 was apparently caused by the tip vortex rollup. The analysis did not
predict this feature of the flow because the mesh was too coarse in this region.
A comparison of the Euler computed and measured propeller power coefficients is
shown in Fig. 21 for the SR-3 propeller at a Mach number of 0.8. Experimental results
are taken from Ref. 9. The power coefficient (shown for three blade angle settings)
was considerably overpredicted for each case shown. Since power coefficient is closely
related to swirl angle, the over-prediction of power coefficient is consistent with the
overprediction of swirl angle shown in Fig. 20.
PROPELLER ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
In order for an advanced turboprop aircraft to be competitive with an advanced
turbofan aircraft, the turboprop fuselage interior should be equivalent in comfort (low
levels of noise and vibration) to that of the turbofan aircraft. A quiet fuselage
interior will be more difficult to achieve in the turboprop aircraft. This is because
its fuselage may be in the direct noise field of the propeller whereas the inlet duct of
a turbofan shields the fuselage from fan noise. In addition, the propeller tip vortex
from a wing mounted tractor propeller induces significant wing surface pressure fluctuations that could be transmitted as structural borne noise to the fuselage interior
(Ref. 30). Both of these areas are being investigated as part of the NASA propeller
technology program; however, only the direct radiated noise will be covered in this
paper. Advanced technologies are currently being evaluated to reducing propeller source
noise and improving fuselage wall noise attenuation. Fuselage wall study results have
shown improved wall attenuation potential with reduced weight penalty by using a double
wall fuselage construction and lighter composite materials (Refs. 31 and 32). Reduced
propeller source noise is being studied with propeller sweep and new acoustic analysis
techniques.
The acoustic propeller analysis methods being used and under development by NASA
are listed in Fig. 22 and include both steady and unsteady aerodynamic theory, along
with several propagation models. The simplest acoust.'c code (A in Fig. 22) uses lifting line aerodynamics and two-dimensional airfoil data with the linear propagation
theory of Farassat (Ref. 33) . This analysis has been compared with propeller noise
data and some results are presented later in this section of the paper. A more sophisticated analysis (B) developed and being used at Lewis is the three-dimensional nonlinear steady aerodynamics approach with linear time comain propagation (Ref. 34). This
program uses the Denton code (Ref. 35) as adapted frcn a turbofan aerodynamics package
and the Farassat time domain acoustic code for propagation from the steady loading and
blade thickness sources. The above methods currently have only single rotation (SR)
capability. The third analysis listed in Fig. 22 (C) is being developed under a Lewis
grant to Texas ASM University. It will use the simpler lifting line analysis, twodimensional airfoil data and the Farassat propagation theory to determine the steady
loading effects of counter-rotating propellers. Unsteady aerodynamics need to be developed for this program to provide a more complete modeling of CR propeller flow fields.
A three-dimensional exact linear lifting surface theory is being developed under a
Lewis contract to Hamilton Standard. A steady aerodynamics version will be developed
first (D), followed by an unsteady version (G)• The sound propagation model uses the
linear frequency domain theory of Hanson (Ref. 36). The program will also contain an
airframe flow theory which describes the installation effects of the fuselage, wing and
nacelle. Boundary layer sound refraction effects on the fuselage (Ref. 37) , and wing
shielding of the noise propagation to the cabin are also planned to be included. A
three-dimensional nonlinear steady aerodynamics method with a linear frequency domain
sound propagation formulation (E) is under development in a Lewis contract program at
General Electric. The aerodynamics are modified by a nonlinear Euler code (Refs. 18 and
19) . This program will eventually include the installation effects on noise. Flow distortion resulting from airframe installation, as well as fuselage boundary layer and
wing shielding effects are to be included in the program. Some initial unsteady aerodynamics capability (H) will also be added to this program by combining the aerodynamics
of the actuator disk theory and the unloaded linear lift response theory.
A three-dimensional nonlinear steady aerodynamics approach (F) is being developed
in a Lewis contracted program to Arvin/Calspan, This program will use the nonlinear
Euler code to describe the near field and couple it to a linear integral analysis to extend the solution to the far field. The coupling is to be done on a cylindrical surface
as in Ref. 38 and an iteration routine will provide the required matching of solutions
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at the surface.
This system will provide proper boundary conditions for the far field
and allow nonlinear propagation effects in the near field.
Acoustic measurements have been made in the Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel on several of the hiqh-speed propeller models of Fig. 10.
The noise data were obtained from
pressure transducers located on the side-wall and ceiling of the tunnel. Acoustic results from tests of the SR-2, RR-lM, and SR-3 eight-bladed propellers are reported in
Refs. 3 and 4, and results from tests of the SR-6 ten-bladed model are reported in
Ref. 39.
There were some initial concerns about the quality of the noise data obtained
in this tunnel, however, the Refs. 3 and 4 results indicated that a relative comparison
of noise levels measured in the tunnel for the various high-speed propellers would be
valid.
The effect of blade sweep on propeller noise obtained from wind tunnel results Is
shown in Fig. 23.
The maximum blade passage tone measured on the tunnel ceiling is
plotted against the helical tip (total, including tunnel and rotational) Mach number.
The data were obtained at approximately the design power coefficient by holding the
advanced ratio constant.
The helical tip Mach number was varied by changing tunnel and
propeller rotational speed.
In general, the noise of both swept and straight propellers
increased rapidly as the helical tip speed approached Mach 1.0.
At higher helical tip
speeds the noise of all three propellers shown in Fig. 23 tended to level off.
The
aerodynamic sweep of the 30° swept propeller (SR-1M) produced a lower noise level than
the straight propeller at the lower helical tip speeds.
But this advantage decreased
and eventually disappeared as the tip speed increased to Mach 1.2.
The 45° sweep of the
SR-3 propeller was tailored to provide additional noise reduction through increased
sweep and acoustic phase cancellation. The success of this acoustic sweep design is
evident from the data of Fig. 23.
Over the complete test range
the noise level of the
45° swept propeller was consistently lower than that of the straight or 30° swept propeller, being "i to 6 dB lower than the straight propeller at the design tip Mach number
of 1.14 and 7 to 9 dB lower at the lowest tip speeds that were tested.
In addition to wind tunnel measurements, flight noise tests have been made using
propeller models mounted above the fuselage of the Jetstar aircraft (Fig. 24).
Comparisons of flight and wind tunnel noise data using the SR-3 propeller are reported in
Refs. 40 and 41.
The good agreement of these comparisons is currently being reexamined
to insure that all potential sources of differences between the two tests are properly
understood.
Flight noise tests have also been conducted with the SR-2 and SR-6
propellers.
The simpler lifting line aerodynamics and the linear acoustic propagation theory
as derived from some earlier work of Farassat (Refs. 42, 43, and 44) were used to predict the noise of the three initial propeller models (Fig. 9) and the results are reported in Ref. 45.
A comparison of this theoretical prediction with tunnel data for
the eight-bladed straight propeller (SR-2) is shown in Fig. 25.
Generally good agreement is shown with the model data at tip speeds up to around Mach 1.0.
Above a helical
tip Mach number of 1.0, the theory overpredicts the near-field noise.
The linear theory
does not predict the levelling off of the peak noise as shown by the data.
This levelling off of propeller noise at supersonic helical tip Mach numbers was observed in older
propeller tests (Ref. 46).
At these speeds, shock waves can propagate from a rotating
propeller blade and cause nonlinear acoustic sources.
To address this source, an initial simple shock wave noise model was formulated at the NASA Lewis Research Center
(Ref. 47).
This model predicts the noise resulting from the shock pressure rise caused
by the propeller tip alone.
The shock pressure rise prediction for the eight-bladed
straight propeller is compared to the data in Fig. 25.
Although the shock wave model
predicts a rather substantial peak in the noise level not measured in the tunnel data,
it also predicts the levelling-off trend in noise at the higher supersonic tip speeds
that agrees with the trend in the tunnel data.
This predicted trend indicates that the
nonlinear shock wave model may be a viable method to pursue for enhancing the future
acoustic modelling of hiqh-speed propellers.
The effects of installation environments on propeller noise are also being investigated.
Flow field distortion due to the influence of wings, nacelle, and fuselage can
have an important influence upon the noise generated by a propeller.
Recent experiments
using an adjustable lifting wing and the SR-3 propeller have been conducted in the Lewis
8- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel as shown in Fig. 26.
Time variations in the pressure on the
propeller blades due to the flow distortion have been measured using flush mounted pressure transducers.
Preliminary results with the blade mounted pressure transducer data
have been reported in Ref. 48.
The major conclusions observed so far are that local
oscillatory pressure cancellation occurs on the propeller blades due to interaction of
the acoustic propagation and the unsteady aerodynamics and that the presence of the propeller significantly influences the flow-field distortion induced by the lifting wing.
Also seen in Fig. 26 is one of the four microphone mounting plates used to
the unsymmetrical noise field produced by the unsteady loading of the propeller
flow field. The noise data are now being analyzed and will be presented in the
future.
The presence of the wing has been observed to significantly change the
radiation from the propeller.
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PROPELLER AEROELASTIC RESEARCH
Three major goals of advanced high speed propeller designs are to maximize aerodynamic efficiency, minimize noise and assure structural integrity.
The acoustic and
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aerodynamic requirements of high speed propellers have resulted in propellers with thin,
hiqhly swept and twisted blades of low aspect ratio and high solidity operating in transonic flow conditions. To assure the structural integrity of these advanced propellers,
the NASA propeller technology program includes both experimental and analytical aeroelastic research that is applicable to the unconventional geometry and transonic flow
conditions of these propellers and can be used to improve existing and develop new aeroelastic analyses. The aeroelastic research areas that are being investigated as a part
of the high speed propeller program are shown in Fig. 27. These areas include the phenomena of stall flutter, forced-excitation and classical flutter. Stall flutter occurs
at low flight speed conditions when the local blade angle-of-attack is high and separated flow occurs, whereas classical flutter involves unstalled flow and usually occurs
at higher flight speeds. Forced excitations occur at both low and high flight speeds
and can be due to cross-winds, upwash, airframe flow field distortions, and angled inflow with respect to the propeller thrust axis.
The aeroelastic propeller analysis methods that are currently being used and under
development as part of the NASA program are listed in Fig. 28. Both structural blade
models and unsteady aerodynamic models are shown. The swept straight-beam model (A in
Fig. 28) is part of a classical flutter analysis that used two-dimensional subsonic and
supersonic cascade (F), and two-dimensional transonic airfoil unsteady aerodynamics
with sweep corrections (G). This analysis is based on a modification to the analysis
described in Ref. 49. Some results from this analysis have been compared with propeller flutter data and are presented later in this section of the paper. A swept curvedbeam model (B) is part of a more comprehensive aeroelastic analysis which is still in
development under a NASA contract with United Technologies Research Center (Ref. 50).
This analysis (which is based on a modification to an existing helicopter rotor code)
has forced response, stall and classical flutter capabilities. The unsteady aerodynamics used for forced response and classical flutter are two-dimensional quasi-steady
(D), subsonic airfoil with sweep correction (H) , and empirical airfoil for stall flutter
(E).
A plate finite element structural model (C) is part of a more sophisticated analysis developed under a contract with Bell Aerospace Textron and is being used at Lewis
for classical flutter analysis (Ref. 51). This code is an extended version of the
NASTRAN code modified for flutter analysis of turbomachinery, including turboprops and
turbofans. This classical flutter analysis will be modified in the near future to include forced response analysis of advanced propellers. It uses the same unsteady aerodynmamics as the swept straight-beam classical flutter analysis (F and G). Some results
from this code are also shown compared to experimental data later in this section.
An aeroelastic code being developed at Lewis will use the coupled normal modes and
frequencies from a plate finite element structural program (C) and will include structural mistuning of blades. This code is planned to have forced response, stall and
classical flutter capability. For classical flutter, the code will initially use the
same unsteady aerodynamics as the swept straight-beam analysis (F and G). Later, a
three-dimensional subsonic cascade unsteady aerodynamic code (I) which is being developed at Purdue University under a NASA grant will be substituted. Modified versions of
the aerodynamic models from the swept curved-beam analysis will be used for stall flutter and forced response predictions.
Experimental aeroelastic research in progress at Lewis also includes work on forced
excitation, stall flutter and classical flutter. Three of the high-speed propeller
models are being used for this work: the eight-bladed unswept and 45° swept models (SR-2
and SR-3) and the ten-bladed 60° swept model (SR-5) (Fig. 10). These models, while having the same aeroacoustic characteristics and geometry a? a large-scale design, are not,
however, aeroelastically scaled. The experimental aeroelastic data that were obtained
from them is, however, applicable to and is being used to help evaluate the accuracy of
the aeroelastic analysis methods. Aeroelastic wind tunnel tests with the three models
have been completed at freestream velocities from Mach 0 to 0.85 and at rotational
speeds up to 9000 rpm. Stall flutter, classical flutter and forced response tests were
done at NASA Lewis Research Center with an isolated nacelle model (Fig. 10) using all
three propeller models. Also, a nacelle-wing-fuselage model (Fig. 29) was used at NASA
Ames Research Center to obtain forced response data in a flowfield more representative
of an aircraft installation. This was done with the eight-bladed unswept propeller
model (SR-2) . Similar tests are planned at Ames with the eight-bladed 45° swept model
(SR-3).
The operating procedure used to conduct these experiments was to incrementally increase the propeller rotational speed, at a fixed blade pitch angle, thrust centerline
pitch angle, and tunnel Mach number until a desired operating condition or limit was
reached. The operating limits were blade stress, rotational speed, and rig power or
vibration. The model was operated with the propeller thrust axis aligned with ti
freestream velocity for the flutter tests and at an angle-of-attack to the freest.eam
velocity for the forced response tests. This angle-of-attack produced the aerodynamic
excitation forces on the blades for the response study. Data were obtained from strain
gauges installed on the surface of selected blades.
Some results from the propeller forced excitation tests at 0.8 Mach number are
shown in Fig. 30. Comparisons between measured and predicted one-P vibratory blade
stress are shown from the isolated nacelle tests for the eight-bladed unswept and 45°
swept models and the ten-bladed 60° swept model. A comparison from the Installed test
(Fig. 29) is shown for the eight-bladed unswept model. The data presented were obtained
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by an inboard uniaxial strain qauge and its location for the 45° swept blade is shown
in the fiqure. For the isolated nacelle case shown in Pig. 30, the predicted value of
one-P stress agreed well with the data for the unswept propeller but showed only reasonable agreement with the swept propeller data and tended to underpredict their measured
stress levels. For the installed case, there were two analysis methods used. Both
tended to overpredict the measured stress level.
The predicted values used in Fig. 30 were calculated by Hamilton Standard under
contract to NASA Lev.is using company developed codes that incorporated two-dimensional
quasi-steady aerodynamics. The aerodynamics were combined with a beam analysis for the
unswept propeller and a finite element analysis for the swept propeller models. Two
different flow field calculations were used for the installed analysis. The first was
the Douglas-Neumann Potential Flow Program (Ref. 52) which is a lifting surface method.
It produced the stress ratio of 0.8 shown in Fig. 30. The second was a Hamilton
Standard inhouse program that represented the fuselage by a Rankine solid and the wing
by a lifting line. This method produced the lower stress ratio of 0.4 in Fig. 30.
These results indicate that the more accurate flow field calculation of the lifting
surface method resulted in a better prediction capability at Mach 0.8. However, at
lower Mach numbers, the two methods produced more comparable results.
During high speed wind tunnel tests a classical coupled bending-torsion flutter
phenomena was encountered with the ten-bladed 60° swept propeller model, SR-5 (Ref. 53).
The other two propeller models experienced no flutter. The flutter was encountered over
the tested Mach number range of 0.6 to 0.85 and occurred when the blade helical tip Mach
number reached a value of about 1.0 over a range of blade angles and power loadings. A
theoretical study made after this flutter experience suggested that sweep and aerodynamic cascade effects have a strong destabilizing influence on the flutter boundary.
The theoretically predicted destabilizing effect of sweep on flutter was experimentally
supported by the fact that only the most highly swept of the three tested propellers
encountered flutter. To experimentally investigate the aerodynamic cascade effect, a
five- and two-bladed configuration of the SR-5 model was subsequently tested. This
experiment supported the theoretical predictions by showing that the flutter onset
occurred at a lower helical tip Mach number when there were a larger number of blades on
the rotor. These results are illustrated in Fig. 31 which shows the experimental flutter boundary for the ten- and five-bladed configurations at a selected blade angle of
69°. The flutter boundary data are shown in terms of the flutter onset rotational speed
versus free-stream Mach number. Also shown are two theoretical predictions for the
flutter boundary of the ten-bladed configuration. These boundaries were predicted by
the swept straight-beam and the plate finite element classical flutter aeroelastic analysis codes that were described earlier in this section. Both of these analyses and the
experimental data of Fig. 31 show the same trend of decreasing flutter rotational speed
with increasing free-stream Mach number. Although the slopes of the experimental and
calculated boundaries are different they are in reasonable agreement. However, the
figure shows that both of the predicted boundaries are conservative, and increasingly
underpredict the experimental boundary as the Mach number increases.
Future efforts in aeroelastics will be directed toward improving the existing analysis codes and developing new aeroelastic codes with better prediction capabilities and
accuracy. Experimental to analytical comparisons will continue to be a primary tool to
identify areas where the codes need improving. Future experimental work will include a
model of the eight-bladed 45° swept propeller fabricated from composite materials
(SR-3C). This model will soon undergo isolated forced response and flutter testing in
the Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel. Installed forced response testing in the Ames 14-ft
tunnel is also planned for this model. These efforts will be followed by the testing of
a new high-speed propeller model (SR-7) that is aeroelastically scaled from a 9-ft propeller design.
FUTURE TRENDS
The NASA advanced high-speed propeller research program has been primarily directed
toward developing technology for high performing single-rotation (SR) tractor propellers. The performance results achieved with SR propeller models show that future advanced turboprop powered aircraft should be potentially far superior in performance to
an equivalent turbofan powered aircraft. Wind tunnel model results have shown propeller
efficiencies near 80 percent at Mach 0.8 with near-field cruise noise reductions with
swept blades of about 6 dB. Further efficiency improvements and noise reductions may be
possible with some of the advanced experimental and analytical technology work that is
underway or planned as part of this research program. Two additional SR propeller
models are currently being designed to address the speed range from Mach 0.7 to 0.8.
The latest refinements to the evolving advanced analysis methods in aerodynamics, acoustics, and aeroelastics are being used to assist in the design of these models,
A number of attractive advanced turboprop concepts (Fig. 32) are being studied to
further improve performance and reduce propeller noise. A single-rotation pusher propeller mounted at the rear of the aircraft fuselage (away from the cabin section) could
reduce or possibly eliminate the potentially high cabin noise associated with a tractor
wing-mounted configuration without incurring a weight penalty for cabin wall acoustic
treatment. Advanced concepts that have the potential for recovering the residual swirl
loss from SR turboprops could offer large improvements in propeller efficiency. Variable pitch Stators behind a single-rotation propeller is one concept that offers increased efficiency through swirl recovery. Although the potential performance gains are
not predicted to be as large as those for counter-rotation (CR) propellers, the stator
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concept has the advantage of nunimum complexity. However, the more complex CR propellers have the potential for recovering essentially all of the swirl losses. Advanced
CR concepts that are being investigated as part of the NASA program include both pusher
and tractor designs. One particularly unique pusher design is a gearless concept being
investigated as part of a NASA contract program with General Electric. This concept
eliminates the gearbox altogether but introduces the new concept of an integral counterrotating power turbine.
The potential advantages of CR propellers over SR propellers is shown in Fig. 33
where ideal efficiency (optimum loading with zero blade drag) is plotted versus power
loading for propellers operating at a typical Mach 0.8 cruise condition. The figure
shows that performance gains by increasing blade count from 8 to 10 with SR propellers
are rather email (about 1 percent) compared to the gains achievable by selecting CR over
SR systems. At power loadings from 200 to 320 kW/m^ (25 to 40 hp/ft2) the CR potential
efficiency gains range from about 6 to 9 percent for equal total blade count. As power
loading is further increased, the SR propellers suffer a larger performance loss compared to CR systems due primarily to increasing swirl losses. Therefore, CR propellers
can be operated at much higher power loadings (with associated propeller diameter and
weight reductions) than SR systems without large performance losses. In addition, CR
propellers with total blade counts comparable to SR propellers should also reduce potential blade-to-blade choking losses incurred in the inboard region of the 8 to 10 blade
SR propellers by providing a larger flow area between the blades.
A recent NASA sponsored study that compared SR and CR geared tractor turboprops for
a Mach 0.8 commercial transport application is reported in Refs. 2 and 54. This study
focused on evaluating a number of propeller and gearbox concepts on a 100-passenger,
twin engine airplane with a 1300 nmi design mission. The concepts with the most attractive operating costs were an advanced six by six-bladed CR propeller with an in-line
differential planetary gearbox and an advanced ten-bladed SR propeller with an offset
compound idler gearbox.
The study results are summarized in Fig. 34. The advanced CR propeller system was
projected to have an 8 percentage point higher efficiency due to swirl recovery and a
higher blade count, with only a 17 percent increase in propeller weight and 1.6 dBA
cruise interior noise increase. The compact one-stage differential planetary gearbox
would be 15 percent lighter and have a 0.2 percent higher efficiency than the gearbox
system required for SR turboprops. There did appear to be an increase in acquisition
cost of 19 percent with the CR gearbox. However, CR propeller systems offered an almost
complete (-80 to -100 percent) cancellation of aircraft torque and gyroscopic loads.
Because of the slightly higher CR propeller interior noise (1.6 dBA) and lower frequency
noise content, the cabin acoustic treatment weight would have to be increased by about
5 percent. Based on these performance and weight changes, a 9 percent block fuel savings and a 2.9 percent DOC reduction was estimated for an advanced CR system relative
to a comparable SR system for the 1300 nmi design mission.
To verify the performance gains projected for advanced CR turboprops, NASA has
planned and recently initiated an extensive CR wind tunnel program. The program includes the testing of several 0.62 m (two ft) diameter model propellers that include
both tractor ar.d pusher configurations. Figure 35 is a photograph of a 16-bladed CR
model of a gef.rless pusher configuration installed on a 1119 kW (1500 hp) propeller
test rig.
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Figure 16. - Laser velocimeter in Lewis 8-by-6 foot wind tunnel.
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Figure 22. - Acoustic Analysis Methods.

Figure 23. - Maximum blade passage tone variation with
helical tip Mach number for 8-bladed propellers. (All
at nominal advance ratio of 3.06.1
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Figure 24. - Photograph of SR-3 propeller installed on the Jetstar
aircraft for in flight noise measurements.
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Figure 25. - Near field noise of the 8-bladed 0^ swept
propeller (SR-2) at 1.5 diameters from propeller tip.

Figure 26. - Photograph of the SR-3 (8 bladed, 45 swept) propeller installed for wing effects acoustic tests in the Lewis 8-by-6 foot wind
tunnel.
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Figure 27. - Areas of propeller aeroelastic research.
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Figure 28. - Propeller aeroelastic analysis methods.
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Figure 29. - Photograph of the SR-2C (8-bladed, 0° sweep) propeller installed on the semi-span aircraft model in the Ames 14foot transonic wind tunnel.
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Figure 32. - Future advanced turboprop concepts.
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Figure 31. - A comparison of predicted and measured
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RESUME

Un programme de recherches sur des helices de conception nouvelle appelees "PROP-FAN"
ou helice pour avion rapide est mene en FRANCE. Dans ce cadre, des etudes d'un tel
Systeme sont effectuees et I'essai d'une maquette dans la grande soufflerie transsonique
SI de Modane est prevu en 1985. On presente ici les etudes aeroelastiques et dynamiques
effectuees a ce jour sur cette maquette. Les particularites geometriques de la pale ont
conduit a revoir les methodes de calculs habituelles qui utilisent une aerodynamique bidimensionnelle et un modele elastique fonde sur I'hypothese poutre. Les differents essais
et calculs effectues avec des eprouvettes representatives de la pale de soufflerie montrent
que les methodes par elements finis sont les plus adaptees pour determiner les deformees
statiques, et les modes a l'arret des pales. Un processus permettant le calcul des modes
propres en rotation des pales (frequences, deformees, amortissement) ainsi que le calcul
de stabilite de I'helice sur son support est expose. II met en jeu les methodes par elements
finis, une methode aerodynamique tridimensionnelle, et les methodes habituellement utilisees
pour le calcul des rotors J'helicoptere.

1. INTRODUCTION

. Depuis quelques annees, la propulsion par helices connait un "renouveau".
Celui-ci est du en grande partie ä 1'augmentation du prix du petrole. De ce fait I'helice qui,comparee au turboreacteur,presente jusqu'ä environ Mach 0,6 un rendement meilleurest attractive. De plus des etudes menees aux ETATS UNIS depuis les annees 1974 montrent qu'il est possible grace ä une geometrie appropriee d'etendre jusqu'ä Mach 0,8,
vitesse de croisiere de la plupart des avions longs ou moyens courriers, le domaine oü
I'helice reste performante. Ce nouveau concept appele "PROP-FAN" ou helice pour avion
rapide doit permettre, ä Mach 0,8, des gains de consommation de l'ordre de 10 ä 25 % par
rapport aux turboreacteurs.
. En FRANCE un programme de recherche sur le theme de I'helice rapide mene par les services officiels fran^ais a debute en 1982. Ce programme comprend le developperaent de methodes de calculs et I'essai en soufflerie d'une maquette d'helice (diamltre 1 m, 12 pales). Cet expose presente les travaux effectues ä ce jour concernant I'etude aeroelastique et dynamique de cette maquette : determination des deformees et contraintes statiques, determination des modes propres (frequences, dSformees, et amortissement) de
1'hSlice seule "Isolde" , etude de la stabilite de I'helice montee sur son support.
Ce type d'helice presente des caracteristiques specifiques notablement differentes de
celles des helices classiques. On peut citer entre-autres :
- La forme geometrique (grand nombre de pales ä faible allongement),
- Une aerodynamique tridimensionnelle transsonique.
Ces differences obligent ä revoir les methodes de calcul traditionnelles.
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Fig. 1

Heiice "PROP-FAN"

2. PRESENTATION SUCCiNCIE DES METHODES DE CALCUL UTILISEES POUR L'ETUDE DE LA MAQUETTE

On peut distinguer deux types de methodes :
- Gelles fondees sur des hypotheses restrictives mais bien adaptees aux calculs aeroelastiques. Les principales hypotheses sont 1'assimilation de la pale ä une poutre et
la prise en compte d'une aerodynaraique bidimensionnelle. Ce type de modele est habituellement utilise pour les pales d'helicoptere.
- Gelles fondees sur le concept d'elements finis beaucoup plus general mais qui ne prennent pas en compte les variations des efforts aerodynamiques resultant des deformations
de la pale, variations qui sont ä l'origine de 1'amortissement des mouvements ou de certaines instabilites.
Ge paragraphe presente pour chaque type deux methodes, en precisant leurs principales hypotheses, et le type de modeiisation effectue pour l'etude de la maquette.
2.1. Methode "Helice Isolee"
GENERALITES
La methode consiste d'une part ä calculer la deformee statique des pales sous 1'action des efforts d'inerties et aerodynamiques, d'autre part ä analyser les mouvements possibles autour de cette deformee (modes "naturels" ou encore modes "propres"
avec les amortissements). II n'est pas tenu compte en general des mouvements du
centre du moyeu de 1'helice, ce centre etant suppose fixe. Gette methode utilisee
a 1'Aerospatiale donne en_general
des resultats satisfaisants pour les rotors en
in g
composite d'helicoptere
HYPOTHESES DE BASE
- La pale est assirailee ä une "poutre"; autrement dit, toute section droite de la
pale avant deformation reste plane apres deformation (les sections droites etant
les sections perpendiculaires ä la ligne des 25 % des profils). Une consequence
directe est que la deformee d'une section est entierement determinee a partir de
la deformee d'un de ses points (deplacements u, v, w et rotations 9., dyt 0-,).

• /!
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- Le calcul des charges aerodynamiques se fait en admettant une aSrodynaraique quasi
stationnaire et des caracteristiques de profil bidimensionnelles. Un calcul des
vitesses induites, des incidences et des nombres de Mach locaux perraet la determination des coefficients aerodynamiques C , C7. C par interpolation dans les
fichiers de polaires de profils. Nous verrons au paragraphe 4 comment un fichier
de polaire "Tridimensionnel equivalent", representatif du fonctionnement de 1'helice a ete genera.
- Hypothese des petits mouvements autour de la position d'equilibre.
. MODELISATION
Une ligne caracteristique est la ligne des 25 % des profils qui^pour une helice
de "PROP-FAN" est courbe. Cette ligne sert de base ä la definition de la pale.
Ainsi le long de celle-ci sont precises les types de profil , leurs ;ositions
angulaires, et les caracteristiques mecaniques (masse, raideurs, centre de gravite, inertie . .. ) •
Ces caracteristiques sont calculees en considerant des materiaux homogenes
"equivalents" pour le cas des stratifiees.
. RESOLUTION
En appelant X 1c vectcur constitue par les deplacencnts

(u, v, w, Ö., 62, 6^)

et les efforts (forces f., f„, f. et moments ra., m_, m-) le Systeme ä resoudre est
"^x
x Ox ^2x
du type r—= fonction de ( ' r—' ^TT)1 r etant l'abscisse de la section consideree.
La premiere etape du calcul est la determination de la deformee statique qui est
independante du temps (
"^ x = fonction de X).
"Dr
La methode utilisee est non lineaire et s'effectue par une integration numerique
avec plusieurs iterations successives jusqu'ä obtenir 1'egalite entre les forces
de Jiaison
de la pale et les forces exterieures (centrifuges et aerodynamiques)
dans la position deformee.
Puis le calcul des modes se fait en linearisant les equations (hypothese des petits
mouvements) et en decoupant la pale en trongons successifs.
La solution generale est du type 4- kj c ^ Yj. Les rj sont des nombres complexes
qui s'ecrivent rj = <ij +i wj oü wjJest la pulsation propre du mode j et aj le facteur d'amortissement (aj < 0). Les valeurs (aj, wj) s'obtiennent par une methode
numerique iterative.

2.2. Methode "Helice sur son support"
. GENERALITES
Un programme general a ete mis au point qui calcule les equations globales de 1'helice sur sa nacelle et qui donne acces ä un nombre important de resultats : traction
de 1'helice, deformee de pale, modes et stabilite du montage. D'utilisation simple
et rapide, il peut rendre de grands services pour les calculs de stabilite, sans toutefois
donner avec precision la traction de l'helice et les deformees des pales.
. HYPOTHESES DE BASE
- Le mouvement de 1'axe de l'helice est decompose suivant la base des p modes de la
nacelle (calcules ou mesures).
- Le mouvement des pales est lui aussi decompose suivant la base de ses n modes ä
1'arret (calcules ou mesures). II y a la possibilite de rentrer les modes de pale
en rotation. Le programme ne peut rendre compte des effets du raidissement de la
pale amenes par sa deformle sous I1action des forces centrifuges (qui se traduit
par une raideur geometrique supplementaire).
Get effet s'introduit automatiquement si I'on utilise les modes en rotation.
II est negligeable pour une pale droite.

;
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- La pale est assimllee ä une poutre. Pendant la rotation et la vibration eile est
supposee ne pas s1allonger.
- L'aerodynamique est lineaire, la portance etant en chaque tranche proportionnelle
ä l'incidence. Une aerodynamique non plus lineaire mais "affine" issue de methodes
plus sophistiquees pent egalement etre prise en compte (voir paragraphe 4.3.)
sous la forme :
C

Z

= C

Zo

+

* '/.« . Aß

sg

^ÖVariation du calage de la section consideree.

- Les equations utilisent las variables multicycliques de pales et les (p + 3n)
modes obtenus sont vus dans le repere fixe (I es modes les plus eleves ne sont
pas significatifs).
. M0DELISAT10N
Les caracteristiques des pales sont introduites de facjon similaire ä la methode
"Heiice isolee" et les modes de pale le sont par la donnee de la deformee de la
ligne des 25 % des profils. Le support est caracterise par ses modes :
frequences, amortissement, masse generalisee et vibrations du centre de l'helice.
. RESULTATS
Le programme determine la traction de l'helice, la deformee de la pale, les modes
du montage et sa stabilite. L'utilisation est extremement aisee dans le cas de l'utilisation des modes de pale ä l'arret, puisque toutes les configurations de vol
sont directeraent accessibles. L'utilisation des modes de pale enrotation, plus precise , necessite le calcul prealable de ces modes avec une autre methode pour chaque
configuration de vol.
Le programme calcule les equations du Systeme complet sous la forme :
+
M
X+(A
+ Ä - ) X + (K „
K„)X = F,
+F.
tneca
meca
aero
meca
aero
meca
aero
dans laquelle chaque matrice est accessible.

M ■ matrice de masse ; A = matrice d'amortissement et de couplage gyroscopique
K = matrice de raideur ; F = ^- (travail des forces exterieures)
ix
meca : provient de la mecanique ; Aero t provient de l'aerodynamique.
Plusieurs formes d'instabilites peuvent etre mises en evidence :
- flottement de precession des modes du bäti pour lequel la reference [SJ a montre
la sensibilite a la flexibility des pales,
- flottement par couplage des modes recessifs de pale - mode du bäti,
- flottement classique battement-torsion mais qui depend de l'aerodynamique utilisee
Par contre les flottements düs ä l'action aerodynamique d'une pale sur l'autre
(action type compresseur) echappent a l'analyse.
Ce programme a ete utilise et a predit de fagon satisfaisante les instabilites d'helices et de rotors classiques d'helicoptere ä pale droite, ä partir des modes de
pale ä l'arret [sj .
2.3. Code de calculs SAMCEF (*)
. GENERALITES
Ce code de calcul developpe par l'universite de LIEGE est largement utilise dans
l'aeronautique. II permet le calcul des frequences propres de la pale en rotation
dans le vide, et des deformees et contraintes statiques de la pale soumise aux
efforts d'inertie et aerodynaraiques. (II s'agit de calculs "Heiice isolee").
* SAMCEF : Systeme d'Analyse des Milieux Continus par Elements Finis

■
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. MODbLISATION
Dans le cadre des etudes d'helice, les differentes modelisations ont ete effectuees avec un seul type d'element. Get element tridimensionnel isoparametrique a
ete pris de degre 2 suivant les 3 directions. Le nombre de points de Gauss utilises pour calculer en particulier la matrice de raideur est de 2 suivant les 3 directions. Pour les zones d'epaisseur faible, ce meme element a ete utilise en supposant un comportement de coque epaisse.
L'anisotropie des materiaux est prise en corapte par la donnee d'une matrice 6x6
reliant les deformees et les contraintes.
Afin de diminuer la complexite du probleme, les zones constitutes par plusieurs
plis ont ete modelisces par un seul element en epaisseur (cas du revetement de la
pale de soufflerie). Dans ce cas, les caracteristiques sont celles d'un materiau
equivalent (voir ci-dessous),

. GARACTERIST1QUES DES MATERIAUX
11 est necessaire de connaltre les caracteristiques tridimensionnelles des materiaux. Celles-ci ont ete determinees theoriquement ä l'aide d'une methode d'homogeneisation par elements finis [2]. Les caracteristiques calculees d'un pli ou d'un
empilage sont celles d'un materiau homogene anisotrope equivalent. Un ajustement
des valeurs a ete effectue par identification entre desmesures de frequences propres d'eprouvettes parallelepipediques constitutes des materiaux ä etudier et des
calculs par elements finis correspondants.
. CALCULS
Les matrices suivantes sont calculees :
- Ko matrice de rigidite lineaire
- K (CJ) matrice de rigidite geometrique
fuges de la position d'equilibre)

(precontraintes dues aux efforts centri-

- M matrice de .lasse.
Les systemes classiques sont ensuite rerolus :
- en statique F = (Ko + K (O)) q
- en dynamique

(Ko + K (<7)) q + Mq = 0

2.4. Code de calcul ASTRONEF
GENERALITES
Ce code de calcul developpe par 1'ONERA a aussi de multiples utilisations dans
1 aeronautique.L'element utilise est specifiquement adapte aux pales en composite
ainsi qu'aux effets dus ä la vitesse de rotation. Ainsi la modelisation necessite
peu d'elements. Les calculs que 1'on peut effectuer sont les memes qu'ivec SAMCEF.

MODELISATION
L'element utilise est un element multicouche isoparametrique et est derive d'un
element de coque epaisse. La pale est representee en epaisseur par deux couches
d'elements, les degres de liberte du modele etant restreints ä la surface moyenne
de la pale.

PLAN MOYEN-

'

I.»-(.
Les fonctions d'interpolation sont quadratiques en surface et lineaires en epaisseur. Les elements ainsi definis peuvent comporter plusieurs couches de materiaux
composites quelconques.

CARACTERISTIQUES DES MATERIAUX
De la meme fa^on que pour SAMCEF le calcul se fait avec la theorie de 1'homogeneisation mais le nombre de coefficients utilises est moins important (E., E„ les modules d'Young dans le plan de la pale, V.., VL. les coefficients de Poisson, G.„,
G.„, G„~ les modules de Coulomb).

CALCULS
Les calculs sont identiques ä ceux menes avec le code de calcul SAMCEF mais une
matrice supplementaire K est determinee. Cette matrice antisymetrique tient compte
u°s effets de couplage dus aux forces de Coriolis. En dynamique le Systeme ä resoudre devient : (Ko + K (tr)) q + Kcq + Mq = 0

3. CALCULS ET ESSAIS D'EPROUVETTES

Trois pieces appelees "eprouvettes" de forme comparable ä la pale de la maquette de soufflerie ont ete realisees :
- massive en materiau homogene : Dural (voir Fig.2),
- massive en materiau composite : Carbone ,
- avec un longeron, un revetement tn carbone et un remplissage en mousse
milaire a la paie de la maquette Je soufflerie).

(Technolrgie si-

Les essais et les calculs portent fur la determination des frequences propres de ces eprouvettes ä l'arret, ainsi que les de.ormees sous des efforts statiques, le pied de pale etant
encastre.

3.1. Modelisations effectuees par elements finis
. CODE ASTRONEF
Les mai11 ages pour les trois eprouvettes sont

^=F

I type :

^ts^~

(element multicouche (a.,a<0))

■
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CODE SAMCEF
Pour les eprouyettes massives les maillages sont du type

(elements tridimensionnels)
(Voir Fig.3)
Pour I'eprouvette avec remplissage en mousse

<a
lonßeron

\
raousso ^^ revetement (Cfxio)

Fig. 3 : Modelisation eprouvette Dural
(SAMCEF)
Fig. 2 : eprouvette Dural

;

I

l>8
3.2. Methode experimei'tale
Les deformees modales pale encastree ont ete mesurees avec precision. Elles ont cte
determinees par interferometrie, la pale etant excitee sur le mode ä caracteriser.
Un faisceau laser est reflechi par des pastilles retrodiffusantes collees sur la pale
(Voir Fig. 5). Les mesuresont ete effectuees en chaque point suivant cinq directions.
Leur combinaison permet le calcul des composantes du vecteur deplacement suivant les
trois axes du triedre de reference. Un exemple des deformees obtenues en essais est
donne Fig. 4.

mode 1 = 60,5 Hz

mode 2 = 180,4 Hz

mode 3 = 276.4 Hz

mode 4 = 434,6 Hz

Fig 4 (a), (b), (c), (d) : Modes propres obtenus experitnentalemeut avec 1'eprouvette
en Dural. La partie visible de la pale au repos, est tachetee, et la partie visible
de la pale dans une position extreme de la vibration est en blanc. Les traits cOntinus sur la pale representent l'intersection de ces deux pales, et les pointilles la
ligne des points ou la composante du vecteur vibration normale ä la surface est nulle,
On constate que les modes,mis ä part le premier, ont des deformees complexes qui
sont des combinaisons de mouvements de flexion et de torsion (pour les pales droites
les modes sont en general nettement decouples). Cette particularite se retrouve sur
l'ensemble des pales etudiees et eile est due ä la forme en plan et au vrillage
important.

•■'
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Fig. 5 : montage d'essai avec une eprouvette en stratifie carbone.

Des essais statiques ont ete effectues. L'eprouvette est soutnise ä son extremitl ä
une force ponctuelle et les deplacements suivant les trois directions en differentes
sections ont ete releves avec un palpeur.

3.3. Comparaisons calculs - essais

L'ensemble des calculs poutre (methode "helice Isolee"), des calculs par elements
finis (code SAMCEF et ASTRONEF) et les valeurs experimentales des frequences se trouvent dans le tableau ci-apres.
Pour le calcul des eprouvettes en materiaux stratifies, un parametre fundamental est
1'orientation des fibres. Un ecart de quelques degres modifie la valeur des frequences et peut changer notablement les deformees modales. Or les outillages necessaires ä la fabrication de ces eprouvettes n'ont pas ete prevus pour assurer une teile precision. De ce fait, cette incertitude peut etre ä l'origine de certains ecarts calculs-mesures.
De l'ensemble de ces calculs et essais, les conclusions suivantes peuvent etre tirees:
- Tout d'abord, et c'est une constatation, il est difficile de calculer les frequences d'une teile pale. Ainsi pour les pales d'helicoptere en composite,droites,
les quatre premiers modes ä 1'arret sont en general obtenus ä moins de 3 %, alors
que pour ce type de pale la precision est de l'ordre de 10 %.
- La forme de la pale est sans doute ä l'origine des ecarts constates avec la methode
poutre. En effet ces ecarts sont du meine ordre de grandeur entre la pale en dural
ou seule la forme intervient (materiau homogene) et la pale en carbone et mousse
ou la forme et 1'anisotropie des materiaux interviennent.
- Les methodes par elements finis sont les plus adaptees ä ce type de pale, mais il
est necesaaire de connaitre avec precision les orientations des fibres. Pour la
modelisation, des Elements de coque epaisse multicouche peuvent etre suffisants.
Les calculs en rotation de ces eprouvettes avec ASTRONEF ont montre que la matrice
de couplage K peut etre negligee (dephasage inferieur au degre).

:
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Les memes conclusions peuvent etre deduites des essais statiques (voir Fig. 6). Un
bon accord existe entre la methode elements finis (ASTRONEF) et les resultats experimentaux. Et la methode poutre ("helice isolee") fournit des valeurs erronees surtout
pour les deplacements suivant l'envergure de la pale. Toutefois aux 25 % de la corde,
les deplacements les plus importants sont calcules de fa^on satisfaisante.

(b)

(i)
(El

IE-FI

^-^TLL.
rQy

^-—7^

u tnwnl

-»JU

r^r—x-'X'
(E.F)

(P)

o points experimentaux (E)
-resultats de calcul elements finis
(E.F)
-- resultats de calcul poutre (P)
BA = bord d'attaque
BF = bord de fulte

<p.

Fig. 6 (a),

(b),

'7'

e

deplacements mesures de la section 0,9 R sous un effort statique
(eprouvette en dural)

4. CALCUL DE L'HELICE MAQUETTE

4,1, Presentation du montage d'essai

La future helice experimentee appelee HT3, a un diametre de 1 m et comporte 12 pales.
Le support du montage d'essai eat place assez loin de 1'helice afin d'eviter des perturbations aerodynamiques (voir Fig. 7). Ce montage largement Instrumente (capteurs
de pression, jauges, etc ...) permettra d'effectuer des recoupements calculs-raesures
jusqu'ä Mach 0,8 et une vitesse de rotation de 5200 Tr/mn.

Fig. 7 : Montage d'essai de 1'helice HT3 ä la soufflerie transsonique Si de
Modane
f
.

A
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4.2. Principe de calcul
Suite aux calculs et essais sur eprouvettes, le processus suivant est prevu :
- Calcul de l'aerodynaraique specifique de l'helice,
- Determination des modes propres de la pale dans le vide et de sa deformee statique
sous les efforts centrifuges et aerodynaraiques par les raethodes elements finis,
- Prise en compte par les modeles poutre des resultats precedents. Les caracteris

dalcul avec les methodes poutre des caracteristiques prop res en rotation de "1'helice isolee" et de "l'helice sur son support".
4.3. Determination de 1'aerodynamique
La methode de calcul qui s'est averee la plus adaptee a ce type d'helice est la methode appelee "Surface Portante" Ti] . Ses principales caracteristiques sont :
- Tbeorie tridimensionnelle ,
- Hypothese fluide parfait compressible.
Cette methode fournit les repartitions de pression intrados et extrados directement
utilisables par les elements finis, et par integration la repartition de C^ jusqu'au
nombre de Mach de 0,63, limite de validite de la methode.(Les repartitionsjusqu'ä
Mach 0,8 ontensuite ete determineesen supposant une evolution de la difference de
pression intrados et extrados similaire ä celle des ailes en attaque oblique).
Pour les calculs dynamiques avec le vent, l'jdee de base est de fournir aux programmes poutre suivant la deformee de la pale ä 1'instant considere , les coefficients
C^ que I'on obtiendrait en figeant la geometrie ä cet instant avec la methode "surface portante". Pour des petits mouvements autour de la position d'equilibre, la variation de Cz provient pour une grande part de la deformee en torsion. Ainsi, autour
d'une configuration de base, plusieurs calculs de pale deformee en torsion ont ete
effectues et ont mis en evidence I'existence d'une loi lineaire liant les variations
de C^ aux variations du vrillage :
C

Z

et

= C

Z»

"i

Zo

-^TJ"

+

•^^" • ^

= a

/r N

( )

avec covariation du calage de la section consideree
r

u
•
.
1
abscisse
de
la section.

A chaque type de deformee en torsion de la pale correspond une fonction a (r) mais
ces fonctions se sont revelees tres voisines (hormis la zone du pied de pale mais
qui a peu d'influence sur les calculs dynamiques). Ainsi 1'introduction de 1'aerodynamique dans les programmes "helice isolee" et "helice sur son support" est possible, le Cc^ local de la section r ne dependant que de la deformee Aö de cette meme
section.
En final, pour une configuration de vol, on dispose de la repartition de C^ en envergure correspcmüant ä la position d'equilibre ainsi que ses variations possibles autour de cette position.
4.4. Calcul de la deformee statique et de l'etat de contrainte de la pale
Le code SAMCEF a ete utilise pour ces calculs (voir le maillage Fig. 9).
L'aerodynamique est issue de la methode "Surface Portante" et correspond ä la position d'Souilibre de la pale en rotation. Les differences de pression entre 1'intrados
et 1'ext."ados ont ete appliquees sur chaque face des elements constituant 1'intrados
de la pale. Les performances d'une teile helice etant particulierement sensibles ä la
loi de vrillage des pales, celle de la pale au repos a ete modifiee afin d'obtenir en
rotation la loi adequate. Pour ce faire plusieurs calculs iteratifs elements finis 'Surface Portante*ont ete necessaires. D'autre part la repartition massique et 1'orientation des fibres ont ete determinees afin de minimiser les deformees en rotation.
/

1

*
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Ainsi das calculs lineaires ont pu etre possibles, les deformations n'etant pas trop
importanteü : un ecart maximal de 10 % sur les contraintes et les deformees a ete
mis en evidence entre un calcul lineaire et un non lineaire (Au cours de la montee
en regime, le calcul non lineaire effectue des calculs successifs des efforts centrifuges, des matrices de raideur ...)•
Le calcul des contraintes (Voir Fig. 8) a permis de montrer la bonne tenue de cette
pale aux efforts exterieurs. On note dans la partie courante, cote intrados, une
zone importante en compression, mais avec des niveaux faibles.

EXTRADOS

■|

INTRADOS

!R=500MM

0.95R

0. 9SR

0.475R

0.3^5H>

0.265R

Suivant O.Z : une graduation = 1 daN/mm2

Fig. 8 : Courbes des contraintes du revetement de la pale HT3.
(O. = ^00 tr/mn, Mach = 0,8)

I
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4.'}. CalcuLs dynamiqucs

Les modes propres en rotation dans le vide ont ete determines avec SAMCEF
(Voir Fig. 9, 10, 11).

Fig. 9 : Maillage de la pale HT3
(SAMCEF)

(a)

Fig. 10 : Diagramme de frequences de la pale
HT3 dans le vide

(b)

Fig. 11

(a),

(b) : Exemples de deformee de modes en rotation dans le vide de la pale HT3
(modes 1 et 2)

Le diagramrae des frequences (voir Fig. 10) laisse pre=ager un bon comportement dynamique ; au regime nominal, les modes ne se croisent p;. s, et ne croisent pas des multiples du regime, et ce tout particulierement pour le premier mode.
L'ensemble des differents programmes necessaires aux calculs dynamiques jusqu'a
Mach 0,8 fonctionr.n
et des verifications et mise au point sont actuellement en
cours. Neanmoins, les premiers resultats des modeles "helice isolee" et "helice sur
son bäti" ne font pas apparaitre d'instabilite.

{
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Comme nous venons de le voir pour la maquette de soufflerie, les particularites geometriques d'une helice de "PROP-FAN"compliquent nettement les calculs de prediction (deformes
et contraintes statiques, modes propres en rotation de la pale et de l'helice sur son support). On ne peut pas utiliser telles que, les methodes habituelles de calcul des helices
classiques ou des rotors d'helicoptere. Le processus de calcul envisage qui fait appel ä
differents programmes, aerodynamiques, elements finis ..., a permis de calculer l'helice
de soufflerie. Les essais de cette helice permettront d'evaluer pour chaque phase du processus la justesse des hypotheses, Ce n'est qu'apres cette evaluation puis eventuellement
des modifications que cetto demarche sera validee. Toutefois son inconvenient majeur est
sa complexite car I'utilisation de plusieurs codes de calcul importants est necessaire.
Mais le developpement d'une methode de calcul specifique ä ce type d;helice ne pourra se
faire que lorsque l'ensemble des hypotheses admissibles et l'ensemble des pararaetres fondamentaux ä prendre en compte seront bien connus.
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SUMMARY
A large propeller test facility has been developed by de Havilland Aircraft of Canada lor the National Research Council of
Canada nine metre wind tunnel. The facility is described along with the propeller test rig features and associated drive system. Propeller performance measurement philosophy, test procedures and calibrations are discussed.
In cooperation with Dowty Rotol Ltd. and Hartzell Inc. two currently available propeller designs were tested. The two 8.5
foot diameter propellers suitable for a DHC Twin Otter size of aircraft provided an evaluation of alternative airfoil applications: the
ARA-D series and NACA ! 6 series. Results have demonstrated propeller efficiencies close to manufacturers estimates for clean well
finished blades. Forward and reverse thrust testing results are discussed with respect to aircraft application.
Prediction methods tend to over estimate efficiencies due to hardware features encompassing blade finish, blade-root/spinner
juncture, spinner openings, erosion protection and deicer equipment. Typical results illustrating the influence on propeller performance
of such features are given.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

i
n
r/R
V

Thrust Coefficient thrust/pn2d4
Power Coefficient power/pn3d5
Propeller Diameter
Advance Ratio V/nd
Propeller Rotational Speed
Radius/Maximum Propeller Radius
Freest ream Speed

Blade Angle
Freestream Density
Efficiencv - J x CT/Cp
pip Stanusrd Atmosphere

INTRODUCTION
Energy conserving aircraft design has highlighted the need for airframe manufacturers to develop a better understanding of
propeller technology. Propeller technology improvements such as new airfoil types require assessmen* prior to application. Aircraft
flight tests which are expensive do not readily determine propeller performance due to installation lo.>ses. Generally a propeller manufacturer supplies uninstalled estimated performance data to an airframe manufacturer neglecting the effects of protuberances and
holes. These additional losses are both poorly documented and difficult to assess.
New experimental test facilities are required to validate propeller performance estimates for current designs and to test technology improvements proposed for future project aircraft. In the case of de Havilland Aircraft of Canada this has lead to the development of a large scale test rig for accurately measuring propeller performance. Testing at large scale was considered desirable to avoid
adverse Reynolds number effects and to allow accurate representation of design features which influence installed performance. The
nin.- metre wind tunnel (30 x 30 foot working section) at the National Research Council of Canada in Ottawa provided a suitable environment for full scale propeller testing. The maximum tunnel speed is 105 knots which allows propeller design conditions for aircraft
takeoff and climb to be accurately represented. Cruise conditions are simulated non-dimensionally at reduced propeller rotational
speed although full compressibility effects are not present in this case.
Design and manufacture of the propeller test rig during the p.-riod 1979- 1981 culminated in initial tests during 1981 to
commission the facility. In cooperation with Dowty Rotol Ltd. and Hartzell Propeller, two currently available propeller designs were
tested in 1 981 - 1 982. The Dowty Rotol propeller design utilizes the recently developed ARA-D airfoil sections. The Hartzell propeller currently used on the de Havilland Twin Otter aircraft utilizes the NACA 16 series airfoils. Both propellers arc 8.5 feet in diameter.
In 1982 an 8 foot diameter scaled Hamilton Standard propeller design for the de Havilland Dash 8 successfully completed performance
assurance tests. Recently testing was carried out on two 8 foot diameter propellers utilizing de Havilland developed airfoils. Development of the propeller test rig and tunnel systems during this time has produced a useful facility which is available to other organizations.
Several aspects of the test work are covered within this paper. The facility is described along with rig design features and
drive system. Measurement philosophy and procedure required to determine propeller characteristics are discussed. Propeller performance measurements are summarized for the Dowty Rotol and Hartzell propell.'rs. Characteristic differences arising are discussed.
The influence of details such as blade finish, spinner holes, external deicer boots .ind erosion shields are examined.

1.

PROPELLER TEST RIG SPECIFICATION

During 1 978 criteria for the rig power, torque and rotational speed were developed by examining current and future propeller applications. Meanwhile Pratt and Whitney Aircraft of Canada (PWC) looked at modifications required to convert exisuig power
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turbine designs to cold compressed air drive.
A match of desirable running requirements ami turbine/gearbox hardware ibr a propeller drive unit was established. PWC
then modified an existing turbine to have cut back bladlng on the turbine combined with a modified inlet guide vane ring. The final
design was aided by the availability of heated air at the nine metre wind tunnel. Heated ... dlowed turbine operation without aerodynamic restrictions and avoided potential icing problems on the nacelle exterior arising from sub-zero exhaust temperatures in humid
conditions.
The highly modified turbine/gearbox was adapted from a PT6A-27 unit which provided appropriate gearing and torque
levels for the test rig. The drive unit allows large scale testing of propellers absorbing up to K50 SHI' or 2360 ft. lb. of torque at rotational speeds up to -000 rpm.

2.

PROPELLER TEST Rl(; FEATURES

The propeller test rig is shown installed in the 30 y 30 foot wind tunnel section in Figure I. A streamline nacelle, 2.375 ft.
in diameter containing the propeller drive unit is mounted centrally in the tunnel at the top of a main supporting strut. The propeller
plane is about 11 feet ahead of the main strut.
A schematic of the test rig geometry is shown in Figure 2. The propeller and forward section of the nacelle are sting
mounted from the main strut which in turn is mounted on a six component mechanical balance housed beneath the tunnel floor. Location of the propeller is close to the virtual centre of the balance to minimize interactions between components and to allow testing
at the high yaw angles.
The nacelle aft section is supported by a main strut fairing which is bolted to the tunnel floor and is therefore "off balance".
The aerodynamic drag of the nacelle aft section is therefore eliminated from the propeller thrust measurement.
The propeller drive unit is a compressed lir driven turbine/gearbox assembly ouilt by Pratt and Whitney Canada, Figure 3.
Drive air for the unit is piped into the rig via a steam heat exchanger. The mechanical balance houses a low restraint air crossover system to provide compressed air "on balance". Compressed air passes along the support sting from the main strut to enter an adjustable pressure reducer within a supporting plenum for the turbine unit. Typically at maximum power the turbine unit consumes
18 lb. of air per second at a 3 to I pressure ratio.
A remote lubrication system incorporating a water cooler built for this application allows continue ^us running of the turbine
gearbox unit. The inlet of the turbine is a simple bellmouth with a centre body, located within the plenum downstream of the pressure
reducer.
Exhaust air from the turbine flows out through a standard A-27 twin ported exhaust into the nacelle interior. The exhaust
passes downstream inside the nacelle around the strut head to a single large diameter convergent nozzle at the rear of the nacelle. The
nozzle is "on balance" and protrudes from the nacelle afterbody fairing which terminates with a semi-labyrinth seal.
The propeller is mounted jn a standard PT6A-27 output shaft and runs at selected pitch angles. Blade pitch is adjusted
manually through a barrel mechanism which allows simultaneous adjustment of all blades.

3.

PROPELLER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The propellers were run at designated blade angles through a range of rotational speeds at specific forward speeds. Propeller
performance was based on measurements taken instantaneously by the data acquisition system which provided on line real time data
reduction. Several calibrations were required prior to the propeller testing, related to tunnel velocity, nacelle tare drag and residual
exhaust thrust.
The nacelle forcbody, the spinner and propeller were mounted together on the main balance so the buoyancy forces arising
from interaction between these components were eliminated by mutual cancellation. This approach represents an important simplificat.on relative to other test rigs in which the individual components are separately assessed.
The net thrust determined also includes the deficit due to the increased forebody skin friction drag caused by the slipstream
and swirl effects. Independent estimates have judged this additional drag to be negligible.
The mechanical balance measured overall thrust and torque in one of two ranges. Low levels of thrust and torque are measured with the balance set in the V/STOL range where maximum levels measurable are 750 lb. and 1125 ft. lb. respectively, whilst
maximum levels of 3000 lb. and 4500 ft. lb. can be measured on the normal range, when a 50% bias is added to the full scale ranges.
Tlie balance accuracy is equal or better than 0. \% of full scale.
Propeller rotational speed was measured using a magnetic speed pickup driven via a gearbox accessory drive.
Iliree base pressure measurements were made to establish base forces occurring within the nacelle afterbody between the
forward nacelle section and the final nozzle plane. A simple semi-labyrinth seal attached to the afterbody and surrounding the final
nozzle served to minimize any flow within the nacelle afterbody.
The most significant base pressure exists on the contracting exhaust duct upstream of the final nozzle. The two remaining pressure forces occur about the main strut head on the forward and aft diaphrams of the main nacelle structure. A differential
transducer was used to determine the differential pressure between diaphram faces and an absolute measurement of the forward diaphram pressure was made relative to the wind tunnel ceiling static.
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4.

TUNNEL VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

Propeller efficiency is directly dependent on forward speed and its measurement accuracy. A tunnel speed measuring system
employing a ceiling static in the i lane of the propeller has been shown to yield a frcestream velocity independent of propeller loading
and only requires correction for th solid blockage effect of the propeller and nacelle.
A pilot static calibration probe at the location of the propeller was used to calibrate a ceiling static in the same plane, and
referenced to a total pressure at the exit of the settling chamber.
Calibration both with the tunnel empty and rig insta'lcd with and without propeller blades mounted was undertaken which
allowed the corrections for blockage to be isolated. Blockage effects for nacelle and propeller were found to be less than 19? or less
than Vi^r on forward speed.
During propeller test work velocity measurements using the ceiling static were compared with the reference tunnel system
measurements with the appropriate classical corrections for a thrusting propeller and blockage applied. Except a' high thrust loadings
and during reverse thrust testing close agreement was normally obtained.

5.

EXHAUST CALIBRATION

The exhaust nozzle contains an array of five pitot probes at the centroids of five equal areas and connected to individual
transducers referenced to the tunnel ceiling static. Olibration of the exhaust nozzle was carried out with the propeller off and wind"off to avoid a nacelle external drag contribution. The turbine was removed for this calibration and replaced by a dummy unit to ensure
flow path simulation. To simulate the turbine pressure drop a pressure reducing plate was inserted in the air supply line.
The nozzle thrust calibration was obtained by a linear regression fit correlating the pressures of the five pitot probes with the
wind tunnel balance thrust measurements. During propeller performance tests the exhaust thrust was determined using this calibration
and prcssi -e measurements within the nozzle.

6.

NACELLE DRAG TARE

The nacelle tare drag was determined prior to mounting the propeller. A dummy spinner without any cuiouts for the blades
was fitted to the foward nacelle and the drag determined at maximum tunnel speed.
7.

PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS

The net propeller ihrust was computed on line along with shaft power and propeller eificiency. The steps in the thrust calculation are:
Exhaust Thrust

TE

■

Nacelle Drag

D/q

■

Propeller Net Thrust
whe.e:

qPE + Cj
[DM

+ P

A

+I

E N

K B

( I

I->'/QM

TN

■

TM-TE + M^QM-SOC,!»,...)

Pp

=

average exhaust pressure

DM
A

N

=

balance measured drag

=

exhaust area

K, B, etc. =
=
=

T

M

OM

balance measured thrust
tunnel dynamic pressure
constants from thrust calibration.

C C

1

base- forces

2

The shaft power input to the propeller. SHP, was determined from the balance measured torque, TQ, and the propeller rotational speed n.. i.e.:
SHP

=

:)r . n . TQ./550

Tunnel velocity and density were calculated using compressible flow relations from the Pleasured tunnel temperature, tunnel
ceiling static pressure, and total pressure at the settling chamber exi' plane.
Calculation of propeller coefficients and advance ratio in the conventional manner allowed propeller efficiency to be determined.

8.

PROPELLER HARDWARE

Propeller performance tests were carried out on two 8.5 ft. diameter propellers supplied by Hartzell (U.S.) and Dowty Rotol
(U.K.). The Hartzell propeller is an established desi?' utilizing traditional NACA 16 series airfoils and is currently used on the DHC-6
Twin Otter aircraft. Tlie three bladed propeller (blade designation Tl 02820+0) has an activity factor of I I 5 and an integrated lift coefficient of 0.55, Figure 1. Maximum power absorption was 850 SHP at 2000 rpm with a torque limit greater than the PTR gearbox
limit of 2360 ft. lb.
The Dowty Rotol propeller design utilizes the recently developed ARA-D airfoil sections which provide improved lift/drag
ratios over a wider operating range than the NACA series 16 airfoils. Higher maximum lift coefficients allow narrower chord blades to

'
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be used which reflect in weicht and some performance improvements. A three bladed propeller I blade designation .^10: B080-351-1 l
with an activity factor of SO was tested. I ig'ire 4. The maximum design speed was 1 750 rpm with maximum design power of 751) SUP
and .1 torque limit of 2250 ft. lb.
Both propellers were finished to production standard with polyurethane paint, hut without deieer hoots. Surface finish was
smooth, with a measured roughness in the 40 - 60 p in range. The performance tests were carried out in this as supplied configuration.
Additional tests with simulated surface roughness used strips of tape wound around the blade. Some limited tests with add on deieer
hoots, actual and simulated, established typical performance penalties, lull scale polyurethane add on erosion strips were also tested.
Closure ol the spinner cutouts were investigated using shim and/or metal tape to seal the blade root spinner surface interface.

'».

PROPELLER TEST RESULTS

Since the nine metre tunnel is a closed circuit type the propeller tends to drive the tunnel when the wind is off. However,
near static tests at < 15 knots illustrate the maximum thrust and shaft power achieved at near optimum blade angles. Figure 5. Note
that the propellers have similar thrust capability up to the design limit of the Dowty propeller. The Hart/ell propeller, with higher
design limits, achieved a maximum thrust close to measuring capability of the balance.
Low blade angles were tested at low speeds representative of an aircraft in the ground roll phase of takeoff. Power coefficient
data was strongly Influenced by forward speed and propeller three dimensional effects at high rotational speeds (lowest advance ratio at
each forward speed!. Figure 6.
Propeller efficiency variation with advance ratio collapsed into unique curves for each blade angle. Figure 7. Wind off data,
with the propellei circulating the tunnel air were included.
A full range of propeller blade angles was tested at 70 and 103 knots forward speed. At high power coefficient lor a given
advance ratio the power absorbed increased with forward speed. The data indicates a sensitivity to local blade Math number effects
coupled with three dimensional effects due to propeller rota'ional speed. Figure 8.

Although the above effects were present, a single efficiency map for the llartzell propeller was derived using data from the
test range of forward speed. Figure 9. Efficiency contours were smoothed and generally fell within 0.1 percent of experimental data.
It is noted that the efficiency contours are acute angled in nature reflecting a narrow maximum lift/drag ratio range of operation for
NACA 16 series airfoils. Although a maximum efficiency of 909? was measured, the high advance ratio required to use this performance
demands aircraft design cruise speeds > 300 knots. This propeller whilst providing good low speed performance, therefore has a high
cruise design point. It is noted that the efficiency maps presented were developed from test data obtained at forward speeds up to 103
knots where compressibility effects on the blades are minimal. Furthermore, at substantially higher cruise flight conditions compressibility losses occur and cruise flight efficiencies may be significantly different from those shown.

Similar trends in power coefficient data were exhibited by the Dowty Rotol propeller. The increase in power absorption
near maximum rotational speed was not as marked due to lower relative blade section Mach numbers as a result of the lower design tip
speed. A single efficiency map covering the forward speed range of blade angle w,- also derived for the Dowty Rotol propeller. Figure
10. Characteristics of the contours were different to the NACA 16 series airfoil propeller. The efficiency contours were steeper leading to higher efficiency levels particularly at climb conditions or high disc loadings. The 89% efficiency contour is substantially broader and extends to lower advance ratios which may benefit aircraft long range cruise conditions.
At low advance ratios and disc loadings the propeller closely matches the higher activity factor Hartzell blade. Furthermore,
performance at increasing disc loading reflects the high efficiency of the ARA-D sections.
Propeller performance at aircraft design points allow a rapid assessment of a potential propeller design application. However,
it the propeller design and aircraft requirements are unrelated the merits of alternative designs are very much subject to the aircraft
design points selected. Typical propeller efficiencies for a utility STOL aircraft application show that differences between Hartzell and
Dowty propellers are small.
1
j

Aircraft
Design Point
Takeoff
Takeoff, WAT
Maximum Climb
Ma ;iinum Climb
Maximum Cruise
Long Range Cruise

Propeller Efficiency
Hartzell
DHC
Dowty
0.560
0.720
0.755
0.815
0.860
0.865

0.560
0.720
0.760
0.838
0.868
0.870

0.600
0.730
0.765
0.845
0.880
0.882

i

|
j
|l

The table includes results for a de Havilland propeller design recently tested. This propeller design offers improved performance at the takeoff and cruise points, although the propeller was not specifically designed for this application. When higher discloadings are utilized both Dowty and de Havilland designs show substantial benefits over a broad flight envelope.

10.

PrRFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH ESTIMATES

Propeller test rig results have demonstrated efficiencies close to propeller performance estimates. A comparison of test
results with estimates for selected aircraft design points is given in the following table.
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T]

Katio — Meiuured/Katiinate

Condition
l)owty Roto!

HartzeU

1.001

0.961
0.993
0.979

Hnroutc Climb

1.009
0.983
0.989

High Speed Cruise

1.007

1.015

Long Range Cruise

1.006

1.018

Ground Roll
Second Segment Climb
Sea Level
S000 Feet

0.990

When performance estimates are exceeded by experiment additional laminar How under three dimensional conditions may have occurred.
Compressibility losses occurring 'n actual cruise flight conditions also give high ratios of measured/estimaled performance. Effects of
blade finish, spinner juncture, and blade roots can result in efficiency overestimation.
The propeller test rig results have demonstrated repeatability within 0.2'^ on propeller efficiency depending on thrust levels.
Back to back testing of a variety of blade root modifications have successfully isolated features giving improvements as low as 0.3'/f in
efficiency.

II.

REVERSE THRUST OK PROPELLERS

Reverse thrust provides braking which is particularly useful during adverse ground roll conditions. STOL aircraft design requires high levels of braking, both mechanical and/or aerodynamic. Test data were acquired for both Hartzeil and Dowty propellers at
blade angles through to nominal maximum negative values. Propeller speed was limited by tunnel flow conditions which caused unstable test rig operation depending cv, wind speed. Longitudinal oscillation of the rig occurred at high reverse tlirust levels.
Although a large body of test data was acquired through fine pitch into reverse thrust, typical data is presented to illustrate
important trends. Figure 11 shows reverse ttrust levels obtained, in tngineering units, for both Hartzell and Dowty designs at typically
maximum reverse blade angles. The lower bhide activity factor of the Dowty Rotol propeller provides less reverse thrust at these conditions where the blade has significant flow separation. However, the propeller design speed was achieved without severe rig instability
indicating less abrupt stalling characteristics.

12.

EFFECT OF DESIGN DETAIL FEATURES

Production propellers usually feature openings in the spinner shell allowing the propeller blade to operate from reverse pitch
to feather. Large holes may be required depending on blade design. In addition, slotting to the spinner trailing edge to allow easy removal is common. At low blade angles, typical of aircraft takeoff and climb, the effect of sealing the spinner was either small or negligible. In cruise the propeller blade operates generally near maximum efficiency. Typically a 1% or more gain in efficiency was shown.
Figure 1 2.
Blade finish can vary significantly depending on protective or erosion coatings used. Variations from 50 n inches to 250 /J
^ch finishes have been experienced. Surface roughness for both propellers fell in the 45 - 60 /i inch range representing a very smooth
finish A Upe was applied chordwise on the blade camber and face sides to simulate a blade with a rough coating. Typically the tape
surface roughness was measured as 150 - 200 ß inches. Figure 13 illustrates an efficiency loss from I to IV: percentage points over a
range of blade angles. At takeoff and climb conditions where the blade operates below peak efficiency a 1 percentage point loss was
shown. In cruise a I 'A percentage point loss was typical.
Externally mounted electrical deicer boots are common installations to propeller blades. Radial coverage can vary depending
on requirements, but typical installations terminate at 40 - 75% of blade radius. A high radial coverage installation representative of a
large commuter aircraft was simulated using layers of smooth tape wrapped around the leading edge. Protrusion of the boot was about
0.030 inches, which produced an aft facing step about 0.4% chord deep. Typical losses were 1 to 3 percentage points in efficiency.
Figure 14. Maximum loss occurred near peak efficiency for all blade angles indicating a large loss of laminar flow conditions across the
blade.
Full scale Goodrich deicer boots with tapered trailing edges extending to 42% blade radius, were bonded to one propeller.
The effect of these shorter deicer boots was negligible, differences being within the tolerance of measurements. Figure 15 These results
indicate that protruberances on th; inner part of the blade may be tolerated. In addition, anti-erosion strips were bonded to the blades,
extending from 42% radius to the blade tip. The I - 2% efficiency loss was indicative of a loss of laminar flow on the outer part of the
blade. Discontinuities in blade profile such as a step, particularly on the outer part of the blade, can therefore cause a significant loss
of performance. Feathered trailing edges on anti-erosion strips may avoid performance losses providing the resulting profile is smooth,
such that premature flow transition is avoided.

13.

CONCLUSIONS

The de/elopment of a large scale propeller test rig for the NRC nine metre wind tunnel has provided a valuable tool for
studying propeller performance.
Test results have demonstrated propeller efficiencies close to performance estimates indicating that estimation metl.o-Js can
be successful. Prediction of blade angle to absorb power is not so accurate due to three dimensional flow effects. Usually prediction
methods over estimate performance as they do not include installation feat ires.

i
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ETUDE DU SILLAGE 3D D'UNE HELICE AERIENNE
D. FAVIER, C. MARESCA
Institut de M<?canlque dp« "lüides, LA03 du C.N.R.S.
1, rue Honnoiat, 13003 Marseille, FRANCE

SOMMAIRE

L'analyse du sillage proche et lointain d'une hSlice aSrlenne quadripale opörant ä dlfKrents param&tres de fonctlonnement et suivant difförents calaqes, a ätö röalls^e par an^mom^trie ä flls chauds.
Des lois emplrlques de synthöse donnant la vitesse de translation axiale des tourbillons marginaux, le
taux de contraction radiale du sillacje, ainsi que la limite de stability du Systeme tourMllonnaire engende, sent ätablis en fonetion de l'azimut de rotation et pour une gamrae ötendue de parametres de fonctlonnement allant du rögime de traction nulle au regime de traction maximum. Pour un regime de fonctlonnement
donn^, la determination du champ 3D des vitesses induites est effectuöe en dlff^rentes sections aval du
sillage et conduit ä une caraetörisation detaillöe de la göomötrie et de l'intensitö tourbillonnaire associöes, en fonetion de l'azimut et de la distance axiale ä l'aval du plan de rotation.
NOTATIONS
A, B

coefficients intervenant dans la loi de contraction (1)

aF, bF

vitesses axiales induites d^duites de la thäorie de Froude

a

angle d1incidence des profils,
calage gSom^trique

ä

a = a0 +

C= 0.7,

b

nombre de pales, b = 4

c

corde des profils,

C

couple exercö sur les pales,

Y

paramötre de fonctlonnement,

9y,

(m)
(Nm)
Y = V,,, /nD

r

circulation sur

D, D,

diametres de l'hölice et du moyeu (D = 0.85 m;

r

rayor röduit,

p.

la pale ou dans le sillage, m /s

X

paramdtre d' avancement, X = Voo / a)R =

= 0.14 m)

y/U

n

nombre de t/sec

OXYZ

Systeme de reference d^flni sur la Figure 2

P

puissance fournie ä l'hölice, P = 2 HnC

i-

azimut de rotation de la pale,

'i'b

azimut de pöriodicitö,

"'s

azimut d'instabilite du sillage lointain,

de l'hölice

r

aJjscisse suivant le rayon de la pale,
rayon .«le l'hfUice,

X

coefficient de puissance,

S

aire d'une section droite du sillage,

T

traction exercöe sur les pales,

T

coefficient, de traction, T = T/ pn^D1*
W

(watts)

(deg)

^b ■ 260°/b,

R

V,

DQ

K = r/R

coefficients intervenant dans la loi de translation (3)

ki, k2

U,

(deg)

(deg)

(deg)
(deg)

(m)

(R ■ 0.425 m)
x

=

p

/P n

D

2

(m )

(N)

coranosantes de vitesse dans le systöme OXYZ, Fig.2

Voc

vitesse ä l'lnflni amont,

(m/s)

(I)

vitesse angulaire de rotation,

(rd/s)

INDICES SUPERIEURS
grand^ur^ relatives ä la section
grandeurs adimensionnöes par

C = 0.7

UR

INDICES INFERIEURS
: grandeurs adimensionnees oar V^
: grandeurs relatives au tourbillon d'extrömitö
: grandeurs dSduites de la thöorie de Froude

'
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1. INTRODUCTION
Les m<5thodes de provision des charges a^rodynamiques subles par les Dales d'helices a(5rlennes,
de rotors d'h^llcopt^res, ou d'^oliennes, sont qdn^ralement di?velopp^es sur la base d'une mod^lisatfon
q^ora^trique, aussi r^allste que possible, du sillaqe aval proche ou öloiqn^ du plan de rotation (voir
R<5f. (1) h (4)) .
En ce qui concerne les möthodes de raise en Squlllbre, bashes sur des lignes ou des surfaces portantes reprösentant la pale et appliquäes ,i des rotors en vol stationnaire'''''6' '''', celles-ci font appel k une gfom^trle Initial-figöe du sillage qui est prescrite nar des lois de synthöse döduites de l'exp^rience. La raise en öquilibre du sillage, sous l'action du champ des vitesses induites r(5sultantes, permet ensuite d'obtenir une optimisation des charges a^rodynaraiques qui sont plus proches des charges reelles. De mSme, les m^thodes visant h modSliser l'effet de souffle d'une h<51ice' '»' ', n^cessitent g^n^ralement la prise en compte d'une loi de contraction radiale du sillaqe en fonctlon de la distance aval, ^galement döduite de l'expörience.
Dans le but de valider et d'amöliorer les raöthodes de calcul de ce type, la präsente ^tude a
done 6X6 entreprise ä l'I.M.F.M. avec pour princioal objeetif la determination oröcise des trajectolres
tourbillonnaires raarginales et des champs 3D de vitesses induites associöes h difförents regimes de fonctionnement d'une hölice quadripal^.
Apres avoir döerit les conditions d'essais de 1'hSlice maquette utilis^e et les techniques exp6rimentales raises en oeuvre pour 1'exploration du sillaqe, la premiere partie de cette ^tude est consacr^e
ä 1'Etablissement de lois synthetiques permettant de döfinlr avec precision la q<5oraEtrie du sillage correspondant ä un fonetionneraent donnö de 1'hölice. Cette demarche s'inspire de travaux analogues' ''' ' realises sur une grande varidte de configurations de rotors (par variations du nombre de pales, de leur forme
en plan, du vrlllage, ...) dans le cas du vol stationnaire (V«, = o) , pour lequel la göometrie du sillage
associee est alors indöpendante du parara#tre d'avancement ( Y ■ Von/ ftiR) . Dans la seconde partie, les
charaps de vitesses axiale, radiale et tangentielle, induits en difförentes sections aval du sillage proche et lointain (0.2 ^ Z/R ^ 2.0), seront plus partlculierement Studies dans le cas d'un fonetionnement
ä coefficient de traction T constant.
2. CONDITIONS D'ESSAIS ET MOYENS DE MESURES
Les essais sont conduits dans la soufflerie subsonique Sl de l'I.M.F.M. ä veine ouverte (section
elllptique : 3,3 x 2,2 m ; courant uniforme Voo ^45 m/s) et equipee d'un banc rotor muni de jauges de
contraintes qui permettent la mesure globale des efforts aerodynamiques (traction et couple) subis par les
pales. Une vue du montage dans la veine d'essais de l'ensemble heiice, raät de support, dispositif de deplacement de sondes, est donne sur la photo de la Figure 1.
L'heiice utilisee est une maquette d'heiice aerienne, quadripale, de type MARQUIS dont les pales
sont definies par la serie de profils NACA 64A408 caracterises par des lois de distribution de corde, d'epaisseur et de vrlllage suivant le rayon reduit C, indiquees sur le tableau ci-aprös :

5

i

e/c

0,176

0,300

0,400

0,500

0,600

0,700

0,800

0,187

■ 0,091

0,085

0,082

0,080

0,073

0,052

i

0,900

1,00

0,051

0,051

0,143

0,154

- 8,3

- 11,5

i

6

= C/RJ

ev 0)

0,205
28,3

0,292

0,280

0,242

0,203

0,174

; 0,155

20,8

15,1

9,66

4,53

0,00

- 4,5

j

La visualisation de l'ecoulement est realisee par des filets de fumee emis en aroont de l'heiice
et eclaires par un flash stroboscopique synchronise avec la frequence de rotation des pales. Un Systeme
camera-video-raagnetoscope permet la visualisation des lignes d'emisslon issues des extremites de pale ä
une phase 0)t quelconque de la rotation. Cette technique, egalement utilisee pour l'etude de sillages de
rotors' 2i, permet en particulier de visualiser l'ecoulement dans des regions trös proches des pales
(Z/R < 0,1) qui ne peuvent etre explorees par intrusion de sondes dans l'ecoulement.
L'exploration du sillage est effectuee ä l'aide d'une sonde aneraometrique d fils crolses (DISA
55R51), montee sur un dispositif de deplacement ä 3 degres de liberte, et operant suivant le prlncipe de
recemposition de deux mesures 2D successlves pour restituer la vitesse 3D (voir Röfs. (12), (13)). En un
point de mesure quelconque du sillage (Z/R > 0.1), les 3 composantes de vitesse axiale W, radiale U, et
tangentielle V, peuvent ainsi etre determinees en fonetion de l'azimut, dans un Systeme d'axe fixe OXYZ
lie h la sonde comme l'indique la Figure 2.
L'acquisition des donnees azimutales (800 echantillons par periode) et leur traitement graphique sont realises par l'intermediaire d'un analyseur multicanaux couple ä un mini ordinateur HP9r,J5B.
L'enreglstrement est initie ä chaque revolution ä partir du top foumi par une cellule photoeiectrique
incorporee au boitier d'heiice, et s'effectue sur 20 cycles successifs de revolution. Chacune des composantes U, V, W relatives ä un point du sillage, peut de plus etre representee par une decomposition en Serie de Fourier ä l'ordre 10 en fonctlon de l'azimut de rotation.
En ce qui concerne la determination des trajectolres tourbillonnaires marginales, celle-ci
s'effectue suivant une technique au fil chaud developpee ä cet effet pour l'analyse des sillages de rotors' ). Dans cette raethode, la sonde prealablement positionnee dans une section aval Z = Cte est deplacee radialement depuis l'extremite de pale vers le moyeu jusqu'ä ce que soit localise avec precision le
passage du tourbillon sur le detecteur (pic de vitesse axiale, maximum de turbulence). Un exemple de profils de vitesse axiale en fonetion de la phase ut, enregistres au cours d'un deplacement radial de la
sonde depuis l'exterieur du sillage (r/R = 1,01) vers le moyeu (r/R = 0,88), est donne sur la Figure 3,
oü le tourbillon d'extremite peut etre localise ä rt = 0>93R et ^t = 72°.

A
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La trajectoire tourbillonnaire marginale est alnsi compietement d^terminöe par la mesure des
paramötres Z^-. rt. l|lt localisant le tourbillon dans le champ aval. De plus, la möthode permet de determiner pou. le sillage lointain un azimut d'instability ij)g, 114 A l'äge du tourbillon, pour lequel le
sillage perd sa permanence de forme en raison de la diffusion visqueuse et de 1'interaction tourbillonnaire. La precision cans la determination des coordonnöes spatiales du noyau tourbillonnaire est de l'ordre de 1 mm (soit environ R/400) par cette technique au fil chaud.
De facjon ä determiner les caracteristiques de fonctionnement global de l'hölice, et permette
l'analyse des sillaqes associös ä ces differents regimes, les raesures de traction et de couple ont ete
effectuöes dans une gamme aussi etendue que possible du param^tre Y = Vco/nD obtenu par comblnaison des
variations de V «> et n. La Figure 4 presente les variations du coefficient de traction T que l'on peut
ainsi röaliser en fonctlon de
Y(0.2 < Y < 1.1) pour differents calages moyens des pales
a0 (23» « 0io ^ 32,5»).

3. TRAJECTOIRES TOURBILLONNMRES MARGINALES
Selen la möthode preeödemment döerite, les lignes tourbillonnaires ont etö determinees au fil
chaud pour trois calages de pale dictinets a0 = 23»;
27»; 32,5» pour difförents paramötres de fonctionnement Y = 0,34; 0,44; 0,53; 0,63; 0,75; 0,82; 0,89; 0,97. Les limites de variations de ces deux paramötres (oo, y ) , et led courbes de fonctionnement T = T(a,Y) de la Figure 4, fixent done egalement les limites de validity des lois de synthöse döerites ci-apres, qui donnent l'Svolution des coordonnöes (rt,
Zt) du tourbillon Issu de l'extremitö de pale, en fonetion de 1'azimut. Ces lois empiriques sont deduites
des valeurs expörlmentales par une möthode de lissage direct de moindres carrös. Dans certains cas, et
pour les regions proches des pales, les mesures au fil chaud ont ete doubiees et recoupees par les resultats deduits des visualisations.
3.1. Contraction radiale r^/R
Pour des azimuts croissants allant jusqu'ä l'azimut iis d'apparition des instabilitös, la coordonnee radiale du tourbillon d'extremite a ete synthetisee par la relation :
, r /R = A + (1 - A)e''i'
pour
o
1
/ avec :
A(a ,Y) " P.(Y) + O
Q, ( Y )
\
o
A
o
A
(
B(ao,Y) = PB(Y) + a0 eB( Y)
oü les terraes dependant de

<

^ ^ 'l's
(1)

Y sont des polynomes du second degre de la forme :

P A = a0 + aiY

+ a2 Y

J

I

Q

=a,0+a,1Y

+a,2Y2

p

+• -*
b2 Yi 2

'I

,
,
Q
B=b 0+b 1Y
«B

+b'2Y2

= b
o +• -n
blY
-o

R
B

pour l'heiice etudiee et dans la gamme des parametres consideres, ces coefficients ont pour valeurs
ao = 0,836692 ;
a'
b

o

= -0,002059
= 161,727490

«. = 0,113536
;

a', = -0,000298
1

;

b

= 60,400684

;

0,079580

a =

?

;
;

a

■ -0 001806

b

-28 530729

'2

2 "

bV = 3,816861
;
= -0 523051
b
'2
o
1
Les Figures 5 et 6 donnent Involution des coefficients de contraction A et B du sillage dans
la gamme de variation des paramStres a et Y consideres.
b'

= -4,160263

;

L'azimut
l|) correspondant au debut de la zone de sillage lointain oü la laniöre tourbillonnaire
devient spatialement instable (et oü la precision dans la determination de rt au fil chaud decrolt rapidement) , a egalement pu Stre synthetise corame une fonetion de a et de Y par la relation:

t et

O

(* - ^ . )/(b ih,)= (1/4)
s
b
360»
s'expriraent en degres, et b ^

[8,5-

a/i00

Y(2 +Y ) 1

(2)

Les courbes devolution de r./R = rt/R( 'J') deduites de 1'expression (1), ainsi que les valeurs
experimentales brutes utilisees pour le lissage, sont presentees sur les Figures 7, 8, 9, respectivement
pour a = 23°; 27»; 32,5», et pour difförentes valeurs de Y variant de 0,34 ä 0,97. Pour chaque calage
considere, ces courbes font apparaltre une contraction radiale d'autant plus forte que Y est faible (e'est
ä-dire que la charge est elevee). De mSme, 1'instabilite du sillage lointain apparalt ä des azimuts d'autant plus grands que Y est faible.
II est ä remarquer que pour les faibles valeurs de Y ■ cette instabilite i>s intervient lorsque la contraction est pratiquement achevöe. En posant e = ((rt/R)s - A)/A, on a en effet :
e = 0,22 %;
0,21 %; 0,20 % respectivement pour
a = 23°; 27°; 32,5°, et 4 Y ~ 0,44. En revanche, pour les fortes
valeurs de Y • les instabilites apparaissent nettement avant la valeur asymptotique de contraction finale; on a par exemple
E = 0,8 *; 1,1 %; 1,8 % respectivement pour
a = 23°; 27°; 32,5» et d Y = 0,89.
On notera egalement que la forme de l'expression (1), tout comme les courbes devolution des Figures 7 4 9, presentent bien une allure similaire 3 celles qui sont obtenue-;( '1) > (
) pour des sillages de
rotors en vol stationnaire
(oü Voo= o) , pour lesquels :
oü l'exposant

r /R = 0,78 + (1 - 0,78)e "B,'''
de contraction B' n'est fonetion que du coefficient de traction.

3.2. Translation axiale Z^/R
La loi de synthese qui a ete degagee pour la coordonnee axiale du tourbillon d'extremite, presente egalement une fone analogue 4 celle proposee'
'»' ' pour les rotors en vol stationnaire, et s'ecrit :
Zt/R=kA ty/ fc)
pour o <tjM4
(3)

I

Zt/R = '^ + k2

t ( 1|;/ *J - 1 }

pour

t ■$

»

< l|)s

oü les azimuts sont exprim^s en degrös; b ij) = 360°; IJJ est donnöe par l'expression (2); et oü les coefficierts k, et k_ sont des polynomes de dearö 3 en fonction de X et de a , de la forme suivainte :
1
z
o
3.2.1. Coefficient k. :
On considdre le rapport X = X / X = y/ If conmie variable du fonctionnement aörodynamique; le
paramötre d'avancement \ (correspondant au rdgime de traction nulle T = o) est donn^ ' ' par :

YT/n - ltq ä
oü les quantiWs surlign^es dösignent des valeurs corresoondant & la section raoyenne

' = 0,7 de la pale.

Le coefficient k , qui determine la translation axiale du tourblllon jusqu'ä la premiSre interaction avec la pale suivante ( tp ■ tyyj , s'exprirae alors sous la forme :
.3
k, = Z + Z,X + Z,XJ
(4)
—1
o
1
3—
avec
Z = xVn2
o

T

p
3 =

ZI

P

10

+ P

Z1 "

Ö

10

+

Q

O

?„ ( a ) +

Z

expressions oü las termes P
Zi'
type :

( a ) +

Zj

en a {
*Z3 sont des polynoraes
r i
Zl' P^zyi Q™
0

ö

P^,
Z3 " P-,A
30

ll »c

On

+ ß

a

12 V

o

+

= ß

ÖZ3

P,.
31 ^o

+

P 32

a

= a pour 1'hölice ötudiöe) du

o
a

o

Q

30

31 "o

Dans la gamme de paramötres ( a ,Y ) studios, ces coefficients prennent les valeurs suivantes;
P10 = - 0,033433
010 =
3n =

230 =

0,001152

?

11

- C 031699

p

0,025844

11

- 0 010462

- 0,005434 ;

31

- 0 000092

Q

;

= - 0,000014

P32 = - 0,000057

- 0,000118

^31

3.2.2. Coefficient k
D'une raaniere analogue, le coefficient k-, qui döterralne le pas de la trajeccoire helicoldale
des tourbillons du sillage lointain jusqu'ä 1'instability lp ■ i' , s'exprime par :
k, - Z,_ + Z'.X
1

+ Z^X2 + Z'jX3

(5)

Z'

-Z'
Xd + z'
a)
o
oo T
oi o
Z'j - P'j, ( ao)
*}'zl( v
Z'2-P'Z2( ao) + Ye'z2( ao)
Z

'3

= P,

Z3( V

+

^'23' V

expressions oü les termes indöpendant de Y sont des polynomes en
2

P'».
= P'.„
+ P'., a_ + P'.,,
ZI
10
12 a_
11
P

P,

+ P,

a

'Z2 *
20
21
P,Z3=P,30+P,31

o

+ P

'32

Q' 20

30

Z3

o

Q,

21 "o

I

I

a 2

du meme type que pr^cödemment :

Q'71
+ Q',, a
ZI = 0'ln
10
11

Q'Z2

'22 »o

a +P

o

;

2

a

31

Relations dans lesquelles les coefficients prennent, pour la gamme de paramdtres (a ,Y) Studios,
les valeurs ci-dessous :
= 1,081463

;

Z,

ol

= 0,099112

c
P'

- 0,004341
20

0' 20
'30
Q' 30

= - 0,118670

= 0,0021666

ö'u
=
P,
21
ö'zi =
p,

ll

;
;

• - 0,006505
= 0,0395547

=

;

P,

31
Q'^i

=
-

- 0,011464
- 0,0088495 ;

P'

12

0,0003534

0,0016975
0,017929

;

P'

- 0,0059765 ;

P'

22

0,0(,01366

- 0,002547
32

= 0,0000456

0,0008496

II est ä noter que des relations de forme slmilaire, c'est-ä-dire fonction de Y > ^T» et Je a ,
ont 6tö proposöes' ''' !' pour determiner le pas röduit des tourbillons du sillage. Toutefois, dans ces
relations la coordonnge axiale Zt est supposöe indöpendante de l'azimut ip , et le pas des tourbillons est
considörö comme constant depuis le plan de rotation jusqu'ä 1'infini aval (c'est-d-dire que k = k,, ce qui
reprösente une Hypothese nettement restrictive, puisque les resultats presents indlquent que K. est toujours nettement införieur ä k.).
Les variations des coefficients k. et k. ainsi obtenus ä partir des expressions (4) et (5) sont
donnöes sur les Figures 10 et 11 en fonction des parametres
et Y •
La Vitesse de translation axiale du tourblllon d'ejtr&nitö qui se d(5duit alors de llexpression(3)
en fonction de l'azimut tp , est prfisentöe sur les Figures 1^.. 13, 14 respectivement pour
0io = 23°j 27°;
32,5°. Pour chaque calage, ces courbes mettent clairement en Evidence l'accroisseraent de translation axiale du tourblllon lorsque Y augmente {c'est-ä-dlre que la chargt dlminue).
II apparalt egalement que la limite d'instability
ty ne concerne, suivant la coordonnöe axiale Z, que des sections du sillage lointain voisines de Z = 2R = D, et cecl quel que soit le calage considöre.

l.s-s
4. CHAMP DE VITESSSn 3D DES SILLAGES ASSOCIES
A partlr des caract^ristiques globales du fonctionnement T = T{Y) de la Figure 4, les trajectoires tourblllonnalres et les champs de vitesses induites ont St^ analyses pour un coefficient de traction constant de l'hölice. Pour chacun des calages moyens
a = 23°; 21°; 32,5°, le oaramötre de fonctionnement a done 6t6 sölectionnö aux valeurs respectives Y ■ 0,44; 0,63; 0,89, oour permettre de maintenir constant et <5gal h
T ■ 0,16 le coefficient de traction (voir Figure 4) .
Les trajectoires tourbillonnaires associöes ä ce coefficient de traction constant, T = 0,16,
sont regroupöes sur la Figure 15 qui reprösente les variations des coordonnees r /R = r /R( l|l) et
Z./R ■ ''. /R( 0) du tourbillon d'extrömitö pour chacun des 3 couples de parametres ( a ,Y ) s^lectionn^s.
t
t
o
Contrairement au cas du rotor en vol stationnaire, pour lequel un coefficient de traction C
dorinö dötemlro une
göomötrie unique du sillaqe (coefficients A, B, k , k , fonctions de C ), les rSsultats de la Figure 15 mettent en evidence des göomötries de slllage totalement difförentes pour chaque
couple de parametres ( a ,Y). On observe en effet une contraction radiale d'autant plus forte que le calage est faible. Par voie de consequence, lorsque le calage d^crolt la Vitesse de translation axiale des
tourbilions dirainue egalement.
Sur la Figure 15, est ägalenient reprösentöe (par des tirets) la limite azimutale d'instabilite
l(i du sillage lointain. Bien que l'hölice fonctionne ä coefficient de traction constant, on remarouera
que la limite d'instabilitö est d'autant plus 61oiqn6e du plan de rotation que le calage est fait le
( ty - 360°, soit 4 tourbillons consecutifs pour a = 32,5°; tandis que ifi
- 540°, soit 6 tourbillons
0
s
consöcutifs pour a = 23°).
II est ögalement ä noter sur les rSsultats de la Figure 15, que le parametre Y qui constitue le parametre universel vis-ä-vin des efforts globaux ä calage donnö (vc^ir courbes
T ■ T( Y) * ^so " 'x pour difförentes valeurs de n sur la Figure 4) , apparalt aursi comme le parametre caraetöristique de la g^ometrie
du sillage associiS. En effet, les courbes obtenues pour
a0 = 22,5° et Y = 0,89 indiquent que les trajectoires en r/R et Z/R sont en parfaite coincidence, quelle que soit la maniere dont on realise le parametre Y par variations de n et V oo (ici n = 35,7 t/s et V«. = 27 m/s; ou n = 22,7 t/s et Vm = 17,2m/s).
Les lignes tourbillonnaires marginales 6tant dStermin^es pour l'h^lice oo^rant ä T ■ Cste, le
choix de 5 plans de coupe Z/R = Cste du sillage oü ont dtö mesur^es les vitesses JD, a £t£ effectuö en
fonrtion de l'äge du tourbillon par rapport a la pale l'ayant 6mis, et pour une distance aval variant de
R = 0,2 ä Z/R = 2,0.
Un exemple de distribution des vitesses radiale, tangentielle et axiale (U , V , W0) adimensionn^es par la Vitesse amont Voo , et mesuröes en fonction de l|/ en 15 station? radiales Z/R est donna sur
les Figure, 16A (Z/R = 0,221) et 16B (Z/R ■ 1,239) oour a = 23°;
Y = 0,44.
o
4.1. Champ de vitesses moyennes.
Pour chaque calage envisage, il a ötö possible, ä partir des mesures de vitesses 3D r(?alisöes
aux 5 sections aval, de restituer le champ moyen d'öcoulement en fonction de Z/R et ceci jusqu'ä une distance d'enviion un diametre ä l'aval du plan de rotation. Les Figures 17A et B donnent, en fonction du
rayon rSduit
C = r/R, les distributions de Vitesse axiale moyenne W0 = W/Voo = 1 + a (oü a reprösente la
Vitesse axiale induite Wi/Voo ), obtenues dans les 5 plans de coupe pour
a = 23° et 32,5°. Lorsque Z/R
crolt, ces rösultats mettent en evidence Involution de la contraction resultant du tourbillon d'extr^it tö, et font apparaltre un accroissement des vitesses induites d'autant plus grand que le calage est faible
(c'est-ä-dire que la charge augmente) .
En outre, ces rösultats permettent de verifier certains rßsultats classiques döduits des theories / de
Froude de la quantity de mouvement axiale. Les relations de Froude perraettent en effet d'ötaJ
c
\
blir1 ' le taux de contraction finale du sillage sous la forme :
r

Soo /SH = (1 + aF)/(l + 2aF)

(6)

oü SH et So,, representent l'aire des sections dans le plan de l'hölice et ä 1'infini aval, et oü la Vitesse axiale induite ap est donnöe par :
1,2

2aF = (1 + 8 T/ITY2 )' - 1

(7)

Dans la section St» situöe ä 1'infini aval, la vitesse induite bp vörifje de olus la relation
bp = 2ap. La conservation du döbit dans chaque section aval Z = Cste permet alors de determiner1 ''1 '
une loi de contraction de type exponentielle par :
(S/SH)F

= Sco /SH + (I - S, /SH)e "CN-

Z/R

(7)

oü S est l'aire de la section courante ä 1'abscisse Z, et oü l'exposant de contraction est donnel
une loi empirique en fonction de la traction (ici C^ ■ 1,105 pour T = 0,16).

' par

Pour les deux couples de paramötres ( a = 23°; Y = 0,44) et ( a = 32,5°; Y = 0,89), les Figures 18A et B montrent les r^sultats ainsi obtenus (courbes en pointings) sur la contraction (S/S^) et sur
la vitesse axiale WF = (1 + a) (Sy/S) , ä partir des expressions (6) et (8).
Sur ces Figures, les r^sultats obtenus par la thdorie de Froude sont confrontes aux mesures präsentes (courbes continues), pour lesquelles la vitesse axiale moyenne W0 = 1 + a est deduite des rösultats
des Figures 17A et B, et le rapport des sections ä l'ab^cisse courante Z se d^duit des lois (1) et (3) par
(S/SH) = (rt/R)2.
La comparaison de ces r^sultats fait apparaltre des contractions du sillage nettement plus fortes que celles döduites de la thöorie de Froude. Cependant, les vitesses axiales W0 prösentent ögalement
des niveaux plus ölevös que ceux de Froude, si bien que le debit volumique se trouve conserve et pratiquement egal ä celui de Froude dans toute la zone de sillage exploree, ä savoir 0,2 < Z/R ^ 2,0. L'tfvolution du rapport D/Dp montre en effet que le debit deduit des mesures (D = (rt/R; . W0. HR VOO ) represente
bien le debit de Froude (Dp = (S/SH)p. Wp. IIR Voo ) , ä moins de 4 % pros, pour chaque section Z = Cste et
dans les deux conditions at a et Y etudiees.
o
4.2. Champ de vitesses instantannees
A partir de la mesure des composantes U = U(r/R, ty ) et V = V(r/R, ij; ) , la vitesse radiale resul-

'

/

/

I
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tante (U2 + V2)' dans un plan de coupe aval du slllage peut ^tre repr^sent^e en fonctlon de r/R et a toute
phase de la pöriode 0" 4 ut -f 90°. En admettant une symfitrie de revolution pour les 4 zones interpales,
lep cartes d'öcouleraent du champ radial resultant peuvent Stre restitutes ä toute phase de la rotation
(0° < a)t < 360°) et pour chaque plan de coupe Z/R = Cste.
Les Figures 19, 20, 21 donnent des exemples du champ radial resultant ainsi restitu^ dans les
conditions ao = 23°; y = 0,44, et pour les 3 plans aval Z/R = 0,221 {Fig. 19); Z/R = 0,597 (Fig. 20);
z/R = 1,880 (Fig. 21). Sur chaque Figure, la vitesse rösultante est tracde suivant 15 abscisses radiales
et avec un increment d'azlmut de rotation A^ = 4,5°. Pour chaque azimut i> , les composantes UR et VR
de cette vitesse r^sultante se d^duisent des composantes U et V mesur^es par la rotation :
U

R

= U costy

+ V sinl|J

V

K

= V cosii

- U siniji

Bien que ce mode de representation ne fasse pas intervenir la composa'Vi-e axials, il permet cependant de d^crire avec precision 1'öcoulement radial qui se döveloppe ä un instant quelconque ä l'aval
des pales. En particulier, le passage du tourbillon d'extrönite dans c laque plan Z/R = Cste, ainsi que la
contractiin radiale qu'il engendre, sent claireraent matörialisös sur ces cartes. Outre les deux zones marginales influencöes par le moyeu et par l'extrömitö de pale, les cartes confirment la presence, dans la
region moyenne des pales, d'une zone d'^coulement neutre assez peu perturb^e.
En outre, ä partir du champ radial resultant pröcedermnent obtenu, il est possible de determiner
la circulation du tourbillon marginal par integration, dans chacune des sections aval considerees, des vitesses tangentes ä un contour ferme englobant le noyau tourbillonnaire. Comme 1'indique la Figure 22, le
centre du tourbillon est prealablement localise en (r , i|) ) pour un plan Z/R = Cste donne, et la circulation
rt t du tourbillon resulte alors de la circulation Tu due ä la composante de rotation Ur relative i la section r consideree, et de la circulation
F^ due aux vitesses Vr et Vt tangentes au contour
ferme (ds, dr) comme le montre la Figure 22.
Le calcul des circulations Ti a ainsi ete effectue dans chacune des 5 sections aval etudiees,
et la Figure 23 en donne un exeraple relatif au calage a = 32,5°. Pour un plan Z/R = Cste donne, la circulation Ti est represente sur cette Figure en fonction de la longueur des contours fermes, teis que
ds = dr, et de dimension croissar';e (ds variant de 2 ä 17 cm). L'accrolssement de la longueur ds avec I'abscisse Z/R croissante correspond ä une augmentation du rayon tourbillonnaire, qui dans ce cas varie de
2 on ä 5 cm lorsque Z/R crolt de 0,203 a 1,819. Ces rösultats montrent que la circulation V^ augmente
avec la dimension du contour, puis tend vers une valeur quasiment constante pour des contours de dimension
suffisamraent grande, avant de redecroltre. Dans chaque plan Z/R = Cste, la circulation du tourbillon a
done ete calcuiee par la relation Ttot = T^ + Tw (voit Fig. 23) oü la dimension ds = dr du contour a ete
seiectionnee pour correspondre ä la valeur constante du contour de V^.
Par ailleurs, la distribution de circulation liee ä la pale a ete galcuiee ä l'aide de la theorie tourbillonnaire classique' ), qui permet de determiner la circulation Fp = T„/ (uR2 et les vitesses
induites axiale, Wi = W^/ uR, et tangentielle, U^ = U^/ oiR, sur la pale par les relations

'f( C) = ikt( X2+C2)/2 / fl + (h/H!) kt ( X2+K* )/ 1
^wi( 0 = 5 (h/Hj) r{ 5)
;
Ui ( C) - - h r( ?)

(9)

oü k = l/2(dc /di) i-t t =
c/R sont fonctions des coefficients de portance des profils et de la geometrie
de la pale; H. est J.e pas moyen des tourbillons du sillage lointain qui se döduit du coefficient k. par
H = bk2/2 n ; I'angle i( 5) de 1'ecoulement incident et la fonction h etant definis par :
1(C)oü le coefficient

ao +

9V - Arctg( X/5 )

,-

h( 0 - b/4n5 Xb

...- est donne''1*' par :

Xb( C.^ ) = (2/n ).

Arccos(e"b(1 " ^)/2X )

La distribution de circulation rD =
rD WR2 sur la pale ainsi calcuiee par (9) en fonction du
rayon reduit % = r/R, est donnee sur la Figure 24 pour les deux calages a = 23° et 32,5°, et fait apparaltre un maximum de circulation situe dans les deux cas au voisinage de S = 0,5. Ce niveau maximum
t ^p'max de circulation sur la pale est compare, sur la Figure 25, ä Involution de la circulation du tourbillon marginal precedemraent obtenu dans le sillage en fonction de Z/R et pour
ao = 32,5°. Ces resultats montrent que pour une distance aval süffisante (Z/R > 0,4) , le maximum de circulation sur la pale
se trouve concentre dans le tourbillon d'extremite ( rtot = 0,97 ( rp)max a Z/R = 0,494). Lorsque la distance axiale Z/R augmente,l'intensite du tourbillon diminue en raison de la diffusion turbulente; cette
intensite tourbillonnaire represente encore 78 % de ( T )max dans le sillage lointaiin'i Z/R = 1,819.
5. CONCLUSIONS
L'analyse du sillage proche et lointain d'une heiice aerienne quadyipale operant h iifferents
parametres de fonctionnement et suivant differents calages a ete realisee danaj cette etude par une methode anemometrique ä fils chauds. Pour des distances aval allcint jusqu'ä un diameftre d'heiice, les trajectoires tourbillonnaires marginales et les champs de vitesses 3D ont ete determines dans une gamme etendue
de pararaetre de fonctionnement allant de regimes voisins de la traction nulle ä des regimes proches d'- la
traction maximum.
II a ainsi nu et re ('"tab 11 des lois emolriques de synthese sur la contraction radiale du sillage et
sur la translation axiale des tourbillons d'extremite, qui definissent avec precision la geometrie du sillage associe a un regime de fonctionnement propulsif quelconque ( a0,X , T > o) de 1'heiice etudiee. II
est ä noter que ces lois empiriques pr^sentent une certaine analogie avec celles etablies pour les sillages de rotors en vcl stationnaire, mais font intervenir des coefficients A, B, kj , k2 dependant des parametres du fonctionnement ( y. OQ' et li*« a la presence d'une vitesse non nulle a 1'infini amont.
La limite azimutale de validite de ces lois est donnee par une relation empirique qui determine
1'azimut d'instabilite if)s, ä partir duquel le sillage et les tourbillons marginaux perdent leur permanence de forme sous l'action de la diffusion et de 1'interaction tourbillonnaire.
Pour un regime de fonctionnement de 1'heiice ä T = Cste, la mesure des champs de vitesses 3D a
permis une description detailiee de l'ecoulement de sillage associe, pour des azimuts quelconques de la

'■'
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rotation complete o° £ ut ( 360°, L'fitabllsseraent de cartes d'öcoulement du champ radial rösultant a en
outre permls de döterrainer Involution de la circulation du tourbillon marginal en fonction de la distance aval. Lorsque cette distance varie de 0,5R A 2,OR, l'intensit^ concentröe dans le tourbillon d'extr^mltö reprfsente de 95 % 4 80 % du maximum de circulation li^e a la pale.
Pour l'hölice ötudiöe, il apparalt done que la mod^lisation göom^trique du sillage assoclä ainsl obtenue, constitue une configuration suffisamment complete pour servlr de base i des programmes de raise en öquilibre et de calcul des performances (m^thodes similaires ä celles döveloppöes pour les rotors
en vol stationnaire et fondöes sur la thöorie tourbillonnaire et la relation de Blot et Savart) . Toutefois,
pour permettre une gönöralisation des lols de contraction et de translation proposöe ici pour l'h^llce itudlfe, 11 s'av^re nöcessalre de sysWmatlser les explorations de sillages assoclSs ä d'autres configurations d'hfilice prenant notararoent en compte la variation de pararaetres tels que : le norabre de pales, la
loi de vrillage, la göomdtrle des profils et des extrömitös de pale.
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INVESTIGATIONS OF MODERN GENERAL AVIATION PROPELLERS
H. Zimmer
Dornier GmbH, Friedrichshafen
R. Hoffmann
Hoffmann-Propellers, Rosenheim
K. H. Horstmann
DFVLR, Braunschweig

SUMMARY

After a period of stagnation in the years following WW II an accelerated movement towards propeller propulsion has taken place in recent years. Because of its inherent propulsive advantages the propeller propulsion has a considerable development potential. Initial analyses of the statc-nf-the-art of propeller
technology in the General Aviation field by means of flight and windtunnel tests as well as by aerodynamic
and acoustic calculations have shown possibilities for improvement, mainly in the lower and medium speed
range. Improved propellers were designed and analysed theoretically and experimentally. Newly designed
supercritical airfoils with high lift-to-drag ratios at high lift were used. To find the optimum blade
shapes associated with minimum supervelocities, also several tip shapes were analysed. After windtunnel
tests the best of the propeller designs was selected for full scale flight test. A set of experimental
propellers for the Do 228 Experimental aircraft was developed, constructed and tested. Improvements were
achieved in the whole flight regime. The experience of this propeller development program was used to
design a high performance high speed General Aviation propeller for M • 0.6 flight.
NOTATION
Chord length

B

Twist distribution [0]

c

d

Drag coefficient

6

Blade angle [01

c

l

Lift coefficient

n

Wing flap angle [0]

c

c

lmax

Maximum lift coefficient

K

^V

Uninstalled propulsive efficiency

c

Pressure coefficient

C

Critical pressure coefficient

Abbreviations

Aircraft mass [kg]

AF

Activity Factor

H

Altitude [m]

BMFT

Federal Minister of Research and Technology

M

Mach number

DFVLR

German Aerospace Research Agency

n

Turnrate [RPM]

FL

Flight number

P

Power [SHP, kW]

TNT

New Technology Wing

r. R

Radius [m]

TQ

Engine Torque [%]

Re

Reynolds number

TWB

Transonic Windtunnel Braunschweig

T

Thrust [kp, N]

UYS

University of Stuttgart

V

Velocity

ZKP

Civil Component Experimental Program

Vd

Downwash at blade station [|]

x, y

Propeller coordinate system

p

P*
G
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INTRODUCTION

During WW II the propeller propulsion rejchel a standard, which was quite high, as is shown, for instance,
by the fliqht performance of the Do 335 airc aft according co figure 1. With the apnearance of jet engines
the propeller propulsion experienced a certa i stagnation hut due to the fact that the latter represents
the optimum and therefore the most economical type of airc"aft propulsion, there is great emphasis all over
the world both to improve propeller propulsion in the low and medium speed range and to extend its application to significantly higher velocities than are currently used.
In recent years considerable efforts have been made to improve the performance of General Aviation aircraft, mainly by an improved wing design. One example is the New Technology Wing (sponsored by the BMFT),
which showed excellent performance in flight test and therefore was introduced into the Do 228 series production aircraft (figure 2).

—
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The aim of the present study (also sponsored by the BMFT) was therefore to use this aerodynamic background
to establish improved propeller designs. This study was performed in cooperation between DORNIER (prime
contractor), HOFFMANN (propeller manufacturer), DFVLR and the University of Stuttgart. The
major steps of this development program are summarized in figure 3. The goal of the study was a thrust improvement and noise reduction of the propeller by specific aerodynamic measures at a given diameter, power
and rotational speed. A four-bladed propeller was developed and optimized. Also a three-bladed version was
analysed. The study should lead to a propeller, which could be certified on the Do 228 (figure 2) to enhance
its s!,ortfield and also hot-andtiigh performance. The main steps of the study according to figure 3 were
carried out in the timeframe October 1978 through April 1982. Since then certification work and preparation
of the series production have been done. In this report emphasis is placed on the aerodynamic design aspects
and the effects on propeller performance. Also some features concerning the adopted light weight blade construction are described. For more detailed results and also for the theoretical and experimental acoustic
properties references [1] and [2] are recommended.

H = 0,7

Figure 1:

Dornier Do 335 aircraft

Figure 2:

Dornier Do 228 aircraft

H = 10 KM

im
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Besides the full scale propeller tests windtunnel test were carried out on one third scale model propellers.
Two propellers of the flight test series were also tested in model scale. Fig. 5 shows the DFVLR model propeller test stand with a model propeller equipped with bent tips. Also the acoustic test set up can be seen.
During the study five model propellers were constructed and tested [3], [4],
2.2

Theoretical _analysis

In the aerodynamic analysis of the known propellers and also for the design of the improved ones the mathematical model depicted in figure 6 was used. This method (an extended version of [5]) is a blade element
vortex wake method, where the radial contraction and the axial displacement of the blade tip vortices is
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Thrust dependence of flight velocity for several
General Aviation propellers

prescribed and where the vortex wakes of the several blades adjust
themselves freely in axial direction according to the local downwash. This method proved useful for
the design and analysis of a variety of different propellers and rotors in the whole power range. The
results of this modelling of the
propeller flowfield is illustrated
on a fixed pitch General Aviation
propeller in the 150 kW power class
according to figure 7. There the
calculated downwash distributions
are given for static condition,
climb and cruise flight at 3 turnrates. In the static case the downwash in the tip region is very irregular due to the strong blade-tip
vortex interaction and at the inboard portion of the blade the
downwash has broken down due to
flow separation. In the climb condition an inner separated region is
still discernible, but in cruise
flight a near optimum constant downwash is present. All the other distributions of interest, e. g. local
lift, drag, circulation, thrust, moment and also the corresponding
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CIVIL COMPONENT EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT OF AN IMPROVED GENERAL AVIATION
PROPELLER IN THE 500 - 600 KW POWER RANGE

1. ANALYSIS OF THE STATE OF THE ART (DO, HO,
DFVLR/ UYS)

THEOR., EXP., 2-D, 3-D

2. DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED AIRFOILS
(DFVLR, UYS)

3. OPTIMIZED BLADE SHAPE (DO)

4. DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION/ TEST OF MODEL
PROPELLERS (DO, HO, DFVLR)

5. DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, TEST OF FULL-SCALE
PROPELLERS (DO, HO)
Figure 3:

Major steps of the ZKP-Development Program

2.

ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT PROPELLER TECHNOLOGY

2,1

Exeerimental .analysis

In the first step according to figure 3 an analysis of the current propeller technology was done. It was
very helpful that the possibility was given to flight test eight available propellers in the time frame
of the study on the Do 228 Experimental Aircraft. Figure 4 shows seven out of the eight propellers tested.

sSfcl r
HartzeKLT 10282 B+4

(2)

HarUelU 10282 B-6

(5)

Figure 5:

DFVLR Model propeller test stand

Figure 4:

Candidates of the propeller flight test

'
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Besides the full scale propeller tests windtunnel test were carried out on one third scale model propellers.
Two propellers of the flight test series were also tested in model scale. Fig. 5 shows the DFVLR model propeller test stand with a model propeller equipped with bent tips. Also the acoustic test set up can be ?cen.
During the study five model propellers were constructed and tested [3], [41.

In the aerodynamic analysis of the known propellers and also for the design of the improved ones the mathematical model depicted in figure 6 was used. This method (an extended version of [5]) is a blade element
vortex wake method, where the radial contraction and the axial displacement of the blade tip vortices is
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prescribed and where the vortex wakes of the several blades adjust
themselves freely in axial direction according to the local downwash. This method proved useful for
the design and analysis of a variety of different propellers and rotors in the whole power range. The
results of this modelling of the
propeller flowfield is illustrated
on a fixed pitch General Aviation
propeller in the 150 kW power class
according to figure 7. There the
calculated downwash distributions
are given for static condition,
climb and cruise flight at 3 turnrates. In the static case the downwash in the tip region is very irregular due to the strong blade-tip
vortex interaction and at the inboard portion of the blade the
downwash has broken down due to
flow separation. In the climb condition an inner separated region is
still discernible, but in cruise
flight a near optimum constant downwash is present. All the other distributions of interest, e. g. local
lift, drag, circulation, thrust, moment and also the corresponding
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coefficients are calculated using the local aerodynamic profile characteristics which are given.
Several of the tested propellers were analysed this way. A characteristic result is shown in figure 8,
where the thrust, depending on flight velocity, for several General Aviation propellers is compared with
the theoretical limit . From this figure the conclusion can be drawn, that in the lower and medium speed
regime an improvement should be possible. In the present study two reference propellers were considered.
Since the Do 228 Experimental Aircraft was originally equipped with Hartzell LT 10282 B+4 propellers, this
type is named reference propeller 1 (figure 4, version (0)) and since the propellers Hartzell LT 10573
were introduced into the Do 228 series, this type is named reference propeller 2 (figure 4, version (3)).

3.

FOCUS OF THE PRESENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

In order to develop a propeller with improved performance the blades should have a favourable lift to drag
ratio in the whole working range. To achieve this, the following aspects were given particular attention:
-

The profiles along the whole blade must have favourable aerodynamic characteristics

-

Careful design of the blade root area

-

Careful desing of the blade tip region

in order to achieve a noise reduction despite the increased thickness of the composite blade structure in
comparison with the reference metal blade, a blade design with minimum supervelocities was worked out. Minimum supervelocity in tangential direction was achieved by a roof top type pressure distribution of the
profiles in the outer blade region and minimum supervelocity in axial direction was achieved by optimizing
the blade tip region for a smooth downwash distribution by reducing the tip vortex circulation strength
and by increasing the loading of the inner blade region. The design condition for the propeller was the
single engine climb case of the Do 228 aircraft.

AIRFOIL DEVELOPMENT

*•1

P§§i9D.f§§tyrS5.f9!Ltb§.9yt§C-Br9B§ll§r.!?l5de_sections

For a low drag airfoil development two design features are important [6]:
-

Avoiding local supersonic regions with strong drag inducing shocks

-

Extending the region of laminar boundary layer on both surfaces as much as possible

Except in the case of high loaded blades the first requirement in general can be fulfilled. Due to the
small thickness of outer propeller sections the second one, however, leads to an airfoil with a v€ry sharp
leading edge with the risk of an abrupt stall behaviour and a corresponding low maximum lift coefficient.
To avoid this sharp leading edge the laminar boundary layer region has to be limited to a certain value
depending on other requirements. Especially on the lower surface it is convenient to limit the laminar
boundary layer region. Due to the higher flow velocity it is more efficient with regard to the drag to
realize a large laminar boundary layer region on the upper surface.
For a high static thrust a high maximum lift coefficient, especially at the radial posi'-ion r/R • 0.8 with
a Mach number Km 0.6, is required. Therefore the small local supersonic flow field existing near the
leading edge on the upper surface should be extended to about 15 % of the chord length. This is attainable
by a reduction of contour curvature at the leading edge and a relatively high curvature at the rear part
of the supersonic region.
-2.0

0.5O „/c 1,0

Airfnl OFVLR-Pt
l/t = 0,196 f/R:0,4S
Figure 9:
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Calculated pressure distributions for different radial blade sections at cruise conditions
(c, = 0.3, Re = 2.5 • 106)
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Unfortunately this typical curvature distribution, first described by Wortmann [7], considerably reduces
the lift coefficient range of the low drag bucket due to laminar boundary layer at climb and cruise conditions. The high curvature at 10 T 15 ^ chord length causes downstream an additional destabilisation of
the laminar boundary layer.
Fig. 9 shows the contours of four airfoils designed for different radial blade positions and the calculated
pressure distribution at cruise conditions.
For the airfoils DFVLR-P1 and P2 laminar boundary layers up to 80 % on the upper surface and 10 %
the lower surface can be expected. At climb conditions (not shown) the laminar flow region on the
surface is only insignificantly reduced and on the lower surface it is considerably extended. The
P3 and P4 are designed for smaller laminar boundary layer regions on the upper surface and larger
on the lower surface.
4 2

-

f 20 5ä on
upper
airfoils
regions
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Developing the four airfoils shown, two methods are used. The inverse problem which needs the prescribing
velocity distribution on the airfoil as input and which leads to the airfoil contour and to the aerodynamic coefficients has been solved by a modified computer code from Eppler and Somers [8]. This very efficient code for incompressible flow has been extended to subsonic flow by Radespiel [9] who introduced a
combination of two different compressibility rules. The Eppler/Somers code is based on a conformal mapping
procedure in its design part and on a higher order panel/boundary layer interaction method in its analysis
part. A number of options can be specified in the design part such as extent of upper and lower surface
pressure plateaus at specified angles of attack, extent and behaviour of recompression in the rear part,
trailing edge angle, etc.
For transonic flow the Bauer/Garabedian/Korn/Jameson method (BGK III) was used [10], [11], which is based
on a finite difference approximation of the full potential equation in a transformed mesh to fulfill the
exact boundary conditions. In the BGK III as wall as in the modified Eppler/Somers code the viscous effects
are taken into account by adding the boundary layer displacement thickness to the airfoil contour.

4.3

Windtunnel

The experimental investigations have been carried out in the Transonic Windtunnel Braunschweig (TWB) of the
DFVLR [12]. The windtunnel is of the blow-down type and especially suited for airfoil tests at subsonic and
transonic flows in the Mach number range of M = 0.3 to 0.9. The rectangular test section of 34 cm by 60 cm
with slotted walls at the top and the bottom allows testing of airfoil models with chord lengths of 10 cm
to 20 cm and a span of 34 cm. This results in
- windtunnel height/airfoil chord ratios of 0.6 to 3.0
- geometric aspect ratios of 3.4 to 1.7

and

which are common in airfoil investigations. In this case 12.5 cm chord length models have been used. The
width of the slots has been optimized for zero blockage corrections. This has led to an open area ratio of
2.35 %.
In a routine investigation the subsequent data are provided from the experiment
-

static pressure on the airfoil contour at approximately 50 locations on the contour

-

total and static pressure in the wake at approximately 360 locations

Lift and pitching moment coefficient are evaluated from the contour pressure, drag coefficient from the
wake traverse pressures.
As in all other transonic windtunnels the turbulence and especially the high noise level considerably
influence the laminar boundary layer development, but an indication of the transition location shift or
an amount of drag increase can not be given.
4.4

Exßecinientaj^results

The drag polars of the airfoils DFVLR-P1 and P2 at different Mach numbers are shown in fig. 10. For comparison the polars of a NACA 16-series airfoil taken from the reference propeller 1 and also tested in the
TWB are included in the figures. All figures show that the low drag lift coefficient range of the DFVLRairfoils is much larger than that of the reference airfoil. Additionally, the drag of the DFVLR airfoil is
lower. At cruise conditions the difference amounts to ACJ = 0.001 f 0.003 (10 X i 30 9>). For cruise and
climb and partly for take-off conditions the polars cover the required lift coefficient range of low dran.
The ranges of low drag are mainly characterised by complete subsonic flow or by local supersonic flow
fields without a severe drag inducing shock. Since the windtunnel flow is disturbed by noise and turbulence
the size of the laminar boundary layer region on the airfoil is small and therefore has only a minor influence on the measured polar.
Characteristic performance boundaries of the three airfoils are shown in fig. 11. The maximum lift coefficients of the DFVLR airfoils are significantly higher than those of the reference airfoil. The drag boundaries cj = 0.01 and 0.015 cover a much larger M-q-area. The operational conditions of cruise and climb are
completely inside the c0 = 0.01-boundary.
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As mentioned above the windtunnel turbulence and especially the high
noise level force transition considerably more upstream than in free
flight. To illustrate this problem fig. 12 shows a comparison of polars from windtunnel measurements and two different calculations,
with free transition and with transition at x/c = 0.07. The calculated drag polar with free transition clearly shows the laminar low
drag bucket in the lift coefficient range ci = 0.25 i 0.75. The
measured polar curve shows drag coefficient values between those
of the two calculated polars. This leads to the two assumptions
that inspite of the presence of turbulence and high noise level a
certain region of laminar boundary layer exists and that in free
flight a considerable lower drag could be attained.
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Figure 12:

Comparison of the measured and calculated
drag polars of the airfoil DFVLR-P2
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As was shown in [13] the usable lift in the hub region of a rotating propeller is increased by the suction
effect caused by the Coriolis acceleration working on the boundary layer material. To take advantage of
this effect, high lift FX-airfoils were used in the hub region {[14], also private communication) with a
two-dimensional maximum lift coefficient up to c-\mx = 2.0. The definition airfoils for the blade to be
developed are shown together in figure 13. These were used in a numerical lofting procedure to define the
blade shape.
The radial distribution of the maximum lift coefficient of the new airfoils in comparison to those of reference propeller 1 together with the influence of rotation is shown in figure 14. Near the hub a local
maximum lift coefficient of cimax ■ 3. is obtained.
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5.

OPTIMIZED BLADE SHAPES

5.1

§lade_tig_devices

A variety of blade tip devices were already proposed and analysed (e. g. [15]). A review of the work done
in this field was also undertaken in order to find the optimum blade shape.
Experimental results on bent-tips in model scale (figure 5) and full scale (300 kW power range) were analysed. The results showed that the tip devices caused a shift of the propulsive efficiency curve to higher
velocities, so that in the lower and medium speed range a slight propulsive efficiency degradation is obse-ved. Only for high velocity low thrust cases the propulsive efficiency is improved. Also flight test
results on Bi-blades in the 150 kW power range were analysed. Some beneficial aerodynamic effects were
found, but this configurations had inherent structural problems.
To summarize the analysis of different tip devices, it was shown in accordance with the results gained
during the development of the New Technology Wing (figure 2) that a nonplanar configuration cannot be as
efficient as a planar one. So it was of aerodynamical and acoustical interest to analyse planar swept tips,
which prove effective on fixed wings (figure 2) and on helicopter rotors which are relatively lightly
loaded when compared with propellers. Results of this part of the study are given in section 6.
5.2

§l§de_glanfgrm_ogtimization

With the aerodynamic characteristics of the selected profiles according to figure 13 and 14 a blade planform variation was carried out using the mathematical model of figure 6 in order to find the optimum blade
shape. Several analysed planform shapes can be seen on figure 15.
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A second optimization criterion besides the overall
thrust was the downwash distribution according to the
above mentioned reasons. Figure 16 shows the influence
of several blade planforms on the downwash distribution for the three conditions of main interest, i. e.
static condition, climb and cruise flight. The distributions of the conventional planform shapes show the
typical kinks in static ccidition due to the strong
blade-vortex interaction. Also in climb and cruise
flight the relatively strong tip vortices induce
quite a high downwash peak at the outer end. Finally
the ZKP-planform was selected because the blade-vortex
interaction is greatly reduced - which is due to the
relatively small tip vortex circulation strength - and
because a more uniform downwash is present at the inner blade area which is due to increased loading
there. A'so in climb and cruise flight the downwash
peaks are significantly reduced. This effect of a reduced intensity of the wake vortex system circulation
also proved effective in reducing noise.
After the optimum blade shape had been established
with a twist distribution optimized for the single
engine climb speed, the usual performancp characteristics were calculated for a four-bladed and a threebladed propeller. In figure 17 the theoretical thrust
of these two versions are compared with the performance of the propellers already analysed in figure 8.
According to these results the four-blade version
shows a considerable improvement in efficiency esoecially in the lower and medium speed regime. Because
the three-blade ve-sion still ranks at the high edge
of the current technology, this version is also of interest because of tie potential to reduce the propeller mass without degradation in performance.

Influence of blade planform on downwash
distribution

Figure 17:

Thrust vs flight velocity of the developed four- and three-blade propeller in comparison
with current propellers
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6.

DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND TEST OF THE MODEL PROPELLERS
After the blade shape had been specified, two
model propellers wore designed and constructed in aluminiun i numerical machining. These
propellers (figt . 18) had identical profiles
(finure 13) and twist distribution. The only
difference was that model propeller 5 had
swept tips.

Figure 18:

Model propeller 4 (left)
and 5 (right)

Figure 19 shows a comparison of the calculated and measured power and thrust of model propeller 4 dependent
on blade angle. It shows that the required power is quite accur; tely predicted, but that the theoretical
thrust for high power loading is not obtained in the experimpr.L. This can be explained by the fact that in
the calculation the aerodynamic characteristics for the full scale Reynolds Number were used. In effect the
full scale propeller tests carried out later met the predictions exactly.
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Comparison of the theoretical
and experimental required power
and thrust of model propeller 4
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The measurements of model propeller 5 showed that this
version had almost the same performance as model propeller 4. Where differences occured they were always
small and in favour of model propeller 4. The acoustic
properties of model propeller 5 were such that for low
power loading the noise emission was lower than that
of No. 4 (in accordance with helicopter rotor experience) but for high power loading the svept tips produced more noise than the straight ones. This behaviour can be explained by the local flow field in the
tip region as shown schematically in figure 20. Due to
the increasing downwash contraction with increasing
power loading the swept tips become aerodynamically
unswept while the straight tips become aerodynamical ly
swept forward. Because of this positive effect the
straight tips of model propeller 4 were selected for
the full scale propellers.

Figure 20:
Flow field in the tip region of model propeller 4
and 5 under high load condition (schematically)
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DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND TEST OF THE FULL

7

D§5l9D.?!]d.constructiori_of_the_blades
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SCALE PROPELLERS

The comparatively voluminous blades had to be constructed with a very light structure, because metal blades
would have been too heavy. Therefore the blades were designed and built with a relatively inexpensive woodcomposite structure. This type of construction is a modern development of the technology widely used on
German and British aircraft during WW II.

Figure 21:

Root section (left) and tip section (right) of the blade structure without the composite shell

This technology proved a high reliability and durability even under harsh environmental conditions (e. g.
Hovercraft) up to 4.000 kW Experience over several decades is at hand. Figure 21 shows the blade structure
before the composite outer shell is applied. The blade shank and the root region is made of highly densified red-beech wood. This material has the strength of aluminium with half its specific weight. The blade
retention system is integrated into the shank such that these blades can easily be exchanged against the
metal blades on standard Hartzeil hubs. The blade retention system also was subjected to the appropriate
certification tests.
On figure 21, at the root section, the foam filled leading and trailing edges are visible, also
tion of the densi-Med wood (dark) to pine wood, which represents the load carrying structure of
blade. Also the metal erosion resistance strip is discernible. This structure is machined after
blade, surrounded by a fiber reinforced plastic shell to carry torsional loads, and is slightly
- if needed - using numerically machined templates.
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The propellers were adapted to the control system of the Garrett TFE 331-5 engines and tested in the fourblade and three-blade version according to figure 22.

Figure 22:

The developed propellers on the Do 228 Experimental Aircraft
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Static thrust measurements for different propellers
on the Do 228 Experimental Aircraft

The static thrust was measured on the
Do 228 Experimental Aircraft with different propellers installed. Results
can be seen on figure 23, where the
squared thrust is shown dependent on
the required power for the three most
interesting four-blade propellers.
The deviation from the straight lines
indicates beginning flow separation
in the inner propeller region. It is
evident that the ZKP-propeller produces more thrust at a given power
setting, also flow separation onset
starts later and is apparently very
weak, so the blade root design proves
to be effective.
The propeller thrust was also reduced
from the accelerated roll tests according to figure 24. Here also the
advantage of the ZKP propeller is
evident.
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Required power in stationary horizontal
flight of the Do 228 Experimental Aircraft equipped with different propellers
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Figure 24:

Thrust dependent on velocity for different propellers reduced fro" the taxi
tests

Finally the required power of the Do 228 Experimental Aircraft in climb condition and in stationary horizontal flight when equipped with different propellers were measured. Results for horizontal flight are
compared in figure 25. The advantage of the new propeller diminishes with increasing flight velocity but
remains positive in the whole flight regime. The main flight test results of the new four-blade propeller
in comparison with reference propeller 2 are summarized in figure 26.
In the range of interest the propeller thrust at a given power measured by the different methods mentioned
above was generally within + 5 % of the expected values.

FLIGHT TEST RESULTS ZKP-PROPELLER - REFERENCE PROPELLER 2;
- STATIC THRUST

+ 19 X

-CLIMB VELOCITY
ON TWO ENGINES
ON ONE ENGINE

7

Figure 26.

+ 6 - 7 X
♦ 10 - 16 X

- CRUISE VELOCITY

+ 2 X

-

+ 3 X

RANGE

ARTIFICIAL EROSION HAS NEGLIGIBLE INFLUENCE
FOR EQUAL THRUST NOISE AND VIBRATION ARE REDUCED
REVERSE- AND AIRSTART-CHARACTERISTICS ARE IMPROVED

Main flight test results of the new four-blcle propeller compared with reference propeller 2
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8.

DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGH SPEED GENERAL AVIATION PROPELLER

With the experience gained in the previously described development progrdm a high performance relatively
highly loaded propeller for the M = 0.6 cruise flight regime was designed for a new project. The profiles
PI through P3 according to figure 9 were moved further inboard and another new inboard section was designed. Some geometrical characteristics are shown on the left hand sinde of figure 27. Because of the favourable aerodynamic high speed characteristics according to figure 10 and 11 the profiles PI and P2 can tolerate the much higher load in cruise condition (ci = O.a * 0.7) with only a small drag increase as indicated in figure 10. So the calculated propulsive efficiency of this propeller is quite high as can be seen
on the right hand side of figure 27.
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Figure 27:

Geometrical characteristics and cruise performance of a high speed General Aviation propeller
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AERODYNAMIC AND STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF PROPELLER AND DRIVE
FOR A 1/5 SCALE WIND TUNNEL PROGRAMME
by
R.M. Bass
Dowty Rotol Ltd. Gloucester, U.K.
B. Munnlksma
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
J, van Hengst
Fokker B.V., Schlphol-Oost, The Netherlands

SUMMARY

The paper describes the development of a model propeller and Its calibration in association with an
axisymmetrlc nacelle In the NLR low speed tunnel In Amsterdam before testing on a complete 1/5 scale model
of the Fokker F50 in the DNW (German-Dutch wind tunnel). The calibration so obtained, allowed the required
operating propeller conditions to be set up on the complete F50 model. The influence of Reynolds number on
propeller performances is discussed and some data presented showing the good agreement obtained, after
correction for scale effects, between experimental model results and full scale prediction. A previously
unsuspected and unavoidable vibration originating in the reduction gear train of the drive unit gave rise
to high propeller blade stresses, ultimately leading to a blade failure. In order to continue running with
minimum delay, new propeller blades with high internal damping were manufactured from composite materials,
and the programme was successfully concluded.

NOMENCLATURE
D
R
r
S

Propeller Diameter
Blade tip radius
Local blade radius
Propeller disc area

p
v

Free Stream air density
Velocity

K
B.
E
'o
q
D
a
D

Blade helical tip Mach number
Blade pitch angle at 0.7R
Swirl angle relative to axial direction
Total head
Drag of strut
Drag of nacelle

F __

Propeller net thrust

F

Jet Thrust

N

F

.

Balance force

P
n

Shaft Power
Propeller Rotational Speed (revs/sec)

J

v
Advance Ratio. —^■
nD

Cp

Power coefficient

5

VD
F
C

Thrust coefficient

Tc

Thrust coefficient

NET

P

nV

F

NET

"»P
F

Propeller efficiency

NETVo

Suffices
Free stream
Local

1.0

INTRODUCTION

During the development phase of a propeller driven aircraft, much attention has to be paid to the
aerodynamics and the stability and control characteristics of the aircraft as affected by the propeller
slipstream, this is especially true at take-off, climb-out and landing, where slipstream effects can be
quite large. A wind tunnel test was initiated to study the Influence on stability and control of the propeller slipstream and the opportunity was taken to acquire some near field noise data by installing microphones In the fuselage in the region of the propeller plane of rotation (see Ref. 1).
The model propeller used for this investigation was designed to represent the aerodynamic configuration of a A-bladed propeller at that time proposed for the full scale aircraft. The investigation was planned to be conducted on a 1/5 scale model of the F50 in the 8 x 6 m. DNW at the North East Polder, In the
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Netherlands, so that full advantage could be taken of the high Reynolds number capability of this tunnel
(see Figure 1). In order to calibrate the propeller and drive unit, preliminary tests were carried out on
an isolated axisyranetric nacelle in the 3 x 2 m low speed wind tunnel (LST) of the Nl.R in Amsterdam.
During the testing of the complete FSO model, a totally unexpected mechanical excitation was encountered,
emphasizing the need to consider all aspects of the combination of propeller and drive unit when designing
powered models of propeller installations. This paper addresses itself to the development of a model propeller, its construction, vibrational behaviour, and its performance calibration in isolation before testing on the complete F50 model in the DNW.

2.0

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST RIG AKD PROPELLER

The test rig used in the low speed tunnel and shown in Figure 2, consists essentially of an isolated
nacelle, mounted by means of a faired strut on the balance located beneath the wind tunnel floor. The propeller is A-bladed with a diameter of ,762 m and an activity factor of 90. It is a 1/5 scale model of the
four bladed propeller at that time proposed for the full scale aircraft.
2.1

Nacelle and Strut

The metal nacelle is a slender body of revolution housing:
- a drive unit and gearbox,
- a Lebow torquemeter installed between propeller and gearbox, and
- an exhaust duct with a ASME nozzle connected to the turbine exhaust of the drive unit.
The maximum cross sectional area and the total length of the nacelle are kept the same as those of
the nacelle with a faired inlet of the 1/5 scaled F50 model. The conical front part of the nacelle blends
at the forward end with the 15° cone of the spinner and is smoothly faired at the rear from the cylindrical mid part. The rear part of the nacelle incorporates a faired boattail in order to ensure a uniform
flow in the ASME nozzle.
The strut is a steel box covered by a profiled resin fairing. A NACA-6 series thickness distribution
was selected to shape the strut cross sectional contour. All the required piping, leads and wirings to
control the drive unit run through the strut.
The drive unit is a single stage turbine driven by compressed air with a maximum air consumption of
2.27 kg/s at 17 bar. The turbine motor and output shaft are coupled through a planetary reduction gear
system giving a maximum propeller speed of rotation of 7500 r.p.ra. At this speed, the power delivered at
the propeller shaft amount to 133 kW. A special air supply system was designed in order to avoid abrupt
pressure and mass flow changes of the drive air, which would giving rise to excessive gearbox torques.
Furthermore, this system was set up in such a way that very precise control of the drive unit was attained.
In order to ensure that the drive air ducting did not Interfere with the balance a special airbridge
was used. The airbridge contains three flexible couplings of which each has two degrees of freedom. From
extensive balance calibrations, it was established that the drive air pressure and temperature inside the
airbridge had no effect on the balance calibration. Related to the maximum propeller thrust, the repeatability of the balance was found to be within 0.1 Z. The accuracy of the built-in torquemeter was about the
same order.
2.2
2.2.1

Propeller
Metal Model Propeller

In the interests of speed of manufacture, accurate scaling, and close dimensional tolerances, the model propellers were made with metal blades machined all over by a numerically controlled cutter. The
blades were machined from a forged bar of light alloy and finished to within a tolerance band of ± .001"
(0.025 mm). The general construction of the model propeller followed a well tried design indicated quite
clearly in Figure 3. The light alloy hub is in two halves, the rear part is retained on the driveshaft by
a retaining nut extended forward into a stem, tapped to receive a screw holding the spinner into position
against the front half of the hub. The retaining nut imposes no axial constraint on the front half of the
hub, which is held to the rear half by four pairs of bolts, each pair being associated vith a blade root.
The blades are clamped by their shanks between the two halves of the hub. Close tolerances on the blade
shank diameter and the hub bores together with the flexibility of the hub between the bores ensure that
every blade is gripped sufficiently tightly to prevent change of pitch angle under the influence of the
centrifugal twisting moment experienced when running.
Pitch angle was set by slackening the bolts of each blade successively, setting the angle and retightening without disturbing the other three blades. It was found convenient to remove the propeller from
the model and make use of an existing pitch adjusting Jig as shown on Figurr 4. This jig consisted of a
spigot on which the propeller was mounted and a straight edge at the appropriate radius (0.7R), which
could be set to within 0° ± 5', Each blade was then adjusted in turn until the leading and trailing edges
of its concave pressure face were In contract with the straight edge.
The time taken to remove the propeller, adjust the blade angles and replace it on the model was about
15 minutes In the LST, where the model was readily accessible, and about 30 minutes in the large DNW where
access to the model involved bringing extra equipment into the tunnel.
2.2.2

Composite Blades

Following a blade failure of the metal propeller arising from gearbox-induced vibrations discussed
below in Section 5.0, it became necessary to change the elastic properties of the blades. To enable the
propeller to operate in this unexpectedly hostile environment it was therefore rebladed with blades made
from carbon fibre reinforced plastic.

I7-.1
In a scale model, the dimensions of the blade are fixed from the outset and the elastic and vibration
characteristics of a metal blade follow as a matter of course. The very snail change obtainable by working
to upper or lower dimensional tolerances, or varying the dimensions wltMn this band along the blade are
Insignificant, and faced by a unexpected destructive vibration, the exciting cause of which cannot be
removed, the only course is a change of material. The choices offered are steel, titanium or a fibre
reinforced composite. At the particular time when there was an urgent need of replacement blades, machining facilities were heavily committed to other work, and the delay In manufacturing two sets of metal
blades was unacceptable. Attention was therefore directed to composite blades for which a large body of
experience existed. Analysis of the natural frequencies of a blade made from carbon fibre reinforced epoxy
resin indicated that there was no problem from mechanical or aerodynamic excitation, and blades from this
material were therefore manufactured. Composite blades offer a number of advantages for model work, and
their use is likely to Increase, particularly for the larger sizes of model. It is therefore of Interest
to describe In some detail the construction of the blade.
The particular blade under consideration consists of thirty nine layers of .014" (0.0355mm) thick
carbon fibre laminae with fibres all running from root to tip. The radial lengths of the laminae decrease
from the surfaces to the centre of the blade so that only three laminae run the full length of the blade,
two on one outer surface, suction side, and one on the other, pressure side. A cross section at the root
would cut all laminae. This stack of unidirectional carbon fibres is covered on each face by a single
layer of .012" (0.305mm) thick croSsply carbon cloth with its weave running at A5° to the radial line.
One of the most critical regions in composite blade construction, full scale or model, Is the attachment of the non-metallic aerofoil to a metallic root for retention in the hub. The design adopted in the
model under discussion is a simple and well tried approach as illustrated in Figure 5. A rectangular slot
extending into a truncated wedge is milled into a cylindrical light alloy blade shank. The root ends of
the carbon laminae are Inserted into the rectangular slot, the layers are separated into two equal thicknesses and a solid metal wedge placed in position as indicated in the figure. The whole assembly of carbon
fibres and metal root is placed in the blade mould, impregnated with epoxide resin and cured. After curing, the fibres, prevented from collapsing by the solid wedge, form an Immovable Joint, keyed to the
metal shank, which does not rely on adhesion alone for its strength.
This construction, used in the model propeller, resulted in a larger shank diameter than was the case
with the metal blade, and exact scaling of the blade/spinner intersection was no longer possible. The
larger shank also necessitated a small change in spinner contour line to contain it. The rear diameter of
the spinner however, remained unchanged. Since this model was built, a much smaller root attachment has
been developed in which a cone rather than a wedge is used.
2.2.3

Structural Properties

The use of anisotropic composite materials in blade construction allows the elastic properties of the
blade as a whole to be very considerably modified, by adjusting the direction of the fibres in individual
laminae, without change to external dimensions. The presence of the outer single layers of cross-ply carbon cloth has the effect of raising the natural torsional frequency from 662 Hz to 965 Hz, giving it essentially the same torsional properties as its metal counterpart. Flexural frequency can be lowered by
substituting glass for carbon in other layers, but there was no case for doing so in the present instance.
The satisfactory behaviour of the composite blade is indicated by a consideration of the natural frequencies of the main fundamental modes of vibration of both blades shown below:

Light Alloy Blade
Composite Blade

Flexural
(Hz)
1A9
189

Torsional
(Hz)
970
965

The increased flexural frequency confers no benefit In this particular case, only moving this mode
even further from the operating range of the propeller.
Although the absolute stiffness of the composite blade, both flexurally and torsionally, is lower
than its metal counterpart, the lower density, 54 %, compensates for this in the establisment of the natural frequencies of these modes. However, because of the lower stiffness, the static loading imposed by
the aerodynamic and centrifugal loads can result in deflections which require a correction to blade angle
not needed in the case of metal blades.
Arising from the centripetal acceleration, propeller blades experience two moments about the radial
axis along which the blade aerofoil is distributed. One of these, centrifugal twisting moment, always acts
in the sense to rotate all the elementary aerofoils of the blade towards fine or flat pitch, and the
other, the centrifugal straightening moment, tends to untwist the blade and align all its elements along
the chord line of the most inboard element, having the net effect of a moment towards coarse pitch.
In addition to these two, an aerodynamic moment is present which varies in magnitude and sign with
operating conditions. The combined result of these moments is an effective change of pitch angle which
can, as in the present case, be as high as 0.9°. The calculation of blade deformation and appropriate
aerodynamic corrections presents no particular difficulties.
2.2.4

Safety Aspects of Composite Blades

The higher damping and Improved fatigue properties of composite material, together with their failure
modes, confer a very high degree of safety. Failure is normally a progressive phenomenon beginning with
delamination, and any material shed from a blade is of low density and not likely to produce severe secondary damage. Evidence of failures is not easily acquired, but the following incidents illustrate the
point. A 20" (508mm) diameter fan rotor running at 12000 RPM with carbon fibre reinforced blades was
struck by a large metal foreign body. The blades disintegrated into a cloud of black smoke, leaving the
rotor carrying what resembled a ring of shaving brushes. The glass reinforced Stators immediately behind
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were undamage except locally where struck by the foreign body. In a second Incident, a model propeller of
Identical construction and root retention to the model discussed In this paper, was struck while running
at 7000 RPM by a piece of foam acoustic lining with a hardboard backing which had come loose from the tunnel wall. The only obvious damage to the blade was a very localised area of de lamination at the composite/
metal junction. The third case occurred as a result of a gross aerodynamic overload in which a similar
model propeller with glass rather than carbon reinforced blades, driven by a synchronous electric motor,
was effectively locked at a relatively low rotational speed and high blade angle, while the velocity of
the tunnel, operating at two atmospheres, was increased to a high value. The resulting wlndmilllng forces
and moments applied to the blade caused them to twist sufficiently to cause a torsional delamlnatlon at
the root. Propeller speed was increased to 8000 RPM and it was only when it became obvious from thrust and
torque values, that the propeller was not operating normally, that the tunnel was shut down and the damage, as shown In the photograph of Figure 6 was found.
These three cases, together with the known behaviour of full scale propellers subjected to destructive testing, confirm the complete suitability from safety aspects of fibre reinforced resins as materials
for model propeller blades.
2,3

Instrumentation

To protect the test rig and drive unit against excessive dynamic loading, bearing temperatures and
vibration levels were measured at a number of critical locations. Accelerometers were Installed on the
bearing houses of the torquemeter (No. 1 and 2) and the tl.drbox output shaft (No. 3). Accelerometer No. 4
was installed on the nacelle/strut junction and served as a means of detecting vibrations of the strut. A
diagram of these and the associated data logging and analysis system is shown in Figure 8.
In addition to measurements of force and torque, temperature and total and static pressures were measured in the jet pipe in order to determine the thrust contribution of the jet from the turbine exhaust.
The air mass flow supplied to the drive unit was measured by means of a sonic venturi. For propeller slipstream flow surveys a fixed 3A-tube total pressure rake could be installed on top of the nacelle behind
the propeller plane of rotation, and also a three hole "cobra-probe" installed in a traversing device was
available. During all tests, the local dynamic head in the propeller slipstream was measured by means of a
pitot static tube located at 70 % of the propeller radius 0.A65 diameters behind the propeller plane of
rotation. Figure 7 shows a photograph of the rig in the test section of the LST ready for flow survey
measurements.

3

TEST SCHEME AND DATA REDUCTION

The testing of the isolated propeller on the axlsymmetric nacelle was carried out in the 3 x 2 m low
speed tunnel (LST) of the NLR at Amsterdam. This tunnel has a maximum speed of 85 m/s (165 kts). The main
objectives of the Isolated propeller tests were to establish:
(1)
(2)

drive unit operating procedure in order to ensure the safety of the unit during the DNW tests.
"thrust minus drag" data of the propeller nacelle arrangement In order to set up the required propeller thrust on the complete aircraft model.

Since the whole propeller rig including the strut was metric the propeller thrust was evaluated from
overall balance forces as measured in the following test steps:
-

the strut alone at various tunnel speeds.
the strut + nacelle without propeller at wind-off and wind-on (40, 55, 70 and 85 m/s) and exhaust jet
pressure ratios, simulating different drive unit exhaust thrust conditions,
the strut + nacelle + propeller at tunnel speeds of 0, 40, 55, 70 and 85 m/s with different propeller
blade angles and rotational speeds varying from wlndmilllng up to 7000 r,p,m.
slipstream flow surveys at some representative power cases.

The propeller net thrust term was defined:
F

NET "

F

BAL

+ D

NS

+

^NS " ^

(1)

where:
F

" the overall balance

F

■ the turbine exhaust thrust

D

- the basic nacelle and strut drag due to free stream

AD

■ the additional nacelle and strut drag due to the propeller slipstream.

The drive unit turbine exhaust thrust, K , was measured at several nozzle pressure ratios at wind-off
condition. The basic nacelle and strut drag It\ was derived from wind-on and wind-off measurements at various nozzle pressure ratios. The additional nacelle and strut drag AD
was calculated using data from
the slipstream flow survey. Tn this computation, the friction drag part and the induced drag part were
calculated from the increment of dynamic head and the swirl angle as measured in the slipstream.
The propeller thrust coefficients T and CT were based on the net thrust as defined in eq.(l). The
propeller torque coefficient was based on the torquemeter readings corrected for the friction of the
propeller bearings. This correction was a linear function of r.p.m. and appeared to be small. At 6500
r.p.m, the bearing torque was equal to 0.7 Nm showing a hysterisis of ± 0.13 Nm, which corresponded to
about 0.5 X t 0.09 of the relevant propeller torque.
In addition to the standard wind tunnel corrections such as blockage, compressibility etc., the data
were also corrected for slipstream effects using the approach derived by dauert. The value of the dauert
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correction for the tested propeller In the 3 x 2 m I.ST amounts to approximately 2.5 X In velocity, I.e. J,
In the high thrust regime at 40 m/s tunnel speed. This correction drops to 0,8 X In the high thrust regime
at 85 m/s tunnel speed.
4.0

DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

4.1

Tare Forces

Tare forces were measured on the nacelle without propeller blades and faired with a solid spinner.
Measurements were made ai several tunnel speeds. Including v «0 m/s. The Jet exhaust pressure ratio was
varied from zero up to a value corresponding to the maximum power setting of the drive unit. The drag of
the nacelle and strut was derived from these data, assuming that the Jet thrust was not Influenced by the
external flow.
Figure 9 shows the measured tare forces of the various components expressed as a percentage of the
propeller net thrust for a blade pitch angle, ß 7 ' 30.3°. As can been seen fron this figure, the basic
drag of nacelle and strut D
ranged from 1 - S t of the propeller net thrust, whereas the Jet thrust contributed to about 5 - 10 % tor the relevant power case.
The additional drag tern AD
was calculated using the Information of the slipstream flow survey as
well as the results from the different test steps. The drag tern AD
Included a friction and an Induced
drag tern. The contribution of friction was derived from the extra drag of nacelle and strut due to increased total head of the slipstream. The Induced drag of the strut due to swirl in the slipstream was
calculated by considering the strut as a wing with a spanwise twist distribution corresponding to the
measured swirl distribution along the strut. This Induced drag was corrected for the fact that in reality
an untwisted strut was subnerged in a swirling flow and a drag component orientated in the direction of
the nacelle centre line was determined. This Induced drag component, acting in the direction of thrust,
could be expressed as a linear function of T . The final results of this calculation showed that AD„„
amount approximately 0.2 % of the propeller thrust coefficient.
4.2

Propeller Performance

From measurements on the complete configuration, the propeller net thrust was determined by correcting the balance force for Jet thrust and nacelle and strut drag. The propeller performances in terms of
the coefficients C and C are shown as a function of the advance ratio J in Figures 10 and 11. It is seen
that for each tunnel speed tested, a single curve exists. That "fanning out" of the curves at the lower
values of J, is mainly due to variations of the local Mach number of the blade, was substantiated by
calculation using a conventional strip analysis programme, the results of which are shown in Figure 12. In
this programme use has been made of measured full scale 5" (127mm) chord aerofoil characteristics for a
wide range of Mach numbers.
The variation of Mach and Reynolds number with tunnel speed and propeller rotational speed is given
in Figures 13 and 14. Figure 13 shows the relation between advance ratio, J, and the helical tip Mach number, M^, for a number of propeller rotational speeds and the four tunnel velocities tested. Figure 14 presents the variations of the Reynolds number, based on a blade chord at .7R, with tunnel velocity anl propeller rotational speed. It is seen from these figures that, as an example, for an advance ratio cf J "
.70 the helical tip Mach number changes from M ■ .539 to .741 when the tunnel velocity changet. from
40 m/s (Mo ■ .118) to 55 m/s (Mo = .162), and Keynolds number correspondingly changes from 3.72 x 10
to 5.07 x 10 .
With the available strip analysis programme, a comparison between experimental and calculated values
can only be made if the Reynolds number and the power absorption of the propeller in the computer model
are the same as those of the test. Model dimensions and the measured shaft powers were fed into a programme written for the full scale propeller. Thereupon, the results were corrected for Reynolds number from
full to model scale according experimental data on Reynolds number influence, as indicated in Reference 2.
Figure 15 shows the effect of Reynolds number correction on the calculated thrust polars. The dashed lines
and solid lines represent the uncorrected data and the data corrected from full to model scale respectively. From this figure, it can be concluded, that the effect of Reynolds number Is mainly a shift of the
whole curve. However, it is emphasized that available data for Reynolds number correction at high thrust
and power conditions were limited. Hence, at high thrust the relevant correction is less reliable.
Figure 16 gives a comparison between experimental and calculated thrust coefficients. In this figure
it can be seen that for v » 40 m/s and J < 0.5 the calculated thrust coefficient still increases with decreasing advance ratio whereas the measured thrust coefficient decreases. Incipient propeller blade stall
occurred at these small values of J as was Indicated also by slipstream flow surveys.
Also given in Figure 16 are the relevant calculated blade angles, as an overall average value, to
which the programme iterates for the given shaft power absorption. The differences between the actual and
theorltical blade angles as given in the figure are 30.3° - 29.5° - .8° and 44.3° - 43.4° • .9 respectivelyFigure 17 shows a typical comparison between measured and calculated model propeller efficiency for
a blade angle 6 7R ~ 30,3°. It is seen that in most cases the calculated and the experimental data agree
within a i I % band.
4.3

Slipstream Flow Surveys

The flow characteristics of the slipstream were measured by means of a traversing three hole probe, a
so called "Cobra probe", and a fixed pitot rake located at respectively .082D and .486D behind the propeller plane of rotation.
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Total head dls, Ibutlons for a blade pitch angle of e
- 30.3° and a tunnel velocity of 40 m/s are
shown In Figures 18a and 18b obtained from the Cobra probe and the fixed rake respectively. Figure 19
shows the swirl angle distribution as measured by the Cobra probe. From both total head distributions
shown In Figure 18 it can be concluded that at an advance ratio of 0.458 there Is a local stall in an
region . 5R to . 75R of the blade span. The swirl angle distribution shown In Figure 19 however, suggests
that this region lies between the spinner .. .d .55R blade span. That blade stalling had taken place at this
condition was already indicated by the reduction in C as shown In Figures 11 and 16.
From the calculations as discussed In the previous section and shown in Figure 12 It was found that
blade stall most likely occurs In the region from spinner to .4SR blade span. Taking the results of the
calculation as a baseline Indication It Is at the present not yet clear why the swirl angle and total head
distributions of the cobra probe do not agree with one another at this condition. It may be questioned
whether a three hole probe, is an adequate probe for flow survey studies In the complex slipstream of a
propeller .The reason why the fixed pltot rake located at .486D behind the plane of rotation do show a total head loss In an annulus from .5R to .75R from the na .lie centreline at this condition, Is also not
fully understood. Radial cross flow components In the slipstream might possibly explain why the area of
separated flow from the blades moved outward.
From Figure 20, It Is seen that at .082D as well as .486D behind the plane of rotation, the propeller
slipstream extends to .95R of the blade span. In this respect It Is noted that the sign reversal of the
swirl angle In the swirl distribution of Figure 19 gives an Indication of the spanwlse locations of the
helical tip vortex and so of the spanwlse extension of the propeller slipstream. In comparison to the propeller disc area, the nacelle cross sectional area Increases from 2.9 X at the plane of rotation to S.5 t
at the location of the Cobra probe and to 10.8 X at the position of the fixed pltot rake. These nacelle
cross sectional area changes are relatively small and will have no major Influence on the changes of the
slipstream streamtube.
The measurements suggest that the contraction of the slipstream takes place earlier than was predicted by theory. Theoretical predictions, based on an approach by Theodorsen, show that to at least SD behind the plane of rotation the streamtube converges and the dynamic head Increases correspondingly. Flgues 20 and 21 present measured and calculated slipstream characteristics. Very large differences exist between measured and calculated results. The measured total heads (at .082D as well as .486D) are almost as
high as those calculated for the fully developed slipstream at 5D behind the plane of rotation. The same
can be said for the swirl angles measured at .082D which approximate those computed at 5D behind the plane
of rotation. In the calculations the effect of nacelle blockage on the flow In the plane of rotation was
taken Into account, however, the effect of increasing nacelle diameter aft of the propeller was not considered. For this reason the calculated streamtube may be somewhat smaller than Its measured equivalent.
It may be concluded that the test results are In contradiction with the classical slipstream model
results based on Theodorsen. The convergency of the streamlines appears to have taken place in an area at
or just behind the plane of rotation. This seems to be in agreement with the theorem of G. Schouten (Reference 3) who stated that the calculated Increase in static pressure behind a rotating propeller is the
result of a wrong approximation of the vortex system leaving the propeller blades. In the classical theoritical model, the vortex sheet that leaves a blade Is assumed to become a helical surface flat in spanwise direction. Assuming however that this vortex sheet rolls up as it does behind a wing, Schouten shows
that if no increase in static pressure behind the propeller occurs, there will also be no convergency of
the streamlines. The results of the slipstream flow survey tend to concur with this theory.

5.0

BLADE FAILURE

5.1

Failure and Fracture Investigation

During initial test runs on a complete model of the F50 in the DNW tunnel, one of the blades from the
port propeller failed at the root and as a result, the front part of the port engine nacelle and some
parts of the windtunnel were also damaged. Figure 22 shows photographs of the damage of the port propeller
and nacelle structure. The failure occurred at a blade pitch angle of 30°, a tunnel speed of 85 m/s and a
propeller rotational speed of 6200 r.p.m.
Fracture surface examination revealed that the blade had failed at the root due to fatigue cracking.
The position of the crack was at the radius run-out from the blade airfoil to the circular root section at
the leading edge. The fatigue cracking was initiated from two principal origins which were situated approximately 30°, clockwise around from the blade root chord as shown by the arrows in Figure 23. The fatigue cracking had propagated across approximately 60 X of the section before the final fracture occurred.
Figure 24 gives an overview of the fractured surface and its position with respect to the root airfoil section. Also shown in Figure 24 is the resulting force, F , which is located approximately .63R
above the crack. F,, is perpendicular to the growth direction of the fatlguj «..■'ck. Examination of the remaining three blades of the port propeller showed fatigue cracks at similar positions. On the starboard
propeller only one blade was found which showed a positive crack indication at the root.
As part of the normal blade design procedure the static stress levels in the blade root (in points 1
thru 5 of Figure 24) had been estimated for maximum loading conditions. A very large safety factor of 5.0
was demonstrated between the estimated static stresses and the specified stress properties of the aluminium alloy of which the blades were manufactured. Based upon the measured crack growth rate, an approximation was made of the level of the corresponding dynamic stresses which must have occurred. It was found
that these stresses were well beyond the fatigue strength of the material. A chemical analysis test showed
that the composition of the alloy met the material specification.

-

From this extensive factor examination, it was concluded that:
the fatigue failure was the result to high dynamic stresses, probably caused by resonance
an alternating resultant force F could not have caused the fatigue crack, since F acts perpendicular
to the direction of the crack growth
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5.2

the position of the cracks suggested that they were Initiated by an edgewise vibration mode of the propeller blades; the crack growth was in the direction of the blade chord at radial station .7R
neither the quality of the selected aluminium alloy nor the manufacturing and finishing process of the
blade could be considered to be the cause of failure.
Overall Dynamic Characteristics of the Rig

In an early stage of the design of the Lent rig, a study was made concerning the dynamic behaviour of
the rig with and without propeller. This study showed that the significant rig frequencies were all wejl
outside the normal operating range of the propeller rotational speeds. It was alsi. shown that the rig was
free from dynamic instability problems such as whirl flutter.
Before the start of the test programrT-.?, as discussed in sections 4 and 5, an overall check of the rig
was performed which Included the measurements of model excitations due to unbalance or aerodynamic Interactions between the propeller and the nacelle and strut. Test instrumentation and measuring equipment are
discussed in section 2.3 and shown in Figure 8. Figure 25 shows how well the IP v.bratlon levels of the
failed propeller lay within the limits defined by the motor manufacturer. The effect of tunnel velocity on
the vibration levels was negligible and so was the effect of running the rig without the torque meter installed as In the configuration during the DNW tests.
A typical frequency spectrum corresponding to Figure 25 Is shown In Figure 26. A 2.7P (propeller order) frequency component and Its higher harmonics were found to be dominant. This 2.7P frequency can be
related to the ratio of the propeller shaft gear wheel to the Idle gears I.e. 89/33, see Figure 27. These
drive gear frequency components were considered to be harmless to the propeller. The starboard propeller/
drive unit combination was also subjected to a limited number of test runs at angles of attack of -6°
(nose down) and +20° (nose up). Only small increments of the IP excitation levels were measured.
From these test It was concluded that the rig excitation due to unbalance forces and
loads were low and hence, the rig was accepted for further propeller performance testing.
5.3

IP propeller

Stralngauge Test

The origin of the fatigue failure of the blade could not be established from the aforementioned investigations and check-outs. Moreover, it Is noted that a very similar set of propeller blades and spinners have run for many hours without malfunctions on other Dowty Rotol programmes however, the propellers
were driven by either an electric or hydraulic motor.
Using two of the remaining sound blades, together with two spares. It was decided to go back to the
I.ST in Amsterdam and to carry out a stralngauge test. The straingauges were cemented to the blades around
the root and to the blade airfoil at positions shown in Figure 28. Sllprlngs were installed behind the
propeller hub.
Since the number of slipring
was carried out at low blade pitch
ther runs were then carried out at
pitch condition was also tested at

channels limited the straingauges to thr<;e per run, an initial survey
(15°) to establish the straingauges giving the highest stresses. Fur2A° and 30° blade pitch and at 0 and A0 m/s tunnel speed. The 24° blade
an angle of attack of 5°.

The tests showed that the stress levels in the blade as well as at the root did not change very much
by varying the tunnel speed or the angle of attack. Figure 29 shows the results of stralngauge Nr. 2 and
Nr. 8. The stresses measured by the root straingauges were higher than those measured by the blade gauges.
For the three conditions given in Figure 29, a mean line was drawn and Figure 30 shows how the stresses
increase rapidly with blade angle.
Many frequencies were present In the usable range of propeller rotational speeds from A000 to 7000
rpm. The high stresses however were dominated by two frequencies, 2.7P, which varies with rpm and a constant 730 Hz. Frequency spectra of stralngauge Nr. 2 and Nr. 6 are given in Figure 31. The 2.7P is generated by the drive gearbox as discussed earlier. Where the 730 Hz comes from is at yet still not known.
It was concluded that the fatigue damage to the blade was caused by these two forcing frequencies.
A Campbell plot as illustrated in Figure 32 shows how propeller blade resonances occur where blade
fundamentals or overtones intersect propeller orders. These, if excited, are always accompanied by sharp
increments in stress level. In this installation no high stresses attributable to this was observed.
Therefore it was considered that the forcing frequencies were transmitted by the engine/gearbox and that
no resonance were excited.
If the data of Figure 30 are extrapolated up to higher blade pitch
stresses can be obtained. Taking into consideration the running time of
angles of 40 and 44, (is equal to 18 minutes) in the tests before the
that during this time, an adequate number of stress cycles have to be
cracks.

6.0

angles (dashed lines), very high
the port propeller at blade pitch
blade failure, it Is most likely
accumulated to cause the fatigue

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The detailed structural Investigation of the propeller and drive uncovered the presence of two quite
unexpected forcing frequencies, one at 2.7 times propeller rotational speed, and one at a constant 730 Hz
independen of speed. The former gave rise to the higher stresses and was clearly related to meshing frequency in the gearbox, but the source of the latter has not been Identified. The only way in which any
high stresses could be induced in the area in which failure occurred, was by an acceleration along the rotational axis of the propeller with the blades at a coarse pitch. It is therefore concluded that in the
model the excitation showed Itself as an axial vibration of the propeller shaft.

H
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A large amount of experience of running model propellers on electric and hydraulic drives has been
acquired without any significant vibratory stresses. Both of these drives, the electric motor In particular, have a high inertia and stiffness and 1: is likely that the low inertia of the air drive and gearbox
was partially responsible for the transmission of high accelerations to the propeller.
The propeller was not straingauged before testing because the factors of safety were so large and no
dangerous resonances in the normal modes were present. This would have been confirmed if a straingauge
study had been carried out at this time, but unacceptably high stresses would still have occurred because
the area where cracks started would not have been examined since in all the previous experience of Dowty
Rotol, high stresses in a chordwise sense have not been encountered. In such .1 case where srruccural
changes to the blade cannot be made and the excitation cannot be removed, the only solution is a change
of blade material and the advantages of composites for this situation have already been discussed.
The foregoing emphasizes the importance of considering not only the normal excitations experienced by
all propellers but also unlikely ones arising from the drive. It is clearly desirable to obtain at the
earliest possible stage, a very thorough knowledge of the dynamic properties of a rig which ma" be associated with a number of different models in order that all factors can be properly taken int" account in
the design of the propeller.
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Fig.
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Propeller test rig in the low speed wind tunnel (LST)
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Fig. 22

Damage to F-50 model
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SOME CONSIDERATIONS IN PROPELLER
AND AIRFRAME INTEGRATION
by
B. Fggleston
Manager of Advanced Design
The de Havilland Aircraft of Canada, Limited
Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3K IY5

SUMMARY
The paper reviews selected items of R and D at de Havilland Aircraft of Canada, Limited in support of propeller driven transport aircraft. The topics include the design of new propeller airfoils, two-dimensional tests of selected airfoils, and estimates arc presented of the resulting benefits in propeller performance. The application of numerical optimization to the aerodynamic design of propellers
is also reviewed. Some results from wind tunnel tests of airframe/propeller installations are presented showing the benefits of alternative
nacelle shapes and the merits of high versus low wing locations on a transport aircraft.

LIST OF SYMBOLS
Drag coefficient
CD MIN

AC

NAC

L

BAL

CLMAX

Minimum drag coefficient
Increment in drag coefficient due to a nacelle
Lift coefficient
Lift coefficient derived from balance measurements
Maximum lift coefficient
Lift coefficient derived from pressure integration
Pitching moment derived from pressure integration

I)

Drag

L

Lift

L/D

Lift/drag ratio

M. No

Mach number

R, Re. No

Reynolds number

INTRODUCTION
There are strong economic and competitive pressures to improve the operating costs and fuel consumption of new and existing aircraft. Powcrplants are one of the key ingredients in achieving these improvements and this requires airframe manufacturers to
develop a comprehensive knowledge of factors influencing powerplant performance and the associated installation penalties. The turboprop is generally accepted as the best type of propulsion for small short ra'ige aircraft, but more recently developments in advanced propellers indicate that large, propeller driven transports cruising at speeds up to Mach 0.8 are possible in the next generation of transport
aircraft. Thus, modern propeller technology and installation effects on performance are now of widespread interest throughout the aircraft industry.
In the case of de Havilland Canada R and D programs on propeller driven aircraft have included the design of several new airfoils specifically for a STOL propeller. These were integrated into a propeller design which recently has been tested at large scale along
with other existing propeller designs, as will be reported elsewhere at this meeting, reference I. An important aspect of these investigations has been assessing the degradation in propeller efficiency caused by departures from ideal airfoil profiles as caused by "real-life"
requirements. These could arise from excessive manufacturing tolerances, from externally added features such as deicer boots or erosion
shields, or from the distributed roughness caused by the erosion coat paints used on composite blades.
This paper will highlight several topics related to turbo propeller installations. The design of airfoils suitable for a STOL propeller will be reviewed and some results of two-dimensional airfoil tests will be presented and compared with data from other sources.
The application of numerical optimization to propeller aerodynamic design will be discussed with examples given of designs suitable for
lightly loaded aircraft. In conclusion the paper will review some results of wind tunnel model tests which investigated the eff I of
nacelle shape on the interaction losses between a propeller slipstream, a nacelle, and the wing of a complete aircraft configuration.

1.

PROPELLER AIRFOIL DESIGN

Due to a lack of interest in propellers the subject of propeller airfoil design stagnated for years until a noteworthy paper by
Bocci of ARA working for Dowty Rotol, reference 2. His work showed that the application of modern airfoil design methods could
yield substantial gains in maximum lift, and also widen the ranges of lift and Mach number over which high lift/drag ratios could be
maintained. Since that time other manufacturers have developed their own airfoils, eg. reference 2. On reviewing the performance of
the available new technology airfoils, DHC decided that an in-house effort could yield further improvements, as the designs would be
tailored more closely to DHC requirements for a STOL propeller.

■
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The airfoil sections along a propeller blade experience very wide variations in local conditions of Mach number, lift coefficient
and Reynolds number, as summarized in Figure I for a typical STOL propeller. In the past the propeller manufacturers have used one
or two families of NA("A standard airfoil, to cater to these variations, but clearly it is better to tailor the airfoil designs to suit local conditions at each radius. Given the wide availability of reliable computational methods for airfoil analysis and design, which now include
supercritical How and viscous effects, the design of tailored airfoils no longer presents an unduly formidable task.
The l)ll( propeller R and D program involved the design and test of four airfoils of 4, 6, I 3 and 21'/f maximum thickness/
chord ratio shown in Figure 2. The first airfoil to be designed was of b''/i thickness, suitable for about SO - 857' of the maximum radius
of a STOL propeller. The airfoil was designed using inverse methods to meet several operating conditions, using a N AC'A I d profile as
a starting point. The DHC design did not place undue emphasis on ('■ max. i.e, pure static thrust, and the lowest aircraft speed considered critical was 60 knots. The design task was to minimize the strength of shocks on either surface while obtaining the longest run of
laminar How possible. As a consequence the airfoil has lower camber than designs elsewhere, which should provide superior climb and
cruise performance.
The next airfoil designed was of 11 '','i thickness suitable for 20 - 307 of the maximum radius of a STOL propeller, placing it
immediately ahead of the engine air intake. Although this region of the blade does not contribute substantially to thrust, or to the overall propeller efficiency, high performance is needed locally because the pressure rise through the propeller boosts engine performance
significantly. Thus the airfoil has to achieve high lift/drag ratios when operating near maximum lift during takeoff and climb, while
still retaining low drag at the low lift coefficients appropriate to cruise. The resulting airfoil design used some alt loading and a moderately concave pressure recovery on the upper surface to give a long run in the pressure distribution favourable to laminar flow.
it is desirable for the exterior surface of a propeller blade to be smooth and wave free, which requires that the airfoils must
change in a progressive fashion radially along the blade. In order to achieve this, DHC constructed the intermediate airfoils by decomposing the (/? and 217 thick airfoils into thickness and camber distributions which could be mixed linearly, then the best combination
at any station found using the airfoil analysis program. The intermediate 13% thick airfoil was constructed in this manner. In the case
of the 47 thick airfoil this was obtained by suitably scaling the camber and thickness of the f)7 thick design, with additional thickness
added on the lower surface "chin" to weaken shocks at cruise.
The wind tunnel models of the 4, 6, 13 and 217 thick airfoils are shown in Figure 2. It was found subsequently when it came
to lofting a complete propeller blade that additional airfoils of 18 and 247 thickness were needed to obtain suitable control of airfoil
shapes along the blade. These additional airfoils were derived from the tested airfoils as discussed previously.

2.

MODELS AND TKST TECHNIQUES

The wind tunnel models of the airfoils were tested in the NAF 0.38 m x 1.5 in two-dimensional wind tunnel, shown schematically in Figure 3. The models were supported by pins at their ends set into balances in the tunnel walls. In the case of the two thinner
airfoils, strength considerations required the pins to be made integral with the ends and the use of I 7-4PH steel as material for the models.
The models were instrumented for surface pressure measurements along their centrelines. The lift and pitching moments were
computed from the integrated pressures and checked against wall balance values with generally good agreement except near the stall.
Figure 4.
The model drags were determined using a traversing wake rake with averaging of values from three probes. The pressure tappings on the centreline were ahead of probe #1, causing premature transition and increasing the drag measured at this location, Figure 5.
If this influence was removed by averaging data from only probes #2 and #3, the values of best lift/drag ratios could be improved by up
to 57..
The NAF 0.38 m x 1.5 m wind tunnel is of the blow-down type so there are minimum operating limits on the stagnation pressures, and hence Reynolds numbers, achievable in the test section at any given Mach number. As a consequence the airfoil sections were
usually tested at Reynolds numbers slightly greater than full scale values (see for example the subsidiary scale on Figure 11).

3.

PROPELLKR SECTION TESTS

3.1

Maximum Lift

The experimental results obtained for maximum lift coefficients are presented in Figure 6 as functions of Mach number.
Fach curve has a heavy lined region which indicates the typical range of Mach numbers during takeoff for a STOL propeller. If the strip
analysis values for the takeoff lift coefficients given in Figure I are compared with the experimental results, it can be seen that the twodimensional values were slightly lower than required. However this was not considered serious, as rotational flow phenomena on propellers are known to enhance t Lmax sb0^ 2-D test values. Furthermore this was confirmed subsequently by recent complete propeller
tests which indicate improvements in static thrust of up to 8% over a propeller with conventional airfoils, at similar activity factors.
3.2

Lift/Drag Ratim

The experimental values of lift/drag ratio for the four airfoils at typical climb and cruise conditions are presented in Figures
7 and 8 respectively. Again on each curve the typical operating ranges of lift coefficients arc shown by the heavily lined regions.
A STOL propeller is relatively lightly loaded which results in a wide separation between the operating lift coefficients at
takeoff, climb and cruise. The climb conditions noted in Figure 7 show that the airfoils operate close to their peak lift/drag ratios,
which confirms the final airfoil designs were well matched to this requirement. The cruise cases given in Figure 8 show a substantial
reduction in the operating lift coefficients, causing the airfoils to operate well below their peak lift/drag ratios. Nevertheless the values
obtained in the tests were generally substantially better than equivalent conventional airfoils, as shown later in Section 4.

•
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At this time no other propeller airfoils have been tested in the NAE 0.38 m x 1.5 m wind tunnel, so comparisons can only be
made with data from other wind tunnels. This is acknowledged to be of uncertain value, as the test techniques, turbulence levels and
Reynolds numbers could be significantly different. With those reservations, a comparison for 6% thick airfoils at climb conditions is
made in Figure 9 for ARAD airfoils from reference 2, and for Hamilton Standard airfoils from reference 2. Bearing in mind that the
DHC airfoil has lower camber than the other two, these results indicate its performance is quite competitive, particularly at lower lift
coefficients.
3.3

Influencf of Profile Dirturbwicet

Practical propeller blades often depart from idealized contours in order to accommodate features such as leading edge erosion
shields and externally applied deicer boots. Also the painted surfaces which are applied for erosion protection can introduce a significant distributed roughness. DHC were concerned about potential losses in performance arising from such features so the two-dimensional airfoil investigations included studies of these effects.
in the tests the deicer boots were represented by building up layers of metal t^pe, with a profile as sketched in Figure 10. The
distributed roughness was simulated by applying strips of tape in a chordwise direction, with a tape having a surface roughness of about
180/j. in.

As an illustration. Figure 11 shows the effects of profile dis* irbances on the minimum drag of the 13% thick airfoil. The distributed roughness caused an increase of Cpmjn of about 30%, while the boot with a step caused Cp^ to be increased by 50% In
tests on the other DHC airfoils, similar penalties were observed and tests on a full scale propeller with similar features represented showed losses in efficiencies in accordance with the two-dimensional penalties. These results serve to emphasize the need for propeller manufacturers to maintain extremely careful control of blade profiles and to have a smooth surface finish in order for the full benefits of
modern airfoils to be realized in practise.
4.

PROPELLER DESIGN

4.1

Benefiti of New Technology Airfoib

The section data for the DHC airfoils were adapted to suit a propeller analysis program used by DHC, reference 4. The experimental results were used without any modifications being applied for the beneficial effects of rotational flow, although such procedures
are commonly used by the propeller manufacturers in adapting NACA data.
In order to illustrate the gains from the new airfoils a propeller design similar to the Dash 8 geometry was optimized for conventional airfoils, using NACA 65 series airfoils out to 50% of radius and NACA 16 airfoils over the outer radius. Next, keeping the
same blade geometry and without reoptimizing twist, the propeller performance was estimated using the DHC airfoils. The resulting
variations of lift/drag ratio across the propeller blade are presented in Figure 12 for a climb case, and in Figure 13 for a cruise case.
In the climb case the new DHC airfoils show substantial gains in lift/drag ratios for stations inboard of about 80:A maximum
radius. Outboard of this loaation the NACA 16 airfoil data in the program are superior, although they may have been "massaged" to
reflect tip effects. The overall gain in climb efficiency for the new DHC airfoils represents about a 1% increase in thrust. In the cruise
case the DHC airfoils show significant gains inboard of 87% maximum radius, while again the NACA 16 data are superior out noard. The
overall gain in cruise efficiency from the new airfoils represents about a 0.25% increase in cruise thrust. It should be noted 'Jiat propellers using the new airfoils v ould benefit from further reoptimization of planform, thickness . nd twist, so that the above increases represent quite conservative estimates of the potential gains.
4.2

PropellT L>e»ign By Numerical Optimization

The optimization of propeller blade characteristics is usually done by skilled professionals using a "cut-and-try" process with
a strip analysis program. This can be an economical approach to blade design when the requirements are close to past experience. DHC
have investigated an automated approach to propeller design based on numerical optimization methods, such as described in reference
4, in order to speed up this process for unusual designs.
The numerical optimization approach is based on perturbing the blade characteristics in directions which will minimize an
objective function. The objective function can include multiple design points, each suitably weighted to reflect their relative importance,

^

F =

B

^/„/^v^v---^---

The objective function could also be expanded to include structural factors such as stress levels at critical operating conditions, if of
interest. Any constraints on blade chord, or thickness can be included in the objective function as penalty functions which become
active as these limits are approached.
The DHC optimization program uses a strip analysis method and the chords and twist angles at ten radial stations are used as
variables. The optimizer is a gradient method which perturbs each variable in turn to determine derivatives, followed by an overall
change in the variables in their optimum directions, subject to the applied constraints. Note that this approach has the advantage of
using the strip analysis method directly for performance calculations and it does not require separate analysis of induced and profile
losses.
The procedure outlined above has been used to design several small lightly loaded propellers, including a model aircraft propeller (1971) and the ultra-light aircraft propellers (1978 and 1980) shown in Figure 14. Further discussion on the procedure can be
found in reference 6.
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I'ROPKI.LKK-AIRKRAMK INSTALLATION EFFECTS

The integration of propellen ;iml engine naceilei with an airframe involves many design/layout compromitei in addition to
purely aerodynamic considerations. In the early stages of Dash H development a nutlti-purpose half model was tested. Figure I 5, to
obtain aerodynamic; propulsion data for use in preliminary configuration studies. The model was tested with a wide variety of nacelle
shapes. Figure 16, and also with alternative high and low wing configurations, figure 17. I or power-on studies a model propeller was
first calibrated on an isolated test stand and then driven by an electric motor in the model. The aircraft model used a 399! chord single
slotted flap and it had a wing of aspect ratio twelve 112).
The hall model tests gave data on the drag increments for adding various nacelles to a clean wing. Typical results for a wing
with undeflected Haps and the propellers-off are presented in Figure 18 for a case with a low wing, and for a high wing layout with alternative "long" and "short" nacelles. The best configuration found at climb lilt coefficients was the high wing with long nacelles projecting past the wing trailing edge, while at cruise conditions its drag was very similar to the short nacelle configuration. It was found that
both nacelle contiguratioiis tested on the high wing were signilicantly better than the low wing arrangement at all conditions studied.
The hall model was tested with the calibrated propeller in place at various flap angles to determine the et'fects of power-on
lift, drag, pitching moment and propeller thrust recovery. Also maximum hit was measured tor high and low wing arrangements, figure
1 9, showing the improved lilt carry-over on the fuselage with a high wing layout gave up to 1 ()'? more maximum lift.
The overall effect of wing location and nacelle geometry on performance was assessed by using the model polars and maximum lifts to predict the maximum climb weights with an engine tailed, for a Dash 8 si/ed aircraft. The aircraft polar was synthesized
using results from the hall model with power-on combined with results for a propeller-off case, to which were added drag increments
for the control deflections required to trim out the asymmetric power effects and the drag of a feathered propeller. The maximum lift
coefficients of the aircraft were based on the halt model values at zero thrust coefficient, with an increase of 109? to allow for scale
effects and the JJ-break occurring in a I'AA stall demonstration. The results are presented in Figure 20 as a function of flap angle. The
high wing/long nacelle configuration was found superior for flap deflections up to 10°, which are the most critical deflections lor WAT
limited performance, and for enroute engine failed performance. In all cases the low wing configuration was markedly inferior to both
high wing layouts, and the size of the penalties appear too large to be offset by any structural weight benefits of a low wing layout.

(..

CONCLUSIONS

Many factors are importaiit in achieving improved performance with turboprop aircraft. Some of the most significant items
discussed in this paper are noted below.
Modern technology airfoils can pra\ ide significant improvements in performance over earlier types of propeller airfoils. However, achieving these improvements will require tighter control of manufacturing tolerances, including wavincss, and it precludes the
addition of external features which significantly disturb the blade airfoil shapes. Blade smoothness is important in achieving high performance, and protective p.unls should be very smooth.
Wind tunnel investigations of nacelle geometry undertaken in support of Dash 8 studies, showed significant benefits from long
nacelles extending beyond the wing trailing edge. The high wing location was found to confer significant benefits in maximum lift and
overall aircraft performance.

7,
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TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS ON A STOL PROPELLER
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LES PROBLEMES D ^^^TEGRA•^ON DES HELICES A LA CELLULE D 'UN AVION
ET . PLUS PART1CULEREMENT . D 'UN BIMOTEUR DE FORTE PUISSANCE
Par
Rene TAISSEIRE
Ingenieur
Chef de Service Principal
Division des Etudes Avancees
AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT-BREGUET AVIATION
78, quai Carnot - 92211* ST-CLOUD (FRANCE)

0.

INTRODUCTION
L'integration des helices a la cellule de l'avion dont elles assurent la propulsion pose essentiellement des
problemes cfinteractions.
En effet, 1'ensemble que constitue l'avion equipe de ses moteurs et de ses helices ne saurait etre
represente par la simple addition de deux sous-ensembles constitues respectivement par le Systeme de propulsion
et par la cellule, consideres separement et independamment Tun de l'autre : c'est que le champ aerodynamique de
l'avion modifie, cfune part, les caracteristiques du Systeme propulsif, et que la mise en oeuvre du syteme propulsif
modif ie, d'autre part, les caracteristiques propres au "planeur".
L'intensite de ces influences mutuelles, regies par des lois physiques qui, comme on va le voir, peuvent
en general s'exprimer par des regies relativement simples, est cfautant plus grande que le souffle des propulseurs
est plus puissant.
C'est, en regie generale, le cas des bimoteurs developpant de fortes tractions, objet principal de cet
expose, et en particulier celui, tres typique, de l'avion patrouilleur maritime "Atlantic" (figure n0l),

1.

RAPPEL DES COEFFICIENTS SANS DIMENSION CARACTERISANT LE FONCTIONNEMENT DE L'HELICE ET
DES RELATIONS QUI EXISTENT ENTRE EUX
Avant cTaborder l'analyse des interactions entre le Systeme propulsif et la cellule, il nous a semble
necessaire de rappeler la nature et la definition des parametres d'entree et de sortie qui caracterisent le
fonctionnement (fune helice et les relations qui existent entre eux. Ceci nous a egalement permis, au passage, de
preciser nos notations.
Ainsi, pour des conditions de fonctionnement en vol ou en soufflerie bien definies, nous avons designe

par :
V

la vitesse aerodynamique ;

P

la masse volumique de 1'air ambiant;

N

le regime cfun moteur (generalement exprime en nombre de tours/minute);

n- —
60

le regime cfune helice (en tours/seconde);

r

le taux de reduction entre moteur et helice ;

W

la puissance absorbee sur I'arbre helice ;

T

la traction correspondante sur I'arbre ;

9h

le pas de I'helice, calage cfune section de reference par rapport au plan de rotation perpendiculaire
a I'arbre ;

D

le diametre de I'helice.
Dans ces conditions, on demontre assez facilement que les deux parametres non-dimensionnels

X
et

T =

W
pn3 D
!

fn

1

D4

ne sont fonction que du pas 6h et du parametre sans dimension X = -*ir

nü

6h et o permettent en effet de definir de fa^on univoque I'incidence aerodynamique de toute section
d'une pale, et par consequent les coefficients aerodynamiques non-dimensionnels Cz et Cx locaux qui lui
correspondent.
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L'integration des puissances et des tractions locales elementaires qui en resultent fournlt les valeurs de
la puissance absorbee et de la traction restituee au niveau de l'arbre de 1'helice.
C'est ce que montre la figure n" 2, sur laquelle le calcul des coefficients^ etT, dont on veut montrer
qu'ils ne dependent que de 9'i et de^f, a ete simplifie pour des raisons de clarte : le fait d'avoir neglige, dans la
demonstration, ['influence des vitesses induites par la nappe tourbillonnaire n'en change en effet ni le principe, ni
le resultat, parce que les modifications locales d'incidence qui en resultent au niveau d'une section donnee ne
dependent elles-memes que de 9h et de^.
Pour memoire, nous rappellerons que le rendement de l'helice sur l'arbre s'ccrit, pour une valeur donnee
du pas 6h :
,p _ Puissance effectivement restituee sur l'arbre
Puissance fournie par le moteur

T AV
\^j

%

T) est done lui-meme une fonction de % et de 9h.
La figure n" 3 montre l'allure des reseaux de courbesTCTetT) en fonction de 0 et de 9h.
2.

LE CHAMP AERODYNAMIQUE DE L'AVION INFLUE SUR LE FONCTIONNEMENT DE L'HELICE
Si I'on veut analyser correctement le fonctionnement d'une helice ;n presence de la cellule de I'avion,
on doit considerer que tout se passe comme si l'helice etait introduite au sein d'un champ de vitesses
aerodynamiques identique ä celui que creerait la cellule en l'absence du Systeme propulsif.
Une simplification tres acceptable de ce concept consiste a estimer qu'en fait, I'infini amont est
constitue, pour l'helice montee sur I'avion, par le champ aerodynamique qui regnerait a l'emplacement de celle-ci,
mais en son absence.
En general, on p^jt admettre, avec une bonne approximation, que I'ecoulement, a cet endroit, est
assimilable a un ecoulement continu homogene, presentant par rapport a I'ecoulement reel a I'infini amont une
sous-vitesse relative"U^Vv, ou u est la moyenne des sous-vitesses locales induites, a l'emplacement du disquehelice, par la presence du fuseau-moteur.
L'influence de cette sous-vitesse se traduit, dans ces conditions, par une modification des courbes
caracteristiques theoriques de l'helice consistant, toutes choses egales par ailleurs, a transformer le parametre t
en ^ (l-U).
En presence d'un fuseau-moteur de dimensions relatives importantes par rapport a celles de l'helice,
cette correction est tout a fait necessaire. A titre d'exemple, eile est de l'ordre de 'I % pour les helices de
I'Atlantic, montees sur des fuseaux-moteurs dont le maitre couple a une surface egale a 16 % de la surface du
disque helice.
Cette influence peut etre evaluee :
- soit par des calculs bases sur des methodes semi-experimentales ;
- soit par comparaison directe entre les resultats de deux series d'essais en soufflerie effectues avec deux types
de montage d'helice differents ;
- le premier, sur un fuseau d'interaction minimale (minimum body, figure n0 'fa),
- le deuxieme, sur une maquette du fuseau reel (figure n0 k\>).
Ces deux figures representent une maquette d'helice de I'Atlantic de 900 mm de diametre.

3.

LE SOUFFLE DES HELICES MODIFIE LE CHAMP AERODYNAMIQUE DE L'AVION PAR LA CREATION DE
SURVITESSES LONGITUD1NALES ET NORMALES
En tout point de I'espace, la mise en oeuvre du Systeme propulsif de I'avion introdi .t, par rapport au
vecteur-vitesse aerodynamique local du "planeur", une survitesse qui modifie ä la fois le modulj de ce vecteur et
sa direction, e'est-a-dire la deflexion locale, et dont on peut dire ou'elle est la sommr d'une composante
"longitudinale", colineaire au vecteur-vitesse initial, et d'une composante "normale", definie en grandeur et
direction dans un plan normal a ce dernier.
En analysant la nature de cette survitesse, on constate qu'elle est, en fait, constituee par la
superposition de deux survitesses de nature differente :
I'une, directement liee au souffle de l'helice, a pour composantes longitudinale et normale celles du Systeme
tourbillonnaire helico'idal qui s'echappe de l'helice, compte tenu, par ailleurs, des modifications de direction
que lui impose sa rencontre avec le plan de I'aile ;
la deuxieme, qui n'est liee au souffle d'helice que d'une maniere indirecte, correspond au champ
tourbillonnaire engendre au niveau de la voilure par la modification de repartition de portance en envergure
imputable aux survilosses directes.
La figure n" 5 resume cette situation dans le cas d'une helice ayant un pas ä gauche, c'est-ä-dire
tournant dans le sens anti-horaire lorsqu'on la regarde de I'arriere.
Determiner par le calcul le champ complet des survitesses ainsi definies, et en deduire l'influence sur
les caracteristiques aerodynamiques de I'avion n'est, pour I'instant, qu'un objectif assez lointain.

Par centre, on connait bien. les parametres de similitude simples dont on doit, sur le plan
experimental, respecter les valeurs pour retrouver sur une maquette les coefficients aerodynamiques nondimensionnels correspondant ä une configuration et a des conditions de vol donnees sur 1'avion.
LE COEFFICIENT SANS DIMEi ISION CT EST A LA FOIS REPRESENTATIF
LONGITUDINALES ET DE LA PLUS ORANDE PART DES SURVITESSES NORMALES

DES

SURVITESSES

Pour realiser en soufflerie la similitude exacte par rapport au vol, 11 faut, en toute rigueur, respecter
sur la maquette les valeurs des deux parametres sans dimension :
T/ ^,, lie ä la traction T sur I'arbre,
et X/U

, lie ä la puissance sur I'arbre W.

La premiere de ces deux quantites est, en general, exprimee un pen differemment, a I'aide tfun
parametre qui lui est proportionnel, et qui est Thomologue du coefficient de trainee Cx sur le plan de la traction
d'helice, puisqu'il est defini par :

ou S est la surface de reference de la maquette. II est immediat de montrer, a partir des definitions de 1 et de 1$ ,
que, pour une helice donnee :

Si Ton se place a present dans les hypotheses simplifiees de la theorie de Froude (ecoulement par
tranches dans un tube de courant ayant pour section celle du disque helice au niveau de ce dernier, et sur les
parois duquel regne la pression statique ambiante), on peut aisement relier C_ ä la survitesse relative moyenne
longitudinale li = J^, ä I'infini aval par la relation :

CT= ^-K^il + V)
II suffit pour cela (figure n0 6) d'appliquer le theoreme des quantites de mouvement sur une surface
de controle entourant le disque helice, au voisinage immediat de celui-ci, puis d'appliquer successivement la
relation de Bernouilli dans les parties amont et aval du tube de courant considere.
On peut, de mSme, demontrer que le parametre'X,/"8 est en relation avec le champ des survitesses
normales. Cependant, ces dernieres sont, pour leur majeure part, indirectement reliees a C_ par 1'intermediaire
des echappements tourbillonnaires provoques par la modification des portances locales dues aux survitesses
longitudinales creees par les helices.
Dans les variations de deflexion locale liees au souffle d'helice, la part imputable a C_ est ainsi,
finalement, beaucoup plus mportante que celle liee a X/U •
Pour en fournir un exemple precis, nous avons resume sur la figure n* 7 les resultats moyens de
mesures de deflexions locales effectuees sur une maquette motorisee au 1/15 de r'Atlantic", ä I'aide de six
clinometres repartis symetriquement a l'emplacement du bord cfattaque de l'empennage horizontal (mais
evidemment en l'absence de celui-ci).
L'influence de C_ sur la deflexion moyenne est considerable sur la partie gauche de l'empennage, et
beaucoup plus modeste, sur sa partie droite. Cela resulte evidemment du sens de rotation anti-horaire des deux
nappes tourbillonnaires issues des helices, qui, ä leur intersection avec le bord cfattaque de l'aile, provoque une
forte deviation du souffle, vers la gauche au-dessus du plan des cordes de la voilure, et vers la droite en-dessous
de celui-ci.
5.

INFLUENCE DU SOUFFLE D'HELICE SUR LES COEFFICIENTS ET LES DERIVEES AERODYNAMIQUES DE
L'AVION
Ainsi, pour un couple de valeurs donnees de l'incidence &. et du derapage ß , chaeun des coefficients
aerodynamiques non-dimensionnels de 1'avion est fonetion de C x et de X'x1.
Pour reproduire en soufflerie les conditions reelles, il faudrait done pouvoir realiser simultanement la
similitude de ces deux parametres. Notons que, dans les rares cas ou eile peut Stre assuree, cette similitude
parfaite est en general obtenue pour des valeurs de Q h et de ^ assez differentes de celles du vol.
Dans les autres cas, c'est-ä-dire presque toujours, il faut donner la priorite absolue ä la similitude de
C x , dont on a vu l'influence preponderante sur le champ aerodynamique.
Celle-ci est d'ailleurs confirmee par les resultats de nombreuses etudes parametriques qui montrent
qu'ä CT constant, l'influence des variations de "X./^1 est tres faible.
Finalement, l'identification aerodynamique de l'avion interactionne par l'helice se traduit:
- pour ce qui concerne les coefficients aerodynamiques longitudinaux, par des reseaux de courbes :
Cz (rt,CT,ini), dites courbes unitaires "motorisees";
Cz (G<,CT,iii, dites polaires "motorisees";
fm (C,CT,inv centrage), dites courbes de stabilite longitudinale "motorisees" ;
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- et pour ce qui concerne les coefficients aerodynamiques lateraux et transversaux, par des reseaux de
courbfs:

Cn(ß in.a.Cr);
C (ß ,on,M,Cl);
ft ( p,6n,6l,CT),

etablis pour differentes valeurs de l'incidence

La barre qui surmonte les symboles representant ces coefficients non-dimensionnels indique qu'ils
tiennent compte de l'effet de la motorisation.
Quelques explications complementaires sont necessaires en ce qui concrrne Cx :
Si l'on designe par
donnee de l'incidence ;

ACx le supplement de Cx du ä la motorisation, on peut ecrire, pour une valeur

Cx = Cx + ÄTx - CT
ou Cx est le Cx "planeur", et CT est mesure sur l'arbre helice.
En designant par CT propulsif (CT prop) la quantite :
CT prop « CT - KCx
on peut ecrire finalement :
Cx = Cx - CT prop
Pour evaluer ACx, et done CT prop, on peut;
- utiliser des methodes semi-experimentales basees sur l'hypothese que le rapport CT prop n'est fonetion que
CT
du parametre 'S et des dimensions relatives du fuseau-moteur par rapport au disque helice,
- ou bien effectuer des essais en soufflerie permettant de mesurer (fune part CT sur l'arbre helice ä l'aide
d'une balance interne, tfautre part Cx et Cx ä l'aide d'une balance externe, comme sur la maquette du
fuseau de l'Atlantic equipee d'une helice de 900 mm de diametre, representee sur la figure n° * (b).
Quantitativement, l'influence du souffle des helices sur certains coefficients aerodynamiques peut
Stre tres importante aux vitesses faibles et aux regimes des moteurs eieves.
Sur 1' "Atlantic", chaeun des deux moteurs developpe au decollage, dans les conditions d'atmosphere
standard au niveau de la mer, une puissance maximale voisine de 6 000 CV absorbee par une helice quadripale d'un
diametre legerement inferieur a 5 m.
Durant cette phase de vol, la diminution de stabilite longitudinale due ä la motorisation est tres
sensible, mais le fait que l'avion accelere de fagon continue la rend plus tolerable que dans le cas le plus critique,
qui est celui de la remise des gaz ä l'atterrissage.
Au cours d'une teile manoeuvre, la diminution de stabilite, liee ä l'augmentation de la puissance, est
en effet quasi-instantanee. Elle est, d'autre part, plus importante qu'au decollage, parce que la vitesse est plus
faible et que, de ce fait, le niveau maximal de CT ä plein regime est plus eleve.
A la masse d'atterrissage, tres usuelle, de 30 T, et a un centraee tres voisin de la limite AR,
la figure n0 8 montre l'influence d'un tel niveau de CT sur les courbes Cz (Cm, om). On volt qu'il en resulte une
diminution de marge statique egale a plus de 10 % de la corde moyenne aerodynamique, c'est-ä-dire une perte de
stabilite considerable.
C'est cette condition critique qui determine le centrage-limite AR
certainement celui de tout autre bimoteur de forte puissance.

de 1' "Atlantic", comme

Traduite en termes de braquages cfequilibre en fonetion de la vitesse, la perte de stabilite due ä la
motorisation est mise en evidence sur la figure n° 9 qui, pour deux valeurs extremes du centrage, permet une
comparaison entre les courbes b m (Vc) correspondant respectivement, en vol horizontal rectiligne, au ralenti de
vol et au regime de croisiere maximale, en configuration d'approche. La difference de pente entre ces deux
courbes, autre fa^on d'exprimer la difference de stabilite statique longitudinale entre les deux cas de motorisation
consideres, est, on le voit, tres importante.
Cette planche est aussi tres instructive en ce qui concerne l'influence de la motorisation sur
le Czmax.
La masse de l'avion etant bien identifiee pour chaeun des essais, on a pu en deduire, en effet, que le
passage du ralenti vol au regime de croisiere maximale fait augmenter Czmax de :
ACzmax = 0,5 en configuration de decollage
et de:
ACxmax = 0,65 en configuration d'approche.
Ouvrons ici une breve parenthese pour rappeler l'exemple particulierement speetaculaire de
l'influence du souffle des helices sur le Czmax de l'avion S.T.O.L Breguet fki, dont la conception m^rne etait
basee sur le soufflage integral, ä l'aide de quatre helices contrarotatives, d'une voilure tres fortement
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hypersustentee par des volets triples, s'etendant sur toute son envergure. Pour un braquage de volets de I'ordre
de 100° et pour les plus grandes valeurs praticables de CT, la valeur du Cz maximum de cet avion, mesuree en vol,
etait superieure a 5.
Revenons a 1' "Atlantic" pour montrer a present l'influence de CT sur les coefficients aerodynamiques
lateraux et transversaux de cet avion. Nous I'avons resumee sur la figure n0 10 pour la configuration d'approche.
On voit sur cette figure que, pour des valeurs du CT de remise des gaz de I'ordre de 0,4, la diminution
de stabilite de route Cn (i et celle de 1'effet diedre Cl^J sont respectivement de I'ordre de 35 % et de 55 %.
L'influence de la motorisation sur les derivees aerodynamiques laterales et transversales est done elle-aussi tres
importante aux basses vitesses.
On pourrait, enfin, constater que l'efficacite des gouvernes de profondeur et de direction est affectee
de faQon significative par une augmentation du CT.
Dans l'ecriture des equations gen^rales de la mecanique du vol, 11 est done bien evidemment
necessaire de prendre en compte cette variation des coefficients aerodynamiques en fonction du taux de
motorisation, en introduisant leurs derivf'es partielles par rapport ä CT,
6.

ROLE PRIMORDIAL DES INTERACTIONS DUES AU SOUFFLE DES HELICES DANS LA DETERMINATION
DE LA VMC D'UN BIMOTEUR DE FORTE PUISSANCE
Rappelons succinctement que la vitesse minimale de controle VMC est la vitesse conventionnelle en
dessous de laquelle, en cas de panne du moteur le plus critique, en configuration de decollage train sorti,
I'equilibrage lateral et transversal de I'avion n'est plus possible.
La demonstration en vol de la VMC peut etre effectuee a derapage nul, a condition de ne p.-■
depasser 5° d'inclinaison laterale.
Nous aliens a present etablir une comparaison entre deux appareils, de caracteristiques geometriques
identiques, mais differant par leur type de motorisation ; I'un est bireacteur, l'autre biturbopropulseur, et la
poussee F, fournie par chaeun des reacteurs du premier, est identique a la traction T fournie par hacune des
helices de l'autre sur son arbre. La distance | ym| de Taxe de poussee au plan de symetrie est la merie que celle
de Taxe de traction au plan de symetrie.
Nous verrons plus loin que, pour I'avion ä helices, le cas critique de panne, du point de vue de la VMC,
est celui de la panne du moteur droit.
Nous allons done supposer que, dans un cas comme dans l'autre, e'est le fonctionnement de ce moteur
qui est interrompu.
Pour le bireacteur, le couple de lacet dQ a la panne est egal, dans ces conditions, au produit F| Sm | ,
avec les conventions de signes habituelles. Nous supposerons que, pour annuler ce couple, la gouverne de direction
est braquee a fond dans le sens > 0(i)nmax>0), La derivee partielle CnOn etant<0, I'equilibre en lacet a VMC,
a derapage nul, s'ecrit :

+

ym
d'ou :

VMC =

\|

'

P - i

TVMC

S-b. Zr\()n £nmax =0

-1 I Vml

,

1%, S.b. Cn^n,6nm(|X

Le cas de panne cfun turbopropulseur est plus complexe (figure n0 11).
En effet, les echappements tourbillonnaires issus de la "bosse" de portance provoquee sur la voilure
par les survitesses de l'helice gauche engendrent, sur I'empennage vertical, une succion vers la gauche, qui se
traduit par une augmentation du moment de lacet T. | ym | directement dQ a la traction.
D'autre part, le pas de l'helice etant a gauche comme sur I' "Atlantic" la partie du souffle situee
au-dessus de I'aile est egalement device vers la gauche et la deflexion laterale moyenne qui en resulte donne a
nouveau naissance a une augmentation du moment de lacet de meme signe.
On voit bien que e'est lorsque la panne se produit a droite que les trois effets s'ajoutent et e'est done
bien ce eas qui est le plus defavorable du point de vue de la VMC.
AUSSI, sur un avion comme I'Atlantie, le moment de lacet reel dO ä la panne du moteur droit est
Aussi,
superieur de plus de 50 % au couple de base, T. | y m.|

Pour en revenir ä notre comparaison initiale, on constate done que pour obtenir la meme VMC sur les
deux avions, 11 faut doter I'avion a helices cfune gouverne de direction bien plus efficace que celle du bireacteur.
C'est une caracteristique tres importante a laquelle il faut, sur ce type tfavion, attacher une attention
particuliere des le stade de la conception.
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CONCLUSIONS
Par ces quelques rappels tres simples, nous avons essaye de mettre en evidence, aussi dairement que
possible, I'intime imbrication de l'aerodynamique du Systeme propulseur avec celle de la cellule de tout avion a
helices, et plus particulierement d'un bimoteur de forte puissance,
Le dimensionnement des empennages et des gouvernes d'un tel appareil est largement tributaire du
soin apporte a definir l'influence de la motorisation sur l'ensemble de ses caracteristiques aerodynamiques dans
tout le domaine de vol, mais surtout aux basses vitesses asscciees a de fortes tractions d'helices.
Un tel resultat ne peut etre obtenu que grace a des essais de maquettes motorisees con^ues pour
permettre la realisation de la similitude des CT et, en particulier, dans les cas de vol les plus critiques.
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WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE INTERACTION OF PROPELLER
SLIPSTREAM WITH NACELLE/WINC/FUP COMBINATIONS
By
A. S. Aljabrl and A. C. Hughes
Lockheed-Georgia Company
86 S. Cobb Drive
Marietta, Georgia 30063

SUMMABT
Until recently It was sufficient to define the propeller slipstream by the average velocity Induced
across the propeller disk. With the advent of the highly loaded preplan and the accompanying concern for
the effect of the slipstream on aircraft components, It has become Imperative that the nature of the slipstream and Its Interaction with aircraft components be known. This paper describes a series of wind tunnel
tests performed to Improve the understanding of this complex aerodynamic interaction.
The tests were conducted using a conventional propeller operating at low subsonic speeds.
Complementary theoretical and experimental studies wore used to investigate the Interaction effects.
Results from wind tunnel tests on
propeller/nacelle, propeller/nacelle/wing, and propeller/nacelle/wing/
flap combinations are presented here.
Force, pressure, and wake survey data from the test allow the
slipstream characteristics. Including its distortion by the wing and flap, to be obtained. The important
parameters which govern the slipstream shape and Induced velocities are identified and techniques are
developed for estimating slipstream drag and the torque absorbed by a wing Immersed in the slipstream. An
Improved understanding of the effects of wind tunnel walls on propeller powered testing is also presented.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
c

Blade chord

C .

Airfoil section drag coefficient

C

Airfoil section lift coefficient

C..

Airfoil section design coefficient

Cp

Power coefficient

C_

Thrust coefficient

D

Propeller diameter

J

Advance ratio

n

Propeller rotational frequency in revolutions per second

P

Power

Q

Torque

R

Propeller radius

r

Radial distance to blade element

T

Thrust

V

Freestream velocity

V

Effective resultant velocity

V

Resultant velocity

w

Induced velocity

w

Axial component of Induced velocity

w

Tangential component of Induced velocity

x

Fraction of tip radius

a

Angle of attack

ü.

Induced angle of attack

ß

Geometrie pitch angle of zero lift line

A

Small quantity or change

C

Swirl.angle

rj-

Propeller efficiency

d
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p

Mass density of air

0

Angle formed by V

to

Propeller rotational frequency In radians per second

and horizontal plane

IMTRODUCTIOII

High-speed turboprops, or propfans, have been proposed to power transport aircraft that cruise at high
subsonic speeds. Significant benefits In terms of fuel-efflolent operation and reduction of llfe-oycle cost
are expected from the use of propfans on advanced transport aircraft. Critical to the realization of these
benefits Is the understanding, prediction, and treatment of the complicated aerodynamic Interaction between
the slipstream produced by these highly-loaded propellers and aircraft components, especially the wing.
A wing-mounted turboprop/nacelle demands special attention to Installation design because of the much
greater aerodynamic Interaction between the propeller slipstream, the nacelle, and the wing. There are two
Important aerodynamic characteristics of this type of Installation that must be distinguished and understood.
First, Installed propeller performance Including slipstream characteristics Is required.
This
demands a reliable data base for the Isolated propeller.
Second, changes In the performance of the wing due to the presence of nacelle and slipstream need to be
determined. The slipstream gives rise to both swirl and Increased dynamic pressure, and an understanding of
both effects Is necessary to treat the slipstream/wing interaction. The wing also has a straightening effect
on the slipstream which results In a portion of the swirl being recovered In the form of thrust. Improved
methods are needed to assess the amount of torque absorbed and the thrust recovered by the wing. A detailed
e-perlraental approach was pursued to obtain fundamental aerodynamic Information regarding the Interaction of
the slipstream with the nacelle and wing. Although this paper emphasizes wind-tunnel testing and data reduction techniques, analytical methods have been developed and applied to gain understanding of Installation
effects and are compared with the test results.
TEST DE3CRIPTT0II

Tests were conducted on an Isolated propeller (to provide baseline Information), a propeller/nacelle/wlng configuration and a propeller/nacelle/wlng/flap configuration. Surface pressure, force and wake
survey data were obtained for angles of attack from 0 to 4 degrees and advance ratios from 0.6 to 1.0 at
blade angles of 22. t and 2t degrees. These tests were conducted In the Lockheed-Georgia 30-lnch by t3-lnch
wind tunnel at a nominal dynamic pressure of 10,0 pounds per square foot.
WIMP TUjjMP. MODEL AMD IM3TRUHEMTATIOM

The model consists of a symmetric wing with a NACA 0018 section and a symmetric nacelle. The wing has a
30-lnch span and the nacelle maximum diameter Is 2.5 Inches. The nacelle was mated to the wing such that Its
centerllne was coincident with the wing chord line with no fillets or fairing at the Intersection. The test
used a four-bladed propeller of 11.2-inoh diameter. The planform and twist distributions of the blades are
described In Reference 1, The propeller was powered by an electric motor housed In the nacelle. The ratio
of propeller disc area to the tunnel oross-seotlonal area was 0.07. A photograph showing the model mounted
In the tunnel for testing is presented In Figure 1.

Figure 1.

Propeller/Nacelle/Wing/Flap Installed in the Model Test
Facility

The wing contains 210 static pressure taps, positioned In chordwise rows and spanwlse stations so as to
give good definition In high gradient regions. Forces and monents were measured by a strain gauge balance
located beneath the floor of the tunnel. Wake survey data were also obtained and are discussed In detail In
the next section.
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Wake surveys were made at three vertical planes aft of the propeller plane: 0.7 Inch (as close to the
propeller plane as practical), 11.2 Inches (one propeller diameter) and 22, U inches (two propeller diameters).
The survey Instrumentation consists of a 7 probe, 5 holes-per-probe survey rake with the probes
spaced 0.5 inch apart. A 0.5-inch-square cartesian grid was used except in the slipstream boundary region
where the grid was 0,2 inches.
RESULTS kW DI3CUS3I0II
WIWG PBESSUBE DISTRIBUTIONS MD SPAM LOADINGS

When producing thrust, a propeller increases the axial velocity of the air flowing through the rotor
disk area and gives the flow within the slipstream a tangential velocity component, producing a swirling
flow. These changes in the flow interact with downstream aircraft components, such as the nacelle and wing,
thus affecting their aerodynamic performance.
In turn, the propeller slipstream is distorted by the
aircraft components that it washes.
The effect of the propeller super-velocity on the wing Increases its lift but does not change the lift
ccefficient based on the local dynamic pressure. The swirl, however, does change the lift coefficient
because it causes a direct change in the local angle of attack. Since the swirl is not constant but varies
with distance from the propeller centerline, the change in lift coefficient varies accordingly at each
spanwlse station. On the portion of the wing where the swirl causes upwash, the section angle of attack is
effectively Increased causing local suction peaks. Since the lift force is normal to the onset flow direction, the lift vector Is rotated forward giving a component in the thrust direction. On the downwash side,
the section angle of attack is reduced giving a smaller force, which detracts fron, but does not eliminate,
the net thrust recovery.
The above observations were verified by the test results. Wing surface pressure distributions at the
critical stations are presented in Figure 2. The span loadings, shown in Figure 3, are typical of propeller
slipstream-washed wings and show an increase In loading behind the up-going blade and a reduction in loading
behind the down-going blade.
T
^ Prop Off
?= 0-0B
O Prop On, J-.55

.Lower Surface

Figure 2.

Wing Section Pressure Distributions

Propeller
piameter,

Prop Off
OProp On, J = .55

A

Figure 3.

Spanwise Load Distribution
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FOIICE om
Force data were obtained for all the configurations tested. Figure 10 presents the Isolated propeller
thrust coefficient, C , versus advance ratio, J, obtained from both the balance and from the wake surveys.
The agreement between \he force and wake survey data Is excellent. In addition, the predicted free air C- vs
J for the sane conditions Is shown. The differences between the free air and tunnel data are prominent at
low advance ratios where the mass flow in the slipstream Is high. The reasons for the differences In free
air and tunnel data are discussed in detail later.
WAKE 3UHYET mLT3IS
Lockheed employs a well established technique to obtain
wake survey data.
When using five-holed
probes it is important that they be properly calibrated and that an empty tunnel survey be obtained to
establish baseline conditions.
Reference 2 gives further details on wake survey procedures and data
analysis using these probes.
Wake surveys are used to determine the radial and streamwise variation of the slipstream properties and
to locate the slipstream boundary. In critical areas such as the slipstream boundary region, a sufficiently
fine grid is selected to precisely define the location and magnitude of the high gradient regions.
Wake Survey Data Analysis: The data were reduced to provide the three components of the wake velocity
and the total pressure, from v*ilch the circulation, kinetic energy, and vorticity within the wake were
computed.
Haps of these aerodynamic parameters were made to help visualize the nature of the propeller
wake. The radial variation of the propeller thrust coefficient gradient, power coefficient gradient, blade
section lift and blade section drag coefficients were derived from the wake survey data.
Integration of
these gradients radially produced propeller thrust and power coefficients.
Wake data also allowed the
torque In the slipstream at any given survey station to be determined.
Therefore, the slipstream torque
calculated from data In one plane immediately in front of, and a second plane behind the wing, allowed the
torque absorbed by the wing to be calculated. This gives a measure of the amount of de-rotation that the
wing has imparted to the slisptream.
FLOW VISUALIZiTION FROH WAKE SURVEY

Isolated Propeller/Wacelle
The wake survey data provide visualization of the slipstream flow and its Interaction with other
components.
Figure U presents the results from the propeller/nacelle test at an advance ratio of 0,6 and
zero angle of attack. Illustrated Is a crossflow map at three locations downstream from the propeller plane.
The arrows represent the vector sum of the tangential and radial velocities, with their length indicating
the magnitude of the vector at that point. Clearly, the tangential velocity, which represents swirl In the
slipstream, is dcminatlng. The radial velocity is generally weak.
The map vividly marks the slipstream
boundary by the absence of swirl outside the boundary.
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Figure 4.

Isolated Propeller Crossflow Vector Maps at 0.6 Advance Ratio

The stron« slipstream contraction can be seen immediately behind the propeller with some additional
contraction at one diameter behind the propeller plane. At two diameters behind the propeller plane there
is no further evidence of contraction, but still the slipstream boundary remains distinct.
The radial flow outside the slipstream inmedlatelly behind the propeller is indicative of the free
stream following the shape of the contracting slipstream rather than entrainraent. The strong vortex system
bounding the slipstream precludes entrainraent of the surrounding flow. No radial flow is present at the two
downstream locations because at these stations the contraction gradient is very small.
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Figure 5 shows the corresponding axial and transverse velocity map viewed from beneath the model.
vortex system bounding the slipstream Induces a velocity upstream and Is seen as a reduction In the
nitude of the freestream Just outside the slipstream edge. The radial distribution of axial velocity Is
shown. There Is an Increase, as expected, In axial Induced velocity with downstream position, but
Increase Is not d)soernable beyond one propeller diameter downstream of the propeller plane.

~*7 PIANI
Figure 5.
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Isolated Propeller Velocity Profiles at 0.6 Advance Ratio

Slipstreaa/Wlng Interaction
The slipstream/wing crossflow map Is shown In Figure 6. The slipstream Is no longer axlsymraetrio In
the presence of the wing but is "sheared" spanwlse In opposite directions on the upper and lower surfaces.
The shearing is in the direction of the crossflow and Increases as the'slipstream progresses along the wing
chord reaching a maximum at the trailing edge. Figure 7 shows the total pressure map at both one diameter
downstream of the propeller plane and behind the wing trailing edge. Once again, the shearing of the flow is
revealed. Note the steep pressure gradient at the slipstream boundary at the one-propeller-dlaneter plane,
while in the downstream plane the pressure gradient is reduced showing a rather thicker slipstream boundary,
but still distinct.
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Cross Flow Map Showing Shearing of the Slipstream by the Wing

Except for the shearing, the slipstream remains remarkably preserved. It is still contracted and
maintains a strong boundary with the swirl contained within it. A pair of strong vortices are shed from the
Junction of the wing surface and the edge of the slipstream, which Is indicative of the high gradient of
spanwlse load on the wing. On one side, the wing experiences an upwash and thus a lift increase and conversely a download is experienced by the wing on the other side. Outside of the slipstream the wing
experiences no loads as it is of synnetric section and Is at zero angle of attack.
Sllpatreaa/Wing/Flap Intwotlon
Wake survey data shows that the addition of the slotted flap to the wing causes major changes to the
slipstream (Figure 8). The swirl is removed and there is no longer a distinct slipstream boundary. The
mutual interaction between the slipstream and the wing/flap Is no longer limited to the slipstream but
includes the surrounding flow field as well, which is deflected downwards. Once again, vortices are shed
indicating a rapid change in the spanwlse load distribution on the wing, but as shown, they are much
stronger for the wing with the slotted flap.
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lb) AFT OF WING TRAILING EDGE

(•) ONE OUMETtR MHINO ntÖKLlU PLANE

Figure 7.
PROP-OFF

Total Pressure Maps Showing Slipstream Distortion by the Wing
PROP - J = 0.6
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Figure 8.

Effect of Slipstream on Nacelle/Wing/Flap Combinations

PERFORMMCE CALCULATIMIS FROM WAKE SURVEY

Sllpstrew Charaoterlatlcs
The slipstream Immediately behind the propeller contains sufficient Information to determine propeller
performance Including the radial distribution of the propeller aerodynamic characteristics. Careful analysis
of the slipstream data using Glauert's momentum-vortex theory (Reference 3) gives good results. The fundamental relations used In the evalution of the elementary blade performance are presented here for convenience, the details can be found in References 4 and 5.
dCT/dx =

7r(r/R)J2wa(1-»wa)

dC./dx = Jr2(r/R)2J2w. (1+w )
r
t
a
where; dC_/dx is the elemental thrust coefficient, and dC_/dx is the elemental power coefficient.
As may be seen from the above expressions there are three quantities to be determined from the experimental data in order to define the propeller characteristics. They are w , the Induced axial velocity; w ,
the Induced tangential velocity; and r/R, the nondimensional radius of the propeller at which they are
applied. With reference to the diagram in Figure 9, it is seen that when these three quantities are obtained, all of the other characteristics may be readily derived.
Detwlnatlon of iiial And Tangential Induced Velooities
When developing an expression for the section thrust coefficient, it should be noted that as the air
flows through the plane containing the blades, it experiences a sudden increase in static pressure and
undergoes a tangential acceleration while its axial velocity remains unchanged. As the air moves downstream
of the propeller plane, the static pressure increase gradually drops, being transformed into an axial and
tangential velocity until finally (far downstream), the velocity increments are twice their value at the
propeller plane, while the static pressure is reduced to its freestream value.
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Zero Lift Line

Figure 9.

Blade Element Velocity Diagram

The most Important parameter is w . the Increment In axial velocity at the plane of the blades. Since
no measurement can be made at the propeller plane, it becomes important to develop a technique which uses
wake data downstream to give the velocity at the propeller plane. During the course of this investigation,
it was found that analytical expressions describing the variation of axial velocity with downstream location
do not give the correct induced velocity at the propeller plane, A better method is to use the measured
total and static pressures at the downstream location to compute the resulting axial velocity in the far
wake, when the slipstream is fully expanded. The value of the induced velocity at the propeller plane is
then simply half of that at the far wake,
Deteralnatlon of Slipstrea« Boundary
It is important to determine the location of the slipstream boundary since it is used to obtain the
non-dimensional radius used in the calculation of the propeller thrust, torque, and power. Total pressure
or axial velocity are obvious parameters to use to locate the slipstream boundary. The radial position from
the propeller centerline at which the total pressure or axial velocity decrease to their freestream values
or less is the edge of the slipstream. Unfortunately, when given actual test data, the slipstream boundary
is not as readily found, with the exception of conditions of low advance ratio and close to the propeller
plane. At high advance ratios and stations further downstream, the boundary, although distinct, has a finite
thickness because the gradient of aerodynamic parameters is small. An expression that uses a combination of
total pressure, axial velocity and static pressure was found to give a consistent location of the boundary
for all advance ratios and downstream locations,
COMPARISON OF WAKE SURVEY AND FORCE DATA FOR AN ISOLATED PROPELLER
The force data obtained from the test were converted into the C_ vs J curve shown in Figure 10, These
data were obtained for equal increments of 0,1 J from J-0.6 to J=1,0, while wake survey data was obtained
for J's of 0.6, 0,8, and 1,0 at a number of survey planes. Complete surveys were obtained at 0.7, 11.2, and
22,it inches behind the propeller plane and partial surveys were obtained at the locations shown. The agreement between the force and wake survey data is sufficiently good to provide a high degree of confidence in
the methods used for analyzing the wake survey data. The Cp vs J and
17- vs J curves are presented in
Figures 11 and 12, The differences in the data obtained from the wake surveys and the predicted free-air
results are consistent with the tunnel effects observed for the C. vs J variation. The effect of the tunnel
is to Increase TJ» for the entire range of J's tested rather than to shift the curve along the J axis.
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COMPtHISOII OF FHEE tIB PHEDICTI0II3 «ID TUIWEL MM
Comparisons between wake survey test data and theoretical predictions are shown In Figures 13 thru 15
for an advance ratio of 0.6. AH three wake parameters, axial induced
velocity, wa,
tangential induced
velocity, w

and swirl angle show close agreement in the shape

of the radial

distribution,

although they

differ significantly in magnitude.
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It has long been
optimistic compared to
data has provided some
have been obtained, all
A comparison
following:

i.o

Swirl Angle Comparisons

known that propeller characteristics obtained from wind tunnel tests tend to be
results obtained in free air.
The analysis of the isolated propeller wake survey
detailed insight into this subject.
Again, referring to Figure 9, once w
and w
of the other important parameters may be readily derived.

of parameters

predicted

for

free air with

results

from the present

test

indicate the

(1) The primary effect of the tunnel wall constraint is to reduce the induced angle, thereby increasing
the thrust. The induced angle change has an effect more akin to reducing the Activity Factor rather than
merely reducing the advance ratio. The Increased thrust also increases the power absorbed, but since the
induced angle is reduced, the'efficiency is increased. Induced angle comparisons are shown In Figures 16 and
17 for radial distribution and variation with advance ratio, respectively.
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Induced Angle Comparison

Figure 17.

Induced Angle Comparison

(2) A comparison of the predicted and measured section C distribution is shown In Figure 16. The
effect of the reduction in Induced angle is to increase the local C , as would be expected.
(3) A comparison of predicted and measured section drag polars for the 0.7 radius station Is shown In
Figure 19.
The oorrelat.on is considered excellent considering that the prediction method cannot account
for laminar separation or the differences In actual airfoil sections on a well-used model propeller and the
loft ordlnates.
The drag levels are very high due to the extremely low section Reynolds nunbers.
The
Reynolds numbers for the model as tested ranged from 100,000 to 200,000.
For reference, the predicted
polars for a full-scale propeller operating at the same pitch angle and advance ratios is Included.
It Is
worth noting that the very low Reynolds numbers not only cause an Increase In drag, and therefore a loss In
efficiency, they also cause a significant Increase in swirl angle.
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Section Lift and Drag Coefficient Comparison

SLIPSTHEAH/COMPOHEIIT IMTERACTIOII

Having derived a method of obtaining propeller characteristics from wake survey data, it appeared that
this method might provide an approach to the derivation of the elusive slipstream lift and drag increments.
Figure 20 shows the thrust loss at the survey plane completely behind the models in terms of an Increment in
C . If the prop off C of the region Influenced by the slipstream is subtracted from the Increment due to
the thrust loss, the result would be the drag due to the slipstream. Inherent in this approach Is the
assumption that the thrust represented by the slipstream will remain constant for at least two propeller
diameters downstream, unless the slipstream, is modified by some object that disturbs It.
The modified slipstream downstream of the model contains Information relative to both thrust and power.
It was observed that the power loss was greater than the thrust loss which provides an indication of the
thrust recovery due to the straightening of the flow. These effects are shown by the dashed line in Figure
20.
This particular approach applied the isolated propeller efficiency to the C. remaining at the
downstream plane to obtain a downstream thrust that would have occured had there been no swirl recovery.
It Is of interest to note that, for the wing, the net thrust loss becomes negative at the higher
advance ratios. This is not too surprising considering that the Reynolds number based on the wing chord was
only 700,000. At such low Reynolds numbers, the turbulence generated by a running propeller would create an
effective Increase in Reynolds number and significantly reduce the section drag. The thrust recovered from
straightening the swirl was greater than the drag created by the very small Increase in local velocity.
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cggcLusiggs
(1) The analysis of propeller oharaoterlstlos obtained from experimental data has been significantly
advanced by the development of a method of extracting propeller characteristics from wake survey data. This
method provides details of the aerodynamics of running propellers previously unavailable from experiment. It
Is also useful for obtaining the effects of the interaction of the slipstream and oanponents of the aircraft
washed by the slipstream.
(2)
The wing had a much larger shearing effect on the slipstream than expected.
There Is a
significant spanwise migration of the slipstream in the direction of rotation on both the upper and lower
surface.
The boundary of the slipstream remains intact, although distorted.
These effects should be
considered when selecting the rotation direction of a tractor propeller Installation.
(3) An improved understanding of the effects of wind tunnel wall constraints on propeller performance
has been obtained.
The fact that the tunnel changes the entire propeller vortex system rather than only
changing the effective advance ratio has a significant impact on the interpretation of scale model propeller
test data.
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SUMMARY
This paper present"; an asymptotic method for the analysis of the Interference of multiple tractor
propeller slipstream w th large aspect ratio swept wings.
It Is assumed that the height of the
slipstream Is of the order of the wing chord and Its spanwlse extent Is of the "rder of the wing
span.
Three different flow regions are Identified by employing different stretching transformations.
Asymptotic expansions arc made In each of the three regions, using the chord-to-span ratio as the small
expansion parameter.
The details of the nonunlform *low In the slipstream enter Into the wing
sectional analysis.
In the outer limit, the wing shrinks to a swept lifting line, and the slipstream
reduces to a thin sheet of jet carrying the momentum gain from the propeller.
The curvature of this
jet sheet results In a pressure difference which Is represented by a vortex sheet. The governing
equations are solved by discretization.
Several examples are considered for which experimental data
are available.
Comparison of the present results with the experimental data as well as other numerical
solutions showed generally good agreement.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The cost of aviation fuel has gone up substantially in the last decade and is expected to be un an
ever increasing trend.
Added to this is the uncertainty regarding the supplies.
These factors
combined with the national concern over energy conservation have lead aircraft designers as well as the
operators to jive prime importance to fuel efficienc propulsion systems for the future aircraft.
Prior
to the so-called oil crisis In 1973, the fuel cost was a relatively small fraction (about Z5%) of the
direct operating cost, and it was of less concern to the designers/operators.
Today, however. It is
claimed that this fraction has risen to about 60%, and that it is the major part of the aircraft
operating cost (ref. 1).
Before jet engines appeared on the scene, only propellers provided propulsive force to aircraft.
As flight speeds increased, the propellers posed serious problems of rapidly decaying propulsive
efficiency and increasing noise and vibration levels.
As a result, more powerful and efficient jet
engines took over and dominated the scene, and the propellers were neglected for many years.
It is
well known that the old technology propellers are the most efficient mode of propulsion up to a Mach
number of about 0.6.
The Interest generated in the propeller technology since the oil crisis has lead
to the development of the prop-fan, which is claimed to operate at an aerodynamic efficiency of about
80% at a Mach number of 0.8 (ref. 2).
With the prospect of the use of prop-fans on transport airplanes, there has been concern regarding
the associated problems.
The interference of slipstreams with other parts of the airplane, in
particular with the wing. Is one of the major problem areas.
With the flight speeds going up to M=0.8,
compressibility effects can no longer be neglected.
The flowfield behind the propeller is highly
rotational and effects of vorticity in the slipstream cannot be Ignored.
Therefore the problem in its
complete form is quite complex.
Consequently considerable efforts - analytical, numerical and
experimental - are being made to understand the rather complex flowfield associated with wingslipstream Interference.
The problem of determining the influence of the propeller slipstream on wing lift has been studied
quite extensively in the past, and a considerable literature is available.
Because of the highly
nonunlform nature of the flow in the slipstream, the problem is essentially a nonlinear one; as a
result, the work done during the 1930's was based on approximate and semi-empirical methods (refs. 3
and 4).
These methods yielded satisfactory results in the speed - power range for which they were
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developed. Koning (ref. 5) gave an analytical treatment for a wing in a propeller slipstream based on
the lifting line theory.
It was assumed that the increment in velocity in the slipstream was small.
Ferrari (ref. 6) developed what is generally referred to as the classical lifting line theory for wings
in slipstreams.
The main assumptions were that (1) the slipstream was in the form of a circular
cylindrical tube extending to infinity both upstream and downstream, (11) the velocity in this tube was
uniform (Uj), and (ill) the relation between the lift and angle of attack for the wing sections was
obtained by considering them to be in uniform flows with velocities Uj and U^ for sections Inside and
outside the slipstream tube, respectively.
One of the drawbacks of this theory is the third
assumption.
It is obvious that the lift produced by an airfoil would depend on the jet height. Ting
and Liu (ref. 7) employed the method of images and studied the lifting characteristics of thin airfoils
in a nonuM'form parallel streams.
This method can be used to determine the lift of an airfoil in a
uniform jet.
Chow, et al. (ref. 8) numerically investigated the two-dimensional nonuniform flow past
an airfoil by solving the Euler equations.
These results brought out the fact that the lift of an
airfoil depends not only on the jet height but also on the nonuniformity in the approach stream.
Recognizing this fact, Kleinstein and Liu (ref. 9) made some Improvements to the classical theory. The
lift data for the wing sections within the slipstream was obtained by employing the methods of refs. 7
and 8, and was used in the classical theory.
However, the assumptions (1) and (11) of the classical
theory were still retained while computing the downwash due to trailing vortices.
These results
demonstrated the effects of modifying the assumption (ill) mentioned earlier.
There were other attempts to improve upon the classical theory of Ferrari.
Rethorst (ref. 10)
employed the Weissinger approach and developed a lifting surface theory. Wu and Talmadge (ref. 11) and
Cumberbatch (ref. 12) extended Rethorst's method to wings extending through multiple jets.
Jameson
(ref. 13) modeled wide slipstreams by rectangular and elliptic jets, and by using the standard imaging
technique developed a lifting-surface theory.
In all these analyses one of the main assumptions was
that the velocity was uniform In the jet (representing the slipstream).
Ting, et al. (ref. 14) scrutinized the assumptions of the classical lifting line theory, and
suggested a new approach to solve the problem. It was recognized that the height of the slipstream is
of the order of the wing chord, and the spanwise spread of the combined multi-propeller slipstream is
of the order of the wing span.
Three different flow regions were identified by employing different
stretching transformations. Asymptotic expansions were made by using the reciprocal of the wing aspect
ratio (1/AR) as the small parameter.
This analysis showed that the details of the nonuniform stream
enter primarily into the local sectional anlysis; behind the wing, the slipstream acts like a thin jet
sheet which supports a pressure difference across Itself. By solving the governing Integral equation,
the wing lift distribution was determined. Maarsingh (ref. 15) made an evaluation of this method by
comparing these results with the data obtained from some specially designed experiments (ref. 16).
Some differences between the two sets of results were found, and these are suspected to be due to
Inaccuracies in the lift-curve slope data that was used In the computations of ref. 15.
Ribner and Ellis (ref. 17) considered slipstreams of arbitrary cross section, and, instead of the
standard Imaging technique, represented the slipstream boundary by vortex sheaths, and proceeded on the
basis of lifting line theory.
Lan (ref. 18) developed a method based on the quasi-vortex-lattice
method and a two-vortex-sheet representation of the slipstream. Both of these methods accounted for the
rotation in the slipstream.
With the availability of high speed computers and efficient CFD techniques, there has been a new
trend In the approach to the solution of the wing slipstream interaction problem. Numerical techniques
have been employed to solve the linearized potential flow equations, full potential equations, and
Euler equations.
Rizk (ref. 19) Investigated the propeller slipstream - wing Interference problem at transonic
speeds.
It was noted that a nearly uniform slipstream interacting with a thin wing allows the
perturbations to be potential although the undisturbed flow within the slipstream is rotational.
The
resulting potential flow (boundary value) problem for transonic flow was solved by a finite-difference
scheme.
In general, however, the assumptions made in this work may not be fully valid; for example,
the nonuniformity in the slipstream may be large enough to cause potential flow assumptions to yield
erroneous results.
Chandrasekaran and Bartlett (ref. 20) modified the Hess panel code to handle the effects of the
propeller slipstream.
The slipstream boundary was modeled by a system of ring vortices, and the
effects of swirl in the slipstream was included.
A comparison of the results with experimental data
showed some differences, which wore attributed to viscous and compressibility effects as well as to
uncertainities in the estimation of the flowfield behind the propeller.
Narain (ref. 21 ) and Samant, et al. (ref. 22) made assumptions similar to those of Rizk regarding
the slipstream, but did not assume that the perturbations were small.
Instead, the problem was
investigated on the basis of the full potential flow equations with a rigid boundary for the slipstream
tube.
These results compared reasonably well with available experimental data; however, it should be
recognized that the advantage of using the accurate full potential equation is sacrificed by the
approximation of irrotational flow.
Whitfield and Jameson (ref. 23) solved the three-dimensional Euler equations coupled with the
energy equation.
The Euler equations had force terms included to simulate the propeller effects. The
viscous effects were accounted for, although approximately, by coupling the three-dimensional Euler
equations with the two-dimensional inverse Integral boundary layer equations.
In spite of these
sophistications, the spanwise lift distlbution obtained by this analysis failed to show good agreement
consistently with the experimental data of Welge and Crowder (ref. 24). This method, however, provides
detailed information on velocity and other flow quantities in the entire computational domain. As may
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be expected, such an effort would require a large computer memory and a considerable amount of
computing time.
For example, the computer code developed by Whifield and Jameson required 900,000
words of memory and 341 seconds of computing time on Cray-lS computer for a relatively coarse
(96x16x16) grid.
The aymptotic method has been a powerful tool in the analysis of large aspect ratio wings (ref.
25).
This method 1s a simple analysis, and provides better physical insight into the problem.
The
asymptotic method has also been used In an analysis of unswept wina-slipstream Interference (ref.14).
The purpose of the present study Is to present an asymptotic method for the analysis of the
Interference on a large aspect ratio swept wing with multi-propeller slipstream. It is assumed (as In
ref. 14) that the height of the slipstream is of the order of the wing chord, and that Its width is of
the order of the wing span. By employing different stretching transformations three different regions
are identified.
Expansions are introduced in each region by using the ratio of the chord to the span
as the small parameter.
The details of the nonuniformities In the slipstream enter in the twodimensional flow past wing sections normal to the lifting line. The spanwise component of the velocity
is shown not to affect the sectional lift data. For the outer solution, the wing planform reduces to a
swept lifting line, and the propeller slipstream behind the wing reduces to a thin sheet carrying the
sectional momentum gained through the propellers.
The curvature of this sheet results in a pressure
difference across Itself, which is represented by a vortex sheet. The governing equations are solved
by a discretization procedure.
Several examples are considered for which experimental results are
available.
Present results are compared with these experimental data as well as other numerical
results.
2.
Consider a large aspect
the w.ng produce slipstreams
velocity distribution In the
on the wing as influenced by

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

ratio swept wing In a uniform flow (figure 1). Propellers placed ahead of
which flow past the wing.
It is assumed that the wing geometry and the
slipstream are known. The problem is to determine the lift distribution
the slipstream.

In the present analysis, the flow Is co' sidered to be steady. Incompressible and invlscid. This
amounts to a considerable simplification; however, the resulting problem is nonlinear due to the
tionuniform flow In the slipstream, and the governing equations are the Euler equations.
In the analysis that follows, two right-handed Cartesian coordinate systems are used. The (x,y,z)
system has the x-axis In the direction of the free stream and the z-axis In the lift direction. The
(x',y',z') system is obtained by rotation of the first system through the quarter chord sweep angle &
about the z-axis.
It should be noted that the z'-axls Is Identical to the the z-axis and that toe
y'-axis lies along the quarter-chord line of the wing planform.
In the absence of the wing, it Is assumed that the undisturbed velocity field can be written as
follows:
+

->

V(x/cQ,y/s,z/CQ) ■ 1 U^

(ahead of the propellers)

(la)

(behind the propellers)

(lb)

->
■ 1 Ll(y/

Z/CQ)

+

where 1 is the unit vector In the x-dlrectvn.
This amounts to assuming that there is a jump In the
axial velocity across the propellers and thai there is no swirl in the propeller stream. The velocity
field around a propeller is quite complex.
There Is Inflow ahead of the propeller.
There is a
pressure jump and not a velocity jump across the propeller.
The velocity field In the slipstream Is
periodic rather than steady because of the finite number of blades, and has swirl component in addition
to an Increased axial velocity. In spite of this, the drastic Idealization implied In equation (1) for
the velocity field around the propellers Is quite common, and springs from the fact that detailed
treatment of the swirl and periodicity In the stream makes the problem extremely complex.
Attempts
have been made by several workers to take Into account the effects of the swirl In a simplified manner
by assuming that the swirl only Introduces a change in the spanwise distribution of the sectional angle
of attack. In the absence of any superior (yet simple) approach, this method Is adopted in the present
study. It is required that U(y/s,z/c0)-HJoo for large [z|.
The analysis starts by making the assumption that for large aspect ratio wings with multiple
tractor propellers, the height (h) of the slipstream behind the propellers is of the order of the midchord CQ, whereas the spanwise spread (24) of the combined propeller slipstreams Is of the order of the
wing span b=2s. Thus there are two length scales CQ and b In the problem; hence, different stretching
transformations are possible. Following the classical analysis for large aspect ratio wings, the outer
region is Introduced with the corresponding stretched variables x,y,z defined as follows.
x = x/s,

y = y/s

and z = z/s

(2)

With x,y,z fixed and AR*« or E+0 where e ■ cQ/s the wing shrinks to a line and the undisturbed velocity
becomes

-
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♦

V = i U
■ 1 U^

(ahead of the wing)

(3a)

(behind the wing except on the cut z=0)

(3b)

The momentum gained by the stream in passing through the propeller is now contained in this thin sheet
which acts very much like a jet flap. The spanwise distribution of the momentum in this sheet is given
by
J(y) • pc0/ U(U - ujdz

(4)

— CD

All the details of the flow past _the wingAsection are lost in this outer limiting process. The
inner region with the inner variables x, y and z defined by the following transformation is introduced
to recover these details.
x ■ X'/CQ,

y ■ y'/s

and

z = z7c0

The following relations exist between the variables (x.y.z)
x' ■ xcosA + ysinA,

y' ■ ycosA - xsinA

and

(5)

and (x'.y'.z1):
z' = z

(6)

Now, the undisturbed velocity behind the propellers can be expressed as
V(x/c0,y/s,z/c0) ■ i U(y/s,z/c0)

■ i U[(y'cosA - x'sinA)/s.z7c0]
■ i U[(ycosA - ExsinA),z]
♦
.
«
m '
■ i [U(ycosA,7) - extanA-^-(ycosA.z) +...]
dy
= i U(ycosA,z)

for E « 1

(7)

The undisturbed stream for the inner region, therefore, is given by (in the transformed coordinate
system)
V ■ [U(ycosA,z)cosA, U(ycosA,z)sinA, 0]

(8)

The analysis of the flow in the propeller stream behind the wing requires the introduction ot another
region (called the third region) with the corresponding variables x,y and z defined as follows:
x = x/s,

y ■ y/s

and

z ■ z/c«

(9)

In this region, the undisturbed velocity is given oy
V = i U(y/s,z/c0) = i U(y.i)

(10)

Equations (3),(8) and (10) represent tne undisturbed velocity field for the three regions considered.
The effect of the presence of the wing is to introduce disturbances in these flowfields.
The
E=c
disturbances in velocity and pressure depend on the small parameter
r/S
which, in turn, is
related to the reciprocal of the wing aspect ratio.
In the following sections, these disturbances are
introduced in the flowfields of the three regions, and the governing equations are derived.
The
solution obtained in each region is matched with the others, and a solution for the entire problem is
obtained.
2.1

Tne Inner Region

The disturbances in velocity components and pressure for the inner region are expanded in power
series of e as follows:

1
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uU.y.z.t) = u(0)(x,y,z) + EU"(1) (x.y ,z) +...

(Ua)

I(x,y.z.e) ■ v(0)(x.y.z) + EV(1,()!.y,z) +...

(lib)

i(*.y,z,E) = w^'lx.y.z") + ew(1)(x,y.z) +. ..

(lie)

pU.y.z.e) = p(0)(xfy,zj + ep'^U.y.z) +...

(lid)

The undisturbed velocity components given by equation (8) and the disturbance quantities given by
equation (11) are substituted in the continuity and the momentum equations.
Upon equating the
coefficients of like powers of E on either side of the equations, the following leading equations are
obtained:

ul0)+;i0)=o

(UcosA

+

;:>)

'u{0))'u[ü) * w"(0)(UcOsA ♦ u10'), - -pA<0'/p
x
z
x

(UcosA + u(0,)vl0) + w(0,(UsinA + '\i{0)). = 0

(UcosA

If a stream function ty

+

ü(0,):l0)+w"(ü,w:(0,
X
z

=-p"l0)/p
z

(13a)

(13b)

(13c)

(x.y.z) is defined s ch that
li0) = UcosA + u(0)
z

(14a)

li0) ' - ^
x

(14b)

then equation (12) is automatically satisfied. Now, it should be noted that equations (13a) and (13c)
do not involve the v-component of the velocity, and that by eliminating the pressure, they can be
reduced to the two-dimensional vorticity transport equation

(UcosA + Ü(0,)a). + w(0)u. - 0
x
z

(15)

where
.-:io)- (ucosA+ ;(O>K = -(;I?)

X

Z

XX

+

»

de)

zz

A combination of equations (14a), (14b) and (15) results in

ii0)u.. - Ä. = 0
Z

X

X

(17)

z

"(0)
"(0)
This implies that u is a function of «K
only, or equivalently u is constant along V -constant
(i.e., along the projection of the streamlines on the y=constant plane). Thus, the problem reduces to
solving the Poisson equation

.(;'o)) = -(^)
XX

+

;io.))

de)

zz

This equation applies to the flowfield behind the propellers.
In the plane of the propellers, the
disturbances due to the wing section may be neglected.
Consequently, the boundary condition at the
propeller plane would be

'
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i(u) ■ /

U dz

(19)

0
The other boundary conditions are (i) far away from the airfoil u
and w
tend to zero, (ii) on the
airfoil the normal velocity component is zero, and (iii) at the trailing edge of the airfoil the
pressure is continuous (which is equivalent to the Kutta condition).
Note that in this problem, y
appears only as a parameter.
The solution of equation (18), or the equivalent equations (12), (13a) and (13c), with the above
boundary conditions can be obtained by a suitable numerical technique. Results would yield the values
of the velocity components u

and

w

everywhere in the field including on the airfoil surface.

The y-momentum equation (13b) may be rewritten as follows:
[(UcosA

ü(ü))^
ax

+

+

w"(0,^](UsinA+v"(0)) - 0
az

5-(UsinA + C(0)) - 0

(20)

OS

where T— = (UcosA + u
^ + w
- .
Note that ■S- is the derivative along the projection of the
. .
ax
az
„,„,
streamline in the x-z plane.
Eguation (20) implies that (UsinA + v
) remains constant along the
streamlines projected on the x-z planes.
Since the airfoil is one such streamline it is concluded
that (UsinA + v
the

zero

) is a constant on the airfoil.

streamline.

Then,

it

is

evident

though (UsinA + v
) is a constant on the airfoil,
along the airfoil surface.
The pressure coefficient c

Let U

be the velocity far ahead of the airfoil on
*
"(0)
that U sinA = (UsinA + v
).
Note that,
even
both UsinA and v

being functions of

z,

vary

on the airfoil defined by

cp - (p-pj/(l/2)pui

(21)

Cp(x.z) - [U*2cos2A - (UcosA + ü(0))2 - (w(0))2]/U2

(22)

can be reduced to

Hence the difference Ac

P

= (c

Pu

- c

Pjt

) is given by

AcU) - cAx.zJ - cnü,z.) - - ((UcosA + J(0))2 + (J(0))2}/U2
P
Pj,
u
p.
x

(23)

where ( } represents the difference between the top and the bottom surfaces of the airfoil.
The
section lift coefficient c. is obtained by integration of Ac (x) along the chord.
Thus, it is seen
that the lift obtained b.v the solution of equation (13) is not affected by the spanwise component of
the velocity.
In summary, the governing equations for the inner solution are the continuity and
momentum equations (12) and (13) with the appropriate boundary conditions. The solution of these would
yield the lift of the airfoil which is Independent of the spanwise velocity component. This lift is a
function of the sectional angle of attack, and may be written as follows:
JUa.y) - (l/2)pU2c(y)cJ((a.y)

(24)

Notice that in this relation y appears only as a parameter.
2.2

The Third Region

In the analysis of the third region, i.e., in the propeller stream far behind the wing, the
stretched coordinates x,y and z defined by equation (9), and the undisturbed velocity defined by
equation (10) are used.
The perturbation velocity components and the pressure are expressed in power
series of t as follows:

'
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ii(x,y.z.e) = ü(0)(i.y,z) + EÜ(1) (i.y.z) + e2ü
(1

2

(2)

(x.y.z) +

(25a)

2

vü.y.z.c) = €v '(x,y,z) + t v' '(x,y,z) + ...

(25b)

w(x,y,i,c) - oi'l'(x,y,z) + E2W

(25c)

(x.y.z) +

)(x.y,z,ej = Ep(1)(i.y.i) + e2p(2,(i,;(z) + ...

(25d)

These perturbation components and the undisturbed velocity given by equation (10) are substituted in
the continuity and momentum equations.
The subsequent analysis would be identical to the analysis
performed in ref. 14 while studying the third region behind unswept wings. Therefore these details are
not given here, but only the major conclusions from this analysis are listed below:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

To the first order,
across the jet sheet

there

is no pressure discontinuity or

change in streamline inclination

The momentum integral J(y) remains constant with respect to x.
To the second order, there is a pressure difference across the jet sheet given by
Ap121 - p(2)Ü.y.0+) - p(2)(x.y.O-) - - Eei,1)(i.y~.0)J(y)

(26)

where

S^.^/u
Equation (26) is the familiar result of the thin jet approximation that states the pressure difference
across the sheet is equal to the product of the momentum in the jet sheet and its curvature.
These
results will be used in the analysis of the outer region that follows.
2.3

The Outer Region

The undisturbed velocity in the outer region is uniform (equations (3a) and (3b)), hence, the
flowfield away from the wing and the propeller streams isjrrotational. The disturbance velocity field
can therefore be described by a velocity potential *(x,y,z,E) which satisfies the Laplace equation
2

2

2

8x

ay

öz

(27)
Bernoulli's equation provides an expression for the pressure disturbances as
p = (l/2)pU2[l - |i + V*/Uj2]

(28)

Equations (27) and (28) are the governing equations in the outer region.
solution, 4> is expanded in a power series of ( as
*(x,y,z,E) = e»(1,(x.y,z) + E2*(2)(x,y,z) +
wiere both *'
and «l
in turn satisfy the Laplace equation (27).
disturbances are also expanded in power series of t as follows:

As the first step towards the

(29)
Next the velocity and pressure

üü,y,~,£) = «ü{1)(x,y.z) + «2ut2,(x,y,x) + ...

(30a)

vU.y.z.e) = Evvl'(x.y,z) + EV '(x.y.z) +

(30b)

- - - ~(i) - - ~
2~(2) ~ - ~
wU.y.z.E) = EW1 (x.y.z) + EW
(x^.z) +

(30c)

p(x,y,z,E) = Ep(1)(x,y,z) + E2^'21 (x.y.z") +

(30d)

u(1) = il^U.y.zJ/s

(31a)

Thus
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ill) - »i^Cx.y z)/s

(31b)

y

w(1) ■ »i^Cx.y.z)/!
z

(31c)

pm ■ - pU.il^U.y.z)/!

Old)

X

The unknown $
is a solution of the Laplace equation.^
It is obtained by distributing the
singularities along the line x-m|y|=0, and on the plane z=0, x-m|y|>0, and by matching with the
solutions of the inner and the third regions respectively.
Note that m is the tangent of the wing
quarter chord sweep-back angle.
By an analysis of theinner region it was shown that the wing section at a spanwise station y
produces a lift force ]t(o,y). _ This implies that there is a vortex distribution along the lifting
line x-m|y|=0.
The strength r(y) is related to the lift *(a,y) as follows:

for y<l

r(y) = iU,h/(Un

• (l/2)Uooc(y)ci(a.y)

(32)

The spanwise variation of r requires the presence of a trailing vortex sheet extending downstream from
the Mfting line. This is the well known vortex system of lifting line theory.
By a matching with the solution cf the third region, it was shown that, to a first approximation,
there is no discontinuity in either the pressure or the screamline inclination across the jet sheet
behind the wing.
Therefore, the first order outer solution *
, is not affected by the propeller
stream behind the lifting line.
Based on this first order analysis, the flow in the outer region Is
descriled by the potential due to r(y; and the associated trailing vortex sytem, and is given by

jÜ). 1 j1
11

where

R

■ [(x-m|T)|)

+ (y-t))

azr(g)

-1 (y-Ti)

+ z ].

{1 4

^-mlnl

(33)

} dt)

+ z

Upon

approaching

the

lifting

line

(I.e.,

for

small

x-m|y| and z), the inner limit of*
is obtained.
This yields the downwash e(x-m|y|+0,y,0). By
matching with the inner solution, the effective angle of attack at each spanwise station is obtained as

«(y) ■ « (y) - Eell) ■ « (y) - e

(34)

The circulation r(y) given by equation (6), now becomes

r(y) = (I/Z^dyjc^a

- e, y)

(35)

Equations (34) and (35) are the required govorning equations for the first order analysis. Note that
in this analysis, the effect of the nonuniform flow in the slipstream enters only in the sectional
analysis.
The first order analysis discussed so far is valid for c-K), or AR*«» . It was shown in the analysis
of the third region that terms proportional to J(y) appear in the second order analysis; hence it is
necessary that J(y) be of the order of 1.0 for the first order theory to be valid.
It is well known
(ref. 25) that the first order theory for large aspect ratio wings in uniform flow gives satifactory
results for wings of aspect ratio as low as 1.0. Hence, only the contribution of the momentum in the
propeller stream will be considered in an extension of the present analysis.
At the outset it is noted that $' ' is an odd function in z.
third region that p

(x.y.z) is continuous across

z=0.

It was shown by an analysis of the

Hence it is concluded that

p(1,{x,y,i-01 • 0

(36)

In view of equations (31a) and (31d), it may also be stated that behind the wing

u(1)(x,y,z=0) ■ 0

(37)

'
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flowever, because of the vorticity dr(y)/dy on
across the jet sheet and Is given by

the plane z=0 behind

v(1,(x.y,z=0+) • dr(y)/dy
Nevertheless [v
w

]

is

continuous

across

the

jet

the wing,

v

= - v(1)(x,y,z=0-)
sheet.

is discontinuous

(38)
since el

Furthermore,

is

continuous,

is also continuous across the jet sheet.

Next,
obtained:

upon

considering

the 0(E ) terms

in

the

Bernoulli

p(2,/p.-ü.a(2)-[(v'(l))2
Since [v

]

and w

+

equation

the

(;(1,)2]/2

following

equation

is

(39)

are continuous, the pressure difference across the sheet is given simply by
Ap(2)= p(2)(x.y,2-0*) - p'(2,(x.y.z"0-)
= -pUoi[u(2)(x,y,z=ü+) - ii(2)(x.y.z=0-)j

(40)

"(2)
~ ~
This discontinuity in u _ _is equivalent to a vorticity distribution Y(x,y) on the jet sheet and, in
view of equation (26), ytx.y) can be expressed as follows:
Yix.y) - - eei^ü.y.OWyj/pü.l - - 9.(x".y.0)J(y)/pU<iis
x
x
At the lifting line, 9 is not zero (i.e.,

(41)

the jet sheet has a non-zero inclination at the lifting

line). This would require a vertical force of magnitude J(y)tel
at the lifting line. To account for
this force , a circulation distribution iMy) is introduced along the lifting line. The magnitude of
this circulation is given by
Pjiy) = - J(y)e9(1,/pUo) = - J(y)9/pUa>

(42)

Thus, in this United second order analysis, referred to as the systematic analysis in ref. _14, the
vortex system consists of the circulation r(y) along the lifting line, the circulation r,(y) which
accounts for the^ change in the inclination of the jet sheet on passing over the wing, and a
distribution Y(x,y) behind the wing, which accounts for the curvature of the jet sheet. This system of
vortices produces a downwash distribution 9(x>y)
which is obtained from the following velocity
potential:

*/" ~ ~\

1
4,1

r1
-1

*k'
411

Z

z

zr(n)
/,
+ (y-^r

A

x-mln| , ,
R

,/' -^y 2t il*

-I mlnj

z* * (y-n)

. 1
4n

.

/
-1

g-i^i ;

zr
Z

z

j'Tl)
+ (y-n)Z

,2 }d|d.

/[(x-ü)2 ♦ (y-n/' ♦ z2]

,. . x-m|n|,

A

R

(43)

The downwash is related to the unknown quantities by the following relations:

r(y) = (l/2)Ua,c(y)cJ [a (y) - 9(x,y)],

rAy) ' - J(y)9(x,y)/pU(i>.

x •» m|y|

(44)

x - m|y|

(45)

Y(x.y) = - J(y)9.(x,y)/pU(M)s
x
These are the governing equations for the unknowns r(y), r,(y) and

(46)
Y(x,y).

'
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3.

METHOD OF SOLUTION

The governing equations for the unknowns

V{y),

rMy) and

yU.y) are the equations (44) - (46)

together with the equation (43) for the downwash angle 6 required in the solution. The downwash angle
computed by equation (43) on the lifting line at the wing centerline is infinite because of the
discontinuity in the slope of the lifting line at the wing root. This is familiar problem in the swept
wing analysis. Rigorous studies of swept wings in uniform flow by Cheng, et al. (refs. 27 and ref. 28)
have shown that the induced velocity approaches infinity like the logarithm of the distance from the
centerline.
This behavior does not allow computation of the spanload at the wing centerline of
symmetrically swept wings.
Thurber (ref. 29) studied swept wings with curved centerlines having zero
sweep at the wing centerline and zero tip chord (crescent wings) in uniform flow.
This planform has
limited application in the present context.
The method developed by Lan (ref. 30) is employed here to compute the downwash from equation
(43). This method starts with the Weissinger velocity potential, and, placing the lifting line on the
quarter-chord line, computes the downwash at the three-quarter-chord line. A brief description of this
method is presented here.
Consider the first integral on the right-hand side of equation (43).
to r(y) along the lifting line, i.e.,

-1 z

This is the potential due

+ (y-ri)

2
2
2
2
where R = (x-?;) + (y-ti) + z and tildes are dropped for convenience.
axes is assumed to be at the mid-root chord. Also

The origin for the co-ordinate

5 - - Cy/4 + m|ri|

(48)

x ■ - ^M + c(y)/2 + m|y|

(49)

These expressions are introduced in equation (47), and the resulting expression is expanded for small
c(y).
By retaining only first order terms in the expansion, and differentiating them with respect to
z, the required expression for 6, (evaluated at z=0) is obtained as

e.U.y.O) - ij /
-1

Jill' {i

+

JS^IM

(y-i)

1

+

CJJI Jj!pL}

dT,

(50)

Rj
2

11

i

2

2

where m' ■ m-(c0/4) (l-\) is the tangent of the mid-chord sweep, and R, ■ (x-in |T)|) + (y-n) .
The
right hand side of equation (50) is integrated by parts to arrive at the following expression for 6.;
9i(x.y.o)

1

'■"

i /0 QiiiL
diM
y-ti
dn

An '

dT) +

'

i

/ ^)J^>
,
y-rj
(Tn d

(si)

An '

The funtions P(TI) and iHii) are defined in ref. 3Ü. More details of the derivation are available in ref.
31. Next, a coordinate transformation is introduced, changing r\ into $, and the integrals are reduced
to finite sums by discretizing r(y).
Thus equation (51) reduces to the following:

,

P(T, )
g(Ti )
z ar( a ) {—=— - —TVV^o'-^^V^-^l
k
v
y +T1
k-l
i-\
i k

where

By writing

N

<52,

nk ■ (1-COS *k)/2,

^ = (2k-l)it/2N,

k = 1,2,....N

(53a)

yi = (1-cos (D^/2,

♦1 = (i-l)n/N,

1 • 1,2

(53b)

Ar(r) ) = r(y.+,) - r(y. ), equation (52) may be expressed
N
e.^.y^O) = Z r(y.K )A(i,k)
ill
|(=1

N

>;
(54)

This is the required expression for the downwash due to the r(y) distribution. A similar expression
is obtained from the second integral on the right-hand side of equation (43), i.e.,
N
eoUi.y.-.o) ■ t iMyjAH.k)
<: i i
k=l J K

(55)

i

'
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The vortex sheet behind the wing is assumed to extend downstream from the wing trailing edge.
The
continuous distribution yU.y) is replaced with i finite number (M) of discrete vortices of strength
M behind the wing. Each of these vortices is further represented in
Y^y) located at x,, 1=1,2
the same manner as r(y) is discretized, so that the jet sheet behind the wing is represented
essentially by a vortex lattice. The downwash computed from this system of vortices is expressed as

M N
Mx^.y.-.O)
= z t
J
^

'

1=1 k=l

y.lyJBd.J.k.Ji)

(56)

*

Equations (54) - (56) together provide an expression for the downwash angle in terms of the
unknown r(yk), rj(yk)
and Y^yJ.
k=l,2
N; i=l,2,... .M.
This expression is used in the
discretized versions of equations (44) - (46), and the resulting set of simultaneous equations are
solved for the unknowns. More details of the analysis and method of solution may be found in ref 32.
The lift-curve slope required in equation (44) is to be obtained by solving equation (18) or the
equivalent equations (12), (13a) and (13c). However, in the present analysis, a potential flow method,
based on an extension of the method of Ting and Liu (ref. 7), has been employed. This method is found
to give results which compare reasonably well with the solution of Euler equations.
The analysis presented thus far is applicable to Incompressible flows.
A limited extension is
made to account for the compressibility effects by introducing the Prandtl-Glauert factor ß = /(l-Mj
at appropriate places in the expressions for *, equation (43), as well as In the lift-curve slope In
equation (44).
A rigorous treatment of the nonuniform compressible flow past a wing section would
require the solution of the Euler equations coupled with the energy equation. However, It Is observed
that the nonunlformities In the slipstreams at high speeds would be relatively smaller than at low
speeds.
Hence, It is hoped that the Prandtl-Glauert correction, which Is known to provide excellent
corrections to the lift of airfoils In uniform subcrltical flow, will provide a reasonable correction
In the present case where the approach flow Is not uniform.
4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The spanwise lift distribution and total lift have been computed for several configurations and
compared with available experimental data.
As the first example, the configuration tested by Stuper
(ref. 33) is considered.
In these experiments, the wing was rectangular and spanned the wind tunnel
walls.
The ratio of chord to geometric span was 5.25.
A slipstream simulator was placed centrally
ahead of the wing. The ratio of the slipstream radius to the wing chord was 0.3, and the velocity ratio
of the slipstream was 1.36.
Figure 2 shows the spanwise distribution of the Incremental lift nondimensionalized with Incremental lift as obtained by strip theory.
Present theoretical results are
also shown in the figure.
It is observed that there is a good agreement between the two results,
particularly in the region of the slipstream.
Viscous effects at the jet boundary might have
contributed to the discrepancy around (y/r)=1.0.
Experimentally measured large values of incremental
lift for (y/r)>1.0 could not be explained, but are suspected to be partly due to the tunnel wall
interfernce.
As the second example, the configuration tested by Posslo (ref. 34) Is considered.
In this
example, the wing had a taper ratio of 0.5 and an aspect ratio of 6.5. A single model propeller was
placed ahead of the wing. Several sets of data are available with varying velocity ratio and angle of
attack.
Figure 3 shows the spanwise lift distribution for the wing alone, and for the wing with the
slip streams of velocity ratio 1.4 and 1.6.
In these tests only the Incremental total lift
coefficients were measured.
The present theoretical values of aC, =0.068 and 0.098 compare very well
with the corresponding experimental values of 0.07 and 0.10.
In the next, exomp'e considered, the wing (tested by Maarsingh ref. 16) had a rectangular planform
with aspect ratio of 7.9.
Two simulators were placed on each side of the wing at 42J and 79% of the
semispan.
The simulated slipstream radius was 0.28 times the wing chord. Tests results are available
for the wing alone and for the wing with slipstreams having velocity ratios of 2.0 and 3.0. Figure 4
shows the spanwise lift distribution for the test configurations obtained by the present analysis.
Figure 5 shows the spanwise distribution of Incremental lift (Ac.) due to the jets for the two velocity
ratios, compared with the experimental values.
The results computed by Maarsingh (ref. 15) using
Ting's method (ref 14) are also shown in this figure.
It should be noted that the present method
degenerates Into Ting's method for unswept wings.
However, there are some minor differences between
the present results and those of Maarsingh (ref. 15). These differences are suspected to be primarily
due to the Inaccurate expression used for the sectional lift curve data used In ref. 15.
The figure
shows that the present results compare well with the experimental data.
In the examples considered so far, only unswept wings at very low speeds were considered,
compressibilty effects were neglected, and there was no swirl In the slipstream.
The next
configuration considered was tested by Welge and Crowder (ref. 23) In the NASA Ames 14-foot tunnel.
The wing had an aspect ratio of 7.0 and a quater-chord sweepback of 32 degrees.
Figure 6 shows the
wing geometry.
The wing had a discontinuity In the trailing edge sweepback angle. For the purpose of
the present analysis, this wing has been replaced with an equivalent simple swept wing shown In figure
6 by the dashed lines. The slipstream simulator was driven by compressed air, and provided a jet which
had a total pressure profile very close to what Is observed in a prop-fan slipstream. Figure 7 shows
the properties of the jet at M^O.8.
The radial distribution of the total pressure ratio, the
resulting velocity ratio, and the corresponding spanwise momentum distribution are shown in this
figure. The simulator had adjustable vanes which could be set to obtain a swirl angle distribution

typical of what Is found in a slipstream. The measured radial distribution of the swirl angle In the
jet Is also Included In the figure. Tests results are available for M^O.7 and 0.8, with and without
the jets.
The spanwise load distribution obtained by the present method as well as by the experiments for
the wing alone at M^O.8 and a«3.28 degrees are presented In figure 8.
(The span load parameter
c CJJ/C
used In figures 8-11, Is the local lift coefficient CJJ multiplied by the ratio of local
chord c to the mean aerodynamic chord cmac.) There Is good agreement between the two results at wing
outboard stations; but the agreement is not as good at stations close to the wing root.
It should be
noted that the test configuration had a body at the center, and the wing planform was modified near the
wing root. These details were not simulated in the present analysis. Some of the differences between
the present results and the experimental data at the Inboard stations may be attributed to these
differences.
The effect of the jet without swirl on the spanwise load distribution at M^O.8 and 0=3 degrees is
illustrated in figure 9.
The experimental data, the results obtained by the present analysis and the
solution of Euler equations (ref. 23) are Included in this figure.
It should be noted that the jet is
a rather weak jet with a maximum total pressure ratio of 1.075. As a result, the jet does not modify
the load distribution significantly.
It can be observed from the figure that the Incremental lift
values obtained by the present analysis agree closely with the experimental data. A comparison of the
Euler solution (ref. 24) with experimental data shows a trend similar to that which was observed
earlier - at the wing Inboard stations there Is good agreement, but at the outboard stations there Is
some discrepancy. Nevertheless, the Incremental lift values obtained by this method also compare well
with the experimental data.
The effect of the swirl in the jet on the spanwise load distribution at M^O.8 and a=3 degrees is
Illustrated In figure 10.
The experimental data are available for the wing with jet having nominal
swirl angles of 7 degrees up inboard and 7 degrees down inboard. These experimental data are shown in
figures 10a and 10b for the up inboard and down Inboard swirl distributions respectively.
Present
results and the computed results from ref. 23 are also Included in these figures which bring out the
interesting effect of the swirl in the slipstream on the spanwise load distribution.
Quantitative
agreement between the Euler solution (ref. 23) and the experiments Is good at stations close to the
wing root; the agreement Is not as good at the outboard stations.
In contrast, a comparison of the
present results with the experiments shows good agreement at the outboard stations but not as good
agreement at stations close to the wing root. This discrepancy In the results near the wing root may
be attributed to the differences between the theoretical model used In the present analysis and the
actual wind tunnel model. A closer examination of figures reveals that the present results agree with
experimental data qualitatively; but quantitatively, the present analysis seems to slightly overpredict
the effect of the swirl.
Similar observations can be made by a study of figure 11 which also
illustrates the effect of swirl at Ma)=0.7 and o=3 degrees.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

The problem of the Interference of multiple propeller slipstreams with large aspect ratio swept
wings is treated by the method of asymptotic expansions. While this Is only a first order theory, the
Important second order contributions from the propeller slipstream are included in the analysis.
The
method Is quite versatile in the sense that It can handle slipstreams of any given velocity
distribution. The time dependence of the velocity field in the slipstream Is neglected. The increased
axial velocity and the swirl component In the slipstream are of primary concern In the present
analysis.
One of the assumptions that the spanwise extent of the slipstream was of the order of the
wing span, was not satisfied In the examples considered; but the results do not seem to be affected
noticeably.
Viscous effects are neglected; but the compressibility effect is accounted for by the
Prandtl-Glauert factor.
Several examples are considered for which experlmenal data are available, and in each case
spanwise lift distribution is obtained by the present method, and compared with the corresponding
experimental data.
In most of the cases the agreement between the two results Is very good.
In the
first example, the differences between the experimental data and the present results are suspected to
be partly due to the tunnel wall Interference in the measurements. In the last example considered, the
experimental configuration had a body on the centerline; also the wing planform was modified near the
wing root.
These details were not simulated in the present analysis.
It is suspected that these
differences have resulted In the difference In the two sets of results.
In the present analysis, the effect of the swirl In the slipstream is accounted for by assuming
that the swirl only changes the local angle of attack. This approach yields results which compare well
qualitatively with the experimental data. However, the method seems to slightly overpredict the effect
of swirl on the spanwise load distribution.
A comparison was made between the present results and the numerical solution of Euler equations.
The numerical solution of Euler equation requires a large computer memory and extensive computing
effort.
It, however, provides details of the flowfield In the entire computational domain.
But the
present method Is simple, requires relatively small computational effort, and gives spanwise lift
distributions that compare favorably with experimental data.
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DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN TURBOPROP ENGINES
by
H.I.H.Siiravanamutloo
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Ottawa, Canada
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Proposals for propfan commercial aircraft operating at high cruise speeds
pose requirements for advanced turboprops of high power. The history of turboprops
for long range operation is briefly reviewed and the requirements for future engines
are discussed.
Considerable gains in the thermodynamic cycle can be realized, and
the development of high performance gas generators should be a straightforward
process. Transmission designs for high power engines may be extremely difficult and
may result in novel angine configurations. It appears likely that a more modest
goal of M 0.7 cruise for shorter haul aircraft could be attained with much less risk
while still achieving major gains.
INTRODUCTION

The rapid escalation of fuel costs in the mid 70's caused a serious
re-appraisal of fuel efficiency in -ommercial aircraft applications, where the
impact on operating economics was verj high.
Military users were also seriously
concerned with both the amount and cost of fuel required for normal operations.
Although at the present time the upward trend in fuel prices has halted, this can at
best be a lull in what is a potentially very unstable system. It is therefore
important to continue the search for high fuel efficiency.
NASA sponsored several major studies which clearly demonstrated that
advanced turboprops combined with propfans, capable of operating at high propeller
efficiency at flight Mach Numbers of 0.80, offered substantial gains in fuel economy
over turbofans. The aircraft studies were largely based on the premise that speeds
should be similar to those of existing turbofan powered aircraft, both for reasons
of passenger appeal and integration with air traffic control systems. It was
clearly recognized that extensive research in the aerodynamic and structural
problems of propfans was required, along with methods for reducing cabin noise to an
acceptable level comparable to existing airline standards.
The purpose of this paper is to review turboprop developments covering the
past, present and future in the hope of clarifying problem areas and potential
solutions.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Turboprops were first introduced to airline service in April 1953, when the
Vickers Viscount entered service with British European Airways, powered by four
Rolls Royce Darts.
The passenger appeal of the Viscount was very high, because of
its low noise and vibration levels relative to existing piston engined aircraft;
this was particularly apparent on routes where BEA's competitors had long claimed
the major portion of the traffic. As an example, between the summer of 1952 and
1954 BEA's share of the traffic from London- Copenhagen-Stockholm increased from
26.7% to 46.2% (1).
It is interesting to note from (1) that Viscounts were used on
non-stop sectors as long as London-Rome and London-Lisbon.
Air Canada (then
TransCanada Air Lines) was one of the earliest users of Viscounts, and the Viscount
was a major part of their fleet for many years; a notable sector flown at dead of
night was Toronto-Winnipeg in 3 hrs 50 minutes.
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The Lockheed Electra,
powered by four Allison 501 turboprops, entered
service witt Eastern Airlines in January 1959. The Electra had a much higher cruise
speed than the Viscount, and was capable of continuous cruise at Mach 0.6. It is
interesting to recollect that in the post World War II piston airlire market, the
dominant manufacturers were Lockheed and Douglas with Boeing lying a Jistant third.
The major US airlines basically decided that the fuel economy of the turboprop could
not compensate for the lack of passenger appeal compared with jet aircraft and the
Electra was only modestly successful. The seat miles per gallon progression from
the DC6B, through the Electra to the early 707 and 747 is shown in c"ig. I from (2).
The Electra, however, spawned the extremely successful P3 Orion ASW aircraft which
achieved huge sales around the world and is still in production with the T56
turboprop which was the military version of the Allison 501.
There was a major controversy in the mid Fifties regarding the most
appropriate propulsion systems for long haul, intercontinental aircraft required to
replace the existing piston engined aircraft such as the Super Constellation and
DC7C.
One school of thought favoured the turboprop because of its better fuel
economy, and this led to the development of the Bristol Brittania powered by Bristol
P '.eus turboprops. The Brittania was large and comfortable for its day and was
1 known for its low noise ,
being given the enviable nickname of "The Whispering
nt". The Brittania was the only Transatlantic turboprop developed in the Western
World;
its entry into service was disappointingly delayed partially due to icing
problems with the reverse flow engines, and it had only a very short period of
superiority over the piston aircraft before it was superseded by the faster and more
productive pure jets. It is amusing to recall, however, that when the 707-120 first
entered service and had to make technical stops at both Boston and Iceland, it was
in fact faster to cross non-stop on the slower turboprop!
The only other
transatlantic turboprop to be used was the Russian TU 114, a civil counterpart of
the Bear bomber. This was a truly remarkable aircraft and it would be well worth
doing some historical research into Aeroflot's commercial operations. The TU 114
was notable
for its extremely high speed,
extremely powerful engines and
contra-rotating propellers. Jane's quoted the TU 114 as having a maximum speed of
590 mph (M 0.88) and a maximum cruising speed of 497 mph at 32,800 ft (M 0.74). If
these seem barely credible, a world record for a 25,000 kg payload over a 5000 km
circuit at a speed of 545 mph was established in April 1962. The power was supplied
by 4 Kuznetsov NK 12 turboprops of approximately 12,000 ehsp, driving eight bladed
contra-rotating propellers of 18,3 ft diameter. Despite the remarkable performance,
the TU 114 did not remain in service for very long before being superseded by
aircraft such as the 11-62; there may well be a lesson to be learned from history.
Perhaps the most interesting of all the turboprops, however, was the Vickers
Vaiguard. The Vanguard was probably the first real attempt to design an 'airbus'
type aircraft, with a capacity of 139 passengers, a maximum payload range capability
of 1830 miles and a cruise speed of 425 mph at 20,00«) ft (M 0.61). The Vanguard was
powered by four Rolls Royce Tyne turboprops of about 5500 ehsp. A paper by Dyment (3)
on the selection of the Vanguard makes very interesting reading in the light of the
current interest in fuel economy, as fuel burn was hardly even mentioned for a very
fuel efficient aircraft.
The sad fact remains that only BEA and TransCanada
Airlines bought t total of about 40 Vanguards. The writer always enjoyed flying in
Vanguards and was of the opinion that a unique solution to the noise problem was
achieved, with all the noise transferred to the passenger cabin! Despite its
commercial failure the Vanguard was a good work horse, and it too provides a useful
lesson in history. Salient data for the faster turboprops are given in Table 1.
Data extracted from Air Canada timetables (1961 and current) compare the scheduled
times for Viscount, Vanguard and modern jets on sectors of varying lengths; even at
a stage length of around 1000 miles the Vanguard was only 27 minutes slower than
current schedules.
The long range, high speed turboprops generally show a gloomy picture. In
the case of the short haul aircraft the picture is quite different. Notable
successes have been achieved by the Fokker F27, HS748 and Viscount, all powered by
the Rolls Royce Dart. After 25 years in service the F27 is still in production and
is now being offered in considerably upgraded form as the Fokker 50, repowered with
the Pratt and Whitney of Canada PW124.
Similarly the HS 748 has led to a stretched
derivative, the BAC ATP, also to be powered by the PW 124. In the commuter market a
large number of turboprops such as the DHC6 Twin Otter, Shorts 330 and 360,
Fairchild-Swearingen Merlin and Embraer Bandeirante have been sold. The most widely
used engine has been the PWC PT-6, followed by the Garrett 331. There is now much
activity in the turboprop market for commuter aircraft in the 30-50 seat range with
the two prime contenders at the present time being the PW 100 series and the GE CT7,
based on the highly successful T700 turboshaft.
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POWER REQUIREMENTS
The NASA goal of a cruise speed of M 0.8 at 30,000 ft plus leads immediately
to some major problems with regard
to availability of suitable engines.
Studies by
many independent sources have all shown that the potential fuel gains of the propfan
compared with an equivalent technology turbofan are of the order of 20-30 per cent.
While there are still many aerodynamic and installation problems to be overcome, the
potential gains ari so large that
even if they are not fully realized significant
gains can still
be expected.
Fig. 2 from (4) shows
the gains predicted by several
different studies over a range of stage lengths; perhaps the most noticeable feature
is
that at
lower Mach
Numbers the
advantage of
the propfan is even more marked.
Fig. 3
shows the cruise power
required for cruise at M 0.8 and 0.6
at 30,000 ft,
showing the effect of reduction in propeller efficiency.
It is clear that the risks
of lower
than expected propeller efficiency are much higher at
M 0.8 and combined
with
the already high
power required may
result in a
significant power increase,
fuel
demand, and
increase in
structural weight.
The very
nature of the propfan
means
that
aircraft will
use either
two or four
engines,
and
three engine
installations appear to be impractical.
With the current trend towards twin engine
aircraft, it appears likely that a twin propfan aircraft would be desirable for most
transport applications.
It
is
not always
appreciated how
large the
power
requirements are,
especially when compared
to the 6000 eshp which is about
the largest value in use.
Goldsmith and Bowles
(5) investigated the design of a propfan powered version of a
DC9-80, and the power required per engine came to about 16,500 eshp.
A Boeing study
by Davenport (6) for a M 0.8,
1800 mile range, 180 passenger aircraft resulted in a
power of 31,000 eshp per engine.
This
study, in fact, showed only about 10% saving
in fuel and the author concluded that the drag and weight uncertainties were great
enough to have a decisive influence on the propfan's economic potential.
Egglestone
(7)
studies the requirements
for propfan powered STOL aircraft operating up to M
0.7;
even for a
twin engined aircraft
with a maximum TOW of 51,000 lb capable of
carrying 50 passengers for 345 miles from 2000 ft strips, the take off-power was no
less than 9500 SHP per engine.
Goldsmith and Bowles
(5)
pointed out that current aircraft such as the
DC9-80 cruise substantially
slower than M 0.8 and Fig. 4
shows the effects of Mach
Number on both range and fuel burn, showing clearly the greater advantage at reduced
Mach Numbers.
It
seems probable that
the propfan may best be aimed
at relatively small
(100-150 seat) transports with cruise speeds in the range of M 0.7, close to current
operational speeds of B737/DC9.
Aircraft of this class may require engine powers in
the
range of
10,000 eshp,
which represents a considerable
increase in the power
capability of
turboprops but one which
does not present huge
risks.
Fig. 5, from
(8) indicates the power requirements for twin engine transports.
The long endurance
ASW mission represents a considerable market for advanced turboprops; an increase in
cruise Mach Number from
0.6 to 0.7
would permit faster
transit times and time on
station.
Even without propfans, using conventional propellers, a new version of the
T56 currently under development could
give an increase in time-on-station of 2.3
hours (9) .

CYCLE CONSIDERATIONS
The turboprop was
never
developed to the
same
level
of aerodynamic
sophistication as the turbofan, and
current turboprop cycles are quite modest in
terms
of both
pressure ratio
and maximum cycle temperature.
Considerable gains
could readily be achieved using current technology.
It must be remembered, however,
that prop-fans
operate at extremely high
by-pass
ratios, perhaps
30 or more, and
it immediately
follows that for a given
cruise thrust the gas generator flow will be much lower
than would be required for
the equivalent turbofan.
While new turbofans such as the V2500 use pressure ratios
of around 36, these would not be
feas'Me in a propfan gas generator because of the
very small size of the rear stages of blading if axial compressors were used; this
could be overcome
by the use of a centrifugal compressor
at the high pressure end,
as is
already being developed in both
the GE27 and PW 3005
turboprops in the 5000
shp class.
The relatively small high pressure turbine blades could not use the same
sophisticated cooling techniques currently in use in large turbofans, so it would be
necessary to operate at a somewhat lower maximum cycle temperature.
Quite apart from
the reduction
in cycle parameters, the effects of small
size cause aerodynamic
penalties due
to relatively large clearances, relatively
thick
compressor leading
edges and
turbine trailing
edges, and
the use of lower
aspect
ratios because of
blade
strength
requirements,
resulting
in increased
secondary flow
losses.
Thus, in performing detailed cycle calculations it is very
important
to make appropriate allowances
for the penalties resulting
from small
size.
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Figures 6 and 7, taken from Morris (10), illustrate this clearly. With no
size effect, Fig. 6 suggests pressure ratios of over 30 and turbine inlet
temperatures of 2600 F (1700 K) for low specific fuel consumption.
Based on a
cruise power of 1J00 eshp at 25000 ft and 350 mph, however, an optimum pressure
ratio of 20 at 2600 F is shown, with a pressure ratio of 30 showing a considerable
degradation of both specific fuel consumption and specific power.
In fact, at a
pressure ratio of 15 and a turbine inlet temperature of 2000 F (1365 K) there is a
negligible penalty on sfc and this was chosen as the design point for the PW 100.
Brooks and Hirschkron (11) reviewed advanced turboprops for commuter aircraft in the
30 and 50 passenger size class and arrived at values of 17 and 2300 F for the
smaller aircraft and 20 and 2400 F for the larger aircraft.
A recent study by
Hirschkron and Davis
(12) of advanced turboprops for long endurance ASW aircraft
proposed values of 22 and 2400 F
(1590 K) , presumably for an engine of similar
power to the T56.
Banach and Reynolds
(8), investigating gas generators for a M
0.8,
120 passenger twin with 12000 shp engines suggested values of around 30 and
2240 F (1500 K) . The studies referred to above were carried out by different design
teams from Pratt and Whitney of Canada, GE and Pratt and Whitney and show quite good
agreement.
It appears that GE are rather more aggressive with regard to turbine
inlet temperature; a balance has to be struck between performance and durability.
It is clear that there is no inherent difficulty in producing a fully
acceptable gas generator.
In view of the very high development costs of a totally
new engine program it is worth considering whether an existing core may provide a
suitable gas generator.
Both the CF6 and RB 211 cores have been used with notable
siccess as gas generators for industrial and marine engines in the 25-35000 shp
ciass. Banach and Reynolds considered the possibility of using HP compressors from
the F100 and PW 2037 programs, but found the resulting sfc to be 11.8 and 5.2% worse
than for the optimized turboprop. The core of the V2500 turbofan, with a pressure
ratio of 20 on a single-spool could provide an attractive gas generator for a
turboprop of around 12- 14,000 SHP.

Ti>! possibility of using more complex thermodynamic cycles involving heat
exchange and intercooling has been examined at regular intervals during the last
thirty years.
The Bristol Theseus,
built before the Proteus, was the first
turboprop to use a heat exchanger but it never went into production. The heat
exchanger, although offering gains in fuel economy, leads to a heavier and bulkier
installation. The US Navy investigated the use of a regenerative engine similar to
the T56, designated the T78, as far back at 1964, intended for use in long endurance
patrol aircraft; this engine was successfully tested, showing over 35% improvement
in sfc at the design condition (16)
but did not go into service. More recently, GE
under subcontract to Lockheed re-examined cycles for a similar long endurance
mission (12); it was concluded yet again that a simple cycle turboprop of advanced
design (22, 2400 F) was superior to both a regenerative turboprop (13, 2400 F) and a
regenerative/intercooled turboprop (22, 2400 F). Using the conventional turboprop
as a base, the mission fuel + engine weight was 9.5% higher for the regenerative
cycle and 18.7% higher for the regenerative/intercooled cycle, combined with an
increase in nacelle drag. It seems clear that if these more complex cycles can not
show a gain on this long duration mission they are unlikely to be competitive for
higher speed commercial transports.
CANDIDATE CONFIGURATIONS
At the period when the earlier large turboprops were designed pressure
ratios achievable on a single spool compressor were limited to about 10, and the
Tyne achieved the highest pressure ratio in service of 14 using a twin-spool
compressor. Modern developments in compressor aerodynamics using multiple rows of
variable staters, pioneered by GE on the J79, permit much higher pressure ratios on
a single spool.
The LM 2500 industrial derivative of the CF 6 demonstrated a
pressure ratio of 16, and the inner core of the V2500 is capable of a pressure ratio
of 20 in 10 stages.
These developments give the engine designer much greater
flexibility than in the past, and an advanced turboprop with pressure ratios of
15-25 could be laid out in four basic configurations as shown in Fig. 8.
(i)

Fixed turbine

This approach has been very widely used on the T56, Dart, 331 and Astazou. Although
the fixed shaft unit is essentially intended for fixed speed operation, some
reduction in speed for fuel economy is possible. The Series IV T56, for example,
can increase rotational speed by 3% for hot day take-off and reduce speed by 5% for
low altitude loiter at 500 ft and 210 kt (13). The mechanical design is simplified,
but at very high pressure ratios efficiency penalties may result from the fact that
the propeller and compressor must operate at the same speed. Transient response on
approach is excellent because the compressor need not be accelerated to increase
power.

■
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(ii)

Free turbine, single spool compressor

This configuration is also very widely used on the PT6, T700, and T64 and was
pioneered on the Proteus.
The use of a free turbine opens up the market to both
turboprop and turboshaft versions which is important in widening the potential sales
base.
Power setting is controlled by fuel flow to the gas generator and the
propeller speed can be set independently of the compressor speed. This permits
variation of propeller rpm with flight speed, which is attractive both from fuel
economy and internal noise points of view.
Reduction in power requires reduced
compressor speed, so the compressor must be accelerated to restore power; it is not
anticipated that this will present any significant problems.
(iii)

Twin spool compressor, propeller driven by LP turbine

The Tyne is the only turboprop to have entered service in this configuration, but
this approach has been proposed by both PW (14) and GE (15) for advanced turboprop.
The LP compressor is coupled to the propeller, and it would probably be necessary to
incorporate variable stators to accommodate variable propeller speeds.
This
compressor arrangement would suffer less penalty from propeller speed restrictions
than the single shaft engine, as only part of the compression system is affected.
(iv)

Twin spool compressor with free turbine

At the present time the PW 100 is the only turboprop using this configuration,
although it is also used in the Gem turboshaft and a variety of industrial
derivatives of aero engines.
In many ways this seems the ideal situation regarding
design and operational flexibility,
as compressor and propeller speeds are
completely independent.
The mechanical design, however, becomes more complex with
the introduction of three shafts rather than two. It is worth noting that the Tyne
is in production as a marine engine,
with a free turbine and rear drive; this
configuration would be ideally suited to a pusher type arrangement.
It is not possible to make categorical statements regarding the best arrangement,
and this would clearly depend on the past experience of the particular design team
and the power rating.
It does appear, however, that all four configurations are
quite viable; as the pressure ratio increases the twin-spool compressor becomes more
likely.
TRANSMISSION CONSIDERATIONS
The development of suitable high power transmissions is a major requirement
for the introduction of the propfan into airline service.
The T56 and Tyne
represent the highest power turboprops built in the western world, and the most
experience has been gained on the more than 14000 T56 engines which have accumulated
over 100 million flight hours.
Experience with these high power gearboxes has been
good,
but considerably higher powers will be required in the future. These
successful gearboxes were designed some twenty years ago, and there have been major
advances in stress analysis and design technology which will have a major impact on
the design of new gearboxes. From the airline point of view it is clear that the
propeller/gearbox combination should
not present any significantly different
maintenance cost or problem compared
with the fan and thrust reverser on
conventional turbofans. Studies (16) have shown that this goal can be achieved, but
there is no doubt there will be airline scepticism until this has actually been
demonstrated.
The design of the gearbox will be heavily dependent on whether a single
propeller or contra-props are used.
Up to about 10,000 shp it is not anticipated
that the gearbox will be excessively difficult to design and develop. Allison (17)
have tested a 12,000 shp gearbox, driven by a pair of T56 engines. They suggest
that at high powers the specific weight of the gearbox may increase from about 0.1
Ib/hp for the T56 to about 0.15 Ib/hp at 30,000 shp. The next generation of
gearboxes will be designed to achieve a life in regular operation of 25,000 hr or
more.
As power requirements increase, alternative arrangements may find favour.
GE, for example, are proposing a revolutionary counter- rotating
'unducted fan'
which entirely dispenses with a gearbox. This requires considerable technology
advances to build a turbine with contra-rotating rotors and no stators. Another
possibility, suggested by Rolls Royce (18) is the dual cycle engine which combines a
turbofan with a geared propfan;
this configuration would lead to some loss of
propulsive efficiency but a substantial reduction in g.earbox power. The general
arrangement of such an engine is shown in Fig. 9.
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Another possible solution is torque limiting of the engine at take-off
conditions, with the power limited to the maximum cruise rating at altitude. As the
aircraft climbs and the density decreases the throttle is opened to maintain
constant power. This was proposed as far back as 1956 on the Bristol Orion; with a
cruise power of 3500 eshp at 350 mph and 30,000 ft, the power available at SLS was
8,000 eshp.
The Orion was torque limited to maintain constant power with altitude,
a notable feature being the ability to offer the SLS rating for all airfield
elevations and temperatures. Financial restrictions in the mid Fifties resulted in
the UK Government only supporting one large turboprop, and the Orion was dropped in
favour of the Tyne. There is no doubt that this approach would be valuable to-day
in tackling the problem of excessive gearbox powers.
The inlet arrangement to the compressor is strongly dependent on the gearbox
arrangement, which may be in line with an annular intake (e.g. Dart, Tyne) or offset
(e.g. r56, T64, [,W100, 331). Kecent aircraft studies have suggested the use of rear
mounted pusher propellers, examples being the Beech Starship and the Gates Lear jet/
Piaggio projects. Similar arrangements have been proposed for large aircraft. This
is obviously an attractive method of
isolating the propeller noise from the
passenger cabin but it may bring structural and installation problems. From the
engine viewpoint, however,
it presents a good solution to the intake design,
especially for higher flight speeds, and can readily be met using a rear drive
arrangement such as exists on the Marine Tyne.
CONCLUSIONS
The advanced turboprop provides a means of achieving significant reductions
in fuel burn relative to turbofans of the same level of technology.
Power
requirements are in excess of those actually in service or available, and the
technical risks involved may make engines in the 10-15,000 shp range a logical
starting point. The goal of 0.8 Mach Number set by NASA may be too ambitious and an
aircraft capable of M 0.7 for use on shorter routes may be a better proposition.
The engine technology certainly exists and very high performance gas generators,
with considerable advances in cycle parameters over existing turboprops, could be
developed in the normal time frame for new engines. The transmission represents the
biggest unknown at the higher power levels, but would not be a major problem for
powers of about 10,000 shp.
For aircraft intended for service in the early 1990s, the engine selection
and start of development must take place in the immediate future.
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TABLE I

Aircraft

Max T.O.W.
(lb)

Brittania
Electra
TU 114
Vanguard

185,000
116,000
396,800
146,500

Powerplant
(ehp)
4
4
4
4

Max Cruise
(mph)

Proteus x 4450
Allison x 4050
NK12 x 12,000
Tyne x 5500

357/30000
405/22000
497/32800
425/20000

Range
(miles)
5300
2770
6200
3100

Passengers
139
74-98
120-220
139

TABLE II

Viscount
Toronto-Winnipeg
Toronto-Chicago
Montreal-Toronto

3 hr 50 min
1
55
1
30

Vanguard
2 hr 55 min
1
35
1
15

DC9/727
2 hr 28 min
1
28
15

'
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AEROACOUSTIC WINDTUNNEL MEASUREMENTS ON PROPELLER NOISE
by
F.-R. Grosche and H. Stiewitt
DFVLR Institute for Experimental Fluid Mechanics
Bunsenstrasse 10, D-3400 Göttingen, F.R.G.

SUMMARY
Model tests were conducted in a low speed windtunnel to determine the sound radiation of 5 propellers with different blade designs including variations of thickness ratios,
blade profiles, blade planforms and blade tip configurations. The diameter of the propellers was 0.9 m, the propeller speed was kept constant. The tip Mach number was MT = 0.66
and the helical tip Mach number variad between 0.66 and 0.69. The main objectives were
to investigate the effects of blade geometry on near-field and far-field noise and to
locate the dominant sound sources in the propeller plane, radiating to the observer, by
means of a highly directional microphone system. The results include:
- Comparisons of noise spectra of different propeller configurations
- Near-field sound pressures as function of axial distance from the propeller plane
- Directivity of sound radiation from the moving blades.

LIST OF SYMBOLS
sound velocity, a »» 340 m/s
half-width of diffraction image b »■ 3X

(m/s)
b

un)

thrust coefficient CT = T/(pn2d4)
propeller diameter, d = 0.9 m
sound frequency
chord length of propeller blades
propeller tip Mach number M-, = Ti-d-n/a

cT
d

(m)

f
1

(HZ)

(m)

"T

propeller helical tip Mach number
propeller speed
radial coordinate
propeller radius
propeller thrust
free stream velocity
axial coordinate
sound pressure level (SPL)
blade angle measured at r = 254 nun

M,hT
n (1/s)
r (m)
R (m)
T (N)
0,
X
L
6*
X

(m/s)
(m)
(dB)
(deg)
(m)
3

P (kg/m )
BPF(Hz)

1.

acoustic wave length
density of air
blade passing frequency BPF ^s 80 Hz

INTRODUCTION

Earlier investigations e.g. [1-4] have demonstrated that the acoustic data provided
by static propeller tests are not always representative for the propeller noise radiated
under real flight conditions. This is due to additional sound components which are caused
mainly by the distortions of the inflow to the propeller plane due to the absence of
the mainflow which results from the forward speed of the aircraft.
Therefore, acoustic propeller tests with simulation of forward velocity by a wind tunnel
flow have become a more and more accepted technique, particularly if one intends systematic
studies of the sound source mechanisms and of possibilities of noise reduction.
Results of experiments with a small scale propeller model (41 cm diameter) in the 3x3 m2
low speed windtunnel of DFVLR Göttingen are presented in [4]. They show a marked effect
of the inflow conditions (e.g. pusher versus tractor propeller) and exhibit the generation
of high frequency tones caused by periodic laminar vortex shedding from the propeller
blades.
Based on the experience gained in this investigation, a more extensive test program was
conducted in the meantime with larger model propellers and a more elaborate set-up.
The tests were connec ted with the development of an advanced propeller for commuter type
aircraft which was carried out by Dornier Aircraft Co. in cooperation with Hoffmann
Propeller Co., University of Stuttgart and DFVLR [5]. In the context of this work, the
sound radiation and aerodynamic performance of 5 model propellers-including 2 new designs was investigated. Main objectives of the acoustic measurements were
- to determine effects of blade geometry on noise generation
- to check noise prediction procedures
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- to locate the dominant sound sources within the propeller plane, radiating to the
observer
- to provide model data for the assessment of scale effects by comparison with flight
test results and with model experiments at different scale [6, 7].
The results of the aerodynamic measurements are given in Ref. [8].

EXPERIMENTS
2.1

Test set-up

The experiments were conducted in the open test section of the low speed windtunnel
of DFVLR Göttingen which has a square nozzle of 3 m by 3 m exit area and a test section
lenath of 6 m. The maximum wind velocity is Ur, *» 65 m/s. Walls, ceiling and floor of the
measuring chamber around the test section were covered with sound absorbing material
(polyurethane foam). The lower limiting frequency of this sound absorbing treatment was
« 400 Hz.
The model propellers, diameter d = 0.9 m, wsre driven by an electric motor enclosed
in a streamlined nacelle which was equipped with a 3-component balance for determining
thrust and torque of the propeller simultanously w.'th the acoustic measurements. The
streamlined fairings of the nacelle and of its supporting struts were not mechanically
connected to the balance. The balance measured therefore only the aerodynamic forces and
moments acting on the propeller and spinner. The maximum speed of the electric motor was
5000 rpm and the maximum power was 65 KW. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the test rig and its
installation in the windtunnel.
2.2

Acoustic instrumentation

Fig. 3 illustrates the test set-up and the acoustic instrumentation. Three types of
acoustic measurements were carried out;
Near-field measurements were made at a distance 0.14 d from the blade tips (d - propeller diamter) by means of an in-flow microphone equipped with a nose cone tor suppression of flow noise The mjjrophone was mounted on a traversing unit - see Fig. 4 - which
allowed to vary the microphone position in axial direction between 0.5 d upstream and
1.0 d downstream of the propeller plane.
The relative distance 0.14 d corresponds to the distance bei ween the cabin wall and the
propeller tips of the Dernier experimental aircraft used for flight tests [7]. This
enables one to compare the model results with full scale measurements and to estx iate the
excitation of the fuselage wall by the propeller noise.
The acoustic far field was measured by four microphones outside of the windtunnel
flow. The microphones were located at a distance 3 d from the propeller axis at angles
between -15 deg. and +30 deg. relative to the propeller plane, see Fig. 3.
An acoustic mirror telescope [4, 9] was used as a highly directional microphone to
investigate the sound radiation from different parts of the propeller disk in the direction to the observer. A concave mirror of 1.6 m diameter was installed - as shown in
Fig. 3 - at 4 m distance from the propeller. The contour of the mirror is a part of an
ellipsoid of revolution which has focal points on the mirror axis at 0.57 m and 4.0 m
distance from the center of the mirror. Thus, if a microphone is located at the focal
point close to the mirror, the sound radiated to the mirror frcm the close vicinity of
the second focal point will be concentrated on this microphone by reflection from the
mirror surface. Also, the sound emanating from other volume elements not too far from the
second focal point will be focused by the mirror on microphones positioned at proper
points in the vicinity of the first focus.
The spatial resolution of the system is limited mainly by the diffraction of the sound
waves at the edge of the mirror, since the wave lengths for the frequency range of interest are not very large as compared to the mirror diameter. Therefore, the spatial resolution improves with sound frequency. The diameter of the diffraction image of a point
source is proportional to the acoustic wave-length. For the system used here the halfwidth of the diffraction image is b a* 3 X, see [9]. Also, the spatial resolution of the
mirror system is much higher in directions normal to the mirror axis than in the direction
of the axis, compare [4, 9].
Utilizing these characteristics of the elliptical mirror, the three microphones No. 1, 2,
3 shown in Fig. 3 were mounted in front of the mirror in such positions that microphone 1
received mainly the sound radiated to the miiror by the lower part of the propeller disk
and microphone 2 and microphone 3 received the sound from the central and upper part
respectively . The mirror system was located downstream of the propeller at the angle of
15° to the propeller plane, see Fig. 3a, since this was considered to be approximately
the angle of maximum noise radiation.
The signals of all microphones were simultaneously recorded on tape and were analyzed
later by means of a constant-bandwidth narrowband spectrum analyzer. The same instrument
was used on-line for quick-look and for comparison with the results of the later off-line
data processing.
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2.3

Model propellers

All propellers Investigated had 4 blades, variable pich and a propeller diameter
d ■ 0.9 m which is 1/3 ot the diameter of the full scale propeller [7]. The blade designs may be characterized briefly as follows:
No. 1: Conventional thin blade sections, rounded blade tips. This propeller was used as
reference propeller, see [5].
No. 2: Experimental blades with thicker sections and angular blade tips.
No. 3: Same blades as No. 2, but with "Q-Tips", that is the tips were bent back by 90 deg
to form end-plates for the pressure surface of the blade, sie Fig. 4. (This photo
also shows the acoustic mirror telescope. The three microphones in front of the
mirror are equipped with polyurethane-foam windshields to reduce the flow noise
caused by secondary flows outside the test section).
No. 4; Newly developed blades with advanced high lift profiles and optimized planform.
This is the "ZKP-propeller" in ref. [5], see there for details.
No. 5: Same design as No. 4, but blade tips swept back to reduce compressibility effects.
Fig. 5 shows propellers No. 4 and No. 5 mounted on the test rig. Details can also
be found in ref. [5] .
The radial distributions of maximum relative thickness of the bl-üea ?'"p given in Fig. 6.
In the outer region, r/R > 0.5, the blades of propellers No. 4 and No. 5 are thicker than
the blades of propellers No. 2 and No. 3, and these in turn ara thicker than the blac'.es
of propeller No. 1.
The blade planforms of propeller No. 1 and No. 4 are shown in Fig. 15 of [51. Near the
tip, the blades of No. 4 (and No. 5) have smaller chord compa .ed to No. 1 in order to
minimize the strength of the tip vortex, as explained in [5].
2.4

Measurements

Since this investigation was aimed mainly at the effects of blade geometry for a
given tip Mach number similar to the one anticipated for the operation of full scale
propeller, all measurements reported in this paper were made at constant propeller speed
n = 4773 rpm <» 80 rps equivalent to a tip Mach number Mip = 0.6b. Free stream velocity was
varied between 0 < Uo, S 58 m/s, thus helical tip Mach number varied between
0.66 i M^T * 0.69. Blade angle &* was also varied between 15 deg. and 30.8 deg. to obtain
data for different thrust coefficients.
Nearfield measurements and farfield measurements were carried out separately and the
traversing mechanism for the nearfield microphone was removed during the farfield n.oasurements (including the tests with the acoustic telescope) in order to avoid measuring
errors due to reflections.

RESULTS
The results of the nearfiled measurements comprise the effects of propeller blade
geometry on the tonal noise components. They give a comparison of experiment with prediction, and they illustrate the dependence of the tone noise levels on the axial distance
from the propeller plane. The farfield results also show the effects of blade geometry
on the tonal noise components. The results of the directional microphone measurements
demonstrate the difference in sound radiation between the blades advancing to and receding
from the observer.
3.1

Acoustic Near-Field

Fig. 7 shows two typical spectra measured at 0.14 d distance from the blade tips in
the propeller plane, and 0.5 d downstream at the same radial position. The tonal components
in the plane of the propeller are up to 25 dB higher than the broad-band noise floor which
is in part due to the background noise of the tunnel. The repeatability of the tone
levels was in the order of +1 dB.
The spectrum obtained at the position 0.5 d downstream of the propeller plane exhibits
much lower tonal peaks, the higher harmonics of the BPF being masked by the background
noise. This already indicates that the rotational noise levels at the side of the fuselage decrease sharply with increasing distance from the propelle - plane.
Comparison of different propellers
The tone SPLs of all propellers measured with the same flow conditions and blade angle
are given in Fig. 8. The propellers with the same profiles and chord distributions, but
different blade tip configuration - prop. No. 2 and No. 3, and prop. No. 4 and No. 5,
respectively - generate almost exactly thv iame nearfield sound pressures. Thus, the
blade tip modifications (Q-tip, swept back-tip) seem to have practically no effect on the
acoustic near-fild at the given test conditions. Similar findings are published in [101.
Significant differences in the near-field SPLs occur in Fig. 8 between the thin-bladed
propeller No. 1 and all the other propellers at the blade passing frequency, and between
propellers No. 2/No. 3 and all the other propellers at the higher harmonics of the BPF.
These results are essentially corroborated by Fio 9 and Fig. 10 which display the SPL
values of the blade passing frequency and ot its 4th harmonic as functions of thrust of
the mode] propeller. (1000 N thrust is equivalent to a thrust coefficient Crp = 0.19).
For the B?F, all propellers except No. 1 generate approximately the same SPLs at a given
thrust, the levels increasing by about 10 dB from zero thrust to maximum thrust equivalent
to a thrust coefficient Cip ■sxO.25. For the 4th harmonic, propellers No. 2 and No. 3 produce about 5 dB higher SPLs in the nearfield than the other propellers. The new propeller
designs No. 4 and No. 5 differ appreciably only at zero thrust, where the swept-back
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propeller No. 5 produces less noise than propexler No. 5 with straight blades.
Considering the fact that the thickness/chord ratio of the propeller No. 4 and No. 5 is
hiaher than the thickness ratio of the other propellers (see Fig. 6 ), a positive effect
of the new profiles and planforms of propellers No. 4 and No. b on the near-field noise
can be recognized.
Comparison of experiment with prediction
A prediction scheme for the near-field propeller noise was developed by Dornier Co.
(Ill on the basis of [12, 13, 14). Fig. 11 shows predicted SPI. values of tonal components
and bread-band noise in comparison to a measured spectrum obtained with the reference
propeller (No. 1 ) at a thrust coefficient Cm = 0.05. The agreement is quite satisfactory.
Unfortunately no comparisons exist at the time being for higher loading and for the other
propellers.
Dependence of near-field SPL on axial distance from the propeller plane
Fig. 12 ill ustrates the variation of tone SPLs with axial position at the same
radial distance d = 0.14 from the propeller tips as in Figs. 7-11. The SPL values of the
BPF and of its 1 . and 2. harmonic are plotted against the axial distance x/d from the
propeller plane for measurements with the propellers No. 4 and No. 5.
Blade anale was 5* = 30.75 deg and thrust coefficients were C^ = 0.24 for propeller No. 4
and CT =0.23 fo r propeller No. 5.
Similar results were obtained also at other conditions. The maximum SPLs do not occur in
the propeller pi ane but slightly upstream at x/d =»0,1. According to [15], this can be
explained by in terference between the thickness noise and loading noise components. With
increasing dista nee from the maximum, the SPLs decrease within half a propeller diameter
by approximately 15 dB for the BPF and by almost 30 dB for the 2. harmonic.
3.2

Acoustic Far-Field

Fig. 13 gives a typical example of the far field spectra obtained by the microphone
located at 15 deg downstream of the propeller pi ane, see Fig. 3, As compared to the nearfield spectra, the tone/background noise ratio i s smaller and the tone SPLs vary less
systematically with the number of the harmonic, The latter may be due to interference
effects caused by sound reflections at parts of the experimental set-up. Therefore we
consider the far-field data to be less accurate then the near-field results.
Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 present - in analogy to Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 - the variation of SPL
values with propeller thrust for the blade passi ng frequency and for its 3. harmonic. For
the sake of clarity of the graphs, regression an alysis was applied to the measured data
which was far more extensive than the near-field data, and only the straight lines obtained by regression are plotted for the 5 prope llers in Figs. 14 and 15. The standard
deviation of the data was in the order of +2 dB.
According to Fig. 14 there is no significant difference in sound generation between
all the propellers except No. 1 for thrust values > 600 N, CT > 0.11. The slope of SPL
versus thrust is steeper for the thin bladed reference propeller No. 1. Thus it appears
to be more noisy at high thrust values than the other propellers, and to generate about
the same SPL as propellers No. 2,4, 5 at low thrust. The slope of SPL versus thrust is
about the same for propellers No. 2 and No. 3, and for propellers No. 4 and No. 5 respectively. This indicates in accordance to the near-field results that the modifications
of the propeller tips are of minor importance as compared to the general geometry of the
blades.
The results for the 3. harmonic of the BPF support this statement, see Fig. 15. They
show a significantly lower gradient of SPL versus thrust for propellers No. 2 and No. 3
than for the other propellers. Also, the differences in absolute SPLs are greater between
the propellers at the 3. harmonic than at the BPF, compare with Fig. 14, and the new propellers No. 4 and No. 5 appear to be less noisy than the others over most of the thrust
range. These findings again agree qualitatively with the near-field results given in
Figs. 9 and 10.
A more detailed analysis of the far-field data is required, since the measured noise
levels depend in fact not only on the thrust coefficient but also to some extent on the
particular combinations of advance ratio, blade angle and flow Mach number (propeller
speed is constant). Thus, the far-field results presented in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 should
be considered as preliminary and as showing only the general trends.
3.3

Sound source location

Typical resul ts of the measurements with the acoustic mirror telescope are given in
Fig. 16 and Fig. 1 2 which show the spectra of the propeller noise received by mirrormicrophones No. 1 and No. 3, respectively. As already pointed out in section 2.2, the
propeller noise ra diated to the mirror from the lower part of the propeller disk is focused
on microphone 1, a nd the noise from the upper part of the propeller disk is focused on
microphone 3. Comp aring Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 we find that for frequencies f > 4.5 kHz
(which are equival ent to f > 1.5 kHz for the full scale propellers because of the model
scale 1:3) the i ntensity of the sound received from the upper part of the propeller plane,
where the propelle r blades move towards the mirror telescope, is about 20 dB higher than
the intensity of t he sound received from the lower part of the propeller plane, where the
blades are recedin g from the telescope. The level difference of 20 dB means that the noise
radiated to the ob server (telescope) by the approaching blades is by a factor of 100
stronger than the noise radiated by the receding blades. Thus, practically all the high
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frequency noise comes from the blades approaching the observer.
This effect can be explained by the well known convective amplification of the noise
radiation of moving sources. According to theory - see e.g. [16] - the difference in
noise radiation of dipole sources approaching to or receding from the observer with Mach
1 + M 2
AL = 20 log {-.
~)
1 - Ms
For a rough estimate we assume the noise sources of the propeller blades to be concentrated at 0.8 of the propeller radius, rs = 0.8 R.
The source Mach number is then Ms = 0.8 Mf, and with the constant tip Mach number MT ■ 0.66
of our tests (see section 2.4) one obtains
AL ^ 20,
which agrees with the experimental result for frequencies f > 4.5 kHz.
At lower frequencies, the measured difference AL decreases and becomes practically
zero for the BPF and its 1. harmonic, while it is still approximately 10 dB for the
2. harmonic of the BPF. This effect is to be expected because of the decrease of spatial
resolution of the mirror telescope with increasing acoustic wave length, see section 2.3.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The following conclusions may be drawn from the results of these model tests:
- At the given helical tip Mach numbers M^T - 0.69, the sound radiation of the propellers
investigated is determined mainly by the thickness ratios, planforms and profiles of
the blades. Modifications of the blade tips were of minor importance.
- Measured near-field spectra agree well with theoretical prediction
- Near-field SPLs at constant, small radial distance from the propeller plane decrease
rapidly with axial distance from the propeller plane. This is particularly true for the
harmonics of the blade passing frequency.
The maximum SPLs occur slightly upstream of the propeller plane, in accordance with
theoretical prediction.
- The propeller blades radiate high frequency noise mainly in their direction of motion.
This can be explained by the convective amplification of the noise emission of moving
sources.

5.
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SUMMARY
An analysis is presented of the results of an integrated research programme on subsonic aircraft propelltT noise
carried out jointly by the Royal Aircraft Fstablishment and Dowty-Rotol Ltd. (1979-'83), with participation by Shorts
(1979-'81), and with support from the Department of Industry throughout. The research work combined acoustic
windtunnel experiments on propellers at model-scale and full-scale with aircraft flight tests and theoretical
predictions, centred primarily around the Dowty R.292 four-bladed propeller (ARAD-sections) as fitted specially to the
Shorts 330 aircraft, while enabling direct comparison also against the standard Hartzetl S.330 fivc-bladed propeller
(NACA 64-sections). Supplementary noise experiments on other propellers and allied theoretical prediction studies,
involving also British Aerospace (HS 748 aircraft) and Southampton University (Aeronautics Dept), have been taken
into account in the preser.i paper.
1.

INTRODUCTION

An integrated research programme involving windtunnel, theoretical and flight studies on aircraft propeller
noise (far-field and near-field) was started at the Royal Aircraft Fstablishment^ during 1979, in conjunction with
Dowty Rotol and Shorts, relating to feeder-line aircraft in particular but with light and heavy aircraft also borne in
mind. Acoustic measurements were first made at full-scale for the Hartzell S.330 five-bladed propeller with clussical
NACA 64-soctions, both in the RAF 24ft anechoic tunnel and in flight on the Shorts 330 aircraft. More extensive
measurements soon followed for a Dowty R.292 four-bladed propeller with modern ARAD-sections, not only at fullscale in the 24ft tunnel and on the Shorts 330 aircraft, hut also at 1/4-scale on a geometrically similar propeller-model
in the RAF, 1.5m acoustic tunnel. The 1/4-scale model was shown to have closely similar noise-spectra characteristics
and aerodynamic performance coefficients to those of the full-scale propeller. Moreover, substantially better noise
measurements proved attainable in the new 1.5m tunnel than in the old 24ft tunnel, though perforce at smaller model
scale?.
For the prediction of propeller noise spectra, the then available theoretical frameworks were investigated and
computer programs were developed by Dowty, to examine separately and conjointly the basic blade rotational
contributions to discrete-frequency levels, from steady aerodynamic loading (Garrick and Watkins), unsteady
aerodynamic loading (Lowson) and blade-thickness air-volume displacement (Succi/Hawkings). The broadband noise
contribution, manifested conventionally as a low-level region peaking somewhat at frequencies of the order of 10
times the blade-passing-frequency (BPF), had to be estimated by purely empirical formulae (Magliozzi) which seemed
too inaccurate.
Since mid-198l2, RAF and Dowty Rotol have jointly carried out further data analysis, windtunnel experiments,
flight tests and theoretical prediction developments concerning propeller noise characteristics in the near-field and
far-field. The research was naturally centred round Dowty propeller concepts, for which details and design experience
were readily available. Supplementary noise experiments and theoretical studies, involving also British Aerospace
(HS748) and Southampton University (Aeronautics Dept.) were included in this integrated research programme on
propeller aeroacoustics before its termination in 1983 because of organisational changes at RAF.
This AGARD paper attempts primarily an analysis of the results now available from the foregoing research
programme, with only brief reference to the many essential advances in the windtunnel, flight-test and theoretical
techniques developed for this research^)-'. The aeroacoustic windtunnel experiments are reviewed (Section 2) with
specific regard to full-scale propeller-nacelles in the 24ft anechoic tunnel, model propeller-nacelles in the 1.5m
acoustic tunnel, and a complete twin-propeller aircraft model of the Shorts 330 in the 24ft tunnel. Our analysis of the
windtunnel results (Section 3) first assesses the experience gained on correlation of propeller noise and allied
aerodynamics at model and full-scale. Then appraisals follow of the observed effects of propeller axis inclination to
the mainstream, blade-surface roughness application, some blade geometry changes, blade-number/solidity variation
and airframe installation interference. Fmpirical parametric relations are derived for the fundamental BPF tone level
SPLi at a near-field location, in terms of the propeller power coefficient Cp, helical tip Mach number M^, mainstream
Mach number M0, and blade number B. The decay of the near-field noise level SPLq of the harmonic tones with
increasing harmonic number q is also correlated simply in terms of q and M^.
The flight research trials carried out at RAF Bedford airfield on the Shorts 330 aircraft and the B.Ae. HS.748
aircraft are noted'. However, because of space limitations, discussion is limited to only a few flight-tunnel and flighttheory correlations of the near-field and far-field noise characteristics as investigated on these two aircraft.
The basic theoretical frameworks employed for the practical prediction of propeller discrete-frequency noise
components are discussed in respect of both near-field and far-field applications, while broadband noise estimation
problems are also summarised for completeness (Section 4). Correlations between our theoretical predictions and
experimental results are presented for the several Dowty propeller designs investigated, with additional comments on
allowance for airframe installation effects (Section 5). Mention is made of some current research on propeller
aerodynamics and noise at Southampton University in conjunction with Dowty Rotol, with RAF co-operation in respect
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of test facilities and experience, and strongly encouraged by the continuing support of the Department of Industry.
2.

AFROACOUSTIC WINDTUNNEL RESEARCH PROGRAMME

2.1

Full-Scale Propeller-Nacelles in 24ft Anechoic Tunnel

Full-scale windtunncl tests on operational propellers are desirable not only for prediction and correlation of
flight-test results from the same installed propellers, but also to establish and improve the range and validity of
propeller research at model scale. The open-jet test-section of the 24ft anechoic tunnel (7.3m diameter) fortunately
has a quiet powered nacelle (1.2(n diameter and 4m length) powered by a 1200 kW three-phase electric motor,
specifically designed for driving medium-size propellers (Fig.l). The existing nacelle-rig, mounted from the twocomponent lower-balance in the floor of the tunnel, allows thrust to be measured along the tunnel airstream axis,
while lift arising from any non-axisymmctric interactions or from the permissible tilting of the thrust axis (up to 10°)
can also be measured.
Noise measurements were made using 6mm microphw.ios traversed to provide an array of near-field and farfield positions, as illustrated in Fig.l, the microphones were equipped with ogival nose cones and aligned into wind, or
with standard protective grill and axis normal to tunnel centre-line, according to their location inside or outside the
mainstream. The positioning of the nearest microphone to the propeller was chosen to give a representation of the
typical full-scale clearance between the propeller tip and the side of the aircraft fuselage.
Aeroacoustic experiments using the full-scale propeller-nacelle rig in the 24ft anechoic tunnel were first made
in 1979/80 on three alternative propellers also tested in flight on the Short's 330 aircraft. The Hartzell five-bladed
propeller of the production aircraft has conventional NACA 64-series sections and standard tips^ , the Hartzell 'Q-tip'
version of this has its tips bent as lower-surface end-plates in the direction of rotation, and the Dowty four-bladed
propeller has modern ARA-D sections and standard tips (Dp = 2.8m)2f5.
Later complementary tunnel/flight
experiments also included the Dowty four-bladed R.212 propeller with classical NACA 16-series sections as fitted to
the B.Ae, HS 748 aircraft (Dp = 3.7m)6.
Naturally, the full-scale tunnel investigations were carried out over the blade test conditions recommended and
permitted by the propeller manufacturer. Typically (Dowty R.292), both noise and performance measurements were
made at rotational speeds varied from 1100 to 1700 rev/min for a range of practical blade settings Ji , at inainstream
speeds of about 30 m/s and 50 m/s F AS, thoroughly covering the values of blade helical tip-speed and advance-ratio J(=
U0/nDp) relevant to low-speed operation. Also, to simulate the higher values of J appropriate to cruise conditions,
extra performance measurements were made at coarser blade settings with lower rotational speeds at the tunnel
maximum airspeed (U0 = 50 m/s). Sometimes the tests have been limited by the total combined electrical load (2000
kW) available for powering simultaneously the tunnel-drive fan and the test propeller. The experimental results are
referred to briefly undjr the relevant items of Section 3.
2.2

Model-Scale Propeller Nacelles In 1.5m Acoustic Tunnel

The aeroacoustic research on this propeller-nacelle pedestal-rig in the 1.5m acoustic tunnel takes advantage of
the greater flexibility and accessibility of the model and rig than possible with the remote full-scale propeller in the
24ft anechoic tunnel, permitting more varied and more rapid testing at much less running costs. The compact quiet
drive is provided by a three-phase variable-frequency electric motor housed in a cylinder of 14Dmm diameter with a
length of 400mm (Fig.2). The long nacelle provides ample space for the installation of strain-gauge links for the
measurement of torque and thrust, to complement tachometer readings of rotat:'■nal speed. Experience has shown
that over 100 Nm of torque can be produced by this water-cooled motor without the creation of excessive heating.
Upper test limits have been determined solely by the propeller manufacturers recommendation that the maximum
rotational speed should not exceed 8000 rev/min and that the blades should not be allowed to enter into a flutter mode,
which is a condition clearly identified by a sudden change in noise quality with the generation of multi-tones of subharmonics of the blade-passing frequency. In general, the model propeller investigations were made at rotational
speeds from about 4000 to 8000 rev/min at mainstream speeds of 30 m/s and 50 m/s FAS, for a range of practical
blade settings Po.7> more than covering the range of blade-tip helical Mach number and aerodynamic incidence
appropriate to full-scale propeller operation In low-speed flight. In addition, performance measurements were made at
coarser blade settings with lower rotational speeds at the tunnel maximum airspeed of 57 m/s FAS, to simulate the
blade spanwisc loading distributions relevant to cruise conditions.
Noise measurements were made using 6mm condenser microphones, primarily in the plane of the propeller disc;
at near-field positions representative of the distance between the propeller tip and practical fuselage side (typically
1.44 Rp from the propeller axis); and at far-field positions limited by working-chamber boundary consideration
(typically 4.17 Rp from the propeller axis). Since the near-field microphone was of necessity positioned inside the
airstream, it was equipped with an ogival nose cone aligned directly into wind. The far-field microphone, in the
anechoic working-chamber but well outside the mainstream flow, was provided with a standard protective grill and
directed with its axis normal to the tunnel centre-line. To investigate the variation in signal with the fore-and-aft
location of the measuring point relative to that at the disc plane, some linear traverses were carried out parallel to
the tunnel centre-line, as illustrated by Fig.2
During the period 1980-83, basic 1/4-scale model experiments were first carried out on the Dowty R.292 fourbladed propeller (Dp = 0.7m), with ARA-D type sections and with the spanwise distribution of chord/thickness/twist
shown in Fig.3. The experimental results, obtained with the propeller axis at zero inclination to the airstream and
with a minimum-size nacelle to streamline the electric drive motor, provide the main background to our initial
discussion and parametric analysis of basic propeller characteristics relating to aerodynamic performance, far-field
noise and near-field noise (Sections 3.1 and 3.2).
Wake traverse surveys behind the model propeller indicated that the centre of the blade loading was at 85% to
90% radius, which agreed with Dowty Rotol theoretical predictions. Local Mach number in this outboard region of the
blade is high, and implied that some reduction in propeller noise level could be effected simply by unloading the
outboard region by shape modifications from the standard tip. The spear tip configuration Dowty R.292S (Fig.3)
represents one possible design change which has now been tested, again as a 1/4-scale model in the 1.5m acoustic
tunnel (Section 3,5).
To check the effects of a significant change in blade geometry from the modern ARA-D section blades of the
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Dowty R.292, the Dowty R.212 four-bladed propeller with NACA-16 section blades (Fig.3) was next investigated using
a l/5-8cale model (Dp = 0.74m) in the 1,5m acoustic tunnel6. Here, apart from thrust/torque and noise measurements
some relevant wake studies were undertaken and completed.
The influence of propeller axis inclination to the tunnel mainstream, represented for practical convenience here
by yaw (f) of the axisymmetric body in the horizontal plane, was investigated on the Dowty R.292 model7,
particularly as regards noise in the disc plane near-field (r ■ 1.6 Rp); with microphones located directly above the
propeller axis (e = 0°), directly to the side (6 = 90°) and directly below (6 = 180°). All three microphones were
translated as appropriate when the propeller axis was inclined from the mainstream direction (^ = 0° to 10°), so as to
maintain the same geometrical positions in the new propeller disc plane with nominally their original distances from
the propeller disc periphery. Some differences in propeller axis inclination effects experienced by RAF during model
and full-scale tunnel tests on other propellers have been noted (Section 3.3).
The influence of blade surface roughness was again examined mainly on the Dowty R.292 model7, though
experience on other propellers warrant comparison (Section 3.4). Allied comments on the effects of propeller scale,
slipstream turbulence and other inflow disturbances have at this stage to be of a qualitative nature based on our
accumulated experience to date on various models and full-scale operational propellers.
Any reduction in blade tip speed, to radically reduce noise at source, implies in practice increased solidity of
the propeller to maintain the same disc loading in the absence of further radical improvements in blade design.
Consideration has the:efore been given to propellers with increased number of blades, while still taking advantage of
modern ARA-D type sections (Section 3.6). The effect of the number of blades (3, 4, 6 and 8) has been investigated on
a new Dowty Rotol model (Dp = 0.68m), using the R.32ü-type blade geometry illustrated in rig.3. Here the
measurements of aerodynamic and noise characteristics were made at propeller rotational speeds from 4,700 to 6900
rev/min (max. allowable) at mainstream speeds of the 1.3m acoustic tunnel of 30, 40, 30 and 60 m/s for a range of
blade settings
between 12.3° and 43°. Again some performance measurements were made at the coarser blade
settings with lower rotational speeds at the higher tunnel speeds, to simulate the higher J-values appropriate to cruise
conditions.
2.3

Complete Aircraft Model in 24 ft Anechoic Tunnel

A 1/4-scale model of the Shorts 330 aircraft was constructed at RAF Farnborough for aeroacoustic experiments
in the 24ft anechoic tunnel, with the twin R.292 four-bladed propellers (standard tip, Dp ■ 0.7m) already tested in the
1.3m acoustic tunnel, to investigate installation effects associated with the presence of a practical wing-fuselagcnacelle combination. The model (Fig.4) with cropped wing tips to increase tuinel jet-boundary clearance, was hung
from the three-component overhead mechanical-balance to provide total lift, along-wind force (thrust-drag) and
pitching moment, in addition to the propeller-nacelle strain-gauge recordings for axial thrust and torque. Noise
measurements were again made using 6mm condenser microphones fitted with forward-facing nose-cnnes; six nearfield microphones were mounted just outside the fuselage side-wall at useful comparative locations inside and foreand-aft of the propeller disc plane, as in the full-scale flight tests. A far-field microphone was mounted directly
below the model (r/Rp = 3.6) and traversed along a linear track fore-and-aft parallel to the tunnel test-section centreline. The acoustic instrumentation and analysis techniques for these complete-model experiments in the 24ft anechoic
tunnel follow those for the pedestal propeller-nacelle models in the 1.3m acoustic tunnel.
The permitted model testing time (May 1982) allowed only part of the planned aero-acoustic measurements and
model configuration changes to be undertaken, before termination of this RAE propeller research programme.
Nevertheless, extensive measurements were completed with the flaps retracted and with the flaps fully-down, in each
case with the wing struts and undercarriage housing either fitted or absent, the tail-unit being retained throughout for
aerodynamic preference. Both noise and performance tests were made for propeller rotational speeds varied from
4000 to 6000 rev/min, at mainstream speeds of 30 m/s and 30 m/s, with three blade-angle settings (ß = 17°, 22°, 27°),
and at three aircraft attitudes (0, 3°, 10°). Measurements were carried out with the twin propellers rotating together
(anti-clockwise viewed from front), and some with the starboard or port propeller only rotating. Data reduction and
allied interpretation has not yet been completed for all these results, but some comments can be made about the
airframe installation effects (Section 3.7).
3.

ANALYSIS OF WINDTUNNEL RESULTS

3.1

Correlation of Propeller Aerodynamics at Model and Full-Scale

Investigations with the 1/4-scale model of the Dowty R.292 propeller in the 1.3m acoustic tunnel and with the
full-scale propeller in the 24 ft anechoic tunnel have been made over the wide range of blade angle setting from ß 0,7
■ 10° to 43° at airspeeds up to about 30 m/s. For practical tunnel testing, the minimum airspeed (Unom ■ 0) is that
induced in the tunnel solely by the propeller slipstream, the additional constrictions in the circuit of the 1.3m tunnel
resulting in somewhat lower minimum airspeeds than those experienced with the full-scale propeller in the 24ft tunnel.
Naturally, on the 1/4- scale model the rotational speed has to be increased by a factor of 4 over that for the full-scale
model to give the same blade tip-speed. The model thrust balance measures the total axial load on the nacelle and
propeller and thus indicates a small nacelle drag (4N at 30 m/s) in the absence of the propeller. The value of the
installed thrust with the model propeller operating has thus been obtained by adding the value of this nacelle tare drag
to the measured thrust (ranging up to 1000N). For the full-scale propeller tests, similar corrections are applied to the
total along-wind force to allow for the tare drag of the nacelle and nearby balance struts.
From the power (deduced from the torque) and thrust measurements made at various blade settings between
Po47 = 10° to 43°, the power coefficient (Cp = Power/pn^Dp^ and thrust coefficient (Cj = Thrust/pn^Dp^) are
evaluated as functions of the advance ratio (J ■ U0/nDp) for mainstream speeds of about 30 m/s and 30 m/s at least.
In Fig.3, interpolated values of Cp and Cj relating to the R292 propeller are cross-plotted against blade-setting for Jvalues of 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2. These results indicate generally good agreement between the model and full-scale propeller,
though there is some discrepancy (of the order of 1° in blade setting) under low loading conditions at J = 1.2 (i.e. when
Cp < 0.1). The peak efficiency (y = JCf/Cp) occurs at relatively low thrust loadings of the propeller, particularly
with coarse blade settings. For example, the peak efficiency of 86% observed at a blade setting of 33° actually occurs
when the model thrust is only 90N (Cj ■ 0.12) so that there an error of IN would change the peak efficiency value by
1%.
At a fixed blade setting, the propeller results should exhibit a unique relationship between Cp (or Cj) and J,
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irrespective of speed unless there arise flow changes associated with the differences in Reynolds number or Mach
number. However, it is observed that at low values of J (i.e. high rotational speed) there is some increase in the values
of Cp and Cj at fixed values of J with increase in mainstream speed. Presumably, these differences result from the
fact that both a higher rotational speed and tip Mach number is required in the faster airstream to maintain the same
value of J. For example, with J = 0.6, helical tip Mach numbers (M^,) of 0.47 and 0.78 would be required at airspeeds of
30 m/s and 50 m/s. Identical trends " TB also evident during l/S-scale and full-scale testing of the Dowty R.212
propeller, in the 1.5m tunnel and 24ft tunnel respectively, both as regards the good agreement between model and fullscale at the same test speed (i.e. same tip Mach number) and the noticeable increase in both Cp and Cj at fixed J with
increase in mainstream speed.
This implies that, at least for highly-loaded conditions, it is preferable to make aerodynamic performance
investigations at the correct Mach number, even though this may entail model testing at reduced scale in order to
make the tests in a facility with a suitable speed range. However, from our experience, we could not ye', justify
reductions to much below one-fifth scale (e.g. to one-tenth) for reliable full-scale prediction, as distinct from basic
research studies. More generally, any differences in spinner/root geometry and blade deformation characteristics
associated with scaling demands seem likely to be much more important than changes in blade Reynolds number,
especially at highly-loaded conditions and high tip Mach numbers.
For fundamental propeller studies and for propeller installation considerations, the propeller wake explorations
are also of interest. The possible occurrence of contrasting pressure distributions in the slipstream is illustrated in
Ref.6 for the R.212 model propeller. Under low thrust loading conditions pertaining to a fine blade setting (p = 9.3°),
the peak pressure (Cp r p-p0/q0) occurs at some 45% radius with a tendency to negative thrust loading in the tip
region; the peak pressure moves out to 80% radius for the highly loaded conditions, while more uniform pressure
distributions are produced at intermediate loading. Comparison of the pressure distribution at two strearnwise stations
also confirms the anticipated contraction in slipstream diameter with rearward movement behind the propeller disc.
Fxtensive propeller wake investigations, both windtunnel and theoretical, have recently been completed by Tadghigtn
and Hurst at Southampton University for the R.292 model propeller with variation of the tip shape and the number of
blades.
3.2

Correlation of Propeller Noise at Model and Full-Scale

The noise characteristics of the Dowty R.292 full-scale propeller under axial flow conditions in the 24ft
anechoic tunnel are discussed extensively in Section 5 of Ref.2. Basically, it should be noted that the highest value of
tonal SPL occurs at the blade-passing-frequency (BPF), but that significant tones also exist at multiple harmonics of
that frequency (q x BPF). Moreover, the SPL of the BPF tone rises significantly with increases in blade-tip Mach
number M^, and in blade-angle ß , while there are usually complementary growth in the number and levels of the
measurable harmonic tones with increasing M^.
Typical one-third octave spectra in both the near-field and far-field for the quarter-scale model at 4800 and
6400 rev/min show very similar trends to the corresponding full-scale results at 1200 and 1600 rev/min though the
blade settings differ slightly for the two propellers^. Moreover, both propellers exhibit the phenomenon of a rise in
the high-frequency content of the broadband noise levels at low blade setting (i.e. when the propeller is lightly
loaded). The spectra can be compared usefully at a constant Strouhal number (S = fDp/Vtjp) for nearly identical blade
settings, e.g. for ß = 21i0 in Fig.6.
Here the blade-passing frequency for the four-bladed propeller occurs at S =
4/ir. Comparisons made at equivalent full-scale frequencies of 1200 and 1600 rev/min show good agreement in the
spectra except in the range 5 < S < 20. To some extent the discrepancy in this region is attributable to the intrusion of
tunnel background noise in the 24ft tunnel tests particularly at the lower rotational speed of 1200 rev/min, but the
high turbulence level in the 24ft tunnel (0.5%) as against 0.25% may also be adversely affecting propeller broadband
noise at frequencies below 2 or 3 kHz. There is some supporting evidence of this effect from some recent acoustic
research on helicopter rotors, and confirmation may be possible from further investigation with the model propeller.
Typical comparisons of narrow-band spectra for the model and full-scale propellers are shown in Fig.7 at both
near-field and far-field microphones, with a tunnel airspeed of 30 m/s. Again a blade setting of P = 21j0is chosen and
the spectra at equivalent full-scale rotational speeds of 1200 and 1600 rev/min are illustrated. For the near-field
microphone r/Rp = 1.4, there is good correlation between the measure I values of the sound pressure levels of the
various tonal harmonics in the spectra particularly at the higher rotational speeds, though again the broadband noise is
noticeably larger for the full-scale propeller.
Values of the near-field SPL for the Dowty R.292 propeller at the fundamental blade-passing-frequency (BPF),
derived from the tunnel measurements over a large range of blade settings and rotational speeds at r/Rp = 1.4, have
been plotted in Fig.8 against the following parametric expression in terms of the power loading Cp and the helical tip
Mach number M^ for mainstream Mach number M0 up to 0.15.
SPLi = 162 + 10 log^ (Mh8 Cp2) - 40 M0.
There is very good parametric correlation on this basis and very good agreement (within - 2 dB) between the results
for the model and full-scale propeller at appropriately scaled distances. Additionally, the fall-off of the noise level of
the various harmonics below the SPL of the fundamental tone are plotted against Mf, in Fig.9 for r/Rp = 1.4. Over the
range 0.65 < M^ < 0.87, the SPL of the qth harmonic (frequency = q x BPF) correlates reasonably for both full-scale
and model in the form
SPLq = SPLi -25(q - 1)(0.95 - Mh)
Corresponding comparisons of the far-field noise measurements (r/Rp = 4.2) are complicated by the effects of
low-frequency reflections from the nearby acoustic curtain in the 24ft tunnel. Certainly, the far-field results at model
scale appear to be far more orderly than the measured values (uncorrected) for the full-scale propeller. In Ref.2, a
simple correction formula has been deduced for the effect of this reflection on the SPL of the tones for the full-scale
propeller; Fig.7b lists both measured and t jrrected values of the tone SPL values. Broadly speaking, application of the
correction gives appreciably better agreement between the results for the full-scale and quarter-scale propellers.
The 'far-field' station in our present tunnel tests (r/Rp = 4.2) is arguably so-called, in the sense that the
instantaneous differences between the distances of the individual blade tips from the noise measurement position may
be small but still of the same order as the wavelengths of primary interest, thus possibly resulting in contructive or
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destructive acoustic interference with signal integration. This contrasts with conditions at the near field station (r/Rp
= 1.4); where the noise signal is so dominated by the contributicn from the closest blade tip that the other three blades
make little contribution to the overall signal. Consequently, the variations of these 'far-field' spectra could be more
complex than those of the near-field spectra, while the rate of fall-off SPL tone level with harmonic number at r/Rp =
4.2 could be somewhpt different from that experienced at r/Rp = 1.4, as illustrated by comparison of Fig.7a and
Fig.7b.
Similar comparative measurements of near-field and far-field noise for the Dowty R.212 (NACA 16) propeller
at 1/5 scale in the 1.5m tunnel and full-scale in the 24 ft tunnel likewise showed excellent parametric correlation and
good agreement between model and full-scale, as discussed in Section 3,5.
The acoustic advantages to be gained
from model testing in the quieter 1.5m tunnel are clearly demonstrated in Fig.7. Fven at an equivalent rotational
speed as low as 1000 rev/min full-scale and the high tunnel speed of 50 m/s, there is little contamination of the model
propeller noise signal by the 1.5m tunnel background noise, though the corresponding full-scale propeller noise is
completely swamped by the background noise in the 24ft tunnel. As with aerodynamic considerations (Section 3.1), it
is advisable to make acoustic investigations near the correct M^ and Mu even if reduced model-scale is entailed. But
from our experience we could not yet justify reductions to much below one-fifth scale (e.g. to one-tenth) if reliable
prediction of full-scale noise spectra is required.
3.3

Influence of Propeller Axis Inclination

The influence of propeller thrust-axis inclination (upwards) relative to the direction of the oncoming airstream
was first investigated at full-scale in the 24 ft anechoic tunnel, by noise measurements at two near-field microphone
positions in the propeller disc plane. One station, at r/Rp ■ 1.8, was to the down-going side of the propeller disc, i.e.
'advancing blade' position with axis inclination, and the microphone remained in the same position when the propeller
was tilted. The other station (at r/Rp = 1.4) was always located immediately below the propeller disc, being moved as
the propeller attitude was altered so that its position remained in the inclined plane of the propeller disc and 0.6m
outside its periphery.
Narrow-band noise spectra from the two microphones are presented for the Dowty R-292 propeller in Figs.10,
with «t = 0, 3° and 10°, for a propeller blade setting ß u 24.5°, rotational speed of 1600 rev/min and airspeed of 30
m/s. Measurements made for other propeller test conditions indicate similar trends for the effect of propeller-axis
attitude on noise levels. Although the development of an asymmetric inflow into the propeller disc with increase in
incidence might well be expected to lead to an increase in propeller noise, little effect is observed consistently, on this
propeller, at either microphone position. In contrast, some significant incidence effects had been observed during
tests on the Hartzell full-scale propeller, particularly for the microphone mounted under the propeller where increases
of up to 5 dB in the tonal SPLs had been recorded when incidence was raised from 0 to 10°.
A more extensive study of the influence of propeller axis inclination to the airstream was therefore undertaken
on the Dowty R.292 prroeller model in the 1.5m tunnel, for practical convenience by yaw »^ of the axi-symmetric
propeller nacelle in the norzontal plane^-. Two micropnonea were located in the disc plane near-field (r/Rp = 1.51 &
1.58) directly above and below the propeller axis (© = 0° & 180°) respectively. A third microphone was located
directly to the side of the propeller axis (Ö = 90°), at a greater distance (r/Rp = 1.66) for practical reasons. All three
microphones were translated as necessary when the propeller axis was yawea away from the mainstream direction (*
> 0° to 10°), so as to maintain the same geometrical positions in the new propeller disc plane with nominally their
original clearance distances from the closest blade tip.
A typical comparison of narrow-band spectra obtained from these microphones at ^ =0° to 10° is provided by
Fig.ll, for the datum blade setting ]B = 20°. Overall, for a range of rotational speeds and tunnel speeds, the
microphone above the propeller axis exhibits some 2 dB rise in the SPL of the fundamental tone due to 10° yaw, and
similar rises in at leist the second and third harmonics, but sometimes by up to 10 dB at higher harmonics where the
SPL-values are relatively low. These rises may be expected from the increases in relative airspeed and in effective
blade incidence leading to high loading as the 'advancing blade' passes closest to the 'above' microphone (G = 180°),
and from possible unsteady loading effects. The microphone to the side (9 = 90°) also exhibits greater SPL with yaw,
though less significant than those for the microphone above. In contrast, the microphone below the propeller axis
often exhibits lower tonal SPL-values with yaw, while any rises in SPL are insignificant, possibly because the
'retreating' blade with reduced relative airspeed and blade incidence then passes closest to this microphone.
3.4

Influence of Blade Surface Roughness

The sensitivity of the aerodynamic and noise characteristics of the quarter-scale R,292 propeller model to blade
surface conditions was examined for the test condition ß = 23°, U0 = 50 m/s and ^ = 0° (axial flow), over the
rotational speed range 4,000 to 7,200 rev/min7. For comparison with clean surface conditions, Ballatini roughness
(0.25mm diam.) was applied liberally to the blade pressure and suction surfaces in turn, Fxpectedly, the surface
roughness application to the pressure side only, caused little deterioration in aerodynamic performance; while
additional application to the suction surface reduced Cj by as much as 0,03 and Cp by rather less, leading to a
noticeable reduction in y (JCj/Cp) below the clean blade values of Fig,5. Such drastic roughening of the blade
suction surface beyond the needs of transition fixing may induce noise effects because of excessive thickening of the
suction surface boundary-layer and possible unsteady or separated flows. Comparisons of narrow-band noise spectra
(Fig,12) show tone level increases due to roughening of only 1 or 2 dB in the low harmonics. The broadband noise levels
at frequencies above I kHz tend to increase by up to 4 dB with the roughening of the suction surface.
An earlier application of conventional transition strips to both surfaces of the clean blades on the R.292 model
propeller, at 10% chord aft of the leading-edge, does not appear to have caused any significant changes in the SPLvalues of the fundamental tone and harmonics, nor in the broadband noise at high frequencies (Fig.13). At this time,
we have little full-scale experience of the effects of blade roughness or damage on the noise characteristics, since all
the propellers tested in the 24ft tunnel were in excellent condition, without protuberances from possible anti-icing or
anti-erosion devices.
3.5

Blade Geometry Effects

The Hartzell 5-bladed propeller (NACA 64-sections) has the same diameter (2,7m full-scale) as the Dowty R.292
4-bladed propeller (ARAD-sections) and broadly gives the same overall aerodynamic performance. The acoustic
characteristics naturally differ in that the frequencies of the BPF tone and harmonics of the Hartzell are 1,23 times
i
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those of thD Dowty. Unweighted values of the near-field SPL for the Hartzeil at its fundamental BPF satisfy a similar
parametric correlation to that for the Dowty in terms of Cp, Mh and M0; but appear to be 2 or 3 dB lower from 24ft
tunnel measurements in the disc plane^. This could reflect the inherently lower blade-loading by some 20% of the
Hartzeil with its classical blade section, requiring of course the individual blade area outside its 0.2 R,j section to be
little different (lower by only 3%) despite its larger number of blades. When frequency-dependent subjective weighting
is applied, the subjective reductions in the SPL of the low frequency tones are less favourable towards the Harf.zell,
because its blade passing frequency is 1.25 times that of the Dowty. Then, under some practical conditions of
propeller thrust and rotational speed, both the A-weighted level of the predominant fundamental tone and the Aweighted overall level L/\ of the whole spectrum can be a few dB(A) higher for the 3-bladed Hartzeil than the 4-bladod
Dowty. It is also relevant to note that the attenuation of the SPL^ for the fundamental tone with rearward movement
of the near-field microphone behind the disc plane tends to be less marked with the Hartzoll than the Dowty.
The Dowty R.212 4-bladed propeller (NACA 16 sections) also exhibits similar noise characteristics, with good
agreement established between full-scale and 1/5-scale windtunnel measurements (Fig.14). The empirical parametric
relation for the BPF tone level SPLj, in terms of Cp, Mi-, and M0, closely matches that quoted for the Dowty R.292,
within an accuracy better than i 2 dB except at very high helical tip Mach number (M^ > 0.85). The fall-off in the
noise level SPLq ' ', Lhe propollor-model harmonics with increasing harmonic number q correlates well with the relation
SPLq = SPL! - 21(q-l)(0.95-Mh)
i.e. the decay is slightly less than for the Dowty R.292.
Other related results for another four-bladed propeller, with different R.320-type blades (ARAD sections), are
discussed later in connection with considerations of the blade number. Altogether, the foregoing results imply that
blade section shape changes have had little effect on the tonal strength for a prescribed aerodynamic performance,
except at the extremities of the propeller operating range.
Two specific changes in blade-tip geometry have been investigated, as simple attempts towards the reduction of
noise without significant deterioration in aerodynamic performance. The Hartzell 'Q-tip' version of their 5-bladed
propeller has the standard tips bent through 90° in the direction of rotation, thus essentially providing 3% reduction in
blade span and lower surface tip-end plates. Full-scale investigations made in the 24ft tunnel exhibited no noticeable
improvement over the standard-tip propeller as regards noise and a slight deterioration in aerodynamic performance.
This was later confirmed by RAF flight-test results on the Shorts 330 aircraft.
The Dowty 'spear-tip version' of the R.292 4-bladed propeller was designed with the intention of reducing noise
by off-loading the blade tips; effected by a substantial change in chord distribution and some reductions in
thickness/chord ratio near the tip, but minor changes in twist (Fig.3). Comparative investigations made on a 1/4-scale
model in the 1.5m tunnel showed that the tone levels for the 'spear-tip' version R.292S are about I dB lower than these
for the standard tip when compared at the same helical tip Mach number and same Cp. In particular, the earlier
parametric relation for the noise level SPLj of the BPF tone at the near-field station again applied to an accuracy
within - 2 dB (Fig.Bc). Additionally, the earlier parametric relation for the fall-off in harmonic tone level with
harmonic number q applied to both the 'spear-tip' and 'standard tip' versions of R.292, over the range 0.65 < Mh < 0.87,
up to the maximum mainstream Mach number (M0 < 0.15) of the tunnel tests (Fig.9)
3.6

1 ffeels of Variation of Blade Number/Solidity

A matched set of model propellers (0.68m diam.) with different multiples of identical R.320-type blades were
constructed for the investigation of the effects of varying the number of blades, i.e. increasing the propeller solidity,
in the 1.5m tunnel over a range of p 0, rev/min and U0. Two hubs were completed, so that configurations containing
three, four, six and eight blades could readily be assembled. The hub diameters (181mm in each case) had to exceed
the propeller motor diameter (140mm) in order to accommodate safely the large number of blades, so a long
chamfered sleeve was fitted on the motor to blend in with the hubs.
The power and thrust coefficients of the four propellers are compared in Fig. 15 at a constant blade setting of
25°. As mentioned previously, the relationship between the aerodynamic coefficients Cp (or Cj) and J is not
independent of mainstream speed because of Mach number effects, but for clarity the values for the four-bladed and
six-bladed propellers have been omitted at mainstream speeds other than 30 m/s. As might well be expected from
augmenting induced flow effects with greater blade number, i.e. aggravating the influence of the downwash from the
preceding blade on the following blades, increase of the number of blades at a fixed blade setting effectively reduces
the blade aerodynamic incidences with resultant losses in both the power absorption per blade and the thrust per blade.
This is accompanied by some reduction in efficiency, so that (at p =25°) the peak efficiency has been reduced from
82% for the three-blacLd propeller to 74% for the eight-bladed propeller. However, at constant J, the reduction is less
marked when the optimum blade-settings for each configuration are consic ered, though these still amount to some 5%
reduction in efficiency at J = 1.
The noise spectra for the four propellers are basically similar to those already discussed, with of course a
proportional increase in the fundamental frequency (at a prescribed rev/min) as the blade number is increased (Fig.16).
llut there is simultaneously a general reduction in the number of significant tones and lowering of their SPLs with
increasing blade number at the same blade angle. An empirical analysis has been made to determine the main
parameters affecting the SPL of the BPF fundamental tone at a near-field location (r/Rp = 1.44). As before^, this
parametric correlation first demonstrates that ihe BPF noise intensity 1^ is proportional to the square (Cp2) of the
power coefficient throughout the propeller speed range. Interpolation of the propeller noise levels at Cp ■ 0.15 and
plotting against blade number B indicates that the noise intensity varies inversely as the fourth power (B^*) of the blade
number, rrovided that the helical tip Mach number M^ does not exceed 0.7. Similarly, noise intensity is seen to vary
with the eighth power (M^) of the helical tip Mach number. In addition, there remains then some contribution from
the mainstream Mach number (M0), so that the following overall parametric formula is implied
SPLj of BPF = [182 + 101og10(Mh8 Cp2 B"4) - 20 M0] dB .
Comparison between the measured SPLj and estimates by this parametric formula are shown in Fig.17, and the
SPLj-values are predicted to within some 2 dB for the model propellers with three, four, six or eight blades. The
greatest discrepancies mainly occur at very low mainstream speed (nominally zero) when the propellers operate with
the most disturbed inflow conditions.

>
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Hero it is relevant to recall the slightly different parametric formula derived earlier for the four-blaued R.292
model with carbon-fibre or glass-fibre blades, namely
SPLi of BPF = [162 + 10 logio (Mh8 Cp2) - 40 1%]
which does agree very well with the multi-blade formula for B=4 at M = 0.2. Since there is an implication that the
SPLi of these early R.292 carbon-fibre blades is more dependent on mainstream Mach number than the R.320-type
metal blades, it should be noted also that the hub/tip diameter ratio of the formet is 0.22 compared with 0.27 for the
latter, possibly contributing to some changes in the radial distribution of loading. Additionally, the multi-bladed dural
propellers have root sections which are much thicker (near circular) than those of the composite R.292 model
propellers. But perhaps this comparison serves better to illustrate the difficulty of accepting fundamental deductions
from parametric relations derived by regression analysis without established theoretical affinity of the lype discussed
later (Sections 4 & 5).
3.7

Airframe Installation tffects

Although analysis of the aeroacoustic research on the 1/4-scale model of the Shorts 330 aircraft with wingmounted twin propellers in the 24ft tunnel has not yet been completed (Section 2.5, Fig.4), some results relevant to
propeller nacelle installation effects can be illu8trateJ here. It will be recalled that six near-field microphones were
mounted just outside the fuselage, together with one 'ar-f -la traversing microphone. Measurements of noise and
aerodynamic performance were made with the flaps retiaCied and with the flaps fully down, in each case with the
wing-struts and undercarriage-housing either represented or absent.
Near-field noise spectra at the upper and lower microphone stations, for either single propeller or twin
propellers operating, show that the propeller furthest from the microphone made little contribution to the signal
strength. This is not surprising since the closest tip position for the 'far' propeller is some 6 or 3 times further away
than that of the 'near' propeller for the upper or lower microphone stations respectively. After making allowance for
the increased distances from the major noise source, there appears to be about 10 dB attenuation associatad with
shielding (absorption/diffraction) of the far propeller by the wooden fuselage.
Typical near-field spectra obtained with the twin propellers operating at a prescribed blade-angle are
illustrated in Fig.18 for three microphone locations. Lmpirical parametric analysis as earlier, for the SPL of the
fundamental BPF tone, again offers a useful standard of correlation in terms of the blade helical tip Mach number M^,
the power loading Cp and the mainstream Mach number M0 (Fig.19). Specifically, for the starboard microphone
locations and ^ = 22.5°,
SPLj = 169 or 157 + 101og1o(Mh8 Cp2) - 40M0
the larger and smaller values of the initial constants being relevant to r/R = 1.37 (upper mic.) and r/Rp = 2.05 (lower
mic.) respectively.
Such analysis further reveals BPF noise levels around 7 dB higher on the complete aircraft model at r/Rp = 1.37
when compared with those for an isolated propeller-nacelle model at r/Rp = 1.44. The fuselage reflections could be
expected to give about 6 dB of this increase in tonal signal level, while the somewhat closer position of the microphone
position to the installed propeller disc could account for the extra 1 dB. Moreover, from the RAK flight experiments
on the Shorts 330 aircraft, the corresponding SPL^ levels for the BPF tone lie encouragingly close to those given by
the foregoing parametric relation (Fig.20).
The changes in tone levels associated with the combined incorporation of the wing-struts and the undercarriage
housing on the aircraft model do not appear to be significant at the starboard microphone stations, near the upgoing
propeller tip; but SPL reductions are noticeable at the lower port microphone station, e.g. 3 dB decrease (Fig.18),
where the microphone is at fuselage-base level near the downgoing propeller tip. Flap deflection leads correspondingly
to a noticeable increase of tone levels at this lower port microphone. Again, expectedly, aircraft incidence causes
SPL level increases in respect of tones and broadband noise at this lower port microphone, while there are some
decreases in tone levels at the upper starboard microphone. But it should be recalled that the noise levels of the
'upper starboard' at zero incidence are not only about 10 dB higher than those for the 'lower port' but also than those
for the 'lower starboard'. Unfortunately, the results for the 'upper port' microphone proved unrelipjle because of a
technical fault.
4.

BASIC THFORFTICAL PRtDICTION CONSIDtRATIONS

4.1

General Background

Windtunnel and flight testing techniques inherently can supply powerful noise prediction methods, if the specific
propellers can be made available either at full-scale or model-scale as previously disc sed. Also empirical parametric
formulae, derived as earlier from broad physical concepts and available propeller t it data, can offer simple useful
tools to indicate practical noise trends and to isolate unusual results
quickly.
However, to ensure reliable
clarification of primary noise sources and to predict logically the character of noise variations with changes in
propeller running conditions or in propeller geometry, well-defined theoretical framev»orks should be employed with
experimentally-justified elements.
The theoretical prediction frameworks employed here for correlation with measured free-fit Id noise spectra
contain discrete-frequency (tone) components generated by rotational blade steady-loading associated with thrust and
torque, by rotational blade-thickness leading to displaced air-volume, and by blade unsteady-loading associated with
inflow non-uniformities or cyclic pitch variation. Non-linear 'quadropole-type' noise relevant to local transonic flows
is neglected at this time, as insignificant for our straight-bladed propellers operating normally at helical tip Mach
numbers M^ below 0.83. The non-discrete 'broadband' noise components conventionally attributed to viscous flow
effects become significant at the higher frequencies (> 4 x BPF), but in practice still have to be estimated largely
from empirical formulae. Finally, propeller axis inclination to the mainstream and airframe installation interference
can affect the noise characteristics through changes which should be predicted not only in the installed propeller
aerodynamics but also In the acoustic propagation conditions locally.

'
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These individual prediction aspects will be discussed briefly in respect of near-field and far-field needs
4.2 to 4.6), before proceeding to an appraisal of some practical correlations between such theoretical
predictions and sample experimental results from our windtunnel and flight measurements (Section 5).

(Sections
^aeccions

4.2

Steady-Loading and Thickness Noise (Near-Field)

Our earlier near-field prediction method^ for discrete-frequency noise produced by rotational steady bladeloading followed the calculation procedure formulated by Watkins and Durling", which was based on the Garrick and
Watkins extension" of the classical Gutin theory to cover forward flight. A computer program involving spanwise
integration of blade londing was developed and applied by Dowty Rotol, to produce predictions of the tone SPL values
(BPF and harmonics) at typical fuselage-side positions.
But the possible significance of blade-thickness noise
contributions, even at moderate subsonic tip-speeds (Mj, > 0.7), was soon appreciated as a result of the theoretical
developments by Hawkings and Lowson^ from the Ff.Williams-Hawkings (FW-H) acoustic analogy.
With the
quadropolo terms ignored (subsonic tips), the FW-H analogy effectively provides a relation for the time-dependent
acoustic pressure p(x,t) procluced at a spatial location x by a propeller blade source element, comprising a linear sum
of contributions p|_(x,t) and pj(x,t) generatin | steady-loading and thickness noise. A practical solution is achieved by
employing Green's function and retarded-time concepts, with the propeller blade sub-divided into separate small
compact source elements. The loading-noise contribution usefully sums a far-field term (pLf oc l/r) and an extra nearfield term (p|_n oc l/r2).
The present predictions of steady-lf- -ling and thickness noise have been based therefore on Succi's
developmontsJ-1 of j subsonic time-domain cr..
.ation procedure and computer program. This first sub-divides the
propeller blade into a mesh comprising many compact sources of loading and thickness noise, then calculates their
combined-pressure signals at any selected location, and finally performs a Fourier analysis if this time-dependent
signal to evaluate the noise-spectrum amplitude values (SPLq) at the blade-passing frequency ind its harmonics. Tne
input djta requires the mesh definition, the blade planform geometry and section profiles. *',e radial distribution of
thrust and torque loadings, and the chordwise distribution of pressure loading.
A much simplified calculation procedure, originally recommended by Hawkings for lifting-rotor far-field noise
predir.tions, has recently been modified and improved by Tadghighi and Williams' at Southampton University for
propeller applications. This SU-Hawkings procedure has provided steady-loading and thickness noise estimates more
rapidly and in close agreement with Succi-type calculations even at typical near-field (fuselage) locations. Additional
mention should be made of further theoretical advances in propeller discrete-frequency noise technology, with regard
to both time-domain and frequency-domain calculations for high-speed propellers, particularly those by Farassat and
Hanson.
4.3

Steady-Loading and Thickness Noise (Tar-Field)

Our earlier far-field prediction method for discrete frequency noise also employed Gar;ick and Watkins
treatment^ for rotational steady-loading distributions across the propeller blade span, including forward speed effects.
But the simplified calculation procedure followed Magliozzi^ in assuming a point-loading approximation usually at
80% radius (0.4 Dp), to avoid spanwise integration cjmplexities in addition to the absence of near-field terms.
Thereuy, the datum sound pressure level SPLq of the resulting steady-loading tone for each qth harmonic of the BPF
(fq = q BN/60) can be expressed algebraically in terms of the following parameters, at unit normalised radial distance:B the number of blades, N the rev/min; © the acoustic ray angle;
Ml the rotational tip Mach number, Ma the flight airspeed Mach number;
T the propeller thrust, P the aerodynamic power. Dp the diameter.
Of course, when the acoustic radiation involves conventional spherical spreading only, then the tone SPLq-value at farfield distance r from the propeller follow simply as SPLq-20 log^Q r.
The present predictions of both steady-loading and thickness noise in the far-field mostly use the basic Succi or
SU-Hawkings methods as outlined already for near-field noise prediction (Section 4.2). For correlation with windtunnel
results, where there is no relative movement between the microphone receiver and the propeller model, while sound
atmospheric attenuation over such small distances is negligible, the required far-field calculation procedure is
identical to the near-field calculation for aircraft-fied microphones without installation interference. For correlation
with flight results, the required far-field calculation procedure relating to ground-based microphones must allow for
relative aircraft movement (Doppler shift), apart from atmospheric attenuation and any environmental/installation
effects.
4.4

Unsteady-Loading Noise

As discussed in Ref.2, unsteady loading noise prediction is based on the work cf L.owson and Ollerheadl'*, again
using a point-loading approximation usually at 80% radius; but with load fluctuations from the average steady load
(L0), comprised of rotational components of amplitude Ln for each nI;h harmonic of the rotational frequency. These
random-phased unsteady-loading harmonics are assumed to have amplitudes proportional to L0 and decaying as n"**,
such that Ln = C L0 n'^, with the constants C and k originally taken as 0.261 and 1.61 respectively following
Magliozzi's correlation with noise tests done statically on model propellers", jhe SPLq of each unsteady loading tone
can then be expressed algebraically in terms of parameters similar to those arising in the discussion of far-field
steady-loading noise, but here severa1 unsteady-loading harmonics can contribute to one sound harmonic. Magliozzi
suggested some rough corrections to allow for the reduction of propeller inflow-turbulence levels and hence of
unsteady loading as flight airspeed rises. Typical quoted reductions arc substantial, as much as 15 dB for 50 m/s
airspeed, so leaving some doubt as to their accuracy for forward speed predictions.
Later evaluations^, using data from uninstalled propellers rather than the earlier installed, also .esulted in
revised coefficients, involving a steeper roll-of of the higher harmonic levels against harmonic number (for frequency
> 4 x BPF) and noise-level reductions of up to 5dB at the lower harmonics. Usually unsteady loading effects are
considered only in relation to far-field noise prediction, but their possible importance for near-field noise must also be
borne in mind, especially at low blade-tip speeds and with practical airframe installations.

:'
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4. 5

Broadband Noise

The broadband noise formulae so far applied have been purely empirical and Magliozzi's prediction procedure^
has been employed here to provide the third-octave spectrum contributions (far-field). The frequency fp for peak
'broadband noise' SPL is derived from a predetermined peak Strouhal number:fp x (blade thickness)/(blade-8ection helical speed at 0.7 span).
The peak SPL value is then obtained from an algebraic expression in terms of 6, Mj, T and tr, al blade area. The
broadband noise prediction is then completed by incorporation of a prescribed third-octave spectral shape about the
peak. However, correlations of predictions by Magliozzi's procedure with windtunnel results, suggest that the
broadband noise is in general over-predicted by the order of 10 dB, especially in the higher frequency regions (above 5
x BPF") where it has most effect on the total noise signature. Fortunately, other theoretical work, relating mr.stly to
helicopter or fan blades, has led to more promising correlations with test data, while broadband noise is quoted as
being caused mainly by random turbulent disturbances (environmental or blade-generated) interacting with the rotating
blades.
4.6

Installation Effects

The free-fie'd acoustic characteristics of an isolated propeller in axial mainstream flow may be modified in
practice by propelle - non-axisymmetric inflow changes caused by propeller axis inclination to the mainstream (aircraft
incidence), wing/fuselage or test-ng flow interference, and spurious inflow turbulence (natural or propeller-generated).
A first-order estimate of such ,. «-inclination and flow-interference effects may be derived by assuming an overall
upwash influence on the i'iflow, which generates cyclic aerodynamic changes in the relative airspeed and incidence of
the blades. Circumferential position« of maximum and minimum loads arise where the additional cross-flow
component in the propeller disc plane opposes or acts with the blade rotational velocity, resulting in increases or
decreases respectively of the blade loading noise component and possibly of the blade-thickness noise also at high M^
or M0.
In the near-field, the maximum and minimum loading noise positions can be idken to be the same
circumferentially as for the aerodynamic loading changes, if retarded-time effects are ignored, so that the loadingnoise changes can be calculated directly. However, the Succi computer program offers a more accurate treatment, in
that two sinusoidal grading distributions at 90° phase difference and with prescribed factors FCJ and TS are
incorporated to represent the nett loading pattern, then being used within the retarded-time/loading noise
calculations.
F xternal fuselage noise is measured with the microphones flush-mounted in the surface or just-outside^, and
acoustic reflection effects off the fuselage can increase the recorded SPL-levels compared with free-field values.
This augmentation may vary according to the type of microphone installation, boundary-layer effects and acoustic ray
incidence at the particular microphone; but 6 dB is assumed for our later correlations since most of the relevant data
is for forward-facing pitot microphones located close to the fuselage surface and near the propeller disc plane.
F xtraneous noise at the fuselage microphones from other non-propeller sources could be due to the fuselage boundarylayer flow (F.SDU 75021 prediction), wing/fuselage junction flow distortion, and the power-plants. Although these may
not influence the measured SPL-values at the BPF and lower harmonics of the propeller, they can certainly affect the
measured broadband levels at higher frequencies.
For the far-field, acoustic propagation of the propeller-generated noise can be influenced by airframe
reflection, shielding or flow refraction. But with large diameter propellers, rather than compact jet engines, the
effects may be less significant and are not included here for any correlations with flight tests. Atmospheric
attenuation effects during piopagation to the distant ground microphones can be allowed for by standard published
procedures (SAF). The ground level microphones (zero ground clearance) used by RAt for flight research on noise'
provide theoretically leos than I dB distortion of noise spectra from ground reflections (concrete surface) for
frequencies up to about 4 k Hz, while the recorded SPL are consistently augmented then by 6 dB relative to free-field
values. In contrast, the conventional certification microphones at 1.2m height (often above grass) are subject to
considerable variability in ground reflection effects, especially at the low harmonics, though some estimates of this
can be attempted (F.SDU prediction).
5.

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

3.1

Near-Field Correlation« (Isolated Propeller)

Our early analysisZ for the full-scale Dowty R.292 propeller (ARAD-sections) in the 24ft tunnel, e.g. Fig.21
(r/Rp = 1.4 in disc plane), revealed that the predicted BPF and usually the 2 x BPT tones were usually dominated by the
steady-loading contribution as estimated by the Watkins & Durling method or by thu Succi/Hawkings treatments. The
3 x BPF tone mostly exhibited more or less equal contributions fron, steady-loading and thickness noise sources, as
given also by the Succi/Hawkings treatments, while for the higher harmonics the thickness contribution became
increasingly dominant. Overall, the predicted tone levels (steady-loading and thickness) appeared to agree remarkably
well with the measured values (+ 1 to -3 dB error) up to 4 x BPF, and in some cases up to 8 x BPF (Fig.21). Shortfall in
the noise predictions at higher frequencies were probably associated with the 24 ft tunnel-drive or test-rig noise rather
than the true propeller noise.
More extensive correlations now cover both the full-scale and model-scale results for the Dowty R.292
propeller in the 24ft tunnel and the 1.5m tunnel respectively, for the R292S 'spear-tip' version at model-scale, for the
R.212 propeller (NACA lö-sections) at both full-scale and model-scale, and for the Dowty Multi-blade model with
R.320-type blades (ARAD-sections), over a total M^ range of 0.43 to 0.9. For clarity, the correlations are shown here
mainly as 'Differences' of Tone-level SPL,with overpredictions positive, namely
ASPLp = Prediction (Succi method) - Measured (Tunnel)
for each of the first three or four harmonics, and plotted against M^ over the blade-angle ranges tested.
For the R.292 model, the Differences ASPLp vary mostly between 0 and -2 dB at the BPF, to between -1 and -3
dB at 4xBPF (Fig.22). For the R.292S model, the underpredictions become more marked, with ASPL still between 0
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and -3 dB at the BPF but deteriorating to between -2 and -6 dB by 3xBPr (Fig.23). This implies that the practical
noise improvements from the spear tip modification are less than those predicted by the Succi method, possibly
because of deficiencies in the blade loading calculations and effects of blade flexibility. Also, at the lowest blade
angle ( ß= 14.5°) for both model propellers, the underpredictions tend to become worse, with ASPLp between -2 and 5 dB on the R.292 model, and between -2 and -8 dB on the R.292S model, up to 4xBPF. Other complementary
predictions by the simpler SU-Hawkings procedure^ are in close agreement with those by the Succi method.
For the full-scale R.212 propeller, corresponding correlations imply Differences ASPLp mostly between +1 and
-3 dB at and above p = 17.3°, again with some deterioration to between -1 and -5 dB at the lowest blade angle ( ß 9.8°). For the R.212 model, ASPLp lies between 0 and -3 dB at the BPF, deteriorating to between -1 and -5 dB by
3xBPF, though with loss worsening of agreement than before at the lowest blade angle (^ = 9.5°).
Such poorer
correlation at low blade angles on both the R.212 and R.292 propellers are probably due to the occurrence of negative
C^'s at the tip sections and flow discontinuities with the low blade loading, which aggravates spurious noise as the
blade-tips move towards negative thrust.
The Multi-blade series of model propellers have been studied with 3, 4, 6, and 8 identical blades over the range
P = 15° to 30°, Mh = 0.5 to 0.72, at U0 = 30 m/s and 50 m/s. For constant values of power coefficient Cp and advance
ratio J(= U0/n Dp), the tone SPL-values at the BPF or harmonics can fall significantly with increasing blade number,
typically by 15 oB and 25 dB at the BPF and 2xBPF respectively as the blade number is raised from 3 to 8j see also
Section 3.6. Nevertheless the Differences ASPLp between tone-level predictions (Succi) and measurements (1.5m
tunnel) remain mostly between +1 and -1 dB for the DPF and 2xBPF tones (Fig.24), confirming that the predicted
substantial changes in the tone levels from 3 to 8 blades closely follow the measured data. For the 3xBPF tone the
correlation becomes much poorer with the 6 and 8-blade models; this could be expected because the measured SPLvalues at the relevant higher frequencies become immersed in the tunnel background noise and are also possibly
influenced by the unsteady-loading and hroadband-noise contributions not included in these predictions.
Overall, the Multi-blade series of model propellers with their stiffer metal blade construction exhibit better
correlation between discrete frequency noise prediction and experiment than the R.292 and R.212 models with their
composite blade construction. The latters' greater blade flexibility allows more blade untwist when running, thus
moving their loading further outboard and increasing the noise generated. Inclusion of practical untwist in !he noise
prediction calculations does usually improve the theoretical correlation with noise measurements at the higher
rotational speeds, so more detailed analysis seems justified.
3.2

Far-Field Correlations (Isolated Propeller)

As reported earlier^, third-octave analyses of far-fie/ spectra from 24ft tunnel tests on the full-scale Dowty
R.292 propeller were first compared with appropriate total n ie predictions by Magliuzzi's computational procedure
involving contributions from steady-loading (Garrick & Watkins), unsteady loading (Lowson and Ollerhead) and
broadband noise (empirical). Individual measured narrow-band tone levels were then compared with discrete-frequency
noise elements predicted from steady-loading (Succi/Hawkings) and thickness (Succi/Hawkings) and unsteady loading
(Lowson and Ollerhead). The predicted tone level at the BPF and often at the 2 x BPF is dominated by the steadyloading contribution, though this prediction can be a few dB below the measured tone (e.g. Fig.25). The 3 x BPF tone
is predicted to contain contributions of equal importance from both the steady-loading and thickness sources
(Succi/Hawkings), and the combined predicted intensity may even just exceed the measured tone, except at low
rotational speeds where the tone becomes submerged in the propeller-broadband or tunnel background noise
contributions.
The predictions for the 4 x BPF and higher tones tend to be dominated by the thickr-ss-noise
contribution except again at low rotational speeds.
The unsteady-loading predictions only become significant for the harmonics from 5 x BPF upwards, when the
predicted values are near to the measured tone values at low blade angles, Lul are usually below at high blade angles.
Presumably these unsteady-loading predictions are reduced further (by several dB) if Magliozzi's later evaluation^for
the unsteady loading harmonics is adopted, corresponding to uninstalled rather than installed propeller characteristics.
Moreover, the current choice of static conditions as a datum for this unsteady-loading treatment cannot be accepted
as reliable, even if of practical necessity at this time, because gross reductions to the resulting SPL estimates then
have to be applied to allow for the substantial removal of ingested turbulence when airspeed is raised to 10 kn or
beyond.
The broadband noise contributions from the Magliozzi empirical formula usually dominate the predicted thirdoctave spectra at frequencies above 4 x BPF. However, even with an arbitrary reduction of 10 dB in the predicted
level of the broadband noi-e, the correspondingly reduced estimates for the associated third-octave spectra
contributions around 1 kHz still give levels tis much as 6 dB higher than the measured values. Admittedly, at very high
frequencies (above 5 kHz) the number and amplitude of predicted unsteady-loading harmonics can raise the effective
third-octave levels there.
3.3

Influence of Propeller-Axis Inclination

For the Dowty R.292 propeller model in the 1.5m tunnel with a change in propeller axis inclination y from 0 to
10°, the three near-field microphones were located directly above, below and to-the-side in the disc plane. After
allowing for small differences in the microphone distances, as discussed in Section 3.4, the noise levels with inclination
could there be expected to be respectively a maximum (advancing blade), a minimum (retreating blade) and unchanged.
Some theoretical predictions of these inclination effects have been attempted by applying an extended Succi
treatment incorporating simple cyclic blade-loading variation, as mentioned already in Section 4.6.
Fig.26 compares the measured and predicted values of A5PL y at ^ = 10° over that at ^ - 0°, plotted against
M^ for the first four harmonics at the top and bottom microphones. While there is fairly good correlation between the
predicted and measured changes at 50 m/s airspeed, the predicted effect at 30 m/s increasingly falls short Cm
magnitude) of the measured effect as the harmonic number rises. This theoretical shortfall in predicting inclination
effects may well be due to the exclusion of unsteady-random-loading noise from the Succi procedure, which can
become more dominant at low speeds. Additionally, the simplified assumptions relating to coincidence of the max-min
loading and noise positions could be supplemented by including more sophisticated retarded-time considerations.
Similar correlations for upwash effects on the full-scale aircraft at higher airspeeds (Section 5.4) also provide
encouraging support for the 50 m/s results quoted here.
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3.4

Installation (- ffects on Aircraft Near-Field Noise

As a practical aircraft analysis, the narrow-band and third-octave spectra from flight measurements at the
fuselage-mounted microphones on the Shorts 330 aircraft (Fig.2D) have been correlated with our predictions of discrete
frequency noise by the Succi method, broadband noise by the Mngliozzi empirical relation, and boundary-layer noise by
the KSDU method. The upflow and fuselage reflection corrections due to installation effects on tone noise are taken
as "t 1.5 dB and + 6 dB respectively. For the high-power/low-speed conditions during take-off, the SPL estimates for
the first four harmonics then compare well (Fig.27) with both the high (max) and low (min) values of test SPLs at the
port and starboard microphones respectively - corresponding to the downgoing arid upgoing blades closest to the
fuselage side. The broadband noise estimates show appreciable overprediction at the higher frequencies with the
assumed installation effects included, while the boundary-layer noise estimates seem also significant. At cruise
conditions, good correlations for the tone levels have likewise been obtained, but the broadband noise then tends to be
underpredicted. In comparison with the noise spectra measured on the complete model in the 24 'i tunnel, some
differences at the higher frequencies have been attributed to the presence of engine noise in the flight tests.
In making similar correlations for the B.Ae. HS748 aircraft under cruise flight conditions, the nett upflow angle
of about 5° into the propellers was used to estimate the differential corrections to the noise levels of the port and
starboard microphones (instead of nominal i. 1.5 dB). Again the tone SPL estimates are good up to the fourth
harmonic (rig.28). There is reasonable agreement for the installed broadband nnise up to 'requencies of 3 kHz,
although the estimated boundary-layer noise lies about 10 dB above this.
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AN INVESTIGATION

OF IN-FLIGHT NEAR-FIELD PROPELLER NOISE GENERATION AND TRANSMISSION
by
H. Bonneau

Technical Consultant Engineer
D.F. Wllford
Staff Aerodynamic!st
and
L.K.Wood
Aerodynamlclst
Pratt and Whitney Canada Inc.
P.O. Box 10
Longueuil, Quebec, Canada J4K 4X9

SUMMARY
In-flight near-field propeller noise nwasurements, made on a General Avl.itlon turbo-prop aircraft, are
reported for a range of propeller operating conditions, and are shown to be well defined and reproducible.
Measurements have been made at 8 exterior microphones; 2 located on a wing mounted boom, and 6 embedded in,
and flush with the aircraft fuselage.
Interior noise levels are also presented.
Measured propeller harmonic levels are compared to first principles calculations of near-field noise,
using a modified version of the Farassat computer program. In which the blade surface pressure is described
using the known aerodynamic properties of the blade (NACA 16) airfoil sections.
The first few; ie. the
dominant harmonic levels of propeller noise are shown to be well predicted, while higher harmonic levels
are underpredicted.
The 'transmission loss1 between exterior and interior noise levels is shown to be relatively constant
for varying propeller operating conditions and at two different locations along the length of the fuselage.
Interior noise levels are also shown for the aircraft In gliding flight at various forward
velocities, with both engines at idle and propellers feathered. A method of interpolating these measurements is
discussed, which allows the interior noise due only to the forward velocity of the aircraft, to be determined. The transmission loss for this component is also discussed.
Finally, interior noise levels are presented for a series of ground static tests with engine mounts of
various different stiffnesses.
Changing engine mounts stiffness is shown to have little effect on interior
noise levels, suggesting that there is no significant noise transmission through the engine support
structure.

INTRODUCTION
The subject of propeller noise has received wide attention because of its direct impact on passenger
comfort, and therefore on the acceptance of propeller driven passenger aircraft.
Several computer codes
are currently available for calculating propeller and rotor noise, and a comparison of three of these is
presented by Korkan in Reference 1.
The first, by Woan and Gregorek (Reference 2) has been compared with
in-flight data in Reference 3.
The other two are by Farassat, as described in Reference 4.
Hanson
(References B and 6) has also derived a method for computing rotor noise 1n the frequency domain, rather
than in the time domain, as in the above methods. However, Korkan's evaluation shows calculations of OASPL
to be different by as much as 6dB.
The primary objective of the current work war therefore to make first
principles near-field propeller noise calculations and to assess their accuracy by comparison with Inflight measured noise data.
One other area of great current Interest is that of aircraft interior noise.
References 7 and 8
discuss strategies which can be used in aircraft design to reduce interior noise, and for example.
Reference 9 discusses some recent research on this subject.
Reference 10 also discusses the Impact of
engine mount stiffness on Interior noise, which is also discussed in the present work.

COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The computer program used in the present study, the so-called Farassat program to calculate the
discrete frequency noise of conventional and advanced propellers,, employs a Finite Difference scheme to
solve the governing Ffowcs Wllliams-Hawkings wave equation.
The computing algorithm and a discussion of
the details of the methodology are Included in Reference 11. A general review of this subject is contained
in Reference 12, 1nc1ud1ng a description of the Ffowcs Wllliams-Hawkings equation and the physical
significance of various simplifying assumptions.
In particular, so-called thickness and loading noise are
often separately identified, each corresponding to one of two source terp: 'n the Ffowcs Wllliams-Hawkings
equation.
Thickness noise Is a function only of the propeller blade geometry, and loading noise of the
propeller blade surface pressure distributiop.
Two inputs are therefore funcamentally required in a noise
calculation of this type: an exact descripLlor of the propeller blade surface geometry, and of the surface
pressure field.
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The propeller blade geometry (maximum thickness, chord, camber, twist, leading edge displacement and
airfoil type (NACA 16)) were all known at 10 radial locations, sufficient to allow accurate interpolation
between them.
The blade surface pressure was calculated based on the theory of wing sections as described
in Reference 13; which considers the wing loading to consist of 3 separate and independent terms:
1)

The load distribution corresponding to the blade section thickness at zero angle of attack.

2)

The distribution correspondint, to the section mean line (having 7ero thickness) at its ideal angle of
attack.

3)

The additional

load distribution caused by an angle of attack different from the ideal value.

The blade pitch angle (which along with the twist distribution specifies the airfoil section angle of
attack) was calculated for each flight condition (altitude, propeller RPM, power and aircraft forward
speed) using a conventional propeller strip analysis method.
Adding or subtracting the velocity increment ratios, corresponding to the latter two loading
components above, gives the velocity over the blade surface pressure and suct'on surfaces from which the
blade surface pressure field is calculated.
Surface pressures were calculated in the above manner at the centre coordinates of (ISxlS) quasi rectangular elements at which the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings difference equa.ion is solved. Absorbed power was
also computed by the Farassat program and in all cases was in excellent agreement with the measured value
used to compute the blade pitch angle.
For example, a typical result was a computed power absorbtion of
214.9 SHP blade as opposed to a measured value of 216.7 SHP/blade. This agreement is an important check on
the consistency of the calculation.
In summary, both the propeller blade geometry and pressure loading were accurately reproduced in the
noise calculation; the first through a detailed knowledge of the propeller blade design and the second by
using the well known and experimentally verified properties of the single family of blade airfoil sections
from which the propeller was comprised.
Discrete frequency noise calculations are presented in the
following section and compared with measured values for a variety of flight conditions.

DISCRETE FREQUENCY NOISE MEASUREMENTS
All tests were conducted using a Pratt and Whitney Canada experimental twin engine turbo-prop aircraft.
Measurements were conducted in level flight at 16,000 feet altitude and no difficulties were
encountered in stabilizing aircraft and propeller operating conditions.
Noise measurements were made at
the microphone locations indicated In figure 1 and specified in table 1.
Two microphones with nose cones
(Bruel and «jaer 4124 and UA 0385) were installed on a wing mounted boom, six microphones (Bruel and Kjaer
4134) were installed *lush with the aircraft fuselage and two (Bruel and Kjaer 4133) were installed inside
the aircraft.
The fuselage microphones were calibrated immediately prior to installation and all other
microphones immediately before and immediately after each test flight.
Position

X3
(Metres)

(Metres)

X2
(Metres)

Fl

- 1.912

0.092

F3

- 1.806

0.297

- 1.831

F5

- 1.806

0.297

- 2.523

F6

- 1.806

0.297

- 3.609

Bl

+ 2.50

0

- 0.77

B2

+ 2.50

0

- 1.55

Table 1:

0

EXTERIOR MICROPHONE LOCATIONS

Measured noise levels were determined to be reproducible by repeating various test conditions in each
of three flight tests. Discrete frequency noise levels measured at the boom microphone, Bl, were found to
vary, typically by ± 1.7dB (95% confidence); at the fuselage microphones Fl, F2 and F3 by ± 0.8dB and at
the interior microphones 12 and 15 by ± 2.0 dB.
A single investigation of the repeatability of third
octave levels measured at one interior microphone, 12, showed these to be repeatable to within 1.0 dB.
Examples of discrete frequency spectra measured at each microphone location are shown In figure 2,
from which it can be seen that at microphone Bl, propeller harmonic levels are of the order of 30 dB above
broadband, and at all other external microphones are of the order of 20 dB above broadband. Typically from
2 to 10 harmonic levels are clearly resolved. At the interior microphones 12 and 15, the harmonic levels
are similarly approximately 20 dB above broadband.
For each test condition, narrow band spectra, such as those shown In figure 2, were determined by
linearly averaging three spectra, each corresponding to 4 seconds of recorded data and located at approximately the beginning, middle and end of each 90 second recording.
In this way, while all spectra are
calculated from only 13% of the recorded data, they are representative of »he complete loise recording.
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For completeness, the noise signal itself is shown in figure 3. The 'y' scale is arbitrary while the
time scale shows the full analyzer memory (400 msec), and also that portion corresponding to a single
spectral analysis (40 msec). As can be seen, the propeller harmonic noise is clearly resolved (with a time
period of 10.54 msec, corresponding to a propeller RPM of 1895.5). However, the uniformity of the signal
can not be easily assessed.
To investigate this, figure 3c shows the same plot, but after the data has
been filtered through a 100 Hz 1/3 octave band pass filter.
Figur» 3c shows the variation of propeller
noise at the fundamental of the blade passing frequency (BPF) tc be or constant amplitude.
To summarize, >,i eat care has been taken to ensure that quoted noise levels are accurate and reproducible. Test measurements have been repeated up to three times, in different flight tests, and in each case,
average spectra have been generated which are representative of the complete noise recording, rather than
an Instantaneous and small portion of it.
Measured harmomc levels have been shown to be accurate to
within a 90S confidence interval of less than t 2 dB.
Measured proprller harmonic levels for condition 5 are shown In figures 4, 5 and 6. Condition 5 is
for 2 propellers operating at 1900 RPM and at four different engine power settings. Conditions 3 and 4,
for which similar figures are not shown, are for 2 and 1 propellers operating at fi50 SHP and at four
different propeller RPM.
Measurements for condition 5 have been analyzed in greatest detail; harmonic levels have been determined for each of the three tests conducted, labelled 85, C5 and 05.
Measurements at microphone 81 are
shown in figure 4, represented by open and closed circles (O.«),#).
As can be seen, the three sets of
measurements are in good overall agreement, despite the fact *.hat the harmonic levels for data set C5
correspond to a reduced aircraft speed, due to an engine Installation modification to the aircraft.
Harmonic levels for the other two flights are in agreement to within t 0.7 dB as previously stated,
i.jwever, for flight test C5, the levels of higher harmonics are slightly lower, and including these reduces
the level of agreement to ± 1.7 dB.
Also shown in figure 4 are harmonic levels computed as discussed previously.
Computed levels are
shown as crosses (x), and are almost exactly linear in propeller harmonic number, n. This reproduces the
observed approximately linear decrease in measured harmonic levels (a linear decrease is the simplest
dependence that can be ascribed to the measured levels). The agreement between the first few measured and
computed levels (n = 1 through 4) is seen to be very good but levels at higher harmonic numbers are seen to
be significantly underpredicted.
Measurements at microphone Fl are shown in figure 5, and at microphone F3 in figure 6.
For these
cases, no correction has been applied to account for pressure doubling at the reflecting fuselage surface.
Figure 5 shows trends similar tc those seen In figure 4, for the boom microphone. The measured levels are
in good overall agreement (to within ± 1.7 dB), and fall approximately linearly with increasing harmonic
number.
If 6 dS 1s added to the computed levels to account for pressure doubling, the measured and
computed levels are also found to be In good agreement, although the computed levels fall off more quickly
than measured, as was seen if figure 4.
Measurements at microphone F3 are seen in figure 6 to be at the limit of resolution.
The msasured
levels no longer fall linearly with Increasing harmonic number, but in fact remain approximately constant,
suggesting contamination from background noise in levels n = 2 and above-.
An
method.

Important objective of the present work was to evaluate the accuracy of the noise prediction
An evaluation for condition 5 Is shown in figure 7a, based on the levels listed in table 2.

Spectra at each microphone position are evaluated in two ways. Firstly, 0ASPL, being the logarithmic
sum of all harmonic levels, is an overall figure which can be used to determine the accuracy of the method
for calculating the magnitude of propeller noise.
Secondly, a slope has been calculated by fitting best
straight lines through both the measured and computed harmonic levels.
(As has been discussed, the
calculated levels are almost exactly linear in harmonic number, and a linear variation is the simplest
dependence which can be ascribed to the measured levels.)
In figure 7, discrete ooints are measured values at various microphones (with 6 dB subtracted to
correct for pressure doubling at fuselage microphones) and solid lines connect the predictions. As can be
seen, the measured and computed trends in 0ASPL are very close. In particular, the noise prediction method
accurately reproduces the increase in 0ASPL with increasing engine power at all microphone positions. However, the slope, or spectrum shape, is very prorly reproduced.
At microphones 81 and Fl the measured
slope is only approximately half that predictel, and at microphones F3 and F4, It is underpredicted by
almost 8 dB (per harmonic number). However, the slopes are prodictrd in the correct order; 1e., the slope
at microphones F3 and F4 is correctly predicted to be greater than at microphone 81, which is in turn
greater than at microphone Fl.
Conditions 3 and 4 show the same behaviour.
Values of 0ASPL and slope are shown in figure 7b and
listed in table 3. As in figure 7a, computed OASPL's for microphone Fl are slightly overpredicted and for
r
microphone 81 a e slightly underpredicted.
Computed 0ASPL for microphones F3 and F4 are on average well
predicted, but In contrast to figure 7a, the results at these two microphones are asymmetric, being lower
on the port side of the aircraft (F4) than on the starboard (F3).
The slope or spectrum shape, shows
stronger dependence on RPM in figure 7b than on engine power In figure 7a; values are a^ain overpredicted
by the noise prediction ti.ethod, and seriously overpredicted at microphones F3 and F4, but as in figure 7a
are predicted in the correct cder.
In summary, the noise prediction method is shown to be reasonably successful in calculating the near
field noise around a propeller.
0ASPL is calculated to within 1.5 dB on average at several different
locations around the propeller, spanning a wide range of noise directivity However, spectrum shape is rot
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well predicted, the computed fall off 1n harmonic levels being always greater than measured.

INTERIOR NOISE
Noise levels were also measured inside the aircraft at two locations, both at the centre of the
fuselage at ear height, one just forward of the wing leading edge at the front of the passenger area, and
the other approximately three feet forward of this in the rear of the aircraft cockpit.
The aircraft
interior was standard, with the exception of two racks of data acquisition equipment, and in particular,
s'de wall treatment was of normal fabric covered panels.
Typical results are shown for conditions 5 in
figure 8.
As can be seen from the figure, both interior and exterior third octave spectra have
characteristic shapes.
Above 500 Hz, the exterior spectra are flat, while for the interior spectra the
third octave levels fall smoothly up to approximately 6 kHz.
This results in a transmission loss (the
difference between the interior and exterior spectra) which increases with increasing frequency, as shown.
To determine the behaviour of the transmission loss with changing propeller operating conditions,
measurements at conditions 5 (1900 RPM and 800 to 500 SHP) are shown in figure 9, based on unweighted third
octave spectra. As can be seen, the transmission loss results are very similar at each of the different
propeller operating conditions, there being no discernable variation with changing engine power. For this
reason, average transmission loss results have been calculated and are shown as solid lines in figure 10
for both interior microphone locations.
The shapes of the two graphs in figure 10 appear similar and in fact are the same to within an
experimental uncertainty of t 2 dB.
The average dependence of transmission loss on third octave band
number, N, in the linear region is given by:
T = 3.22 N + 7.15
Figure 10 also compares the above average transmission loss results with similar measurements made In
gliding flight. For these tests, the aircraft was flown at nominally constant airspeed, with both engines
at idle and both propellers feathered.
This is done to determine the noise 'floor' below which interior
noise can not be reduced.
As can be seen In figure 10, the transmission loss results at the location of
microphone 15 are the same in gliding flight as In powered flight, while at the location of 12 the levels
are approximately 5 dB higher. This is thought to be due to the fact that microphone 12 is closer to the
aircraft windshield, through which a disproportionate amount of noise enters the aircraft. Despite this,
the fact that transmission loss measurements are in one case the same in gliding flight as in powered
flight, and In another case are similar, is considered to confirm the applicability of an average
transmission loss to a wide range of propeller operating conditions.
As has been stated above, noise measurements were made in gliding flight to determine the contribution
to interior noise due only to the forward motion of the aircraft 1e., with no contribution from the
propeller/engine combination. However for reasons of safety, both engines were operated at idle power and
both propellers were feathered.
The gliding flight measurements may therefore contain a residual engine
noise component, and should more accurately be considered an upper bound to the airspeed generated
component of interior noise.
Measurements during gliding flight were made at three different airspeeds (112, 145 and 170 knots), at
nominally 16000 feet altitude.
In order to extrapolate measured interior noise spectra to airspeeds
corresponding to powered flight (170 to 210 knots), a procedure suggested in Reference 14 has been used, in
which e<»ch third octave level is h 'd to vary as H(l -MQ), where H Is
altitude and MQ is the Mach
Number corresponding to the aircraft forward speed.
In the present case because the altitude was kept
approximately constant at 16000 feet, the above degenerates to a linear dependence on aircraft forward
speed, which is confirmed by measured third octave levels, to within 1 dB at all frequencies. Measurements
also reveal that third octave spectra measured at the two interior microphones give the same dependence on
aircraft forward speed.
Therefore, an average interior noise spectrum for gliding flight is shown in
figure 11, for an aircraft Mach number of 0.32, a typical cruise value being 0.35.
In fact, the value of
0.35 occurs within the range of Mach number achieved in gliding flight tests so that no extrapolation of
the results is necessary to obtain the forward speed interior noise component for cruise flight.
As can be seen, figure 11 shows the forward speed component to be broadband in nature, peaking at
approximately 200 Hz. More important, a comparison with spectra for powered flight (each at the same value
of aircraft Mach number and altitude) reveals the forward speed component to be always less than the
powered flight spectra by at least 8 dB, and on average by 10 dB (above 200 Hz).
These measurements
therefore suggest that non-discrete frequency interior noise Inside a twin engine turbo-prop aircraft is
not significantly generated by the forward speed of the aircraft, but is dominated by noise generated by
the propeller and encine; in the former case by the vortex sheet shed by each propeller blade, and in the
latter case mainly by the engine exhaust.
In a final series of tests, measurements were made during a ground static noise and vibration survey
to determine the dependence of interior noise on engine
mount stiffness.
The purpose of this was to
further investigate the transmission of propeller noise into a turbo-prop aircraft interior.
It has been previously concluded by several investigators that an
Important mechanism for discrete
frequency noise transmission is through the engine mount structure. In the present testing, measurements
have been obtained with three different sets of engine mounts, one set having infinite stiffness (solid
steel) and the other two having half and twice normal mount stiffness.
Noise measurements were made at
four locations inside the aircraft and vibration measurements were made at four accelerometer locations on
the engine and engine mount frame.
The test matrix again covered a wide range of propeller operating
conditions including take-off, cruise and approach power settings.
Typical interior spectra are shown in
figure 12, and to ensure representative spectra, they have again been obtained as an average of three
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separate scan analyses. As can be seen, the spectra (and OASPL) are dominated by the first two propeller
harmonic levels.
The maximum uncertainty associated with these Is * 0.5 dB.
The time variation of all
acoustic signals was also Investigated and was similarly found to be stable.
Four Interior microphones were employed, labelled M6 through M9 In figure 13. Microphone M6 was In the
location of microphone 12 used In the previously discussed flight test. Microphone M7 was directly below
this. In the geometrical center of the fuselage (rather than at ear height) and microphone M8 was In the
same plane as M6 and M7, but was placed approximately three Inches from the fuselage wall. Microphone M9
was In the location of microphone 15.
Comparison of measurements made with the three different sets of engine mounts show that the harmonic
level at the fundamental propeller blade passing frequency changed very little with varying engine mount
stiffness.
On average the difference, as a result of changing engine mount stiffness. Is 2.4 ± 0.7 dB at
microphones M6 and M7, with the noise level being lowest at all test conditions with the steel mounts
Installed and approximately the same with either set of 'soft' mounts. The average difference In OASPL is
1.7 ± 0.8 dB. These results suggest that the engine and engine mount structure are not a significant noise
transmission path In the particular aircraft studied.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the present paper summarizes the findings of some noise Investigations carried out by
Pratt and Whitney Canada.
A first principles method of calculating near field propeller noise has been
shown to be successful In calculating OASPL, and useful as a guide for determining discrete frequency noise
In the near field. Measured propeller noise transmission loss through the cabin wall has been shown to be
unchanged over a wide range of propeller operating conditions (from take-off to flight Idle power).
Nondiscrete frequency noise has been shown to be dominated by the propeller and the engine and not significantly Influenced by the forward speed of the aircraft. Finally, It was found that Interior noise was not
reduced by changing engine mount stiffness, in this Instance.
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MICROPHONE
SHP
800
700
600
500

SPLo(dB)

Bl
PROPS
2
2
2
2

COND
5
5
5
5

OASPL(dB)

SLOPE

MEASURED
125.2
123.6
122.8
120.4

PREDICTED
126.3
125.2
123.7
122.1

MEASURED
126.7
125.3
124.3
122.1

PREDICTED
127.9
126.8
125.1
123.5

"
2
2
2

130.0
128.7
127.0
126.6

129.6
128.4
126.9
125.2

133.5
132.6
130.8
129.5

131.9
130.6
129.0
127.3

-

2.2
2.0
2.1
2.2

2
2
2
2

118.4
116.8
116.5
116.2

119.5
118.4
117.2
115.9

119.0
117.4
117.0
116.7

119.7
118.6
117.4
116.1

-

5.1
4.8
5.5
3.9

MEASURED
- 2.8
- 3.1
- 3.2
- 3.3

PREDICTED
- 5.0
- 5.1
- 5.4
- 5.5

MICROPHONE Fl
800
700
600
500

5
5
5
5

3.8
3.8
4.0
4.0

MICROPHONE F3. F4.

800
700
600
500

5
5
5
5

Table 2:

MICROPHONE

Bl

SPL()(dB)

RPM

COND

§ PROPS

B3
B4
B3
B4
B3
B4
B3
B4

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

MEASURED
126.2
125.2
123.6
123.3
122.7
121.0
121.2
117.2

PREDICTED
124.7

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

126.0
128.5
128.5
129.4
128.9
129.2
128.6
128.6

127.3

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

117.3
121.1
114.4
121.1
114.4
120.8
115.1
119.2
115.0
117.9

118.6

1800
1700

12.9
12.9
13.1
13.3

MEASURED AND PREDICTED NOISE LEVELS FOR CONDITION 5

2000
1900

-

124.4
123.7
123.2

SL(5PE

OASPI-(dB)
MEASURED
128.7
127.3
125.2
124.7
124.4
122.7
123.1
119.6

PREDICTED
126.7

131.5
132.7
132.5
133.0
131.7
131.3
130.8
130.6

130.2

118.0
121.5
115.1
121.5
115.1
121.1
116.2
119.6
114.7
118.4

118.9

125.9
124.8
124.1

MEASURED

.
.
.
-

3.6
2.9
3.0
4.0
3.7
4.3
4.8
4.3

_
.
.
-

.
-

PREDICTED
- 4.55
-

5.2";

-

6.22

-

7.32

1.6
1.9
1.8
2.3
2.7
3.2
3.8
3.6

-

2.90

-

3.80

-

4.91

-

5.93

4.4
8.1
4.5
8.1
4.5
9.9
5.1
8.3
6.4
8.5

- 11.9

MICROPHONE Fl. F2.
2000
1900
1800
1700

B3
B4
B3
B4
B3
B4
B3
B4

127.6
127.7
127.8

129.8
129.3
129.1

MICROPHONE F3, F4.
2000
1900
1900
1800
1700

B3
B4
B3
B4
B3
B4
B3
B4
B3
B4

Table 3:

117.8
117.8
116.7
115.8

118.0
118.0
116.9
115.9

MEASURED AND PREDICTED NOISE LEVELS FOR CONDITIONS 3 AND 4

- 13.0
- 13.0
- 14.3
- 15.7
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FULL-SCALE PLIGHT AND MODEL-SCALE WIND TUNNEL TESTS ON THE NEAHPIELD
NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OP AIRCRAFT PROPELLERS
Heller, H., Kallergis, M., and Gehlhar, B.
Abteilung Technische Akustik im Institut für Entwurfsaerodynamik
Forschungsbereich Strömungsmechanik
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (DFVLR)
Bienroder Weg 53, 3300 Braunschweig, W.-Germany

ABSTRACT
Flight noise tests employing a single-engine Cessna T 207 aircraft with an array of
wing-mounted microphones were conducted to investigate nearfield acoustic characteristics of a 3-blade variable pitch propeller under different operational conditions,
varying helical blade tip Mach-number, propeller advance ratio, and blade loading. A
special technique to minimize the engine exhaust influence on the propeller signature
had been developed for this purpose. Supplementary, yet much more extensive tenth-scale
tests were performed in the 'DFVLR One-Meter Acoustic Tunnel' again in the acoustic
nearfield of propellers with 2 to 5 blades over a substantial range of operational,
partially interdependent, parameters, such as helical blade tip Mach-number, blade
pitch angle setting, blade incidence angle, rotational plane attitude, and ambient temperature. These data could also be compared to some third-scale results for geometrically identical propellers. Especially the model tests allowed an exact quantification
of the effect of the various parameters on the ensuing harmonic and subharmonic propeller-noise spectra.

1. INTRODUCTION
Interior noise of propeller-driven aeroplanes is dominated by propeller acoustic radiation due to the physical proximity of the rotating-blade tips to the fuselage. Considering aeroplanes with wing-mounted engines in particular, it is quite common to position the propellers at clearances of 10 to 20 % of the diameters between the tips and
the airframe. When mounted on the wings - rather than at the tail-end of the aircraft the full "blast" of the propeller acoustic nearfield is felt by the aircraft-skin (and
- so to speak - by the skin of the passengers, being only a few feet away from the
spinning propellers, albeit somewhat protected by a low-transmission-loss fuselage).
The advent of the propfan, with its near sonic tip-speeds, is not going to lessen
the problem; until then, and in the forseeable future, the small business and the commuter aeroplanes, as well as the medium-weight to heavy transport-category aircraft
will utilize conventional or (however) "advanced" propellers with comparatively low
tip-speeds, taking advantage of the propeller's proven aerodynamic efficiency and
frugal consumption of gasoline.
A thorough understanding of the acoustic behavior of propellers, in their dependence
on geometric and operational parameters is necessary both for nearfield (passenger comfort1 and farfield (community annoyance) conditions, when attempting to develop and design acoustically acceptable propeller-driven aeroplanes.
Several studies to this extent have been initiated in the DFVLR Braunschweig Research Center /1-13/, following a two-tier approach of full-scale flight, and model-scale wind tunnel experiments. The intenL of this paper is to provide a progress-report on some ongoing studies, related specifically to the nearfield acoustics of General-Aviation propellers.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS
Both the full-scale flight and the model-scale wind tunnel tests were designed to
obtain nearfield data under conditions, where the source (i.e. the propeller) and the
receiver (i.e. the microphone) had fixed positions with respect to each other
at
realistic conditions with the propeller "flying" through the air (inherent in the
flight-test or properly simulated in the tunnel tests). Furthermore, both test-series
were to yield a maximum of results by controlled variatior. of relevant operational
parameters. It was, however, not possible to directly, t^nd quantitatively compare the
tests, and the ensuing results, since the test-propeller geotretries at full-scale and
at model-scale were different. On the other hand, equivalent trends and similar acoustic characteristics were expected to occur for both test types, thus tying them together in a meaningful way.
Some of the model-test data however, could be checked against results available from
prior, originally unrelated, wind tunnel experiments, where an exact geometric replica
of the propeller of larger dimensions had been tested, thus providing information on
the scalability of model-data, and hence on their overall validity.

*
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2.1 Full-scale Flight Tests
2.1.1 Test Specifics
The test-aircraft, a single-engine Cessna T 207 with a ö-cyliniier engine of 212 kW
rated power was equipped with an array of 8 flow-exposed 1/2-inch B&K condensor-microphones with nose-cone protection (Fig. 1) . During test-evaluation the basic microphone
arrangement was checked for its aerodynamically-induced self-noise characteristics; to
this end, the sensors were ex'-osed to quiescent air by mounting and flying them on an
(engine-less) glider plane (Fig. 2). The aircraft was equipped with a 3-blade variable
pitch McCauley propeller (type 90 DFA-10) of 2.03 m diameter with a rated-maximum
rotational speed of 2600
Fig. 3 shows the measurement array and the microphone positions, 1 m behind the propeller-plane. One further microphone was installed 0.2 m to the side of the engine-exhaust outlet. Blade pitch angle and propeller-RPM were determined by means of a photodiode, which registrated the light off a reflecting patch on one propeller-blade. Microphone- and photodiode-signals were recorded synchronously on a multitrack on-board
tape-recorder. Blade-loading - which is related to the aircraft-performance - was varied by climbing or descending at otherwise constant flight- and rotational-speed with
corresponding blade-pitch settings in an atmosphere of constant temperature. Since the
flight-speed during the experiments was generally held at 50 m/s, the flow-conditions
around the microphones and hence the self-noise remained unchanged.
The results reported in the following are presented mostly in the (sound-pressure)
time-domain, rather than in the frequency domain.
2.1.2 Test Results
(a) Separation of Engine-exhaust and Propeller-noise
A general problem in studying nearfield propeller noise phenomena on aeroplanes with
piston-engines lies in the usual coincidence of the engine-exhaust harmonics and the
propeller harmonics. An attempt has therefore been made to electronically separate the
two sources in order to obtain the "clean", i.e. uncontaminated propeller-signal. For
this purpose, the noise at the engine-exhaust orifice is monitored; after appropriate
adjustment in amplitude (to account for the propagation path attenuation from the exhaust to the wing-tip microphone) and in phase, its signal is subtracted from the combined propeller/exhaust signal. Fig. 4 illustrates the process. Here (a) shows the engine-exhaust pressure signature of the 6 cylinder-engine, as measured very close to the
exhaust-outlet, the repetitive pattern for each 6 peaks being clearly discernible; (b)
then represents the combined signature; (c/left) shows both the contaminated total signature with the (adjusted) exhaust signature superimposed and (c/right) the "clean"
signature of the propeller only, after exhaust-noise subtraction.
It is of interest to try and identify the exhaust-contribution within the narrowband
spectra. In Fig. 5 the exhaust-related "discretes" may be discerned in the combined
spectrum. In this case, it seems, that at the particular microphone location (wing-tip)
these discretes would play a minor role. The results presented in section (b) bflow
pertain to the uncontaminated ("clean") propeller-signatures.
(b)

Uncontaminated

Propeller Noise

Influence of helical blade tip Mach-number: Fig. 6 shows pressure time-histories as
observed on microphone Ml, located at a distance of 2.2 propeller-diameters to the left
of the propeller-hub (facing forward), and 11° aft of the propeller-plane. The helical
blade tip Mach-number was varied from 0.70 to 0.83 with the pitch-settings remaining
unchanged at 18.2° and 13.6°. Here the blade pitch is defined as the angle at the 75%
radial station between the plane of rotation and the blade chord. This Figure inherently illustrates the effect of a blade tip-speed (rotational speed) change, since all
test-results were obtained at the same forward flight speed but at different rotational speeds.
For helical blaae tip Mach-numbers (HTM) between 0.70 and 0.73, the pressure signal
exhibits a somewhat sinusoidal shape. The peak-to-peak amplitude is nearly the same at
both HTMs, while at HTMs from 0.76 to 0.79 the peak pressures grow in magnitude and assume an increasingly impulsive character. At the same time, the peak-to-peak amplitude
increases. The essential change in the signal occurs at a HTM of 0.83, where the negative peak pressure amplitude exceeds the positive one, although the latter too has
grown in magnitude, such marked peiks having their origin in the advent of compressibility-effects.
Influence of blade pitch angle setting; Fig. 7 shows signatures for a constant HTM
of 0.83 at microphone-position Ml, as function of the blade-pitch angle (affecting both
axial and circumferential forces). With growing angle, both the peak-to-peak amplitude
and the signal width at zero-pressure crossing increase, resulting in higher sound levels. For the highest blade pitch angle of 18.2°, the pressure amplitude is twice that
at the lowest angle of 12.9°. On the other hand, the ratio of the signal width at the
3-dB-down-point(half amplitude) and the peak-to-peak amplitude remains approximately
constant.
Fig. 8 shows more clearly - within a direct comparison - the pitch-angle effect for
j
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otherwise constant conditions at HTMs of 0.83 and 0.73, resp., again at microphone Ml.
Finally, plotting the peak-to-peak amplitudes vs. the blade-pitch angle for conditions
of a high HTM (equal to 0.B3) shows these to grow with that angle (Fig. 9).
Influence of radiation direction: Although covering only a small fraction of the
azinmthal range around the propeller (11° to 24°, where the tct-ational plane corresponds to 0°), some information on the pressure signature directivity characteristics
may be obtained. Fig. 10 shows corresponding results; it should be kept in tnin^, however, that the microphone/propeller-hub distances vary from about 1.5 D (microphone Mb/
to 2.2 D (microphone Ml), where D stands for propeller-diameter, such that directivity
and nearfield/ farfield transition effects are intermingled. Procetding then from M6 to
Ml (distance and directionwise), one observes a conspicuous change in signal-character;
the "Mike 6-signal" is charaterized by pronounced positive pressure peaks, by far exceeding the negative portion, while the "Mike-1-signal" shows a more symmetrical positive/nsgative energy distribution. In the absence of results from more measurement
points around the propeller, no definitive answer to the reason for such variations in
the signature-character istict may be given.
2.2 Model-scale Wind Tunnel Tests
2.2.1 Test Specifics
Supplementing the full-scale flight-tests on propellers, and allowing - after all a much wider range of parameter-variations, model-scale tests in specially suited (i.e.
acoustically treated) wind-tunnels are necessary. The DFVLR has recently designed and
built an acoustic wind tunnel (Fig. 11) in its Braunschweig Research Center, providing
a quiet and low turbulence (<0.25%) flow emanating from a 1 x 1 m2 nozzle at speeds of
up to 65 m/s into an anechoic (fi „,. ■ 124 Hz) chamber of 7.5 x 7.5 x S^m3. This facility is presently used for extensive model tests on aircraft-propellers.
Fig. 12 shows the general set-up, positioning the test-propellers one nozzle width
downstream of the nozzle. A close-up of the propeller drive-system, consisting of two
tandem electric motors of 7 kW total power at rotational speeds up to 20.000 RPM, appears in Fig. 13.
The test propellers of 0.273 m diameter and fixed geometry allow
variation of blade number (2 to ii, see Fig. 14) and blade pitch setting; rotational
speed in conjunction with tunnel flow speed provides helical blade tip Mach-numbers in
excess of 0.9 (for the 2-blade propeller at high advance-ratio).
The test propellers corresponded in their blade-form and profile to those used in a
propeller-developmental program conducted by the
DORNIER company in close cooperation with the 'Propellerwerke Hoffmann', and the DFVLR /14, 15/. In this program, various propellers were to be tested at 1:3 model-scale in the DFVLR-Göttingen'Three-meter
Low Speed Tunnel', and selected ones under 1:1 full-scale flight conditions on the
DORNIER TNT-experimental aeroplane.
For the subject model-experiments in the DFVLR Braunschweig One-meter Acoustic Tunnel, one propeller was selected for testing at 1:10 scale, a planform and profile-sections appearing in Fig. 15, twist-, blade-chord-, and thickness- distribution in Fig.
16. The propeller-blades were made of carbon-fiber, thus minimizing mass while still
providing a sufficiently accurate surface-finish. Mthough the in-flow microphone (a
nose-cone protected B&K 1/4-inch diam condensor microphone) could be freely moved in
axis-parallel and lateral directions, the majority of the tests occurred at an in-plane
position of 2 propeller-diameters from the center of the hub (equal to 1.5 diameter to
the side from the rotating tips).
The test arrangement allows variation of the attitude of the propeller-plane with
respect to the prevailing tunnel-flow direction (within -7.50/+15°) ; furthermore, the
tunnel-flow temperature could be varied from a starting temperature up to a maximum
steady-state temperature by switching off the tunnel-flow cooler and letting the temperature climb. The starting-temperature roughly corresponds to the prevailing ambient
(summer-temperature e.g. 15 "C, winter-temperature lower), while maximum temperatures
of about 35 0C could be achieved.
Several farfield microphones, outside the f.ee-jet tunnel-flow were positioned at
lateral distances of about 10 propeller-diameters, but no data-reduction for these has
yet been performed. However, a lateral, through the shear-layer, sweep was made to explore sound-signal variations with growing distance from the rotating blade-tips when
also passing the highly turbulent free-shear flow regime.
In addition to measuring rotational speed and instantaneous blade position by means
of a photo-diode/reflecting pad arrangement, the propeller total thrust could be determined by neans of a force-gauge appropriately positioned on the support-pylon; however
no direct measurement of power or torque was possible, other than inferring these from
the voltage and current drawn by the electric motors.
2.2.2 Test Results
Most of the test-results pertain to one lateral nearfield measurement point only
(in-plane
one propeller-diameter from the tips to the right, when looking towards the
propeller from upstream), and are presented in the frequency domain. Depending on the
band analysed, either 0 to 6, 0 to 12, and 0 to 25 kiloHertz, the analysis bandwidths
for the narrowband spectra were 12.5 Hz, 25 Hz and 50 Hz, resp.

'
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(a) Subharmonic Spectra
While it is known that the harmonic spectra of propellers - in addition to showing
the basic blade number times rotational speed related discrete frequencies - exhibit
subharmonics (between the rotational frequency harmonics), these have been tied to unavoidable manufacturinq differences of the blades and to more or less random flow incidence irregularities or attitude changes. Although this reasoning is certainly true, it
is difficult to quantify such effects. If the amplitude of such subharmonics (relatei
to a once-per-revolution event) are substantially below the fundamental "blade-passage'-spectrum, they may be ignored. However, as the model-tests showed, the subharmonic spectrur may approach, or even exceed the harmonic spectral levels, thus contributing or even dominating the overall propeller-noise spectrum. While the relative
importance of such subharmonic spectra might also depend on the absolute scale of a
propeller (perhaps relatively less important for full-scale propellers), their appearance and magnitude should still be a function of geometric and operational parameters.
Hence, the available experimental data was systematically screened for information
on the parametric dependence of subharmonic characteristics, mostly for the 2-blade
model rotor.
Influencq of Advance Ratio: Fig. 17 shows spectra of the 2-bladed propeller at a
blade-pitch angle (BPA) setting of 20° at the 75 % radial station under conditions of
constant helical blade tip Mach-number (HTM) of 0.75 for blade-tip advance ratios (AR)
of, respectively 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25. This change in AR corresponds to effective
blade-incidence angles at the 75 % radial station of, respectively, 9.3°, 6.0°, 3.7°,
and 1,0° (since there exists a 50-twist between the 75 % radial station and the blade
tip), indicating that high blade incidence angles with correspondingly high lift (approaching flow-separation and/or causing thick wakes) tends to emphasize the subharmonic spectrum, in the top-frame of Fig. 17, for the highest blade-incidence angle, the
subharmonic spectrum exceeds the harmonic one. Fig. 18 shows corresponding results for
a HTM of 0.85, where for diminishing blade-incidence angles an amplitude drop of the
subharmonic spectrum occurs.
Influence of Helical Tip Mach-number: Maintaining on the other hand, a BPA of 20° as
well as an AR of 0.2 (i.e. blade-incidence angle equal to 3.7°) at HTMs of 0.65, 0.75,
0.85, and 0.97, as shown in Fig. 19, illustrates the increasing importance of the subharmonic spectrum also with Mach-number. (Note however, that the relative importance
tends to diminish with growing Mach-number as the comparison for HTMs of 0.81. and 0.97
indicates. )
influence of Blade Pitch Angle Setting: Comparing spectra at corresponding AR but
different BPAs of 20° and 27°, maintaining however the HTM at 0.75, shows the higher
BPA to cause relatively more intense subharmonic spectra (Fig. 20). This is readily explained by the different effective blade-incidence angles at the same AR. Specifically,
at an AR of 0.15 the incidence angle is 6.5° for a BPA of 20°, and 13.5° for a BPA of
27°; likewise at an AR of 0.20, the number-pairs are 3.7o/20o vs. 10.8o/27o, while at
an AR of 0.25 the number-pairs ate lo/20o vs. 80/270. Hence, expectedly, it is the local flow-conditions in terms of the effective blade-incidence angle (rather than the
advance ratio) which determines the relative importance of a subharmonic spectrum. Accordingly, spectra shoula - for different blade pitch settings - be compared on the basis of the blade-incidence angles, in order to yield similar harmonic and subharmonic
spectra.
Influence of Blade Number: Whiit' the dependence on operational parameters of the
subharmonic spectral characteristics could best be demonstrated on a 2-bladed propeller
(as illustrated in the previous 4 Figures), since 2 blades in their geometries or settings might be distinctly different, looking at 3-, 4- or more blade propellers, there
could exist more similarity between 2 or 3 blades, rather than all 3 or 4 blades being
distinctly different.
The purpose of presenting Fig. 21, where spectra of a 2-, 3-, and 4-b1aded propeller
are shown for otherwise identical blade-settings and operational conditions (BPA=23.50,
AR ■ 0.15, HTM = C.65) is merely to indicate that indeed there is one (subharmonic)
discrete tone between the harmonic tones each for the 2-blade propeller, two then fc;r
the 3-blade propeller and three for the 4-blade propeller, as should be expected. It
seems, however, that the relative importance of a subharmonic spectrum diminishes with
growing ''ade number. It is of interest to note, that the level-envelopes of the harmonics are independent of blade-number.
(D) Harmonic Spectra
This section serves to illustrate the characteristics of the harmonic (rather than
the subharmonic) spectra in their dependence on operational parameters. Data will be
presented in spectral-envelope form, depicting the harmonic peak-levels only.
Influence of Blade Number: Varying the number of blades (from 2 tu 6) at otherwise
constant operational conditions yield essentially identical harmonic envelopes. Fig. 22
shows such envelopes for BP;-settings of 23.5° and an AR of 0.2 for HTMs ranging from
0.45 to 0.85. The harmonic levels follow constant HTM-line essentially independent of
the number of blades. Mach-number certainly has the overriding influence.
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Influence of Blade Pitch Angle; Testing the behavior of the harmonic levels for 2
different blade-pitch anglet» (20°and 27°) demonstrated again the local blade incidence
angle to be the decisive physical quantity. Fig. 23 shows, for 2 helical blade tip Mach
numbers of 0.75 and 0.65, the harmonic envelopes for respectively two combinations of
blade-pitch and advance-ratio. If these combinations cause the same local blade incidence angle, then the levels are identical.
Influence of Helical Blade Tip Hach-Number; Maintaining blade-number, advance-ratio
and blade pitch-setting (and thus blade incidence angle), an increase in the helical
blade tip Mach-number expresses itself in a pronounced level-growth and the appearance
of ever more harmonics. Fig. 24 exemplifies this behavior on the example of a 2-bladed
rotor, with an AR of 0.2, and a BPA of 20°, resulting in a blade incidence angle of
3.7°. (The Figure also contains not directly comparable data for a lower HTM of 0.56
too, but here AR was 0.25, with an ensuing incidence angle of 1.0°.)
Influence of Blade Incidence Angle: To illustrate the decisive role of the blade incidence angle - at respectively constant helical blade tip Mach numbers -, Fig. 25
shows for HTMs of 0.56, 0.65, 0.75, and 0.85 spectral envelopes for the 2-blade propeller, where advance ratio and blade pitch setting combinations were selected to cover
blade incidence angles ranging from 1.2° up to 13.5°. Within each (approximately) constant HTM, the harmonic levels order themselves according to the blade incidence angle
with higher incidence angles causing higher levels. The relative increase seems approximately independent of HTM.
Influence of Rotational Plane Attitude; The effect of unsymmetrical inflow into the
propeller plane, corresponding to an aircraft attitude change with respect to the main
inflow direction, has been tested by changing the attitude within (a) a small range
from -0.6° to +2.5°, and (b) a large range from -7.5° to +15°, where 0° corresponds to
a dead-on inflow into the propeller-plane. Here the microphone remained at a fixed position, lateral to the plane of rotation and one propeller-ciameter distance from the
rotating tip.
A positive attitude-change indicates an inclination towards the microphone, and vize
versa. Rotational direction, as seen from the front (with the microphone to the right)
was - as always - counterclockwise.
The results are presented in the following two Figures. Fig. 26 shows for the
2-blade propeller at constant AR of 0.2, BPA of 23.5° and HTM of 0.75 the rather small,
yet systematic, changes in spectral envelope caused by attitude-variations from -0.6°
to +2.5°. The changes correspond to approximately 0.5 to 1 db per degree of attitude
change, with negative attitudes being more noisy than positive ones.
This tendency is more obvious from Fig. 27 depicting results for rather pronounced
attitude-changes between -7.5° and +15°. Data are shown for two HTMs of 0.9 and 0.7,
for the same AR and BPA-settings, whereby - very roughly - an overall 0.5 dB per degree
of attitude change is observed. This behavior is readily explained, since higher levels
are observed when an altitude change causes the blade-incidence angle of the blade
moving owards the microphone to increase.
Influence of Ambient Temperature; The helical blade tip Mach-number is known to decisively determine propeller noise-levels. HTM itself depends, of course, on propeller
rotational speed, forward flight speed, and speed-of-sound, hence on the ambient temperature. It is thus possible to achieve the same HTM through various combinations of
these 3 quantities.
Fig. 28 illustrates - for 3 respectively constant HTMs of 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 - the effect of an ambient temperature change from 150C to 30oC on the harmonic levels. Inspecting the 3 sets of data-pairs, one finds, for example, that the ambient temperature of
150C requires a rotational speed of 272 Hz (at a flow-speed of 46.7 m/s) to obtain a
HTM of 0.7, while the temperature of 30° requires correspondingly 279.3 Hz (at a flowspeed of 47.9 m/s). Although, then, the HTM is the same, the harmonic levels differ
fairly substantially with a growing tendency with harmonic number. The corresponding
effects at higher HTMs are less pronounced, in that the level- difference reduces to
about 2 dB for a HTM of 0.8, and to about 1 dB for a HTM of 0,9.
Reverting back to the HTM = 0.7 data, one finds the rather substantial level-difference to be accompanied (if not caused) by a fairly small rotational speed change of
less than 3*. Such a change at a full-scale situation would correspond to an RPM-change
from 1630 to 1675 per minute, or a tip-speed change from 240 m/s to 233, for example.
The chord-based Reynolds-number for the model-tests at the two test-conditions were,
respectively, 0.313 millioi at 150C and 0.297 million at 30oC, corresponding to a 5%
change.
One might thus tentatively conclude, that helical blade tip-speed, r?ther than helical blade tip Mach-number, determines propeller-noise characteristics. Unfortunately,
no test data at constant tip-speed for various ambient temperatures are presently
available.

;
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2.2.3

Pressute Time-history (waveform) and Ensuing Spectrum

Some initial evaluation of the relationship between the waveforms and the corresponding narrow-band sc ..id pressure level spectra from the tenth-scale model test, employing the 2-blade propeller, show the typical change in waveform with helical blade
tip Mach-number; raising HTM from 0.7 to 0.9 changes the waveform from a "shallow",
somewhat sinusoidal or cupped-triangular shape to a distinctly impulse-type shape with
pronounced negative peaks and very narrow pulse-widths (Fig. 29). At the same time, the
peak-to-peak amplitude grows from about 80 Pa to 450 Pa, while the corresponding harmonic spectra show an increasing number of harmonics, together with the characteristic
rise of the harmonic-level envelope with growing HTM.
2.2.4 Comparison with Third-scale Data
The model-test data reported so far and acquired in the DFVLR-Braunschweig One-meter
Acoustic Tunnel relate to a scale-factor of 10. However, third-scale data were available for a geometrically identical 4-blade propeller of scale 1:3, obtained in the
DFVLR-Göttingen Three-meter Wind Tunnel /16/. In this case, acoustic signals were measured with a microphone only 0.14 diameters to the side of the propeller tips; this distance corresponded to a full-scale situation, where the propeller tips were that close
to the fuselage. Within the tenth-scale tests, it was possible to exactly match the geometric and operational conditions of the third-scale Lest, so that a direct quantitative comparison is possible, at least for the first few rotational harmonics.
The results for 2 conditions are shown in Fig. 30, where the harmonic spectra for
the tenth-scale tests are displayed, and the harmonic levels of the third-scale tests
drawn in as short horizontal lines. TABLE I shows the geometric and operational conditions for the comparison, indicating that advance ratios and helical blade tip
Mach-numbers were matched exactly, as well as the nondimensional measurement distances.
Fig. 30a, where comparative data are shown for a blade-pitch angle of 20°, exhibits
agreement within 1 or 2 dB for all six harmonics, while Fig. 30b, displaying comparative data for not exactly matched blade-pitch angle settings of 25° (tenth-scale) and
25.4° (third-scale) shows better agreement for the first 4 harmonics, with a subsequent - probably systematic - discrepancy for higher harmonics (fifth and sixth). This
discrepancy could be tied to the - albeit slight - differences in blade angle.

Fig.

Scale

Prop
Diam
(m)

Tunnel
1-m BS
3-m Go

Blade
Pitch
Angle

Rot.
Speed
(1/8)

Flow
Speed
(m/s)

Adv.
Ratio

Hel.
Tip
MachNbr.

Distance
Tip to Mike
Nondim.l
Dim.
(m)

1:10

0.273

1 m

20°

265

58

0.255

0.683

0.038

0.14 D

1:3

0.91

3 m

19.6°

79.5

58

0.255

0.684

0.127

0.14 D

1:10

0.273

1 m

25°

265

58

0.255

0.683

0.038

0.14 D

1:3

0.91

3 m

25.4°

79.5

58

0.255

0.684

0.127

0.14 D

30a

30b

TABLE I:

Propeller Operational Conditions for Tenth-scale/Third-scale comparisons

In all, the scaling from tenth- to third-scale yield satisfactory results, lending
credibility to small-scale tests, and indicating further that the Reynolds-number may
play a minor role. It seems important however to match test-conditions very precisely
to obtain quantitatively reliable results.
It should be noted, that a somewhat better criterion on the scalability of propeller-noise data from small-to-large scale would be a check on the basis of the respective pressure waveforms - rather than of the spectra - since similarities or dissimilarities become more obvious in a time-domain representation.
3. DTSCUSSION
Both full-scale flight and tenth-scale (as well as third-scale) wind tunnel tests on
General Aviation propeller nearfield acoustics mostly in the plane of rotation, or
slightly aft, exhibit certain common characteristics. Helical blade tip Mach-number has
the most pronounced effect both on the pressure time history of the propeller nearfield
signature and on the ensuing sound pressure level spectrum. While at relatively low
helical blade tip Mach-numbers (HTM), say around 0.70 to 0.73, the waveform (pressure
time history) exhibits a more sinusoidal or triangular pattern, increasing the HTM
towards and up to values of 0.83 (flight tests) or 0.97 (wind tunnel tests) causes the
waveforns to assume a distinctly impulse-type shape, with pronounced negative peaks,
and rapidly growing pressure peak-to-peak amplitudes, indicating the advent of compressibility effects and the predominance of thickness noise. In correspondence to the
increasingly more needle-type waveform the harmonic spectra are characterized
by a
growing number of discrete components, totally dominating the spectrum at high helical
Mach-numbers.
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The tenth-scale propeller tests revealed certain characteristics of the subharmonic
spectra (i.e. the once-per-revolution discretes and multiples thereof), being a function of both geometric and operational conditions. The relative amplitudes of the subharmonic discretes are largest for low advance-ratios (causing relatively larger bladeincidence angles). In fact, the subharmonic spectral levels may exceed those of the
harmonic spectrum; the relative importance of the subharmonic spectrum - as compared to
the haromonic one - seems to increase with helical blade tip Mach-number. Also, morebladed propellers are less prone to a predominance of subharmonic components than those
with fewer blades. However, subharmonic spectral levels may also depend on the absolute
scale of the propeller, such that at model-scale manufacturing or blade geometric differences may have a more pronounced effect than if a large-scale propeller is considered .
Harmonic levels are independent of blade number; as verified in the small-scale tunnel tests, the level-envelopes are essentially the same, whether 2-, J-, 4-, 5- or 6bladed propellers are tested for otherwise matched conditions. Testing (2-blade) propellers at different advance ratios and blade-pitch angle setting, such that the ensuing blade incidence angles are the same, yields identical harmonic levels. Hence, a low
blade-pitch at high advance ratio may generate the same harmonic spectrum as a high
blade-pitch at a low advance ratio. Thus, it is the (local) flow incidence at the given
helical blade tip Mach-number, that determines levels, rather than an advance ratio or
a blade pitch angle setting by itself.
Blade loading (as dependent on the blade-pitch angle at gi' en rotational and flight
speeds) distinctly changes the pressure time waveform and the ensuing harmonic spectrum. Its influence becomes stronger with helical blade tip Mach-number.
Even minor attitude changes of the propeller rotational plane with respect to the
onflow direction - as occurring during ascending or descending flight - causes perceptible level changes. Approximately 0.5 to 1 dB per degree attitude change was observed,
whereby a negative attitude (turning the rotational plane away from the observer point)
was to cause the higher levels. Su-h a situation would exist under a take-off/climb
condition with the observer on the ground.
Keeping all other operational conditions constant, but varying the ambient temperature caused fairly pronounced effects on the harmonic levels, more so at lowei helical
blade tip Hach-numbers, than at the higher ones.
For a HTM of Ü.7, for example, a
change in ambient temperature from 15°C to 30oC raised levels by 3 to 6 dB for the
first few harmonics. However, maintaining the HTM at different ambient temperatures
inheiently requires an adjustment of the rotational and flow ("forward-flight") speed,
if advance ratio is also maintained. This then, for the lower temperature yields an
effejtively lower tip speed (rather than tip Mach-number). Therefore, at iower HTHs,
where compressibility effects are not yet present, it is the (helical) tip speed, and
not so much the helical tip Mach-number, which determine the noise levels. At higher
HTMs close to Ü.9 and above, where compressibility effects occur, the Mach-number rather than the tip-speed - determine the levels; hence for the same HTM, even when
ambient temperature and ensuing rotational and flow speeds differ, the same harmonic
levels occur.
An important justification for scaled-model tests lies in the scalability of results
towards full-scale. In aerodynamics, the Reynolds-number (in addition to the Mach-number) determine scalability. Reynolds-number may only be ignored, if defined separation-
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rather encouraging results, in that the harmonic levels up to the first four to six
agreed within 1 or 2 dB. However, no waveform comparison, representing the much more
sensitive criterion, or a full-frequency-range spectral comparison was possible. Still,
comparing propellers of diameter 0.273 m and 0.91 (considering that GA propeller diammeters of 1.8 m are quite common, thus being only a factor of 2 off), and showing harmonic-level
'
' aagreement, must, at the very least, be considered as encouraging to proceed
with the sia 11-scale tests, with the expectation to obtain quantitatively scalable
results.
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Schematic of Test Aircraft with Microphone Designations and Positions
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Fig. 19

Subharmonic Spectral Characteristics for 2-Blade Propeller at
Constant Blade Pitch Angle Setting of 20° and Constant Advance
Ratio of 0.2 for Various Helical Blade Tip Mach-numbers
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Subharmonic Spectral Characteristics at Constant Advance Ratio of 0.15,
Blade Pitch Angle Setting of 27°, Helical Blade Tip Mach-number of 0.64
for 2-, 3-, and 4-Blade Propellers
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Influence of Blade-incidence Angle AS in Particular (and other
Parameters as in the Legends) on the Harmonic Levels of a
2-Blade Propeller for Various Helical Blade Tip Mach-numbers
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Influence of Major Propeller
Rotational Plane Attitude Variations for a 2-Blade Propeller at Fixed Lateral In-plane
Microphone Positions for two
Helical Blade Tip Mach-numbers

Fig. 28

Influence of Ambient Air Temperature for Constant Helical
Blade Tip Mach-numbers of 0.7,
0.8, and 0.9
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Frequency
(a)

Blade Pitch Angle Setting
20° (1:10 Scale) and
19.6° (1:3 Scale)

Fig. 30

Note:

(b)

Blade Pitch Angle Setting
25° (1:10 Scale) and 25.4'
(1:3 Scale)

Harmonic Level Comparison of 4-Blade Propellers of Scale 1:3 and 1:10
under Matched Geometric and Operation«! Conditions: Helical Blade Tip
Mach-number 0.68, Advance Ratio 0.255. (Spectrum and Circles Correspond to Tenth-scale Propeller of 0.273 m Diam., Horizontal Lines to
Third-scale Propeller of 0.91 m Diam.)
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CABIN NOISE REDUCTION FOR A NEW DEVELOPMENT
TURBOPROP COMMUTER AIRCRAFT
BY
A, CARBONE, A. PAONESSA, AERITALIA SAIpA, POMIGLIANO D'ARCO, ITALY
L. LECCE, F. MARULO, ISTITUTO PROGETTO VELIVOLI, NAPOLI, ITALY
SUMMARY

The program followed to attain an interior noise level similar to turbofan aircraft in
a new design tvrboprop commuter is described. The neöd for an early consideration, in
the definition phase of the aircraft, of the acoustic requirement for configuration development is stressed, alom with some peculiar characteristics of this program. After
a brief presentation of features of the aircraft related to interior noise control, the
analytical and experimental models developed in the course of program are discussed.
Some of the results of the studies are presented, clarifying the impact that they have
had on the configuration of •-he aircraft.
The output of three structural analysis theoretical procedures is compared to experiments.
Two of these procedures, the pane] -stringer periodic model, and a simplified FEM analysis, are found adequate to represent experimental findings.
The cylindrical shell - frame model is found not representative of test results.
Sidewall treatment performance is discussed, with reference to theoretical and experimental results. The noise reductions measured in a furnished fuselage are compared to data
obtained without interior treatment.
Future developments and recommendations for additional work are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION
Reduction of interior noise in propeller driven aircraft to levels comparable to those
obtained in turbofan transports has been recognized by several institutions as a leading
factor in the acceptance from the travelling public of new generation turboprop aircraft
(1).
This paper presents some of the results obtained so far in the program that has been start
ed with the purpose of developing the acoustic configuration of a new design turboprop
commuter well in advance of its introduction in service.
The aircraft program is the ATR-42, a joint development of Aeritalia of Italy and Aerospa
tiale of France.
Several studies are presently under way on the interior noise reduction of propeller aircraft. The vast majority of published works was originated by the recognized need for research in this field, to develop technology required to make feasible the advent of propfin. Some work has been performed to quiet existing aircraft, civil and military.
The research aimed to control of propfan noise has provided several results concerning
the noise source, the mechanism of noise generation (2) and transmission (3) to the fuselage, the means for reducing internal noise acting on the source (1), (4). These results
have been partly used in new commuter aircraft. In addition, a large effort is under way
to fully model the relationship between internal and external noise and to validate the
theoretical results. No studies are available in the technical literature, to the knowledge
of these authors, concerning correlation of theory with full scale results. Little is pu
hlished on means being studied to achieve noise reductions larger than those given by ^on
ventional primary fuselage structures and add-on systems, without increasing the sidewalT
mass to unrealistic values.
Some reports exist on noise reduction programs performed on existing aircraft (5), whose
main indication is the need for working at the same time on the several factors affecting
internal noise, because of the relatively small effect of each.
The propfan research follows the goal of achieving a full understanding of all the mechanisms involved, ^iven the time frame considered for this propulsion technology.
The work on existing aircraft is more concerned with achieving some practical results,
soon.
The program described in this paper follows an approach that is much closer to what is
being done on noise attenuation of existing aircraft. Having dealt with this problem at
a much earlier stage of aircraft life, however, has brought to the development of theoretical and experimental tools whose main purpose is to assist in taking decisions on aircraft configuration before production starts and to allow development of interior noise
attenuation technology.
2. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Interior noise control of ATR-42 has been considered from the first phases of aircraft
configuration definition. Achievement of a maximum level of 78 dBA-alsle seat, passenger
head position, typical cruise condition -, the aim set for this airplane in a fully deve
loped acoustic configuration, was soon understood to be possible only giving due conside
ration to the following items:
A - The general configuration of aircraft
B - The external noise sources
C - The structural configuration of the fuselage
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D - The cabin interior
E - The internal noise sources
AIRCRAFT GENERAL CONFIGURATION
Propeller distance from fuselage is an obvious factor in determining the noise level set
on cabin exterior. However, the strong influence that it exerts on the vertical stabilizer size requires a convinced commitment toward the acoustical quality of the aircraft to
let it to be influenced by noise considerations. The selected distance of propeller tip
from fuselage skin is 0.82 m, corresponding to a distance to propeller diameter ratio of
0.207, one of the largest values for this class of aircraft.
Structural vibration excitation of noise is a well known effect to turboprop aircraft manufacturers. The G222, a medium sized military transport powered by two General Electric
T64 engines with Hamilton Standard three bladed propellers and, alternatively, by two
Rolls-Royce Tyne's with BADG four blade propellers, presents an increasing internal noise
from the wing section to the rear that has been explained with the excitation of its low
tail by propeller wakes.
This led to the recommendation for a high tail configuration, that is the solution selected
for the aircraft,
PROPELLER SELECTION
Tip speed, diameter, blade number, blade load distribution and planform shape are the main
factors that influence both noise generation and propulsive efficiency and, some of them,
weight. These factors were evaluated with the manufacturers resulting in the selection of
Hamilton Standard 14SF, 3.96m diameter, four blade propeller.
FUSELAGE STRUCTURE
Fuselage sidewall construction has a strong effect on low frequency propeller tone transmission to cabin interior as demonstrated by analysis of stiffened panel dynamic response.
Consideration of interior noise in fuselage sidewall design led to theoretical and experimental developments treated in some detail in following sections.
CABIN INTERIOR
Differences found in flight tests performed on G222 in one configuration having thermal
insulation blankets on fuselage structure and in a so-called VIP version featuring an
elastically suspended sidewall trim and a commercial transport type interior, with
seats, carpets and overhead bins, provided a first insight in the acoustic performance of
interior treatment. Since the intended sidewall construction of ATR-42 was so much diffe
rent from G222, it was decided that a theoretical and experimental development of cabin
interior, based on the close modelling of configurations being considered, was needed.
INTERNAL SOURCES
This item has also received attention from the beginning of program. It will not be discuss
ed in this work.
3. ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENTS
Priority has been given to the development of analytical tools, capable of a detailed representation of fuselage structure dynamic behaviour and of effects on fuselage response
of add-on systems like vibration absorbers and damping. Sidewall treatment insertion loss
and cavity acoustical modes have also been modelled.
These models can become parts of a more general procedure for the analysis of sound transmission inside the fuselage. Such a development will be attempted once experience gained
in this production program will have shown the limits of validity of each tool and indicated more appropriate analysis techniques, as reported afterward.
In the following, models of the dynamic behaviour of the structure and of sidewall treatment transmission loss are discussed.
FUSELAGE STRUCTURE DYNAMICS
In recent years some analytical methods to predict aircraft interior noise have been developed, among which (6), (7), (8). A very useful analysis of limitations and capabilities
of these methodologies is reported in (9) and (10), that with their 171 and 135 references give a wide overview of contemporary research status. Here it is of interest to point
out that to allow a numerical evaluation of interior noise these procedures have to make
some simplifying assumptions of the configuration of the structure under analysis. If this
can be acceptable for preliminary evaluations of noise transmission inside fuselage, when
attempting a detailed analysis of structure dynamics for design purpose it is of importance to have the capability to model the contribution of all structural components, consistently with limitations posed by computation power availability.
After a critical evaluation of methods being developed (14), it was decided to implement
the structural dynamic analysis methodologies developed by Sen Gupta (11), (12), (13).
These techniques combine transfer matrix and wave approach (TMWA) to derive closed form
solutions of the displacement of a periodic structure under acoustic pressure excitation.
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Two computerized procedures have been realized, based on these methods: PESAL (14) and
NAT-DASC (15) , (16) .
For a detailed discussion of the methods, reference should be made to Sen Gupta work.
Program PESAL allows studies of the modal dynamic response of the fuselage Interframe
periodic structure, assuming it to be flat, infinite and simply supported by two infinitely rigid elements simulating fuselage frames (figure 1), taking into account the structural details of panel and stringer, undor pressurlzation loads. Curvature effects are
simulated by a ficticlous plane stress increase. The acoustic field excitation used in
ATR-42 studies has a white noise spectrum and infinite trace velocities along the circum
ferential and longitudinal directions.
Program NAT-DASC calculates the modal dynamic response of the "Cylindrical shell-frame"
periodic structure, taking into account, among the various parameters, pressurization ef
fects and warping, non-simmetry and excentrlclty of frame section (figure 2).
A white noise spectrum, infinite trace velocity alorg both directions, acoustic excitation is usually considered.
These models have been applied, (14), (15), (16), to the analysis of some fuselage structures. Interesting results were obtained (16) using NAT-DASC program to compare the "base line" and "advanced" fuselage configurations of the three aircraft studied in (8), with
conclusions similar to those found with different methodologies.
Program PESAL has been used to perform a parametric study of the ATR-42 fuselage structure
configuration, on which selection of some structural parameters was based. This followed
experimental corroboratlon obtained by flat panel model tests. Some of these results are
presented in a following section.
Program NAT-DASC has not been used in fuselage configuration definition, lacking an expe
rimental confirmation of its results. A later comparison of NAT-DASC outputs with data
obtained in the fuselage section test, documented in the following, has shown strong dif
ferences, leading to the conclusion that the procedure cannot be used in fuselage design studTes.
SIDEWALL TREATMENT TRANSMISSION LOSS
The sidewall treatment (fiberglass batting, blanket cover, trim panel, air gap, septa)
effect has been described with reference to Beranek and Work model (17). The fuselage,
the trim panel and the septa (including blanket covers) are assumed in the calculations
as limp masses. Transmission in the sidewall treatment is considered normal to the wall.
The resulting computer program, NAT-TPL, after being found in agreement with experimental
results on flat panel treatments, has been used to perform trades on different configura
tions and materials of the sidewall for selection of the aircraft solution. Some results
are discussed in a following section.
4. EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENTS
The experimental program has been established with the main purpose of developing the acou
stic configuration of fuselage sidewall structure and add-on systems, namely the thermoacou
stical insulation, the interior trim panels with their mounting, damping and vibration
absorber devices.
Most of the studies are performed on a full scale fuselage section, 6 bay long (3.25 m) .
Part of the sidewall structure and add-on system work has been done on flat panels.
FLAT PANEL VIBRATION TEST
Two test articles are available, resembling structural solutions being traded.
Each article is made up of a panel, having the width of a fuselage bay, and of seven strin
gers spaced as on the aircraft. Damping is applied at the two shortest edges to reduce wave
reflections at these discontinuities. The sample is attached to very rigid frames on the
two long edges, and is free at the two short. This installation simulates the infinitely
long, rigid frame, stringer/panel model described in the analytical model section.
A modal analysis is performed on the centre bay, using the Single Point Transfer Function
technique.
SIDEWALL TREATMENT FLAT PANEL TRANSMISSION LOSS
The same test articles and a similar fixture as in previous test are used. ABS trims, of
different surface densities, are bolted to the rigid fixture. Fiberglass blankets with
covers typical of aircraft applications can be installed in the trim/panel gap. Fixture
is connected to the edges of a window opened on one wall of a semi-anechoic chamber, 1.5
x 1.5 x 1.5 m.
Acoustic excitation is obtained through a loudspeaker system driving an acoustic horn resting on the sample fixture (fig. 3). One external microphone at the tip of a probe mounted
at center of the horn reads sound pressure on sample surface.
Several microphones are mounted inside the chamber. Chamber walls are lined with constant
thickness fiberglass providing absorption characteristics as in a typical furnished aircraft.
This set-up is used to acoustically test sidewall treatments coupled to the fuselage panel.
FUSELAGE SECTION TEST
The test article (fig. 4) duplicates the fuselage structure construction, including windows
and floor structure.

Or. some tests only one window row was present, with window glass changed with an aluminum
panel of the same mass as the glass.
The interior of the test article (fig. 5) can resemble the various solutions taken under
consideration for the aircraft. The baseline configuration consists of three longitudinal
beams for each side, elastically suspended on the frames, to which ceiling panels, baggage
bins, and the lateral trim panels are attached. Acoustical effects of seats and carpeting
are simulated by some foam material distributed in the test article (fig. 6).
The test section is terminated at each end by a reinforcing flange riveted to the skin,
through which the article is suspended to the holding structure.
The test rig is designed to allow section pressurization. The cylinder is closed at the
two ends (fig. 7) by heavy caps - about 350 Kg, each - bolted to flanges,9 PSI being max
allowed pressure differential. The caps are connected by means of a spring system to the
fixture, with a resulting isolation above 20 Hz. The suspension system is designed so to
allow longitudinal motion of one section end to avoid loads not present on
aircraft. The interior of the end caps is covered with 0.1 m deep fiberglass.
Two types of tests are performed on the fuselage section, modal analysis and noise reduction.
Figures 8, 9 are schematics of the instrumentation used. Figure 10 shows the test article
assembled on the fixture, with the point force and the acoustical excitation in place.
The single point force excitation is provided by an electrodynamic shaker having a force
output of about 40 N. The acoustic excitation is given by two pairs of high and low frequency electrodynamic drivers installed on the rear wall of a box having the opposite side open. The box is placed with its open side close, but not in touch, to the fuselage
skin.
In the modal test, acceleration at about 200 points has been measured, using 2 gr accelerometers for panel and 11 gr accelerometers for frame vibration tests.
In the acoustic test 9, 1/2 inch pressure type microphone (fig. 6) are used inside and 7,
1/4 inch pressure type microphones outside the fuselage, reading skin pressure. One external microphone is flush mounted at the center of a window with its membrane tangent to
window skin, its body being inside the fuselage at the interior pressure. Rear side of membrane is vented outside.
The other external microphones are installed with membrane perpendicular to fuselage skin.
One of them is mounted near the flush microphone to provide an indication of the installation effect, that is applied to the readings of remaining external microphones.
All tests are performed using a semi-automated procedure started by the test operator during the data acquisition phase. Data are stored on the magnetic mass memory of the test
dedicated computer, a Sei 32/35, for the following analysis and presentation.
5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Theoretical and experimental studies have been conducted, that are still under way for
certain aspects, having the main purpose of providing information for selection of fuselage structural and interior elements having an impact on the interior noise of the aircraft.
Contribution to the definition of fuselage structure configuration has been given on the
basis of results obtained by the panel/stringer theoretical model, confirmed by flat panel tests available at the time configuration was frozen. Later, data collected during
modal testing of fuselage section brought to the decision to add shear ties between frames
and panels where they lacked in the baseline configuration. Development of sidewall treatment has been based on theoretical analysis and on the output of tests performed on flat
panels and on the fuselage section. This test article, still undergoing experimentation,
is the heart of the development program under discussion. It is used to understand the
effects of modifications to the baseline. In addition, it is providing results for the
development of damping and vibration absorber technology. Lack of previous experience in
the use of such experimental methodology does not allow yet to take the output of this test
as an absolute estimate of aircraft behaviour. In particular, model scale effects are not
clear at this moment. Still it is felt that, if used for the purpose of deriving comparisons among different acoustical solutions, the results of this experimentation are reliable,
Although the program being discussed has not as its main purpose the development and the
validation of theoretical procedures, results obtained can be used to infer limits and
merits of the analytical approach used.
FLAT PANEL VIBRATION ANALYSIS
Two possible configurations of fuselage interframe structure have been realized with test
articles consisting of flat panels with stringers mounted at a constant pitch, 0.12 m and
0.24 m respectively.
The panel resonant frequency, as found in the test and from program PESAL analysis, in
the no pressurization case, is as follows
PANEL

STRINGER
PITCH (m)

FRAME
PITCH (m)

1
2

0.12
0.24

0.53
0.53

RESONANT
FREQUENCY (Hz)
EXPER.
THEOR.
124
122
78
77.7

Measured and calculated transfer functions are compared in fig. 11. It should be noted
that the theoretical transfer function refers to a uniform acoustic pressure field excitation, the measured transfer function to an impulsive type excitation.
More modes are present in the experimental transfer function with respect to theory.
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This is explained with the not perfect realization on the test article of assumptions
contained in the theoretical model. Namely, test article is not infinite in length, giving
rise to resonances in the direction perpendicular to stringers in particular the 48 Hz
mode. Production tolerances introduce non uniformities that make the structure non periodic. Figures 12, 13 show theoretical results concerning the effect of pressurlzation. Vibration level is practically not affected, 1st mode frequency increa',es with in plane
panel stresses.
Figure 14, shows the importance of stringer spacing and damping on vibration response.
For the structure analyzed, subject to pressurlzation, inter-stringer panel first resonance
frequency is well above stringer frequency, also at the higher stringer pitch values considered. This makes the first periodic structure mode to be influenced by stringer behaviour, and then effective vibration reductions are obtained by just increasing the damping
of the stringer. First mode amplitude is practically not affected by panel damping. As
a result of this study and of an evaluation of panel radiation efficiency variation with
stringer spacing, a pitch smaller than required by purely structural considerations was
selected in order to reduce resulting acoustic power radiation inside the fuselage and
to increase resonant frequencies.
FUSELAGE SECTION STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
Several studies, (7), (10), (18), concerning aircraft interior noise have evidenced the
need for performing modal analysis of the fuselage structure as a means for a better understanding of acoustic transmission Inside the fuselage.Examples of this approach are reported in (19), (20) .
An experimental modal analysis can provide the following results:
1 - Definition of structure natural frequencies
2 - Mode shape analysis and contribution of various structural elements
3 - Loss factors associated to modes
4 - Definition of factors having an effect on the use of noise attenuation devices like
vibration absorbers, damping materials, anti-vibration mounts for the interior furnishing.
An experimental modal analysis using the single point transfer function technique of fuselage structure has been performed (21) on the fuselage section test article. Theoretical
modal analyses have also been performed by the NAT-DASC periodic cylindrical structure
procedure and by a finite element method. The experimental analysis has first evaluated
some effects concerning the test set-up. The six rigid body frequencies of test article
have been determined, all being below 15 Hz. Two excitation types, one vertical on the
fuselage bottom and a second horizontal at window height, both at panel/frame interfaces,
have been tried. The horizontal excitation has been selected, more modes and with higher
amplitudes being generated. Three different pick-up arrangements have been used to the purpose of defining contributions of various structural elements. Test has covered frequency
ranges from 50 to 500 Hz. Pressurized and unpressurized conditions have been tested.
A strong influence of structure asymmetries like windows on one side only, floor, fusela
ge
cross-section shape and non uniform distribution of frame shear-ties, has been
evidenced in the mode shapes.
Mode amplitudes at window locations and at the fuselage crown intersections with frames
having no shear-ties appear to be much larger than at frame locations where shear-ties
are present and no window is adding its mass to the moving structure. The parts of the
fuselage located under the floor move with very small amplitudes.
A comparison has been made of resonant frequencies and loss factors of the first modes,
for the bare fuselage structure, with and without pressurlzation, as well as for the furnished fuselage. It confirms the expected effect of pressurlzation on resonant frequencies,
shown for one mode in Figure 15. A large impact on mode frequencies is found by adding
the sidewall treatitant, overhead bins and ceiling, and masses simulating items attached
to interior holding secondary structure and hand carried baggage. The analysis of mode
shapes in this case has given some difficulties, a larger number of acceleration readings
than for the bare structure being more appropriate. Mode loss factor increases by a ratio
of two, in the average. Modal density, considering only the larger amplitude modes, is
smaller in the case of the furnished fuselage, with three modes in the range 50-80 Hz that
are completely missing.
A comparison of experimental modal analysis data with theoretical predictions has been
performed. Mode shapes and frequencies have been calculated using the program NAT-DASC
and the program Nastran.
Program NAT-DASC describes the behaviour of an infinite cylinder with circular frames at
a constant pitch. Frame parameters as in the fuselage section have been used, with no possibility to simulate non uniformities due to shear ties actual distribution.
Panel parameters are those of test article, with added the smeared mass of stringers and
windows. No possibility exists in this program to simulate floor structure.
Figure 16 provides the calculated transfer function frame acceleration - acoustic pressure, the latter being associated to an acoustic field with infinite trace velocities in
the two directions.
Modes predicted by the program have no similarity with modes found experimentally, being
fewer and with different frequencies.
Program Nastran has been used to describe the forced response to a pressure field, equivalent to the one considered in the NAT-DASC analysis, of a structure being a simplified
simulation of the test article. It consists of one frame with attached masses on both sides equal to those of panels, stringers and windows present in the two adjacent half bays.
The actual distribution of shear ties on the frame is duplicated, and the floor structure is introduced.
Figure 17 compares mode shapes of first modes found theoretically with FEM and experimentally, for the non pressurized, unfurnished fuselage.
Figure 18 compares mode frequencies, theoretically calculated with FEM, and experimental.

Table 1 provides the list of resonant frequencies found with the two theoretical models
and experimentally.
Some agreement and general resemblance of FEM theory and experiment outputs is visible
in these comparisons.
Present formulation of NAT-DASC procedure has not been found adequate for studies of fuselage structure configuration.
As a result of the experimental investigation of dynamic behaviour of structure, the decision has been taken to use shear ties all along frame, in order to decrease panel motion.
In addition, modal information is being used in understanding fuselage noise reduction
and in developing means for reducing interior noise,
SIDEWALL TREATMENT TRANSMISSION LOSS
The sidewall treatment acoustic performance ha:., been studied theoretically using the procedure NAT-TPL described in a preceding chapter, and experimentally with results from the
semi-anechoic chamber facility; it is to be noted that the experimental set-up is finalized to read a "Noise Reduction" parameter, obtained as the difference between exLernal
sound pressure level and the average of the levels at some microphones in the chamber, Se
mi-anechoir chamber room constant is similar to that of typical commercial aircraft interior, at the middle-high frequencies. This set-up is meant to furnish the relative effects
of different sidewall treatments at the speech interference frequencies. At lower frequencies, dimensions of chamber and possible effects of curvature on sidewall treatment performance advise to use a different approach for this particular evaluation. Test on the fusela
ge section has provided this information.
To the pur; ose of comparing experimental results with tho-e from the theory, a "Transmission Loss" parameter was derived from test data using sound pressure readings close to
double wall structure.
Some comparisons are shown in figures 19, 20. It is clear that agreement greatly improves
for configurations including fiberglass blankets in the gap between trim and stringer-skin
structure. This may be caused by the fuselage panel and the trim panel being simulated
in the analytical procedure as limp masses.
Agreement in the configurations that include fiberglass is consistently good at the frequencies of interest. Instrumentation dynamic range limitations and some possible leakage
effects can explain the large differences at high frequencies.
The analytical procedure and the experiments have been used to accomplish a trade on effects like distribution of the mass between trim and blankets, air-gap/fiberglass sequence, fiberglass density, thickness and flow resistance.
Results have confirmed solutions presently used on commercial aircraft. Spec'fically, low
density, high flow resistance materials are found to provide best compromise between weight
and attenuation, wherever space available for treatment allows to obtain requested isolation effectiveness with blanket thicknesses smaller or equal to trim/structure gap.
FUSELAGE BEHAVIOUR WITH ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
Acoustic tests are being performed on the fuselage section, with various interior configurations, to the purpose of developing understanding of optimum solutions for items of
furnishing having an effect on interior noise. In addition, effect of structural modifications and add-on systems - damping, vibration absorbers - can be checked.
Other model tests of a similar nature have been conducted (7), (18). The intent in these
cases has been to validate theoretical prediction methods and to obtain experience on
heavy double wall systems.
Results of experiments on the fuselage section cannot be simply extrapolated to full scale
aircraft, reason being the scale effects inherent to this test. At this time scale effects can be identified as follows:
A - Geometry. Cross section of test article is full scale, length is 3.256m, versus 10.2 m
of aircraft fuselage, from forward baggage compartment partition with passenger cabin
to aft cabin-galley partition.
Low frequency structural modes, probably below propeller noise fundamental frequency,
and acoustics of the cabin are influenced.
B - Source. Level distribution and phase relationship of sound on fuselage surface are
different from aircraft.
Noise is generated on one side only of test article. Effect of asymmetry of real acoustic field (1) on the two sides of fuselage is not taken into consideration.
Absolute level of excitation has been determined to be uninfluential up to 130 dB, li^
mit of the source system used, other than for usual noise floor problems at the low
amplitudes.
Some of above factors can be investigated using the same test set-up. A better understanding will be developed at the completion of flight tests on aircraft.
Effect of pressurization on noise transmission inside the fuselage is taken into consideration in this test, differently from the other mentioned above (7), (18).
This effect is mainly determined by fuselage structure response and by the larger characteristic resistance of the receiving space.
Figure 21 reports the Noise Reduction functions for a furnished configuration of test article, with and without pressurization. Acoustic excitation used to derive these data is
white noise. The reduction of attenuation in the pressurized condition varies with frequency, being larger at higher frequencies.
This result, and other similar obtained during the program, demonstrate the need for including pressurization among parameters to be taken into account in model tests.

Figure 22 presents accelerations measured on the elastically suspended secondary structure holding the interior and on the lateral trim panel, both ratioed to acceleration measu
red on a frame, at the point of attachment of anti-vibration mount. Below 250 Hz trim panel vibration is much larger than motion tranbinitted through the elastic suspension. Acoustic excitation from fuselage panels and trim panel resonances cause these differences.
At higher frequencies, attenuation provided by acoustic insulation blankets in configurations typical for this class of aircraft makes the lateral panel motion similar to vibration input, in the average.
Table 2 presents an analysis on the Noise Reduction spectrum of furnished and bare fuselage section configurations, where frequencies at which attenuation is in a dip are compared to main structure and interior resonances. Analysis is based on 1.25 Hz bandwidth spectra. Doth configurations where pressurized. The correspondance between attenuation minima
and some of acoustical and structural resonances is good.
COMMENTS TO RESULTS
Data presented in this section allow to draw some comments on the problem of Interior Noise prediction of a turboprop aircraft.
Low frequency Noise Reduction prediction is the area of greater concern. It has a large
impact on the accuracy of dBA and OASPL predictions of the Interior Noise, and this is
the frequency range where simplifying assumptions in the description of the source, the
dynamic behaviour of structure and interior trim, and the cabin and sidewall treatment
acoustics can induce discrepancies with respect to the reality of the aircraft.
Experimental modal analysis performed on the bare and furnished fuselage section has shown
the importance of a detailed description of the main structure, that should consider also
the attached mass-spring system of the interior furnishing.
The level of detail required appears to be higher than in prediction procedures presently
under development.
On the contrary, the good correlation obtained in this program between acoustic mode frequencies predicted using a simplified approach, and measurements, shows that predictions
of the receiving space acoustic behaviour, especially when performed considering the actual
cabin geometry (7), should be of much less concern.
Obviously the presence of several tones in the source spectrum makes the calculation of
Interior Noise highly uncertain,
even if more detailed analysis methods were made available. However, procedures that included more details than presently available could provide
a better understanding of the extremes of the range in which the real interior noise parameters would fall. Such procedures, in addition, could be very useful in the design of the
acoustic configuration of the fuselage.
It is with this perspective that, as suggested by Sen Gupta (13), studies will be started
by the authors, on the integration of FEM and TMWA methods for a more detailed description
of the primary fuselage structure.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The program has been discussed for the development of the acoustic configuration of a
turboprop commuter aircraft. The analytical and experimental tools employed have provided
valuable information for definition of structure and sidewall treatment of fuselage. Limits of these tools have been evidenced, that do not allow their use ror a reliable prediction of fuselage attenuation in flight. Flight tests that are planned in 1985 will provi.
de a better understanding of their limits and of ways for widening their capabilities.
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PROPELLER AIRCRAFT CABIN VIBRATION AND
NOISE-EXCITATION, SOURCES, AND PATHS
R.E. Donham, F.J. Balena,
E.Z. Bochary, and O.K. Lichr
Lockheed-California Company
Burbank, California

SUMMARY
The potential sources and paths by which the propeller produces structural
responses resulting in vibration and noise in the cabin of a transport aircraft
are discussed. New low-cost, convenient experimental and analytical techniques
are described for evaluating the excitations; propeller airborne pressures on
the fuselage shells, slip-stream-induced forces on the wing and tail, and
oscillatory forces on the propeller. The techniques described make use of
ground determined structural signatures to relate forces with vibrations or
noise, and of propeller signatures from flight tests which define the vibroacoustic contributions of individual propellers.

INTRODUCTION
The advanced turboprop-propulsion system, addressed in a NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency
(ACEE) program (Ref. 1), describes a significant part of that program making the internal
vibration and noise environments competitive with those of turbofan aircraft. Vibration
and noise are closely related, inasmuch as vibration of the fuselage shell and floor
produce the noise heard in the cabin.
The background of a more hostile environment, in terms of propeller torque and advanci^.j
tip Mach number, indicates that every source and every path by which vibration and noise
enter the cabin must be considered in designing advanced turboprop aircraft.
Until recently, we have dealt with the most obvious source, the oscillatory pressures on
the fuselage shell, airborne from the adjacent propeller.
It is toward the understanding
and evaluation of all excitations and their structural and vibroacoustic effects that
this paper is addressed. New experimental and analytical techniques are described for
evaluating the propeller input forces on the fuselage shell, the slip-stream-induced
forces and moments on the wing and tail, propeller blade/engine forces and moments as well
as the contributions of each, separately, to the structural responses, including the
noise and vibration in the cabin. With the excitation forces and responses evaluated in
magnitude and phase, design approaches to controlling structural fatigue and the vibroacoustic environment can be enunciated logically.
Flight tests, ground tests, and theoretical analyses have been carried out to investigate
the following propeller aircraft input sources/paths:
o

Airborne/fuselage

o

Wing in slip-stream

o

Tail in slip-stream

o

Propeller forces/moments

o

Multiple propellers

PROPELLER SIGNATURES
Test Signatures
As reported in reference 2, the acoustic and vibration propeller signatures measured on a
Navy/Lockheed P-3C four-propeller patrol aircraft were validated by using them to predict
the noise levels at 12 test locations for later test runs at the same altitude and speed.
To determine propeller acoustic or vibration signatures from test data, knowing the propeller phase angles, it is, in theory, necessary only to measure the sound pressure (or
vibration) vector at four different known combinations of propeller phases to find the
signatures. In practice the accuracy is improved by using more data points in a leastsquares determination^ which is included in the computer code LOCKPHASE, a FORTRAN
program developed for signature analysis.
Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
flight test data. Figure
at the same phase angles.
results both acoustically
shown as pressures in psf

show the 'heory and results of these LOCKPHASE analyses, using
6 and 7 shows that both the average noise and vibration minimize
Figures 8 and 9 show the improved 1/3 octave from flight tests
and vibrationally obtained using LOCKPHASE angles. These are
(pounds/square foot) and velocities in in/sec (inches/second).

Addition?1 conclusions on propeller signatures from reference 2 follow.
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1) Outboard propellers are significant contributors to the noise and vibration in the
fuselage (pointing up the probable importance of the wingborne excitations) .
2) Smaller synchrophase errors (than the observed i 5-degree propeller shaft angle phase
variations) are desirable to achieve optimum noise/vibration conditions; the eightand ten-blade propfans will require still more accuracy.
3) Much of the wide variability of noise measurements for a given multipropeller airplane
can be attributed to differences in phase angles; no future propeller-powered airplane
vibroacoustic tests should ever be made without accurately measuring and accounting
for the relative propeller phase angles.
Although the use of propeller signatures has an immediate payoff in its ability to predict optimum phase angles for minimum overall or weighted sound and vibration levels, its
most promising use is as a tool for separating and evaluating the vibroacoustic source
and path systems.
In this respect they are used in conjunction with structural signatures, as described in the following section.
EXPERIMENTAL STRUCTURAL SIGNATURES
An exploratory test was conducted at Lockheed in May 1980 to determine whether and under
what conditions tap signatures can be used to determinf vibroacoustic transfer paths, in
lieu of the alternative more difficult ground vibration tests.
It was concluded from
these simple tests that transient inputs can be used to investigate vibration and noise
transfer functions and transfer paths with such apparently linear systems as the P-3
structure.
The precautions taken for this test should continue to be observed, e.g., to
select conditions of low ambient noise level, to make on-the-spot analyses with portable
analyzer equipment to check the quality of the data, to select hammer masses appropriate
to the local mass being excited, and to make multiple taps at each location to maximize
the signal, rejecting taps showing overloads or poor input force time history.
The
primary check on the data quality is the coherence.
GROUND MECHANICAL EXCITATIONS OF THE P-3 AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE
Until recently, primarily the airborne transmission of propeller noise and vibration has
been studied.
The next step in the methodical noise and vibration control process is the
investigation of structureborne propagation paths.
To be successful, low cost and convenient experimental techniques are needed to facilitate the acquisition of an empirical
data base.
A promising test technique is the impulse method which uses an instrumented
hammer to excite the .tructure.
Impulse hammers are widely used in modal studies of structures for the determination of
prominent mode shapes and modal damping.
To use hammers on such massive and complicated
structures as transport aircraft raises a number of questions.
Can sufficient force be
imparted to the large mass of the aircraft throughout the frequency range of interest?
Do nonlinearities exist which render the test method useless:
It also has been questioned whether measurable cabin noise radiation may be produced from a distant input point.
A Lockheed P-3C aircraft was used to compare two methods for the mechanical excitation of
aircraft structure to verify their inLerchangeability.
An electrodynamic shaker, using
three different signal types, and an impulse hammer were compared as mechanical exciters
for the aircraft.
Both methods produced comparable frequency response and transfer function measurements.
The shaker must be used with caution to prevent the generation of a
significant airborne noise component.
The hammer is not as sensitive to this limitation
but an adequate number, at least 50, impulses must be made at each input point to reach
a sufficiently high confidence level for the measurement.
Figures 10 and 11 shows the excitation points which are implicitly selected to provide
input sources/paths related to airborne/fuselage, wing in slip-stream, tail in slipstream, propeller forces/moments and multiple propellers.
Test Objective
The design of a propeller-driven aircraft with an acceptable cabin noise env ironment
requires as a first step an understanding of the noise source and its propag ation path
characteristics.
Existing aircraft may be used to measure noise path parame ters and
establish a useful data base.
One approach to the determination of the tran smission
efficiency of structureborne noise is to employ a means of vibratory excitat ion that
generates little airborne noise.
This requirement can be, at least, partial ly met by the
use of electrodynamic shakers and impulse hammers that can excite the aircra ft structure
in the frequency range where the cabin noise problem is the greatest.
Elect rodynamic
exciters are the traditional tool"? us d for this type of a problem, but thei r use
requires a great degree of care, thi-ir setup is a laborious process, and the y cannot be
connected to every part of the aircra-.t.
However, impulse hammers provide a very flexible approach that can easily be used on virtually any part of the aircraft and permit
rapid data acquisition.
Hammers, however, have not been used in the past on such complex
structures and in frequency regimes where structural modal analysis was not the primary
consideration.
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It was necessary, therefore, to design and conduct a test which allows the direct comparison of shakers to impulse hammers as mechanical exciters for a complex aircraft
structure. The test objective then was to measure the structuroborne noise transmission
and radiation characteristics of a P-3C aircraft when the engine, wing, fuselage, and
empennage are excited by electrodynamic shakers and impulse hammers.
Force Inputs
A P-3 aircraft structure was excited by two different methods, an electrodynamically
driven shaker and an impulse hammer.
The shaker was supported
the case of the fuselage
mounted horizontally. A
suitable mounting plates

by a test stand and located under each of the input points.
In
sidewall input points (numbers 801 and 901) the shaker was
220 Newton M-B shaker was connected by an instrumented shaft to
that were bolted to the structure.

The connecting shaft was instrumented with a strain gauge. The force calibration was
performed by Specialized Testing Services of Burbank, CA. A Hunter Model L-30 spring
type gauge was used to measure a steady force while the output voltage was recorded.
A 1.4 kg instrumented impulse hammer with a 44 Shore A hardness tip was used to tap the
structure at the input points. The hammer was made and calibrated by PCB Piezotronics,
Inc. of Buffalo, NY. The force gauge-hammer assembly PCB Model 086B20 was calibrated as
a system by the pendulum impact method.
Instrumentation
Four microphones and seven accelerometers were installed on the P-3C to measure its
structural and acoustical response to the mechanical excitations. The sensors were laid
out according to the schematic presented in Figure 12.
The microphone systems consisted of Bruel & Kjaer condenser microphones connected with
short cables to their power supplies then linked with 30 meter cables to variable gain
Ithaco preamplifiers. The accelerometer systems were made up of Endevco piezoelectric
accelerometers joined by 30 meter cables to Endevco charge amplifiers that were coupled
to variable gain Ithaco preamplifiers.
The microphone systems were calibrated end-to-end by a Bruel and Kjaer Model 4 320 pistonphone after they were suspended 0.3 meter (12 inches) away from the fuselage sidewall.
The accelerometer systems were calibrated by a Bruel & Kjaer Model 4291 calibrator prior
to their installation. The four sidewall accelerometers (Al to A4) were installed on the
outside of the fuselage. They were attached with double backed tape on the frames at the
fuselage stations. Accelerometers A5 and A6 were mounted on the floor above the front
spar and A7 was on the rear spar.
Test Conditions and Data Acquisition
The test was conducted on November 20 and 21, 1982 at Burbank, California. A current
production aircraft P-3C S/N 5753 was located in a production stall and the shaker control,
signal conditioning, and tape-recording equipment was housed in the adjacent service
building.
The shaker could be controlled to provide single frequency sinusoidal, swept sinusoidal,
random, and square wave inputs to the structure. Single frequency sinusoidal inputs were
used at 68.75, 136.0, and 204.7 Hz to correspond to the 4P, 8P, and 12P propeller orders
of the P-3C. A rate of one Hz per second was used for the sinusoidal sweep which started
at 60 Hz and ended at 215 Hz. The random input was a white noise signal which was filtered to concentrate the exciting force in the frequency regime of interest. A square
wave input was utilized to simulate a harmonic spectrum but the results were not analyzed
due to its poor second harmonic content.
Prior to the actual data acquisition, the shaker or the hammer excitations were applied
until optimum gain settings were made on all transducer preamplifiers. During the shaker
tests, steady state conditions were maintained for one minute while the swept sine tests
required three minutes. The hammer tests required 50 impulses to obtain the desired
amount of signa1 averaging. The random error is inversely proportional to the square of
the number of averages, reference 4.
The force input level from the shaker or, in turn, from the hammer was recorded simultaneously with the four-microphone and seven-accelerometer outputs on a RACAL FM 14 track
tape-recorder. The remaining two tracks were used to record an TRIG time code and the
voice annotation.
For logistical reasons and aircraft availability constraints, not all the input types were
used at all the input points. Table No. 1 lists the test conditions and shows the actual
input types used.
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Results
The sinusoidal inputs are around 153 dB, which is equivalent to 45 Newtons (10 pounds)
of peak force, while the tap and random inputs average about 140 dB, i.e., 10 N (2.2
pounds)/Hz. Example of transfer functions and coherences between the microphones and
accelerometers and the force input at the fuselage sidewall are shown on Figures 13
to 16.
Microphone and accelerometer 1 are both close to the input point and show a strong
response to all the excitations, excellent correlation with all inputs, and coherence
functions near unity.
In general, the data from the inputs show very good correlation among all the responses
with very good coherence functions indicating adequate signal to noise ratios. There
seems to be only one prominent structural mode that was excited; it is at 120 Hz.
On the logarithmic scale
1 Newton

=

120 dB,

1 Pascal

=

1 g

=120 dB

94 dB, and

The frequency response, or transfer function, was measured in terms of acceleration/force
and (sound pressure level)/force. The transfer functions then are expressed in units of
g/N and Pa/N. To illustrate this with a numerical example, suppose the transfer function
is -73 dB with a force input of 153 dB, the transfer function tor accelerations would be:
,, ,D
■73 dB

■

80 dB
T53-dB

or

0.01 g
-4TN

or

0.1 g
TFTb

and for the sound pressure levels
7i Aa
dB

-73

B

80 dB

rsT-dl

or

0.2 Pa

TS-TT

^
or

0.2 Pa

To~TF-

Table 2 summarizes part of the acoustic data experimental results for a constant force
input of 100 pounds at various input locations for each microphone.
The magnitude of these noise contributions in decibels can be compared with the following pressure equivalents, from ref. 2:
0.084
0.042
0.021
0.0105
0.0052

psf
psf
psf
psf
psf

= 106 dB
= 100 dB
= 94 dB
= 88 dB
= 82 dB

PROPELLER FORCES
Oscillatory forces on the propeller itself are difficult to estimate. Nonuniform inflow,
due to angle of attack, will produce significant once-per-revolution (IP) loads on the
blade, and curved flow will cause 2P blade loads. While these modify the airborne
pressures on the shell, the IP loads are not transmitted as oscillations into the mounts
if the propeller has more than two blades, and the 2P loads are not transmitted as
oscillations if the propeller has more than three blades. A four-blade propeller will
transmit 4P oscillations from 3P, 4P, and 5P blade load.-, and a ten-blade propeller will
transmit 10P oscillations from 9P, 10P, and IIP blade loads. The higher-frequency blade
load content exists for nonlinearities producing impulsive-type inputs, such as blade
passage through locally nonuniform airflow or discontinuous occurrences like blade stall
or shock-induced separation in part of the blade load cycle.
Panel methods have been under development during the last 20 years to permit threedimensional aerodynamic methods to be applied to flow field analysis. QUADPAN (Quadralateral Panel) is an advanced subsonic panel method, developed by Lockheed-California
Company, reference 5.
Figures 17, 18, and 19 shows the P-3 QUADPAN model and plots of the calculated vertical
velocity fields for the numbers 3 and 4 propeller planes for one condition. The propeller
gear box steady (OP) and unsteady (4P) forces and moments, due to propeller blade aerodynamic calculations using the QUADPAN velocity field components, are given on Table 3.
These are for a rigid blade assemption and presently are not correlated with test data.
The strength of these 4P gear box loads, compared with Table 2, suggests that the degree
of isolation provided by the engine mounts at 4P (68 Hz) is important to cabin vibration
and noise.
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The upwash effects of the wing system are found to be important to the IP propeller blade
loads. Amplification of the free stream angle of attack by 1.34 times for the outboard
propellers and 1.48 times for the inboard propellers as derived from QUADPAN compares
favorably with the 1.30 and 1.60 factors deduced from propeller measurements.
The nacelle and flowing inlet descriptions in QUADPAN are the dominant factors influencing
the higher harmonic aerodynamic propeller blade loads. Quasi-static calculations, using
the in-flow velocity fields, all three components, over the propeller disc in combination
with the propeller blade geometry for various combinations of power and angle of attack
are given for all four propellers in Table 3.
Test/correlations are underway, as well as investigations of engine mount isolation at
4P (68 Hz) for low strain levels.
CONCLUSIONS
o

The comparison between different mechanical exciters of the P-3C aircraft structure
verifies interchangeability between electrodynamic shakers and impulse hammers, provided adequate safeguards are present in the case of the ohakei to provent additional
noise path contamination and an adequate number of taps are made in the case of the
hammer to provide the necessary signal to noise ratios.

o

QUADPAN results indicate that nacelle/inlet and wing system can produce nonuniform
flow fields which results in 4P aerodynamic propeller blade loads such that support
forces and moments may be important to cabin vibration and acoustic levels.

o

Wing and tail propeller slipstream excitations can be important to the P-3 based on
mechanical excitation test results.

o

The linear superposition of propeller vibration and acoustic signatures, coupled with
the highly linear response of the P-3 system, makes it very likely that indirect force
analysis methjds can be applx^^, reference 3.

o

The sources/paths that influence cabin vibration and noise probably varies considerably between configurations. Mechanical excitation techniques may be useful in providing some quantification of the relative importance of each source/path for a
specific existing configuration.
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TABLE 1. TEST CONDITIONS FOR THE MECHANICAL EXCITATIONS OF THf P-3 AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE

INPUT
POINT NO.

INPUT
LOCATION

901

FUSELAGE SIOEWALL, LEFT

502

STABILIZER ROOT, LEFT

104

WING ROOT, LEFT

020

INBOABO EN? NE NACELLE, LEFT

010

OUTBOARD ENGINE NACELLE, LEFT

103

WING BETWEEN NACELLES, LEFT

030

INBOARD ENGINE NACELLE, RIGHT

040

OUTBOARD ENGINE NACELLE, RIGHT

901

FUSELAGE SIDEWALL, RIGHT

702

STABILIZER ROOT, RIGHT

HAMMER
IMPULSE

X
X
X
X

RANDOM

INPUT TYPE
SHAKER
SWEPT SINE

SINE

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

TABLE 2. MEASURED P-3 ACOUSTIC TRANSFER FUNCTIONS AT 68 Hi
(dB LEVELS FOR 100 LB FORCEI
EXTEnNAL EXCITATION:

FUS -INBDNAC.

MICROPHONE

FUSELAGE AT
PROPELLER
PLANE

GEAR BOX OF
INBD NACELLE

WING FRONT
BEAM

FRONT BEAM
HORIZ.
STAB. ROOT

#1
#2
#3
#4

100
76
87
78

71

88
88
88

81
88
83
83

69
79
91
73

TABLE 3
LOCKHEED P3C ORION AIRCRAFT
MACH = 0.39, SEA LEVEL, THRUST = 1900 LB
FIXED HUB AXES
CRUISE POWER DISTORTION PATTERN FOUND WITH ENGINE INLET FLOW
UNITS LB, FT-LB AND DEC
-SHEAR
-YAW-

MOMENT
PITCH

RIGHT
RIGHT
-UP—
—TORQUE
THRUST
LIFT-OP— —4P- -OP— -4P— -OP— -4P— -OP— -4P— -OP— -4P-- --4P —

278

NO.
157
NO.
575
NO.
33
NO.
-706

0

ALFA = INCIDENCE = 0, UNIFORM FLOW
0
0
0
0
0
0 8867
ALFA = INCIDENCE = 0, UNIFORM FLOW
-1
0 -957
0
13
0 8810

0

0

0

0

1 PROP, ALFA
175 -133
1 PROP, ALFA
195
-68
1 PROP, ALFA
216 -189
1 PROP, ALFA
192 -169

= 0,
203
= 1,
194
= 0,
285
= 0,
229

INCIDENCE = 0, CRUISE POWER DISTORTION
-1197
304
238
325 8516
391
INCIDENCE = 0, CRUISE POWER DISTORTION
-2511
347
581
338 8479
366
INCIDENCE = 0, ZERO POWER DISTORTION
-1035
367
38
491 8433
579
INCIDENCE = -3, ZERO POWER DISTORTION
1732
326
55
410 8340
458

NO.
196
NO.
661
NO.
71
NO.
665

2 PROP,
160
2 PROP,
191
2 PROP,
204
2 PROP,
184

ALFA
45
ALFA
100
ALFA
-15
ALFA
18

= 0,
161
= 1,
160
= 0,
268
= 0,
214

INCIDENCE = 0, CRUISE POWER DISTORTION
-1135
239
949
277 8517
401
INCIDENCE = 0, CRUISE POWER DISTORTION
-2610
337 1279
328 8453
417
INCIDENCE = 0, ZERO POWER DISTORTION
-993
329
804
468 8428
608
INCIDENCE = -3, ZERO POWER DISTORTION
874
395 8354
498
1766
316

NO.
289
NO.
758
NO.
134
NO.
-599

3 PROP,
166
3 PROP,
198
3 PROP,
206
3 PROP,
187

ALFA
236
ALFA
302
ALFA
156
ALFA
189

= 0,
162
= 1,
161
= 0,
273
= 0,
218

INCIDENCE = 0, CRUISE POWER DISTORTION
-1684
259 1561
285 8504
394
INCIDENCE = 0, CRUISE POWER DISTORTION
-3169
355 1928
335 8415
389
INCIDENCE = 0, ZERO POWER DISTORTION
-1452
323 1333
456 8415
600
INCIDENCE = ■3, ZERO POWER DISTORTION
1277
326 1408
400 8357
492

NO.
156
NO.
586
NO.
17
NO.
-717

4 PROP,
184
4 PROP,
203
4 PROP,
227
4 PROP,
209

ALFA
327
ALFA
369
ALFA
258
ALFA
282

= 0,
209
= 1,
199
= 0,
327
= 0,
26;'

INCIDENCE = 0, CRUISE POWER DISTORTION
-1223
387 1722
376 8504
397
109
INCIDENCE = 0 . CRUISE POWER DISTORTION
-2589
399 1994
373 8457
368
97
INCIDENCE = 0, ZERO POWER DISTORTION
-1038
483 1543
577 8394
616
184
INCIDENCE = -3, ZERO POWER DISTORTION
1685
487 1569
519 8303
492
152

125
115
183
148
116
118
190
155
109
101
183
150

XPROP Steady and Vibratory Hub Loads
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ABSTRACT
This paper briefly summarizes the evolution of propeller noise research from 1919 to the present.
The early experimental and analytical work to understand and predict propeller noise Is discussed.
Emphasis Is placed on understanding source noise. However, the major advances In cabin comfort
assessment and design of airplane fuselage and cabin trim to Improve passenger comfort are briefly
described. Emphasis Is on the recent noise research work on the Prop-Fan, a many bladed relatively small
diameter unshrouded rotor with swept blades that will allow future transports to cruise efficiently at
speeds equal to modern turbofan transports. The most recent Prop-Fan concept, a counter rotation version
with even greater efficiency potential than the Prop-Fan with a single blade row Is also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Propeller noise has been the subject of research for at least 60 years. Because of the complexity of
the subject It appears appropriate to divide the present discussion Into five time periods. The first
period from 1919 to 1939 Is marked by the discovery of propeller noise and the Initial theoretical work
on Its prediction. The second time period from 19A0 to 1945 was a period of experimental work to
understand and control the Interior noise of long range military aircraft. The third period from 1946 to
1958 was a period where significant progress was made In both analytical and experimental areas. In the
fourth period from 1959 to 1969 much less work was conducted because of the advent of turbojet transport
aircraft. The fifth period from 1970 to the present was marked by a level of effort in the esrly part of
the period which resulted In some significant results, particularly In the understanding of noise of
turboprop aircraft during takeoff and landing. Later In this period, propeller noise research galncu
Importance due to the Interest In development of advanced fuel efficient turboprop transports. This tfas
the result of the OPEC Imposed oil embargo and the recognition that fuel was becoming scarce and, as a
result, higher in cost. Also, as a result of airline deregulation, there was a new interest in turboprop
commuter aircraft. In the later part of this period emphasis was placed on the Prop-Fan, a many bladed,
small diameter, unshrouded propulsor. In the following discussion the highlights of the propeller noise
control work in each of the above time periods will be discussed with the emphasis on the recent Prop-Fan
activity.

DISCUSSION
1919 to 1939
As early as 1919 Lynao and Webb1 recognized that propellers caused acoustic disturbances at large
distances. They appear to be the earliest researchers 'ho attempted to devise an analytical model for
the noise generated by a propeller.
This period of propeller noise research was marked by limitations in experimental work imposed by a
lack of adequate instrumentation. However, observations on the behavior of propeller noise under static
and flight conditions were made and Prandtl in 1921 observed the difference between noise of a propeller
run, first in a large room and then run in a wind tunnel.
He found that the propeller operating In
the room reingested part of its own "vortex" system and produced a clearly noticeable impure tone. The
same propeller operating in a wind tunnel did not produce the characteristic siren tone heard in the
large room because the slipstream crom the propeller had been smoothed out by travel through the tunnel
before it again passed through the propeller. As will be seen later, it was not until the 1970'8 that
the Interaction of the propeller with disturbances from the atmosphere and from ground vortices was
clearly recognized as a major cause of noise observed when a propeller or other propulsor is operated
statically.
Gutln is the most famous theoretician in this time period and is noted for his publication in 1936 of
a theory for noise due to steady aerodynamic forces on propeller blades. Demlng In 1937 and 1938
published reports •
on the importance of blade thickness for predicting the noise of a propeller.
The work of Gutin and Demlng is the foundation for prediction of thickness and loading related noise, the
two linear tone components of propeller noise that dominated the attention of propeller noise researchers
until the 1970*8. Stowell and Demlng in 1935° also recognized the Importance of the broadband noise
component of propeller noise. They attributed this component to the shedding of vortices from the
propeller blades. In summary, it can be seen that the major components of propeller noise, i.e.,
loading, thickness and broadband noise were recognized in the 1919 to 1939 time period.
1940 to 1945

An indication of the direction that propeller noise took in this period can be derived from a review
of the book by Beranek, et al published in 1944.' Here the work that had begun in November 1940 to
establish methods for reducing noise in long range bombers Is summarized. The similarity of the
measurements made during this program to those made routinely in current acoustic research is
remarkable. The importance of reducing noise at frequencies above 300 Hz to improve communication in an
aircraft was established experimentally in this program. The ability of Improved fuselage treatment to
reduce this high frequency noise was pointed out as a major finding of the program.
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1946 to 1958
This was a very productive period for both analytical and experimental propeller noise work. The
Interest In aviation which developed during the lo40 to 1945 time period resulted In the expansion of
both airline transportation and the market for general aviation aircraft. Therefore It Is not surprising
that there were Increased demands for control of noise around airports and within the rablns of the new
aircraft.
In the analytical area Garrlck and Watklns" made substantial Improvements in loading noise
prediction and Arnoldl developed a better formulation for thickness noise prediction on the basis of
the work of Billings. 0 This was the period when the computer became available for routine scientific
computation and the works of Garrlck and Watklns and of Arnold! were computerized. The efforts to reduce
noise In the far field around airports caused an Interest In the broadband noise component during this
time period. YudlnJl was the first to provide a prediction procedure for this component which Is
particularly Important In large conventional turboprops where the loading and thickness tone levels are
low relative to the broadband component. With the addition of this component, mathematical models for
the three dominant components of conventional propeller noise (loading, thickness, and broadband) were
available for use In design of quiet propellers.
This was a period of extensive experimental work. Hubbard made substantial contributions to the
general understanding of ways to reduce propeller noise. He conducted extensive tests over a range of
tip speeds Including Mach 1 which even today provide reference Information for study of propeller noise.
In one of his many papers12 Hubbard reported on correlation of measurements with theoretical
predictions done with an extension of Gutin's theory to the near field. In 1976 data from this test
series was found valuable by Hanson1-' as a check on the accuracy of new theoretical procedures
developed for prediction of Prop-Fans which may operate at transonic tip speeds during cruise.
By 1948 the work of Hubbard and his co-workers, 4 had been evaluated on an aircraft. This was a
is
modification of a Stlnson L-5 liaison type airplane1 selected as being representative of personal type
airplanes In the 150 to 200 horsepower class. It appears that the motivation for this work was the
reduction of noise around general aviation airports. In this installation, two relatively narrow blades
were replaced by five paddle type blades. The propeller of the standard aircraft was directly driven by
the engine while the propeller of the modified aircraft was gear driven at a lower tip speed. Also the
engine exhaust noise was reduced by use of a tuned chamber muffler. A rather remarkable noise reduction
of 20 dB was achieved by this modification. Even more impressive is the comparison of the noise of the
modified airplane with power on and power off. The aircraft with power on was found to be only 5 dB
noisier with power on than with power off. Performance of this Installation was claimed to be as good or
better than the standard aircraft, but the weight penalty was not acceptable. A similar program was also
reported in 195716> 17 where a de Havllland Otter was modified to reduce detectability In a military
mission. Noise data from this program Indicates that the propeller noise for the Otter was (like that of
the L-5) reduced to a level close to the nonpropulsor noise. Also in the case of the Otter, the
mechanical gearbox noise was found to contribute at higher frequencies.
By 1955 high power turboshaft engines were available and efforts were under way to design quiet
turboprops to take advantage of such power. Kurbjun reported on work to suppress the far field noise
during takeoffs and landings1**. The tu.-boprop tested by Kurbjun had four-blades, and was 10 ft. in
diameter. It absorbed 1250 SHP and operated at a tip Mach number of 0.79. These are not unlike the
operating parameters of conventional turboprops of today. Kurbjun's 1955 work was followed by a radical
approach to propeller design, a 7.2 ft. diameter three-blade configuration operating at a tip Mach number
of 1.2. Kurbjun states19 that this turboprop, which is shown in Fig. 1 was designed to operate at a
forward Mach number of 0.95 at an altitude of 40,000 ft. and to absorb 2500 horsepower at sea level
conditions. In Ref. 19 the results of static acoustic tests of this configuration were compared with
those from the previous test of the more conventional design of Ref. 18. It was found that the
supersonic turboprop produced approximately 14 dB more noise than the conventional turboprop and produced
a flatter noise spectrum. While these high levels are not surprising with the present understanding of
propeller noise, the results of these tests were discouraging enough to prevent further investigation of
supersonic tip speed designs until the 1970'8.

Figure 1. The 7.2-foot diameter, three-blade propeller mounted on e turbine-driven airplane (Ref 19)

t
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1959 to 1969
Dominance of Jet propulsion In commercial transport aircraft and the lack of Interest In turboprop
noise control In military aircraft contributed to a drastic reduction In propeller noise control research
In this time period. Noise predictions were done In this period by empirical or theoretically based
procedures developed prior to 1959.
One related development In this time period does, however, deserve some discussion. I.e., the
development of standardized methods for rating the noisiness of various types of aircraft sounds.
Kryter^" in 1959 proposed the Perceived Noise concept which was based on the ioudness concept of
Stevens. 1 In this concept the relative annoyance of noise In various frequency ranges Is summed to
produce a single number called the Perceived Noise Level. Because of the airport noise problem, the
Interest In refining this procedure was Intensified. In 1962 Kryter reported results of tests where
subjects ated the relative noisiness of turboprop and turbojet aircraft sounds.
He concluded that
there was probably another annoyance factor not Included In the perceived noise calculation, that of the
pure-tone component or "whine." In later developments^ Kryter added the tont correction and duration
correction to Perceived Noise Level to produce the Effective Perceived Noise Level unit which was called
out in the Federal Aviation Administration aircraft noise certification regulation (FAR 36) of 1969.24
The tone correction attempts to account for the fact that sounds containing tones are more annoying than
those without tones. The duration correction attempts to account for the fact that sounds of longer
duration are more annoying than those of shorter duration.
Conventional Turboprops after 1970
The Implementation of the aircraft noise certification requirements gave a new Impetus to the
scientific study of aircraft noise control. However, due to the dominance of the turbofan in the
aircraft market, turboprop noise related research was conducted on a rather low level in the early
1970's. Nevertheless, in this time period valuable work was conducted In both military and commercial
areas. An example of this Is the Y03A developed by Lockheed as a low detectablllty reconnaissance
aircraft. The Y03A was quite successful, but the propeller acoustic design was empirical. Also, It was
found in extensive experimental work that the propeller noise dominated the aircraft noise signature,
regardless of the propeller used. Because of this, the U.S. Air Force sponsored experimental and
analytical work to put the design of such propellers on a more scientific footing. ^
Unfortunately, it was not recognized until 197A, during the Air Force sponsored low detectablllty
propeller research contracts, that the steady loading and thickness noise of a propeller were not the
only Important noise components for a quiet propeller Installation. In Ref. 27 Griffith and Revell
concluded that the nonuniform loading of the propeller which Is associated with aircraft angle of attack
and upwash over the wing and also the Interaction of the propeller wakes with the wing (such as rotor
Stator Interaction in a turbofan engine) were the dominant noise mechanisms of the Y03. It was believed
at this time that these mechanisms would be of negligible importance in conventional turboprops.
However, recent analysis Indicates that the angle of attack effects must be considered for accurate
evaluation of the annoyance of noise at low speed certification conditions.
The work of Barry and Magliozzi sponsored by the U.S. Air Force in 1970 relied to a great extent on
the work of previous researchers for the noise prediction procedure published as Ref. 26. Barry and
Magliozzi were constrained to conduct tests of various propeller concepts under static conditions. They
found that their experimental results did not agree with their prediction procedure which Included steady
loading, thickness and broadband noise components. The agreement was Improved when they added unsteady
loading effects. In this same time period, the quiet turboprop for the de Havilland Dash 7 STOL
transport was under development. Tests In that program showed dramatic differences between turboprop
noise under static conditions versus flight conditions. Barry and Magliozzi reported these results In
Ref. 26, and It was recommended that further work be conducted to establish forward flight corrections.
It was not until 1976 that results were reported from a definitive test program to explore the Influence
of forward flight on turboprop noise. • '" In this program noise measurements and propeller blade
surface pressure measurements were made on a de Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter which showed conclusively the
dominant mechanism of noise generation under static conditions and how this mechanism was affected by
forward flight. As shown in Fig, 2 pressure transducers were flush mounted on a single blade of the Twin
Otter turboprop. Magnetic tape recordings of the output from these transducers plus a
once-per-revolutlon reference signal and microphone outputs from wing tip mounted microphones provided
the information needed to understand the noise generation mechanism.
The most revealing information is obtained from plots such as that at the right of Fig. 2. Each line
of this plot is the output of a pressure transducer for one blade revolution. Succeeding revolutions are
slightly displaced downwards to present a time history variation of the pressure on the blade. The
once-per-revolution signal Is used to "lock" the plot In a stationary reference frame. Thus the
circumferential location can be seen where a disturbance is "felt" by the blade. Disturbances that
persist for many revolutions produce tonelike noise components (the energy of pure tones exists at only
one frequency, but the disturbances Interacting with a rotor produce a peak In the noise spectrum
resembling a tone but having a finite band width) and disturbances that occur for a very small portion of
a revolution produce high frequency tonelike components. Fig. 3 shows time history pressure plots for
the test aircraft as it moves from static to flight conditions during a takeoff. It can be seen that a
strong disturbance occurs at the circumferential location closest to the fuselage (sample number 38).
This Is caused by a vortex generated on the aircraft fuselage. A second persistent disturbance occurs at
the circumferential location nearest the ground (sample number 75). This is caused by a vortex generated
on the ground under the aircraft. These disturbances are seen in Fig. 3 to disappear as the aircraft
picks up speed for takeoff. Although not important for noise generation, it is interesting to note the
nonuniform inflow caused by aircraft angle of attack which can be clearly seen In the inboard sections of
the blade at the upper right of Fig, 3 during climb. The measured noise generated under static and
flight conditions is shown in Fig. 4. Here it can be seen that the tonelike noise components wh'ch
dominate the static spectrum are dramatically reduced at the flight condition. This is due to the
reduction of clrcumferentlally fixed persistent disturbances that disappear as an aircraft moves from
static to forward flight conditions. Hanson-'" has postulated that even under ideal conditions where no
vortices can form to be Ingested by a propeller, the turbulent eddies that normally occur In the
atmosphere can give rise to tonelike noise components. Hanson postulates a sinklike flow passing through
the propeller under static conditions. As shown in Fig. 5 the eddies which are attracted to the
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propeller must be reduced In cross section and stretched In order to pass through the propeller disc.
These narrow elongated eddies will produce tonelike noise components as the propeller "chops" through
them. In contrast, the sinklike flow does not occur In flight and therefore, as shown In Fig. 5, the
eddies that pass through the propeller disc are not elongated and do not generate noise. Under flight
conditions the dominant noise components are then the steady loading and thickness tone noise components
and broadband noise.
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The development of the quiet turboprop for the de Havllland Dash 7 was a very important milestone In
this time period.1' ^2 The Dash 7, shown In Fig. 6, Is a 50 passenger STOL transport which was
designed with the objective of meeting an extremely low noise goal of 95 PNdB at a distance of 500 ft.
during takeoff. Extensive static and flight tests on many propeller configurations were used to optimize
the design of the low tip speed, lightly loaded, four blade turboprops that are now in service on this
aircraft. An indication of the success of the design can be seen by the fact that the noise levels
are 13 dB below the certification limits at takeoff.
At the present time there is a renewed Interest in turboprop aircraft of all sizes. This Is due to
the recognized fuel efficiency of the propeller relative to that of turbofans or turbojets and to the
recent airline deregulation activity which has caused substantial expansion of the commuter airlines.
The new large commuter airplanes shown in Fig, 7 carry 30 to 60 passengers and are Just now beginning
to enter airline service. Propellers for these airplanes were designed to be the optimum considering
certification noise, cabin noise, performance and weight. All of the new turboprops developed for these
airplanes incorporate blades with new airfoil sections that allow blade chord to be reduced to reduce
weight while achieving Improved takeoff performance without compromising cruise performance. Most of the
designs Incorporate a narrow thin elliptical blade tip and a twist distribution to unload the tip in
order to minimize noise. While most of the new commuters use four blades, the British Aerospace ATP has
six blades to further reduce noise.
EMB 120

Dash 8

CN23S

ATP Airliner

Figure 6. Dehavilland Dash 7 quiet Stol transport

Figure 7. New commuter airplanes

In the general aviation area the industry is continuing to modify existing aircraft designs and to
design new aircraft to meet the FAR 36 requirements which were Imposed in 1975.
The most common
method of reducing propeller noise In this class of aircraft is to increase the number of blades to
maintain performance with a smaller diameter and hence achieve a tip speed reduction at a given RPM. The
use of a thin elliptical tip shape on blades having a twist distribution that unloads the tip appears to
have been Incorporated In some recent aircraft.
Recent Advances In Conventional Turboprop Transport Cabin Noise Control
Prior to the Introduction of Jet transports, passengers accepted high cabin noise levels In
reciprocating engine propeller driven airplanes because there was no alternative. In the Jet transports,
cruise at high altitude where fuselage boundary layer noise is minimized and the change to broadband Jet
noise generated by the engines rather than the strong low frequency tones of the propeller or
reciprocating engine Improved cabin comfort dramatically. The traveling public now expects similar
comfort levels in new turboprop driven airplanes. Fig. 8 shows the relative quiet of Jet transports
relative to propeller transports. In fact, as Fig. 8 shows, the quietest part of a Jet transport Is
about 10 dB quieter than a turboprop transport. In Fig. 8 Overall and A-weighted test data throughout
the aircraft are presented. High Overall or A-weighted levels are an indication of reduced passenger
comfort. NASA studies have indicated that levels of less than 82 dBA are considered very comfortable by
the traveling public, 5 More recently NASA tests 6 using listeners to rate the comfort of mixtures
of broadband noise and tone noise such as those encountered in turboprop transports have shown that the
existence of tones in the cabin noise spectrum decreases the comfort level for a given A-weighted sound
pressure level. Figure 9 from ref. 36 shows that this penalty can be negligible to a maximum of 5 dBA.
Therefore turboprop transport cabins with strong tone noise contributions may have to be reduced below 82
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dBA to be Judged comfortable by the traveling public. The existing turboprop transports are seen In Fig.
8 to have levels that generally exceed the comfortable region. In general, the noise In a nultl-englne
turboprop transport peaks In the passenger cabin near the plane of rotation with levels dropping rapidly
Immediately ahead of and behind the plane of rotation and then dropping more gradually toward the rear of
the cabin. Jet aircraft with engines mounted on either side or above the rear of the cabin are seen to
produce very high levels. These high levels were primarily experienced In early versions of such
aircraft. As Fig. 8 shows, however, these aircraft are even quieter at some locations than the aircraft
with wing mounted engines. This quiet area occurs primarily at the front of the cabin, the location
farthest from the engines. The levels In aircraft with wing mounted engines do not reach the high or low
extremes of the aircraft with aft mounted engines but appear to meet the NASA comfort level requirements
quite well. In these aircraft the higher levels are found near the rear of the cabin and are probably
due to fuselage boundary layer excitation or engine Jet noise. In summary. It appears that a reduction
of 5 to 10 dB In overall and A-welghted levels Is needed In turboprop transports to approach the comfort
level of the large Jet transports, particularly those with wing mounted engines.
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Figure 9. Effect of propeller tones on cabin comfort (Ref 36)

The reduction of cabin noise In turboprop driven airplanes has been a difficult problem. As Fig. 10
shows, the Installation of trim panels In the cabin may actually reduce rather than Increase the noise
reduction. This Is because the added mass of trim panels and other conventional acoustic treatment is
only effective at frequencies higher than the dominant tones of turboprops. Fokker has recognized this
problem and has been successful In reducing cabin noise of the F-27. The treatment used consists of many
elements which act together to reduce the cabin noise more than 7 dBA, Initially, the F-27 was fitted
with dynamic absorbers (spring mass systems) attached to the fuselage frames tuned to blade passage
frequency (RPM/60 x 4). This modification was Incorporated In the F-27 many years ago to help control
the blade passage frequency noise In the cabin. As the travelling public demanded lower cabin noise as
the length of commuter flights has Increased, Fokker has developed an Improved noise control
system,3'» 38 This consists of the elements shown In Fig, 11, The major feature of the new system Is
a vibration Isolated Interior consisting of wall panels, luggage bins and celling. This system forms a
classical double wall noise reduction barrier that Is more effective pound for pound than a single wall
of the same mass. In order to enhance the double wall effectiveness, fiberglass blankets have been
Installed above the celling and below the floor to suppress resonances In these reverberent areas. In
order to suppress the adverse effects of the stiff coupling created by the narrow air gap between the
outer fuselage structure and the Inner trim system, dynamic absorbers are attached to the trim panels.
These are tuned to blade passage frequency, two times blade passage frequency and three times blade
passage frequency. To complete the new trim panel system a window was mounted directly on the panel.
This Is In addition to the two existing window panels used In previous F-27 construction. The final
detail In this new trim system Is the anti-rattle provision. This consists of resilient pads mounted at
any point where two adjacent rigid components in the cabin could touch. Vibration of such components due
to excitation by turpoprop noise or vibration is a known contributor to the discomfort of many turboprop
transports.
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The Prop-Fan
Introduction
The occurrence of fuel shortages and Increased fuel cost and the threat of future
worsening conditions for air transportation caused NASA to sponsor studies of the advanced turboprop
(Prop-Fan) beginning In 1975. This propulsion system, shown In Fig. 12, differs dramatically from
existing turboprops. The tcrboprop has three to six blades; the Prop-Fan generally has eight to twelve
blades. The turboprop has dtralght blades with relatively thick airfoil sections; the Prop-Fan has swept
back blades with thin airfoil sections to enhance performance and reduce noise. The turboprop cruises at
no more than 0.65 Mach number; the Prop-Fan Is designed to cruise at 0.7 to 0.8 Mach number. The
diameter of the Prop-Fan is about AC percent smaller than that of the turboprop for a given horseoower.
For maximum performance, the Prop-Fan makes use of advanced turbine engines of the kind being used In
modern turbofans. Performance Is also enhanced by use of a spinner and nacelle aerodynamlcally contoured
to reduce compressibility losses by retarding the high velocity flow through the root sections of the
Prop-Fan blades.
Utilizing predicted aerodynamic performance data, weight estimates, and noise projections, several
NASA sponsored studies by both engine and airframe manufacturers have concluded that significant fuel
savings should be achieved by a Prop-Fan aircraft operating at 0,7 to 0.8 Mach number, as compared with a
high bypass ratio turbofan aircraft. With these encouraging results, NASA, with the support of industry,
has conducted a research technology effort to establish the design criteria for this new propulsion
system.

Figure 12. Prop-Fan propulsion system
The objective of this work has been the development of Prop-Fan configurations with high efficiency
and low noise. Turboprops in the past that operated at the transonic relative tip speeds of the Prop-Fan
at cruise showed performance losses and high noise levels. As Fig. 13 shows, conventional turboprops
suffer performance losses at cruise Mach numbers greater than 0.6. The single rotation Prop-Fan
configuration of Fig. 12 improves on this performance. Recently, there has been increased emphasis in
the NASA Advanced Turboprop Program on the counter rotation (CR) Prop-Fan shown in Fig. 14.
As shown
in Fig. 13, this Prop-Fan configuration is expected to operate at even higher efficiency than the single
rotation (SR) Prop-Fan because the downstream blade row recovers the residual swirl Induced by the
upstream blade row. Until recently, Prop-Fan concepts have incorporated a gearbox. This is consistent
with past turboprop systems. Studies are now under way to establish the feasibility of a CR Prop-Fan
that eliminates the gearbox. This is a pusher configuration with gas generator exhaust flow passing
through two counter rotation turbines with the Prop-Fan blades attached directly to each turbine stage.
In order for this system to work, the Prop-Fan diameter is minimized to achieve a maximum RPM at an
acceptably low tip speed for acoustic reasons. The turbine Is increased in diameter as much as possible
to enhance its efficiency at the same RPM as the Prop-Fan. It is recognized, however, that there is some
loss of efficiency for both the Prop-Fan and turbine over that achieved in geared systems. Furthermore,
the relatively high tip speed operation of the nongeared system may cause high noise levels at
certification conditions.
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Figure 13. Turboprop efficiency trends

Figure 14. Counter rotation Prop-Fan
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Caotn Comfort - From the beginning of the Prop-Fan program cabin comfort research has been an Integral
part of the program. Both experimental and analytical work has been conducted In a coordinated effort
where the experimental results are used to guide the development of Improved source noise prediction
procedures. Also Intensive efforts have been made to understand the cabin noise control problem and
establish prediction procedures that allow development of lightweight fuselage wall treatment systems.
NASA has sponsored work to evaluate the potential for optimizing existing fuselage walls which consist of
(1) an outer fuselage skin with attached stringers and frames, (2) Inner acoustic trim panels which are
seen by the passengers, (3) multi-layer windows, and (4) fiberglass acoustic and thermal Insulation
blankets between the Inner and outer walls. The objective of the NASA sponsored work Is to take a fresh
look at fuselage wall noise transmission using the structural analysis procedures which have been
developed recently. These Include (1) the Modal Analysis techniques which appear particularly suited to
treatment of the low frequency noise problems of turboprop aircraft, '
(2) the extension of
classical transmission loss analysis, now used in architectural acoustics, to treat the case of a
cylindrical pressurized aircraft cabin,
and (3) the investigation of extensions of the statistical
energy analysis techniques which have been successful in analyzing spacecraft noise transmission
problems.
New experimental techniques such as computerized modal analysis are also available to
develop a more fundamental understanding of the pjlse transmission through aircraft fuselages. These
techniques
have already proved successful in reducing the noise and vibration in a new generation of
fuel efficient automobiles in the United States. The application of new materials such as composites has
been shown in preliminary tests to be particularly effecti\• for reducing transmission o: low frequency
noise. In Ref. 45 Getllne shows in tests how the resonant frequency of the panel can be raised and how
low frequency noise reduction can be increased substantially without increasing the panel weight. In
Ref. 46 Lorch sl-.ows that an outer skin panel with integral ribbed stiffeners (Isogrid) can be UPPJ to
improve transmission loss of a fuselage wall. The work of Henderson and Nashlf
is also promising.
Using their concepts it has been shown that a proper combination of stiffness and damping for lightweight
constrained layer damping treatment cemented on the inner surface of fuselage skin panels reduces the
noise of propeller aircraft interiors. Sen Gupta
has also suggested that damping treatment can be
precisely tuned to reduce the noise transmission through a fuselage. The most recent work still under
way combines the modal approach for low frequencies with the statistical energy approach at high
frequencies and Includes the ability to estimate the effects of cabin acoustic modes in predictions of
cabin noise. Laboratory experiments on a Falrchlld/Swearingen Metro fuselage with different double wall
treatment^9 have established a data base for correlations with improvements to the Koval methods42
and the methods of Wilby and Pope." In summary, it appears that the work now under way will provide
the guidance necessary to achieve greater noise reduction with minimum weight penalties in Prop-Fan
transport designs.
Two other concepts are receiving attention as a means for reducing Prop-Fan aircraft interior noise:
Synchrophasing , and shielding with opposite rotation. Synchrophasing is a patented principle which
locks the phase relationship of the propellers on an aircraft to each other by means of an automatic
control system. As shown in Fig. IS this has been beneficial in the past primarily for eliminating the
highly annoying beats which are caused by operation of the propellers on an aircraft at slightly
different speeds. Claims have also been made that selection of the proper phase relationship between
propellers can also reduce the noise level in the aircraft. Until recently it was believed that such
reductions would be achieved over a small area inside the aircraft with other adjacent areas showing no
improvement or an actual increase in noise. However, tests over the past several years show that a
precision synchrophaser set to hold a phase relationship between propellers, as established by a test,
can be used to reduce the level in a large area near the plane of rotation without substantially
Increasing noise in adjacent areas. Work is currently under way to evaluate the potential of precision
synchrophasing by use of new data analysis procedures. •
These procedures rely on computer analysis
of measurements obtained in flight tests to select the optimum phase angles. These new analysis
techniques allow evaluation of the noise reduction achievable with a given phase holding accuracy.
Limited experiments reported in Ref. 52 indicate that an accuracy of + 3° to + 5° is required to
achieve meaningful noise reductions In conventional turboprop transports. Reductions of peak A-weighted
levels in four engine airplanes of up to 14dB and in two engine airplanes of up to 5dB appear possible.
Reductions of space average A-weighted levels in four engine airplanes of up to 8,5dB and in two engine
airplanes of up to 3dB appear possible. The greater reductions possible in four engine airplanes is due
to the greater possibility for four noise sources to cancel. In Prop-Fan transports, it is expected that
Synchrophasing will be incorporated as a noise reduction system.
The second concept which has not been exploited for noise reduction of turboprop aircraft cabins is
the use of opposite rotation, i.e., the propellers on the port side of the aircraft rotate counter
clockwise and the propellers on the starboard side rotate clockwise (or vice versa), plus use of the wing
to shield the fuselage from airborne noise. As Figure 16 indicates, the approaching blade creates the
noise heard by a listener. This is the airborne noise that drives the fuselage surface and in turn
causes the propeller noise heard in the cabin. By installing turboprops or Prop-Fans with direction of
rotation such that the blades move up as they approach the fuselage in a low wing installation the noise
generated must pass "through" the area below the floor of the cabin before reaching the inhabited space.
Thus, the advantage of double wall construction for reduced noise may be achieved with no additional
acoustic treatment penalty. Finally, if wing sweep were Increased near the fuselage, the inboard section
of the wing would provide shielding of the cabin walls. Even the normal wing sweep of a high subsonic
cruise Mach number transport is expected to provide beneficial shielding effects that may reduce the
fuselage treatment weight needed to achieve a comfortable cabin.
In addition to the reduction of airborne noise, another source of cabin noise is being studied at
this time. This is structureborne noise. Figure 17 indicates schematically the concepts being
considered. The airborne path treated in almost all propeller aircraft cabin noise control is that
associated with the excitation of the fuselage by the airborne noise generated by the propeller. Three
structureborne paths are conjectured In Figure 17: (1) engine or propeller vibration is transmitted
through the engine mounts to the wing and then to the fuselage, (2) propeller wakes excite the wings
which transmit the vibration to the fuselage, or (3) propeller wakes excite the tail surfaces which
transmit the vibration to the fuselage. Evidence of structure borne noise was established in a test
program conducted Jointly by Hamilton Standard, Lockheed and deHavilland using a Dash 7. Measurements
were made in flight with microphones flush mounted on the fuselage surface and in the cabin. The
airplane was first flown with all four engines operating. It was then flown with inboard engines
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operating and then with Just the outboard engines operating. As Figure 18 shows, running Just the
outboard engines reduced fuselage surface noise (as expected) by 13dB but did not reduce cabin noise
appreciably. Note that the exterior level for Inboard engines operating alone Is higher than that for
all engines because of the higher power used to maintain air speed. It Is believed at this time that the
noise caused by the propeller wakes Interacting with the wing Is dominating the cabin noise (particularly
blade passage frequency) when the outboard engines are operating alone. In another test program, NASA
conducted static tests on a deHavllland Twin Otter.53 Results Indicated that structureborne noise In
the aft cabin was about 5 dB lower than airborne noise. Additional research Is now underway to explore
this area further with the long range objective of quantifying the magnitude of structure borne noise In
Prop-Fan airplanes and If necessary, defining measures to control It.
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Prop-Fan Source Noise Prediction - As shown In Figure 19, five Prop-Fan models have been designed and
built In model scale. SR-1 thru SR-5 were designed by Hamilton Standard with much of the design and
manufacture of these Prop-Fans supported by NASA contract. The SR-6 was designed by NASA and built by
Hamilton Standard under NASA contract. Two additional single rotation Prop-Fans are now In design and
manufacture: the SR-7 and SR-8. The SR-7, like the other single rotation models Is designed for 0.8
Mach number cruise. The SR-8 Is a dedicated 0.7 Mach number design. The acoustic methodology used In
design of these models has evolved since 1975 when the SR-1 and SR-2 were designed using an empirical
method which was based on available test data and the Idea that tip sweep could be used to alleviate the
effects of transonic tip speed. This was necessary because the existing theoretical noise prediction
methodology was not capable of evaluating the supersonic helical tip speed operation of the Prop-Fan at
cruise or the effects of blade sweep. In the SR-1 design, the features Included to minimize noise were a
reduction In airfoil thickness and a moderate amount of sweep. The reduction in thickness was expected
to reduce the near field noise In cruise since propeller noise theory showed that thickness related
(monopole) noise was a dominant part of the noise of existing propellers operating at high tip speed.
The moderate amount of sweep Incorporated was expected to lower the effective Mach number at which the
blade airfoils operate and, therefore, reduce the excess noise which had been observed In conventional
propellers when they operate at helical tip Mach numbers exceeding the critical Mach number of the blade
airfoils (the operating Mach number of an airfoil at which local flow over the surface reaches sonic
velocity). Unfortunately, in 1975, when SR-1 and SR-2 were designed, the effect of these features could
not be accurately analyzed without an appropriate theory.
The SR-2 design Is exactly like the SR-1 except the SR-2 has no blade sweep. This model was built as
a reference design to establish the benefits of advanced swept blades relative to conventional unswept
blade planform. SR-2, however, had thin airfoil sections and eight blao°s FO it was expected to have
higher efficiency and produce less noise than a conventional four-blade propeller.
The SR-1M has the same moderately swept planform of the SR-1. However, it has different twist and
camber distributions which were established as a result of analysis of the aerodynamic wind tunnel data
from SR-1.
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Xn 1976, a theory was developed by Hanson1^ which allowed prediction of near field noise of
Prop-Fans operating at high subsonic speed. Similar approaches were taken by Farassat5* and by Schmitz
and Yu.5' This work was based on the Ffowcs-Willlams Hawkings "acoustic analogy"^ in which the
equations of fluid motion are cast into a wave equation for acoustic pressure. Two components of noise
are calculated in this theory: (1) monopole
(thickness) noise, which is determined by the blade airfoil section thickness distribution; and (2)
dipole (loading) noise, which is determined by the pressure loading distribution on the surface of the
blade. A third, second order term in the Ffowcs-Willlams Hawkings equation (the quadrupole source term)
was Ignored in this early theoretical development because it was believed to be small relative to the
monopole thickness term. Of course, the lack of the quadrupole source should not be surprising as none
of the propeller and rotor noise prediction procedures which existed in 1976 had ever Included this
source. In the formulation of this theory, Hanson assumed that the Prop-Fan blades travel along helical
surfaces defined by the forward flight speed of the aircraft and the angular velocity of the Prop-Fan.
This method does not treat the nonlinear quadrupole source. This method Is a time domain method, i.e.,
the acoustic pressure wave form generated by a blade Is calculated and then the frequency spectrum of the
noise is obtained by Fourier analysis.
Figure 20 shows schematically the input requirements, computations, and output of the computer
program which make use of the above described theory. For Prop-Fan loading noise predictions, the
chordwise variation in pressure is based on the chordwlse loading distribution of airfoils of the type
used in the Prop-Fan design. This new method was used in the design of a second generation model, the
SR-3. For the design of the SR-3, a generalized chordwise loading distribution was used. For thickness
noise calculations, the actual blade thickness distribution is the input to the program.
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prediction procedure

The basic output of the program is the acoustic pressure waveform at a specified point in space
assumed to be movL.g forward at the same speed as the Prop-Fan. The harmonic components of noise
obtained from a Fourier analysis of this waveform are also an output. Thus, it is possible to calculate
the noise at the location of a fuselage near a Prop-Fan as the aircraft is flying at cruise speed. For
the SR-3, the primary noise reduction feature of the design was the blade sweep which was optimized using
the theory described above. This sweep optimization utilized the concept of destructive Interference of
noise from different spanwlse stations of the Prop-Fan blade. This concept is based on the fundamental
assumption of linear acoustics that the acoustic pressure at any observer position can be calculated as
the sum of contributions from each element of the source volume and surface area. To be done correctly,
the summation (or integration) process must account for the amplitude and phase of the elemental
contributions. If source dimensions of the blades are greater than about 1/2 the wavelength of Interest
(i.e., if the source Is "acoustically non-compact"), then at some observer positions, elemental signals
from different portions of the source will arrive out of phase. The net noise will then be reduced by
self-Interference below the level which would be obtained If the source dimension were very small
("acoustically compact"). Although the term "acoustically non-compact" is relatively new, the principle
has been known for many years. For example, in Gutln's original theory for propeller noise, the
appearance of Bessel functions and the polar directivity pattern result from phase variation around the
propeller circumference. For most conventional turboprop designs, chordwise and spanwlse phase
variations can be neglected at blade passing frequency (number of blacks times rotation speed). However,
for the Prop-Fan, the combination of high Mach number, many blades, and large chord require that
chordwise and spanwlse phase variations be Included.
The phase Interference concept is most clearly illustrated with reference to the effect of sweeping a
blade planform as suggested by Figure 21. At blade passing frequency, the noise from ^ny strip of the
blade is simply a sinusoidal wave with an amplitude and phase angle. The noise frora one blade Is simply
the vector sum of the contributions from each strip and the noise of the total Prop-Fan is the product of
the vector sum and the number of blades. The effect of sweeping the tip back Is to cause the signal from
the tip to lag (Increased phase angle) the signal from the mid-blade region, thus causing partial
interference and a reduction in net noise.
For the SR-3 design, a short form version of the Time Lomain Method was developed In 1976 which
included a graphical version of the concept discussed above. In this graphical procedure, the strip
noise contributions are treated as vectors in the complex plane having amplitude and phase angle. Then,
the summation of the contributions from the strips is performed by adding the vectors head-to-tall, as
shown at the right of Figure 21. It can be seen that a lack of variation In phase angle in the
Individual contributions from several spanwlse locations on the blade would vectorlally add up to a value
no different from the total length of the vectors (analogous to the resultant noise). This Is the

general result for unswept and slightly swept Prop-Fan blades. However, by varying the amplitude and
phase of the noise produced by the various spanwlse stations on the blade, substantial reduction In the
resultant amplitude can be achieved, as shown In the phase plot at the right of Figure 21. This Is the
result for a Prop-Fan blade with substantial blade sweep. An Indication of the effect of sweep on the
vector plots for the SR-2 unswept versus the SR-3 swept blade designs can be seen In Figure 22.
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In 1977, a Frequency Domain Method was developed for predicting Prop-Fan noise.5' This method was
found to be more efficient for design of Prop-Fans where the blade passage frequency Is dominant.
Late In 1977, Hanson developed a quadrupole prediction theory5^ and was able to show at the end of
1977, by use of a simplified nonllftlng aerodynamic model, that the quadrupole noise Is an Important
noise source In Prop-Fans with unswept or slightly swept blades operating at transonic tip speeds. The
addition of the quadrupole component to the linear monopole and dlpole components calculated by the
Frequency Domain Method was shown to Improve the correlation with Prop-Fan acoustic test data.
Throughout 1978 the major Prop-Fan Methodology development consisted of establishing a working
procedure for Including the quadrupole component In the Prop-Fan Acoustic Design Procedure. Figure 23
shows a olock diagram of the method which was put Into practice for design of the SR-S model. The
transonc airfoil design program at the upper left of Figure 23 Is used to generate the data set which
consists of the chordwlse thickness distribution of an alrfo 1, the pressu.> distribution on the surface
of an airfoil and the quadrupole distribution In the air SUM funding an alrf jll. A Fourier Transform
Program is used to generate the Data Sets needed for noise calculations by the Frequency Domain Noise
Prediction Program at the lower right of Figure 23. In addition, the Fourier Transform Program can be
used to generate plots of frequency domain loading and thickness noise functions which are required for
optimizing airfoil shape to reduce noise. The application of this part of the method Is discussed In
Reference 58.
The Prop-Fan Performance Analysis Program at the upper right of Figure 23 Is used to define the lift
coefficient distribution for the Prop-Fan configuration and operating condition being considered. This
Information Is used by the Frequency Domain Noise Prediction Program to predict the cases for the
Acoustic Data Sets which are a function of thickness, camber, operating lift coefficient, and operating
Mach number of the airfoils making up the Prop-Fan blade. The Frequency Domain Noise Prediction Program
calculates monopole, dlpole, quadrupole, and total noise. To generate a frequency spectrum, any number
of harmonics of blade passage frequency may be calculated. Also, the harmonics may be calculated for
several observer locations to define the directivity of the Prop-Fan. In order to ensure that the input
to the program Is correct, the program plots the p^anform of the blade being evaluated. Phase plots for
each harmonic and each location calculated are diagiostic output which is particularly important in
optimizing the sweep distribution of a Prop-Fan blade during the design process.
Waveforms for the acoustic pressure pulse generated by a blade are also an output of the program.
These are important diagnostic aids which can be compared with measured acoustic pressure pulses to
establish areas of deficiency of the methodology.
The Prop-Fan Frequency Domain Noise Prediction Method described above predicts free-field noise. On
an airplane where noise levels on the fuselage surface are predicted, the levels are Influe.iced by the
presence of the fuselage and the shielding of the aircraft boundary layer. This subject has been
addressed by Hanson^°>°" and McAninch. ^>"
The latest and most complete analysis of these effects
is summarized In Reference 59. The theory of Reference 59 models a distributed rotating source (the
Prop-Fan) propagating sound through a boundary layer of arbitrary profile to an Infinitely long rigid
cylinder (the fuselage) in the near field. A sample of the calculated correction factors for conditions
encountered In the flight test of Prop-Fan models on a Lockheed-Jetstar test vehicle (to be described
later) are shown in Figure 24, This is an "unwrapped" fuselage surface showing the predicted measured
level of blade passage frequency relative to a prediction in the free-field for an eight blade Prop-Fan
at a cruise Mach number of 0.79 and a tip rotational Mach number of 0,816. Thus at forward locations, it
can be seen that the measured level would be substantially lower than the free-field prediction due to
propagation through the boundary layer. Behind the rotor plane of rotation, the measured level should
exceed the free-field level by 3dB due to the pressure amplification asaociated with the presence of the
fuselage.
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Figure 24. Sample calculated correction factors for the
Jetstar fuselage at blade passage frequency for
an eight 'ilade Prop-Fan (Ref 60)

The raos t recent thrust In Prop-Fan noise theory s the application of mori fundamental procedures for
One direction 'ielng pursued Is the appllcatlo,1 of the Euler
predicting performance and/or noise.
equations o f fluid motion. One example of these programs Is that developed by Bober et al. ■' Work to
apply these programs to Prop-Fan noise prediction Is still In the early stages.
However, It Is clear
that calcul ations based on the Euler equations currei tly require large computers and take a long time to
run per cas e.
A second approach now being pursued It the compressible lifting surface theory for
aerodynamic and noise predictions.*" This Is a unified theory applicable to acoustics, unstalled
flutter and steady performance of unshrouded propulsois.
It accounts for effects of blade Interference,
thickness a nd three-dlmenslonallty. The noise theory described above developed by Hanson is already in
The performance aspects of the theory are now being
use for des ign and evaluation of Prop-Fans.
developed
The latest noise methodology task in the Prop-Fan area relates to the counter rotation configuration
discussed earlier. As shown in Figure 25, there are several new mechanisms to be addressed in the
predictions. The most obvious addition is the interaction between rotors. There is both an acoustic
Interaction associated with two coherent sources located close together and an aerodynamic interaction
caused by potential and vlsco, i wake interaction. As in the wing mount laaidllation, the wing and
nacelle Influence the flow field at the Prop-Fan and these influences must be considered in noise
predictions.
In addition, the non-uniform flow caused by the engine exhaust and the pylon must be
included in the tail mount Prop-Fan noise prediction. A block diagram of the procedure under development
at Hamilton Standard for counter rotation noise nredictions is shown in Figure li.
It can be seen that
all of the above effects are included in this procedure.
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Figure 25. Factors affecting counter rotation Prop-Fan noise

Figure 26. Counter rotation Prop-Fan noise prediction method

The above discussion is written in the framework of near-field noise prediction. This is certainly
an Important aspect of the Prop-Fan as it influences cabin comfort. However, a Prop-Fan airplane must
satisfy the international certification limits on far-field noise. However, satisfying these limits haj
not been considered as dlnicult as the cruise noise control since Prop-Fans operate at takeoff and
. ndlng at subsonic tip speeds like conventional turboprops. There are, of course special calculations
required for certification predictions. For these calculations, the ground reflection effects associated
with the direct and reflecttd sound reaching the measuring microphone mounted 4 ft. from the ground must
be Included in the calculation. An indication of the Importance of the Inclusion of ground reflection
corrections for accurate predictio-.s of conventional turboprop transports can be seen in Figure 27. Here
it can be seen that the groun«1 reflec-lon effects suppress the blade passage frequency tone in the 63 Hz
band, enhance the tone at two times blade passage frequency and enhance all of the higher frequency tones
and broadband noise. The predicted fiee-field Effective Perceived Noise Level would be 97.2 while the
prediction with ground reflection would be 98.3. For Prop-Fan transports the effects on Effective
Perceived Noise Level seen in Figure 27 are enhanced because of the dominance of the low frequency tones
in the Prop-Fan noise spectrum.
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Far field Prop-Fan noise predictions now Include the effects of the airplane flow field, particularly
the effects of wing circulation, which cause the load on the "up going" blades to be different from that
on the "down going" blades. Also for sideline noise predictions, the attenuation of sound propagating
near the ground In excess of that which would occur due to normal propagation through a homogeneous
atmosphere is now Included for accurate certification level predictions. Prediction of both the effects
of the airplane flow field (Installation effects) and excess ground attenuation are In the development
stages. Refinement In the Installation effec. I calculations Is expected In the near future as better
airplane flow field calculation procedures are developed. Refinement In excess ground attenuation
calculations Is expected as new turboprop airplane test data becomes available.
Prop-Fan Experiments - Both wind tunnel and flight tests of single rotation Prop-Fan models have been
conducted. In 1978 acoustic tests of the SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3 Prop-Fan models were conducted under NASA
Contract In the Acous'1c Research Tunnel at the United Technologies Research Center."
This open jet
tunnel with an acouf.lcally treated test section Is shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 27. Effects of ground reflection* on turboprop
eirplane noiie

Figure 28. Prop-Fan model let up for acoustic test

Acoustic data were obtained at locations along lines parallel to the axis of the tunnel (also the
axis of Prop-Fan rotation) at four distances: 0.4, 0.8, and 1.6 Prop-Fan diameters and at 10 ft.
The curves of Figure 29 show the peak level of the 8P harmonic at a tip clearance of 0.8 Prop-Fan
diameters as a function of tip helical Mach number for a constant loading of approximately 37 SUP/Blade.
At high tip speeds, this loading approaches the l°vel of lift coefficient on the blades for a Prop-Fan at
the cruise condition. Therefore, this data was considered an Indication of the noise reduction potential
of the SR-3 design. It can be seen In Figure 29 that the SR-3 Is about lOdB lower In level than the SR-2
at supersonic tip helical Mach number. These benefits are seen In test points up to 1.21 tip helical
Mach number. Wind tunnel tests have also been conducted at NASA Lewis In the 6 ft. x 8 ft. Transonic
Wind Tunnel66«" which confirm the benefits of blade sweep at high cruise Mach number.
The curves of Figure 30 show the trend of 8P harmonic with tip helical Mach number in the far field
10 ft. from the axis of rotation for a constant load of 37 SHP/Blade. At 0.7 to 0.8 tip helical Mach
number, the reduction of 5dB for the swept SR-3 blade relative to the unswept SR-2 Is considered
particularly Important as this Is the operating regime during take-off and landing where regulations must
be satisfied for aircraft noise certification. These results confirmed that Prop-Fan configurations
designed to reduce near field noise in cruise are also beneficial in reducing far field noise at take-off
and landing conditions.
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In 1981 and 1982 flight tests were conducted on the SR-2 and SR-3 driven by an air turbine drive
mounted above the fuselage of Lockheed Jetstar as shown In Figure 31. Initial tests conducted In 1981
used an array of microphones on the fuselage surface as shown In Figure 32 to acquire amplitude and phase
Information useful for cabin soundproofing research. Initial data reduction showed that levels were
lower than predictions and led to the discovery by Hanson" that the sound was attenuated by
propagation through the fuselage boundary layer. In the 1982 tests, a microphone boom was mounted above
the Prop-Fan as shown In Figure 32 to minimize boundary layer effects. Analysis of the data from this
program is fully documented In References 68 thru 74 and In Reference 60. The following Is a brief
summary of the results.
Microphone boom

Figure 32. Microphone boom and fuselage surface
microphones on Jetstar

Figure 31. Model Prop-Fan installed on Jetstar

Figure 33 shows the comparison of SR-2 and SR-3 noise measurements. Figure 33A shows the comparison
of directivity (0 is in the plane of rotation). It can be seen that (as in the earlier wind tunnel
tests) the swept blade SR-3 produces less noise than straight blade SR-2. Figure 33B shows that this Is
true for the upper harmonics as well as the blade passage frequency noise. These are data from the boom
microphones where the boundary layer effects are minimized. The differences between the boom and
fuselage surface measurements is Indicated in Figure 34. Note that the boom and fuselage microphones
compared are slightly displaced as the Prop-Kan axis of rotation is down tilted. It can be seen that the
effects expected by Hanson" are generally confirmed, i.e. the boundary layer attenuates noise
substantially ahead of the plane of rotation. In Reference 60, the measured fuselage levels are compared
with fuselage surface predictions (including Hanson's boundary layer corrections). As shown in Figure
35, at the 0.787 Mach number condition, the correction appears to be insufficient at forward microphones
but at the 0.713 and 0.62 Mach number conditions the correction appears promising. Further work is under
way to improve the high cruise Mach number amplitude correction and to evaluate the phase accuracy of the
procedure. Phase accuracy is considered necessary for design of fuselage wall soundproofing using
advanced theoretical procedures.
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A comparison of prediction and measurement at the SR-3 cruise design point Is shown In Figure 36.
The boom microphone data corrected for pressure amplification due to the presence of the boom Is shown
compared to free-field predictions using Hanson's Frequency Domain Method,' The agreement can be seen
to be quite good considering that the Prop-Fan Is a highly swept wide chord blade operating at transonic
tip speed. All of the noise components contribute to the total. Figure 37 shows the comparison of the
peak near field directivity point predictions and measurements for the SR-2 and SR-3 (corrected to free
field) as a function of tip helical Mach number. Again, the agreement Is nulte good. As noted before,
the SR-3 shows the benefits of sweep at the high helical Mach numbers encountered at cruise. However,
some benefits can be seen for the SR-3 even at lower helical Mach numbers.
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Counter Rotation Testing - The Interest In the enhanced efficiency of the counter rotation version of the
Prop-Fan described earlier has encouraged not only development of noise methodology but also acoustic
tests. One test series was conducted In 1982 and 1983 using the Falrey Gannet Antl-Elecf.ronlc Warfare
airplane shown In Figure 38. This airplane la unique In that each of the blade rows Is driven by a
separate turbine engine, thus, the front or rear blade row can be shut down for experimental purposes.
For the test series, a boom (seen In the foreground of Figure 38) was mounted on the wing. Flush mounted
microphones on the boom were used to acquire Inflight near field noise data at various cruise
conditions. Also, as shown In Figure 39, data was acquired ot various locations farther from the Gannet
In "station keeping" tests conducted Jointly by Hamilton Standard and NASA using a NASA Learjet with
microphones mounted on the nose and wing tip. In another part of the test series, far field data was
acquired In flyover tests. The data from this comprehensive test series Is still being evaluated.
However, some initial results will be discussed below.

Figure 38. Fairey Gannet modified for acoustic tests

Figure 39. Fairey Gannet in station keeping acoustic
test with Learjet

Figure 40 shows the circumferential directivity measured with a near field boom mounted microphone.
This circumferential directivity had been anticipated based on the experimental work by Hubbard76 and
the analytical work by Hanson and Magllozzi reported in Reference 39. The data shown in Figure 40 was
obtained with a stationary microphone boom while the crossover point of the front and rear rotors was
shifted circumferentlally by operating the two rotors at different RPM's. This circumferential
directivity leads to difficulties in interpreting noise spectra xrom counter rotating systems because the
spectrum seen when the BPF is at a peak has the harmonics of a 4 blade propeller but when the BPF is a
minimum, the spectrum has the harmonics of an 8 blade propeller. These effects become less pronounced at
higher frequencies as can be seen in Figure 40.
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The most serious question regarding counter rotation propulsors Is the amount of aerodynamic
Interaction which causes noise In excess of that which would exist if the two rotors only generated the
acoustic interaction noise associated with two coherent sources operating close to each other. In the
near field, an indication of this excess can be seen in Figure 41, Figure 41 compares the near field
harmonic levels for the summation of front and rear rotor noise spectra (obtained by operating each
separately) with the spectrum of the two rotors operated together as a counter rotation system. Although
it is recognized that the Gannet was operating at different flight speeds for the single and counter
rotation tests, there is clearly an excess noise above the third harmonic. In the far field, the
aerodynamic interaction is more difficult to evaluate due to the uncertainty introduced by the source
moving past a stationary microphone. However, Figure 42 suggests that aerodynamic interaction exists
above 2 times blade passage frequency (about 200 Hz). Unfortunately, the Gannet engines or airframe
noise appear to mask the high frequency components so the far field flyover data is less useful than the
near field boom microphone data or the far field station keeping data.
The Gannet is a conventional counter rotation turboprop and is lightly loaded when compared to the
loading envisaged for a counter rotation Prop-Fan. Therefore, it is difficult to anticipate how the
interaction identified above will Impact these new designs. This is the subject of current intensive
effort. One attempt to obtain data more relevant to the Prop-Fan has been reported by Block. ' This
data indicates that a substantial amount of interaction ahead of the plane of rotation occurs for a
counter rotation Prop-Fan consisting of two blade rows each having four unswept SR-2 blades.
Unfortunately, these tests were also limited to light blade loadings and low forward speeds so further
experiments and analysis will be required to establish the interaction penalty for heavily loaded
counter-rotation Prop-Fans.
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Concluding Remarks
Propeller acoustic research has been conducted 'or more than 60 years. The work of the pioneers who
developed source noise prediction procedures has been a valuable basis for more recent researchers who
have had the advantage of more advanced matiematlcal tools and fast running computers. Nevertheless,
there continue to be unsolved mysteries in ..ccurate prediction of Prop-Fan and turboprop noise. In
particular, the recent Interest in counter i ication Prop-Fans has added a new complexity to the
prediction process because of the aerodynatiic interaction between blade rows. More conventional
turboprops such as those now being Introduced on large commuter airplanes appear to be better understood
noise producers. However, the noise of these turboprops is Jtill a challenge for the engineers designing
fuselage wall treatment to improve cabin comfort. In the fuselage soundproofing area as in the Prop-Fan
source noise p .'diction area, additional research will be needed before predictions can be made with
complete confidence.
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APPLICATION OF ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL TO MODEL PROPELLER NOISE
M. Sallkuddln, H. K. Tanna, R. H. Burrin and W. E. Carter
Lockheed-Georgia Company
Marietta, Georgia 30063

SUMMARY

The applicability of "active noise control" to reduce cabin noise of turboprop aircraft Is demonstrated
by conducting several laboratory experiments.
The principle of active noise control Is to reduce the noise
radiated from a primary source by superimposing a signal from a secondary source, which Is made Identical
In amplitude but opposite In phase to the primary sound signal.
A computer controlled algorithm was developed to implement this concept in a free-field environment, in which, the noise from the primary source
(eventually the propeller) and the noise measured at several locations on a representative surface (eventually the fuselage) were used to create the input for the secondary source.
Experiments using a number
of sinusoidal signals were conducted.
An average noise reduction of 8 to 1A dB was achieved on the surface in the frequency range of 200 to 1000 Hz.
Next the concept was applied to the propeller problem
where the sound signal contains many discrete tones at harmonics of the blade-passage frequency.
For this
purpose, a pre-recorded time history of a 1/10-scale model propeller was used to drive the primary source.
An average noise reduction of about 15 dB was observed at the first two blade passage frequencies, and 12
dB and 5 dB reductions were observed at the 3rd and Ath blade passage frequencies, respectively.
Finally,
the active noise control concept was applied to a l/10th scale propeller, installed in an anecholc chamber
with flight simulation facility. A substantial amount of noise reduction was achieved on the model fuselage surface.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The fact that the high-speed turboprops offer significantly higher propulsion efficiency compared to
that of the high-bypass-ratio turbofan engines has been well established[1 ]. However, before the potentla fuel savings associated with the advanced turbopiops can be realized in practice in future aircraft
designs, several important technological problems must be solved[2].
One of the serious problems is
concerned with the aircraft cabin noise.
It is widely recognized that the cabin or interior noise of
propeller-driven aircraft is significantly more annoying than the noise environment inside a jet-powered
aircraft. An effective control of interior noise for large turboprop aircraft is a major obstacle in
aeroacoustlcs, mainly because of the high levels of low-frequency discrete tones generated by the turboprops.
This problem is in fact so critical for propfan aircraft that a satisfactory solution leading to
an acceptable degree of passenger discomfort is one of the major factors that will determine the future
of this class of aircraft.
Several solutions for the control of "air-borne" and "structure-borne" interior noise of turboprop
aircraft are currently being pursued within the government and industry[3].
For air-borne cabin noise,
these solutions range from the conventional concept of developing Improved fuselage soundproofing methods
to the more sophisticated techniques such as the use of "synchrophased" propellers to minimize the nearfield noise signature impinging on selected parts of the fuselage structure.
However, each of these
solutions is accompanied by severe penalties and/or limitations.
The soundproofing concept Incurs significant economic and weight penalties.
The propeller synchrophasing technique[4] requires an accurate
automatic control of the propellers such that a predetermined phase relationship between the circumferential blade locations of the propellers is maintained. Although this technique has been successful in
reducing the annoying variations in noise levels, known as "beats", inside the cabin of multi-engine
turboprop airplanes, its effectiveness has so far been limited.
This is mainly because '-he blade phaseholding or synchonization ability, to an accuracy better than 10°, is currently restricted significantly
by electronic and mechanical control problems.
In view of the drawbacks associated with the above methods, an alternative method, commonly known as
"Active Noise Control," is proposed to determine its applicability in reducing the interior noise of propeller/propfan aircraft.
The basic principle of active noise control is to reduce the noise radiated
from a primary source (in this case, the propeller or propfan) by using a secondary sound source.
If
the secondary sound signal can be made identical in amplitude but opposite in phase to the primary sound
signal, then a complete cancellation can be achieved within certain regions of the space surrounding the
two sources.
Although the idea of active noise control was first developed almost 50 years ago, its practical
Implementation did not start until 1973[5].
Most of the successful implementation of this technique,
so far, is restricted to attenuate noise levels inside the air ducts by various ways[6-13]. However,
there is a need to implement the active noise control concept in the free-field to attenuate noise levels
in a near-field region.
Some preliminary work in this direction has been done[l4-16] to reduce the noise
level in hallways or chambers.
However, its application has not yet been directed toward the interior
noise reduction for propeller driven aircraft.
The possible application of this principle to a real aircraft is shown schematically in Figure 1,
where the noise generated by the propeller is desired to be minimized at the fuselage surface using a
secondary source installed through the nacelle and facing toward the fuselage surface.
The Input to
the secondary source can be determined by using the propeller signal measured at a remote location least
affected by the secondary source.
This signal can be modified in amplitude and phaso so that the
secondary source output reaching the fuselage surface would meet the active noise control requirements of
reducing the blade passage tone and its harmonics.
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Tne objective of this paper is to demonstrate the applicability of "active noise control" to reduce
the cabin noise of turboprop aircraft by conducting several laboratory experiments.
These experiments
were conducted using (1) discrete-frequency sinusoidal signal, (2) simulated propeller noise, and (3)
noise generated by a l/10th scale C-130 model propeller with simulated flight as the primary noise
source.
In each case an acoustic driver was used as the secondary source.

ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL SYSTEMS
Two separate systems were developed to Implement the active sound control concept in a frer-field
environment.
In these systems, the signal generated by the primary source (eventually the propoller)
and the noise measured at several locations on a representative surface (eventually the fuselage surface)
were used to create the input for the secondary source. The primary noise source in the initial study of
discrete-frequency sinusoidal signals consisted of an acoustic driver excited by the electronic signal
from an oscillator.
The same signal was also used to "create" the input for the secondary source.
For
the simulated propeller noise experiments, the oscillator was replaced by an analog tape recorder on
which the pre-recorded propeller noise tape was played. The output of the tape recorder was used for
primary and secondary noise sources.
Finally, for the model propeller experiments, where the propeller
itself was the primary source, the input to the secondary source was obtained by measuring the propeller
noise at a remotely mounted microphone, least affected by the secondary noise.
Before feeding the secondary input signal to the secondary source, it was first inverted and then modified appropriately in amplitude and phase.

2.1

DIRECT SEARCH SYSTEM

In the direct search system, the secondary source input signal was fed to a modifier in which the
signal was first inverted and then the modifications in amplitude and phase were introduced as desired.
The modified signal was then fed to the secondary source.
The resultant noise due to the primary and
secondary sources on a representative surface were measured by several microphones mounted on it.
These
microphone outputs were connected to a computer through an analog to digital converter. An average
mean-square value of these signals was computed, which was a representative measure of the noise level
on the surface.
The operational procedure consisted of varying the phase of the input signal to the secondary source
in small steps while keeping the amplitude fixed. The corresponding average noise levels were noted.
From this operation an optimum phase value corresponding to the minimum average noise level was determined.
Then, using this optimum phase value, the amplitude of the secondary source input was varied in steps, and
the corresponding average noise levels were noted. From this exercise an optimum amplitude level corresponding to a minimum average noise level was determined. Hence, the optimum phase and amplitude values could be
used for the secondary source input signal for achieving a minimum average noise level at the representative
surface.
The phase and amplitude of the secondary source were varied either manually, as shown in Figure 2,
or using a computer. The circuit diagrams for the computer operated systems were similar to those shown
in Figures 1 and J, except the feedback process was switched off.

2.2

COMPUTER CONTROLLED OR AUTOMATIC SEARCH SYSTEM

The direct search system seemed to be simple and straightforward.
However, any change In the primary
noise required a complete new determination of the optimum amplitude and phase for the secondary source
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Therefore, this sytem Is not practical for an unsteady or quasi-steady type of primary
Consequently, an automatic search system controlled by a computer was developed.

In this system a gradient technique was applied to determine Che optimum values of amplitude and
phase for the secondary source Input.
The secondary source Input signal was first Inverted. Then,
Initially, this signal was arbitrarily modified by the computer, both In amplitude and phase, and then fed
to the secondary source.
In the control process, the resultant signals due to both sources measured by
several microphones on a representative surface were Input to the computer via analog-to-digltal converters.
The average noise level of these signals was then computed and used to determine the appropriate
modification to the input signal for the secondary source that would minimize the average noise level
at the surface.
The entire feed-back loop was computer controlled (see Figures 1 and 3).
The algorithm
converged rapidly, thus allowing fast generation vf the required secondary source input.
The principle of the computer-controlled minimization technique can be illustrated as follows.
The average noise level, F(A,(()), at the representative surface is a function of secondary source input
amplitude A and the phase difference <t> between the primary and secondary signals.
Therefore, if a minimum

'

of F exists, then the gradients (3F/3A),}, and (3F/3iti)A would be zero at the optimum values of A and $. To
determine the optimum value of $, It Is evident that If QF/BWA IS positive, the phase if must be lowered
and vice-versa until (3F/3IJ>)A becomes zero.
Similarly, If OF/äA)^ Is positive, the amplitude A must be
reduced and vice-versa until OF/SA),*, becomes zero.
The algorithm was written on this principle, such that
the two gradients were evaluated first time by varying A and | arbitrarily.
Then the subsequent modifications
were introduced from the sign of the gradients thus evaluated and the process was continued until a minimum
value of F was obtained.
The amplitude and phase modifications could be achieved, either by all digital processing using a
digital computer (see Figure 3) or by analog systems.
The analog systems conslste:; of an amplitude multiplier and a delay unit (see Figures 1 and 2).
For direct search systems the modifier units were operated
either manually or by a computer with external input, whereas, for automatic search systems, these units
were programmable and were computer controlled.
In principle, the smallest step for $ (i.e., A())) , using the all digital system, was controlled by
the sampling rate which was Introduced using an oscillator. However, for the digital system to complete
one cycle of operation, which consisted of the digitization of primary source input, modifications of its
phase and amplitude, conversion of the modified data into analog signal, digitization of signals from the
surface microphones, etc., the computer needed a finite amount of processing time. AT.
Therefore, the
highest sampling rate, S, was controlled by the computer operation time. AT (i.e. Smax ■ 1/AT), and the
smallest delay for the secondary signal input in this algorithm could not be less than AT.
For the noise
minimization at a frequency f, the smallest step to the phase $ is
(A*)

2TTfAT = 2Tlf/S

min

Therefore, fine phase resolutions at higher frequencies could be achieved only if AT is very small. However, for most of the mini-computers used in this case, a fine phase resolution was not possible for higher
frequencies.
As an example, for the computer used in this study, the highest sampling rate, Smax, was only
about 9 KHz, which resulted in a phase resolution of (Aiti)m^n ■ 0.04f (degree).
This gave a phase resolution
of 20° for a signal of 500 Hz.
To obtain very fine phase resolutions, a continuously variable audio delay line was developed.
Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the audio delay line, which contains a bucket brigade device, wnich

;
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Block diagram of time delay system.

acted as a discrete-time transversal delay line.
The continuous input signal, s(t), was sampled at a
rate fc determined by an external clock source.
The sampled signal was a stair-stepped discrete time
signal s(nTc), where Tc = l/fc.
The bucket brigade device had a fixed number of delay units, 512, so
that the input signal was delayed by 512 Tc (i.e. sd(nTc) = s ((n-512)Tc)).
After passing through the
delay line, the signal sc](nTc) was low pass filtered to eliminate the stair-stepped discrete-time quantization effects to produce the continuous-time signal s(j(t), where s(j(t) = s(t-512Tc) .
As indicated, the time delay introduced by the audio
For the current study, a waveform generator with frequency
of .000001 Hz was used.
Changes in the time delay. AT, as
fore, for AT = 1 u sec, the phase resolution was (A4))min ■
of the input signal to the delay unit.
For a 500 Hz input
which was more than adequate for the purpose.

delay line was completely determined by fc.
range of 0 - 20 MHz and frequency resolution
small as 1 U sec were easily obtainable. There2Trf x 10"^ radians, where f was the frequency
signal, this phase resolution became 0.18°,

A programmable gain amplifier with very high gain resolution was also developed for the amplitude
modification function. The amplifier gain, controlled by the computer, was as small as .005 volts/volt.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two separate sets of experiments, one with simulated primary source and the other with a real
model propeller as the primary source, were conducted in this study.
The experimental results were
obtained by using direct search as well as automatic search systems.
The direct search system was used to optimize the delay (phase) and amplitude of the secondary
source input for the following reasons.
(1) An optimum location for the secondary source with respect
to the primary source was determined such that a maximum overall noise reduction was obtained on the
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representative surface, while there was no Increase In the noise level at any point on that surface.
(2)
The direct search system could indicate whether a single minimum for the average noise level existed or not.
The simple gradient technique to get the minimum could be used for a function with a single minimum. For
functions with multiple minima, the simple gradient technique needs to be modifieH to search all the minima
before converging to the real minimum.
(3)
The direct search system was usud ko validate the automatic
search system.
The experimental results presented in this section involve the following parameters. The time delay
introduced to the input singal of the secondary source is expressed asT (ms).
For discrete frequency signal,
the time delay is related to its phase, * in degrees.
7he amplitude of the secondary source output is normalized with respect to that of the primary source and is termed as power fatio ii.
The average noise level
measured on the representative surface is normalized with respect to the average noise level due to the primary source only (i.e. average noise level without active control.) This parameter is termed as relative
noise level A . Without active control A becomes unity.
3.1

ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL FOR DISCRETE-FREQUENCY SINUSOIDAL SinNAL

The experimental set up used for this case consisted of two acoustic drivers, one of which was the
primary noise source and the other was the secondary noise source. Seven 1.27 cm BiK microphones were
mounted on a representative surface in ho free-field (see Figure 5).
The input to the drivers and the
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(ACo'lSTIC DRIVER)

PRIMARY NOISE
SOURCE
(ACOUSTIC DRIVER)
(a) CONFIGURATION I 1

Figure

5.

k^

(b) CONFIGURATION I i

Experimental arrangment for simulated propeller active noise control with two configurations of
secondary source, (a) secondary source far from primary; (b) secondary source close to primary.

output from the microphones were connected to the ac,ive noise control systems that were discussed in section
2.
The results were obtained for discrete-frequency sinusoidal signals as input to the primarv source.
The experimental results for this case are divided into two groups.
Preliminary results were obtained
using the direct search technique to determine the optimum configuration for the secondary source with respect
to the primary at which thr optimized average noise level for the whole representative surface was a minimum.
The second set of results was obtained with the optimum configuration, by direct search as well as by automatic search techniques. These results were used to validate the computer controlled or automatic search
algorithm as well as to determine the effectiveness of the active noise control concept.
3.1.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

To determine the optimum configuration for the experimental set up for *hlch the active noise control
was most effective, a parametric study was conducted by varying the location jf the secondary source. The
results presented here are for the cases In which the secondary source was placed at two dliferent positions
keeping the primary source location fixed.
Figure 6 shows the variation of the average noise level as well as the noise levels at each individual
microphone location with respect to the phase, $ , of the secondary source Input for a sinusoidal signal of
239.5 Hz.
The Input levels for both the sources were kept the same in this case (i.e. ij/ - 1) .
Although a
minimum for the average noise level was reached at ((i - 180°, no reduction in noise level was obtained. The
secondary source for this test was located away from the prlmar source (configuration #1 in Figure 5(a) )
and, therefore, an optimum phase for one microphone location wa.s not optimum for another, due to the individual phase relationship. This can be easily observed In Figure 6, where the minimum noise levels for
each microphone occurred at different phase angles. These minimum noise levels for Individual microphones
are significantly lower than the noise levels without active control. However, the average noise level at
((i - 180 due to all the microphones was not lower than the average level due to the primary source. Therefore, while the noise levels were attenuated at some locations on the representative surface, there were
other positions where the noise levels were Increased above the primary noise level at the optimum condition.
Similar results, presented in Figure 7 for a sinusoidal signal of 1000 Hz, confirm the above conclusion,
except that the average noise level at the optimum phase (0 - -80°) in this case was slightly lower than the
level without active control (i.e., A ■ 0.72).
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The above results led to further investigations to achieve noise reductions at every point on the
surface. When the secondary source was located at configuration #1, which was away from the primary
source, it was obvious that the phase relationships between the primary and secondary signals at individual points on the surface were not identical. To maintain a constant phase relationship at every
point on the surface, both primary and secondary sources must be placed precisely at the s;'.ie location.
However, physically this was not realizable. Therefore, the secondary source was then placed on a horizontal plane which contained the primary source and as close to it as possible (i.e. orientation //2 as
shown in Figure 5(b) ). For this configuration the average attenuations achieved were very high; but
more importantly, attenuations of nearly uniform magnitude were achieved everywhere on the surface at
the same optimum condition. As an example, in Figure 8 the noise levels at several loca'' ,ns on the
surface, as well as the average noise level for a 239.5 Hz sinusoidal signal, are plotted with respect
to phase i^ of the secondary source input, keeping i|)= 1. Clearly a substantial noise reduction was
achieved at each microphone position on the surface, and thereby, an equal amount of noise reduction
was achieved on the average level. In addition, the optimum phases for minimum noise at individual
points, as well as for average noise level, were more or less equal. Therefore, this orientation of
the secondary source was considered lo be the optimum.
To establish an optimization procedure for the direct search technique the effect of phase and
amplitude variations on average noise level A were further studied for several discrete-frequency sinusoidal signals. For 239.5 Hz, the results are presented in Figure 9. In Figure 9(a) the average noise
levels, A , are plotted with respect to (() at several fixed secondary source Input levels (i^) . For each
ii, a minimum was obtained at about <t) = 180 , even though these minimum levels were different in magnitude. The lowest minimum was obtained for ijj = 0.6. Figure 9(b) shows the average noise level distribution with respect to ip at several fixed $. Here one arrives at the same conclusion as that of Figure
9(a), except that there was no common minimum of A with respect to ijl for all the fixed phases. However,
minimum average rfbise levels were obtained at phase angles around (}> = 180 which was established as the
optimum phase in Figure 9(a). Therefore, in the direct search technique, it was essential to determine
the optimum phase first for a fixed ty; and then, keeping this optimum phase fixed, the power ratio ip
was to be optimized.
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Examination of Figures 6 through 9 highlights another important feature, that, for discrete-frequency
noise, only a single minimum existed for the average noise level distribution with respect to $ and ii) .
This behavior simplified the automatic search technique significantly.
3.1.2

VALIDATION OF AUTOMATIC SEARCH SYSTEM

To establish the effectiveness of the computer controlled minimization algorithm (i.e. automatic
search technique), experiments using a number of sinusoidal signals were conducted. The computer controlled automatic search technique was used to determine the maximized attenuations at various frequencies. The attenuations thus obtained were compared with the values determined by the direct search
technique. The agreement w
excellent. As an example, for 500 Hz, shown in Figure 10, an average
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attenuation of 12 dB (i.e. A= .25) was obta ined at (fi - 178 for ^ = 1 by the direct search technique.
This attenuation was further Increased to 13 dB (A = .225) by varying the secondary source amplitude at
(J) = 178 (see Figure 10(b) ) . The average a ttenuation of 13 dB thus obtained by the direct search technique at 500 Hz agreed very well with that d er ived by the automatic search technique, shown in Figure 11.
This figure shows an average noise reduction of 8 to 14 dB on the surface in the frequency range 200 to
1000 Hz. It is interesting to note that, at a single point on the surface, attenuations as high as 50
to 60 dE could be achieved at some frequenci es.
3.2

ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL FOR SIMULATED PROPELLER NOISE

The next step was to determine if the concept could be applied to propeller noise where the sound
signal contains many discrete tones at harmonics of the blade-passage frequency. The experimental set up
used for this case was same as that used for discrete-frequency sinusoidal signal tests except that the
oscillator was replaced by a tape recorder, the output of which was the simulated propeller noise. F/r
this purpose, a pre-recorded time history of propeller noise from a 1/10-scale C-130 model propeller was
used as input to the primary source (acoustic driver).
The propeller signature recorded on the tape contained dominant noise levels at the blade passage
frequency and its first three harmonics, as shown In Figure 12(a). The sound pressure levels (SPL) of
the harmonics are 13 to 20 dB lower than the fundamental. However, when this signal was fed to the primary or secondary noise source (i.e. acoustic driver) and the spectral outputs of the microphones were
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examined, the SPLs of the harmonics seemed to be as high as the fundamental, as shown in Figure 12(b).
This was apparently due to the characteristics of the acoustic driver used in this case which generated
the harmonics of the fundamental frequency. Therefore, the noise levels observed in the free field were
the sum of the propeller noise and the harmonics generated by the acoustic driver.
Two distinct approaches were taken to implement the active control to the simulated propeller noise.
In one case, the harmonics were attenuated individually by separating them prior to feeding the signal to
the secondary source. In the second approach, the coiplete noise signature was utilized to attenuate all
the harmonics simulataneously.
3.2.1

ATTENUATION OF INDIVIDUAL HARMONICS

In this approach the tape recorded propeller noise for secondary source input is fee* through a number
of low and high pass filters to separate each of the four harmonics and then each of the harmonics is
modified individually for its maximum attenuation. Finally these modified signals are mixed together and

'

fed to the secondary source for active control. The average noise level for each harmonic Is used
separately for the modification of the corresponding input to the secondary source. Therefore, the
noise levels measured by Individual microphones are Fourier transformed to separate the noise level of
each harmonic.
Since only two active control electronic systems were available at the time, attenuation of only the
first two blade passage harmonics was attempted. The active noise control results were excellent. For
two microphone locations, the results with and without active control are shown in Figure 13 in terms of
WITHOUT ACTIVE CONTROL

(b)
WITH ACTIVE CONTROL

I

2

3

FREQUENCY (KHi)

HICROPHOHES

Figure 13. Effect of active noise control on propeller noise signature and noise level reduction at
first two blade passage frequencies for simulated propeller noise experiment; rotational
speed of the propeller = 10200 rpm, simulated flight speed = 75 m/s; (a) experimental set
up; (b) and (c) microphone location #6; (d) and (e) microphone location #4.
signal time histories and spectral levels. In general, the attenuation at various microphone positions
ranged from 10 to 25 dB for the fundamental tone and from 4 to 8 dB for the first harmonic.
3.2.2

ATTENUATION OF COMPLETE NOISE SIGNATURE

In this approach, the noise signature, as a whole, is inverted first and then modified appropriately
prior to feeding to the secondary source. Before applying the automatic search technique for active noise
control, the direct search technique was again used here to determine the maximum attenuation and the corresponding optimum conditions for the secondary source input (see Figure 14). This was done to determine
if a similar single minimum characteristic for single tones still existed for a primary signal with multiple tones. Figure 14 clearly shows that this is indeed the case. The computer controlled algorithm
for the automatic search technique was then validated by comparing these results with those obtained by
the automatic search technique.
At the optimized condition shown in Figure 14, the output of all the microphones mounted on the representative surface was examined. Typical results are shown in Figures 15 and 16. Figure 15 indicates
the effect of active control on propeller noise signature as observed at one of the microphone locations.
The frequency domain results for two microphone locations are shown in Figure 16. A noise reduction of
13 to 17 dB is observed at the first two blade passage frequencies, and 12 to 14 dB and 5 to 9 dB
reductions are observed al the 3rd and 4th blade passage frequencies, respectively.
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Reduction of noise levels at first four propeller blade passage frequencies due to active noise
control for simulated propeller noise experiment; rotational speed of the propeller = 10200 rpm,
simulated flight speed ■ 75 m/s; (a) microphone location /'4; (hi microphone location 116.

ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL FOR A REAL MODEL PROPELLER

To provide the final proof of the validity of the active noise control concept, experiments using a
1/10-scale C-130 model propeller were conducted in the Lockheed anechoic wind tunnel. The test arrangement
is shown in Figure 17.
In this case, the input to the secondary source was obtained by measuring the propeller noise at a remotely mounted microphone, least affected by the secondary source.

REPRESENTATIVE
FUSELAGE
MICROPHONES FLUSH MOUNTED
ON FUSELAGE SURFACE

ACOUSTIC DRIVER PLACED
INSIDE THE FAIRING

ANECHOIC WALL OF
THE CHAMBER

Figure 17.

Arrangement for active noise control experiment using a 1/10-scale C-130 model propeller;
photographic view; (b) schematic view.

(a)

The propeller was run at various rotational speeds with different simulated flight velocities.
A
significant noise reduction was achieved at various microphone locations.
The average noise level attenuation obtained by the direct search technique is shown in Figure 18.
In addition, the active noise control results for a typical test condition at one microphone location are shown in Figure 19.
The pressuretime histories, shown in Figure 19(a) clearly indicate that the peak amplitudes of fluctuating pressure
are reduced drastically by applying active noise control. While the noise reduction for the fundamental
blade passage frequency is significant, as shown in Figure 19(b), the levels for the other tones did not
reduce significantly as compared to the simulated propeller test results (see Figure 16).
The possible
reasons for such results are discussed next.
It was observed from the preliminary tests that a maximum noise reduction was achieved when the secondary source was placed close to the primary. However, for the real propeller tests, the secondary noise
was fed through a tube located behind the propeller and underneath the nacelle (see Figure 17).
This
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position was considerably off-center of the propeller, about 4 im." es compared to its diameter of 16
Inches. This ma;- be one reason for the poor result. Since the overall propeller noise is focused from
its center, it is expected that a bettor noise reduction would be achieved by introducing the secondary
sound at the propeller axis through the nacelle.
For the simulated propeller noise tests, identical signals were fed to the primary and secondary
sources and both the sources were also identical acoustic drivers. Therefore, the output of these
sources were very similar, and this resulted in a very effective active noise control in this situation.
On the other hand, for the real propeller tests, the secondary source output was affected by two adverse
factors: (a) possible contamination of the primary noise measurement by the secondary noise, and (b)
distortion of the secondary signal due to the non-flat amplitude and the non-linear phase responses of
the acoustic driver and associated ductwork. For these reasons, the secondary source output was considerably different from that of the primary source output which was the noise of a real propeller in this
case. Hence, an effective application of active noise control in this case needs to overcome the above
problems. To minimize these problems, individual active control electronic systems for each tone could
he used. Each tone could be appropriately modified after being separated by band pass filters. These
modified signals could then be mixed together before being fed to the secondary source.

4.

FUTURE WORK

In summary, it is indicated that "active noise control" is indeed a viable technique to reduce the
noise levels inside a propeller or propfan aircraft. To exploit this concept, further work is necessary.
Even though the experimental results obtained in the laboratory environment are very encouraging,
the implementation of active noise control on a real full-scale propeller aircraft is quite involved. A
lot of hardware planning is clearly needed. In particular, the requirements associat'd with (a) the
secondary noise source, (b) the microphone placement on the fuselage surface, and (c) the various electronic equipment, such as the computer, programmable delay unit, power supplies, etc., need to be studied
and resolved.
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
Mr. Lars Ohman, NAE
Gentlemen, we are now in the concluding phase or the grand finale of this most interesting symposium.
Let
me first introduce the members of the Round Table Discussion Panel.
To my immediate left you have Dr.
Hank Tijdeman who is Head of the Fluid Dynamics division of NLR Amsterdam, next to him is Derek Peckham,
Superintendent of the Design Methods Division of the Aerodyamics Department of the RAE in Farnborough
England and next to him is Peter Sacher,
Head of the Theoretical Aerodynamics Department of the Military
and Helicopter Division of MBB in Munich, and at the far end is Professor Geoff Lilley, who until recently
was Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics at the University of Southampton.
The procedure for this
RTD will be as follows:
each of my colleagues here will give a short summary of one of the sessions of
the Symposium in the order that they were given in the program.
After that, the floor is yours.
Judging
by your very active participation during the course of the Symposium, I think that we can expect a very
lively RTD discussion as well.
With this I pass the floor over to Dr. Tijdeman.
Dr. Tijdeman

As far as the development of advanced propellers is concerned, roughly a distinction in the following
phases can be made:
n

(1) an exploratory phase, that started in the mid 70's,
(2) an assessment and development phase, that (at least in some nations) is going on at present,
(3) an application phase, in which the advanced propeller technology is ripe for application (1990?).
A similar development as sketched here we have seen before in the supercritical wing technology. It can
be stated that the latter technology should not have been possible without the invaluable contribution of
computational fluid dynamics. In my opinion the same is true for the advanced propeller technology. The
application of 2-1) advanced airfoils, obtained via CFD methods, has been demonstrated in a number of
papers presented in our meeting, namely paper 5 (Bocci), 6 (Rodde, Cuny, Thibert), 14 (Barber), 16
(Zimmer, Hoffmann) and 30 (Metzger). Computational methods for 3-D propellers clearly are in a
less-development stage. The 3-D methods for propellers can be classified in the following groups: (1)
methods for axisymmetric flow, including axisymmetric installation effects like hubs and spinners, (2)
methods for nonsymmetrical flow (the usual situation for installed propellers) and (3) methods to compute
dynamic loads. The axisymmetric flow case, in which we have "steady" loads relative to the rotating axis
system of the propeller, is of importance for the aerodynamical design and analysis of the propeller
itself. Moreover, valuable information about the wake can be obtained. The "steady" loads also form the
input for the noise computations.
In Fig. 1 it has been attempted to list the various methods presented in our meeting in order of the
degree of sophistication. In the most advanced method the Navier-Stokes equations are solved. Such a
solution is mentioned in the NASA overview paper (12). Impressive results, based on solutions of the full
Euler equations were presented in the paper by Bousquet (2) and the earlier mentioned NASA overview (12).
Solutions of the full potential equation were given in papers (2) and (3). The class of methods mentioned
so far are of a non-linear nature. As a next category, in which small perturbations are assumed, a number
of papers (7, 9, 10, 11) presented methods based on the linearized Euler equations and finally there were
some other papers (3, 12, 16) based on simpler approximations.
The effect of the wake on aircraft components, an important aspect of propeller propulsions, has been
treated in the papers by Lilley and Emarati (20), Prabhu (22) and Eshelby (8).
My guess is that for the aerodynamic analysis of advanced propellers non-linear methods are required,
while for the design mode a linearized method will be sufficient.
The nonsymmetric flow case, requiring a time-dependent computation, gives as a result the time-dependent
loads on the propeller (1-P and multiple P-loads) and time-dependent contents of the wake, being important
as a source of excitation for AC-components. Most of the methods presented in our meeting were based on
the linearized Euler-equations (see Fig. 2). These methods are closely related to methods using the
acceleration potential. My estimate is that for advanced, installed propellers a non-linear method is
required, because the disturbances cannot be considered to be small. (I would like to have the opinion of
the audience on this matter.)
With respect to the computation of dynamic loads, I refer here to so-called motion-induced loads. These
loads are important for whirl-flutter studies (which can be treated in a quasi-steady way) and
blade-flutter (which requires a fully unsteady approach). Here the guess is that linear methods, if
linearized around the correct "mean steady" flow field, will do the job.
One of the main problems associated with the application of propellers is the noise problem. Noise
computations require as an input the "steady" aerodynamic loads on the propeller and the "time-dependent"
loads due to flow nonsymmetry. The noise field generated by the propel le. ''hen can be determined. A
complicated additional step is the translation into interior noise, taki.ip, into account the transmission
through the fuselage structure.
All the noise prediction methods presented here (see Fig. 4) are based on the linearized Euler equations
or acceleration potential equation. It is estimated that for noise predictions linearized theory is
sufficient to obtain results for practical applications.
To conclude this short summary on the computational aspects, it can be stated that further development of
the computational "tools" is essential for a successful development of the advanced propeller technology.
These "tools" should be able to treat rather complex flow patterns. However it is not necessary to start
at zero level: the last decade an enormous development in CFD methods and computer technology has taken
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place, which implies Chat there is an excellent base for further developments.
still a lot of work has to be done in this area.

It will be clear slso that

FIG. 1
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FIG. 2
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FIG U :
NOISE COMPUTATIONS

'Steady-Loads
on Propeller (Fig. 1)

Far Field Noise
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COMPUTATIONS

Input :

Near Field Noise
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Time-Dependent Loads
on Propeller (Fig. 2)
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ESTIMATE : Linearized Methods will Suffice

Mr. D. H. Peckham, RAE
I wish to highlight just a few points on propeller testing, mainly from the performance point of view.
Firstly, the revival of interest in propellers has meant that an increasing number of windtunnels are
being used for propeller testing. Also, the attempts to squeeze a few percent more efficiency out of
propellers has increased the need for accuracy in such experiments. Inevitably, it seems to me, rigs for
propeller testing are quite bulky. Even if the nacelle is a streamlined shape, there still has to be a
substantial support strut, and sometimes in addition, a further strut bringing in power supplies. Now,
not only do such rigs introduce substantial blockage, they can also give asymmetric blockage. Clearly,
this affects the flow distribution in the plane of the propeller.
Also, as mentioned by Dr. Williams,
the wakes from such rigs may still persist to some extent around the tunnel circuit. I cannot recall any
speakers actually presenting evidence on the flow quality upstream of their rigs, that is, in the plane of
the propeller under test. The effects of blockage and flow distribution may not be serious in comparative
tests, but such effects would have to be accounted for when one needs to establish, as accurately as
possible, the performance of a full-scale propeller in relation to performance guarantees. Another point,
I cannot recall any mention of tunnel wall corrections, nor anybody brave enough to present results on the
same propeller in both open and closed jet working sections; I do not know how important this question is.
I would be interested to hear later on any comments from members attending this symposium.
There were some mentions of Reynolds number effects, roughness effects and effects of leading edge
de-icing equipment. With the Reynolds number of even full scale propellers being on the low side, one can
expect that we are in a Reynolds number range where quite large effects can be expected between model
scale and full scale Reynolds numbers. A figure of half a million Reynolds number was mentioned a number
of times as the desirable minimum value. I cannot recall that being challenged.
Finally, we have been warned of some of the dangers in propeller testing by Mr. Bass, and I don't think
that he is more accident-prone than other workers in the field; perhaps he is more open about his
experiences. I chink that his advice on avoiding damage, not only to the propellers, but also to the wind
tunnels in which they are being tested was very valuable.
Mr. P. Sacher, MBB
I will try to summarize the main topics of Session 3, that is Propeller-Air Frame Interaction. I will
stress five different points. First of all, the requirements derived from contributions of the papers
from industry. Secondly, the question of how to achieve optimum propeller air frame installations. Then
the evaluation of an experimental data base which is of course necessary for the development of new
computer codes. Last but not least, some few words about the shortcoming of the prediction methods of the
present time.
We have had five different papers; two contibutions came from industry and the rest were from research
institutes and universities. Of course, the papers from industry were more directed towards project
applications, those from research were devoted more or less to theoretical development or fundamental
measurements providing a data base. First some words about the contributions from industry. The main
objective was the experimental determination of propeller airframe installation effects on realistic
aircraft shapes. The most important aspect is the fact that not only the isolated propeller nacelle
performance must be improved for example by the development of new 2-D shapes using recently developed
numerical methods. The whole geometric arrangement of nacelle wing body needs careful optimization. The
requirements from industry result in an optimization process. This process should achieve first of all
minimum nacelle drag installation increment by optimal positioning and shaping the nacelle in combination
with the selected wing plan form. Secondly, an optimum L/D and minimum induced drag during cruise,
thirdly, maximum lift for design of a selected high lift flap system and concerning this last topic, I
refer to the well known applications of upper and lower surface blowing systems using jets which seems to
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have nK'ch similarity. In addition to the three preceeding points, the influence of the engine
installation especially ir the case of engine failure, the effect of longitudinal, lateral and directional
stability of the whole aircraft must be carefully worked out and in Jdail like the presentation of Mr.
Taisseire has shown. How to achieve optimum propeller airframe installation? As in many other cases, the
experimental investigations and theories must go together. There are obviously tuo many parameters in
wind tunnel testing for systematic variations. There is the shape of the nacelle, short or long, the
shape of the wing, twist, camber, planform and so on, and there is the position of the nacelle - high or
low, even the location ahead of the wing or a pusher arrangement is not yet clear. Concerning this
variety, I refer to the excellent paper from the de Havilland written by Mr. Eggleston. The second
problem is the large quantity of measured data. We need, of course, at least force measurements, as a
mimimum to realize aircraft performance. Secondly, pressures for evaluating loads and local interference
effects. We need in addition the whole flow field for validation of newly developed theoretical tools and
of course, also for the basic understanding of the physics of the mixed flow. An example for this last
class of exerimental investigations was the presentation by Aljabri. As an outcome of the present
meeting, I should say that there is a clear need for analytical and numerical methods for predicting
installation effects. For validation of this method, there is also a need for an experimental data base
like the experiments of Prof. Lilley, which were simplified enough in geometry thi't ve can obtain isolated
effects due to parametric variations, but complex enough to represent a real aircraft shape at least in
basic form. Following those lines, we have had three papers from research and universities showing three
different approaches for evaluating prediction methods.
The first was based on linearized potential flow using so-called panel methods. Taking account of the
propeller slip stream, they should have an extension of course to rotational effects, but problems arise
also due to the deflected slipstream which rolls up like a jet in cross flow. A data base has been shown
at least for a pusher arrangement. Secondly there was an evaluation of propeller nacelle performance
analysis using a very detailed flow field measurement technique. This wake survey in different planes
shows clearly the development of swirl in the slipstream and analyzes the slipstream wing interactions in
detail. This flowfield data could be used for evaluating the applicability of newly developed Euler
codes. That means the development of flowfield prediction methods. The effect of wind tunnel wall
interference, especially at angle of attack and the effect of the wind tunnel model support should be
investigated separately and more in detail. The third investigation was based on steady incompressible
Euler equations. This theory is an asymptotic zonal approach for the interference of large aspect ratio
wings including sweep. This looks quite promising to save money in comparison with the full 3-D Euler
solutions as Mr. Brabhu has shown in his excellent presentation. I'll recommend to read his detailed
written version.
A short summary of short-comings. In the applications of these theoretical methods all results, shown at
the present meeting, suffer first of all from the restriction to purely inviscid flow. For me it is hard
to understand why the result of the flow mixing process, like the propeller slipstream which influences in
addition the boundary layer significantly, could be prescribed correctly using inviscid flow models. But
it seems to work at least for engineering purposes. Secondly, potential flow theories are restricted to
irrotational flow. So far, we need at least the solution of the Euler equations which exist in principle,
but we have seen only the incompressible case in this session. So we require the development of full 3-D
compressible Euler solutions and we need a high speed computer capacity with extremely large direct access
memory. Available codes have still to be improved concerning users comfort in nesh grid generation, the
development of much faster parallel algorithems, extension to viscous effects, and extension also to
unsteady flow phenomena. To conclude, this last class of prediction methods was unfortunately not covered
by the present meeting. So far, the picture obtained is not complete and from my position working
personally in the wing design field, I would have been interested to see in addition consequences of
engine installations to the main wing design parameters, such as twist, camber for a given planform to
result in optimum L/D for cruise condition^.
Prof. G. Lilley
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you know, I was asked to address you at this, the last stage of the
symposium, on the problems on propeller acoustics, and I am sitting in for Dr. Leif Bjorno. It also gives
me an opportunity, Mr. Chairman, to perhaps atone myself for my dismeanors of the earlier part of the week
in not presenting my written version of my own paper. I hope that this does form some kind of atonement.
On the general problem of the acoustical side of aircraft development, I presume that most people in the
aircraft design field will feel that they have done a very good job over this last decade in relation to
the low noise levels generated by the present day turbofan aircraft, and the very good levels of comfort
that have been achieved in those aircraft. All of us, the passengers, have enjoyed that. It is therefore
quite clear that for any reason we wish to introduce a new form of powerplant, we have still got to
clearly keep the progress going in not providing in any way any deterioration in comfort and noise inside
the cabin or any increase in external noise level in relation to community noise. Thus, we an say the
current generation of aircraft have set standards which are extremely challenging for any future
developments in aircraft propulsion. In addition to the problems of the low noise levels of the current
generation of turbofan aircraft, we also have the success of the smaller commuter-type turbo-prop aircraft
of the Dash 7 type. Might I just remind you that in the UK recently we had an inquiry in relation to
building a city center STOL port in the center of London in the east London docks. The inspector, after
listening to all the various comments by those who wanted to build the STOL port, operate the STOL port,
and the community living around, came up with the recommendation to government that a STOL port should be
built there provided the aircraft would have a noise level of the standard of the Dash 7. This
recommendation is a major break-through and presents a great challenge and opportunity for anybody wanting
to operate an aircraft in that environment with its tremendous potential that it offers the aircraft
industry. The Dash 7 will clearly be replaced sometime in the future by an aircraft of a larger type to
improve economics, but the noise level has got to be of the same standard as that of the Dash 7. This
type of small commuter aircraft, 100 seats maybe going up to a 120 seats, with a noise level no greater
than the Dash 7, is going to be, I am sure, a severe challenge. There is one further aspect of this
question concerning community noise, which I think it is worth making at this stage. Let me very briefly
remind you that the perceived noise level that we use today was arrived at by the onset of the jet engine
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into the aircraft noise scene which were then turboprop or propeller driven aircraft. It was felt on the
subjective side that the noise scales that we should be talking about should be comparable with the kind
of subjective noise which we experienced in the case of propellers. Thus, the comparability of the
propeller noise of the 1950's was compared with the jet noise for the engines which were coming into
vogue, and the subjective scale of noise, known as PNdB, was therefore introduced. Later with the
variations of powerplant we came on to use the EPNdB, and that of course appears in noise certification.
I just make the point that introducing into the noise scene a different type of noise source, and I am not
here suggesting, in any way, that a prop-fan is going to be a real problem in this respect, but
nevertheless, demards a word of caution in respect of comparability with current noise standards.
People's attitude to noise changes excremely slowly. If you introduce a totally different noise source
into the community, even though you might argue in terms of decibels that this is comparable with some
other noise, you may find that the public will not agree and accept i . This might well mean that the
noise certification level and the rules that we have for present turbo an aircraft, and indeed current
propeller aircraft, may need changing and so introduce new certification for prop-fan aircraft. One has
to be aware of this problem in trying to make absolutely certain that the prop fan is acceptable. In this
I refer to both cabin and external noise.
I now come to the papers presented at the conference which gave us a very excellent summary and review of
the high level of research and development on the aerodynamics and acoustics of propellers that has been
going on in the past decade. As has been mentioned before, the research on the propeller to some extent
took a dip in the late I960's and 70*8 because of the concentration of effort in getting the turbo fan to
its current low noise level. It is only from abcut 1975 onwards that we have had this resurgence of
research interest in;o the noise of the propeller and the introduction of the idea of improved performance
and reduced noise by sweeping the tips which comes about with the prop-fan. We started off this Session k
with an excellent review paper on the engine development scene by Dr. Saravanamuto. He gave us a very
unbiased view of the types of engine development which were going to be required for advanced propeller
fan aircraft. We all benefited from that introduction. This was followed by the very excellent papers
both dealing with propeller performance and propeller nrise by a number of groups; these included Dr.
Grosche and his colleagues from Göttingen, Prof. John Williams and his colleagues at Farnborough, Dr.
Wilford and his colleagues from Pratt and Whitney and Dr. Heller and his colleagues from DFVLR in
Braunschweig. All of these papers concentrated on what can be measured inside the windtunnel and how
reduced data compare with full scale. I do wish to make one very important point: acoustic wind tunnels
have only been in operation for about the last decade, treating this problem of noise measurement and
tunnel nois^ calibration seriously. All of these windtunnels are by no means perfect. The wind tunnel
measurements require a calibration scale. Therefore, it is absolutely essential to have good full scale
flight data to make that very detailed comparison. We all know, however, how very difficult it is to get
good full-scale reliable data. The various authors gave us very frank pictures of what they can achieve
on the model scale in the windtunnel and the reliability in relation to full-scale prediction. Clearly,
we have a good picture of the state of the art, but a lot of work still needs to be done. The papers of
the above authors will repay very careful study. I perhaps have some preference and leaning to the
advances some authors have made compared with others, but all the papers presented give us a very good
state of the art in what can be achieved from acoustic windtunnels at the present time.
Of no less importance is of course the problem of the structure. The structural engineer requires to know
what is the nature of the excitation on the outside of the fuselage shell. This he relies very much on
the work I have mentioned abo/e in relation to noise levels that are either measured in flight, measured
in the windtunnel and then predicted for the real airplane. Clearly, considerable progress has been made
on this problem of the structural evaluation, and the excitation of this highly complex structure. Here
again, one has seen the close connection between the best available methods, and finite element methods
especially, for predicting the noise and structural excitations, as well as performing large scale
experiments and showing the comparison ana the differences between calculation and measurement. We had
some very excellent papers by Ca'bone and colleagues and Dr. Donham from Lockheed and his colleagues on
the present position, as well as the problems that remain and the chances for getting the noise level down
in the cabin to acceptable levels. I think all would agree that a lot more needs to be done, especially
with regard to the prop-fan in order to be confident that we can achieve noise levels inside the cabin and
a level of ncise comfort comparable to what we experience today with the turbo fan airplane.
Dr. Metzger of Hamilton Standard gave us a very good review of the position reached in the state of the
art of noise prediction on the prop fan. This paper again emphasizes the need to take flight
measurements, and to analyze and compare them against available prediction methods. It is only by such
methods that we can hope to optimize the design of the prop fan to not only meet the very stringent
demands on performance, but also to get low noise levels, both in the far field as well as in the near
field affecting the cabin. A very fine review paper. I am sure Dr. Metzger's paper will be seen as an
important state of the art paper, and therefore to present the complete noise scene which involves so many
research groups, perhaps some acknowledgment to certain other workers and groups in the field may be
deserving. Finally, we learned from the Lockheed group with a paper presented by Dr. Salikuddin and his
colleagues in relation to what can be achieved by active noise control. This is obviously a very new and
novel approach to the problem of aircraft cabin noise. It has a lot of possibilities, as well as problems
and whether it is going to be able to cope adequately and effectively, with the kind of noise sources that
we get from the prop-fan remains to be seen. But at least the kind of initial results that have been
achieved are very encouraging and this type of active noise control is obviously a technique needing
careful assessment. The whole problem of course, is to integrate this technology into an aircraft, and to
determine its effect on performance, especially with respect to the added weight.
Perhaps there are problems in its application to an actual aircraft design, but for the present, I am sure
that everybody will want to keep their options open and indeed encourage further work in this field.
Hr. Ohman, NAE
i want to remind you that this session is being recorded and I want you to give your name and your
affiliation when you speak. Who will be the first on'?
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M.Poisson-Ouinlon. »Nt:RA
I want to comrr.cnl hriefly about wind tunnel testing at full-scale: my question Is how to reduce a high risk venture with a prop-fan configuration'.' We have
spoken about that during all this meeting. One solution Is of course lo try to have a full-scale testing of the nacelle In the largest existing tunnels before flight:
NASA-Ames is of course the largest for low speed only (take-off. climb, landing); it will be possible to put even a full-scale aircraft inside the new 1211' x HII'
section in some years. We have also spoken about the Ocrman/Dutch DNW and the RAI- 24 foot low-speed unnels; at the NAE. you have also made some
full-scale low-speed research in your very fine tunnel in Ottawa.
On the French side, we have the SI Modane tunnel. K m. diameter, where It is possible not only to look at the low-speed tests, but also to run at the cruise
conditions, up lo Mach 0.85
Such expensive te <ts. of course, would he made after theoretical predictions, structural testing and small-scale testing, to validate a prop-fan nacelle before
experimental flight. At first, in a full-scale lest, you have lo look at the '•'op-fan characteristics (nacelle alone) to measure the local loads on blades, blade twist
and deformation, etc; this is very important to check the calculatii'T of the v..formation including the flutter prediction, mainly with the new composite
materials. The main measured parameters are thrust, power. RPM, Ma., h number and dynamic pressure, the second phase would he devoted to the prop-fan/
airframe interaction, either on the wing behind the prop-fan. or on the local rear-fuselage near an aft-mounted prop-fan. The main measurements arc the flow
analysis around the wing (lift and pressure drag, etc ). the near field noise and the acoustic fatigue measured on a full scale part of the fuselage (including some
absorbing material testing).
We have looked at such tests in the SI tunnel at ONIRA: we have made some calculations for a power loading of about 300 kW per square metre on a
propeller at Mach 0.8: it is possible to test a propeller diameter up to about 12 feel In this tunnel with a simulated ahitude: 15000 ft.
Now. if we look (see fijjure) H a full-scale 'pusher'' nacelle with counter-rotating propeller, such as the (ieneral Heclric project for example,. in the SI Modane
tunnel, where it is possible to run between 0.2 and about 0.8 Mach number, the main objective would be a validation before flight for safety, aand environment
problems (structural integrity propeller aeroelastie and dynamics, noise signature and acoustic fatigue, vibration attenuation development, etc.); moreover for
the engine manufacturer. It is very important also, at full-scale and in a very realistic environment, to analyse the gas-turbine behaviour as well as some inlet/
exhaust problems, its mechanical behaviour (operation of the variable pitch system, etc ).
This is a vei v ambitious long term proposal, but In the meantime, we have launched at ONI-RA a very modest programme (described by Mr Bousquet at this
meeting), which is the first step to developing a testing methodology and ti have good measurements (Including noise signature), on a I m. diameter propeller,
lo be tested fall 1985 in our SI Modane tunnel. One of our objectives »ill be the correlation between theory and experiments; our programme is limited by
money and by the power of our existing gas turbine, but It would open the way to more ambitious, and perhaps cooperative, programmes.
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M. Bucciantini, ALITALIA
Only two small observations regarding the topics that we have had in this very interesting syposium.
First of all, I am not particularly a specialist in this field, my activity in the company has been in the
airframe, aerodynamic design. First observation regards the prop fans. The prop fan is now a field for
tomorrow for commercial transportation. The reason we have understood in the step ahead from turbo fan to
prop fan is to increase the thrust to a new level without increasing the disk diameter. Therefore, the
increase in number of bli. s, increase in chord, increase in dynamic pressure with the rotational speed.
What I have not seen is another idea which I propose today. To increase the number of stages: instead of
having at maximum two counter-rotating propellers, having four or six. Four might be feasible, two in
front and two at the end of the nacelle. That could alleviate the strength and aerodynamic problems due
to high Mach number. Second observation regards the noise. We have seen the noise for the civil aircraft
in future is more and more demanding. We have seen that one way is to optimize the structure as my
colleague at Aeritalia has shown, in order to reduce the noise amplification in the cabin. Another system
I have not seen previously is to absorb the noise during the way which propagates it from the source to
the various points. I have certain experience in military aircraft where the noise is reduced for two
reasons; for the pilot to enable him to have a most quiet environment to fulfill nis task and for the
equipment. The general way the noise is reduced is to absorb it by anti-vibration devices such as
rubber. The equipment has its anti-vibration mounting both in the equipment airframe interface and inside
itself. Therefore, another idea for the civil aircraft is to put absorbant devices like foam or rubber in
the points where the noise passes from the source to the cabin.
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Mr. Larry Bober, NASA, Lewis
1 want to thank Mr. Foisson-guinton for endorsing the NASA advanced turboprop program in his comments.
For those of you that may not be familiar with what is going on in the entire program, NASA has a program
called the Propfan Test Assessment Program which follows very carefully Mr. Poisson-Quinton's comments on
the approach which should be followed. As I mentioned in my pretjntation, NASA for some time has been
developing analysis methods and has been doing small scale testing of propellers both isolated and
installed. The PTA, or Propfan Test Assessment Program, is aimed at exploring full scale feasability. As
the first part uf the program a 9 foot diameter propeller is being designed and fabricated by Hamilton
Standard under contract to NASA Lewis. This 9-foot diameter propeller will first be tested isolated and
in fact before the 9-foot diameter model is test ;d, a 2-foot diameter aeroelastical ly scaled model will be
tested in wind tunnels.
Mr. L. Ohman, NAE
Is this single rotation?
Mr. Bober, NASA Lewis
Yes, single rotation.
A Mach .« design as are most of the others. The large-scale testing will be done
for an isolated propeller first.
In fact, the Modane tunnel is being considered for this testing.
After
that full scale installed static testing will be done, followed by wind tunnel testing with a full scale
installed configuration and the NASA Ames tunnel is being looked at for that testing. The final part of
the program will involve flight testing an installed single rotation propeller on the wing of a Gulfstream
American aircraft.
This PTA program's prime contractor is Lockheed, Georgia.
The flight test program is
planned for 1987.
Mr. L. Ohman, NAE

Thank you very much Mr. Bober, it sounds like we should have lots of interesting results in a few years.
Perhaps we should already start planning for our next propeller symposium.
Mr. Landon, ARA, UK
I am concerned that accurate results are obtained in small scale model tests in the face of lack of
simulation of those models. This I don't think has been mentioned by any of the authors in these last few
days. I am particularly concerned about one aspect. We are fortunate that cruise Reynolds numbers can be
nearly matched by atmospheric wind tunnels and also that model propellers can be made in such a way that
the aeroelasticity can be matched, but I am concerned that the centrifugal effects on the boundary layer
may have a very important effect and I would be very pleased to receive some comments from the panel on
this point.

Would anyone like to comment on the centrifugal force on boundary layer.
specialists in the audience.

We have some boundary layer

Mr. Bober, NASA Lewis
I will comment since nobody else seems ready to say anything. One of the mair reasons for trying to
develop a 3-D Navier Stokes analysis for propellers is to gain a better understanding of the
three-dimensional boundary layers including centrifugal effects and we are pursuing this approach.
Prof, lilley, Southampton University
The problem in wind tunnel testing of propellers is to be confident of the state of the boundary layers on
the rotating blades and hence, by comparison with theory, to predict the effects at full scale. This
problem is compounded when noise measurements are made and an extrapolation to full scale Reynolds number
is required. More effort is required in this field.
Mr. A. Bagnall, Rolls Royce Derby
I thought I would say what we are 'rying to do with propellers. We have begun to realize the advantage of
the propeller, especially the counter-rotation one, where you get 253! increase in efficiency. That makes
a mockery of the half and one percent efficiencies we try to scrape at the moment with component
efficiency of our turbo fans. We really need to know what configuration our engine is going to be so that
we can start doing some design research work for the prop fan. To do that, although we may not actually
consider making the propeller ourselves, we need to understand how the propeller works. We have been
trying to apply our design and analysis tools ('or turbomachinery inside an annulus) to work for a
propeller. What we would like to do is to hc^e * method that we can use to design propeller blades and
then we would be able to test a variety of c ufi^urations with different numbers of blades and single
rotation and counter rotation and get an lae« ol the noise impacts. Obviously you would want to go to
counter rotation (if you can solve the noise problems) because of its greater efficiency, but the engine
configuration of course is dependent on that. I would like to show, if possible, some work we have been
doing with our design and analysis methods. We have been using a 3-D Denton code, which is a time
marching unsteady Euler equation and it iterates in time to end up with the steady solution. I want to
show a comparison we did with the SR3. We effectively put the propeller in a wind tunnel and had a
boundary out here somewhere, and these diamonds show the NASA test Mach numbers and we are just showing
that we have got the right sort of flow Mach number because we are agreeing with that to a certain
extent. We were able to show with our 3-D program that there was indeed choking at the root of this
blade. If we just look at the cross-section through the propeller, the left-hand picture has a straight
annulus and then we have area ruling in the right-hand picture. You can see that the Mach number
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reduces. That is perhaps more apparent if I show a picture where we look down on it and you can see that
in the left-hand picture there is choking, the unity Mach number, across the passage; with the area ruling
you get the reduction in Mach number through the passage.
We really are only in the beginning stages of
doing this, and we haven't developed the codes specifically for dealing with propellers as yet.
Though
this would not be a significantly difficult thing to do for a single rotation, I think, it would be very
difficult to do the counter rotation complete with some sort of idea of the unsteady effects, and
interactions of one ro'or with the next.
That is what we really would like to do, but that is many years
in advance from here.
Mr.

L. Ohman, NAE

May I ask those who have shown slides or viewgraphs to submit copies of them for the record.
Dr. H. Heller, DFVLR
I would like to address the problem of propeller acoustic testing in either hard walled tunnels, or
open-jet test-section tunnels. We realize that there is a need for both kinds. We need to do hard walled
tunnel testing to achieve high cruise speed Mach numbers (say on the order of 0.6, 0.7, or 0.8).
But if
we do so, we face problems of reflections in the tunnel and the question is: do we fully understand all
the problems related to reflections in tunnels?
On the other hand, tests in open jet wind tunnels are much to be preferred.
Here then we must ask
ourselves: Do we fully understand the transmission of sound through the shear layer if we want to obtain
far-field noise data? Furthermore, what is the role of the flow quality?
There are tunnels with excellent flow qualities and there are tunnels with not so excellent flow
qualities; how sensitive then is propeller noise to in-flow turbulence in the typical aerodynamic tunnel?
As far as scaling is concerned and the problem has been addressed and treated by one of the previous
speakers we at the DFVLR have some experience in the DNW obtained in a joint project with the US Army on
helicopter high speed impulsive noise, and blade vortex interaction impulsive noise; here it had bee.i
shown that scaling by a factor of 7 from model to full-scale flight tests was rather perfect.
Depending,
I guess, on the particular phenomenon one is looking at, scaling can indeed be achieved in high quality
tunnels such as the DNW.
On the other hand, the DNW is not a high speed facility, top speed for the open
jet being only 85 meters per second.
We hope to get more experience in terus of scaling in the upcoming
joint DFVLR/FAA tests in December 1984 that I mentioned yesterday in my paper, where we will test a full
scale propeller in the DNW and compare data to flight tests that have been conducted already.
We then
intend to run an experiment where we use the same geometry of the propellers tested in the DNW at a
smaller scale - perhaps 1:10 - in our Braunsweig I meter acoustic tunnel. We will see how well that will
scale and then gain confidence in small scale testing.
Finally, I would just like to advocate utilization of the excellent aerodynamic and acoustic qualities of
the DNW in any further aeroacoustic testing, such as on prop-fans, for example, when we are interested in
he low speed aspects complementing very well in other high quality tunnels - albeit with a closed
test-section - such as the one in Hodane.
Mr. L. Ohman, NAE
We are running out of time.

I think I can only entertain one more comment or question.

Mr. Baas, Dowty Rotol
I would like to make a couple of very brief points if I may. Firstly, I would like to endorse Mr.
Peckhao's remarks that wind tunnel techniques with respect to small models need rather more attention.
The only correction currently available for solid wall tunnels is that due to dauert.
In a series of
experiments in the 8 foot by 6 foot tunnel at Farnborough which has slotted walls, we closed them so we
could use dauert, s uoa we didn't want to deal with the open situation.
It was a fairly lightly loaded
propeller and the correction was so small that it could be ignored. This may not by any means be true
where you get much higher disk loading in terms of power per unit area. The second point I would also
like to endorse is Dick Landon's remarks about centrifugal effects. We did a series of experiments in
which we were able to keep the blade tip Mach number constant and the Reynolds number constant and vary
only rpm. We saw a very large difference in performance which apparently depended only on rpm and, by
inference, centrifugal effects. I don't understand it at the moment and this work needs repeating, but
there is something there which I think may well keep us entertained for some time to come.
Mr. L. Ohman, NAE

At this point, I am sorry, we have to terminate our discussion. Thank you very much for your very active
participation in this discussion. I now turn the floor over to our Panel Chairman for the concluding
remarks.
Dr. Roberts
When AGARD plans a symposium, it tries to choose a topic that is both relevant and timely, one that will
attract good important papers of interest to a broad audience.
On the basis of these criteria, I believe
that this has been a successful meeting. Clearly, much has happened in the propeller world in the past 10
years, both in the fundamental understanding of propeller aerodynamics and acoustics and in the evolution
of new concepts such as the prop fan and the unducted fan.
It was our hope that this symposium would
review this progress and I feel that we have been successful to a degree in this regard. We must thank
all of the authors for their contributions, and the session chairmen for their good management of the
symposium and I would like to thank you, the audience, for participating to the degree that you have in
the discussions.
A successful meeting requires not only an interesting subject, but a great deal of
preparation and hard work on the part of the organizers.
I would like you to join me in congratulating

I ■'
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and thanking particularly Mr. Lars Ohman who is both the host nation Coordinator and the Program Chairman
for this meeting.
A vote of thanks is also due to our Executive Secretary, Mr. Bob Rollins and to his
assistant Anne Marie Rivault and to the Canadian staff from DeHavilland and ISTS who provided the
equipment, and to the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce who provided the projectionists.
Finally, our
thanks to the team of interpreters. Miss Davis and Miss Dana, and to Major Bergeron, who have worked so
hard to provide us with fast and accurate interpretation of the presentations and we thank you.
Before
closing the meeting, I would like to use the opportunity to tell you of the Fluid Dynamics Hanoi program
for next year, 1983.
I have it on a viewgraph here.
We have two symposia planned.
The first will be in
May of 1985 at Gottingen, Germany; this is a joint meeting with the Flight Mechanics Panel of AGARD.
The
subject is Unsteady Aerodynamics: Fundamentals and Applications to Aircraft Dynamics, and it will have
sessions on Unsteady Aerodynamics, Dynamic Stability Parameters and various applications to aircraft in
different situations. The second symposium is planned in October of 1985.
It will be held in Athens,
Greece and it will be a NATO restricted conference on Store Airframe Aerodynamics.
Additionally, we have
two five-day Special Courses.
The first will be in April at the von Karman Institute on Cryogenic
Technology for Wind Tunnel Testing and the second in May of 1985 which will be held at VKI and
subsequently in August at the NASA Langley Research Center in the US, and this will be a Special Course on
Aircraft Drag Prediction and Reduction.
If these meetings are of interest to you, and I think that they
should be, or to your colleagues, please include them in your plans for 1985.
If you need further
information about these activities or any other Fluid Dynamics Panel activities or other AGARD activities,
please write to Bob Rollins; you have his address on the green program sheet for this meeting.
It now
remains for me just to formally close this symposium.
I thank you all for your participation and wish you
all a safe journey home.
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